changes to the specially designated nationals and blocked persons list since january 1, 2022

this publication of treasury's office of foreign assets control ("ofac") is designed as a reference tool providing actual notice of actions by ofac with respect to specially designated nationals and other entities whose property is blocked, to assist the public in complying with the various sanctions programs administered by ofac. the latest changes may appear here prior to their publication in the federal register, and it is intended that users rely on changes indicated in this document that post-date the most recent federal register publication with respect to a particular sanctions program in the appendices to chapter v of title 31, code of federal regulations. such changes reflect official actions of ofac, and will be reflected as soon as practicable in the federal register under the index heading "foreign assets control." new federal register notices with regard to specially designated nationals or blocked entities may be published at any time. users are advised to check the federal register and this electronic publication routinely for additional names or other changes to the listings. entities and individuals on the list are occasionally licensed by ofac to transact business with u.s. persons in anticipation of removal from the list or because of foreign policy considerations in unique circumstances. licensing in anticipation of official federal register publication of a notice of removal based on the unblocking of an entity’s or individual’s property is reflected in this publication by removal from the list. current information on licenses issued with regard to specially designated nationals and other blocked persons may be obtained or verified by calling ofac licensing at 202/622-2480. the following changes have occurred with respect to the office of foreign assets control listing of specially designated nationals and blocked persons since january 1, 2022:

• 01/05/22

the following [balkans-EO14033] [balkans] entries have been changed:

DODIK, Milorad, Republika Srpska, Bosnia and Herzegovina; DOB 12 Mar 1959; Gender Male (individual) [balkans].

• 01/10/22

the following [nicaragua] entries have been added to ofac’s SDN list:

BARAHONA CASTRO, Rosa Adelina (a.k.a. BARAHONA DE RIVAS, Rosa Adelina), Zona Central, Matagalpa, Nicaragua; DOB 10 May 1957; POB Murra, Nueva Segovia, Nicaragua; nationality Nicaragua; Gender Female; National ID No. 4901005570000R (Nicaragua) (individual) [nicaragua].

Barahona de Rivas, Rosa Adelina (a.k.a. BARAHONA DE RIVAS, Rosa Adelina), Zona Central, Matagalpa, Nicaragua; DOB 10 May 1957; POB Murra, Nueva Segovia, Nicaragua; nationality Nicaragua; Gender Female; National ID No. 4901005570000R (Nicaragua) (individual) [nicaragua].

Calderon VindeLL, Ramon Humberto, Kilometro Doce y Medio, Carretera Sur, Managua, Nicaragua; DOB 17 Oct 1959; POB San Juan de Limay, Esteli, Nicaragua; nationality Nicaragua; Gender Male; National ID No. 16417105900003J (Nicaragua) (individual) [nicaragua].

Delgado Castellon, Celina, Residencial Mira Bosques Casa C15, Managua, Nicaragua;
The following [NPWMD] entries have been added to OFAC’s SDN List:

**01/12/22**

The following [NPWMD] entries have been added to OFAC’s SDN List:

CH'OE, Myo'ng-hyon (a.k.a. CHOE, Myong-hyon), Vladivostok, Russia; DOB 20 Jan 1966; nationality Korea, North; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: North Korea Sanctions Regulations, sections 510.201 and 510.210; Transactions Prohibited For Persons Owned or Controlled By U.S. Financial Institutions: North Korea Sanctions Regulations section 510.214; Passport 836210034 (Korea, North) issued 26 Apr 2016 expires 26 Apr 2021 (individual) [NPWMD] (Linked To: SECOND ACADEMY OF NATURAL SCIENCES).

KANG, Ch'o'l-hak (Korean: 강철학) (a.k.a. KANG, Ch'o'l-hak), Shenyang, China; DOB 06 Sep 1962; nationality Korea, North; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: North Korea Sanctions Regulations, sections 510.201 and 510.210; Transactions Prohibited For Persons Owned or Controlled By U.S. Financial Institutions: North Korea Sanctions Regulations section 510.214 (individual) [NPWMD] (Linked To: SECOND ACADEMY OF NATURAL SCIENCES).

SIM, Kwang-so'k (a.k.a. SIM, Kwang Sul), Dalian, China; DOB 16 Sep 1971; nationality Korea, North; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: North Korea Sanctions Regulations, sections 510.201 and 510.210; Transactions Prohibited For Persons Owned or Controlled By U.S. Financial Institutions: North Korea Sanctions Regulations section 510.214; Passport 745120331 (Korea, North) issued 19 Mar 2015 expires 19 Mar 2020 (individual) [NPWMD] (Linked To: SECOND ACADEMY OF NATURAL SCIENCES).

**01/12/22**

The following [NPWMD] entries have been added to OFAC’s SDN List:

ALAR, Roman Anatolyevich, Moscow, Russia; DOB 17 Jan 1973; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: North Korea Sanctions Regulations, sections 510.201 and 510.210; Transactions Prohibited For Persons Owned or Controlled By U.S. Financial Institutions: North Korea Sanctions Regulations section 510.214; Passport 719869648 (Russia) expires 25 Jun 2022 (individual) [NPWMD].
The following [SDGT] entries have been added to OFAC’s SDN List:

'O, Yong Ho, Moscow, Russia; DOB 25 Dec 1961; nationality Korea, North; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: North Korea Sanctions Regulations, sections 510.201 and 510.210; Transactions Prohibited For Persons Owned or Controlled By U.S. Financial Institutions: North Korea Sanctions Regulations section 510.214; Passport 108410041 (Korea, North) issued 13 Oct 2018 expires 13 Oct 2023 (individual) [NPWMD].

PARSEK LLC, Sh. Entuziastov D. 54, Che 0 POM.VII CH K 9, Moscow 111123, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: North Korea Sanctions Regulations, sections 510.201 and 510.210; Transactions Prohibited For Persons Owned or Controlled By U.S. Financial Institutions: North Korea Sanctions Regulations section 510.214; Tax ID No. 7714789249 (Russia); Company Number 62817585 (Russia); Registration Number 109774656366 (Russia) [NPWMD].

**01/18/22**

The following [SDGT] entries have been added to OFAC's SDN List:

'ALAMAH, Jihad Salim (Arabic: جهاد سالم علاء الدين) (a.k.a. ALAME, Jihad Salem), Lebanon; DOB 02 Jul 1956; nationality Lebanon; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Passport LR0162690 (Lebanon); Identification Number 3864856486 (Lebanon) (individual) [SDGT] (Linked To: HIZBALLAH).

ALAME, Jihad Salem (a.k.a. 'ALAMAH, Jihad Salim (Arabic: جهاد سالم علاء الدين)), Lebanon; DOB 02 Jul 1956; nationality Lebanon; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Passport LR0162690 (Lebanon); Identification Number 3864856486 (Lebanon) (individual) [SDGT] (Linked To: HIZBALLAH).

DAOUN, Ali Muhammad (a.k.a. D'UN, Ali Muhammad (Arabic: علي محمد الصواب)), Lebanon; DOB 10 Dec 1956; nationality Lebanon; Additional Sanctions Information - Subject to Secondary Sanctions Pursuant to the Hizballah Financial Sanctions Regulations; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Passport 1000644893 (Lebanon) expires 03 Jan 2023 (individual) [SDGT] (Linked To: HIZBALLAH).

DIAB, Adel (a.k.a. DHIYAB, 'Adil 'Ali (Arabic: عادل علي ناب)), Lebanon; DOB 10 Dec 1960; nationality Lebanon; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Identification Number 32983326 (Lebanon) (individual) [SDGT] (Linked To: HIZBALLAH).

DHIYAB, 'Adil 'Ali (a.k.a. DHIYAB, 'Adil 'Ali (Arabic: عادل علي ناب)), Lebanon; DOB 10 Dec 1960; nationality Lebanon; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Identification Number 32983326 (Lebanon) (individual) [SDGT] (Linked To: HIZBALLAH).

OLIINYK, Volodymyr; a.k.a. OLEINIK, Vladimir Nikolayevich (Cyrillic: Володимир Николаевич Олейник), Ukraine; DOB 06 Apr 1972; POB Liv, Ukraine; nationality Ukraine; Gender Male (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

**01/20/22**

The following [RUSSIA-EO14024] entries have been added to OFAC's SDN List:

KOZAK, Taras Romanovych, Ukraine; DOB 06 Apr 1972; POB Liv, Ukraine; nationality Ukraine; Gender Male (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

OLEINIK, Vladimir Nikolayevich (Cyrillic: ОЛЕЙНИК, Владимир Николаевич), Ukraine; DOB 06 Apr 1972; POB Liv, Ukraine; nationality Ukraine; Website www.oleinik.win; Gender Male (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].
• 01/21/22

The following [SDGT] entries have been added to OFAC’s SDN List:

Lebanon; Germany; Morocco; Ethiopia; Iraq; Ghana; Nigeria; Turkey; DOB 10 Mar 1963; alt. DOB 01 Jan 1963; nationality Lebanon; alt. nationality Germany; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Passport LR0435095 (Lebanon); alt. Passport C3781VJXX (Germany) (individual) [SDGT] (Linked To: HIZBALLAH).

AYAD, Adnan (a.k.a. ADNAN, Ali Ayad; a.k.a. TYAD, Adnan ‘Ali (Arabic: ﺎﻴﺩ ﺍﻠى ﻋﺎﺩ ﺍﻧﺪﺎﻥ))
Lebanon; Germany; Morocco; Ethiopia; Iraq; Ghana; Nigeria; Turkey; DOB 10 Mar 1963; alt. DOB 01 Jan 1963; nationality Lebanon; alt. nationality Germany; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Passenger LR0435095 (Lebanon); alt. Passenger C3781VJXX (Germany) (individual) [SDGT] (Linked To: HIZBALLAH).

AYAD, Jehad (a.k.a. ADNAN, Ali Ayad; a.k.a. ADNAN, Ali Ayad (Arabic: ﺎﻴﺩ ﺍﻠى ﻋﺎﺩ ﺍﻧﺪﺎﻥ))
Lebanon; Germany; Morocco; Ethiopia; Iraq; Ghana; Nigeria; Turkey; DOB 10 Mar 1963; alt. DOB 01 Jan 1963; nationality Lebanon; alt. nationality Germany; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Passenger LR0435095 (Lebanon); alt. Passenger C3781VJXX (Germany) (individual) [SDGT] (Linked To: HIZBALLAH).

AYAD, Jehad (a.k.a. ADNAN, Ali Ayad; a.k.a. ADNAN, Ali Ayad (Arabic: ﺎﻴﺩ ﺍﻠى ﻋﺎﺩ ﺍﻧﺪﺎﻥ))
Lebanon; Germany; Morocco; Ethiopia; Iraq; Ghana; Nigeria; Turkey; DOB 10 Mar 1963; alt. DOB 01 Jan 1963; nationality Lebanon; alt. nationality Germany; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Passenger LR0435095 (Lebanon); alt. Passenger C3781VJXX (Germany) (individual) [SDGT] (Linked To: HIZBALLAH).

AYAD, Jehad (a.k.a. ADNAN, Ali Ayad; a.k.a. ADNAN, Ali Ayad (Arabic: ﺎﻴﺩ ﺍﻠى ﻋﺎﺩ ﺍﻧﺪﺎﻥ))
Lebanon; Germany; Morocco; Ethiopia; Iraq; Ghana; Nigeria; Turkey; DOB 10 Mar 1963; alt. DOB 01 Jan 1963; nationality Lebanon; alt. nationality Germany; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Passenger LR0435095 (Lebanon); alt. Passenger C3781VJXX (Germany) (individual) [SDGT] (Linked To: HIZBALLAH).

AYAD, Jehad (a.k.a. ADNAN, Ali Ayad; a.k.a. ADNAN, Ali Ayad (Arabic: ﺎﻴﺩ ﺍﻠى ﻋﺎﺩ ﺍﻧﺪﺎﻥ))
Lebanon; Germany; Morocco; Ethiopia; Iraq; Ghana; Nigeria; Turkey; DOB 10 Mar 1963; alt. DOB 01 Jan 1963; nationality Lebanon; alt. nationality Germany; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Passenger LR0435095 (Lebanon); alt. Passenger C3781VJXX (Germany) (individual) [SDGT] (Linked To: HIZBALLAH).

Ayad, Ali Adel (Arabic: ﺎﻴﺩ ﺍﻠى ﻋﺎﺩ ﺍﻧﺪﺎﻥ)
Lebanon; Germany; Morocco; Ethiopia; Iraq; Ghana; Nigeria; Turkey; DOB 10 Mar 1963; alt. DOB 01 Jan 1963; nationality Lebanon; alt. nationality Germany; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Organization Established Date 07 Apr 2003; Business Registration Number 2000776 (Lebanon) [SDGT] (Linked To: HIZBALLAH).

Bakeries and Pastries Jammooul Sarl (a.k.a. Jammooul and Ayad for Industry and Trade; a.k.a. Jamoool and Ayyad Company for Industry and Trade), Building 1046, Jiyeh, Lebanon; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Business Registration Number 67796 (Lebanon) [SDGT] (Linked To: AYAD, Adnan).
Executive Order 13886; Passport 1011592 (Lebanon) expires 04 Dec 2019 (individual) [SDGT] (Linked To: HAMER AND NAIL CONSTRUCTION LIMITED).

GOLDEN GROUP SAL OFF-SHORE, Beirut, Lebanon; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Organization Established Date 26 Aug 2014; Business Registration Number 1807712 (Lebanon) [SDGT] (Linked To: DIAB, Adel; Linked To: AYAD, Adnan).

GOLDEN GROUP TRADING SARL, Beirut, Lebanon; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Organization Established Date 08 Feb 2005; Business Registration Number 2005265 (Lebanon) [SDGT] (Linked To: AYAD, Adnan).

HAMIDCO INVESTMENT LIMITED, Plot No. 5831, Kalundu, Lusaka, Lusaka Province, Zambia; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Organization Established Date 21 Mar 2017; Business Registration Number 120170002264 (Zambia) [SDGT] (Linked To: DIAB, Adel; Linked To: AYAD, Adnan).

HAMER AND NAIL CONSTRUCTION LIMITED, 1st Floor Anchor House, Cairo Road, Town Centre, Lusaka, Lusaka Province, Zambia; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Organization Established Date 08 Feb 2005; Business Registration Number 2005265 (Lebanon) [SDGT] (Linked To: DIAB, Adel; Linked To: AYAD, Adnan).

INSHAAT CO SARL, Baabda, Lebanon; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Organization Established Date 08 Feb 2005; Business Registration Number 2005265 (Lebanon) [SDGT] (Linked To: DIAB, Adel; Linked To: AYAD, Adnan).

IYAD, Adnan ‘Ali (Arabic: يعان على عยاد; a.k.a. AYAD, Adnan; a.k.a. AYAD, Adel; a.k.a. AYAD, Adel), Lebanon; Germany; Morocco; Ethiopia; Iraq; Ghana; Nigeria; Turkey; DOB 10 Mar 1963; alt. DOB 01 Jan 1963; nationality Lebanon; alt. nationality Germany; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Passport LR0435095 (Lebanon); alt. Passport C3T81VJJX (Germany) (individual) [SDGT] (Linked To: HIZBALLAH).

JAMMOUL AND AYAD FOR INDUSTRY AND TRADE (a.k.a. BAKERIES AND PASTRIES JAMMOUL SARL; a.k.a. JAMMOUL AND AYAD FOR INDUSTRY AND TRADE), Building 1046, Jiyeh, Lebanon; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Organization Established Date 07 Apr 2003; Business Registration Number 2000776 (Lebanon) [SDGT] (Linked To: AYAD, Adnan).

JAMMOUL AND AYAD COMPANY FOR INDUSTRY AND TRADE (a.k.a. BAKERIES AND PASTRIES JAMMOUL SARL; a.k.a. JAMMOUL AND AYAD FOR INDUSTRY AND TRADE), Building 1046, Jiyeh, Lebanon; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Organization Established Date 07 Apr 2003; Business Registration Number 2000776 (Lebanon) [SDGT] (Linked To: AYAD, Adnan).

LANDERLETS SARL, Jalloul Property, Hamra, Beirut, Lebanon; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Organization Established Date 07 Sep 2007; Business Registration Number 77751 (Lebanon) [SDGT] (Linked To: AYAD, Adnan).

LANDERLETS SAL OFF-SHORE, Jalloul Property, Hamra, Beirut, Lebanon; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Organization Established Date 07 Sep 2007; Business Registration Number 77751 (Lebanon) [SDGT] (Linked To: AYAD, Adnan).

LANDERLETS SARL, Jalloul Property, Hamra, Beirut, Lebanon; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Organization Established Date 07 Sep 2007; Business Registration Number 77751 (Lebanon) [SDGT] (Linked To: AYAD, Adnan).

LANDERLETS SAL OFF-SHORE, Jalloul Property, Hamra, Beirut, Lebanon; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Organization Established Date 07 Sep 2007; Business Registration Number 77751 (Lebanon) [SDGT] (Linked To: AYAD, Adnan).

LANDERLETS SARL, Jalloul Property, Hamra, Beirut, Lebanon; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Organization Established Date 07 Sep 2007; Business Registration Number 77751 (Lebanon) [SDGT] (Linked To: AYAD, Adnan).

LANDERLETS SAL OFF-SHORE, Jalloul Property, Hamra, Beirut, Lebanon; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Organization Established Date 07 Sep 2007; Business Registration Number 77751 (Lebanon) [SDGT] (Linked To: AYAD, Adnan).

LANDERLETS SARL, Jalloul Property, Hamra, Beirut, Lebanon; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Organization Established Date 07 Sep 2007; Business Registration Number 77751 (Lebanon) [SDGT] (Linked To: AYAD, Adnan).

PRINCE ENGINEERING, CONSTRUCTION, AND GENERAL TRADING (a.k.a. AL AMIR CO. FOR ENGINEERING, CONSTRUCTION AND GENERAL TRADING), Alamir Center - 2nd Floor, Chiah, Beirut, Lebanon; Website www.alamir-lb.com; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Organization Established Date 12 Sep 2011; Business Registration Number 1805433 (Lebanon) [SDGT] (Linked To: DIAB, Adel; Linked To: AYAD, Adnan).

PRINCE ENGINEERING, CONSTRUCTION, AND GENERAL TRADING (a.k.a. AL AMIR CO. FOR ENGINEERING, CONSTRUCTION AND GENERAL TRADING), Alamir Center - 2nd Floor, Chiah, Beirut, Lebanon; Website www.alamir-lb.com; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Organization Established Date 12 Sep 2011; Business Registration Number 1805433 (Lebanon) [SDGT] (Linked To: DIAB, Adel; Linked To: AYAD, Adnan).

PRINCE ENGINEERING, CONSTRUCTION, AND GENERAL TRADING (a.k.a. AL AMIR CO. FOR ENGINEERING, CONSTRUCTION AND GENERAL TRADING), Alamir Center - 2nd Floor, Chiah, Beirut, Lebanon; Website www.alamir-lb.com; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Organization Established Date 12 Sep 2011; Business Registration Number 1805433 (Lebanon) [SDGT] (Linked To: DIAB, Adel; Linked To: AYAD, Adnan).

PRINCE ENGINEERING, CONSTRUCTION, AND GENERAL TRADING (a.k.a. AL AMIR CO. FOR ENGINEERING, CONSTRUCTION AND GENERAL TRADING), Alamir Center - 2nd Floor, Chiah, Beirut, Lebanon; Website www.alamir-lb.com; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Organization Established Date 12 Sep 2011; Business Registration Number 1805433 (Lebanon) [SDGT] (Linked To: DIAB, Adel; Linked To: AYAD, Adnan).

TOP FASHION GMBH KONFEKTIONSBUGELEI (Latin: TOP FASHION GMBH KONFEKTIONSBUGELEI), Markische Allee, 15, Grossbeeren, Brandenburg 14979, Germany; Website www.topfashion-online.de; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Organization Established Date 18 Mar 1997; Business Registration Number 14467B11081P (Germany) issued 06 Aug 1997 [SDGT] (Linked To: AL-AMIR CO.; a.k.a. "AL-AMIR COMPANY"; a.k.a. "AL-AMIR PROJECT"; Alamir Center - 2nd Floor, Chiah, Beirut, Lebanon; Website www.alamir-lb.com; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Business Registration Number 67796 (Lebanon) [SDGT] (Linked To: DIAB, Adel; Linked To: AYAD, Adnan).
CONSTRUCTING AND BUILDING; a.k.a. PRINCE ENGINEERING, CONSTRUCTION, AND GENERAL TRADING; a.k.a. "ALAMIR"; a.k.a. "AL-AMIR COMPANY"; a.k.a. "AL-AMIR PROJECT"), Alamir Center - 2nd Floor, Chiah, Beirut, Lebanon; Website www.alamir-lb.com; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Business Registration Number 67796 (Lebanon) [SDGT] (Linked To: DIAB, Adel; Linked To: AYAD, Adnan).

"AL-AMIR COMPANY" (a.k.a. AL AMIR CO. FOR ENGINEERING, CONSTRUCTION AND GENERAL TRADE SARL; a.k.a. AL' AMIR FOR CONSTRUCTING AND BUILDING; a.k.a. PRINCE ENGINEERING, CONSTRUCTION, AND GENERAL TRADING; a.k.a. "ALAMIR"; a.k.a. "AL-AMIR CO."); a.k.a. "AL-AMIR PROJECT"), Alamir Center - 2nd Floor, Chiah, Beirut, Lebanon; Website www.alamir-lb.com; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Business Registration Number 67796 (Lebanon) [SDGT] (Linked To: DIAB, Adel; Linked To: AYAD, Adnan).

• 01/31/22

The following [BURMA-EO14014] entries have been added to OFAC's SDN List:

OO, Daw Thida (a.k.a. OO, Thi Da; a.k.a. OO, Thida), Burma; DOB 27 Nov 1964; POB Rangoon, Burma; nationality Burma; citizen Burma; Gender Female; Passport DM003921 (Burma) issued 02 Aug 2017 expires 01 Aug 2027; Union Attorney General (individual) [BURMA-EO14014].

OO, Htun Htun (a.k.a. OO, Tun Tun; a.k.a. OO, U Htun Htun; a.k.a. OO, U Tun Tun), Naypyitaw, Burma; DOB 28 Jul 1956; nationality Burma; citizen Burma; Gender Male; Chief Justice of Union Supreme Court (individual) [BURMA-EO14014].

OO, Thi Da (a.k.a. OO, Daw Thida; a.k.a. OO, Thida), Burma; DOB 27 Nov 1964; POB Rangoon, Burma; nationality Burma; citizen Burma; Gender Female; Passport DM003921 (Burma) issued 02 Aug 2017 expires 01 Aug 2027; Union Attorney General (individual) [BURMA-EO14014].

OO, U Htun Htun (a.k.a. OO, Htun Htun; a.k.a. OO, U Tun Tun), Naypyitaw, Burma; DOB 28 Jul 1956; nationality Burma; citizen Burma; Gender Male; Chief Justice of Union Supreme Court (individual) [BURMA-EO14014].

• 01/31/22

The following [SDGT] entries have been removed:

OMAN PRIDE Crude Oil Tanker; Additional Sanctions Information - Subject to Secondary Sanctions; Vessel Registration Identification IMO 9153525 (vessel) [SDGT] (Linked To: BRAVERY MARITIME CORPORATION).

• 01/31/22

The following [BURMA-EO14014] entries have been added to OFAC's SDN List:


DIRECTORATE OF PROCUREMENT; a.k.a. "DIRECTORATE OF DEFENSE PROCUREMENT"; a.k.a. "DIRECTORATE OF PROCUREMENT"), Nay Pyi Taw City, Burma; Target Type Government Entity [BURMA-EO14014].

KT SERVICES & LOGISTICS CO., LTD (a.k.a. KT SERVICES & LOGISTICS KTSL COMPANY LIMITED; a.k.a. KT SERVICES AND LOGISTICS CO., LTD; a.k.a. KT SERVICES AND LOGISTICS COMPANY LIMITED; a.k.a. KT SERVICES AND LOGISTICS KTSL COMPANY LIMITED), Pyay Road, A4/A5 Kamayut Township, Rangoon 11201, Burma; Registration Country Burma; Organization Established Date 18 Feb 2014; Registration Number 108301848 (Burma) [BURMA-EO14014] (Linked To: MYANMA ECONOMIC HOLDINGS PUBLIC COMPANY LIMITED). KT SERVICES AND LOGISTICS KTSL COMPANY LIMITED (a.k.a. KT SERVICES & LOGISTICS CO., LTD; a.k.a. KT SERVICES AND LOGISTICS COMPANY LIMITED; a.k.a. KT SERVICES AND LOGISTICS KTSL COMPANY LIMITED), Pyay Road, A4/A5 Kamayut Township, Rangoon 11201, Burma; Registration Country Burma; Organization Established Date 18 Feb 2014; Registration Number 108301848 (Burma) [BURMA-EO14014] (Linked To: MYANMA ECONOMIC HOLDINGS PUBLIC COMPANY LIMITED). MYANMAR DIRECTORATE OF PROCUREMENT (a.k.a. DIRECTORATE OF PROCUREMENT OF THE COMMANDER-IN-CHIEF OF DEFENSE SERVICES ARMY; a.k.a. DIRECTORATE OF PROCUREMENT, OFFICE OF THE COMMANDER-IN-CHIEF ARMY, THE REPUBLIC OF THE UNION OF MYANMAR; a.k.a. "DIRECTORATE OF DEFENSE PROCUREMENT"; a.k.a. "DIRECTORATE OF PROCUREMENT"), Nay Pyi Taw City, Burma; Target Type Government Entity [BURMA-EO14014].

TAUNG, Jonathan Kwang (a.k.a. THAUNG, Jonathan Kwang; a.k.a. THAUNG, Jonathan Myo Kyaw; a.k.a. "MYO, Jonathan"), Burma; DOB 29 Dec 1981; nationality Burma; Gender Male (individual) [BURMA-EO14014] (Linked To: MYANMA ECONOMIC HOLDINGS PUBLIC COMPANY LIMITED).

THAUNG, Jonathan Kyaw (a.k.a. TAUNG, Jonathan Kyaw; a.k.a. THAUNG, Jonathan Myo Kyaw; a.k.a. "MYO, Jonathan"), Burma; DOB 29 Dec 1981; nationality Burma; Gender Male (individual) [BURMA-EO14014] (Linked To: MYANMA ECONOMIC HOLDINGS PUBLIC COMPANY LIMITED).

THAUNG, Jonathan Myo Kyaw (a.k.a. TAUNG, Jonathan Myo Kyaw; a.k.a. THAUNG, Jonathan Kyaw; a.k.a. "MYO, Jonathan"), Burma; DOB 29 Dec 1981; nationality Burma; Gender Male (individual) [BURMA-EO14014] (Linked To: MYANMA ECONOMIC HOLDINGS PUBLIC COMPANY LIMITED).


Target Type Government Entity [BURMA-EO14014].
The following [SDGT] entries have been added to OFAC's SDN List:

WORLD HUMAN CARE, Jl Witanaharja III blok C/137, Pamulang Bara, Pamulang, Tangerang Selatan, Banten, Indonesia; Kompleks Setia Bina Sarana Ji Ciremai Raya Blok AB 3 No. 9 RT 05/RW 07, Kelurahan Harapan Jaya Kecamatan Bekasi Utara, Bekasi 170124, Indonesia; Jln. Siliwangi Raya Blok D3 no. 7, Pamulang Permai 1, Pamulang Barat, Taganger Selatan 15417, Indonesia; Markaz Syria Today - WHC Iblien Village, Jabalzawiyah, Idlib Province, Syria; Website https://www.whc.or.id; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Registration Number AHU-09363.50.10.2014 (Indonesia) issued 20 Nov 2014 [SDGT] (Linked To: MAJELIS MUJAHIDIN INDONESIA).

The following [ILLICIT-DRUGS-EO] entries have been added to OFAC's SDN List:

SANCHEZ FARFAN, Wilder Emilio (a.k.a. "GATO"), Estancias Del Rio No. 16, MZ Sur, Tarqui, Guayaquil, Guayas, Ecuador; DOB 27 Sep 1980; POB Chacras, Arenillas, El Oro, Ecuador; nationality Ecuador; citizen Ecuador; Gender Male; Cedula No. 2100326350 (Ecuador) (individual) [ILLICIT-DRUGS-EO].

VALDEZ RUIZ, Miguel Angel (a.k.a. VALDEZ CAJAMARCA, Miguel Eduardo), Priv. Bosques de los Olivos 349, Lomas de San Isidro, Cúcuta, Norte de Santander, Colombia; DOB 19 Oct 1988; POB Cúcuta, Norte de Santander, Colombia; nationality Colombia; Gender Male; C.U.R.P. VARM881019HSLLZG05 (Mexico) (individual) [ILLICIT-DRUGS-EO].

VALDEZ RUIZ, Miguel Angel (a.k.a. VALDEZ CAJAMARCA, Miguel Eduardo), Priv. Bosques de los Olivos 349, Lomas de San Isidro, Cúcuta, Norte de Santander, Colombia; DOB 19 Oct 1988; POB Cúcuta, Norte de Santander, Colombia; nationality Colombia; Gender Male; C.U.R.P. VARM881019HSLLZG05 (Mexico) (individual) [ILLICIT-DRUGS-EO].
7750004150 (Russia); Legal Entity Number 25340038PSY8W0B9W34 (Russia); All offices worldwide; for more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx# directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMBANK).

BANK BELVEB OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY (a.k.a. BANK BELVEB OJSC; a.k.a. BELVESHECONOMBANK OAO; a.k.a. BELVESHECONOMBANK OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY), 29 Pobeditelei ave., Minsk 220004, Belarus; Myasnikova, 32, Minsk 220050, Belarus; SWIFT/BIC BELBBY2X; Website bveb.by; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Organization Established Date 23 Dec 1991; Target Type Financial Institution; Tax ID No. 7750004150 (Russia); Legal Entity Number 25340038PSY8W0B9W34 (Russia); All offices worldwide; for more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx# directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMBANK).

BELVESHECONOMBANK OAO (a.k.a. BANK BELVEB OJSC; a.k.a. BANK BELVEB OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. BELVESHECONOMBANK OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY), 29 Pobeditelei ave., Minsk 220004, Belarus; Myasnikova, 32, Minsk 220050, Belarus; SWIFT/BIC BELBBY2X; Website bveb.by; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Organization Established Date 23 Dec 1991; Target Type Financial Institution; Tax ID No. 7750004150 (Russia); Legal Entity Number 25340038PSY8W0B9W34 (Russia); All offices worldwide; for more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx# directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMBANK).

BELVESHECONOMBANK OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY (a.k.a. BANK BELVEB OJSC; a.k.a. BANK BELVEB OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. BELVESHECONOMBANK OAO), 29 Pobeditelei ave., Minsk 220004, Belarus; Myasnikova, 32, Minsk 220050, Belarus; SWIFT/BIC BELBBY2X; Website bveb.by; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Organization Established Date 23 Dec 1991; Target Type Financial Institution; Tax ID No. 7750004150 (Russia); Legal Entity Number 25340038PSY8W0B9W34 (Russia); All offices worldwide; for more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx# directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMBANK).

BELVESHECONOMBANK OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY (a.k.a. BANK BELVEB OJSC; a.k.a. BANK BELVEB OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. BELVESHECONOMBANK OAO), 29 Pobeditelei ave., Minsk 220004, Belarus; Myasnikova, 32, Minsk 220050, Belarus; SWIFT/BIC BELBBY2X; Website bveb.by; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Organization Established Date 23 Dec 1991; Target Type Financial Institution; Tax ID No. 7750004150 (Russia); Legal Entity Number 25340038PSY8W0B9W34 (Russia); All offices worldwide; for more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx# directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMBANK).

Commercial and Industrial and Investment Bank Public Joint Stock Company (a.k.a. Joint Stock Commercial Industrial and Investment Bank Public Joint Stock Company; a.k.a. Prominvestbank; a.k.a. PSC Prominvestbank; a.k.a. Public Joint Stock Company Commercial Industrial and Investment Bank), 12, Shevchenko lane, Kyiv 01001, Ukraine; SWIFT/BIC UPIBUAUX; Website pib.ua; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Organization Established Date 26 Aug 1992; Target Type Financial Institution; Registration Number 00039002 (Ukraine); All offices worldwide; for more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx# directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMBANK).

EkSar OAO (a.k.a. EKSIAR; a.k.a. EKSIAR OJSC; a.k.a. Rossiskoe Agentstvo Po Strakhovaniyu Eksportnykh Kreditov i Investitsii Otkryteo Aktsionernoe Obschestvo; a.k.a. Russian Agency for Export Credit and Investment Insurance JSC; a.k.a. Russian Agency for Export Credit and Investment Insurance OJSC), nab. Krasnopresnenskaya d. 12, Moscow 123610, Russia; Website exiar.ru; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Organization Established Date 13 Oct 2011; Target Type Government Entity; Tax ID No. 7704792651 (Russia); Registration Number 1117746811566 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx# directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMBANK).

PROMINVESTBANK; a.k.a. Commercial and Industrial and Investment Bank Public Joint Stock Company; a.k.a. Prominvestbank; a.k.a. PSC Prominvestbank; a.k.a. Public Joint Stock Company Commercial Industrial and Investment Bank), 12, Shevchenko lane, Kyiv 01001, Ukraine; SWIFT/BIC UPIBUAUX; Website pib.ua; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Organization Established Date 26 Aug 1992; Target Type Financial Institution; Registration Number 00039002 (Ukraine); All offices worldwide; for more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx# directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMBANK).

EksKapital JSC; a.k.a. EksKapital OJSC; a.k.a. Russian AGENCY FOR EXPORT CREDIT AND INVESTMENT INSURANCE JSC; a.k.a. Russian AGENCY FOR EXPORT CREDIT AND INVESTMENT INSURANCE OJSC), nab. Krasnopresnenskaya d. 12, Moscow 123610, Russia; Website exiar.ru; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Organization Established Date 13 Oct 2011; Target Type Government Entity; Tax ID No. 7704792651 (Russia); Registration Number 1117746811566 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx# directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMBANK).
FOR EXPORT CREDIT AND INVESTMENT INSURANCE JSC; a.k.a. RUSSIAN AGENCY FOR EXPORT CREDIT AND INVESTMENT INSURANCE OJSC), nab. Krasnopresnenskaya d. 12, Moscow 123610, Russia; Website exiar.ru; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Organization Established Date 13 Oct 2011; Target Type Government Entity; Tax ID No. 7704792651 (Russia); Registration Number 1117746811566 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx# directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMBANK).

EXIMBANK OF RUSSIA JSC (a.k.a. AO ROSEPKIMBANK (Cyrillic: AO РОСЭКСИМБАНК); a.k.a. EXIMBANK OF RUSSIA JSC; a.k.a. EXIMBANK OF RUSSIA ZAO; a.k.a. GOSUDARSTVENNY SPETSIALIZIROVANNY ROSSIISKI EXPORTNO-IMPORTNY BANK (ZAKRYTOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO); a.k.a. ROSEPKIMBANK, ZAO; a.k.a. RUSSIAN EXPORT-IMPORT BANK; a.k.a. STATE SPECIALIZED RUSSIAN EXPORT-IMPORT BANK JOINT-STOCK COMPANY (Cyrillic: ГОСУДАРСТВЕННЫЙ СПЕЦИАЛИЗИРОВАННЫЙ РОССИЙСКИЙ ЭКСПОРТНО-ИМПОРТНЫЙ БАНК АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО)), 12 Krasnopresnenskaya Embankments, Moscow 123610, Russia; Website eximbank.ru; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Organization Established Date 24 May 1994; Target Type Financial Institution; Tax ID No. 7704001959 (Russia); Legal Entity Number 253400NA6URWT39X2982; Registration Number 1027739109133 (Russia); All offices worldwide; for more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx# directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMBANK).

EXIMBANK OF RUSSIA ZAO (a.k.a. AO ROSEPKIMBANK (Cyrillic: AO РОСЭКСИМБАНК); a.k.a. EXIMBANK OF RUSSIA JSC; a.k.a. EXIMBANK OF RUSSIA ZAO; a.k.a. GOSUDARSTVENNY SPETSIALIZIROVANNY ROSSIISKI EXPORTNO-IMPORTNY BANK (ZAKRYTOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO); a.k.a. ROSEPKIMBANK, ZAO; a.k.a. RUSSIAN EXPORT-IMPORT BANK; a.k.a. STATE SPECIALIZED RUSSIAN EXPORT-IMPORT BANK JOINT-STOCK COMPANY (Cyrillic: ГОСУДАРСТВЕННЫЙ СПЕЦИАЛИЗИРОВАННЫЙ РОССИЙСКИЙ ЭКСПОРТНО-ИМПОРТНЫЙ БАНК АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО)), 12 Krasnopresnenskaya Embankments, Moscow 123610, Russia; Website eximbank.ru; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Organization Established Date 24 May 1994; Target Type Financial Institution; Tax ID No. 7704001959 (Russia); Legal Entity Number 253400NA6URWT39X2982; Registration Number 1027739109133 (Russia); All offices worldwide; for more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx# directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMBANK).
http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMBANK).

FAR EAST AND BAIKAL REGION DEVELOPMENT FUND OJSC (a.k.a. AO VEB.DV; f.k.a. JSC FAR EAST AND ARCTIC REGION DEVELOPMENT FUND; a.k.a. JSC VEB.DV; f.k.a. OJSC THE FAR EAST AND BAIKAL REGION DEVELOPMENT FUND), Nab. Presnenskaya D. 10, pom II korn 8-59, Moscow 123112, Russia; Website fondvostok.ru; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Tax ID No. 2721188289 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMBANK).

GOSUDARSTVENNAYA KORPORATSIYA RAZVITIYA VEB.RF (f.k.a. BANK FOR FOREIGN TRADE OF THE U.S.S.R.; a.k.a. OK VEB.RF; a.k.a. STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMBANK; a.k.a. STATE DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION VEB.RF (Cyrillic: ГОСУДАРСТВЕННАЯ КОРПОРАЦИЯ РАЗВИТИЯ ВЭБ.РФ); a.k.a. VEB.RF (Cyrillic: ВЭБ.РФ); f.k.a. VNESHECONOMBANK; f.k.a. VNESHECONOMBANK GK; f.k.a. VNESHECONOMBANK SSSR; a.k.a. "BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT"; a.k.a. "VEB"), Akademik Sakharov Ave 9, Moscow 107996, Russia; Pr-kt, Akademika Sakharova, D. 9, Moscow 107078, Russia (Cyrillic: Пр-кт Академика Сахарова, Д. 9, Город Москва 107078, Россия); SWIFT/BIC BFEARUMM; Website www.veb.ru; BIK (RU) 044525060; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Organization Established Date 18 Aug 1922; Target Type State-Owned Enterprise; alt. Target Type Financial Institution; Tax ID No. 7750004150 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 1077711000102 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMBANK).
BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMBANK),
JSC FAR EAST AND ARCTIC REGION DEVELOPMENT FUND (a.k.a. AO VEB.DV; f.k.a. FAR EAST AND BAikal REGION DEVELOPMENT FUND OJSC; a.k.a. JSC VEB.DV; f.k.a. OJSC THE FAR EAST AND BAikal REGION DEVELOPMENT FUND), Nab. Presnenskaya D. 10, pom II komn 8-59, Moscow 123112, Russia; Website fondvostok.ru; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Tax ID No. 2721188289 (Russia); Registration Number 1112721010995 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMBANK),
LLC RESAD (Cyrillic: ООО РЕСАД) (a.k.a. INFRASTRUKTURA MOLZHANINOVO; a.k.a. LLC INFRASTRUCTURE MOLZHANINOVO; Cyrillic: ООО ИНФРАСТРУКТУРА МОЛЖАНИНОВО); f.k.a. RESAD LLC), ul. Bryanskaya D. 5, et 4 pom. I kom 25, Moscow 121059, Russia; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Tax ID No. 7733109347 (Russia); Registration Number 1027739071337 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMBANK),
LLC VEB CAPITAL (a.k.a. OBSHCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTYU INVESTITSIONNA YA KOMPANIYA VNESHEKONOMBANKA; a.k.a. ООО ВЕБ КАПИТАЛ; a.k.a. VEB CAPITAL), d. 7 str. A ul. Mashi Poryvaevoi, Moscow 107078, Russia; Website vebcapital.ru; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Organization Established Date 24 Dec 2009; Tax ID No. 7708710924 (Russia); Registration Number 1097746831709 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMBANK).
LLC VEB LEASING (a.k.a. OJSC VEB LEASING; a.k.a. OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY VEB LEASING; a.k.a. OTKRYTOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO VEB LEASING; a.k.a. VEB LEASING OJSC), d. 10 ul. Vozdvizhenka, Moscow 125009, Russia; Str. Dolgorukovskaya, 7, Novoslobodskaya, Moscow 127006, Russia; Website veb-leasing.ru; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Organization Established Date 2003; Tax ID No. 7709413138 (Russia); Registration Number 1037709024781 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMBANK),
OJSC THE FAR EAST AND BAIKAL REGION DEVELOPMENT FUND OJSC; a.k.a. JSC FAR EAST AND ARCTIC REGION DEVELOPMENT FUND; a.k.a. JSC VEB.DV), Nab. Presnenskaya D. 10, pom II komn 8-59, Moscow 123112, Russia; Website fondvostok.ru; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Tax ID No. 2721188289 (Russia);
Registration Number 1112721010995 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link:
http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#EO14024

[RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMBANK).

OJSC VEB LEASING (a.k.a. AO VEB LIZING; a.k.a. OTKRYTOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO VEB LIZING; a.k.a. VEB ENGINEERING LLC), d. 10 ul. Vozdvizhenka, Moscow 125009, Russia; For more information on directives, please visit the following link:
http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#EO14024

[RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMBANK).
Kyiv 01001, Ukraine; SWIFT/BIC UPIBUAUX; Website pib.ua; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Organization Established Date 26 Aug 1992; Target Type Financial Institution; Registration Number 00039002 (Ukraine); All offices worldwide; for more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMBANK).

RESAD LLC (a.k.a. INFRASTRUCTURA MOLZHANINOVO; f.k.a. LLC RESAD (Cyrillic: РЕСАД)), ООО "ИНФРАСТРУКТУРА ОФФИС ЕКСПОРТНО-ИМПОРТНОЙ БАНК РОССИИ"; a.k.a. EXIMBANK OF RUSSIA; a.k.a. EXIMBANK OF RUSSIA JSC; a.k.a. EXIMBANK OF RUSSIA ZAO; a.k.a. РОССИЙСКИЙ ЭКСПОРТНО-ИМПОРТНЫЙ БАНК (ЗАКРЫТОЕ АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО); a.k.a. RUSSIAN EXPORT-IMPORT BANK; a.k.a. STATE SPECIALIZED RUSSIAN EXPORT-IMPORT BANK JOINT-STOCK COMPANY (Cyrillic: ГОСУДАРСТВЕННЫЙ СПЕЦИАЛИЗИРОВАННЫЙ РОССИЙСКИЙ ЭКСПОРТНО-ИМПОРТНЫЙ БАНК АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО); 12 Krasnopresnenskaya Embankments, Moscow 123610, Russia; SWIFT/BIC EXIRRUMM; Website eximbank.ru; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Organization Established Date 26 Aug 1992; Target Type Financial Institution; Registration Number 00039002 (Ukraine); All offices worldwide; for more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMBANK).

PUBLIC STOCK COMPANY JOINT STOCK COMMERCIAL INDUSTRIAL AND INVESTMENT BANK (a.k.a. COMMERCIAL INDUSTRIAL AND INVESTMENT BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. PSC PROMINVESTBANK; a.k.a. ROSSISKOEXPORT INSURANCE OJSC), nab. Krasnopresnenskaya d. 12, Moscow 123610, Russia; Website exiar.ru; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Organization Established Date 13 Oct 2011; Target Type Government Entity; Tax ID No. 7704792651 (Russia); Registration Number 1117746811566 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMBANK).

ROSSISKOE AGENTSTVO PO STRAKHOVANIYU EKSPORTNYKH KREDITOV I INVESTITSI OTKRYTEO AKTSIONERNOE OBŞCHESTVO; a.k.a. RUSSIAN AGENCY FOR EXPORT CREDIT AND INVESTMENT INSURANCE OJSC (a.k.a. EKSAR OAO; a.k.a. EXIAR; a.k.a. EXIAR JSC; a.k.a. ROSSISKO EXPORT INSURANCE OJSC; a.k.a. EKSAR OAO; a.k.a. EXIAR; a.k.a. EXIAR JSC; a.k.a. RUSSIAN AGENCY FOR EXPORT CREDIT AND INVESTMENT INSURANCE OJSC), nab. Krasnopresnenskaya d. 12, Moscow 123610, Russia; Website exiar.ru; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Organization Established Date 13 Oct 2011; Target Type Government Entity; Tax ID No. 7704792651 (Russia); Registration Number 1117746811566 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMBANK).
RUSSIAN EXPORT-IMPORT BANK (a.k.a. AO ROSEKSIMBANK) (Cyrillic: AO РОСЭКСИМБАНК); a.k.a. EXIMBANK OF RUSSIA; a.k.a. EXIMBANK OF RUSSIA JSC; a.k.a. EXIMBANK OF RUSSIA ZAO; a.k.a. GOSUDARSTVENNY SPETSIALIZIROVANNY ROSSIISKI EKSPORTNO-IMPORTNY BANK (ЗАКРЫТОЕ АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО); a.k.a. ROSEKSIMBANK, ZAO; a.k.a. STATE SPECIALIZED RUSSIAN EXPORT-IMPORT BANK JOINT-STOCK COMPANY (Cyrillic: ГОСУДАРСТВЕННЫЙ СПЕЦИАЛИЗИРОВАННЫЙ РОССИЙСКИЙ ЭКСПОРТНО-ИМПОРТНЫЙ БАНК АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО), 12 Krasnopresnenskaya Embankments, Moscow 123610, Russia; SWIFT/BIC EXIRRUMM; Website eximbank.ru; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Organization Established Date 24 May 1994; Target Type State-Owned Enterprise; Tax ID No. 7704001959 (Russia); Legal Entity Number 7750004150 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 00005061 (Russia); Registration Number 1077711000102 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx# directives. [UKRAINE-E013662] [RUSSIA-E014024].

STATE DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION VEB.RF (Cyrillic: ГОСУДАРСТВЕННАЯ КОРПОРАЦИЯ РАЗВИТИЯ ВЗЫ.РФ) (f.k.a. BANK FOR FOREIGN TRADE OF THE U.S.S.R.; a.k.a. GK VEB.RF; a.k.a. GOSUDARSTVENNAYA KORPORATSIYA RAZVITIYA VEB.RF; a.k.a. STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMBANK; a.k.a. VEB.RF (Cyrillic: ВЗЫ.РФ); f.k.a. VNESHECONOMBANK; f.k.a. VNESHECONOMBANK GK; f.k.a. VNESHECONOMBANK SSSR; a.k.a. "BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT"; a.k.a. "VEB"), Akademicheskii pr-kt, 12 Krasnopresnenskaya Embankments, Moscow 107078, Russia (Cyrillic: Пр-кт Академика Сахарова, Д. 9, Город Москва 107078, Россия); SWIFT/BIC BFEARUMM; Website www.veb.ru; BIK (RU) 044525060; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Organization Established Date 18 Aug 1922; Target Type State-Owned Enterprise; alt. Target Type Financial Institution; Tax ID No. 7750004150 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 00005061 (Russia); Registration Number 1077711000102 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx# directives. [UKRAINE-E013662] [RUSSIA-E014024].

STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMBANK (ZAO), 12 Krasnopresnenskaya Embankments, Moscow 123610, Russia; SWIFT/BIC EXIRRUMM; Website eximbank.ru; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Organization Established Date 24 May 1994; Target Type Financial Institution; Tax ID No. 7704001959 (Russia); Legal Entity Number 253400HA6URWT39X2982; Registration Number 1077739109133 (Russia); All offices worldwide; for more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx# directives. [UKRAINE-E013662] [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMBANK).

VEB ASIA LIMITED, Suite 5808, 58/F, Two International Finance Center, 8 Finance Street Central, Hong Kong, China; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Organization Established Date 08 Apr 2013; Registration Number 1886537 (Hong Kong); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx# directives. [UKRAINE-E013662] [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMBANK).

VEB CAPITAL (a.k.a. LLC VEB CAPITAL; a.k.a. OBSHCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTYU INVESTITSIONNA YA OBSHCHESTVA); a.k.a. ROSEKSIMBANK, ZAO; a.k.a. STATE SPECIALIZED RUSSIAN EXPORT-IMPORT BANK JOINT-STOCK COMPANY (Cyrillic: ГОСУДАРСТВЕННЫЙ СПЕЦИАЛИЗИРОВАННЫЙ РОССИЙСКИЙ ЭКСПОРТНО-ИМПОРТНЫЙ БАНК АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО), 12 Krasnopresnenskaya Embankments, Moscow 123610, Russia; SWIFT/BIC EXIRRUMM; Website eximbank.ru; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Organization Established Date 24 Dec 2009; Tax ID No. 1097746831709 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx# directives. [UKRAINE-E013662] [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMBANK).
BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMBANK).
VEB ENGINEERING LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY (a.k.a. OBSCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTYU VEB INZHINIRING; a.k.a. OOO VEB ENGINEERING; a.k.a. VEB ENGINEERING LLC), d. 9 prospekt Akademika Sakharova, Moscow 107996, Russia; Per. Lyalin D. 19, Kurporus 1, Pom. XXIV, Kom 11, Moscow 101000, Russia; Website vebeng.ru; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Organization Established Date 11 Mar 2010; Tax ID No. 7708715560 (Russia); Registration Number 1107746181674 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives. [UKRAINE-E013662] [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMBANK).
VEB.RF (Cyrillic: ВЭБ.РФ) (f.k.a. BANK FOR FOREIGN TRADE OF THE U.S.S.R.; a.k.a. GK VEB.RF; a.k.a. GOSUDARSTVENNAYA KORPORATSIYA RAZVITIYA VEB.RF; a.k.a. STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMBANK; a.k.a. STATE DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION VEB.RF (Cyrillic: ГОСУДАРСТВЕННАЯ КОРПОРАЦИЯ РАЗВИТИЯ ВЭБ.РФ); f.k.a. VNESHECONOMBANK; f.k.a. VNESHEKONOMBANK GK; f.k.a. VNESHEKONOMBANK SSSR; a.k.a. "BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT"; a.k.a. "VEB"). Akademik Sakharov Ave 9, Moscow 107996, Russia; Pr-kt, Akademika Sakharova, D. 9, Moscow 107078, Russia (Cyrillic: Пр-кт Академика Сахарова, Д. 9, Город Москва 107078, Россия); SWIFT/BIC BFEARUMM; Website www.veb.ru; БИК (РУ) 044525060; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Organization Established Date 18 Aug 1922; Target Type State-Owned Enterprise; alt. Target Type Financial Institution; Tax ID No. 7750004150 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 00005061 (Russia); Registration Number 1077711000102 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives. [UKRAINE-E013662] [RUSSIA-E014024].
VNESHEKONOMBANK SSSR (f.k.a. BANK FOR FOREIGN TRADE OF THE U.S.S.R.; a.k.a. GK VEB.RF; a.k.a. GOSUDARSTVENNAYA KORPORATSIYA RAZVITIYA VEB.RF; f.k.a. STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMBANK; a.k.a. STATE DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION VEB.RF (Cyrillic: ГОСУДАРСТВЕННАЯ КОРПОРАЦИЯ РАЗВИТИЯ ВЭБ.РФ); a.k.a. VEB.RF (Cyrillic: ВЭБ.РФ); f.k.a. VNESHECONOMBANK; f.k.a. VNESHEKONOMBANK GK; a.k.a. "BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT"; a.k.a. "VEB"), Akademik Sakharov Ave 9, Moscow 107996, Russia; Pr-kt, Akademika Sakharova, D. 9, Moscow 107078, Russia (Cyrillic: Пр-кт Академика Сахарова, Д. 9, Город Москва 107078, Россия); SWIFT/BIC BFEARUMM; Д. Город пр-кт Академика Сахарова, 9, Москва, 107996, Россия; Website www.veb.ru; BIK (RU) 044525060; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Organization Established Date 18 Aug 1922; Target Type State-Owned Enterprise; alt. Target Type Financial Institution; Tax ID No. 7750004150 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 00005061 (Russia); Registration Number 1077711000102 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024].

"BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT" (f.k.a. BANK FOR FOREIGN TRADE OF THE U.S.S.R.; a.k.a. GK VEB.RF; a.k.a. GOSUDARSTVENNAYA KORPORATSIYA RAZVITIYA VEB.RF; f.k.a. VEB.RF (Cyrillic: ВЭБ.РФ); f.k.a. VNESHECONOMBANK; f.k.a. VNESHEKONOMBANK GK; a.k.a. "BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT"; a.k.a. "VEB"), Akademik Sakharov Ave 9, Moscow 107996, Russia; Pr-kt, Akademika Sakharova, D. 9, Moscow 107078, Russia (Cyrillic: Пр-кт Академика Сахарова, Д. 9, Город Москва 107078, Россия); SWIFT/BIC BFEARUMM; Website www.veb.ru; BIK (RU) 044525060; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Organization Established Date 18 Aug 1922; Target Type State-Owned Enterprise; alt. Target Type Financial Institution; Tax ID No. 7750004150 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 00005061 (Russia); Registration Number 1077711000102 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024].

"ВЭБ" (f.k.a. BANK FOR FOREIGN TRADE OF THE U.S.S.R.; a.k.a. GK VEB.RF; a.k.a. GOSUDARSTVENNAYA KORPORATSIYA RAZVITIYA VEB.RF; a.k.a. STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMBANK; a.k.a. STATE DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION VEB.RF (Cyrillic: ГОСУДАРСТВЕННАЯ КОРПОРАЦИЯ РАЗВИТИЯ ВЭБ.РФ); a.k.a. VEB.RF (Cyrillic: ВЭБ.РФ); f.k.a. VNESHECONOMBANK; f.k.a. VNESHEKONOMBANK GK; f.k.a. VNESHEKONOMBANK SSSR; a.k.a. "BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT"), Akademik Sakharov Ave 9, Moscow 107996, Russia; Pr-kt, Akademika Sakharova, D. 9, Moscow 107078, Russia (Cyrillic: Пр-кт Академика Сахарова, Д. 9, Город Москва 107078, Россия); SWIFT/BIC BFEARUMM; Website www.veb.ru; BIK (RU) 044525060; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Organization Established Date 18 Aug 1922; Target Type State-Owned Enterprise; alt. Target Type Financial Institution; Tax ID No. 7750004150 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 00005061 (Russia); Registration Number 1077711000102 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024].

The following [UKRAINE-EO13661] [RUSSIA-EO14024] [NPWMD] entries have been changed: BORTNIKOV, Aleksandr Vasilievich (Cyrillic: БОРТНИКОВ, Александр Васильевич), Moscow, Russia; DOB 15 Nov 1951; POB Perm, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [NPWMD] [UKRAINE-EO13661] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: FEDERAL SECURITY SERVICE). - to- BORTNIKOV, Alexander Vasilievich (Cyrillic: БОРТНИКОВ, Александр Васильевич) (a.k.a. BORTNIKOV, Alexander), Moscow, Russia; DOB 15 Nov 1951; POB Perm, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [NPWMD] [UKRAINE-EO13661] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: FEDERAL SECURITY SERVICE).

resulting in the following new [UKRAINE-EO13661] [RUSSIA-EO14024] [NPWMD] entries: BORTNIKOV, Alexander (a.k.a. BORTNIKOV, Alexander Vasilievich), Moscow, Russia; DOB 15 Nov 1951; POB Perm, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [NPWMD] [UKRAINE-EO13661] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: FEDERAL SECURITY SERVICE).

The following [RUSSIA-EO14024] [UKRAINE-EO13661] entries have been changed: KIRIYENKO, Sergei Vladilenovich (Cyrillic: КИРИЕНКО, Сергей Владиленович) (Linked To: FEDERAL SECURITY SERVICE). - to- KIRIYENKO, Sergei Vladilenovich (Cyrillic: КИРИЕНКО, Сергей Владиленович) (a.k.a. KIRIYENKO, Sergei), Moscow, Russia; DOB 26 Jul 1962; POB Sukhumi, Georgia; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMBANK).
AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO ROSSIISKII EKSPORTNYI TSENTR (f.k.a. AO NATSIONALNY EKSPORTNYI TSENTR; a.k.a. AO ROSSIISKII EKSPORTNYI TSENTR; a.k.a. AO ROSSIISKII EKSPORTNYI TSENTR; a.k.a. JSC RUSSIAN EXPORT CENTER), D. 12 etazh 13 pom. 1301, naberezhnaya Krasnopresnenskaya, Moscow 123610, Russia; Website exportcenter.ru; Tax ID No. 7703376553 (Russia); Registration Number 1157746363994 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMBANK).

AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO VEB INFRASTRUKTURA (a.k.a. AO INFRAVEB; a.k.a. JSC INFRAVEB), Ul. Mashi Poryvaevi D. 7 str. V, Moscow 107078, Russia; ul. Vozdvizhenka D. 7/6, str. 1, et/pom/kom 3/II/7, Moscow 119019, Russia; Website veinfra.ru; Tax ID No. 7704133578 (Russia); Registration Number 1027739088410 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMBANK).

ALKES TREID LLC (a.k.a. ALKES TREID OOO (Cyrillic: ООО АЛЬКЕС ТРЕЙД)), Ul. Smirnovskaya d. 10, Str. 3 Pom. VIII, Moscow, 109052, Russia (Cyrillic: Улица Смирновская, Дом 10, Стробление 3, Помещение VIII, Москва 109052, Россия); Organization Established Date 08 Feb 2018; Tax ID No. 7722437025 (Russia); Registration Number 1187746135862 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PROMSVYAZBANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

ALKES TREID OOO (Cyrillic: ООО АЛЬКЕС ТРЕЙД) (a.k.a. ALKES TREID LLC), Ul. Smirnovskaya d. 10, Str. 3 Pom. VIII, Moscow, 109052, Russia (Cyrillic: Улица Смирновская, Дом 10, Стробление 3, Помещение VIII, Москва 109052, Россия); Organization Established Date 08 Feb 2018; Tax ID No. 7722437025 (Russia); Registration Number 1187746135862 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PROMSVYAZBANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

ANTARES LLC (a.k.a. ANTARES OOO (Cyrillic: ООО АНТАПЕЦ); a.k.a. LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY ANTARES (Cyrillic: ОБЩЕСТВО С ОГРАНИЧЕННОЙ ОТВЕТСТВЕННОСТЬЮ АНТАПЕЦ)), Ul. Smirnovskaya d. 10, Str. 8, kabinet 10, Moscow 109052, Russia (Cyrillic: Ул. Смирновская, д. 10, стр. 8, каб. 10, Москва 109052, Россия); Organization Established Date 02 Jun 2017; Tax ID No. 7722399997 (Russia); Registration Number 7722399997 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PROMSVYAZBANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

ANTARES OOO (Cyrillic: ООО АНТАПЕЦ) (a.k.a. ANTARES LLC, a.k.a. LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY ANTARES (Cyrillic: ОБЩЕСТВО С ОГРАНИЧЕННОЙ ОТВЕТСТВЕННОСТЬЮ АНТАПЕЦ)), Ul. Smirnovskaya d. 10, Str. 8, kabinet 10, Moscow 109052, Russia (Cyrillic: Ул. Смирновская, д. 10, стр. 8, каб. 10, Москва 109052, Россия); Organization Established Date 02 Jun 2017; Tax ID No. 7722399997 (Russia); Registration Number 7722399997 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PROMSVYAZBANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

AO INFRAVEB (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO VEB INFRASTRUKTURA; a.k.a. JSC INFRAVEB), Ul. Mashi Poryvaevi D. 7 str. V, Moscow 107078, Russia; ul. Vozdvizhenka D. 7/6, str. 1, et/pom/kom 3/II/7, Moscow 119019, Russia; Website veinfra.ru; Tax ID No. 7704133578 (Russia); Registration Number 1027739088410 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMBANK).

AO ROSSIISKII EKSPORTNYI TSENTR (a.k.a. AO NATSIONALNY EKSPORTNYI TSENTR; a.k.a. AO ROSSIISKII EKSPORTNYI TSENTR; a.k.a. JSC RUSSIAN EXPORT CENTER), D. 12 etazh 13 pom. 1301, naberezhnaya Krasnopresnenskaya, Moscow 123610, Russia; Website exportcenter.ru; Tax ID No. 7703376553 (Russia); Registration Number 1157746363994 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMBANK).

AO SLAVA (a.k.a. JSC SLAVA; a.k.a. MOSCOW PROFESSIONAL FOOTBALL CLUB CSKA; a.k.a. JSC PFC CSKA), Ul. 3-ya Peschanaya, d, 2a, severo-zapadno administrativnoe zdanie, 10-1 et, Moscow 125252, Russia; Website www.pfc-cska.com; Tax ID No. 7734046851 (Russia); Registration Number 1027739880893 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMBANK).

AO ROSSIISKII EKSPORTNYI TSENTR (a.k.a. AO NATSIONALNY EKSPORTNYI TSENTR; a.k.a. AO ROSSIISKII EKSPORTNYI TSENTR; a.k.a. JSC RUSSIAN EXPORT CENTER), D. 12 etazh 13 pom. 1301, naberezhnaya Krasnopresnenskaya, Moscow 123610, Russia; Website exportcenter.ru; Tax ID No. 7703376553 (Russia); Registration Number 1157746363994 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMBANK).

AO ROSSIISKII EKSPORTNYI TSENTR (a.k.a. AO NATSIONALNY EKSPORTNYI TSENTR; a.k.a. AO ROSSIISKII EKSPORTNYI TSENTR; a.k.a. JSC RUSSIAN EXPORT CENTER), D. 12 etazh 13 pom. 1301, naberezhnaya Krasnopresnenskaya, Moscow 123610, Russia; Website exportcenter.ru; Tax ID No. 7703376553 (Russia); Registration Number 1157746363994 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMBANK).

BAIKAL TSENTR (a.k.a. LLC BAikal CENTER; a.k.a. TSENTR RAZVITIYA BAIKALSKOGO REGIONA), Vozdvizhenka d. 7/6, str. 1, pomeshch. 10, Moscow 119019, Russia; Tax ID No. 7771406028 (Russia); Registration Number 1027700324530 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMBANK).

BALTIC LEADER (Cyrillic: БАЛТИК ЛИДЕР) Roll-on Roll-off 8,831GRT Russia flag; Vessel Identification IMO 9220639 (vessel)
ERA FUND LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY

ELITNYE DOMA OOO (Cyrillic: ЭЛИТНЫЕ ООО)

ELITNYE DOMA LLC (f.k.a. ELITNYE DOMA AO; a.k.a. OBSCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTYU ELITNYE DOMA), Ul. Smirnovskaya d. 10, Str. 8, Kabinet 8, Moscow 109052, Russia (Cyrillic: Ул. Смиренская, д. 10, стр. 8, каб. 8, Москва 109052, Россия)

Organization Established Date 26 Feb 2004; Tax ID No. 7706415641 (Russia); Registration Number 117631076433 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: PROMSVYAZBANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

ERA FUND LLC (Cyrillic: ООО ФОНД ЭРА)

(a.k.a. ERA FUND LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY; a.k.a. ООО ПСБ-ФИНЕКС (Cyrillic: ООО ПСБ-ФИНЕКС)), Ul. Novo-Sadovaya D. 3 Komnata 163 Floor 3, Samara 443100, Russia

Organization Established Date 04 Sep 2017; Tax ID No. 6316237712 (Russia); Registration Number 117631076433 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: PROMSVYAZBANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

PSB-FOREKS (Cyrillic: ПСБ-ФОРЭКС), Ul. Novo-Sadovaya D. 3 Komnata 163 Floor 3, Samara 443100, Russia

Organization Established Date 04 Sep 2017; Tax ID No. 6316237712 (Russia); Registration Number 117631076433 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: PROMSVYAZBANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

FESCO MAGADAN (Cyrillic: ФЕСКО МАГАДАН)

Container Ship 7,519GRT Russia flag; Vessel Registration Identification IMO 9287699 (vessel) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: PSB LIZING ООО).

FESCO MONERON (Cyrillic: ФЕСКО МОНЕРОН)

Container Ship 7,519GRT Russia flag; Vessel Registration Identification IMO 9277412 (vessel) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: PSB LIZING ООО).

FRADKOV, Petr (a.k.a. FRADKOV, Petr Mikhaylovich; a.k.a. FRADKOV, Petr Mikhailovich) (Cyrillic: Пётр Михайлович; a.k.a. ФРАДКОВ, Пётр Михайлович; a.k.a. ФРАДКОВ, Пётр Михайлович; a.k.a. Пётр Михайлович), 33-1 Prospekt Mira, Apt. 34, Moscow, Russia; DOB 07 Feb 1978; National ID No. 45033399117 (Russia) (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024]; Gender Male; Passport 530285387 (Russia) issued 31 Oct 2012 expires 12 Jul 2022; National ID No. 45033399117 (Russia) (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024].

FRADKOV, Petr Mikhaylovich (Cyrillic: Пётр Михайлович; a.k.a. FRADKOV, Petr Mikhaylovich; a.k.a. FRADKOV, Petr Mikhailovich; a.k.a. FRADKOV, Petr Mikhailovich) (Cyrillic: Пётр Михайлович; a.k.a. ФРАДКОВ, Пётр Михайлович; a.k.a. ФРАДКОВ, Пётр Михайлович; a.k.a. ФРАДКОВ, Пётр Михайлович), 33-1 Prospekt Mira, Apt. 34, Moscow, Russia; DOB 07 Feb 1978; National ID No. 45033399117 (Russia) (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024]; Gender Male; Passport 530285387 (Russia) issued 31 Oct 2012 expires 12 Jul 2022; National ID No. 45033399117 (Russia) (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024].
PSB-FOREKS LLC; a.k.a. PSB-FOREKS OOO; a.k.a. "FBNT LLC" (Cyrillic: "ООО "ФБНТ"")); D. 7, Str. 8, Pov. III Kom. N1 Etazh 2, Naberezhnaya Derbenevskaya, Moscow 115114, Russia; Organization Established Date 11 Jul 2016; Tax ID No. 775323192 (Russia); Registration Number 117746652193 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PROMSVYAZBANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

GRUPPA SIBUGLEMET (a.k.a. LLC SIBUGLEMET GROUP), ul. Mashi Poryvaoel d. 34, kom. 3, Moscow 107087, Russia; Tax ID No. 7708320240 (Russia); Registration Number 117774656268 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMBANK).

HOLZVUD (a.k.a. KHOLTSVUD LLC; a.k.a. KHOLTSVUD OOO (Cyrillic: ООО ХОЛЬЦВУД); a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTYU KHOLTSVUD), Ul. Smirnovskaya D. 10, Str. 8, Kabinet 8, Moscow 109052, Russia; Website www.slava-watch.com; Tax ID No. 7703376553 (Russia); Registration Number 1157746363994 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMBANK).
Zolotoe Koltso; a.k.a. LLC Resort Zolotoe Koltso, ul. Svobody D. 8, office 6, g. Pereslavl-Zalesskii, 152020, Russia; Shosse Varshavskoe D 47, korop 4, Moscow 114230, Russia; Tax ID No. 7724331673 (Russia); Registration Number 1157746795733 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMBANK).

Limited Liability Company Antares (Cyrillic: ОСНОВАНИЯ ОТВЕТСТВЕННОСТЬЮ АНТАРЕС) (a.k.a. ANTARES LLC; a.k.a. ANTARES OOO (Cyrillic: ООО АНТАРЕС)), Ul. Smirnovskaya d. 10, Str. 8, kabinet 10, Moscow 109052, Russia (Cyrillic: Ул. Смирновская, д. 10, стр. 8, каб. 10, Москва 109052, Россия); Organization Established Date 2 Jun 2017; Tax ID No. 7722399997 (Russia); Registration Number 7722399997 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PROMSVYAZBANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

Limited Liability Company Psb-Foreks (Cyrillic: ОСНОВАНИЯ ОТВЕТСТВЕННОСТЬЮ ПСБ-ФОРЭКС) (a.k.a. FUND FOR NON-BANKING TECHNOLOGIES LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY; a.k.a. PSB-FOREKS LLC; a.k.a. PSB-FOREKS OOO; a.k.a. "FNBV LLC" (Cyrillic: "ОФФ ФНБ")), D. 7, Str. 8, Pom. III Kom. N1 Etazh 2, Naberezhnaya Derbenevskaya, Moscow 115114, Russia; Organization Established Date 11 Jul 2016; Tax ID No. 7725323192 (Russia); Registration Number 116774652193 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PROMSVYAZBANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

Limited Liability Company Saint-Petersburg International Banking Conference (Cyrillic: ОСНАВСТАВНОЕ ОТВЕТСТВЕННОСТЬЮ САНКТ-ПЕТЕРБУРГСКАЯ МЕЖДУНАРОДНАЯ БАНКОВСКАЯ КОНФЕРЕНЦИЯ) (a.k.a. PSB AVTOFAKTORING; a.k.a. SAINT-PETERSBURG INTERNATIONAL BANKING CONFERENCE LLC), Ul. Smirnovskaya D. 10, Str. 8, Komnata 7, Moscov 109052, Russia; d. 42, Moskovskoe Shosse, Sergeyev Posad, Moscow Oblast 141300, Russia (Cyrillic: д. 42, Московское шоссе, Сергиев Посад, Московская область 141300, Россия); Organization Established Date 30 Dec 2010; Tax ID No. 5042116461 (Russia); Registration Number 1105042007806 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PROMSVYAZBANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

LLC KIYPOPT Zolotoe Koltso (Cyrillic: КУЙПОПТ ЗОЛОТОЕ КОЛЬЦО) LLC Resort Zolotoe Koltso, ul. Svobody D. 8, office 6, g. Pereslavl-Zalesskii, 152020, Russia; Shosse Varshavskoe D 47, korop 4, Moscow 114230, Russia; Tax ID No. 7724331673 (Russia); Registration Number 1157746795733 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMBANK).
CHANGES TO THE SDN LIST IN 2022

NOVYE GORODSKIE PROEKTY (a.k.a. LLC NM-TEKH (a.k.a. LLC NM-TEKH), pr-kt MOSCOW JOINT STOCK COMPANY SLAVA MANAGEMENT COMPANY PROMSVYAZ LLC LLC VEB.RF ASSET MANAGEMENT (a.k.a. OFFICE OF FOREIGN ASSETS CONTROL (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMANKB). LLC VEB.RF ASSET MANAGEMENT (a.k.a. VEB.RF UPRAVLENIE AKTIVAMI), B-R 31 Novinskii D., Floor 7, Poromeshch. I. Kom 16, Moscow 123242, Russia; Tax ID No. 7904032929 (Russia); Registration Number 1207700367930 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMANKB). MANAGEMENT COMPANY PROMSYAIZ LLC (Cyrillic: УПРАВЛЯЮЩАЯ КОМПАНИЯ ПРОМСВЯЗь) (a.k.a. UK PROMSYAIZ OOO), d.13 str. 1 etazh 5 kom. 1-31, ul. Nikoloyamskaya, Moskow 109240, Russia; Organization Established Date 10 Jul 2002; Tax ID No. 7718218817 (Russia); Registration Number 110674671784 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PROMSYAIZBANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY). MOSCOW JOINT STOCK COMPANY SLAVA SECOND WATCH FACTORY (a.k.a.АО SLAVA; a.k.a. JSC SLAVA), Ul. Verkhnya d. 34, Str. 1, 2 Et, Pom. 8, Komn. 50, Moscow 125040, Russia; Website www.slava-watch.com; Tax ID No. 7714046028 (Russia); Registration Number 1027700324530 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMANKB). NM-TEKH (a.k.a. LLC NM-TEKH), pr-kt Georgievski d. 7, Zelenograd 124498, Russia; al. Solnechnaya d. 6, floor 1 pom. xii office 4, 4a, Zelenograd 124527, Russia; Tax ID No. 7735183410 (Russia); Registration Number 119774630790 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMANKB). NOVYE GORODSKIE PROEKTY (a.k.a. LLC PROGOROD; a.k.a. OHSCHESTVOSOGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTY NOVYE GORODSKIE PROEKTY; a.k.a. OOO PROGOROD), d. 10 etazh 7 pom. XII kom. 2, ul. Vozdvizhenka, Moscow 125009, Russia; Tax ID No. 9704013161 (Russia); Registration Number 1207700089101 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMANKB). OBSCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTY NOVYE GORODSKIE PROEKTY (a.k.a. LLC PROGOROD; a.k.a. OBSHCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTYU NOVYE GORODSKIE PROEKTY; a.k.a. OOO PROGOROD), d. 10 etazh 7 pom. XII kom. 2, ul. Vozdvizhenka, Moscow 125009, Russia; Tax ID No. 9704013161 (Russia); Registration Number 1207700089101 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMANKB). NOVYE GORODSKIE PROEKTY; a.k.a. OOO PROGOROD; a.k.a. OBSHCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTYU PROGOROD), d. 10 etazh 7 pom. XlII kom. 2, ul. Vozdvizhenka, Moskow 125009, Russia; Tax ID No. 9704013161 (Russia); Registration Number 1207700089101 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMANKB). OFFICE OF FOREIGN ASSETS CONTROL (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMANKB). OFFICE OF FOREIGN ASSETS CONTROL (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMANKB). OFFICE OF FOREIGN ASSETS CONTROL (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMANKB). OFFICE OF FOREIGN ASSETS CONTROL (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMANKB). OFFICE OF FOREIGN ASSETS CONTROL (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMANKB). OFFICE OF FOREIGN ASSETS CONTROL (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMANKB). OFFICE OF FOREIGN ASSETS CONTROL (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMANKB). OFFICE OF FOREIGN ASSETS CONTROL (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMANKB). OFFICE OF FOREIGN ASSETS CONTROL (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMANKB). OFFICE OF FOREIGN ASSETS CONTROL (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMANKB). OFFICE OF FOREIGN ASSETS CONTROL (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMANKB). OFFICE OF FOREIGN ASSETS CONTROL (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMANKB). OFFICE OF FOREIGN ASSETS CONTROL (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMANKB). OFFICE OF FOREIGN ASSETS CONTROL (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMANKB). OFFICE OF FOREIGN ASSETS CONTROL (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMANKB). OFFICE OF FOREIGN ASSETS CONTROL (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMANKB). OFFICE OF FOREIGN ASSETS CONTROL (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMANKB). OFFICE OF FOREIGN ASSETS CONTROL (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMANKB). OFFICE OF FOREIGN ASSETS CONTROL (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMANKB). OFFICE OF FOREIGN ASSETS CONTROL (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMANKB). OFFICE OF FOREIGN ASSETS CONTROL (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMANKB). OFFICE OF FOREIGN ASSETS CONTROL (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMANKB).
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OOO PSB BIZNES (a.k.a. OBSHCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNIOM OTVETSTVENNOSTYU PSB BIZNES; f.k.a. ООО ВЕНЧУРНЫЙ ФОНД MSB ООО), d. 23 Str. 3 pom. II kom. 1K, 1L, 1M, 1N, 1O, 1P, ul. Lva Tolstogo, Moscow 119021, Russia; Organization Established Date 23 Sep 2013; Tax ID No. 5042129460 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 18098784 (Russia); Registration Number 1135042007539 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: PROMSYAIZBANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY).
PROMSVYAZBANK PSC (f.k.a. OJSC PROMSVYAZBANK) (Cyrillic: ПАО ПРОМСВЯЗБАНК); a.k.a. PROMSVYAZBANK PAO (Cyrillic: ПАО ПРОМСВЯЗБАНК); a.k.a. PROMSVYAZBANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY (Cyrillic: ПУБЛИЧНОЕ АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО ПРОМСВЯЗБАНК); a.k.a. PROMSVYAZBANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY (Cyrillic: ПОБЛЮЧНОЕ АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО ПРОМСВЯЗБАНК); a.k.a. PROMSVYAZBANK; a.k.a. PROMSVYAZBANK (f.k.a. OJSC ПРОМСВЯЗБАНК);

CONFERENCE LLC), Ul. Smirnovskaya D. 10, Str. 8, Komnata 7, Moscow 109052, Russia; d. 42, Moskovskoe Shosse, Sergeiev Posad, Moscow Oblast 143100, Russia (Cyrillic: d. 42, Московское шоссе, Сергиев Посад, Московская область 143100, Россия); Organization Established Date 30 Dec 2010; Tax ID No. 5042116461 (Russia); Registration Number 1105042007806 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PROMSVYAZBANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

PSB BIZNES OOO (Cyrillic: ООО ПБ БИЗНЕС) (a.k.a. ОБЩЕСТВО С ОГРАНИЧЕННОЙ ОТВЕТСТВЕННОСТЬЮ ПСБ БИЗНЕС; a.k.a. ООО ПСБ БИЗНЕС; a.k.a. ООО VENTURE FUND SME; a.k.a. ООО SME VENTURE LLC; a.k.a. VENCHURY FOND MSB OOO), d. 23 Str. 3 pom. II kom. 1K, 1L, 1M, 1N, 1O, 1P, ul. Lva Tolstogo, Moscow 110921, Russia; Organization Established Date 23 Sep 2013; Tax ID No. 5042109460 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 18098784 (Russia); Registration Number 1139042007539 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PROMSVYAZBANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

PSB INNOVATIONS AND INVESTMENTS LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY (a.k.a. "ITSBT LLC"; a.k.a. "ITSBT OOO"; a.k.a. "PSB I AND I LLC"; a.k.a. "PSB I & I LLC"; a.k.a. "PSB II OOO") (Cyrillic: "ООО ПСБ ИИ"), vn.ter.g. munitsipalny okrug Sokolniki, ul. Strommnyka d. 18 str. 27, kom., Moscow 107076, Russia; Organization Established Date 19 Aug 2015; Tax ID No. 7731290146 (Russia); Registration Number 11577462381 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PROMSVYAZBANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

PSB AVIALIZING ООО (a.k.a. ОБЩЕСТВО С ОГРАНИЧЕННОЙ ОТВЕТСТВЕННОСТЬЮ ПСБ АВЛИЗИНГ) (Cyrillic: ОБЩЕСТВО С ОГРАНИЧЕННОЙ ОТВЕТСТВЕННОСТЬЮ ПСБ АВЛИЗИНГ), d. 65A etazh 2, pom. 17-30, bulvar Gagarina Perm, Permski Kr. 614077, Russia; Organization Established Date 20 Jul 2020; Tax ID No. 5906167110 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 44885614 (Russia); Registration Number 1205900018532 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PROMSVYAZBANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

PSB LEASING LLC (a.k.a. ОБЩЕСТВО С ОГРАНИЧЕННОЙ ОТВЕТСТВЕННОСТЬЮ ПСБ ЛИЗИНГ) (Cyrillic: ОБЩЕСТВО С ОГРАНИЧЕННОЙ ОТВЕТСТВЕННОСТЬЮ ПСБ ЛИЗИНГ), Room 8, Building 22, ul Smirnovkaya 10, Moscow 109052, Russia (Cyrillic: Улица Смирновская, Дом 10, Комната 8, Строение 22, Город Москва 109052, Россия); Organization Established Date 05 Jul 2006; Tax ID No. 7722581759 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 96441526 (Russia); Registration Number 1067746771784 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PROMSVYAZBANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

PSB LIZING ООО (Cyrillic: ПСБ ЛИЗИНГ ООО) (a.k.a. ОБЩЕСТВО С ОГРАНИЧЕННОЙ ОТВЕТСТВЕННОСТЬЮ ПСБ ЛИЗИНГ), Room 8, Building 22, ul Smirnovkaya 10, Moscow 109052, Russia (Cyrillic: Улица Смирновская, Дом 10, Комната 8, Строение 22, Город Москва 109052, Россия); Organization Established Date 05 Jul 2006; Tax ID No. 7722581759 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 96441526 (Russia); Registration Number 1067746771784 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PROMSVYAZBANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

PSB-FOREKS LLC (a.k.a. FUND FOR NON-BANKING TECHNOLOGIES LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY; a.k.a. LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY PSB-FOREKS) (Cyrillic: ОБЩЕСТВО С ОГРАНИЧЕННОЙ ОТВЕТСТВЕННОСТЬЮ ПСБ-ФОРЭКС), d. 7, Str. 8, Pom. III Kom. N1 Etazh 2, Naberezhnaya Derbenevskaya, Moscow 115114, Russia; Organization Established Date 11 Jul 2016; Tax ID No. 7725323192 (Russia); Registration Number 1167764652193 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PROMSVYAZBANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

PSB-FOREKS ООО (a.k.a. FUND FOR NON-BANKING TECHNOLOGIES LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY; a.k.a. LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY PSB-FOREKS) (Cyrillic: ОБЩЕСТВО С ОГРАНИЧЕННОЙ ОТВЕТСТВЕННОСТЬЮ ПСБ-ФОРЭКС), d. 7, Str. 8, Pom. III Kom. N1 Etazh 2, Naberezhnaya Derbenevskaya, Moscow 115114, Russia; Organization Established Date 11 Jul 2016; Tax ID No. 7725323192 (Russia); Registration Number 1167764652193 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PROMSVYAZBANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

PSB-AVTOFAKTORING (a.k.a. LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY SAINT-PETERSBURG INTERNATIONAL BANKING CONFERENCE) (Cyrillic: ОБЩЕСТВО С ОГРАНИЧЕННОЙ ОТВЕТСТВЕННОСТЬЮ САНКТ-ПЕТЕРБУРГСКАЯ МЕЖДУНАРОДНАЯ БАНКОВСКАЯ КОНФЕРЕНЦИЯ) (a.k.a. SAINT-PETERSBURG INTERNATIONAL BANKING CONFERENCE LLC), Ul. Smirnovskaya D. 10, Str. 8, Komnata 7, Moscow 109052, Russia; d. 42, Moskovskoe Shosse, Sergeiev Posad, Moscow Oblast 143100, Russia (Cyrillic: d. 42, Московское шоссе, Сергиев Посад, Московская область 143100, Россия); Organization Established Date 30 Dec 2010; Tax ID No. 5042116461 (Russia); Registration Number 1105042007806 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PROMSVYAZBANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

PUBLICHNOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO PROMSVYAZBANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY (Cyrillic: ПУБЛИЧНОЕ АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО ПРОМСВЯЗБАНК); a.k.a. PROMSVYAZBANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY (Cyrillic: ПАО ПРОМСВЯЗБАНК); a.k.a. PROMSVYAZBANK PAO; a.k.a. PROMSVYAZBANK PSC; a.k.a. PROMSVYAZBANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY.
SAINT-PETERSBURG INTERNATIONAL BANKING CONFERENCE LLC (a.k.a. LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY SAINT-PETERSBURG INTERNATIONAL BANKING CONFERENCE) (Cyrillic: ОБЩЕСТВО С ОГРАНИЧЕННОЙ ОТВЕТСТВЕННОСТЬЮ САНКТ-ПЕТЕРБУРГСКАЯ МЕЖДУНАРОДНАЯ БАНКОВСКАЯ КОНФЕРЕНЦИЯ); a.k.a. PSB AVTOFAKTORING), Ul. Smirnovskaya D. 10, Str. 8, Kommata 7, Moscow 109052, Russia; d. 42, Moskovskoe Shosse, Sergio Posad, Moscow Oblast 141300, Russia (Cyrillic: шефето, Сергей Посад, Московская область 141300, Россия); Organization Established Date 30 Dec 2010; Tax ID No. 7708330486 (Russia); Gazette Number 28329368 (Russia); Registration Number 1105042007806 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PROMSVYAZBANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

SERGIEVO-POSAD LAND (a.k.a. SERGIEVO-POSAD LEND; a.k.a. SERGIEVO-POSAD LEND LLC; a.k.a. SERGIEVO-POSAD LEND OOO (Cyrillic: ООО СЕРГИЕВО-ПОСАД ЛЕНД)), Ul. Tsentraltaya D. 36, Shemetovo, Sergio Posad 141335, Russia (Cyrillic: Ул. Центральная д. 36, Шеметово, Сергиев Посад 141335, Россия); Organization Established Date 19 Apr 2011; Tax ID No. 50421168606 (Russia); Registration Number 115042002371 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PROMSVYAZBANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

SERGIEVO-POSAD LAND LLC (a.k.a. SERGIEVO-POSAD LEND LLC; a.k.a. SERGIEVO-POSAD LEND LLC; a.k.a. SERGIEVO-POSAD LEND LEND LLC), Ul. Tsentraltaya D. 36, Shemetovo, Sergio Posad 141335, Russia (Cyrillic: Ул. Центральная д. 36, Шеметово, Сергиев Посад 141335, Россия); Organization Established Date 14 Jul 2014; Tax ID No. 5042118606 (Russia); Registration Number 115042002371 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PROMSVYAZBANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

SERGIEVO-POSAD LEND LLC (a.k.a. SERGIEVO-POSAD LEND LLC; a.k.a. SERGIEVO-POSAD LEND LLC; a.k.a. SERGIEVO-POSAD LEND LLC LLC), Ul. Tsentraltaya D. 36, Shemetovo, Sergio Posad 141335, Russia (Cyrillic: Ул. Центральная д. 36, Шеметово, Сергиев Посад 141335, Россия); Organization Established Date 14 Jul 2014; Tax ID No. 5042118606 (Russia); Registration Number 115042002371 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PROMSVYAZBANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

SERGIEVO-POSAD LEND LLC (a.k.a. SERGIEVO-POSAD LEND LLC; a.k.a. SERGIEVO-POSAD LEND LLC; a.k.a. SERGIEVO-POSAD LEND LLC LLC), Ul. Tsentraltaya D. 36, Shemetovo, Sergio Posad 141335, Russia (Cyrillic: Ул. Центральная д. 36, Шеметово, Сергиев Посад 141335, Россия); Organization Established Date 14 Jul 2014; Tax ID No. 5042118606 (Russia); Registration Number 115042002371 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PROMSVYAZBANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

SERGIEVO-POSAD LEND LLC (a.k.a. SERGIEVO-POSAD LEND LLC; a.k.a. SERGIEVO-POSAD LEND LLC; a.k.a. SERGIEVO-POSAD LEND LLC LLC), Ul. Tsentraltaya D. 36, Shemetovo, Sergio Posad 141335, Russia (Cyrillic: Ул. Центральная д. 36, Шеметово, Сергиев Посад 141335, Россия); Organization Established Date 14 Jul 2014; Tax ID No. 5042118606 (Russia); Registration Number 115042002371 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PROMSVYAZBANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

SPETSIALIZIROVANNOE OBSHCHESTVO PROEKTNOGO FINANSIROVANIYA FABRIKA PROEKTNOGO FINANSIROVANIYA (a.k.a. LLC SPECIAL ORGANIZATION FOR PROJECT FINANCE FACTORY OF PROJECT FINANCE; a.k.a. "PROJECT FINANCE FACTORY"), pr-kt Akademika Sakharova d. 9, komnata 220, Moscow 107078, Russia; Tax ID No. 7708330489 (Russia); Registration Number 1187746103885 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMBANK).
The following [SDGT] entries have been added to OFAC's SDN List:

AHMED, Abdo Abdullah Dael (Arabic: أحمد، عبد الله دايل المعمري) (a.k.a. AHMED, Abdoo Abdullah Dael; a.k.a. AHMED, Abu Abdullah; a.k.a. A‘DIL, ‘Abduh), Sweden; Dubai, United Arab Emirates; DOB 13 Sep 1979; POB Ta‘izz Al-Mukha, Yemen; nationality Yemen; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Organization Established Date 07 Aug 2012; License 11577472381 (United Arab Emirates); Registration Number 10884286 (United Arab Emirates) [SDGT] (Linked To: AL-JAMAL, Sa‘id Ahmad Muhammad).

AL-FORK TRADING CO. L.L.C (Arabic: شركة الرائج للتجارة), PO Box 114246, Dubai, United Arab Emirates; 11th Street, Port Saeed, Deira, Dubai, United Arab Emirates; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Organization Established Date 19 Aug 2015; Tax ID No. 7731290146 (Russia); Registration Number 115774762381 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PROMSYAZBANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

AL-HADHA EXCHANGE CO. (Arabic: شركة اليداد لل_handler), Jamal Street, Taiz, Yemen; Al-Hudaydah, Yemen; Jamal Street, Taiz, Yemen; Queen Anwa Street, Aden, Yemen; Main Street, Al-Mukalla, Yemen; Sana’a Street, Al-Hudaydah, Yemen; Jamal Street, Taiz, Yemen; Website https://alhadhagroup.com; alt. Website https://alihadhagroup.com; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Organization Type: Other monetary intermediation [SDGT] (Linked To: AL-JAMAL, Sa‘id Ahmad Muhammad).

ALALAMIYAH EXPRESS COMPANY FOR EXCHANGE AND REMITTANCE (Arabic: الشارقة للخدمات المالية والتحوالات المالية), South 60th Street, Sana’a, Yemen; Website https://alalameyahexpress-ye.com; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Organization Type: Other monetary intermediation [SDGT] (Linked To: AL-JAMAL, Sa‘id Ahmad Muhammad).

ALAMIDENA EXPRESS COMPANY (a.k.a. ALAMIDENA EXPRESS COMPANY), South 60th Street, Sana’a, Yemen; Website https://alamidenaexpress-ye.com; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Organization Type: Other monetary intermediation [SDGT] (Linked To: AL-JAMAL, Sa‘id Ahmad Muhammad).

ALASAMA EXPRESS COMPANY FOR EXCHANGE AND REMITTANCE (Arabic: الشركة المساهمة للخدمات المالية والتحوالات المالية), South 60th Street, Sana’a, Yemen; Website https://alasamaexpress-ye.com; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Organization Type: Other monetary intermediation [SDGT] (Linked To: AL-JAMAL, Sa‘id Ahmad Muhammad).

AUROURUM SHIP MANAGEMENT FZC (a.k.a. AURUM SHIP MANAGEMENT FZC; a.k.a. AURUM SHIP MANAGEMENT PTE. LTD.), L1-29, PO Box 9632, Sharjah, United Arab Emirates; 204-A Wing, Sai Chamber 11, Cdb Belapur, Navi Mumbai 400614, India; Room 29, Ground Floor, Executive Suite L1, Sharjah, Sharjah, United Arab Emirates; 196, Pantech Business Hub, 28, Pandan Loop, Singapore, Singapore; Nigeria; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Organization Established Date 07 Aug 2012; Organization Type: Sea and coastal freight water transport; Tax ID No. 100382504700003 (United Arab Emirates); License 10879 (United Arab Emirates); Registration Number 11615989 (United Arab Emirates) [SDGT] (Linked To: MAHAMUD, Abdi Nasir Ali).

AUROURUM SHIP MANAGEMENT PTE. LTD. (a.k.a. AURUM SHIP MANAGEMENT PTE. LTD.), L1-29, PO Box 9632, Sharjah, United Arab Emirates; 204-A Wing, Sai Chamber 11, Cdb Belapur, Navi Mumbai 400614, India; Room 29, Ground Floor, Executive Suite L1, Sharjah, Sharjah, United Arab Emirates; 196, Pantech Business Hub, 28, Pandan Loop, Singapore, Singapore; Nigeria; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Organization Established Date 07 Aug 2012; Organization Type: Sea and coastal freight water transport; Tax ID No. 100382504700003 (United Arab Emirates); License 10879 (United Arab Emirates); Registration Number 11615989 (United Arab Emirates) [SDGT] (Linked To: MAHAMUD, Abdi Nasir Ali).

AUROURUM SHIP MANAGEMENT PTE. LTD. (a.k.a. AURUM SHIP MANAGEMENT PTE. LTD.), L1-29, PO Box 9632, Sharjah, United Arab Emirates; 204-A Wing, Sai Chamber 11, Cdb Belapur, Navi Mumbai 400614, India; Room 29, Ground Floor, Executive Suite L1, Sharjah, Sharjah, United Arab Emirates; 196, Pantech Business Hub, 28, Pandan Loop, Singapore, Singapore; Nigeria; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Organization Established Date 07 Aug 2012; Organization Type: Sea and coastal freight water transport; Tax ID No. 100382504700003 (United Arab Emirates); License 10879 (United Arab Emirates); Registration Number 11615989 (United Arab Emirates) [SDGT] (Linked To: MAHAMUD, Abdi Nasir Ali).

ALMIDENA EXPRESS COMPANY FOR EXCHANGE AND REMITTANCE (Arabic: الشارقة للخدمات المالية والتحوالات المالية), South 60th Street, Sana’a, Yemen; Website https://alalameyahexpress-ye.com; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Organization Established Date 07 Aug 2012; Organization Type: Sea and coastal freight water transport; Tax ID No. 100382504700003 (United Arab Emirates); License 10879 (United Arab Emirates); Registration Number 11615989 (United Arab Emirates) [SDGT] (Linked To: MAHAMUD, Abdi Nasir Ali).

ALMIDENA EXPRESS COMPANY FOR EXCHANGE AND REMITTANCE (Arabic: الشارقة للخدمات المالية والتحوالات المالية), South 60th Street, Sana’a, Yemen; Website https://alalameyahexpress-ye.com; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Organization Established Date 07 Aug 2012; Organization Type: Sea and coastal freight water transport; Tax ID No. 100382504700003 (United Arab Emirates); License 10879 (United Arab Emirates); Registration Number 11615989 (United Arab Emirates) [SDGT] (Linked To: MAHAMUD, Abdi Nasir Ali).

ALMIDENA EXPRESS COMPANY FOR EXCHANGE AND REMITTANCE (Arabic: الشارقة للخدمات المالية والتحوالات المالية), South 60th Street, Sana’a, Yemen; Website https://alalameyahexpress-ye.com; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Organization Established Date 07 Aug 2012; Organization Type: Sea and coastal freight water transport; Tax ID No. 100382504700003 (United Arab Emirates); License 10879 (United Arab Emirates); Registration Number 11615989 (United Arab Emirates) [SDGT] (Linked To: MAHAMUD, Abdi Nasir Ali).

ALMIDENA EXPRESS COMPANY FOR EXCHANGE AND REMITTANCE (Arabic: الشارقة للخدمات المالية والتحوالات المالية), South 60th Street, Sana’a, Yemen; Website https://alalameyahexpress-ye.com; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Organization Established Date 07 Aug 2012; Organization Type: Sea and coastal freight water transport; Tax ID No. 100382504700003 (United Arab Emirates); License 10879 (United Arab Emirates); Registration Number 11615989 (United Arab Emirates) [SDGT] (Linked To: MAHAMUD, Abdi Nasir Ali).
Singapore; Nigeria; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Organization Established Date 07 Aug 2012; Organization Type: Sea and coastal freight water transport; Tax ID No. 100382504700003 (United Arab Emirates); License 10879 (United Arab Emirates); Registration Number 11615989 (United Arab Emirates) [SDGT] (Linked To: MAHAMUD, Abdi Nasir Ali).

DA’IL IMPORT AND EXPORT (a.k.a. MAATH ABDULLAH DAEL IMPORT AND EXPORT; a.k.a. MOAZ ABDULLA DAEL FOR IMPORT AND EXPORT (Arabic: ﻣﺩﺍﻋﺍ ﻲﺩﺎﻝ ﻲﺩﺍﺭ ﻭﺍﻟﺸﺤﻥ ﻭﺍﻟﺘﺼﺩﺭ ﻭﺍﻟﺘﻭﺍﺭﺩ), North 60th Street, Sana’a, Yemen; 50th Street, Hodedah, Yemen; Tahrir Street, Hodeidah, Yemen; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Target Type Private Company [SDGT] (Linked To: AL-JAMAL, Sa’id Ahmad Muhammad).

FANI OIL TRADING FZE, P1-ELOB Office No. E-903, United Arab Emirates; P.O. Box 7382, Fujairah, United Arab Emirates; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Organization Established Date 12 Jul 2006; License 11578909 (United Arab Emirates); alt. License 17959 (United Arab Emirates); alt. License 11672258 (United Arab Emirates); alt. License 1858 (United Arab Emirates) [SDGT] (Linked To: STAVRDIS, Konstantinos).

GARANTI INRACAT İHALAT KUYUMCULUK DIS TICARET LIMITED SIRKETI (a.k.a. "GARANTI GOLD AND EXCHANGE"), Ali Gulacti Center Apt, No. 6-302 Mimar Kemalettin Mahallesi, Koca Ragippasa Caddesi, Fatih, Istanbul 34130, Turkey; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Organization Established Date 31 Oct 2017; Chamber of Commerce Number 1095528 (Turkey); Registration Number 105602-5 (Turkey); Central Registration System Number 38909497900001 (Turkey) [SDGT] (Linked To: AL-JAMAL, Sa’id Ahmad Muhammad).

JJO GENERAL TRADING GIDA SANAYI VE TICARET ANONIM SIRKETI, 12/340 Yesilköy Mahallesi, Ataturk Caddesi, Bakirkoy, Istanbul 34149, Turkey; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Organization Established Date 03 Jan 2020; Chamber of Commerce Number 2181277 (Turkey); Registration Number 228367-5 (Turkey) [SDGT] (Linked To: MAHAMUD, Abdi Nasir Ali).

LIGHT MOON (V4EO4)Bulk Carrier St. Kitts and Nevis flag; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Vessel Registration Identification IMO 9109550 (vessel) [SDGT] (Linked To: MAHAMUD, Abdi Nasir Ali).

MAATH ABDULLAH DAEL IMPORT AND EXPORT (a.k.a. DAIL IMPORT AND EXPORT; a.k.a. MOAZ ABDULLA DAEL FOR IMPORT AND EXPORT (Arabic: ﻣﺩﺍﻋﺍ ﻲﺩﺎﻝ ﻲﺩﺍﺭ ﻭﺍﻟﺸﺤﻥ ﻭﺍﻟﺘﺼﺩﺭ ﻭﺍﻟﺘﻭﺍﺭﺩ)), North 60th Street, Sana’a, Yemen; 50th Street, Hodedah, Yemen; Tahrir Street, Hodeidah, Yemen; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Target Type Private Company [SDGT] (Linked To: AL-JAMAL, Sa’id Ahmad Muhammad).

MOAZ ABDULLA DAEL FOR IMPORT AND EXPORT (a.k.a. DAIL IMPORT AND EXPORT; a.k.a. MAATH ABDULLAH DAEL IMPORT AND EXPORT), North 60th Street, Sana’a, Yemen; 50th Street, Hodedah, Yemen; Tahrir Street, Hodeidah, Yemen; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Target Type Private Company [SDGT] (Linked To: AL-JAMAL, Sa’id Ahmad Muhammad).

PERIDOT SHIP MANAGEMENT (a.k.a. PERIDOT SHIPPING & TRADING LLC; a.k.a. PERIDOT SHIP MANAGEMENT; a.k.a. PERIDOT SHIPPING AND TRADING LLC (Arabic: ﺱﺮﺑﺩﻮن ﻲﺩﺍﺭ ﻲﺩﺍﺭ ﻭﺍﻟﺸﺤﻥ ﻭﺍﻟﺘﺼﺩﺭ ﻭﺍﻟﺘﻭﺍﺭﺩ ﻭﺍﻟﺒﻴﺮﯾﺪﻭﺕ ﻭﺍﻟﺸﺤﻥ ﻭﺍﻟﺘﺼﺩﺭ ﻭﺍﻟﺘﻭﺍﺭﺩ), Sharjah Media City, Al Messaned, Al Bataeh, Sharjah, Sharjah, United Arab Emirates; Office 903, Area Chambers-II, Sector 15, CBD Belapur, Navi Mumbai, Maharashtra 400614, India; L-1, Office No. 28, Sharjah, United Arab Emirates; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Organization Established Date 03 Nov 2018; Identification Number IMO 6170108; License 1805553.01 (United Arab Emirates); Registration Number 11594369 (United Arab Emirates) [SDGT] (Linked To: SINGH, Chiranjeev Kumar).

PERIDOT SHIPPING AND TRADING LLC (Arabic: ﺱﺮﺑﺩﻮن ﻲﺩﺍﺭ ﻲﺩﺍﺭ ﻭﺍﻟﺸﺤﻥ ﻭﺍﻟﺘﺼﺩﺭ ﻭﺍﻟﺘﻭﺍﺭﺩ ﻭﺍﻟﺒﻴﺮﯾﺪﻭﺕ ﻭﺍﻟﺸﺤﻥ ﻭﺍﻟﺘﺼﺩﺭ ﻭﺍﻟﺘﻭﺍﺭﺩ), Sharjah Media City, Al Messaned, Al Bataeh, Sharjah, Sharjah, United Arab Emirates; Office 903, Area Chambers-II, Sector 15, CBD Belapur, Navi Mumbai, Maharashtra 400614, India; L-1, Office No. 28, Sharjah, United Arab Emirates; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Organization Established Date 03 Nov 2018; Identification Number IMO 6170108; License 1805553.01 (United Arab Emirates); Registration Number 11594369 (United Arab Emirates) [SDGT] (Linked To: SINGH, Chiranjeev Kumar).

PERIDOT SHIP MANAGEMENT (a.k.a. PERIDOT SHIPPING & TRADING LLC; a.k.a. PERIDOT SHIP MANAGEMENT; a.k.a. PERIDOT SHIPPING AND TRADING LLC (Arabic: ﺱﺮﺑﺩﻮن ﻲﺩﺍﺭ ﻲﺩﺍﺭ ﻭﺍﻟﺸﺤﻥ ﻭﺍﻟﺘﺼﺩﺭ ﻭﺍﻟﺘﻭﺍﺭﺩ ﻭﺍﻟﺒﻴﺮﯾﺪﻭﺕ ﻭﺍﻟﺸﺤﻥ ﻭﺍﻟﺘﺼﺩﺭ ﻭﺍﻟﺘﻭﺍﺭ despero SINGH, Chiranjeev Kumar (Arabic: ﺷﯿﺮﺍﻧﺠﯿﻒ ﺣوﺍﺭﺓ ﻭﺍﻟﺸﺤﻥ ﻭﺍﻟﺘﺼﺩﺭ ﻭﺍﻟﺘﻭﺍﺭﺩ ﻭﺍﻟﺒﻴﺮﯾﺪﻭﺕ ﻭﺍﻟﺸﺤﻥ ﻭﺍﻟﺘﺼﺩﺭ ﻭﺍﻟﺘﻭﺍﺭﺩ), Muzaffarpur, India; United Arab Emirates; DOB 01 Mar 1979; citizen India; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Organization Established Date 03 Nov 2018; Identification Number IMO 6170108; License 1805553.01 (United Arab Emirates); Registration Number 11594369 (United Arab Emirates) [SDGT] (Linked To: SINGH, Chiranjeev Kumar).

SINGH, Chiranjeev Kumar (a.k.a. SINGH, Chiranjeev Kumar (Linked To: MAHAMUD, Abdi Nasir Ali)).
Muzaffarpur, India; United Arab Emirates; DOB 01 Mar 1979; citizen India; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Passport Z3727315 (India) expires 22 Jul 2027 (individual) [SDGT] (Linked To: AURUM SHIP MANAGEMENT FCZ).

STAVRIDIS, Konstantinos, United Arab Emirates; DOB 18 Mar 1949; POB Elliniko, Greece; nationality Greece; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Passport AT0435443 (Greece) expires 02 Aug 2025 (individual) [SDGT] (Linked To: AL-JAMAL, Sa'id Ahmad Muhammad).

"GARANT KOLD AND EXCHANGE" (a.k.a. GARANT IKRACAT ITHALAT KUYUMCULUK DIS TICARET LIMITED SIRKETI), Ali Gulacti Garanti Ihracat Ithalat Kuyumculuk 2025 (individual) [SDGT] (Linked To: AL-JAMAL, Sa'id Ahmad Muhammad).

WARNIG, Matthias Arthur (Cyrillic: МАТИАС, Артур Варниг); a.k.a. WARNIG, Matthias Arthur (Cyrillic: МАТТИАС, Артур Варниг)), Zug, Switzerland; Moscow, Russia; Saint Petersburg, Russia; Leipzig, Germany; DOB 26 Jul 1955; POB Altdobern, Brandenburg, Germany; nationality Germany; Gender Male (individual) [PEESA-EO14039].

WARNIG, Matthias Artur (Cyrillic: МАТИАС, Артур Варниг)) (a.k.a. WARNIG, Matthias (Cyrillic: МАТТИАС, Артур Варниг)), Zug, Switzerland; Moscow, Russia; Saint Petersburg, Russia; Leipzig, Germany; DOB 26 Jul 1955; POB Altdobern, Brandenburg, Germany; nationality Germany; Gender Male (individual) [PEESA-EO14039].

2025 (individual) [SDGT] (Linked To: AL-JAMAL, Sa'id Ahmad Muhammad).

02/23/22

The following [PEESA-E014039] entries have been added to OFAC's SDN List:

NEW EUROPEAN PIPELINE AG (a.k.a. NORD STREAM 2 AG), Baarerstrasse 52, Zug 6300, Switzerland; Gotthardstrasse 2, Zug 6300, Switzerland; Bahnhofstrasse 10, Zug 6301, Switzerland; Identification Number CHE-444.239.548 (Switzerland); Business Registration Number CH-170.3.039.850-1 (Switzerland) [PEESA-E014039].

NORD STREAM 2 AG (a.k.a. NEW EUROPEAN PIPELINE AG), Baarerstrasse 52, Zug 6300, Switzerland; Gotthardstrasse 2, Zug 6300, Switzerland; Bahnhofstrasse 10, Zug 6301, Switzerland; Identification Number CHE-444.239.548 (Switzerland); Business Registration Number CH-170.3.039.850-1 (Switzerland) [PEESA-E014039].

WARNIG, Matthias (Cyrillic: ВАРНИГ, Маттиас) (a.k.a. WARNIG, Matthias Arthur (Cyrillic: ВАРНИГ, Маттиас, Артур Варниг)), Zug, Switzerland; Moscow, Russia; Saint Petersburg, Russia; Leipzig, Germany; DOB 26 Jul 1955; POB Altdobern, Brandenburg, Germany; nationality Germany; Gender Male (individual) [PEESA-E014039].

WARNIG, Matthias Artur (Cyrillic: ВАРНИГ, Маттиас Артур Варниг)) (a.k.a. WARNIG, Matthias Arthur (Cyrillic: ВАРНИГ, Маттиас Артур Варниг)), Zug, Switzerland; Moscow, Russia; Saint Petersburg, Russia; Leipzig, Germany; DOB 26 Jul 1955; POB Altdobern, Brandenburg, Germany; nationality Germany; Gender Male (individual) [PEESA-E014039].

02/24/22

The following [BELARUS-E014038] entries have been added to OFAC's SDN List:

24X7 PANOPTES (a.k.a. LLC 24X7 PANOPTES (Cyrillic: ООО 24Х7 ПАНОПТЕС)); a.k.a. ООО 24Х7 ПАНОПТЕС), Platanova st. 20б-2, Minsk 220005, Belarus (Cyrillic: ул. Платонова, 20б-2, Минск 220005, Беларусь); Registration Number 192603494 (Belarus) [BELARUS-EO14038].

AAT INTEGRAH-KIRIUUCHA KAMPANIA Kholesnikiuyu InTEGRAL (Cyrillic: АНТ ИНТЕГРАЛ- КИРІУЧА КАМПАНІЯ ХОЛДИНГУ ІНТЕГРАЛ) (a.k.a. INTEGRAL-UPRAVLYAYUSHCHAYA KOMPANIYA KHOLODINGA INTEGRAL, OAO; a.k.a. OAO INTEGRAL - MANAGEMENT HOLDING COMPANY INTEGRAL (Cyrillic: ОАО ИНТЕГРАЛ - УПРАВЛЯЮЩАЯ КОМПАНИЯ ХОЛДИНГА ИНТЕГРАЛ)), a.k.a. ФИЛИАЛ ОАО "УПРАВЛЯЮЩАЯ КОМПАНИЯ ОАО "ИНТЕГРАЛ")

I.P., d.121A, kom. 327, ul. Kazantsa g., Minsk, Belarus; Registration Number 100386629 (Belarus) [BELARUS-E014038].
Established Date 1991; Registration Number 100665069 (Belarus) [BELARUS-E014038].

INTEGRAL-UPRAVLYAYUSHCHAYA KOMPANIYA KHOLDINGA INTEGRAL, OAO (a.k.a. AAT INTEHRAIL - KIRUILUCHAIA KAMPANIYA KHOLDYNGU INTEHRAIL) (Cyrillic: AAT ИНТЕГРАЛ - КИРУЧУЧАЯ КАМПАНИЯ ХОЛДИНГА ИНТЕГРАЛ); a.k.a. OAO INTEGRAL - MANAGEMENT HOLDING COMPANY INTEGRAL (Cyrillic: ОАО ИНТЕГРАЛ - УПРАВЛЯЮЩАЯ КОМПАНИЯ ХОЛДИНГА ИНТЕГРАЛ); a.k.a. PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY INTEGRAL (Cyrillic: ОБЩЕСТВО ЗАВОД ИНТЕГРАЛ); a.k.a. OOO INTEGRAL - MANAGEMENT HOLDING COMPANY INTEGRAL (Cyrillic: ООО ИНТЕГРАЛ - УПРАВЛЯЮЩАЯ КОМПАНИЯ ХОЛДИНГА ИНТЕГРАЛ).

STOCK COMPANY KB RADAR-MANAGEMENT COMPANY HOLDING RADAR SYSTEMS; a.k.a. OJSC KB RADAR-MANAGING COMPANY INTEGRAL (Cyrillic: ОАО ХОЛДИНГА СИСТЕМЫ КБ РАДАР-УПРАВЛЯЮЩАЯ КОМПАНИЯ ИНТЕГРАЛ); a.k.a. KOMPANIYA KHOLDINGA SISTEMY RADIOLOKATSII OAO (a.k.a. JSC KB RADAR-MANAGING COMPANY HOLDING RADAR SYSTEM) (Cyrillic: КОМПАНИЯ ХОЛДИНГА СИСТЕМЫ РАДАР-УПРАВЛЯЮЩАЯ КОМПАНИЯ ИНТЕГРАЛ).

Далее, документ содержит информацию о других компаниях, связанных с RADAR, и их местонахождении в Беларуси, включая адреса и регистрационные номера.

Organization Established Date 1992; Registration Number 200166539 (Belarus) [BELARUS-E014038].

JSC 558 AIRCRAFT REPAIR PLANT (Cyrillic: 558 АВИАЦИОННЫЙ РЕМОНТНЫЙ ЗАВОД) (a.k.a. JSC 558TH AIRCRAFT REPAIR PLANT; a.k.a. "558 ARZ OAO"; a.k.a. "JSC 558 ARP"), bl. 7, 50 let VLKSM st., Baranovichi, Brest reg. 225415, Belarus (Cyrillic: ул. 50 лет ВЛКСМ, Барановичи, Витебская обл. 225415, Беларусь); Organization Established Date 09 Jun 1992; Registration Number 200166539 (Belarus) [BELARUS-E014038].

JSC 558TH AIRCRAFT REPAIR PLANT (a.k.a. JSC 558 AIRCRAFT REPAIR PLANT (Cyrillic: ОАО 558 АВИАЦИОННЫЙ РЕМОНТНЫЙ ЗАВОД); a.k.a. "558 ARZ OAO"; a.k.a. "JSC 558 ARP"), bl. 7, 50 let VLKSM st., Baranovichi, Brest reg. 225415, Belarus (Cyrillic: ул. 50 лет ВЛКСМ, Барановичи, Брестская обл. 225415, Беларусь); Organization Established Date 09 Jun 1992; Registration Number 200166539 (Belarus) [BELARUS-E014038].

JSC KB RADAR (a.k.a. KB RADAR - RADAR AND ELECTRONIC WARFARE SYSTEMS; a.k.a. KB RADAR - RADAR AND EW SYSTEMS; a.k.a. KB RADAR (Cyrillic: KB РАДАР) (a.k.a. KB RADAR OJSC; a.k.a. KB RADAR-UPRAVLYAYUSHCHAYA KOMPANIYA KHOHLINGA SISTEMY RADIOLOKATSII OAO; a.k.a. OJSC KB RADAR-MANAGING COMPANY HOLDING RADAR SYSTEM) (Cyrillic: КОМПАНИЯ ХОЛДИНГА СИСТЕМЫ РАДАР-УПРАВЛЯЮЩАЯ КОМПАНИЯ ИНТЕГРАЛ)); a.k.a. OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY KB RADAR-MANAGEMENT COMPANY HOLDING RADAR SYSTEMS) (Cyrillic: ОАО КБ РАДАР-УПРАВЛЯЮЩАЯ КОМПАНИЯ ХОЛДИНГА СИСТЕМЫ РАДИОЛОКАЦИИ); a.k.a. OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY KB RADAR-MANAGEMENT COMPANY HOLDING RADAR SYSTEMS) (Cyrillic: ОАО КБ РАДАР-УПРАВЛЯЮЩАЯ КОМПАНИЯ ХОЛДИНГА СИСТЕМЫ РАДИОЛОКАЦИИ); a.k.a. OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY KB RADAR-MANAGEMENT COMPANY HOLDING RADAR SYSTEMS).
COMPANY HOLDING RADAR SYSTEM
(Cyrillic: ОАО KB РАДАР-УПРАВЛЯЮЩАЯ КОМПАНИЯ ХОЛДИНГА СИСТЕМЫ РАДИОЛОКАЦИИ; a.k.a. OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY KB RADAR-MANAGEMENT COMPANY HOLDING RADAR SYSTEMS), Partizanski 64A, Minsk 220026, Belarus (Cyrillic: пр-т Партизанский, 64а, Минск 220026, Беларусь); d.24, Nezhele pomeshchenie, ul Promyshlennaya, Minsk 220075, Belarus; Organization Established Date 2006; Registration Number 190699027 (Belarus) [BELARUS-E014038].

KHRENIN, Viktor (a.k.a. KHRENIN, Victor Gennadievich (Cyrillic: ХРЭНИН, Виктор Геннадьевич); a.k.a. KHRENIN, Victor Genadzevich (Cyrillic: ХРЭНИН, Виктор Геннадьевич)); a.k.a. KHRENIN, Viktar Henadzevich (Cyrillic: ХРЭНИН, Виктор Генадзевич); a.k.a. KHRENIN, Viktar Genadzevich (Cyrillic: ХРЭНИН, Виктор Генадзевич)); a.k.a. KHRENIN, Viktar Gennadievich (Cyrillic: ХРЭНИН, Виктор Геннадзевич); a.k.a. KHRENIN, Viktar Genadzevich (Cyrillic: ХРЭНИН, Виктор Генадзевич)) (Belarus); DOB 01 Aug 1971; POB Novogrudok, Grodno Region, Belarus; nationality Belarus; Gender Male; Passport KH2594621 (Belarus); National ID No. 3010871K003PB1 (Belarus) (individual) [BELARUS-E014038].

KHRENIN, Viktor Gennadievich (Cyrillic: ХРЭНИН, Виктор Геннадьевич) (a.k.a. KHRENIN, Victor Gennadievich (Cyrillic: ХРЭНИН, Виктор Геннадьевич); a.k.a. KHRENIN, Viktar Henadzevich (Cyrillic: ХРЭНИН, Виктор Генадзевич); a.k.a. KHRENIN, Viktar Genadzevich (Cyrillic: ХРЭНИН, Виктор Генадзевич); a.k.a. KHRENIN, Viktar Gennadievich (Cyrillic: ХРЭНИН, Виктор Геннадзевич); a.k.a. KHRENIN, Viktar Genadzevich (Cyrillic: ХРЭНИН, Виктор Генадзевич)) (Belarus); DOB 01 Aug 1971; POB Novogrudok, Grodno Region, Belarus; nationality Belarus; Gender Male; Passport KH2594621 (Belarus); National ID No. 3010871K003PB1 (Belarus) (individual) [BELARUS-E014038].

LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY BELINVEST-ENGINEERING (a.k.a. BELINVEST-ENGINEERING; a.k.a. BELINVEST-INZHINIRING OOO; a.k.a. LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY BELINVEST-ENGINEERING), 2 Melnikaite Str., office 10, Minsk 220004, Belarus; Organization Established Date 01 Jun 2011; Registration Number 191450284 (Belarus) [BELARUS-E014038] (Linked To: BELARUSSIAN BANK OF DEVELOPMENT AND RECONSTRUCTION BELINVESTBANK JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

LLC SYNESIS (Cyrillic: ООО СИНЕЗИС) (a.k.a. JSC SYNESIS; a.k.a. SINEZIS OOO), Platonova 20B, Minsk 220005, Belarus; d.20B, pom. 13, konnata 14, ul. Platonova, Minsk, Belarus; Organization Established Date 27 Dec 2007; Registration Number 190950894 (Belarus) [BELARUS-E014038].
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OAO OBORONNYE INITIATIVY (Cyrillic: ОАО ОБОРОННЫЕ ИНИЦИАТИВЫ) (a.k.a. LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY OBORONNYE INITIATIVY (Cyrillic: ОГРАНИЧЕННОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО ОБОРОННЫЕ ИНИЦИАТИВЫ); a.k.a. "DEFENSE INITIATIVES COMPANY", Peregodnaya str. 64, building 3, office 5, Minsk 220070, Belarus (Cyrillic: ул. Перегонная, д. 64, корпус 3, к. 5, Минск 220070, Беларусь); Registration Number 191288292 (Belarus) [BELARUS-E014038].

OKB TSP NPOOO (a.k.a. NAUCHNO-PROIZVODSTVENNOYE OBSHCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOY OTVETSTVENNOSTIU OKT SPP); a.k.a. NAVUKOVA-UPRAVLYAYUSHAYA TAVARYSTVA S ABMEZHavanay ADKAZNASTYSU AKB TSP (Cyrillic: НАУОВБА-УПРАВЛЯЮЩЕЕ ТАВАРЫСТВА З АБМЕЖАВАНИЙ АДКАЗНЛСТВА АКБ ТСП); f.k.a. OBSCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOY OTVETSTVENNOSTIU TEKHNOSOYUZPROYSEKT (Cyrillic: ОБЩЕСТВО С ОГРАНИЧЕННОЙ ОТВЕТСТВЕННОСТЬЮ ТЕХНОСОЮЗПРОЕКТ); a.k.a. OKB TSP SPLLCC, Frantsiska Skoriny St., building 1, unit 21, Minsk 220076, Belarus; Organization Established Date 08 Jul 2002; Registration Number 190369982 (Belarus) [BELARUS-E014038].

OOO PANOPTES (a.k.a. 24X7 PANOPTES; a.k.a. LLC 24X7 PANOPTES (Cyrillic: ООО 24Х7 ПАНОПТЕС), Platonova st. 206-2, Minsk 220005, Belarus (Cyrillic: ул. Платонова, 206-2, Минск 220005, Беларусь); Registration Number 192603494 (Belarus) [BELARUS-E014038].

OKB PANOPTES (a.k.a. 24X7 PANOPTES; a.k.a. LLC 24X7 PANOPTES (Cyrillic: ООО 24Х7 ПАНОПТЕС), Platonova st. 206-2, Minsk 220005, Belarus (Cyrillic: ул. Платонова, 206-2, Минск 220005, Беларусь); Registration Number 192603494 (Belarus) [BELARUS-E014038].

OOO PANOPTES (a.k.a. 24X7 PANOPTES; a.k.a. LLC 24X7 PANOPTES (Cyrillic: ООО 24Х7 ПАНОПТЕС), Platonova st. 206-2, Minsk 220005, Belarus (Cyrillic: ул. Платонова, 206-2, Минск 220005, Беларусь); Registration Number 192603494 (Belarus) [BELARUS-E014038].

OAO OBOROCHNYE INITIATIVY (Cyrillic: ОАО ОБОРОЧНЫЕ ИНИЦИАТИВЫ) (a.k.a. LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY OBOROCHNYE INITIATIVY (Cyrillic: ОГРАНИЧЕННОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО ОБОРОЧНЫЕ ИНИЦИАТИВЫ); a.k.a. "DEFENSE INITIATIVES COMPANY", Peregodnaya str. 64, building 3, office 5, Minsk 220070, Belarus (Cyrillic: ул. Перегонная, д. 64, корпус 3, к. 5, Минск 220070, Беларусь); Registration Number 191288292 (Belarus) [BELARUS-E014038].
Grodno Region, Belarus; nationality Belarus; Gender Male (individual) [BELARUS-E014038].

PROIZVODSTVENNO-TORGOVYE CHASTNOYE UNITARNAYE PREDPRIYATIYE MINOTOR-SERVIS (Cyrillic: ПРОИЗВОДСТВЕННО-ТОРГОВОЕ ЧАСТНОЕ УНИТАРНОЕ ПРЕДПРИЯТИЕ МИНОТОР-СЕРВИС) (a.k.a. INDUSTRIAL-COMMERCIAL PRIVATE ENTERPRISE MINOTOR-SERVICE; a.k.a. MINOTOR-SERVICE ENTERPRISE; a.k.a. MINOTOR-SERVICE; a.k.a. UP MINOTOR-SERVICE (Cyrillic: УП МИНОТОР-СЕРВИС); a.k.a. UP MINOTOR-SERSIF (Cyrillic: УП МИНОТОР-СЕРВИС); a.k.a. VTVORCHA-HANDLEVAYE ПРЯВТНАЙЕ УНИТАРНАЕ)

RADIALNYAYA KARVATA, UL. KAZINTSA G., MINSK, BELARUS; ADDRESS: 1, 220139, Belarus; Organization Established Date 1995; Registration Number 100655069 (Belarus) [BELARUS-E014038].

PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY INTEGRAL (Cyrillic: ОТКРЫТОЕ АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО ИНТЕГРАЛ) (a.k.a. AAT ПРЕДПРИЯТИЕ МИНОТОР-СЕРВИС; a.k.a. BЕLSPЕTСTВНОЕ ПРЕДПРИЯТИЕ МИНОТОР-СЕРВИС) (Cyrillic: БЕЛСПЕЦВНЕШТЕХНИКА) (Cyrillic: ГВТУП БЕЛСПЕЦВНЕШТЕХНИКА) (a.k.a. STATE OWNED FOREIGN TRADE UNITARY ENTERPRISE БЕЛСПЕЦВНЕШТЕХНИКА) (a.k.a. ГОСУДАРСТВЕННОЕ ВНЕШТОРГОВОЕ УНИТАРНОЕ ПРЕДПРИЯТИЕ БЕЛСПЕЦВНЕШТЕХНИКА), ST. KALINOVSKOGO, 8, MINSK 220103, BELARUS; Organization Established Date 18 Dec 1995; Registration Number 101080981 (Belarus) [BELARUS-E014038].

SHATROU, Aliaksandr (a.k.a. SHATROU, Aliaksandr Yauhenavich (Cyrillic: ШАТРОЎ, Аляксандр Яўгенавіч)); a.k.a. SHATROU, Aleksandr, Minsk, Belarus; DOB 17 Oct 1981; Passport MP2145720 (Belarus); National ID No. 3290681A146PB8 (Belarus) (individual) [BELARUS-E014038].

SHATROU, Aliaksandr (a.k.a. SHATROU, Jon; a.k.a. SHATROV, Alexander (Cyrillic: ШАТРОЎ, Алекся); a.k.a. SHATROU, Aleksandr, Minsk, Belarus; DOB 17 Oct 1981; Passport MP2145720 (Belarus); National ID No. 3290681A146PB8 (Belarus) (individual) [BELARUS-E014038].

SHATROU, Aliaksandr (a.k.a. SHATROU, Alexander; a.k.a. SHATROV, Alexander; a.k.a. SHATROV, Aleksandr, Minsk, Belarus; DOB 17 Oct 1981; Passport MP2145720 (Belarus); National ID No. 3290681A146PB8 (Belarus) (individual) [BELARUS-E014038].

SHATROU, Aliaksandr (a.k.a. SHATROU, Aleksandr; a.k.a. SHATROU, Aleksandr Yauhenavich (Cyrillic: ШАТРОЎ, Аляксандр Яўгенавіч); a.k.a. SHATROU, Aleksandr, Minsk, Belarus; DOB 17 Oct 1981; Passport MP2145720 (Belarus); National ID No. 3290681A146PB8 (Belarus) (individual) [BELARUS-E014038].

RASSALAI, Vyacheslav Evgenyevich (Cyrillic: РАССАЛАЙ, Вячэслав Еўгеняўіч) (a.k.a. ROSSOLAY, Vyacheslav Evgenyevich (Cyrillic: РОССОЛАЙ, Вячеслав Евгеньевич)), Minsk, Belarus; DOB 17 Oct 1981; Passport MP2145720 (Belarus); National ID No. 3290681A146PB8 (Belarus) (individual) [BELARUS-E014038].

RASSALAI, Vyacheslav Evgenyevich (Cyrillic: РАССАЛАЙ, Вячэслав Еўгеняўіч) (a.k.a. ROSSOLAY, Vyacheslav Evgenyevich (Cyrillic: РОССОЛАЙ, Вячеслав Евгеньевич)), Minsk, Belarus; DOB 17 Oct 1981; Passport MP2145720 (Belarus); National ID No. 3290681A146PB8 (Belarus) (individual) [BELARUS-E014038].

RASSALAI, Vyacheslav Evgenyevich (Cyrillic: РАССАЛАЙ, Вячэслав Еўгеняўіч) (a.k.a. ROSSOLAY, Vyacheslav Evgenyevich (Cyrillic: РОССОЛАЙ, Вячеслав Евгеньевич)), Minsk, Belarus; DOB 17 Oct 1981; Passport MP2145720 (Belarus); National ID No. 3290681A146PB8 (Belarus) (individual) [BELARUS-E014038].
SHATROV, Aleksandr (Cyrillic: ШАТРОВ, Александр) (a.k.a. SHATROU, Aliaksandr; a.k.a. SHATROU, Alexander)

Registration Number 190950894 (Belarus) [BELARUS-EO14038].

SOHRA LLC (a.k.a. OBSCHESTVO S ORGANICHENNOY OTVETSTVENNOSTYU SOKHRA (Cyrillic: ОБЩЕСТВО С ОГРАНИЧЕННОЙ ОТВЕТСТВЕННОСТЬЮ СОХРА)); f.k.a. OBSCHESTVO S ORGANICHENNYO OTVETSTVENNYOSTU SOCHRA GRUPP (Cyrillic: ОБЩЕСТВО С ОГРАНИЧЕННОЙ ОТВЕТСТВЕННОСТЬЮ СОЧРА ГРУПП); f.k.a. OBSCHESTVO S ORGANICHENNOY OTVETSTVENNYOSTU TIM INDUSTRIAL SERVIS KAMPANI (Cyrillic: ОБЩЕСТВО С ОГРАНИЧЕННОЙ ОТВЕТСТВЕННОСТЬЮ ТИМ ИНДУСТРИАЛ СЕРВИС КАМПАНИ)); a.k.a. ООО СОХРА (Cyrillic: ООО СОХРА); a.k.a. ТАА СОХРА (Cyrillic: ТАА СОХРА); a.k.a. ТАВАРЫСТВА З АБМЕЖАВАНАЙ АДКАЗНАЦЮ СОХРА); a.k.a. Заводская st., d. 1k, пом. 18, Болбасово, Витебская область, Оршанский район, 220004, Belarus (Cyrillic: ЗАВОДСКАЯ, Д. 1К, ПОМ. 18, БОЛБАСОВО, ВИТЕБСКАЯ ОБЛАСТЬ, ОРШАНСКИЙ РАЙОН, 220004, БЕЛАРУСЬ).

STATE AUTHORITY FOR MILITARY INDUSTRY OF THE REPUBLIC OF BELARUS (a.k.a. BELARUSIAN STATE AUTHORITY FOR MILITARY INDUSTRY; a.k.a. STATE MILITARY-INDUSTRIAL COMMITTEE OF BELARUS (Cyrillic: ГОСУДАРСТВЕННЫЙ ВОЕННО-ПРОМЫШЛЕННЫЙ КОМИТЕТ БЕЛАРУСИ)); 115 Nezavisimosti Ave, Minsk 220114, Belarus; 115 Nezavisimostyi Avenue, Minsk 220114, Belarus; Organization Established Date 30 Dec 2003; Target Type Government Entity [BELARUS-EO14038].

STATE MILITARY-INDUSTRIAL COMMITTEE OF BELARUS (Cyrillic: ГОСУДАРСТВЕННЫЙ ВОЕННО-ПРОМЫШЛЕННЫЙ КОМИТЕТ БЕЛАРУСИ)) (a.k.a. BELARUSIAN STATE AUTHORITY FOR MILITARY INDUSTRY; a.k.a. STATE AUTHORITY FOR MILITARY INDUSTRY OF THE REPUBLIC OF BELARUS), 115 Nezavisimostyi Avenue, Minsk 220114, Belarus; Organization Established Date 30 Dec 2003; Target Type Government Entity [BELARUS-EO14038].

STATE OWNED FOREIGN TRADE UNITARY ENTERPRISE BELSPETVNESHTECHNIKA (Cyrillic: ГОСУДАРСТВЕННОЕ ВНЕШТОРГОВОЕ УНИТАРНОЕ ПРЕДПРИЯТИЕ БЕЛСПЕТВНЕШТЕХНИКА) (a.k.a. BELSPETVNESHTECHNIKA GVTP (Cyrillic: БЕЛСПЕТВНЕШТЕХНИКА ГВТП)); a.k.a. SFTUE BELSPETVNESHTECHNIKA (Cyrillic: ГВТП БЕЛСПЕТВНЕШТЕХНИКА)), st. Kalinovskogo, 8, Minsk 220103, Belarus (Cyrillic: ул. КАЛИНОВСКОГО, Д. 8, Минск 220103, Беларусь); Organization Established Date 18 Dec 1995; Registration Number 101080981 (Belarus) [BELARUS-EO14038].

TAA ABAHRONNYA INITSIATYYV (Cyrillic: ТАА АБАРОННЫЯ ИНИЦИАТИВЫ; a.k.a. LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY ОБОРОННЫЕ ИНИЦИАТИВЫ) (a.k.a. LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY OBORONNYE INITSIATIVY (Cyrillic: ОБЩЕСТВО С ОГРАНИЧЕННОЙ ОТВЕТСТВЕННОСТЬЮ ОБОРОННЫЕ ИНИЦИАТИВЫ); a.k.a. "DEFENSE INITIATIVES COMPANY"), Pehenodnaya str. 64, building 3, office 5, Minsk 220070, Belarus (Cyrillic: УЛ. ПЕХОДНЕННОЙ, Д. 64, КОРПУС 3, ОФИЦИС 5, Минск 220070, Беларусь); Registration Number 191285292 (Belarus) [BELARUS-EO14038].

Registration Number 190950894 (Belarus) [BELARUS-EO14038].

FINANCE MINISTRY OF THE REPUBLIC OF BELARUS (a.k.a. ГОСУДАРСТВЕННАЯ КАССА БЕЛАРУСИ), Revolucionnaya 17/19, Office no. 22, Minsk 220030, Belarus; Organization Established Date 20 Oct 2014; Registration Number 192363182 (Belarus) [BELARUS-EO14038] (Linked To: ЗАИЦАВУ, Aliaksandr Mikalaevich).
д. 1к, пом. 18, Болбасова, Витебская область,
Оршанский район, 211004, Беларусь;
Революционная 17/19, Office no. 22, Minsk
220030, Беларусь; Organization Established Date
20 Oct 2014; Registration Number 192363182
(Беларусь) [BELARUS-EO14038] (Linked To:
ЗАЙТСАУ, Аляксандар Мікалаеўіч).

ТАВАРЫСТВА З АБМЕЖАВАЙ
АДКАЗНASTSUY SOKHRA (Cyrillic:
TAVARYSTVA Z ABMEZHAVA
АDKAZNASTSUY SOKHRA) (a.k.a. OBCHESTVOS
OGRANICHENNO OTVETSTVENNOSTY
SOKHRA) (Cyrillic: КОММЕРСИАЛНЫЙ ОРГАНИЗАЦИОННЫЙ
СОЮЗ) (ООО СОХРА)
(f.k.a. СОХРА; a.k.a. SOHRA LLC; a.k.a. ТАА
SOKHRA (Cyrillic: ТАА СОХРА)),
Zavodskaya st., д. 1к, пом. 18, Bobasovo,
Vitebsk Oblast, Orsha District 211004, Belarus
(Cyrillic: ул. Заводская, д. 1к, пом. 18,
Болбасова, Витебская область, Оршанский
район, 211004, Беларусь); Революционная
17/19, Office no. 22, Minsk 220030, Беларусь;
Organization Established Date 20 Oct 2014;
Registration Number 192363182 (Беларусь)
[BELARUS-EO14038] (Linked To: ZAITSAY,
Aliaksandr Mikalaevich).

ВЕЦЯНЕВІЧ, Алешандр Пятровіч
(A.k.a. VETSIANEVICH, Aliaksandr)
[BELARUS-EO14038].

DOB 20 Jun 1976; nationality Belarus; Gender
Male; Passport MC0978411 (Belarus); National
ID No. 3200676807P88 (Belarus) (individual)
[BELARUS-EO14038].

VETSIANEVICH, Aleksandr Petrovich (Cyrillic:
ВЕТСЯНЕВИЧ, Александар Петровіч); a.k.a.
VETSIANEVICH, Aliaksandr)
[BELARUS-EO14038].

ВЕЦЯНЕВІЧ, Алешандр Пятровіч
(A.k.a. VETSIANEVICH, Aliaksandr)
[BELARUS-EO14038].

DOB 28 Jun 1967; nationality Belarus; Gender
Male; Passport МС0978411 (Belarus); National
ID No. 3200676807P88 (Belarus) (individual)
[BELARUS-E014038].

VETSIANEVICH, Aleksandr Petrovich (Cyrillic:
ВЕТСЯНЕВИЧ, Александар Петровіч); a.k.a.
VETSIANEVICH, Aliaksandr)
[BELARUS-EO14038].

ВЕЦЯНЕВІЧ, Алешандр Пятровіч
(A.k.a. VETSIANEVICH, Aliaksandr)
[BELARUS-EO14038].

ВЕЦЯНЕВІЧ, Алешандр Пятровіч
(A.k.a. VETSIANEVICH, Aliaksandr)
[BELARUS-EO14038].

ВЕЦЯНЕВІЧ, Алешандр Пятровіч
(A.k.a. VETSIANEVICH, Aliaksandr)
[BELARUS-EO14038].

VETSIANEVICH, Aleksandr Petrovich (Cyrillic:
ВЕТСЯНЕВИЧ, Александар Петровіч); a.k.a.
VETSIANEVICH, Aliaksandr)
[BELARUS-EO14038].

VETSIANEVICH, Aleksandr Petrovich (Cyrillic:
ВЕТСЯНЕВИЧ, Александар Петровіч); a.k.a.
VETSIANEVICH, Aliaksandr)
[BELARUS-EO14038].

ВЕЦЯНЕВІЧ, Алешандр Пятровіч
(A.k.a. VETSIANEVICH, Aliaksandr)
[BELARUS-EO14038].

VETSIANEVICH, Aleksandr Petrovich (Cyrillic:
ВЕТСЯНЕВИЧ, Александар Петровіч); a.k.a.
VETSIANEVICH, Aliaksandr)
[BELARUS-EO14038].

VETSIANEVICH, Aleksandr Petrovich (Cyrillic:
ВЕТСЯНЕВИЧ, Александар Петровіч); a.k.a.
VETSIANEVICH, Aliaksandr)
[BELARUS-EO14038].

VETSIANEVICH, Aleksandr Petrovich (Cyrillic:
ВЕТСЯНЕВИЧ, Александар Петровіч); a.k.a.
VETSIANEVICH, Aliaksandr)
[BELARUS-EO14038].

VETSIANEVICH, Aleksandr Petrovich (Cyrillic:
ВЕТСЯНЕВИЧ, Александар Петровіч); a.k.a.
VETSIANEVICH, Aliaksandr)
[BELARUS-EO14038].

VETSIANEVICH, Aleksandr Petrovich (Cyrillic:
ВЕТСЯНЕВИЧ, Александар Петровіч); a.k.a.
VETSIANEVICH, Aliaksandr)
[BELARUS-EO14038].

VETSIANEVICH, Aleksandr Petrovich (Cyrillic:
ВЕТСЯНЕВИЧ, Александар Петровіч); a.k.a.
VETSIANEVICH, Aliaksandr)
[BELARUS-EO14038].

VETSIANEVICH, Aleksandr Petrovich (Cyrillic:
ВЕТСЯНЕВИЧ, Александар Петровіч); a.k.a.
VETSIANEVICH, Aliaksandr)
[BELARUS-EO14038].

VETSIANEVICH, Aleksandr Petrovich (Cyrillic:
ВЕТСЯНЕВИЧ, Александар Петровіч); a.k.a.
VETSIANEVICH, Aliaksandr)
ZAYTSAU, Aliaksandr (a.k.a. ZAITSAU, Aliaksandr Mikalaevich (Cyrillic: ЗАЙЦАЎ, Аляксандр Мікалаевіч); a.k.a. ZAITSEV, Alexander Nikolaevich (Cyrillic: ЗАЙЦЕВ, Александр Николаевич)), Belarus; nationality Belarus; Gender Male (individual) [BELARUS-EO14038].

ZAYTSAU, Aliaksandr (a.k.a. ZAITSAU, Aliaksandr Mikalaevich (Cyrillic: ЗАЙЦАЎ, Аляксандр Мікалаевіч); a.k.a. ZAITSEV, Alexander Nikolaevich (Cyrillic: ЗАЙЦЕВ, Александр Николаевич)), Belarus; United Arab Emirates; Target Type State-Owned Enterprise; Registration Number 100534485 (Belarus) [BELARUS-EO14038].

ZAYTSAU, Aliaksandr (a.k.a. ZAITSAU, Aliaksandr Mikalaevich (Cyrillic: ЗАЙЦАЎ, Аляксандр Мікалаевіч)); a.k.a. ZAITSEV, Alexander Nikolaevich (Cyrillic: ЗАЙЦЕВ, Александр Николаевич)), Belarus; United Arab Emirates; Target Type State-Owned Enterprise; Registration Number 100534485 (Belarus) [BELARUS-EO14038].

ZAYTSAU, Aliaksandr (a.k.a. ZAITSAU, Aliaksandr Mikalaevich (Cyrillic: ЗАЙЦАЎ, Аляксандр Мікалаевіч)); a.k.a. ZAITSEV, Alexander Nikolaevich (Cyrillic: ЗАЙЦЕВ, Александр Николаевич)), Belarus; United Arab Emirates; Target Type State-Owned Enterprise; Registration Number 100534485 (Belarus) [BELARUS-EO14038].

The following [BELARUS-EO14038] entries have been changed:

- **AAT AVIAKAMPANIIA TRANSAVIAAEKSPART** (Cyrillic: ААТ АВІАКІМПАНІЯ ТРАНСАВІАЕКСПОРТ) (a.k.a. AAT AVIAKAMPANIIA TRANSAVIAAEKSPART) (Cyrillic: ААТ АВІАКІМПАНІЯ ТРАНСАВІАЕКСПОРТ) (a.k.a. ADKRYTAE AKTSIONERNEO OBSCHESTVO MINSKII ZAVOD KOLENSNYKH TRACTOR PLANT; a.k.a. "OJSC MZKT" (Cyrillic: ОАО МЗКТ); a.k.a. "VOLAT"). Partizanski ave 150, 220021, Belarus; Target Type State-Owned Enterprise; Registration Number 100534485 (Belarus) [BELARUS-EO14038].
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A.A.T. AVIAKAMPANIYA TRANSAVIAEKSPORT OAO;
а.к.а. ТАВАРЫСТВА АВИАКАМПАНИЯ ТРАНСАВIЯЭКСПАРТ;
ААТ АВIЯКАМПАНIЯ ТРАНСАВIЯЭКСПАРТ

ТРАНСАВIЯЭКСПАРТ;
а.к.а. JOINT STOCK COMPANY TRANSAVIAEXPORT AIRLINES;
а.к.а. ОАО АВИАКОМПАНИЯ TRANSAVIAEKSPORT;
а.к.а. ААТ АВIЯКАМПАНIЯ ТРАНСАВIЯЭКСПАРТ)

ААТ АВIЯКАМПАНIЯ ТРАНСАВIЯЭКСПАРТ;
а.к.а. ADKRYTAE AKTSIONERNOYE OBSCHESTVO AVIIAKAMPANIIA TRANSAVIIAEKSPART

ОАО АВИАКОМПАНИЯ (Cyrillic: АВИАКОМПАНИЯ ОАО

ОАО ВИСЕЛЯЕКСПОРТ; a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOYE OBSCHESTVO AVIIAKAMPANIIA TRANSAVIIAEKSPART

ОАО ВИСЕЛЯЕКСПОРТ; a.k.a. ААТ АВIЯКАМПАНIЯ ТРАНСАВIЯЭКСПАРТ;
а.к.а. JSC TRANSAVIAEXPORT AIRLINES;
а.к.а. OАО АВИАКОМПАНИЯ

а.к.а. ААТ АВIЯКАМПАНIЯ ТРАНСАВIЯЭКСПАРТ;
а.к.а. ADKRYTAE AKTSIONERNOYE OBSCHESTVO AVIIAKAMPANIIA TRANSAVIIAEKSPART

TRANSAVIAEXPORT AIRLINES; a.k.a. JSC TRANSAVIAEXPORT AIRLINES;
а.к.а. ОАО АВИАКОМПАНИЯ TRANSAVIAEKSPORT;
а.к.а. ААТ АВIЯКАМПАНIЯ ТРАНСАВIЯЭКСПАРТ)

TRANSAVIAEXPORT AIRLINES; a.k.a. OAO AVIAKOMPANIYA

TRANSAVIAEXPORT AIRLINES; a.k.a. OAO AVIAKOMPANIYA

TRANSAVIAEXPORT AIRLINES; a.k.a. OAO AVIAKOMPANIYA

TRANSAVIAEXPORT AIRLINES; a.k.a. OAO AVIAKOMPANIYA

TRANSAVIAEXPORT AIRLINES; a.k.a. OAO AVIAKOMPANIYA

TRANSAVIAEXPORT AIRLINES; a.k.a. OAO AVIAKOMPANIYA

TRANSAVIAEXPORT AIRLINES; a.k.a. OAO AVIAKOMPANIYA

TRANSAVIAEXPORT AIRLINES; a.k.a. OAO AVIAKOMPANIYA

TRANSAVIAEXPORT AIRLINES; a.k.a. OAO AVIAKOMPANIYA

TRANSAVIAEXPORT AIRLINES; a.k.a. OAO AVIAKOMPANIYA

TRANSAVIAEXPORT AIRLINES; a.k.a. OAO AVIAKOMPANIYA

TRANSAVIAEXPORT AIRLINES; a.k.a. OAO AVIAKOMPANIYA

TRANSAVIAEXPORT AIRLINES; a.k.a. OAO AVIAKOMPANIYA

TRANSAVIAEXPORT AIRLINES; a.k.a. OAO AVIAKOMPANIYA

TRANSAVIAEXPORT AIRLINES; a.k.a. OAO AVIAKOMPANIYA

TRANSAVIAEXPORT AIRLINES; a.k.a. OAO AVIAKOMPANIYA

TRANSAVIAEXPORT AIRLINES; a.k.a. OAO AVIAKOMPANIYA

TRANSAVIAEXPORT AIRLINES; a.k.a. OAO AVIAKOMPANIYA

TRANSAVIAEXPORT AIRLINES; a.k.a. OAO AVIAKOMPANIYA

TRANSAVIAEXPORT AIRLINES; a.k.a. OAO AVIAKOMPANIYA

TRANSAVIAEXPORT AIRLINES; a.k.a. OAO AVIAKOMPANIYA

TRANSAVIAEXPORT AIRLINES; a.k.a. OAO AVIAKOMPANIYA

TRANSAVIAEXPORT AIRLINES; a.k.a. OAO AVIAKOMPANIYA

TRANSAVIAEXPORT AIRLINES; a.k.a. OAO AVIAKOMPANIYA

TRANSAVIAEXPORT AIRLINES; a.k.a. OAO AVIAKOMPANIYA

TRANSAVIAEXPORT AIRLINES; a.k.a. OAO AVIAKOMPANIYA

TRANSAVIAEXPORT AIRLINES; a.k.a. OAO AVIAKOMPANIYA

TRANSAVIAEXPORT AIRLINES; a.k.a. OAO AVIAKOMPANIYA

TRANSAVIAEXPORT AIRLINES; a.k.a. OAO AVIAKOMPANIYA

TRANSAVIAEXPORT AIRLINES; a.k.a. OAO AVIAKOMPANIYA

TRANSAVIAEXPORT AIRLINES; a.k.a. OAO AVIAKOMPANIYA

TRANSAVIAEXPORT AIRLINES; a.k.a. OAO AVIAKOMPANIYA

TRANSAVIAEXPORT AIRLINES; a.k.a. OAO AVIAKOMPANIYA

TRANSAVIAEXPORT AIRLINES; a.k.a. OAO AVIAKOMPANIYA

TRANSAVIAEXPORT AIRLINES; a.k.a. OAO AVIAKOMPANIYA

TRANSAVIAEXPORT AIRLINES; a.k.a. OAO AVIAKOMPANIYA

TRANSAVIAEXPORT AIRLINES; a.k.a. OAO AVIAKOMPANIYA

TRANSAVIAEXPORT AIRLINES; a.k.a. OAO AVIAKOMPANIYA

TRANSAVIAEXPORT AIRLINES; a.k.a. OAO AVIAKOMPANIYA

TRANSAVIAEXPORT AIRLINES; a.k.a. OAO AVIAKOMPANIYA

TRANSAVIAEXPORT AIRLINES; a.k.a. OAO AVIAKOMPANIYA

TRANSAVIAEXPORT AIRLINES; a.k.a. OAO AVIAKOMPANIYA

TRANSAVIAEXPORT AIRLINES; a.k.a. OAO AVIAKOMPANIYA

TRANSAVIAEX...
OTKRYTOYE AKTSIONERNOYE OBSCHESTVO AVIAKOMPANIYA TRANSAVIAEXPORT (a.k.a. OTKRYTOYE АВИАКОМПАНИЯ ТРАНСАВИАЭКСПОРТ); a.k.a. ADKRYTAE AKTSYANERNAE TAVARYSTVA AVIYAKAMPANIYA TRANSAVIAEKSPORT (Cyrillic: АДКРЫТАЕ АКЦЫЯНЕРНАЕ ТАБАРЫСТВА АВИЯ); a.k.a. ADKRYTAE AKTSYANERNAE TAVARYSTVA AVIYAKAMPANIJA TRANSAVIAEKSPART (Cyrillic: АДКРЫТАЕ АКЦЫЯНЕРНАЕ ТАБАРЫСТВА АВИЯКАМПАНИЯ ТРАНСАВИАЭКСПОРТ); a.k.a. ADKRYTAE AKTSYANERNAE TAVARYSTVA AVIYAKAMPANIJA TRANSAVIAEKSPART (Cyrillic: АДКРЫТАЕ АКЦЫЯНЕРНАЕ ТАБАРЫСТВА АВИЯКАМПАНИЯ ТРАНСАВИАЭКСПОРТ); a.k.a. ADKRYTAE AKTSYANERNAE TAVARYSTVA AVIYAKAMPANIYA TRANSAVIAEKSPORT (Cyrillic: АДКРЫТАЕ АКЦЫЯНЕРНАЕ ТАБАРЫСТВА АВИЯ); a.k.a. ADKRYTAE AKTSYANERNAE TAVARYSTVA AVIYAKAMPANIJA TRANSAVIAEKSPART (Cyrillic: АДКРЫТАЕ АКЦЫЯНЕРНАЕ ТАБАРЫСТВА АВИЯКАМПАНИЯ ТРАНСАВИАЭКСПОРТ); a.k.a. ADKRYTAE AKTSYANERNAE TAVARYSTVA AVIYAKAMPANIJA TRANSAVIAEKSPART (Cyrillic: АДКРЫТАЕ АКЦЫЯНЕРНАЕ ТАБАРЫСТВА АВИЯ).
The following [RUSSIA-EO14024] [UKRAINE-EO13661] entries have been changed:

IVANOV, Sergei (a.k.a. IVANOV, Sergei); DOB 31 Jan 1953; POB St. Petersburg, Russia; Chief of Staff of the Presidential Executive Office (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661]. -to- IVANOV, Sergei Borisovich (Cyrillic: ИВАНОВ, Сергей Борисович), Moscow, Russia; DOB 31 Jan 1953; POB St. Petersburg, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [RUSSIA-EO14024].

IVANOV, Sergey (a.k.a. IVANOV, Sergei); DOB 31 Jan 1953; POB St. Petersburg, Russia; Chief of Staff of the Presidential Executive Office (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661]. -to- IVANOV, Sergey Borisovich (Cyrillic: ИВАНОВ, Сергей Борисович), Moscow, Russia; DOB 31 Jan 1953; POB St. Petersburg, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [RUSSIA-EO14024].
The following [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] entries have been added to OFAC's SDN List:

AKTSIONERNOE OBSCHCHESTVO BM BANK (f.k.a. AKTSIONERNY KOMMERCHESKI BANK BANK MOSKVY OSTRYOTOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSCHCHESTVO; f.k.a. BANK MOSKVY PAO; f.k.a. BANK OF MOSCOW; a.k.a. BM BANK AO; a.k.a. BM BANK JSC; a.k.a. BM BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMMERCIAL BANK - BANK OF MOSCOW OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. PAO BM BANK), Bld 3 8/15, Rozhdestvenka St., Moscow 107996, Russia; SWIFT/BIC MOSWRUMM; Website www.bm.ru; BIK (RU) 044525219; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Target Type Financial Institution; Government Gazette Number 29292940 (Russia); Registration Number 1027700159497 (Russia); All offices worldwide; for more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

AKTSIONERNY KOMMERCHESKI BANK BANK MOSKVY OSTRYOTOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSCHCHESTVO (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSCHCHESTVO BM BANK; f.k.a. BANK MOSKVY PAO; f.k.a. BANK OF MOSCOW; a.k.a. BM BANK AO; a.k.a. BM BANK JSC; a.k.a. BM BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMMERCIAL BANK - BANK OF MOSCOW OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. PAO BM BANK), Bld 3 8/15, Rozhdestvenka St., Moscow 107996, Russia; SWIFT/BIC MOSWRUMM; Website www.bm.ru; BIK (RU) 044525219; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Target Type Financial Institution; Government Gazette Number 29292940 (Russia); Registration Number 1027700159497 (Russia); All offices worldwide; for more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

AKTSIONERNY KOMMERCHESKI BANK BANK MOSKVY OSTRYOTOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSCHCHESTVO (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSCHCHESTVO BM BANK; f.k.a. BANK MOSKVY PAO; f.k.a. BANK OF MOSCOW; a.k.a. BM BANK AO; a.k.a. BM BANK JSC; a.k.a. BM BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMMERCIAL BANK - BANK OF MOSCOW OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. PAO BM BANK), Bld 3 8/15, Rozhdestvenka St., Moscow 107996, Russia; SWIFT/BIC MOSWRUMM; Website www.bm.ru; BIK (RU) 044525219; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Target Type Financial Institution; Government Gazette Number 29292940 (Russia); Registration Number 1027700159497 (Russia); All offices worldwide; for more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

AKTSIONERNOE OBSCHCHESTVO BM BANK (f.k.a. AKTSIONERNY KOMMERCHESKI BANK BANK MOSKVY OSTRYOTOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSCHCHESTVO; f.k.a. BANK MOSKVY PAO; f.k.a. BANK OF MOSCOW; a.k.a. BM BANK AO; a.k.a. BM BANK JSC; a.k.a. BM BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMMERCIAL BANK - BANK OF MOSCOW OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. PAO BM BANK), Bld 3 8/15, Rozhdestvenka St., Moscow 107996, Russia; SWIFT/BIC MOSWRUMM; Website www.bm.ru; BIK (RU) 044525219; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Target Type Financial Institution; Government Gazette Number 29292940 (Russia); Registration Number 1027700159497 (Russia); All offices worldwide; for more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

BANK FOR FOREIGN TRADE OF THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION; f.k.a. BANK VTB OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VTB AO; f.k.a. BANK VTB JSC; f.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMMERCIAL BANK NOVIKOMBANK; a.k.a. NOVIKOMBANK (Cyrillic: АКЦИОНЕРНЫЙ КОММЕРЧЕСКИЙ БАНК НОВИКОМБАНК АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО); a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMMERCIAL BANK NOVIKOMBANK (Cyrillic: АКЦИОНЕРНЫЙ КОММЕРЧЕСКИЙ БАНК НОВИКОМБАНК АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО); a.k.a. BM BANK AO; a.k.a. BM BANK JSC; a.k.a. BM BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. NOVIKOMBANK AO; a.k.a. NOVIKOMBANK JCSB), bld.1,Polyanka Bolshaya str. 50/1, Moscow 119180, Russia (Cyrillic: ул. Полъяна Большая, д. 50/1, Москва 119180, Russia); SWIFT/BIC CNOVRUMM; Website http://www.novikom.ru; BIK (RU) 044583162; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 3; Organization Established Date 1993; Registration ID 102773057591; Tax ID No. 7706196340; Government Gazette Number 17541272; All offices worldwide. For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: ROSTEC).

BANCO VTB AFRICA SA (a.k.a. VTB AFRICA), 22, Rua da Missao, Luanda, Angola; SWIFT/BIC VTBLAOULU; Website www.vtb.ao; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

BANK FOR FOREIGN TRADE OF RSFSR (f.k.a. BANK VEB PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VEB AO; f.k.a. BANK VEB JSC; f.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMMERCIAL BANK NOVIKOMBANK; a.k.a. NOVIKOMBANK (Cyrillic: АКЦИОНЕРНЫЙ КОММЕРЧЕСКИЙ БАНК НОВИКОМБАНК АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО); a.k.a. NOVIKOMBANK AO; a.k.a. NOVIKOMBANK JCSB), bld.1,Polyanka Bolshaya str. 50/1, Moscow 119180, Russia (Cyrillic: ул. Полъяна Большая, д. 50/1, Москва 119180, Russia); SWIFT/BIC CNOVRUMM; Website http://www.novikom.ru; BIK (RU) 044583162; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 3; Organization Established Date 1993; Registration ID 102773057591; Tax ID No. 7706196340; Government Gazette Number 17541272; All offices worldwide. For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: ROSTEC).
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CHANGES TO THE SDN LIST IN 2022

STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VTB OAO; f.k.a. BANK VTB OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. BANK VTB PAO; a.k.a. BANK VTB PUBLICHNOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSCHESTVO; f.k.a. CJSC CJSC BANK FOR FOREIGN TRADE OF THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION; f.k.a. JSC VTB BANK; f.k.a. OAO BANK VTB; f.k.a. OAO VNESHTORGBANK; f.k.a. OJSC CJSC BANK FOR FOREIGN TRADE; f.k.a. RUSSIAN VNESHTORGBANK; f.k.a. VNESHTORGBANK; f.k.a. VNESHTORGBANK OF RSFSR; f.k.a. VNESHTORGBANK ROSSIYSKII CLOSED JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. VTB BANK; f.k.a. VTB BANK OAO; f.k.a. VTB BANK OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. VTB BANK PAO; a.k.a. VTB BANK PJSC (Cyrillic: БАНК ВТБ ПАО); a.k.a. VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY (Cyrillic: БАНК ВТБ ПУБЛИЧНОЕ АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО)), 29, Bolshaya Morskaya str., St. Petersburg 190000, Russia; 37 Pultyushchikha ul., Moscow 119121, Russia; 43, Vorontsovskaya str., Moscow 109044, Russia; 11 litera, per. Degtyarny, St. Petersburg 191144, Russia; 11, Ita A, Degtyarnyy pereulok, St. Petersburg 191144, Russia; 43, bld.1, Vorontsovskaya str., Moscow 109147, Russia; Bashnya Zapad, Kompleks Federatsiya, 12, nab. Presnenskaya, Moscow 123317, Russia; 43, ul. Vorontsovskaya, Moscow 109147, Russia; Vorontsovskaya Str 43, Moscow 109147, Russia; SWIFT/BIC VTBRRUMM; Website www.vtb.com; alt. Website www.vtb.ru; BIK (RU) 044030707; alt. BIK (RU) 044525187; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Organization Established Date 17 Oct 1990; Target Type Financial Institution; Registration ID 1027739609391 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7702070139 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 00032520 (Russia); License 1000 (Russia); Legal Entity Number 2534001691TU00998 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx# directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024].

BANK VNESHEI TORGOVLI OAO; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOVLI RSFSR; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOVLI OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOVLI ROSSIYSKII CLOSED JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOVLI ROSSIYSKII FEDERATSII AS A PRIVATE JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOVLI ROSSIYSKII FEDERATSII AS A PRIVATE JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOVLI ROSSIYSKII FEDERATSII AS A PRIVATE JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOVLI ROSSIYSKII FEDERATSII AS A PRIVATE JOINT STOCK COMPANY; for more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx# directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024].
Subject to Directive 1; Target Type Financial Institution; For more information on directives, please visit the following link:
http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY),

BANK VTB KAZAKHSTAN JSC (a.k.a. BANK VTB KAZAKHSTAN JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY VTB BANK KAZAKHSTAN; a.k.a. SUBSIDIARY JSC BANK VTB KAZAKHSTAN), 28 Timiryazev Street, Almaty 050040, Kazakhstan; SWIFT/BIC VBTKKZKZ; Website http://en.vtb-bank.kz/;

Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Target Type Financial Institution; For more information on directives, please visit the following link:
http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY),

BANK VTB AZERBAIJAN OJSC (a.k.a. JSC VTB BANK AZERBAIJAN; f.k.a. OJSC AF BANK; a.k.a. VTB BANK AZERBAIJAN OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY), 38 Khatai ave. Nasimi district, Baku AZ 1008, Azerbaijan; 60, Samed Vurgun str, Baku 1022, Azerbaijan; SWIFT/BIC VTBBAZ22; Website http://en.vtb.az/;

Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Target Type Financial Institution; For more information on directives, please visit the following link:
http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY),

BANK VTB KAIZAKHSTAN OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY (f.k.a. BANK VTB OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY VTB BANK KAZAKHSTAN), 28 Timiryazev Street, Almaty 050040, Kazakhstan; SWIFT/BIC VBTKKZKZ; Website http://en.vtb-bank.kz/;

Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Target Type Financial Institution; For more information on directives, please visit the following link:
http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY),

BANK VTB AZERBAIJAN OJSC (a.k.a. JSC VTB BANK AZERBAIJAN; f.k.a. OJSC AF BANK; a.k.a. VTB BANK AZERBAIJAN OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY), 38 Khatai ave. Nasimi district, Baku AZ 1008, Azerbaijan; 60, Samed Vurgun str, Baku 1022, Azerbaijan; SWIFT/BIC VTBBAZ22; Website http://en.vtb.az/;
Уважаемые клиенты,

В рамках санкций, введенных против России в соответствии с Программой № 253400V1H6ART1UQ0N98, указанная ниже информация может быть полезна для получения более подробной информации о санкциях.

ВТБ БАНК ПАО (Свое название в зависимости от назначения: БАНК ВТБ ПАО), зарегистрированный в Москве, Россия, подлежит санкциям в силу вступления в силу указанных выше Программ.


В случае вопросов или необходимости дополнительной информации, пожалуйста, обращайтесь по адресу:

ВТБ БАНК ПАО
ул. Воронцовская, д. 43, Москва, 109147, Россия.

С уважением,

ВТБ БАНК ПАО
RSFSR; f.k.a. BANK VNESHNEY TORGOTVI
JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK
VNESHNEY TORGOTVI OPEN JOINT STOCK
COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VNESHNEY
TORGOTVI ROSSIYSKOY FEDERATSI
CLOSED JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a.
BANK VTB OAO; f.k.a. BANK VTB OPEN JOINT
STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. BANK VTB PAO;
a.k.a. BANK VTB PUBLICHNOE
AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO; f.k.a. CJSC
BANK FOR FOREIGN TRADE OF THE
RUSSIAN FEDERATION; f.k.a. OAO BANK
VTB; f.k.a. OAO VNESHOTORBANK; f.k.a.
OJSC CJSC BANK FOR FOREIGN TRADE;
f.k.a. RUSSIAN VNESHOTORBANK; f.k.a.
VNESHTORG BANK OF RSFSR; f.k.a.
VNESHTORG BANK ROSSI
CLOSED JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. VTB
BANK; f.k.a. VTB BANK OAO; f.k.a. VTB BANK
OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. VTB
BANK PAO; a.k.a. VTB BANK PJSC (Cyrillic:
БАНК ВТБ ПАО); a.k.a. VTB BANK PUBLIC
JOINT STOCK COMPANY (Cyrillic: БАНК ВТБ
ПУБЛИЧНОЕ АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО)),
29, Bolshaya Morskaya str., St. Petersburg
190000, Russia; 37 Pilyushchikha ul., Moscow
119121, Russia; 43, Vorontsovska str.,
Moscow 109044, Russia; 11 litera, per.
Degtjarny, St. Petersburg 191144, Russia; 11, lit
A, Degtjarny Pereulok, St. Petersburg 191144,
Russia; 43, blk.1, Vorontsovska str., St.
Petersburg 191147, Russia; Bashnya Zapad,
Kompleks Federatsiya, 12, nab. Presnenskaya,
Moscow 123317, Russia; str. 1, 43, ul. Vorontsovska,
Moscow 109147, Russia; Vorontsovska str.
43, Moscow 109147, Russia; SWIFT/BIC
VTBBRUMM; Website www.vtb.com; alt.
Website www.vtb.ru; BIK (RU) 044030707, alt.
BIK (RU) 044525187; Executive Order 13662
directive - Subject to Directive 1;
Organization Established Date 17 Oct 1990;
Target Type Financial Institution; Registration ID
1027739609391 (Russia); Tax ID No.
7702070139 (Russia); Government Gazette
Number 00032520 (Russia); License 1000
(Russia); Legal Entity Number
253400V16ART1UQ0N98 (Russia); For more
information on directives, please visit the
following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-
center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#
directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-
EO14024].

JSC VTB BANK AZERBAIJAN (a.k.a. BANK VTB
AZERBAIJAN OJSC; f.k.a. OJSC AF BANK;
a.k.a. VTB BANK AZERBAIJAN OPEN JOINT
STOCK COMPANY); 38 Khatai ave. Nasimi
district, Baku AZ 1008, Azerbaijan; 60, Samed
Vurgun str, Baku 1022, Azerbaijan; SWIFT/BIC
VTBAAAZ22; Website http://en.vtb.az/; Executive
Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to
Directive 1; Target Type Financial Institution;
For more information on directives, please visit the
following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-
center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#
directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-
EO14024] (Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC
JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

JSC VTB BANK GEORGIA (a.k.a. VTB BANK
GEORGIA JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a.
VTB BANK GEORGIA JSC; f.k.a. "UNITED
GEORGIAN BANK"), 14, G. Chanturia Street,
Tbilisi 0114, Georgia; SWIFT/BIC UGEBGE22;
Website www.vtb.com.ge; Executive Order
13662 Directive Determination - Subject to
Directive 1; Target Type Financial Institution;
For more information on directives, please visit the
following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-
center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#
directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-
EO14024] (Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC
JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

JSC VTB REGISTRAR (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK
COMPANY VTB REGISTRAR; a.k.a. VTB
REGISTRAR; a.k.a. VTB REGISTRAR CJSC;
a.k.a. VTB REGISTRAR CLOSED JOINT
STOCK COMPANY), 23, Pravdy Street, Moscow
125040, Russia; Website www.vtbreg.ru; BIK
(RU) 044525745; Executive Order 13662
directive - Subject to Directive 1;
Registration Number 1045005469744 (Russia);
For more information on directives, please visit the
following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-
center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#
directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-
EO14024] (Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC
JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

KHOLDING VTB KAPITAL ZAKRYTOE
AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO (a.k.a.
HOLDING VTB CAPITAL CJSC; a.k.a. VTB
CAPITAL HOLDING CJSC; a.k.a. VTB CAPITAL
HOLDING ZAO; a.k.a. VTB CAPITAL
HOLDINGS CLOSED JOINT STOCK
COMPANY), a.k.a. VTB CAPITAL JSC), 12
Presnenskaya nab., Moscow 123100, Russia;
4th Lesnoy Pereulok 4, Capital Plaza, Moscow
125047, Russia; Room 410, Stolyamny Pereulok
3, bl 34, Moscow 123022, Russia; Website
http://vtbcapital.com; Executive Order 13662
Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1;
Target Type Financial Institution; Registration ID
1097746344596 (Russia); For more information
on directives, please visit the following link:
http://www.treasury.gov/resource-
center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#
directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-
EO14024] (Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC
JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY VTB DC (a.k.a.
LLC VTB DC; a.k.a. VTB DC LIMITED; a.k.a.
VTB DC LTD), Room 47, office XIV, 8
Brestskaya Street, Moscow 125047, Russia; d.
35 str. 1, Prospect Leningradski, Moscow
125284, Russia; Executive Order 13662
Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1;
Organization Established Date 2011;
Registration Number 5117746058733 (Russia);
For more information on directives, please visit the
following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-
center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#
directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-
EO14024] (Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC
JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

NEKOMMERCHESKAIA ORGANIZATSIYA
NEGOSUDARSTVNNY PENSIONNY FOND
VTB PENSIONNY FOND (a.k.a.
AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO
NEGOSUDARSTVNNY PENSIONNY FOND
VTB PENSIONNY FOND; a.k.a. NONPROFIT
ORGANIZATION NON-STATE PENSION FUND
VTB PENSION FUND; a.k.a. NON-STATE
PENSION FUND VTB PENSION FUND, JSC; a.k.a. NPF VTБ PENSION FUND JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. NPF VTБ PENSION FUND JSC; a.k.a. NPF VTБ PENSIONNY FOND, AO), d. 43 str. 1 ul. Vorontsovskaya, Moscow 109147, Russia; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Target Type Financial Institution; Registration ID 1147799014692 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

NONPROFIT ORGANIZATION NON-STATE PENSION FUND VTB PENSION FUND (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSCHESTVO NEKOMMERCHESKAYA ORGANIZATSIYA NEGOUSDARSTVENNY PENSIONNY FOND VTB PENSIONNY FOND; f.k.a. NEKOMMERCHESKAYA ORGANIZATSIYA NEGOUSDARSTVENNY PENSIONNY FOND VTB PENSIONNY FOND; f.k.a. NEKOMMERCHESKAYA ORGANIZATSIYA NEGOUSDARSTVENNY PENSIONNY FOND VTB PENSIONNY FOND; f.k.a. NONSTATE PENSION FUND VTB PENSION FUND, JSC; a.k.a. NOVIKOMBANK AO (Cyrillic: АО НОВИКОМБАНК); a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMMERCIAL BANK NOVIKOMBANK (Cyrillic: АКЦИОНЕРНЫЙ КОММЕРЧЕСКИЙ БАНК НОВИКОМБАНК АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО); a.k.a. TURNING STONE CAPITAL LLC; a.k.a. NOVIKOMBANK JCSB, bld.1,Polyanka Bolshaya str. 50/1, Moscow 119180, Russia (Cyrillic: ул. Поляника Большая, д. 50/1, стр. 1, Москва 119180, Россия); SWIFT/BIC CNOVRRMM; Website http://www.novikom.ru; BIK (RU) 044583162; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 3; Organization Established Date 1993; Registration ID 1027739075891; Tax ID No. 7706196340; Government Gazette Number 17541272; All offices worldwide. For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: ROSTECK).

NOVIKOMBANK JCSB (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNY KOMMERCHESKI BANK NOVIKOMBANK AKTSIONERNOE OBSCHESTVO; a.k.a. AO AKB NOVIKOMBANK (Cyrillic: АО АКБ НОВИКОМБАНК); a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMMERCIAL BANK NOVIKOMBANK (Cyrillic: АКЦИОНЕРНЫЙ КОММЕРЧЕСКИЙ БАНК НОВИКОМБАНК АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО); a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMMERCIAL BANK NOVIKOMBANK JCSB; bld.1,Polyanka Bolshaya str. 50/1, Moscow 119180, Russia; SWIFT/BIC CNOVRRMM; Website http://www.novikom.ru; BIK (RU) 044583162; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 3; Organization Established Date 1993; Registration ID 1027739075891; Tax ID No. 7706196340; Government Gazette Number 17541272; All offices worldwide. For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: ROSTECK).
EO14024] (Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY), NPF VTB PENSIONNY FOND, AO (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO NEGOSUDARSTVENNY PENSIONNY FOND VTB PENSIONNY FOND; f.k.a. NEKOMMERCHESKAYA ORGANIZATSIIA NEGOSUDARSTVENNY PENSIONNY FOND VTB PENSIONNY FOND; a.k.a. NONPROFIT ORGANIZATION NON-STATE PENSION FUND VTB PENSION FUND; a.k.a. NON-STATE PENSION FUND VTB PENSION FUND, JSC; a.k.a. NPF VTB PENSION FUND JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. NPF VTB PENSION FUND JSC), d. 43 str. 1 ul. Vorontsovskaya, Moscow 109147, Russia; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Target Type Financial Institution; Registration ID 117799014692 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx# directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY), OAO BANK VTB (f.k.a. BANK FOR FOREIGN TRADE OF RSFSR; f.k.a. BANK OF FOREIGN TRADE OF THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION; f.k.a. BANK VNESHNEI TORGOVLI OAO; f.k.a. BANK VNESHNEI TORGOVLI OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VNESHNEI TORGOVLI ROSSIISKI FEDERATSII CLOSED JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VTB OAO; f.k.a. BANK VTB PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. BANK VTB PAO; a.k.a. BANK VTB PUBLICNOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO; f.k.a. CJSC BANK FOR FOREIGN TRADE OF THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION; f.k.a. JSC VTB BANK; f.k.a. OAO VNESHTORGBANK; f.k.a. OJSC CJSC BANK FOR FOREIGN TRADE; f.k.a. RUSSIAN VNESHTORGBANK; f.k.a. VNESHTORGBANK; f.k.a. VNESHTORGBANK OF RSFSR; f.k.a. VNESHTORGBANK ROSSI FEDERATION; f.k.a. VNESHTORGBANK ROSSI CLOSED JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. VTB BANK; f.k.a. VTB BANK OAO; f.k.a. VTB BANK OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. VTB BANK PAO; a.k.a. VTB BANK PJSC (Cyrillic: БАНК ВТБ ПАО); a.k.a. VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY (Cyrillic: БАНК ВТБ ПУБЛИЧНОЕ АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО)), 29, Bolshaya Morskaya str., St. Petersburg 190000, Russia; 37 Piyushchikha ul., Moscow 119121, Russia; 43, Vorontsovskaya str., Moscow 109044, Russia; 11 litera, per. Degtyarnyy, St. Petersburg 191144, Russia; 11, lit A, Degtyarnyy pereulok, St. Petersburg 191144, Russia; 43, bld.1, Vorontsovskaya str., Moscow 109147, Russia; Bashnya Zapad, Kompleks Federatsiya, 12, nab. Presnenskaya, Moscow 123317, Russia; str. 1, 43, ul. Vorontsovskaya, Moscow 109147, Russia; Vorontsovskaya Str 43, Moscow 109147, Russia; SWIFT/BIC VTBRRUMM; Website www.vtb.com; alt. Website www.vtb.ru; BIK (RU) 044030707; alt. BIK (RU) 044525187; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Organization Established Date 17 Oct 1990; Target Type Financial Institution; Registration ID 1027739609391 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7702070139 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 00032520 (Russia); License 1000 (Russia); Legal Entity Number 253400V1H6ART1UQON98 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx# directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024]. OAO VNESHTORGBANK (f.k.a. BANK FOR FOREIGN TRADE OF RSFSR; f.k.a. BANK OF FOREIGN TRADE OF THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION; f.k.a. BANK VNESHNEI TORGOVLI OAO; f.k.a. BANK VNESHNEI TORGOVLI ROSSIISKI FEDERATSII CLOSED JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VTB OAO; f.k.a. BANK VTB PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. BANK VTB PAO; a.k.a. BANK VTB PUBLICNOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO; f.k.a. CJSC BANK FOR FOREIGN TRADE OF THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION; f.k.a. JSC VTB BANK; f.k.a. OAO VNESHTORGBANK; f.k.a. VNESHTORGBANK OF RSFSR; f.k.a. VNESHTORGBANK ROSSI CLOSED JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. VTB BANK; f.k.a. VTB BANK OAO; f.k.a. VTB BANK OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. VTB BANK PAO; a.k.a. VTB BANK PJSC (Cyrillic: БАНК ВТБ ПАО); a.k.a. VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY (Cyrillic: БАНК ВТБ ПУБЛИЧНОЕ АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО)), 29, Bolshaya Morskaya str., St. Petersburg 190000, Russia; 37 Piyushchikha ul., Moscow 119121, Russia; 43, Vorontsovskaya str., Moscow 109044, Russia; 11 litera, per. Degtyarnyy, St. Petersburg 191144, Russia; 11, lit A, Degtyarnyy pereulok, St. Petersburg 191144, Russia; 43, bld.1, Vorontsovskaya str., Moscow 109147, Russia; Bashnya Zapad, Kompleks Federatsiya, 12, nab. Presnenskaya, Moscow 123317, Russia; str. 1, 43, ul. Vorontsovskaya, Moscow 109147, Russia; Vorontsovskaya Str 43, Moscow 109147, Russia; SWIFT/BIC VTBRRUMM; Website www.vtb.com; alt. Website www.vtb.ru; BIK (RU) 044030707; alt. BIK (RU) 044525187; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Organization Established Date 17 Oct 1990; Target Type Financial Institution; Registration ID 1027739609391 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7702070139 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 00032520 (Russia); License 1000 (Russia); Legal Entity Number 253400V1H6ART1UQON98 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx# directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024]. OBOECHESHTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOY VTB FAKTORING (a.k.a. VTB FACTORING LIMITED; a.k.a. VTB FACTORING LTD; a.k.a. VTB FACTORING OO), d. 52 str. 1 nab.Kosmodamianskaya, Moscow 115054, Russia; Website www.vtb.ru; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Target Type Financial Institution; Registration ID 5087746611145 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx# directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024].
SAVINGS BANK OF THE REPUBLIC OF ARMENIA (a.k.a. VTB BANK ARMENIA CJSC; a.k.a. VTB BANK ARMENIA CLOSED JOINT STOCK COMPANY), 46 Ul, Nalbandyan, Yerevan 375010, Armenia; SWIFT/BIC ARMJAM22; Website www.vtb.am; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Target Type Financial Institution; For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/armenia.aspx#directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

SUBSIDIARY JSC BANK VTB KAZAKHSTAN (a.k.a. BANK VTB KAZAKHSTAN JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. BANK VTB KAZAKHSTAN JSC; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY VTB BANK KAZAKHSTAN), 28 Timiryazev Street, Almaty 050040, Kazakhstan; SWIFT/BIC VTBABKKZ; Website http://en.vtb-bank.kz; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Target Type Financial Institution; For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/kazakhstan.aspx#directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

VNESTORGBANK (f.k.a. BANK FOR FOREIGN TRADE OF RSFSR; f.k.a. BANK OF FOREIGN TRADE OF THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGLOVI OAO; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGLOVI ROSSISKOI FEDERATSIYI AS A PRIVATE JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGLOVI RSFSR; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGLOVI OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGLOVI OAO; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGLOVI ROSSISKOI FEDERATSIYI AS A PRIVATE JOINT STOCK COMPANY), 43, Moscow 109044, Russia; SWIFT/BIC VTBRRUMM; Website www.vtb.ru; BIK (RU) 044030707; alt. BIK (RU) 0444525187; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Organization Established Date 17 Oct 1990; Target Type Financial Institution; Registration ID 1027739609391 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7702070139 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 00032520 (Russia); License 1000 (Russia); Legal Entity Number 253400V1H6ART1UQ0N98 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/russia.aspx#directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024].
VTB BANK OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY (f.k.a. BANK FOR FOREIGN TRADE OF RSFSR; f.k.a. BANK OF FOREIGN TRADE OF THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION; f.k.a. BANK VNESHNEI TORGOVLI OAO; f.k.a. BANK VNESHNEI TORGOVLI ROSSIYSKII FEDERATSII AS A PRIVATE JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VNESHNEI TORGOVLI ROSSIYSKII FEDERATSII CLOSED JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VTB OAO; f.k.a. BANK VTB OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. BANK VTB PAO; a.k.a. BANK VTB PUBLICHNOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO; f.k.a. CJSC BANK FOR FOREIGN TRADE; f.k.a. CJSC VTB BANK; f.k.a. OAO BANK VTB; f.k.a. OAO VNESH'TORGANKS; f.k.a. OJSC CJSC BANK FOR FOREIGN TRADE; f.k.a. OJSC VTB VTB BANK OAO; f.k.a. VTB BANK PAO; f.k.a. VTB BANK PJSC (Cyrillic: БАНК ВТБ ПАО); a.k.a. VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY (Cyrillic: БАНК ВТБ ПУБЛИЧНОЕ АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО)), 29, Bolshaya Morskaya str., St. Petersburg 190000, Russia; 37 Plyushchikha ul., Moscow 119121, Russia; 43, Vorontsovskaya str., Moscow 109044, Russia; 11 litera, per. Dehtyarny, St. Petersburg 191144, Russia; 11, lit A, Dehtyarny pereulok, St. Petersburg 191144, Russia; 43, bld.1, Vorontsovskaya str., Moscow 109147, Russia; Bashnya Zapad, Kompleks Federatsiya, 12, nab. Presnenskaya, Moscow 123317, Russia; str. 1, 43, ul. Vorontsovskaya, Moscow 109147, Russia; Vorontsovskaya Str 43, Moscow 109147, Russia; SWIFT/BIC VTBRRUMM; Website www.vtb.com; alt. Website www.vtb.ru; BIK (RU) 044030707; alt. BIK (RU) 044525187; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Organization Established Date 17 Oct 1990; Target Type Financial Institution; Registration ID 1027739609391 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7702070139 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 00032520 (Russia); License 1000 (Russia); Legal Entity Number 253400V1H6ART1UQ0N98 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx# directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024].
on directives, please visit the following link:
http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

VTB CAPITAL JSC (a.k.a. HOLDING VTB CAPITAL CJSC; a.k.a. KHALING VTB KAPITAL ZAKRYTOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO; a.k.a. VTB CAPITAL HOLDING CJSC; a.k.a. VTB CAPITAL HOLDING ZAO; a.k.a. VTB CAPITAL HOLDINGS CLOSED JOINT STOCK COMPANY), 12 Presnenskaya nab., Moscow 123100, Russia; 4th Lesnoy Pereulok 4, Capital Plaza, Moscow 125047, Russia; Room 410, Stolyarnyi Pereulok 3, bl. 34, Moscow 123022, Russia; Website http://vtbcapital.com; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Target Type Financial Institution; Registration ID 5087746611145 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

VTB FACTORING LIMITED (a.k.a. OGRANICHENNO OTVETSTVENNOSTYU VTB FACTORING; a.k.a. VTB FACTORING LTD; a.k.a. VTB FACTORING OOO), d. 52 str. 1 nab.Kosmodamianskaya, Moscow 115054, Russia; Website www.vtbf.ru; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Target Type Financial Institution; Registration ID 5087746611145 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

VTB FACTORING LTD (a.k.a. OGRANICHENNO OTVETSTVENNOSTYU VTB FACTORING LIMITED; a.k.a. VTB FACTORING LTD), d. 52 str. 1 nab.Kosmodamianskaya, Moscow 115054, Russia; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Organization Type: Activities of holding companies; Registration ID 1097746178232 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

VTB PENSION ADMINISTRATOR LTD (a.k.a. OGRANICHENNO OTVETSTVENNOSTYU VTB PENSION ADMINISTRATOR LTD; a.k.a. VTB PENSION ADMINISTRATOR LTD), d. 52 str. 1 nab.Kosmodamianskaya, Moscow 115054, Russia; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Organization Type: Activities of holding companies; Registration ID 1097746178232 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

VTB PENSION ADMINISTRATOR LIMITED (a.k.a. OGRANICHENNO OTVETSTVENNOSTYU VTB PENSION ADMINISTRATOR; a.k.a. VTB PENSION ADMINISTRATOR LTD; a.k.a. VTB PENSION ADMINISTRATOR OOO), d. 52 str. 1 nab.Kosmodamianskaya, Moscow 115054, Russia; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Organization Type: Activities of holding companies; Registration ID 1097746178232 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY).
EO14024] (Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY),

VTB REGISTRAR (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY VTB REGISTRAR; a.k.a. JSC VTB REGISTRAR; a.k.a. VTB REGISTRAR CJSC; a.k.a. VTB REGISTRAR CLOSED JOINT STOCK COMPANY), 23, Pravdy Street, Moscow 125040, Russia; Website www.vtbreg.ru; BIK (RU) 044525745; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Registration Number 1045605469744 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link:

http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-E013662] [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

VTB SPECIALIZED DEPOSITORY CLOSED JOINT STOCK COMPANY (a.k.a. CJS VTB SPECIALIZED DEPOSITORY; a.k.a. VTB SPECIALIZED DEPOSITORY CJSC), 23, Pravdy Street, Moscow 125040, Russia; Website www.vtbreg.ru; BIK (RU) 044525745; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Registration Number 1045605469744 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link:

http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-E013662] [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

VTB SPECIALIZED DEPOSITORY CJSC (a.k.a. CJS VTB SPECIALIZED DEPOSITORY; a.k.a. VTB SPECIALIZED DEPOSITORY CLOSED JOINT STOCK COMPANY), 35 Myasnitskaya Street, Moscow 101000, Russia; Website www.odk.ru; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Target Type Financial Institution; Registration Number 1027739157522 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link:

http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-E013662] [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

"UNITED GEORGIAN BANK" (a.k.a. JSC VTB BANK GEORGIA; a.k.a. VTB BANK GEORGIA JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. VTB BANK GEORGIA JSC), 14, G. Chanturia Street, Tbilisi 0114, Georgia; SWIFT/BIC UGBGE22; Website www.vtb.com.ge; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Target Type Financial Institution; Registration Number 1027739157522 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link:

http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-E013662] [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

The following [RUSSIA-E014024] entries have been added to OFAC's SDN List:

AKTSIONERNOE OBŞCHESTVO

NEGOSUDARSTVENNY PENSIONNY FOND OTKRITIE (a.k.a. AO NPF OTKRITIE; a.k.a. NPF OTKRITIE GROUP (Cyrillic: ГУПТЯ ОТКРЫТИЕ ГРУППА)), ul. Timura Frunze, d. 11, str. 13, Moscow 119021, Russia; ul. Gilyarovskogo, d. 39, str. 3, Moscow 129110, Russia; Organization Established Date 09 Jun 2014; Tax ID No. 7704300571 (Russia); Registration Number 114779909104 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY BANK FINANCIAL CORPORATION OTKRITIE).

AKTSIONERNOE OBŞCHESTVO OTKRITIE BROKER (a.k.a. AO OTKRITIE BROKER; a.k.a. OTKRITIE BROKER GROUP (Cyrillic: ОТКРЫТИЕ БРОKER ГРУППА)), ul. Letnikovskaya, d. 2, str. 4, Moscow 115114, Russia; Organization Established Date 28 Dec 1995; Tax ID No. 7710170659 (Russia); Registration Number 1027739074772 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY BANK FINANCIAL CORPORATION OTKRITIE).

AKTSIONERNOE OBŞCHESTVO RTS-KHOLDING (a.k.a. AO RTS-KHOLDING; a.k.a. RTS-HOLDING JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. RTS-HOLDING JSC), Nab. Tarasa Shevchenko D. 23A, Ofisnoe Zd. Bashtyra-2000, Moscow 121151, Russia; Website fintender.ru; Tax ID No. 7723825581 (Russia); Registration Number 1127746030411 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: SOVCOMBANK OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

AKTSIONERNOE OBŞCHESTVO

SOVKOMBANK STRAKHOVANIE (a.k.a. AO SOVKOMBANK STRAKHOVANIE; a.k.a. SOVKOMBANK INSURANCE JSC), Pr-Kt Moskovskii D.79a, Lit.A, Saint Petersburg 196084, Russia; Website kfins.ru; Tax ID No. 7812016906 (Russia); Registration Number 1027810229150 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: SOVCOMBANK OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

AO FINTEIDER (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBŞCHESTVO FINTEIDER; a.k.a. FINTEIDER JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. FINTEIDER JSC), Pr-Kt Tekstilshchikov D. 46, Pomeschch. 1, Kom.56, Kostroma 156000, Russia; Tax ID No. 7743113487 (Russia); Registration Number 1157746705930 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: SOVCOMBANK OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY).
IVANOV JR., Sergey (a.k.a. IVANOV, Sergei Sergeevich), 12 BLD 1 Rochdelskaya Street Apt 13, Moscow 123002, Russia; DOB 23 Oct 1980; POB Moscow, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Passport 759511560 (Russia) issued 29 Oct 2018 expires 29 Oct 2028 (individual) [RUSSIA-EI014024] (Linked To: IVANOV, Sergei Borisovich).

IVANOV, Sergey Sergeevich (Cyrillic: ИВАНОВ, Сергей Сергеевич) (a.k.a. IVANOV JR., Sergey; a.k.a. IVANOV, Sergey Sergeyevich), 12 BLD 1 Rochdelskaya Street Apt 13, Moscow 123002, Russia; DOB 23 Oct 1980; POB Moscow, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Passport 759511560 (Russia) issued 29 Oct 2018 expires 29 Oct 2028 (individual) [RUSSIA-EI014024] (Linked To: IVANOV, Sergei Borisovich).

IC ROSGOSSTRAKH PJSC (a.k.a. PJSC IC ROSGOSSTRAKH (Cyrillic: ГАО ОС РОСГОССТРАХ)); a.k.a. PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY INSPIRA INSU LIFE INSPIRA INVEST A OOO (a.k.a. LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY INSPIRA INVEST A OOO (Cyrillic: ОГРАНИЧЕННОЙ ОТВЕТСТВЕННОСТЬЮ ИНСПИРА ИНВЕСТ А) (Cyrillic: ООО ИНСЖИРА ИНВЕСТ А)), et 1 pom 2 kom 28-1 of 1, dom 9, ulitsa Leninskaya Sloboda, Moscow 115280, Russia; Organization Established Date 16 Mar 1992; Tax ID No. 1027700084312 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EI014024] (Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY.

JOINT STOCK COMMERCIAL BANK SOVCOMBANK SECURITIES LIMITED), Chapo Central, Flat No: 1, Floor No: 1, Spyrou Kyprianoy 20, Nicosia 1075, Cyprus; Registration Number C339207 (Cyprus) [RUSSIA-EI014024] (Linked To: SOVCOMBANK OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY ATLANT S (Cyrillic: ОБЩЕСТВО С ОГРАНИЧЕННОЙ ОТВЕТСТВЕННОСТЬЮ АТЛАНТ С) (a.k.a. ATLANT S LIMITED; a.k.a. ATLANT S OOO; a.k.a. LLC ATLANT S (Cyrillic: ООО АТЛАНТ С)), et 1 pom 1 kom 17, dom 20, ulitsa Pleshcheyeva, Moscow 127560, Russia; Organization Established Date 16 Mar 1992; Tax ID No. 7715023288 (Russia); Registration Number 1027700084312 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EI014024] (Linked To: SOVCOMBANK OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY INSPIRA INVEST A (Cyrillic: ОБЩЕСТВО С ОГРАНИЧЕННОЙ ОТВЕТСТВЕННОСТЬЮ ИНСПИРА ИНВЕСТ А) (a.k.a. INSPIRA INVEST A OOO; a.k.a. LLC ATLANT S (Cyrillic: ООО АТЛАНТ С)), et 1 pom 2 kom 28-1 of 1, dom 9, ulitsa Leninskaya Sloboda, Moscow 115280, Russia; Organization Established Date 10 Apr 2017; Tax ID No. 7725367175 (Russia); Registration Number 117746359834 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EI014024] (Linked To: PUCHKOV, Andrey Sergeevich).

INVESTITSIONAYA KOMPAANIYA SEPTEM (a.k.a. SEPTEM CAPITAL LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY; a.k.a. SEPTEM CAPITAL LLC), Ul. Odesskaya D. 2, Pom. 6, Moscow 117638, Russia; Website septemcapital.ru; Tax ID No. 7703809863 (Russia); Registration Number 14774636749 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EI014024] (Linked To: SOVCOMBANK OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

IVANOV JR., Sergey (a.k.a. IVANOV, Sergei Sergeevich (Cyrillic: ИВАНОВ, Сергей Сергеевич); a.k.a. IVANOV, Sergey Sergeyevich), 12 BLD 1 Rochdelskaya Street Apt 13, Moscow 123002, Russia; DOB 23 Oct 1980; POB Moscow, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Passport 759511560 (Russia) issued 29 Oct 2018 expires 29 Oct 2028 (individual) [RUSSIA-EI014024] (Linked To: IVANOV, Sergei Borisovich).

IVANOV, Sergey Sergeevich (Cyrillic: ИВАНОВ, Сергей Сергеевич) (a.k.a. IVANOV JR., Sergey; a.k.a. IVANOV, Sergey Sergeyevich), 12 BLD 1 Rochdelskaya Street Apt 13, Moscow 123002, Russia; DOB 23 Oct 1980; POB Moscow, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Passport 759511560 (Russia) issued 29 Oct 2018 expires 29 Oct 2028 (individual) [RUSSIA-EI014024] (Linked To: IVANOV, Sergei Borisovich).

JOINT STOCK COMMERCIAL BANK SOVCOMBANK SECURITIES LIMITED), Chapo Central, Flat No: 1, Floor No: 1, Spyrou Kyprianoy 20, Nicosia 1075, Cyprus; Registration Number C339207 (Cyprus) [RUSSIA-EI014024] (Linked To: SOVCOMBANK OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY ATLANT S (Cyrillic: ОБЩЕСТВО С ОГРАНИЧЕННОЙ ОТВЕТСТВЕННОСТЬЮ АТЛАНТ С) (a.k.a. ATLANT S LIMITED; a.k.a. ATLANT S OOO; a.k.a. LLC ATLANT S (Cyrillic: ООО АТЛАНТ С)), et 1 pom 1 kom 17, dom 20, ulitsa Pleshcheyeva, Moscow 127560, Russia; Organization Established Date 16 Mar 1992; Tax ID No. 7715023288 (Russia); Registration Number 1027700084312 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EI014024] (Linked To: PUCHKOV, Andrey Sergeevich).

LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY INSPIRA INVEST A (Cyrillic: ОБЩЕСТВО С ОГРАНИЧЕННОЙ ОТВЕТСТВЕННОСТЬЮ ИНСПИРА ИНВЕСТ А) (a.k.a. INSPIRA INVEST A OOO; a.k.a. LLC ATLANT S (Cyrillic: ООО АТЛАНТ С)), et 1 pom 2 kom 28-1 of 1, dom 9, ulitsa Leninskaya Sloboda, Moscow 115280, Russia; Organization Established Date 10 Apr 2017; Tax ID No. 7725367175 (Russia); Registration Number 117746359834 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EI014024] (Linked To: PUCHKOV, Andrey Sergeevich).

SOVCOMBANK SECURITIES LIMITED), Chapo Central, Flat No: 1, Floor No: 1, Spyrou Kyprianoy 20, Nicosia 1075, Cyprus; Registration Number C339207 (Cyprus) [RUSSIA-EI014024] (Linked To: SOVCOMBANK OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY ATLANT S (Cyrillic: ОБЩЕСТВО С ОГРАНИЧЕННОЙ ОТВЕТСТВЕННОСТЬЮ АТЛАНТ С) (a.k.a. ATLANT S LIMITED; a.k.a. ATLANT S OOO; a.k.a. LLC ATLANT S (Cyrillic: ООО АТЛАНТ С)), et 1 pom 1 kom 17, dom 20, ulitsa Pleshcheyeva, Moscow 127560, Russia; Organization Established Date 16 Mar 1992; Tax ID No. 7715023288 (Russia); Registration Number 1027700084312 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EI014024] (Linked To: PUCHKOV, Andrey Sergeevich).

LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY INSPIRA INVEST A (Cyrillic: ОБЩЕСТВО С ОГРАНИЧЕННОЙ ОТВЕТСТВЕННОСТЬЮ ИНСПИРА ИНВЕСТ А) (a.k.a. INSPIRA INVEST A OOO; a.k.a. LLC ATLANT S (Cyrillic: ООО АТЛАНТ С)), et 1 pom 2 kom 28-1 of 1, dom 9, ulitsa Leninskaya Sloboda, Moscow 115280, Russia; Organization Established Date 10 Apr 2017; Tax ID No. 7725367175 (Russia); Registration Number 117746359834 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EI014024] (Linked To: PUCHKOV, Andrey Sergeevich).
LLC ATLANT S (Cyrillic: ООО АТЛАНТ С) (a.k.a. ATLANT S LIMITED; a.k.a. ATLANT S OOO; a.k.a. LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY ATLANT S (Cyrillic: ОБЩЕСТВО С ОГРАНИЧЕННОЙ ОТВЕТСТВЕННОСТЬЮ АТЛАНТ С)), et 1 pom 1 kom 17, dom 20, ulitsa Pleshcheyeva, Moscow 127560, Russia; Organization Established Date 16 Mar 1992; Tax ID No. 7715023288 (Russia); Registration Number 1027700084312 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUCHKOV, Andrey Sergeyevich).

LLC INSPIRA INVEST A (Cyrillic: ООО ИНСПИРА ИНВЕСТ А) (a.k.a. INSPIRA INVEST A OOO; a.k.a. LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY INSPIRA INVEST A (Cyrillic: ОБЩЕСТВО С ОГРАНИЧЕННОЙ ОТВЕТСТВЕННОСТЬЮ ИНСПИРА ИНВЕСТ А)), et 1 pom 2 kom 28-1 of 1, dom 9, ulitsa Leninskaya Sloboda, Moscow 115280, Russia; Organization Established Date 30 Sep 2016; Tax ID No. 7701034653 (Russia); Registration Number 1167746395834 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUCHKOV, Andrey Sergeyevich).

LLC OZON BANK (a.k.a. LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY OZON BANK), 3rd Floor, Olippiyiskiy Prospekt 14, Moscow 129090, Russia; Website bank.ozon.ru; Tax ID No. 7750005771 (Russia); Registration Number 1137711000020 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: SOVCOMBANK OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

MOBILNYE PLATEZHI LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY (a.k.a. MOBILNYE PLATEZHI LLC; a.k.a. MOBILNYE PLATEZHI LLC), Pr-Kt Kutuzovskii D. 41, Pom.169, Et.1, Komn.5, Office 4, Moscow 121170, Russia; Website round.ru; Tax ID No. 7730648774 (Russia); Registration Number 1117746605811 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: SOVCOMBANK OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

MOBILNYE PLATEZHI LLC (a.k.a. MOBILNYE PLATEZHI; a.k.a. MOBILNYE PLATEZHI LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY), Pr-Kt Kutuzovskii D. 41, Pom.169, Et.1, Komn.5, Office 4, Moscow 121170, Russia; Website round.ru; Tax ID No. 7730648774 (Russia); Registration Number 1117746605811 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: SOVCOMBANK OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

MOBILNYE PLATEZHI LLC (Cyrillic: ООО МОБИЛЬНЫЕ ПЛАТЕЖИ LLC), Pr-Kt Kutuzovskii D. 41, Pom.169, Et.1, Komn.5, Office 4, Moscow 121170, Russia; Website round.ru; Tax ID No. 7730648774 (Russia); Registration Number 1117746605811 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: SOVCOMBANK OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

MOBILNYE PLATEZHI LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY (a.k.a. MOBILNYE PLATEZHI; a.k.a. MOBILNYE PLATEZHI LLC), Pr-Kt Kutuzovskii D. 41, Pom.169, Et.1, Komn.5, Office 4, Moscow 121170, Russia; Website round.ru; Tax ID No. 7730648774 (Russia); Registration Number 1117746605811 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: SOVCOMBANK OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

OOO NAVIGATOR ASSET MANAGEMENT (Cyrillic: ООО УК НАВИГАТОР) (a.k.a. NAVIGATOR ASSET MANAGEMENT LTD), Pr-Kt Kutuzovskii D. 41, Pom.169, Et.1, Komn.5, Office 4, Moscow 121170, Russia; Website round.ru; Tax ID No. 7730648774 (Russia); Registration Number 1117746605811 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: SOVCOMBANK OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

NGAN HANG LIEN DOANH VIET-nga (a.k.a. VIETNAM-RUSSIA JOINT VENTURE BANK), No.1 Yet Kieu str., Hoan Kiem District, Hanoi, Vietnam; Floor 1, 2nd Floor, No 1, Yet Kieu Street., Tran Hung Dao Ward, Hoan Kiem District, Hanoi, Vietnam; SWIFT/BIC VRBAVNXX; Website vrbank.com.vn/en; Target Type Financial Institution; Registration Number 0102100878 (Vietnam) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

OOG OTKRYTIE GROUP (Cyrillic: ГРУППА ОТКРЫТИЕ) (a.k.a. AKTIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO NEGOUSODARSTVENNYI PENSIONNYI FOND OTKRYTIE; a.k.a. AO NPF OTKRYTIE), ul. Timura Frunze, d. 11, str. 13, Moscow 119021, Russia; ul. Gilyarovskogo, d. 39, str. 3, Moscow 129110, Russia; Organization Established Date 09 Jun 2014; Tax ID No. 7704300571 (Russia); Registration Number 114779909014 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY BANK FINANCIAL CORPORATION OTKRYTIE).

OOG OTKRYTIE FACTORING (Cyrillic: ООО ОТКРЫТИЕ ФАКТОРИНГ) (a.k.a. OOG FACTORING), Pr-Kt Andropova, d. 18, korpus 6, pom. 4-07, Moscow 115432, Russia; ul. Letnikovskaya, d. 10, str. 4, floor 7, pomeshch. 1/45, Moscow 115114, Russia; Organization Established Date 21 Apr 2016; Tax ID No. 7725314818 (Russia); Registration Number 1167746399897 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY BANK FINANCIAL CORPORATION OTKRYTIE).

OOG OTKRYTIE CAPITAL (Cyrillic: ООО ОТКРЫТИЕ КАПИТАЛ) (a.k.a. OOG CAPITAL), ul. Spartakovskaya, d. 5, str. 1, pom. IX, et mansarda, kom 6A, Moscow 105066, Russia; Organization Established Date 27 Apr 2020; Tax ID No. 9701158264 (Russia); Registration Number 1207700158973 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY BANK FINANCIAL CORPORATION OTKRYTIE).

OOG OTKRYTIE KAPITAL (Cyrillic: ООО ОТКРЫТИЕ ФАКТОРИНГ) (a.k.a. OOG FACTORING), Pr-Kt Andropova, d. 18, korpus 6, pom. 4-07, Moscow 115432, Russia; ul. Letnikovskaya, d. 10, str. 4, floor 7, pomeshch. 1/45, Moscow 115114, Russia; Organization Established Date 21 Apr 2016; Tax ID No. 7725314818 (Russia); Registration Number 1167746399897 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY BANK FINANCIAL CORPORATION OTKRYTIE).

OOG RGS HOLDING (Cyrillic: ООО РГС ХОЛДИНГ) (a.k.a. RGS HOLDING), ul. Kievska, d. 7, et/kom 2A2, Moscow 121059, Russia; Organization Established Date 26 Aug 2013; Tax ID No. 7730691642 (Russia); Registration Number 710357343 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY BANK FINANCIAL CORPORATION OTKRYTIE).

OOO TAMOZHENNAYA KARTA (Cyrillic: ООО ТАМОЖЕННАЯ КАРТА) (a.k.a. TAMOZHENNAYA KARTA), proezd Berezovoi I/45, Moscow 115114, Russia; Organization Established Date 21 Apr 2016; Tax ID No. 7701158264 (Russia); Registration Number 1207700158973 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY BANK FINANCIAL CORPORATION OTKRYTIE).
[RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY BANK FINANCIAL CORPORATION OTKRITIE).

OPEN JOINT-STOCK COMPANY ROSGOSSTRAKH BANK (a.k.a. PAO ROSGOSSTRAKH BANK (Cyrillic: ПАО РОСГОССТРАХ БАНК); f.k.a. "RUSS-BANK"), Stroenie 2, 43 Myasnitskaya ul., Moscow 107078, Russia; SWIFT/BIC RUIDRUMM; Website www.rgsbank.ru; Tax ID No. 7718105676 (Russia); Registration Number 1027739004809 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY BANK FINANCIAL CORPORATION OTKRITIE).

OTKRITIE CAPITAL LIMITED (a.k.a. OTKRITIE CAPITAL CYPRUS LIMITED), Milios Building, flat no: 2, Agamemnon 42, Limassol 4532, Cyprus; Organization Established Date 06 Sep 2005; Registration Number C165058 (Cyprus) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY BANK FINANCIAL CORPORATION OTKRITIE).

OTKRITIE LTD (a.k.a. OTKRITIE LTD GROUP), Nicolaou Pentadromos Center, flat no: 908G, floor no: 9, Agias Zonis & Thessalonikis 1, Limassol 3025, Cyprus; Organization Established Date 25 Jul 2012; Registration Number C309722 (Cyprus) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY BANK FINANCIAL CORPORATION OTKRITIE).

OTKRITIE LTD GROUP (a.k.a. OTKRITIE LTD), Nicolaou Pentadromos Center, flat no: 908G, floor no: 9, Agias Zonis & Thessalonikis 1, Limassol 3025, Cyprus; Organization Established Date 25 Jul 2012; Registration Number C309722 (Cyprus) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY BANK FINANCIAL CORPORATION OTKRITIE).

OTKRITIE FACTORING (Cyrillic: ООО ОТКРЫТИЕ ФАКТОРИНГ), Pr-Kt Andropova, d. 18, corpus 6, pomo. 4-07, Moscow 115432, Russia; ul. Letnikovskaya, d. 10, str. 4, floor 7, pomeshch. i/45, Moscow 115114, Russia; Organization Established Date 21 Apr 2016; Tax ID No. 7725314818 (Russia); Registration Number 1167746399897 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY BANK FINANCIAL CORPORATION OTKRITIE).

OTKRITIE BROKER GROUP (Cyrillic: ГРУППА ОТКРЫТИЕ БРОКЕР) (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO OTKRYTIYE BROKER; a.k.a. AO OTKRYTIYE BROKER), ul. Letnikovskaya, d. 2, str. 4, Moscow 115114, Russia; Organization Established Date 28 Dec 1995; Tax ID No. 7710170659 (Russia); Registration Number 102773904772 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY BANK FINANCIAL CORPORATION OTKRITIE).

OTKRITIE CAPITAL (a.k.a. OTKRITIE CAPITAL LIMITED), Milios Building, flat no: 2, Amathontos 42, Limassol 4532, Cyprus; Organization Established Date 06 Sep 2005; Registration Number C165058 (Cyprus) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY BANK FINANCIAL CORPORATION OTKRITIE).

OTKRITIE BROKER GROUP (Cyrillic: ГРУППА ОТКРЫТИЕ БРОКЕР) (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO OTKRYTIYE BROKER; a.k.a. AO OTKRYTIYE BROKER), ul. Letnikovskaya, d. 2, str. 4, Moscow 115114, Russia; Organization Established Date 28 Dec 1995; Tax ID No. 7710170659 (Russia); Registration Number 102773904772 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY BANK FINANCIAL CORPORATION OTKRITIE).

OTKRITIE BROKER GROUP (Cyrillic: ГРУППА ОТКРЫТИЕ БРОКЕР) (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO OTKRYTIYE BROKER; a.k.a. AO OTKRYTIYE BROKER), ul. Letnikovskaya, d. 2, str. 4, Moscow 115114, Russia; Organization Established Date 28 Dec 1995; Tax ID No. 7710170659 (Russia); Registration Number 102773904772 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY BANK FINANCIAL CORPORATION OTKRITIE).

PAO BANK OTKRITIE FINANCIAL CORPORATION (a.k.a. OTKRITIE BANK; a.k.a. PJSC BANK FK OTKRITIE (Cyrillic: ПАО БАНК ФК ОТКРЫТИЕ); a.k.a. PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY BANK FINANCIAL CORPORATION OTKRITIE (Cyrillic: ПУБЛИЧНОЕ АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО БАНК ФИНАНСОВАЯ КОРПОРАЦИЯ ОТКРЫТИЕ); a.k.a. PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY BANK FINANCIAL CORPORATION OTKRITIE (Cyrillic: ПАО БАНК ФИНАНСОВАЯ КОРПОРАЦИЯ ОТКРЫТИЕ)).
D.14, Moscow 115114, Russia; Website factoring.ru; Tax ID No. 7725625041 (Russia); Registration Number 107764078226 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: SOVCOMBANK OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

SOVCOMBANK INSURANCE JSC (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO SOVKOM LIZING, Ul Vavilova D 24, Moscow 119019, Russia; Website sovcomlife.ru; Tax ID No. 7717788370 (Russia); Registration Number 1214400000760 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: SOVCOMBANK OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

SOVCOMBANK LIFE JSC (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY SOVCOMBANK LIFE), Ul. Butyrskaya, D. 76, P. 1, Moscow 127015, Russia; Website sovcomlifef.ru; Tax ID No. 7733058711 (Russia); Registration Number 1027793059754 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: SOVCOMBANK OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

SOVCOMBANK OJSC (a.k.a. SOVCOMBANK OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY), 46 Prospekt Tekstilshchikov, Kostroma 156000, Russia; SWIFT/BIC SOMRRUM1KST; Website sovcombank.ru; Tax ID No. 4401116480 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: SOVCOMBANK OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

SOVCOMBANK SECURITIES LIMITED (f.k.a. KOMANA HOLDINGS LLC), Chapo Central, Flat No. 1, Floor No. 1, Sporyu Kyprianoy 20, Nicosia 1075, Cyprus; Registration Number C339207 (Cyprus) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: SOVCOMBANK OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

SOVCOMBANK TECHNOLOGIES LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY, Ul. Vokzalnaya D. 3b, Pomezhch. 49, Kom. 307, Oditinovo 143007, Russia; Tax ID No. 4400001172 (Russia); Registration Number 1214400000760 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: SOVCOMBANK OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

SOVCOMBANK LEASING LLC (a.k.a. SOLLERS-FINANCE LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY; a.k.a. SOLLERS-FINANCE LLC), Ul. Vavilova D. 24, Str. 1, Moscow 119334, Russia; Website sovcombank-leasing.ru; Tax ID No. 7709784034 (Russia); Registration Number 1087746253781 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: SOVCOMBANK OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

SOVCOMCARD LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY (a.k.a. SOVCOMCARD LLC; a.k.a. SOVCOMCARDКОМ), Pr-Kt Tekstilshchikov D. 46, Pomezhch. 1, Kom.56, Kostroma 156000, Russia; Tax ID No. 9717049581 (Russia); Registration Number 5167746420265 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: SOVCOMBANK OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

SOVKOMKARD), Pr-Kt Tekstilshchikov D. 46, Pomezhch. 1, Kom.56, Kostroma 156000, Russia; Tax ID No. 9717049581 (Russia); Registration Number 5167746420265 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: SOVCOMBANK OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

SOVKOM FAKTORING (a.k.a. SOVCOM FACTORING), Ul. Vavilova D. 24, Et/Pom/Kom 6/X'IX/13, Moscow 119334, Russia; Website roseurofactoring.ru; Tax ID No. 7736654990 (Russia); Registration Number 1137746071077 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: SOVCOMBANK OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

SOVKOM LIZING, Ul Vavilova D 24, Moscow 119991, Russia; Tax ID No. 7716228873 (Russia); Registration Number 1037716009011 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: SOVCOMBANK OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

SOVKOM LIZING), Ul Vavilova D. 24, Moscow 119991, Russia; Tax ID No. 7716228873 (Russia); Registration Number 1037716009011 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: SOVCOMBANK OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

SOVKOMKARD, Pr-Kt Tekstilshchikov D. 46, Pomezhch. 1, Kom.56, Kostroma 156000, Russia; Tax ID No. 9717049581 (Russia); Registration Number 5167746420265 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: SOVCOMBANK OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

SOVKOM FAKTORING), Ul. Vavilova D. 24, Et/Pom/Kom 6/X'IX/13, Moscow 119334, Russia; Website roseurofactoring.ru; Tax ID No. 7736654990 (Russia); Registration Number 1137746071077 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: SOVCOMBANK OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

SOVKOM LIZING, Ul Vavilova D 24, Moscow 119991, Russia; Tax ID No. 7716228873 (Russia); Registration Number 1037716009011 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: SOVCOMBANK OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

UK OTKRYTIE (a.k.a. OOO OTKRITIE ASSET MANAGEMENT (Cyrillic: ООО ЮК ОТКРЯТИЕ)), Ul. Kozhevniycheskaya, d. 14, str. 5, Moscow 115114, Russia; Organization Established Date 08 Dec 2000; Tax ID No. 7705394773 (Russia); Registration Number 1027793076213 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY BANK FINANCIAL CORPORATION OTKRITIE).

UTYUTINA, Galina (a.k.a. SOLOVIEVA, Galina Olegovna; a.k.a. ULYUTINA, Galina Olegovna), D.8-1-60 Philippovsky, Moscow 119019, Russia; DOB 20 Oct 1977; POB Avdeevka, Ukraine; nationality Russia; alt. nationality Bulgaria; Gender Female; National ID No. 4510519178 (Russia); alt. National ID No. 711026574
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The following [RUSSIA-EO14024] entries have been added to OFAC’s SDN List:

AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO UPRAVLYAYUSHCHAYA KOMPANIYA ROSSISKOGO FONDA PRYAMYKH INVESTITSI (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOYE OBSHCHESTVO UPRAVLYAYUSHCHAYA KOMPANIYA ROSSISKOGO FONDA PRYAMYKH INVESTITSIY; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY MANAGEMENT COMPANY OF THE RUSSIAN DIRECT INVESTMENT FUND (Cyrillic: АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО УПРАВЛЯЮЩАЯ КОМПАНИЯ РОССИЙСКОГО ФОНДА ПРЯМЫХ ИНВЕСТИЦИЙ); f.k.a. LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY MANAGEMENT COMPANY OF RDIF, f.k.a. OBSHCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOY OTVETSTVENNOSTYU UPRAVLYAYUSHCHAYA KOMPANIYA UFONDA PRYAMYKH INVESTITSIY; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY MANAGEMENT COMPANY OF RDIF; f.k.a. OBSHCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOY OTVETSTVENNOSTYU UPRAVLYAYUSHCHAYA KOMPANIYA ROSSISKOGO FONDA PRYAMYKH INVESTITSIY; a.k.a.).

PUTIN, Vladimir (Cyrillic: ПУТИН, Владимир), Moscow, Russia; Novo-Ogaryovo, Moscow Region, Russia; Bocharov Ruchey, Sochi, Russia; Valdai, Novgorod Region, Russia; DOB 07 Oct 1952; POB Leningrad, Russia; nationality Russia; citizen Russia; Gender Male; President of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

02/28/22

The following [RUSSIA-EO14024] entries have been added to OFAC’s SDN List:

GERASIMOV, Valery, Russia; DOB 08 Sep 1955; POB Kazan, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

LAVROV, Sergei Viktorovich (Cyrillic: ЛАВРОВ, Сергей Викторович; a.k.a. LAVROV, Sergey), Russia; DOB 21 Mar 1950; POB Moscow, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Minister of Foreign Affairs of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

PUTIN, Vladimir (Cyrillic: ПУТИН, Владимир) (a.k.a. PUTIN, Vladimir Vladimirovich (Cyrillic: ПУТИН, Владимир Владимирович); a.k.a. PUTIN, Vladimir Vladimirovich), Kremlin, Moscow, Russia; Novo-Ogaryovo, Moscow Region, Russia; Bocharov Ruchey, Sochi, Russia; Valdai, Novgorod Region, Russia; DOB 07 Oct 1952; POB Leningrad, Russia; nationality Russia; citizen Russia; Gender Male; President of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].
DMITRIEV, Kirill (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO UPRAVLYAYUSHCHAYA KOMPANIYA ROSSIYSKOGO FONDA PRYAMYUKH INVESTITSI; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY MANAGEMENT COMPANY OF THE RUSSIAN DIRECT INVESTMENT FUND (Cyrillic: АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО УПРАВЛЯЮЩАЯ КОМПАНИЯ РОССИЙСКОГО ФОНДА ПРЯМЫХ ИНВЕСТИЦИЙ); f.k.a. LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY MANAGEMENT COMPANY OF RDIF; f.k.a. OBSHCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOY OTVETSTVENNOSTYU ROSSIYSKOGO FONDA PRYAMYUKH INVESTITSI; a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO UPRAVLYAYUSHCHAYA KOMPANIYA RFPI (Cyrillic: ОБЩЕСТВО С ОГРАНИЧЕННОЙ ОТВЕТСТВЕННОСТЬЮ РОССИЙСКОГО ФОНДА ПРЯМЫХ ИНВЕСТИЦИЙ); a.k.a. "AO UK RFPI" (Cyrillic: "АО UK РФПИ"); a.k.a. "JSC MC RDIF"), Naberezhnaya Presnenskaya, Dom 8 Stroyeniye 1, Etaj 7, Moscow 123112, Russia (Cyrillic: Набережная Пресненская, Дом 8, Строение 1, Этаж 7, Москва 123112, Россия); Website www.rdif.ru; alt. Website www.investinrussia.com; Organization Established Date 11 Apr 2017; Organization Type: Trusts, funds and similar financial entities; Target Type Financial Institution; alt. Target Type State-Owned Enterprise; Tax ID No. 7703425673 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 1177746367017 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY RVC MANAGEMENT COMPANY (Cyrillic: ОБЩЕСТВО С ОГРАНИЧЕННОЙ ОТВЕТСТВЕННОСТЬЮ УПРАВЛЯЮЩАЯ КОМПАНИЯ РВК) (а.k.a. OBSHCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOY OTVETSTVENNOSTYU UPRAVLYAYUSHCHAYA KOMPANIYA RFPI (Cyrillic: ОБЩЕСТВО С ОГРАНИЧЕННОЙ ОТВЕТСТВЕННОСТЬЮ УПРАВЛЯЮЩАЯ КОМПАНИЯ РВК)).

DMITRIEV, Kirill Aleksandrovich (Cyrillic: ДМИТРИЕВ, Кирилл Александрович) (a.k.a. DMITRIEV, Kirill), Moscow, Russia; DOB 12 Apr 1975; POB Kyiv, Ukraine; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Tax ID No. 773013083324 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

DMITRIEV, Kirill (a.k.a. DMITRIEV, Kirill Aleksandrovich (Cyrillic: ДМИТРИЕВ, Кирилл Александрович)), Moscow, Russia; DOB 12 Apr 1975; POB Kyiv, Ukraine; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Tax ID No. 773013083324 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].
resulting in the following new [FTO] [SDGT] entries:

ISIS (a.k.a. ISIL KHORASAN; a.k.a. ISIL'S SOUTH ASIA BRANCH; a.k.a. ISIS WILAYAT KHORASAN; a.k.a. IS-K; a.k.a. ISLAMIC STATE KHURASAN; a.k.a. ISLAMIC STATE KHORASAN; a.k.a. ISLAMIC STATE OF IRAQ AND ASH-SHAM - KHORASAN; a.k.a. ISLAMIC STATE OF IRAQ AND ASH-SHAM KHORASAN; a.k.a. ISLAMIC STATE OF IRAQ AND SYRIA - KHORASAN), Afghanistan; Pakistan; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886 [FTO] [SDGT].

ISLAMIC STATE OF IRAQ AND LEVANT IN KHORASAN PROVINCE (a.k.a. ISLAMIC STATE'S KHORASAN PROVINCE; a.k.a. SOUTH ASIAN CHAPTER OF ISIL; a.k.a. THE ISLAMIC STATE OF IRAQ AND SYRIA - KHORASAN), Afghanistan; Pakistan; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886 [FTO] [SDGT].

ISLAMIC STATE OF IRAQ AND ASH-SHAM - KHORASAN PROVINCE; a.k.a. THE ISLAMIC STATE OF IRAQ AND ASH-SHAM - KHORASAN PROVINCE; a.k.a. THE ISLAMIC STATE OF IRAQ AND ASH-SHAM KHORASAN; a.k.a. ISLAMIC STATE'S KHORASAN PROVINCE; a.k.a. SOUTH ASIAN CHAPTER OF ISIL; a.k.a. THE ISLAMIC STATE OF IRAQ AND SYRIA - KHORASAN), Afghanistan; Pakistan; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886 [FTO] [SDGT].

IS-K (a.k.a. ISIL KHORASAN; a.k.a. ISIL'S SOUTH ASIA BRANCH; a.k.a. ISIS WILAYAT KHORASAN; a.k.a. IS-K; a.k.a. ISLAMIC STATE KHURASAN; a.k.a. ISLAMIC STATE KHORASAN; a.k.a. ISLAMIC STATE OF IRAQ AND LEVANT IN KHORASAN PROVINCE; a.k.a. ISLAMIC STATE'S KHORASAN PROVINCE; a.k.a. SOUTH ASIAN CHAPTER OF ISIL; a.k.a. THE ISLAMIC STATE OF IRAQ AND ASH-SHAM - KHORASAN PROVINCE; a.k.a. THE ISLAMIC STATE OF IRAQ AND ASH-SHAM KHORASAN; a.k.a. ISLAMIC STATE'S SOUTH ASIA BRANCH; a.k.a. ISIS WILAYAT KHORASAN; a.k.a. ISLAMIC STATE KHURASAN; a.k.a. ISLAMIC STATE KHORASAN; a.k.a. ISLAMIC STATE OF IRAQ AND LEVANT IN KHORASAN PROVINCE; a.k.a. ISLAMIC STATE'S KHORASAN PROVINCE; a.k.a. SOUTH ASIAN CHAPTER OF ISIL; a.k.a. THE ISLAMIC STATE OF IRAQ AND SYRIA - KHORASAN), Afghanistan; Pakistan; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886 [FTO] [SDGT].

IS-KHORASAN (a.k.a. ISIL KHORASAN; a.k.a. ISIL'S SOUTH ASIA BRANCH; a.k.a. ISIS WILAYAT KHORASAN; a.k.a. IS-K; a.k.a. ISLAMIC STATE KHURASAN; a.k.a. ISLAMIC STATE KHORASAN; a.k.a. ISLAMIC STATE OF IRAQ AND ASH-SHAM - KHORASAN PROVINCE; a.k.a. ISLAMIC STATE'S KHORASAN PROVINCE; a.k.a. SOUTH ASIAN CHAPTER OF ISIL; a.k.a. THE ISLAMIC STATE OF IRAQ AND ASH-SHAM - KHORASAN PROVINCE; a.k.a. THE ISLAMIC STATE OF IRAQ AND ASH-SHAM KHORASAN; a.k.a. ISLAMIC STATE'S KHORASAN PROVINCE; a.k.a. SOUTH ASIAN CHAPTER OF ISIL; a.k.a. THE ISLAMIC STATE OF IRAQ AND SYRIA - KHORASAN), Afghanistan; Pakistan; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886 [FTO] [SDGT].

ISLAMIC STATE OF IRAQ AND ASH-SHAM - KHORASAN PROVINCE; a.k.a. THE ISLAMIC STATE OF IRAQ AND ASH-SHAM - KHORASAN PROVINCE; a.k.a. THE ISLAMIC STATE OF IRAQ AND ASH-SHAM KHORASAN; a.k.a. ISLAMIC STATE'S KHORASAN PROVINCE; a.k.a. SOUTH ASIAN CHAPTER OF ISIL; a.k.a. THE ISLAMIC STATE OF IRAQ AND SYRIA - KHORASAN), Afghanistan; Pakistan; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886 [FTO] [SDGT].

ISLAMIC STATE OF IRAQ AND ASH-SHAM - Khorasan; a.k.a. THE ISLAMIC STATE OF IRAQ AND ASH-SHAM - Khorasan; a.k.a. THE ISLAMIC STATE OF IRAQ AND ASH-SHAM KHORASAN; a.k.a. ISLAMIC STATE'S KHORASAN PROVINCE; a.k.a. SOUTH ASIAN CHAPTER OF ISIL; a.k.a. THE ISLAMIC STATE OF IRAQ AND SYRIA - Khorasan), Afghanistan; Pakistan; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886 [FTO] [SDGT].

ISLAMIC STATE OF IRAQ AND ASH-SHAM - Khorasan; a.k.a. THE ISLAMIC STATE OF IRAQ AND ASH-SHAM - Khorasan; a.k.a. THE ISLAMIC STATE OF IRAQ AND ASH-SHAM KHORASAN; a.k.a. ISLAMIC STATE'S KHORASAN PROVINCE; a.k.a. SOUTH ASIAN CHAPTER OF ISIL; a.k.a. THE ISLAMIC STATE OF IRAQ AND SYRIA - Khorasan), Afghanistan; Pakistan; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886 [FTO] [SDGT].
Afghanistan; Pakistan; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886 [FTO] [SDGT].

The following [SDGT] entries have been added to OFAC's SDN List:

ABADIGGA, Abdella Asid (a.k.a. ABADIGGA, Abdella Hussein; a.k.a. ABADIKA, Abdallah Asid; a.k.a. USSENI, Abdallah; a.k.a. "ABU HAMZA"; a.k.a. "CARLOS, Abd"); 48 Central Road, New Town, Johannesburg, South Africa; DOB 01 Feb 1974; POB Jimma, Oromia Regional State, Ethiopia; nationality Ethiopia; citizen Ethiopia; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Passport A05256584 (South Africa); alt. Passport A04151202 (South Africa); National ID No. 7611185236087 (South Africa) (individual) [SDGT] (Linked To: ISLAMIC STATE OF IRAQ AND THE LEVANT).

MBAGA, Peter Charles (a.k.a. "ABU KAIDHA"; a.k.a. "Issa"), Johannesburg, South Africa; DOB 25 Sep 1976; nationality Tanzania; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Passport A3231952 (South Africa) (individual) [SDGT] (Linked To: ISLAMIC STATE OF IRAQ AND THE LEVANT).

OMAR, Farhad (a.k.a. HOOMER, Farhad; a.k.a. OMAR, Farhad; a.k.a. "UMAR, Farhaad"; a.k.a. "UMAR, Farhad), 57 Spathodia Drive, Isipingo Hills, KwaZulu Natal 4133, South Africa; 72 Riley Road, Overport, Essenwood, Berea 4001, South Africa; DOB 18 Nov 1976; nationality South Africa; citizen South Africa; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Passport A05256584 (South Africa); alt. Passport A04151202 (South Africa); National ID No. 7611185236087 (South Africa) (individual) [SDGT] (Linked To: ISLAMIC STATE OF IRAQ AND THE LEVANT).

U'MAR, Farhad (a.k.a. HOOMER, Farhad; a.k.a. OMAR, Farhad; a.k.a. UMAR, Farhad), 57 Spathodia Drive, Isipingo Hills, KwaZulu Natal 4133, South Africa; 72 Riley Road, Overport, Essenwood, Berea 4001, South Africa; 9 Nugget Road, Reservoir Hills, Durban 4090, South Africa; DOB 18 Nov 1976; nationality South Africa; citizen South Africa; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Passport A05256584 (South Africa); alt. Passport A04151202 (South Africa); National ID No. 7611185236087 (South Africa) (individual) [SDGT] (Linked To: ISLAMIC STATE OF IRAQ AND THE LEVANT).
Executive Order 13886; Passport AB321592 (Tanzania) expires 08 Mar 2019 (individual) [SDGT] (Linked To: ISLAMIC STATE OF IRAQ AND SYRIA - MOZAMBIQUE).

“CARLOS, Abd’i” (a.k.a. ABDIGIGA, Abdesl Aïd; a.k.a. ABADIGGA, Abdel Ilich); Russia; DOB 22 Aug 1954; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [ELECTION-EO13848] (Linked To: THE STRATEGIC CULTURE FOUNDATION). MAXIMENKO, Vladimir (a.k.a. MAKSIMENKO, Vladimir Ilich); Russia; DOB 01 Jan 1954; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [ELECTION-EO13848] (Linked To: THE STRATEGIC CULTURE FOUNDATION).

The following [ELECTION-EO13848] entries have been added to OFAC’s SDN List:

- 03/03/22

The following [ELECTION-EO13848] entries have been added to OFAC’s SDN List:

ARESHEV, Andrey Grigoryevich, Russia; DOB 21 Jul 1974; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [ELECTION-EO13848] (Linked To: THE STRATEGIC CULTURE FOUNDATION).

BESPALOV, Anton Sergeyevich, Russia; DOB 02 Feb 1981; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [ELECTION-EO13848] (Linked To: THE STRATEGIC CULTURE FOUNDATION).

BUBNOVA, Irina Sergeyevna, Russia; DOB 01 Apr 1983; nationality Russia; Gender Female; Passport 703828693 (Russia) (individual) [ELECTION-EO13848] (Linked To: THE STRATEGIC CULTURE FOUNDATION).

JOURNAL KAMERTON (a.k.a. NETWORK LITERARY AND HISTORICAL MAGAZINE KAMERTON; a.k.a. WEB KAMERTON), Moscow, Russia; Website www.webkamerton.ru [ELECTION-EO13848] (Linked To: THE STRATEGIC CULTURE FOUNDATION).

MAKSIMENKO, Vladimir Ilich (a.k.a. MAXIMENKO, Vladimir), Russia; DOB 01 Jan 1954; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [ELECTION-EO13848] (Linked To: THE STRATEGIC CULTURE FOUNDATION).
The following [NPWMD] [CYBER2] [ELECTION-EO13848] entries have been added to OFAC's SDN List:

CHUGULEVA, Aleinya Anatolyevna, Russia; DOB 14 May 1988; nationality Russia; Gender Female (individual) [NPWMD] [CYBER2] [ELECTION-EO13848] (Linked To: SOUTHFRONTP). GAFNER, Denis Yakovlevich, Russia; DOB 08 Sep 1980; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Passport 5003226888 (Russia); Identification Number 21500322688 (Russia) (individual) [NPWMD] [CYBER2] [ELECTION-EO13848] (Linked To: SOUTHFRONTP). KALABAYEVA, Valeriya, Russia; DOB 01 Oct 1997; nationality Russia; Gender Female; Passport 653701605 (Russia) (individual) [NPWMD] [CYBER2] [ELECTION-EO13848] (Linked To: SOUTHFRONTP). MAMAKOVA, Aelita Leonidovna, Russia; DOB 01 Nov 1986; nationality Russia; Gender Female (individual) [NPWMD] [CYBER2] [ELECTION-EO13848] (Linked To: SOUTHFRONTP).
Russia; Gender Male; Tax ID No. 1601108019 (Russia) (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

USMANOV, Alisher (a.k.a. USMANOV, Alisher Burhanovich (Cyrillic: УСМАНОВ, Алишер Бурханович); a.k.a. USMANOV, Alisher), Russia; DOB 20 Aug 1953; POB Chust, Uzbekistan; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Tax ID No. 1601108019 (Russia) (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

USMANOV, Alisher (a.k.a. USMANOV, Alisher Burhanovich (Cyrillic: УСМАНОВ, Алишер Бурханович); a.k.a. USMANOV, Alisher Burhanovich), Russia; DOB 09 Sep 1953; POB Chust, Uzbekistan; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Tax ID No. 1601108019 (Russia) (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

• 03/03/22

The following [RUSSIA-EO14024] [UKRAINE-EO13661] entries have been changed:

BANK SEVERNY MORSKOY PUT (a.k.a. SMP BANK; a.k.a. SMP BANK OPEN JOINT-STOCK COMPANY), 71/11 Sadovnicheskaya Street, Moscow 115035, Russia; SWIFT/BIC SMBKRUMM; Website www.smpbank.ru; Email Address smpbank@smpbank.ru [UKRAINE-EO13661]. -to- AKTSIONERNOYE OBSHCHESTVO BANK SEVERNY MORSKOY PUT (Cyrillic: АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО БАНК СЕВЕРНЫЙ МОРСКОЙ ПУТЬ); a.k.a. AO SMP BANK (Cyrillic: АО СМП БАНК); a.k.a. SMP BANK OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. SMP BANK, AO, d. 71 k. 11, ul. Sadovnicheskaya Street, Moscow 115035, Russia; SWIFT/BIC SMBKRUMM; Website www.smpbank.ru; Target Type Financial Institution; Tax ID No. 7750005482 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 56657657 (Russia); Registration Number 1097711000078 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [RUSSIA-EO14024].

SMP BANK OPEN JOINT-STOCK COMPANY (a.k.a. BANK SEVERNY MORSKOY PUT; a.k.a. SMP BANK), 71/11 Sadovnicheskaya Street, Moscow 115035, Russia; SWIFT/BIC SMBKRUMM; Website www.smpbank.ru; Email Address smpbank@smpbank.ru [UKRAINE-EO13661]. -to- SMP BANK OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY (a.k.a. АКТСИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО БАНК СЕВЕРНЫЙ МОРСКОЙ ПУТЬ); a.k.a. AO SMP BANK (Cyrillic: АО СМП БАНК); a.k.a. SMP BANK, AO, d. 71 k. 11, ul. Sadovnicheskaya Street, Moscow 115035, Russia; SWIFT/BIC SMBKRUMM; Website www.smpbank.ru; Target Type Financial Institution; Tax ID No. 7750005482 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 56657657 (Russia); Registration Number 1097711000078 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [RUSSIA-EO14024].

resulting in the following new [RUSSIA-EO14024] [UKRAINE-EO13661] entries:

AO SMP BANK (Cyrillic: АО СМП БАНК) (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOYE OBSHCHESTVO BANK SEVERNY MORSKOY PUT (Cyrillic: АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО БАНК СЕВЕРНЫЙ МОРСКОЙ ПУТЬ); a.k.a. SMP BANK) (a.k.a. SMP BANK OPEN JOINT-STOCK COMPANY, 71/11 Sadovnicheskaya Street, Moscow 115035, Russia; SWIFT/BIC SMBKRUMM; Website www.smpbank.ru; Email Address smpbank@smpbank.ru [UKRAINE-EO13661]. -to- SMP BANK (a.k.a. BANK SEVERNY MORSKOY PUT; a.k.a. SMP BANK OPEN JOINT-STOCK COMPANY) (a.k.a. AO SMP BANK (Cyrillic: АО СМП БАНК); a.k.a. SMP BANK, AO, d. 71 k. 11, ul. Sadovnicheskaya Street, Moscow 115035, Russia; SWIFT/BIC SMBKRUMM; Website www.smpbank.ru; Target Type Financial Institution; Tax ID No. 7750005482 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 56657657 (Russia); Registration Number 1097711000078 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [RUSSIA-EO14024].
ROTENBERG, Arkadii Romanovych (a.k.a. ROTENBERG, Arkadiy Romanovych; a.k.a. ROTENBERG, Arkady Romanovych; a.k.a. ROTENBERG, Arkadii Romanovich; a.k.a. ROTENBERG, Arkadiy Romanovych; a.k.a. ROTENBERG, Arkaidy Romanovich; a.k.a. ROTENBERG, Arkaidevich); DOB 15 Dec 1951; POB St. Petersburg, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Tax ID No. 770202363089 (Russia) (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [RUSSIA-EO14024].

ROTENBERG, Boris Romanovych (a.k.a. ROTENBERG, Boris Romanovich (Cyrillic: РОТЕНБЕРГ, Борис Романович)); DOB 03 Jan 1957; POB St. Petersburg, Russia; nationality Russia; alt. nationality Finland; Gender Male; Tax ID No. 470305596440 (Russia) (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: SMP BANK).

ROTENBERG, Roman Borisovych (a.k.a. ROTENBERG, Roman Borisovich (Cyrillic: РОТЕНБЕРГ, Роман Борисович)); DOB 07 Apr 1981; POB St. Petersburg, Russia; citizen Russia; alt. citizen Finland; Passport 640848350 (Russia); alt. Passport 16038132 (Finland); alt. Passport 17017258 (Finland) (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: SMP BANK).

ROTENBERG, Ihor Arkadiiovych (a.k.a. ROTENBERG, Ihor Arkadiiovych; a.k.a. ROTENBERG, Igor Arkadevich; a.k.a. ROTENBERG, Igor Arkadievich; a.k.a. ROTENBERG, Igor Arkadiiovych; a.k.a. ROTENBERG, Igor Arkadiyevich); DOB 09 May 1973; POB Leningrad, Russia; Gender Male (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13662]. -to- ROTENBERG, Igor Arkadevich; DOB 09 May 1973; POB Leningrad, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13662]. -to-

The following [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] entries have been changed:

ROTENBERG, Igor Arkadevich (a.k.a. ROTENBERG, Igor Arkadevich; DOB 09 May 1973; POB Leningrad, Russia; Gender Male (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13662]. -to-

ROTENBERG, Igor Arkadevich; DOB 09 May 1973; POB Leningrad, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13662]. -to-

ROTENBERG, Igor Arkadevich; DOB 09 May 1973; POB Leningrad, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13662]. -to-

ROTENBERG, Igor Arkadevich; DOB 09 May 1973; POB Leningrad, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13662]. -to-

ROTENBERG, Igor Arkadevich; DOB 09 May 1973; POB Leningrad, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13662]. -to-

ROTENBERG, Igor Arkadevich; DOB 09 May 1973; POB Leningrad, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13662]. -to-

ROTENBERG, Igor Arkadevich; DOB 09 May 1973; POB Leningrad, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13662]. -to-

ROTENBERG, Igor Arkadevich; DOB 09 May 1973; POB Leningrad, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13662]. -to-

SDM BANK, AO (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOYE OBSHCHESTVO BANK SEVERNY MORSKOY PUT (Cyrillic: АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО БАНК СЕВЕРНЫЙ МОРСКОЙ ПУТь); a.k.a. AO SMP BANK (Cyrillic: АО СМП БАНК); a.k.a. SMP BANK; a.k.a. SMP BANK OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY), d. 71 k. 11, ul. Sadovnicheskaya Street, Moscow 115035, Russia; SWIFT/BIC SMBKRUMM; Website www.smpbank.ru; Target Type Financial Institution; Tax ID No. 7750005482 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 56657657 (Russia); Registration Number 1097711000078 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [RUSSIA-EO14024].
resulting in the following new [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] entries:

ROTENBERG, Igor Arkadyevich (a.k.a.
ROTENBERG, Igor Arkadiyevich; a.k.a.
ROTENBERG, Igor Arkadiyovych; a.k.a.
ROTENBERG, Igor Arkadiyevich (Cyrillic: ПОТЕНБЕРГ, Игорь Аркадьевич); a.k.a.
ROTENBERG, Ihor Arkadiiovych; a.k.a.
ROTENBERGH, Igor Arkadiyovych), Russia; DOB 09 May 1973; POB St. Petersburg, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: ROTENBERG, Arkady Romanovich).

The following [RUSSIA-EO14024] entries have been added to OFAC's SDN List:

ALL-RUSSIAN SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF AVIATION MATERIALS (a.k.a. FEDERAL STATE UNITARY ENTERPRISE ALL-RUSSIAN SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF AVIATION MATERIALS OF THE NATIONAL RESEARCH CENTER KURCHATOV INSTITUTE STATE RESEARCH CENTER OF THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION; a.k.a. NRC KURCHATOV INSTITUTE - VIAM; a.k.a. VSEROSSIISKII INSTITUT AVIATIONNYKH MATERIALOV (Cyrillic: ВСЕРОССИЙСКИЙ ИНСТИТУТ АВИАЦИОННЫХ МАТЕРИАЛОВ); a.k.a. VSEROSSIISKII NAUCHNO-ISSLEDOVATELSKII INSTITUT AVIATIONNYKH MATERIALOV; a.k.a. "VIAM" (Cyrillic: "ВИАМ")), 17, Radio Street, Moscow, Russia; Website www.viam.ru; Tax ID No. 7701024933 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

ALTITUDE X3 (a.k.a. ALTITUDE X3 LTD), c/o Appleby Canons Court 22 Victoria Street HM12, Bermuda; Organization Established Date 2008; Target Type Private Company; Business Registration Number 42337 (Bermuda) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: SHUVALOV, Evgeny Igorevich).

ALTITUDE X3 LTD (a.k.a. ALTITUDE X3), c/o Appleby Canons Court 22 Victoria Street HM12, Bermuda; Organization Established Date 2008; Target Type Private Company; Business Registration Number 42337 (Bermuda) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: SHUVALOV, Evgeny Igorevich).
ABAHF'ARĐ), 78 Oktjabrskaya St., Safonovo, Smolensk Region 215500, Russia; Website www.avangard-plastik.ru; Organization Established Date 05 Nov 2008; Tax ID No. 6726504312 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

AVISTAR-SP (a.k.a. AO AVISTAR-SP; a.k.a. AVISTAR-SP AIRCRAFT MANUFACTURING ENTERPRISE; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY AVISTAR-SP; a.k.a. JSC AVISTAR-SP (Cyrillic: АО АВИАСТАР-СП)), Antonova Avenue 1, Ulyanovsk 432072, Russia; Tax ID No. 7328032711 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

AVISTAR-SP AIRCRAFT MANUFACTURING ENTERPRISE (a.k.a. AO AVISTAR-SP; a.k.a. AVISTAR-SP; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY AVISTAR-SP; a.k.a. JSC AVISTAR-SP (Cyrillic: АО АВИАСТАР-СП)), Antonova Avenue 1, Ulyanovsk 432072, Russia; Tax ID No. 7328032711 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

CENTRAL SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF AUTOMATION AND HYDRAULICS (Cyrillic: ЦЕНТРАЛЬНЫЙ НАУЧНО-ИССЛЕДОВАТЕЛЬСКИЙ ИНСТИТУТ АВТОМАТИКИ И ГИДРАВЛИКИ) (a.k.a. FEDERAL RESEARCH AND PRODUCTION CENTER CENTRAL RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF AUTOMATION AND HYDRAULICS; a.k.a. JSC CENTRAL RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF AUTOMATION AND HYDRAULICS; a.k.a. TSENTRALNY NAUCHNOISSLEDOVATELSKIY INSTITUT AVTOMATIKI I GIDRAVLIKI; a.k.a. TSNIIAG (Cyrillic: ЦНИИАГ)), 5 Svetoskoy Armii St., Moscow 127018, Russia; Website https://cniiag.ru; Organization Established Date 23 Jan 2012; Tax ID No. 7715900066 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

CHOMEZOV, Alexander (a.k.a. CHOMEZOV, Alexander Sergeyevich), Russia; DOB 1985; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Tax ID No. 77030193130 (Russia) (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: CHOMEZOV, Sergei).
GAPCHUK FOX, Karina (a.k.a. ROTENBERG, Karina luriyevna; a.k.a. ROTENBERG, Karina Iurevna; a.k.a. ROTENBERG, Karina Yurevna (Cyrillic: Карина Юрьевна); a.k.a. ROTENBERG, Karina Iurevna (Cyrillic: Карина Йурьевна); a.k.a. ROTENBERG, Karina Yurevna (Cyrillic: Карина Юрьевна) (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: SHUVALOV, Igor Ivanovich).

IGNATOVA, Anastasia (a.k.a. CHEMEZOV, Anastasia; a.k.a. IGNATOVA, Anastasia Mikhailovna, Russia; DOB 1987; nationality Russia; Gender Female; Tax ID No. 770470614612 (Russia) (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: CHEMEZOV, Sergei).

IGNATOVA, Ekaterina (a.k.a. IGNATOVA, Yekaterina Sergeyevna (Cyrillic: Екатерина Сергеевна)), 10Presnenskaya Naberezhnaya, Moscow 123112, Russia; DOB 21 Mar 1968; POB Moscow, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Female; Tax ID No. 771406273815 (Russia) (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: CHEMEZOV, Sergei).

IGNATOVA, Yekaterina (a.k.a. IGNATOVA, Yekaterina Sergeyevna (Cyrillic: Екатерина Сергеевна)), 10Presnenskaya Naberezhnaya, Moscow 123112, Russia; DOB 21 Mar 1968; POB Moscow, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Female; Tax ID No. 771406273815 (Russia) (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: CHEMEZOV, Sergei).

IRKUT AIRCRAFT FACTORY (a.k.a. IRKUTSK AVIATION PLANT), 3, Novatorov St., Irkutsk 664040, Russia; Organization Established Date 1934; Target Type State-Owned Enterprise [RUSSIA-EO14024].

IRKUTSK AVIATION PLANT (a.k.a. IRKUT AIRCRAFT FACTORY), 3, Novatorov St., Irkutsk 664040, Russia; Organization Established Date 1934; Target Type State-Owned Enterprise [RUSSIA-EO14024].

IZBEISK UNMANNED SYSTEMS RESEARCH AND PRODUCTION ASSOCIATED LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY (f.k.a. IZHMASH-UNMANNED SYSTEMS COMPANY; a.k.a. LLC SCIENTIFIC AND PRODUCTION CENTER TITAN BARRIKADY JSC; a.k.a. JSC AVIATION RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT CENTER TITAN BARRIKADY; a.k.a. JSC FPNTS TITAN-BARRIKADY; a.k.a. TITAN-BARRIKADY ENTERPRISE; a.k.a. TITAN-BARRIKADY FEDERAL RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT CENTER; a.k.a. TITAN-BARRIKADY FNPTS AO; a.k.a. TITAN-BARRIKADY FNPTS AO FEDERAL RESEARCH AND PRODUCTION CENTER STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. "TITAN-BARRIKADY"), Prospekt Imeni V.I. Lenina B/N, Volgograd 400071, Russia; Tax ID No. 3442110950 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].
www.radioautomatic.ru; Target Type Private Company; Tax ID No. 7725624287 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024].

RESEARCH AND PRODUCTION CORPORATION KONSTRUKTSIOYBE BYURO MASHYNOSTROYENIYA (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY RESEARCH AND PRODUCTION CORPORATION KONSTRUKTSIOYBE BYURO MASHYNOSTROYENIYA; a.k.a. KOLOMNA MACHINE BUILDING DESIGN BUREAU; a.k.a. "JSC RPC KBM"), 42, Okskiy Prospekt, Kolomna, Moscow Region 140402, Russia; Website www.kbm.ru; Organization Established Date 02 Jul 2012; Tax ID No. 5022039177 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024].

ROTHENBERG, Boris Borisovich (Cyrillic: ПОТЕНБЕРГ, Борис Борисович) (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: ROTENBERG, Boris Romanovich).


ROTHENBERG, Karina Yuriyevna; a.k.a. ROTENBERG, Karina Iurievna; a.k.a. ROTENBERG, Boris Borisovich (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: ROTENBERG, Boris Romanovich).
SALAVAT CHEMICAL PLANT (Cyrillic: САЛАВАТСКИЙ ХИМИЧЕСКИЙ АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО) (a.k.a. "AO CX3", a.k.a. "JSC SKHZ"), 30 Mologvareydetsiev Street, Salavat, Republic of Bashkortostan 453256, Russia; Website www.salavatzh.ru; Organization Established Date 01 Nov 2012; Tax ID No. 266036534 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

SHUVALOV, Evgeny Igorevich (a.k.a. SHUVALOV, Evgeniy Igorevich (Cyrillic: ШУВАЛОВ, Евгений Игоревич)), Russia; DOB 06 May 1993; POB Moscow, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Passport 750758221 (Russia); Tax ID No. 773612603893 (Russia) (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: SHUVALOV, Igor Ivanovich).

SHUVALOV, Igor (a.k.a. SHUVALOV, Igor Ivanovich (Cyrillic: ШУВАЛОВ, Игорь Иванович)), Russia; DOB 04 Jan 1967; POB Bilibino, Chukotka Autonomous Region, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Tax ID No. 772615073145 (Russia) (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

SHUVALOV, Igor Ivanovich (Cyrillic: ШУВАЛОВ, Игорь Иванович)), Russia; DOB 04 Jan 1967; POB Bilibino, Chukotka Autonomous Region, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Tax ID No. 772615073145 (Russia) (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

SOVA REAL ESTATE LLC, Alleya Berezovaya 2, Odintsovo 143085, Russia; Tax ID No. 5032268112 (Russia); Business Registration Number 1135032005734 [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: SHUVALOV, Igor Ivanovich).

THE PLANAR COMPANY (Cyrillic: КОМПАНИЯ ПЛАНАР) (a.k.a. LLC PLANAR; a.k.a. ООО ПЛАНАР), Office 1, 76 Likhvintseva St., Nizhny Novgorod 603035, Russia; Tax ID No. 5259008341 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

TITAN DESIGN BUREAU (Cyrillic: ФЕДЕРАЛЬНЫЙ ПРОИЗВОДСТВЕННЫЙ ЦЕНТР ТИТАН-БАРРИКАДЫ) (a.k.a. TITAN-BARRIKADY PRODUCTION CENTER TITAN BARRIKADY JSC; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY TITAN BARRIKADY), 30 Molodyovskaya Street, Salavat, Republic of Bashkortostan 453256, Russia; Website www.titanbarrickady.ru; Organization Established Date 01 Nov 2012; Tax ID No. 266036534 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

TITAN ENGINEERING COMPANY (Cyrillic: ТИТАН ПРОЕКТИРОВАТЕЛЬ САЛАВАТСКОЕ) (a.k.a. TITAN ENGINEERING COMPANY), 30 Molodyovskaya Street, Salavat, Republic of Bashkortostan 453256, Russia; Website www.titanbarrickady.ru; Organization Established Date 01 Nov 2012; Tax ID No. 266036534 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

TITAN PLANT (Cyrillic: АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО САЛАВАТСКИЙ ХИМИЧЕСКИЙ ЗАВОД) (a.k.a. "AO CX3", a.k.a. "JSC SKHZ"), 30 Mologvareydetsiev Street, Salavat, Republic of Bashkortostan 453256, Russia; Website www.salavatzh.ru; Organization Established Date 01 Nov 2012; Tax ID No. 266036534 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

TITAN BARRIKADY FEDERAL RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT CENTRE, a.k.a. TITAN-BARRIKADY FEDERAL RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT CENTRE; a.k.a. TITAN-BARRIKADY 29 Feb 2000; alt. DOB 20 Feb 2000; POB St. Petersburg, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: SHUVALOV, Igor Ivanovich).
AO; a.k.a. TITAN-BARRIKADY FNPTS AO FEDERAL RESEARCH AND PRODUCTION CENTER STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. “TITAN-BARRIKADY”), Prospekt Imeni V.I. Lenina B/N, Volgograd 400071, Russia; Tax ID No. 3442110950 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024].

TITAN-BARRIKADY ENTERPRISE (a.k.a. FEDERAL RESEARCH AND PRODUCTION CENTER TITAN BARRIKADY JSC; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY FEDERAL SCIENTIFIC AND PRODUCTION CENTER TITAN BARRIKADY (Cyrillic: АО ФЕДЕРАЛЬНЫЙ НАУЧНО-ПРОИЗВОДСТВЕННЫЙ ЦЕНТР ТИТАН-БАРРИКАДЫ); a.k.a. JSC FNPTS TITAN-BARRIKADY; a.k.a. TITAN BARRIKADY), Prospekt Imeni V.I. Lenina B/N, Volgograd 400071, Russia; Tax ID No. 3442110950 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024].

TITAN-BARRIKADY FNPTS AO FEDERAL RESEARCH AND PRODUCTION CENTER STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. “TITAN-BARRIKADY”), Prospekt Imeni V.I. Lenina B/N, Volgograd 400071, Russia; Tax ID No. 3442110950 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024].

TITAN-BARRIKADY FNPTS AO FEDERAL RESEARCH AND PRODUCTION CENTER STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. “TITAN-BARRIKADY”), Prospekt Imeni V.I. Lenina B/N, Volgograd 400071, Russia; Tax ID No. 3442110950 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024].
"NAZ" (a.k.a. AO NOVOSIBIRSKY AVIAREMONTNY ZAVOD (Cyrillic: AO НОВОСИБИРСКИЙ АВИАРЕМОНТНЫЙ ЗАВОД)); a.k.a. JSC NOVOSIBIRSK AIRCRAFT PRODUCTION ASSOCIATION PLANT NAMED AFTER V.P. CHKALOV; a.k.a. JSC NOVOSIBIRSK AVIAREMONTNY FACTORY; a.k.a. NOVOSIBIRSK AIRCRAFT PLANT; a.k.a. NOVOSIBIRSK AIRCRAFT PLANT NAMED AFTER V.P. CHKALOV; a.k.a. NOVOSIBIRSK AIRCRAFT PRODUCTION ASSOCIATION PLANT NAMED AFTER V.P. CHKALOV; a.k.a. NOVOSIBIRSK AVIATION FACTORY; a.k.a. NOVOSIBIRSK AVIATION PLANT; a.k.a. "NAZ"), 15 Polzunov St., Novosibirsk 630051, Russia; Tax ID No. 5402112867 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

"NPO IZHBS" (a.k.a. IZHEVSK UNMANNED SYSTEMS RESEARCH AND PRODUCTION ASSOCIATED LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY; f.k.a. IZHMASH-UNMANNED SYSTEMS COMPANY; a.k.a. LLC RESEARCH AND PRODUCTION ASSOCIATION IZHBS; a.k.a. OOO NAUCHNO-PROIZVODSTVENNOYE OBYEDINENIYE IZHEVSKIYE BESPILOTNYE SYSTEMY (Cyrillic: ООО НАУЧНО-ПРОИЗВОДСТВЕННОЕ ОБЪЕДИНЕНИЕ ИЖЕВСКИЕ БЕСПИЛОТНЫЕ СИСТЕМЫ); a.k.a. "NPO IZHBS"), Ordzhonikidze St., 2, Izhevsk, Udmurtia 426063, Russia (Cyrillic: УЛ. ОРДЖОНКИДЗЕ, Д. 2, ИЖЕВСК, УДМУРТСКАЯ РЕСПУБЛИКА 426063, Россия); Website www.izh-bs.ru; Organization Established Date 25 Oct 2006; Target Type Private Company; Tax ID No. 183117433 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

Website www.izh-bs.ru; Organization Established Date 25 Oct 2006; Target Type Private Company; Tax ID No. 183117433 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].
“OFAC’s SDN List:

- The following [SDGT] entries have been added to OFAC’s SDN List:

  **SAADE, Ali** (a.k.a. SAADE, Ali Moussa; a.k.a. SAADI, Ali), Tamer Mallat, Beirut, Lebanon; DOB 18 May 1942; POB Conakry, Guinea; nationality Lebanon; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Passport RL0420013 (Lebanon) expires 01 Mar 2015; alt. Passport 14205180170519 (Guinea) expires 29 May 2024; alt. Passport 18FV09784 (France) expires 06 Feb 2029 (individual) [SDGT] (Linked To: HIZBALLAH).

  **Fadlallah Brahim; a.k.a. TAHER, Ibrahim; a.k.a. TAHER, Ibrahim Amin Fadlallah), Guinea; DOB 10 Nov 1963; POB Jwya, Lebanon; nationality Lebanon; alt. nationality United Kingdom; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Passport 16311109613998 (Guinea) expires 27 Oct 2031; alt. Passport 790205295 (United Kingdom) expires 22 Aug 2018; alt. Passport 137828 (Lebanon) issued 20 Aug 2008 (individual) [SDGT] (Linked To: HIZBALLAH).

  **JANNAT OSHIKLARI** (a.k.a. KHATIBA AL-TAWHID WAL-JIHAD; a.k.a. TAWHID AND JIHAD BRIGADE; a.k.a. “KTJ”), Syria; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Passport 16311109613998 (Guinea) expires 27 Oct 2031; alt. Passport 790205295 (United Kingdom) expires 22 Aug 2018; alt. Passport 137828 (Lebanon) issued 20 Aug 2008 (individual) [SDGT] (Linked To: HIZBALLAH).

  **SAADI, Ali** (a.k.a. SAADE, Ali Moussa; a.k.a. SAADI, Ali), Tamer Mallat, Beirut, Lebanon; DOB 18 May 1942; POB Conakry, Guinea; nationality Lebanon; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Passport RL0420013 (Lebanon) expires 01 Mar 2015; alt. Passport 14205180170519 (Guinea) expires 29 May 2024; alt. Passport 18FV09784 (France) expires 06 Feb 2029 (individual) [SDGT] (Linked To: HIZBALLAH).

  **Tamer Mallat, Beirut, Lebanon; DOB 18 May 1942; POB Conakry, Guinea; nationality Lebanon; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Passport RL0420013 (Lebanon) expires 01 Mar 2015; alt. Passport 14205180170519 (Guinea) expires 29 May 2024; alt. Passport 18FV09784 (France) expires 06 Feb 2029 (individual) [SDGT] (Linked To: HIZBALLAH).

- **Taha, Ibrahim** (a.k.a. TAHER, Ibrahim; a.k.a. TAHER, Ibrahim Amin Fadlallah), Guinea; DOB 10 Nov 1963; POB Jwya, Lebanon; nationality Lebanon; alt. nationality United Kingdom; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Passport 16311109613998 (Guinea) expires 27 Oct 2031; alt. Passport 790205295 (United Kingdom) expires 22 Aug 2018; alt. Passport 137828 (Lebanon) issued 20 Aug 2008 (individual) [SDGT] (Linked To: HIZBALLAH).

- **Taha, Ibrahim Amin Fadlallah; a.k.a. TAHER, Ibrahim; a.k.a. TAHER, Ibrahim Amin Fadlallah), Guinea; DOB 10 Nov 1963; POB Jwya, Lebanon; nationality Lebanon; alt. nationality United Kingdom; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Passport 16311109613998 (Guinea) expires 27 Oct 2031; alt. Passport 790205295 (United Kingdom) expires 22 Aug 2018; alt. Passport 137828 (Lebanon) issued 20 Aug 2008 (individual) [SDGT] (Linked To: HIZBALLAH).

- **JANNAT OSHIKLARI** (a.k.a. KHATIBA AL-TAWHID WAL-JIHAD; a.k.a. TAWHID AND JIHAD BRIGADE; a.k.a. “KTJ”), Syria; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886 [SDGT].

- **Katibat Al Tawhid Wal Jihad** (a.k.a. KHATIBA AL-TAWHID WAL-JIHAD; a.k.a. TAWHID AND JIHAD BRIGADE; a.k.a. “KTJ”), Syria; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886 [SDGT].

• **03/07/22**

The following [SDGT] entries have been added to OFAC’s SDN List:

**JANNAT OSHIKLARI** (a.k.a. KATIBAT AL TAWHID WAL JIHAD; a.k.a. KHATIBA AL-TAWHID WAL-JIHAD; a.k.a. TAWHID AND JIHAD BRIGADE; a.k.a. “KTJ”), Syria; Kyrgyzstan; Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886 [SDGT].

**Katibat Al Tawhid Wal Jihad** (a.k.a. KHATIBA AL-TAWHID WAL-JIHAD; a.k.a. TAWHID AND JIHAD BRIGADE; a.k.a. “KTJ”), Syria; Kyrgyzstan; Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886 [SDGT].
**03/11/22**

The following [DPRK2] entries have been added to OFAC's SDN List:

**APOLLON LLC** (a.k.a. APOLLON OOO; a.k.a. "APOLLON"), Ul. Semenovskaya D., 88, Kv. 28, Vladivostok 690091, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: North Korea Sanctions Regulations, sections 510.201 and 510.210; Transactions Prohibited For Persons Owned or Controlled By U.S. Financial Institutions: North Korea Sanctions Regulations section 510.214 (individual) [DPRK2].

**APOLLON OOO** (a.k.a. APOLLON LLC; a.k.a. "APOLLON"), Ul. Semenovskaya D., 88, Kv. 28, Vladivostok 690091, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: North Korea Sanctions Regulations, sections 510.201 and 510.210; Transactions Prohibited For Persons Owned or Controlled By U.S. Financial Institutions: North Korea Sanctions Regulations section 510.214 (individual) [DPRK2] (Linked To: PAK, Kwang Hun).

**CHASOVNIKOV, Aleksandr Aleksandrovich**, Vladivostok, Russia; DOB 09 May 1969; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: North Korea Sanctions Regulations, sections 510.201 and 510.210; Transactions Prohibited For Persons Owned or Controlled By U.S. Financial Institutions: North Korea Sanctions Regulations section 510.214 (individual) [DPRK2].

**GAEVOI, Aleksandr Andreevich** (a.k.a. GAEVOY, Aleksandr; a.k.a. GAEVOY, Aleksandr Andreyevich), Vladivostok, Russia; DOB 16 Jun 1986; POB Artem, Primorye Krai, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: North Korea Sanctions Regulations, sections 510.201 and 510.210; Transactions Prohibited For Persons Owned or Controlled By U.S. Financial Institutions: North Korea Sanctions Regulations section 510.214 (individual) [DPRK2] (Linked To: APOLLON OOO).

**GAEVOY, Aleksandr** (a.k.a. GAEVOI, Aleksandr; a.k.a. GAEVOY, Aleksandr Andreyevich), Vladivostok, Russia; DOB 16 Jun 1986; POB Artem, Primorye Krai, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: North Korea Sanctions Regulations, sections 510.201 and 510.210; Transactions Prohibited For Persons Owned or Controlled By U.S. Financial Institutions: North Korea Sanctions Regulations section 510.214 (individual) [DPRK2] (Linked To: APOLLON OOO).

**GAEVOY, Aleksandr Andreyevich** (a.k.a. GAEVOI, Aleksandr; a.k.a. GAEVOY, Aleksandr Andreyevich), Vladivostok, Russia; DOB 16 Jun 1986; POB Artem, Primorye Krai, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: North Korea Sanctions Regulations, sections 510.201 and 510.210; Transactions Prohibited For Persons Owned or Controlled By U.S. Financial Institutions: North Korea Sanctions Regulations section 510.214 (individual) [DPRK2] (Linked To: APOLLON OOO).

**CHASOVNIKOV, Aleksandr Aleksandrovich** (a.k.a. CHASOVNIKOV, Aleksandr), Vladivostok, Russia; DOB 19 Apr 1959; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: North Korea Sanctions Regulations, sections 510.201 and 510.210; Transactions Prohibited For Persons Owned or Controlled By U.S. Financial Institutions: North Korea Sanctions Regulations section 510.214; Organization Established Date 18 Jul 2016; Organization Type: Processing and preserving of fish, crustaceans and molluscs; Tax ID No. 2503033077 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 03561816 (Russia); Registration Number 1162503050654 (Russia) [DPRK2] (Linked To: CHASOVNIKOV, Aleksandr Aleksandrovich).

**RK BRIZ LLC** (a.k.a. RK BREEZE; a.k.a. RK BRIZ LLC), Ul. Partizanskaya D, 2, Pom. 1, Putyatin 692815, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: North Korea Sanctions Regulations, sections 510.201 and 510.210; Transactions Prohibited For Persons Owned or Controlled By U.S. Financial Institutions: North Korea Sanctions Regulations section 510.214; Organization Established Date 18 Jul 2016; Organization Type: Processing and preserving of fish, crustaceans and molluscs; Tax ID No. 2503033077 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 03561816 (Russia); Registration Number 1162503050654 (Russia) [DPRK2] (Linked To: CHASOVNIKOV, Aleksandr Aleksandrovich).

**RK BRIZ OOO** (a.k.a. RK BREEZE; a.k.a. RK BRIZ LLC), Ul. Partizanskaya D, 2, Pom. 1, Putyatin 692815, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: North Korea Sanctions Regulations, sections 510.201 and 510.210; Transactions Prohibited For Persons Owned or Controlled By U.S. Financial Institutions: North Korea Sanctions Regulations section 510.214; Organization Established Date 18 Jul 2016; Organization Type: Processing and preserving of fish, crustaceans and molluscs; Tax ID No. 2503033077 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 03561816 (Russia); Registration Number 1162503050654 (Russia) [DPRK2] (Linked To: CHASOVNIKOV, Aleksandr Aleksandrovich).
CHANGES TO THE SDN LIST IN 2022

EFFECTIVE DATES OF NEW ADDITIONS TO SDN LIST

On 03/11/22, the following new [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] entries have been added to OFAC’s SDN List:

**VEKSELBERG, Viktor** (Cyrillic: ВЕКСЕЛЬБЕРГ, Виктор) (a.k.a. VEKSELBERG, Viktor Feliksovich) (Cyrillic: ВЕКСЕЛЬБЕРГ, Виктор Феликсович) (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024].

The following [RUSSIA-EO14024] entries have been added to OFAC’s SDN List:

AFONIN, Yuri Vyacheslavovich (a.k.a. AFONIN, Yuriy Vyacheslavovich; a.k.a. AFONIN, Yuriy Viktorovich; a.k.a. AFONIN, Yuriy Vyacheslavovich) (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024].

AFONIN, Yuri Vyacheslavovich (a.k.a. AFONIN, Yuri Vyacheslavovich; a.k.a. AFONIN, Yuriy Viktorovich; a.k.a. AFONIN, Yuriy Vyacheslavovich) (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024].
1969; POB Bashkortostan, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

BESSONOV, Evgeny Ivanovich (a.k.a. BESSONOV, Yevgeniy Ivanovich (Cyrillic: БЕССОНОВ, Евгений Иванович)), Russia; DOB 26 Nov 1968; POB Rostov-Na-Donu, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

BESSONOV, Evgeny Ivanovich (Cyrillic: БЕССОНОВ, Евгений Иванович) (a.k.a. BESSONOV, Yevgeniy Ivanovich), Russia; DOB 26 Nov 1968; POB Rostov-Na-Donu, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].
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NAVKA, Tatiana Aleksandrovna (a.k.a. NAVKA, Tatiana), 13-3-22 Bolshaya Yakimanka, Moscow 119180, Russia; Polyanka, Russia; Tretya Okhota, Russia; Rublyovka, Russia; Yalta, Crimea, Ukraine; DOB 13 Apr 1975; POB Dnipropetrovsk, Ukraine; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

NAVKA, Tatiana (a.k.a. NAVKA, Tatiana Aleksandrovna), 13-3-22 Bolshaya Yakimanka, Moscow 119180, Russia; Polyanka, Russia; Tretya Okhota, Russia; Rublyovka, Russia; Yalta, Crimea, Ukraine; DOB 13 Apr 1975; POB Dnipropetrovsk, Ukraine; nationality Russia; Gender Female (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PESKOV, Dmitriy Sergeevich).

NOVOIKOV, Dmitry Georgievich (Cyrillic: НОВИКОВ, Дмитрий Георгиевич) (a.k.a. NOVIKOV, Dmitry Georgievich), Russia; DOB 12 Sep 1969; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

NOVIKOV, Dmitry Georgievich (Cyrillic: НОВИКОВ, Дмитрий Георгиевич) (a.k.a. NOVIKOV, Dmitry Georgievich), Russia; DOB 12 Sep 1969; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

OSADCHII, Nikolay (a.k.a. OSADCHY, Nikolay), Russia; DOB 08 Dec 1957; POB Tuapse, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

OSADCHY, Nikolay Ivanovich (Cyrillic: ОСАДЧИЙ, Николай Иванович) (a.k.a. OSADCHII, Nikolay; a.k.a. OSADCHY, Nikolay Ivanovich (Cyrillic: ОСАДЧИЙ, Николай Иванович)), Russia; DOB 08 Dec 1957; POB Tuapse, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].
Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].
TANGO (ESU3540) Yacht 2,083GRT Cook Islands flag; Vessel Registration Identification IMO 1010703; MMSI 518100626 (vessel) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: VEKSELBERG, Viktor Feliksovich).
TAYSAEV, Kazbek Kutsukovich (a.k.a. TAISAEV, Kazbek Kutsukovich; a.k.a. TAISAYEV, Kazbek), Russia; DOB 12 Feb 1967; POB Chikola, North Ossetia, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

ZYUGANOV, Gennady Andreyevich (a.k.a. ZYUGANOV, Gennadiy Andreevich (a.k.a. ZYUGANOV, Gennady Andreyevich), Russia; DOB 26 Jun 1944; POB Mymrino, Oryol, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

ZYUGANOV, Gennady Andreyevich (a.k.a. ZYUGANOV, Gennady Andreyevich), Russia; DOB 26 Jun 1944; POB Mymrino, Oryol, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

The following [RUSSIA-EO14024] entries have been changed:

AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO
UPRAVLYAYUSHCHAYA KOMPANIYA ROSSISKOGO FONDA PRYAMYKH INVESTITSI (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOYE OBSHCHESTVO UPRAVLYAYUSHCHAYA KOMPANIYA ROSSISKOGO FONDA PRYAMYKH INVESTITSIY; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY MANAGEMENT COMPANY OF THE RUSSIAN DIRECT INVESTMENT FUND) [Cyrillic: АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО УПРАВЛЯЮЩАЯ КОМПАНИЯ РОССИЙСКОГО ФОНДА ПРЯМЫХ ИНВЕСТИЦИЙ; f.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY MANAGEMENT COMPANY OF RDIF; f.k.a. OBSHCHESTVO S OGRANIChENNOY OTVETSTVENNOSTYU UPRAVLYAYUSHCHAYA KOMPANIYA ROSSISKOGO FONDA PRYAMYKH INVESTITSI; a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOYE OBSHCHESTVO UPRAVLYAYUSHCHAYA KOMPANIYA ROSSISKOGO FONDA PRYAMYKH INVESTITSIY; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY MANAGEMENT COMPANY OF THE RUSSIAN DIRECT INVESTMENT FUND] (Cyrillian: Набережная Проспект, Дом 8, Этаж 1, Москва 123112, Russia; Website www.rdif.ru; alt. Website www.investinrussia.com; Organization Established Date 11 Apr 2017; Organization Type: Trusts, funds and similar financial entities; Target Type Financial Institution; alt. Target Type State-Owned Enterprise; Tax ID No. 770342567 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 15110384 (Russia); Registration Number 1177746367017 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

Established Date 11 Apr 2017; Organization Type: Trusts, funds and similar financial entities; Target Type Financial Institution; alt. Target Type State-Owned Enterprise; Tax ID No. 770342567 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 15110384 (Russia); Registration Number 1177746367017 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

Established Date 11 Apr 2017; Organization Type: Trusts, funds and similar financial entities; Target Type Financial Institution; alt. Target Type State-Owned Enterprise; Tax ID No. 770342567 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 15110384 (Russia); Registration Number 1177746367017 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

Established Date 11 Apr 2017; Organization Type: Trusts, funds and similar financial entities; Target Type Financial Institution; alt. Target Type State-Owned Enterprise; Tax ID No. 770342567 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 15110384 (Russia); Registration Number 1177746367017 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

Established Date 11 Apr 2017; Organization Type: Trusts, funds and similar financial entities; Target Type Financial Institution; alt. Target Type State-Owned Enterprise; Tax ID No. 770342567 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 15110384 (Russia); Registration Number 1177746367017 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

Established Date 11 Apr 2017; Organization Type: Trusts, funds and similar financial entities; Target Type Financial Institution; alt. Target Type State-Owned Enterprise; Tax ID No. 770342567 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 15110384 (Russia); Registration Number 1177746367017 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].
AKTSIONERNOYE OBSHCHESTVO
UPRAVLYAYUSHCHAYA KOMPANIYA
ROSSISKOGO FONDA PRYAMYKH INVESTITSIY; f.k.a. LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY MANAGEMENT COMPANY OF RDIF; f.k.a. OBSHCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOY OTVETSTVENNOSTYU
UPRAVLYAYUSHCHAYA KOMPANIYA RFPI
(Cyrillic: "ОБЩЕСТВО С ОГРАНИЧЕНОЙ ОТВЕТСТВЕННОСТЬЮ УПРАВЛЯЮЩАЯ КОМПАНИЯ РФПИ")

Type: Trusts, funds and similar financial entities; Target Type Financial Institution; alt. Target Type State-Owned Enterprise; Tax ID No. 7703425673 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 15110384 (Russia); Registration Number 1177746367017 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024].

JOINT STOCK COMPANY MANAGEMENT COMPANY OF THE RUSSIAN DIRECT INVESTMENT FUND (Cyrillic: АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО УПРАВЛЯЮЩАЯ КОМПАНИЯ РОССИЙСКОГО ФОНДА ПРЯМЫХ ИНВЕСТИЦИЙ) (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO
UPRAVLYAYUSHCHAYA KOMPANIYA ROSSIISKOGO FONDA
PRYAMYKH INVESTITSIY)

Type: Trusts, funds and similar financial entities; Target Type Financial Institution; alt. Target Type State-Owned Enterprise; Tax ID No. 7703425673 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 15110384 (Russia); Registration Number 1177746367017 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024].
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STOCK COMPANY MANAGEMENT COMPANY OF THE RUSSIAN DIRECT INVESTMENT FUND (Cyrillic: АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО УПРАВЛЯЮЩАЯ КОМПАНИЯ РОССИЙСКОГО ФОНДА ПРЯМЫХ ИНВЕСТИЦИЙ); f.k.a. LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY MANAGEMENT COMPANY OF RDIF; a.k.a. "AO UK RDFI" (Cyrillic: "АО УК РФПИ"); a.k.a. "JSC MC RDIF"; Naberezhnaya Presnenskaya, Dom 8 Stroyeniye 1, Etaj 7, Moscow 123112, Russia (Cyrillic: Набережная Пресненская, Дом 8, Строение 1, Этаж 7, Москва 123112, Россия); Website www.rdif.ru; alt. Website www.investinrussia.com; Organization Established Date 11 Apr 2017; Organization Type: Trusts, funds and similar financial entities; Target Type State-Owned Enterprise; Tax ID No. 7703425673 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 15110384 (Russia); Registration Number 1177746367017 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

"AO UK RDFI" (Cyrillic: "АО УК РФПИ") (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBŞCHESTVO UPRAVLYAYUSHCHAYA KOMPANIYA ROSSIYSKOGO FONDA PRYAMYKH INVESTITSIY; a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOYE OBŞCHESTVO UPRAVLYAYUSHCHAYA KOMPANIYA ROSSIYSKOGO FONDA PRYAMYKH INVESTITSIY; a.k.a. JSC MC RDIF), Naberezhnaya Presnenskaya, Dom 8 Stroyeniye 1, Etaj 7, Moscow 123112, Russia (Cyrillic: Набережная Пресненская, Дом 8, Строение 1, Этаж 7, Москва 123112, Россия); Website www.rdif.ru; alt. Website www.investinrussia.com; Organization Established Date 11 Apr 2017; Organization Type: Trusts, funds and similar financial entities; Target Type State-Owned Enterprise; Tax ID No. 7703425673 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 15110384 (Russia); Registration Number 1177746367017 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

"JSC MC RDFI" (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBŞCHESTVO UPRAVLYAYUSHCHAYA KOMPANIYA ROSSIYSKOGO FONDA PRYAMYKH INVESTITSIY; a.k.a. JSC MC RDIF), Naberezhnaya Presnenskaya, Dom 8 Stroyeniye 1, Etaj 7, Moscow 123112, Russia (Cyrillic: Набережная Пресненская, Дом 8, Строение 1, Этаж 7, Москва 123112, Россия); Website www.rdif.ru; alt. Website www.investinrussia.com; Organization Established Date 11 Apr 2017; Organization Type: Trusts, funds and similar financial entities; Target Type State-Owned Enterprise; Tax ID No. 7703425673 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 15110384 (Russia); Registration Number 1177746367017 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

"JSC MC RDFI" (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBŞCHESTVO UPRAVLYAYUSHCHAYA KOMPANIYA ROSSIYSKOGO FONDA PRYAMYKH INVESTITSIY; a.k.a. JSC MC RDIF), Naberezhnaya Presnenskaya, Dom 8 Stroyeniye 1, Etaj 7, Moscow 123112, Russia (Cyrillic: Набережная Пресненская, Дом 8, Строение 1, Этаж 7, Москва 123112, Россия); Website www.rdif.ru; alt. Website www.investinrussia.com; Organization Established Date 11 Apr 2017; Organization Type: Trusts, funds and similar financial entities; Target Type State-Owned Enterprise; Tax ID No. 7703425673 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 15110384 (Russia); Registration Number 1177746367017 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

"JSC MC RDFI" (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBŞCHESTVO UPRAVLYAYUSHCHAYA KOMPANIYA ROSSIYSKOGO FONDA PRYAMYKH INVESTITSIY; a.k.a. JSC MC RDIF), Naberezhnaya Presnenskaya, Dom 8 Stroyeniye 1, Etaj 7, Moscow 123112, Russia (Cyrillic: Набережная Пресненская, Дом 8, Строение 1, Этаж 7, Москва 123112, Россия); Website www.rdif.ru; alt. Website www.investinrussia.com; Organization Established Date 11 Apr 2017; Organization Type: Trusts, funds and similar financial entities; Target Type State-Owned Enterprise; Tax ID No. 7703425673 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 15110384 (Russia); Registration Number 1177746367017 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

"JSC MC RDFI" (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBŞCHESTVO UPRAVLYAYUSHCHAYA KOMPANIYA ROSSIYSKOGO FONDA PRYAMYKH INVESTITSIY; a.k.a. JSC MC RDIF), Naberezhnaya Presnenskaya, Dom 8 Stroyeniye 1, Etaj 7, Moscow 123112, Russia (Cyrillic: Набережная Пресненская, Дом 8, Строение 1, Этаж 7, Москва 123112, Россия); Website www.rdif.ru; alt. Website www.investinrussia.com; Organization Established Date 11 Apr 2017; Organization Type: Trusts, funds and similar financial entities; Target Type State-Owned Enterprise; Tax ID No. 7703425673 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 15110384 (Russia); Registration Number 1177746367017 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

"JSC MC RDFI" (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBŞCHESTVO UPRAVLYAYUSHCHAYA KOMPANIYA ROSSIYSKOGO FONDA PRYAMYKH INVESTITSIY; a.k.a. JSC MC RDIF), Naberezhnaya Presnenskaya, Dom 8 Stroyeniye 1, Etaj 7, Moscow 123112, Russia (Cyrillic: Набережная Пресненская, Дом 8, Строение 1, Этаж 7, Москва 123112, Россия); Website www.rdif.ru; alt. Website www.investinrussia.com; Organization Established Date 11 Apr 2017; Organization Type: Trusts, funds and similar financial entities; Target Type State-Owned Enterprise; Tax ID No. 7703425673 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 15110384 (Russia); Registration Number 1177746367017 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].
The following [BELARUS-EO14038] entries have been changed:

- **PANTUS, Dzmitry**, Minsk, Belarus; DOB 06 Sep 1982; POB Beryozovka, Lida District, Grodno Region, Belarus; nationality Belarus; Gender Male (individual) [BELARUS-EO14038].

- **PANTUS, Dmitry (Cyrillic: ПАНТУС, Дмитрий)** (a.k.a. **PANTUS, Dmitry Aleksandrovich**; a.k.a. **PANTUS, Dzmitry**), Minsk, Belarus; DOB 06 Sep 1982; POB Beryozovka, Lida District, Grodno Region, Belarus; nationality Belarus; Gender Male (individual) [BELARUS-EO14038].

- **PANTUS, Dmitry (Cyrillic: ПАНТУС, Дмитрий)** (a.k.a. **PANTUS, Dmitry Aleksandrovich**; a.k.a. **PANTUS, Dzmitry**), Minsk, Belarus; DOB 06 Sep 1982; POB Beryozovka, Lida District, Grodno Region, Belarus; nationality Belarus; Gender Male (individual) [BELARUS-EO14038].

The following [BELARUS-EO14038] entries have been changed:

- **PANTUS, Dzmitry**, Minsk, Belarus; DOB 06 Sep 1982; POB Beryozovka, Lida District, Grodno Region, Belarus; nationality Belarus; Gender Male (individual) [BELARUS-EO14038].

- **PANTUS, Dmitry (Cyrillic: ПАНТУС, Дмитрий)** (a.k.a. **PANTUS, Dmitry Aleksandrovich**; a.k.a. **PANTUS, Dzmitry**), Minsk, Belarus; DOB 06 Sep 1982; POB Beryozovka, Lida District, Grodno Region, Belarus; nationality Belarus; Gender Male (individual) [BELARUS-EO14038].

- **PANTUS, Dmitry (Cyrillic: ПАНТУС, Дмитрий)** (a.k.a. **PANTUS, Dmitry Aleksandrovich**; a.k.a. **PANTUS, Dzmitry**), Minsk, Belarus; DOB 06 Sep 1982; POB Beryozovka, Lida District, Grodno Region, Belarus; nationality Belarus; Gender Male (individual) [BELARUS-EO14038].

**3/11/22**

The following [RUSSIA-EO14024] [UKRAINE-EO13661] entries have been changed:

- **CJSC ABR MANAGEMENT** (a.k.a. **ABR MANAGEMENT CJSC**; a.k.a. **ZAKRYTOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO ABR MANAGEMENT**; a.k.a. "ABR"), 2 Liter A, Rastrelli Sq, St. Petersburg 191124, Russia; Ulitsa Graftio, Dom 7, Litera A, St. Petersburg 197022, Russia [UKRAINE-EO13661] (Linked To: BANK ROSSIYA). -to- **AO ABR MANAGEMENT** (Cyrillic: АО АБР МЕНЕДЖМЕНТ) (a.k.a. **АБР МЕНЕДЖМЕНТ АО**; a.k.a. **АКТСИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО АБР МЕНЕДЖМЕНТ**; a.k.a. **АО АБР МЕНЕДЖМЕНТ**; a.k.a. **ЗАКРЫТОЕ АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО АВР МЕНЕДЖМЕНТ**; a.k.a. **АО АВР МЕНЕДЖМЕНТ**; a.k.a. **ЖЕЛУДЖЕМЕНТ**), ul. Graftio, d. 7 litera A, g. Sankt-Peterburg 197022, Russia; Tax ID No. 7842467053 (Russia); Registration Number 111784770383 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13661] (Linked To: BANK ROSSIYA).

- **KOVALCHUK, Kirill Mikhailovich**, Russia; DOB 1968; Gender Male (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661]. -to- **KOVALCHUK, Kirill Mikhailovich** (Cyrillic: КОВАЛЬЧУК, Кирилл Михайлович) (a.k.a. **KOVALCHUK, Kirillo Mykhailovych**; a.k.a. **КОВАЛЬЧУК, Кирило Михайлович**) (Cyrillic: КОВАЛЬЧУК, Кирило Михайлович)**.

**10/31/22**

resulting in the following new [RUSSIA-EO14024] [UKRAINE-EO13661] entries:

- **ABR MANAGEMENT AO** (Cyrillic: АБР МЕНЕДЖМЕНТ АО) (a.k.a. **АКТСИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО АВР МЕНЕДЖМЕНТ**; a.k.a. **АО АБР МЕНЕДЖМЕНТ**; a.k.a. **ЗАКРЫТОЕ АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО АВР МЕНЕДЖМЕНТ**; a.k.a. **АО АВР МЕНЕДЖМЕНТ**; a.k.a. **ЖЕЛУДЖЕМЕНТ**).

- **LEBEDEV, Dmitri Alekseevich**, Russia; DOB 1968; Gender Male (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661]. -to- **LEBEDEV, Dmitri Alekseevich** (Cyrillic: ЛЕБЕДЕВ, Дмитрий Алексеевич), Russia; DOB 30 Mar 1968; POB St. Petersburg, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: AO ABR MANAGEMENT).
KOVALCHUK, Kyrylo Mykhailovych (a.k.a. AO ABR MENEDZHMENT; a.k.a. "ABR MANAGEMENT"), ul. Graftio, d. 7 litera A, g. Sankt-Peterburg 197022, Russia; Tax ID No. 7842467053 (Russia); Registration Number 1117847707383 (Russia) [UKRAINE-E013661] [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: BANK ROSSIYA).

AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO ABR MENEDZHMENT (a.k.a. ABR MANAGEMENT AO (Cyrillic: АБР МЕНЕДЖМЕНТ АО); a.k.a. AO ABR MANAGEMENT (Cyrillic: AO АБР МЕНЕДЖМЕНТ); a.k.a. AO ABR MENEDZHMENT; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY ABR MANAGEMENT; a.k.a. "ABR MANAGEMENT"), ul. Graftio, d. 7 litera A, g. Sankt-Peterburg 197022, Russia; Tax ID No. 7842467053 (Russia); Registration Number 1117847707383 (Russia) [UKRAINE-E013661] [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: BANK ROSSIYA).

AO ABR MENEDZHMENT (a.k.a. AB MANAGEMENT AO (Cyrillic: АБР МЕНЕДЖМЕНТ АО); a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO ABR MENEDZHMENT; a.k.a. AO ABR MANAGEMENT (Cyrillic: AO АБР МЕНЕДЖМЕНТ); a.k.a. AO ABR MENEDZHMENT; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY ABR MANAGEMENT; a.k.a. "ABR MANAGEMENT"), ul. Graftio, d. 7 litera A, g. Sankt-Peterburg 197022, Russia; Tax ID No. 7842467053 (Russia); Registration Number 1117847707383 (Russia) [UKRAINE-E013661] [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: BANK ROSSIYA).

JOINT STOCK COMPANY ABR MANAGEMENT (a.k.a. ABR MANAGEMENT AO (Cyrillic: АБР МЕНЕДЖМЕНТ АО); a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO ABR MENEDZHMENT; a.k.a. AO ABR MANAGEMENT (Cyrillic: AO АБР МЕНЕДЖМЕНТ); a.k.a. AO ABR MENEDZHMENT; a.k.a. "ABR MANAGEMENT"), ul. Graftio, d. 7 litera A, g. Sankt-Peterburg 197022, Russia; Tax ID No. 7842467053 (Russia); Registration Number 1117847707383 (Russia) [UKRAINE-E013661] [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: BANK ROSSIYA).

KOVALCHUK, Kyrylo Mykhailovych (a.k.a. KOVALCHUK, Kirill Mikhailovich (Cyrillic: КОВАЛЬЧУК, Кирилл Михайлович); a.k.a. KOVALCHUK, Kirill Mikhailovich (Cyrillic: КОВАЛЬЧУК, Кирилль Михайлович); a.k.a. KOVALCHUK, Kiryll Mykhaylovych (Cyrillic: КОВАЛЬЧУК, Кирилл Михайлович)), Moscow, Russia; DOB 22 Dec 1968; POB Moscow, Russia; alt. POB St. Petersburg, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Passport 643267034 (Russia); Tax ID No. 773600308808 (Russia) (individual) [UKRAINE-E013661] [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: AO ABR MANAGEMENT).

KOVALCHUK, Kirill Mikhailovich (Cyrillic: КОВАЛЬЧУК, Кирилл Михайлович) (a.k.a. KOVALCHUK, Kiryll Mikhailovich (Cyrillic: КОВАЛЬЧУК, Кирилл Михайлович); a.k.a. KOVALCHUK, Kyrylo Mykhailovych (Cyrillic: КОВАЛЬЧУК, Кирило Михайлович)), Moscow, Russia; DOB 22 Dec 1968; POB Moscow, Russia; alt. POB St. Petersburg, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Passport 643267034 (Russia); Tax ID No. 773600308808 (Russia) (individual) [UKRAINE-E013661] [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: AO ABR MANAGEMENT).

KOVALCHUK, Yuri Valentinoovich (a.k.a. KOVALCHUK, Yury Valentinoovich (Cyrillic: КОВАЛЬЧУК, Юрий Валентинович); a.k.a. KOVALEVCHUK, Yuriy Valentinoovich (Cyrillic: КОВАЛЕВЧУК, Юрій Валентинович)), Russia; DOB 25 Jul 1951; POB St. Petersburg, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Tax ID No. 78010529790 (Russia) (individual) [UKRAINE-E013661] [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: AO ABR MANAGEMENT).

ABR MANAGEMENT (a.k.a. AB MANAGEMENT AO (Cyrillic: АБР МЕНЕДЖМЕНТ АО); a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO ABR MENEDZHMENT; a.k.a. AO ABR MANAGEMENT (Cyrillic: AO АБР МЕНЕДЖМЕНТ); a.k.a. AO ABR MENEDZHMENT; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY ABR MANAGEMENT; a.k.a. "ABR MANAGEMENT"), ul. Graftio, d. 7 litera A, g. Sankt-Peterburg 197022, Russia; Tax ID No. 7842467053 (Russia); Registration Number 1117847707383 (Russia) [UKRAINE-E013661] [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: BANK ROSSIYA).

resulting in the removal of the following [RUSSIA-E014024] [UKRAINE-E013661] entries:

ABR MANAGEMENT CJSC (a.k.a. CJSC ABR MANAGEMENT; a.k.a. ZAKRYTOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO ABR MANAGEMENT; a.k.a. "ABR"), 2 Liter A, Rastrelli Sq, St. Petersburg 191124, Russia; Ulitsa Graftio, Dom 7, Liter A, St. Petersburg 197022, Russia [UKRAINE-E013661] (Linked To: BANK ROSSIYA).

The following [RUSSIA-E014024] entries have been added to OFAC's SDN List:

BELOUS, German (Cyrillic: БЕЛОУС, Герман) (a.k.a. BELOUS, German Valentinoovich (Cyrillic: БЕЛОУС, Герман Валентинович); a.k.a. BELOUS, German (Cyrillic: БЕЛОУС, Герман)), 12-2 Chistoprudny Boul, Apt 79, Moscow 101000, Russia; DOB 14 Nov 1977; POB Klin, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Passport 718489066 (Russia); National ID No. 4514863944 (Russia) (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024].

KOVALCHUK, Kyrylo Mykhailovych (Cyrillic: КОВАЛЬЧУК, Кирило Михайлович) (a.k.a. KOVALCHUK, Kirill Mikhailovich (Cyrillic: КОВАЛЬЧУК, Кирил Михайлович); a.k.a. KOVALCHUK, Kiryll Mykhaylovych (Cyrillic: КОВАЛЬЧУК, Кирил Михайлович)), Moscow, Russia; DOB 22 Dec 1968; POB Moscow, Russia; alt. POB St. Petersburg, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Passport 643267034 (Russia); Tax ID No. 773600308808 (Russia) (individual) [UKRAINE-E013661] [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: AO ABR MANAGEMENT).

BELOUS, German Valentinoovich (Cyrillic: БЕЛОУС, Герман Валентинович) (a.k.a. BELOUS, German (Cyrillic: БЕЛОУС, Герман)), 12-2 Chistoprudny Boul, Apt 79, Moscow 101000, Russia; DOB 14 Nov 1977; POB Klin, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Passport 718489066 (Russia); National ID No. 4514863944 (Russia) (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024].

KOVALCHUK, Kyrylo Mykhailovych (Cyrillic: КОВАЛЬЧУК, Кирило Михайлович); a.k.a. KOVALCHUK, Kirill Mikhailovich (Cyrillic: КОВАЛЬЧУК, Кирилл Михайлович); a.k.a. KOVALCHUK, Kiryll Mykhaylovych (Cyrillic: КОВАЛЬЧУК, Кирил Михайлович)), Moscow, Russia; DOB 22 Dec 1968; POB Moscow, Russia; alt. POB St. Petersburg, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Passport 643267034 (Russia); Tax ID No. 773600308808 (Russia) (individual) [UKRAINE-E013661] [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: AO ABR MANAGEMENT).
The following [BELARUS] entries have been added to OFAC's SDN List:

LUKASHENKA, Halina Radzivona (a.k.a. LUKASHENKA, Galina Rodionovna (Cyrillic: ЛУКАШЕНКО, Галина Родионовна)), Belarus; DOB 01 Jan 1955; nationality Belarus; Gender Female (individual) [BELARUS].

LUKASHENK, Galina Rodionovna (Cyrillic: ЛУКАШЕНКО, Галина Родионовна); Belarus; DOB 01 Jan 1955; nationality Belarus; Gender Female (individual) [BELARUS].

The following [BELARUS] entries have been changed:

- 03/15/22

resulting in the following new [BELARUS] entries:
LUKASHENKA, Alyaksandr Hryhoryavich (a.k.a. LUKASHENKA, Alyaksandr Ryhorovich (Cyrillic: ЛУКАШЕНКА, Александр Рыгоравiч); a.k.a. LUKASHENKO, Aleksandr Grigorevich (Cyrillic: ЛУКАШЕНКО, Александр Григорьевич); a.k.a. LUKASHENKO, Alexander Grigoryevich; a.k.a. LUKASHENKO, Alexander Grigorievich, a.k.a. LUKASHENKO, Alexandr Grigorievich, Official residence of the President of the Republic of Belarus Drozdy, pr-d Drozdy, 11, Minsk, Belarus (Cyrillic: официальная резиденция Президента Республики Беларусь Дрозды, пр-д Дрозды, 11, Минск, Беларусь); 38 Karl Marx St., Minsk, Belarus; DOB 30 Aug 1954; alt. DOB 31 Aug 1954; POB Kopyys, Vitebsk oblast, Belarus; nationality Belarus; Gender Male (individual) [BELARUS]. LUKASHENKO, Alexandr Grigorievich (Cyrillic: ЛУКАШЕНКО, Александр Григорьевич); a.k.a. LUKASHENKO, Aleksandr Grigoriyevich; a.k.a. LUKASHENKO, Aleksandr Grigorievich, Official residence of the President of the Republic of Belarus Drozdy, pr-d Drozdy, 11, Minsk, Belarus (Cyrillic: официальная резиденция Президента Республики Беларусь Дрозды, пр-д Дрозды, 11, Минск, Беларусь); 38 Karl Marx St., Minsk, Belarus; DOB 30 Aug 1954; alt. DOB 31 Aug 1954; POB Kopyys, Vitebsk oblast, Belarus; nationality Belarus; Gender Male (individual) [BELARUS].

resulting in the removal of the following [BELARUS] entries:

LUKASHENKA, Aleksandr Grigorievich (a.k.a. LUKASHENKA, Alyaksandr Hryhoryavich; a.k.a. LUKASHENKA, Alyaksandr Grigorevich (Cyrillic: ЛУКАШЕНКА, Александр Григорьевич); a.k.a. LUKASHENKA, Alyaksandr Ryhorovich (Cyrillic: ЛУКАШЕНКА, Александр Рыгоравiч); a.k.a. LUKASHENKA, Alyaksandr Hryhoryavich; a.k.a. LUKASHENKO, Aleksandr Grigorievich; a.k.a. LUKASHENKO, Aleksandr Grigoryevich; a.k.a. LUKASHENKO, Alexander Grigoryevich; a.k.a. LUKASHENKO, Alexander Grigorievich; a.k.a. LUKASHENKO, Alexander Grigorievich; a.k.a. LUKASHENKO, Alexander Grigorievich; a.k.a. LUKASHENKO, Aleksandr Ryhoravich; a.k.a. LUKASHENKO, Aleksandr Hryhoryavich; a.k.a. LUKASHENKO, Aleksandr Grigorevich (Cyrillic: ЛУКАШЕНКО, Александр Григорьевич); a.k.a. LUKASHENKO, Aleksandr Grigoryevich; a.k.a. LUKASHENKO, Aleksandr Grigoryevich; a.k.a. LUKASHENKO, Alexandr Grigorievich, Official residence of the President of the Republic of Belarus Drozdy, pr-d Drozdy, 11, Minsk, Belarus (Cyrillic: официальная резиденция Президента Республики Беларусь Дрозды, пр-д Дрозды, 11, Минск, Беларусь); 38 Karl Marx St., Minsk, Belarus; DOB 30 Aug 1954; alt. DOB 31 Aug 1954; POB Kopyys, Vitebsk oblast, Belarus; nationality Belarus; Gender Male (individual) [BELARUS].
LUKASHENKA, Aleksandr Ryhoravich; a.k.a. LUKASHENKA, Alexander Grigorievich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Alexander Grigorievich; a.k.a. LUKASHENKA, Alexander Grigorievich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Alexander Hryhoryavich; a.k.a. LUKASHENKA, Alexander Hryhoryavich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Aleksandr Grigorievich; a.k.a. LUKASHENKA, Aleksandr Grigorievich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Aleksandr Hryhoryavich; a.k.a. LUKASHENKA, Aleksandr Hryhoryavich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Aliaksandr Grigorievich; a.k.a. LUKASHENKA, Aliaksandr Grigorievich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Aliaksandr Hryhoryavich; a.k.a. LUKASHENKA, Aliaksandr Hryhoryavich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Aliaksandr Grigorievich; a.k.a. LUKASHENKA, Aliaksandr Grigorievich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Alexander Hryhoryavich; a.k.a. LUKASHENKA, Alexander Hryhoryavich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Aleksandr Grigorievich; a.k.a. LUKASHENKA, Aleksandr Grigorievich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Aleksandr Grigorievich; a.k.a. LUKASHENKA, Aleksandr Grigorievich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Aleksandr Hryhoryavich; a.k.a. LUKASHENKA, Aleksandr Hryhoryavich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Aleksandr Grigorievich; a.k.a. LUKASHENKA, Aleksandr Grigorievich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Aleksandr Hryhoryavich; a.k.a. LUKASHENKA, Aleksandr Hryhoryavich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Aleksandr Grigorievich; a.k.a. LUKASHENKA, Aleksandr Grigorievich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Aleksandr Hryhoryavich; a.k.a. LUKASHENKA, Aleksandr Hryhoryavich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Aleksandr Grigorievich; a.k.a. LUKASHENKA, Aleksandr Grigorievich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Aleksandr Grigorievich; a.k.a. LUKASHENKA, Aleksandr Grigorievich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Aliaksandr Grigorievich; a.k.a. LUKASHENKA, Aliaksandr Grigorievich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Aliaksandr Hryhoryavich; a.k.a. LUKASHENKA, Aliaksandr Hryhoryavich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Aliaksandr Grigorievich; a.k.a. LUKASHENKA, Aliaksandr Grigorievich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Alexander Hryhoryavich; a.k.a. LUKASHENKA, Alexander Hryhoryavich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Aleksandr Grigorievich; a.k.a. LUKASHENKA, Aleksandr Grigorievich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Aleksandr Grigorievich; a.k.a. LUKASHENKA, Aleksandr Grigorievich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Aleksandr Grigorievich; a.k.a. LUKASHENKA, Aleksandr Grigorievich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Aleksandr Grigorievich; a.k.a. LUKASHENKA, Aleksandr Grigorievich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Aleksandr Grigorievich; a.k.a. LUKASHENKA, Aleksandr Grigorievich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Aleksandr Grigorievich; a.k.a. LUKASHENKA, Aleksandr Grigorievich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Aleksandr Grigorievich; a.k.a. LUKASHENKA, Aleksandr Grigorievich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Aleksandr Grigorievich; a.k.a. LUKASHENKA, Aleksandr Grigorievich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Aleksandr Grigorievich; a.k.a. LUKASHENKA, Aleksandr Grigorievich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Aleksandr Grigorievich; a.k.a. LUKASHENKA, Aleksandr Grigorievich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Aleksandr Grigorievich; a.k.a. LUKASHENKA, Aleksandr Grigorievich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Aleksandr Grigorievich; a.k.a. LUKASHENKA, Aleksandr Grigorievich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Aleksandr Grigorievich; a.k.a. LUKASHENKA, Aleksandr Grigorievich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Aleksandr Grigorievich; a.k.a. LUKASHENKA, Aleksandr Grigorievich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Aleksandr Grigorievich; a.k.a. LUKASHENKA, Aleksandr Grigorievich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Aleksandr Grigorievich; a.k.a. LUKASHENKA, Aleksandr Grigorievich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Aleksandr Grigorievich; a.k.a. LUKASHENKA, Aleksandr Grigorievich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Aleksandr Grigorievich; a.k.a. LUKASHENKA, Aleksandr Grigorievich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Aleksandr Grigorievich; a.k.a. LUKASHENKA, Aleksandr Grigorievich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Aleksandr Grigorievich; a.k.a. LUKASHENKA, Aleksandr Grigorievich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Aleksandr Grigorievich; a.k.a. LUKASHENKA, Aleksandr Grigorievich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Aleksandr Grigorievich; a.k.a. LUKASHENKA, Aleksandr Grigorievich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Aleksandr Grigorievich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKO, Alexander Grigorievich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Aleksandr Grigorievich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKO, Alexander Hryhoryavich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Aleksandr Grigorievich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Aleksandr Grigorievich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Aliaksandr Hryhoryavich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Aliaksandr Hryhoryavich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Aliaksandr Ryhoravich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Aliaksandr Hryhoryavich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Aliaksandr Hryhoryavich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Aliaksandr Ryhoravich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Aliaksandr Hryhoryavich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Aliaksandr Hryhoryavich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Aliaksandr Ryhoravich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Aliaksandr Hryhoryavich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Aliaksandr Hryhoryavich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Aliaksandr Ryhoravich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Aliaksandr Hryhoryavich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Aliaksandr Hryhoryavich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Aliaksandr Ryhoravich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Aliaksandr Hryhoryavich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Aliaksandr Hryhoryavich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Aliaksandr Ryhoravich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Aliaksandr Hryhoryavich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Aliaksandr Hryhoryavich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Aliaksandr Ryhoravich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Aliaksandr Hryhoryavich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Aliaksandr Hryhoryavich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Aliaksandr Ryhoravich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Aliaksandr Hryhoryavich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Aliaksandr Hryhoryavich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Aliaksandr Ryhoravich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Aliaksandr Hryhoryavich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Aliaksandr Hryhoryavich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Aliaksandr Ryhoravich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Aliaksandr Hryhoryavich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Aliaksandr Hryhoryavich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Aliaksandr Ryhoravich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Aliaksandr Hryhoryavich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Aliaksandr Hryhoryavich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Aliaksandr Ryhoravich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Aliaksandr Hryhoryavich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Aliaksandr Hryhoryavich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Aliaksandr Ryhoravich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Aliaksandr Hryhoryavich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Aliaksandr Hryhoryavich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Aliaksandr Ryhoravich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Aliaksandr Hryhoryavich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Aliaksandr Hryhoryavich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Aliaksandr Ryhoravich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Aliaksandr Hryhoryavich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Aliaksandr Hryhoryavich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Aliaksandr Ryhoravich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Aliaksandr Hryhoryavich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Aliaksandr Hryhoryavich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Aliaksandr Ryhoravich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Aliaksandr Hryhoryavich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Aliaksandr Hryhoryavich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Aliaksandr Ryhoravich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Aliaksandr Hryhoryavich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Aliaksandr Hryhoryavich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Aliaksandr Ryhoravich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Aliaksandr Hryhoryavich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Aliaksandr Hryhoryavich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Aliaksandr Ryhoravich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Aliaksandr Hryhoryavich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Aliaksandr Hryhoryavich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Aliaksandr Ryhoravich; a.k.a.

30 Aug 1954; POB Kopys, Vitebsk oblast, Belarus; President (individual) [BELARUS].
OFFICE OF FOREIGN ASSETS CONTROL

CHANGES TO THE SDNLIST IN 2022

LUKASHENKA, Aleksandr Ryhoravich; a.k.a.

The following [MAGNIT] entries have been added

РАЙОНУ); a.k.a. KURCHALOI DISTRICT OF

LUKASHENKA, Alexander Grigorievich; a.k.a.

to OFAC's SDN List:

THE CHECHEN REPUBLIC BRANCH OF THE

LUKASHENKA, Alexander Grigoriyevich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Alexander Hryhoryavich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Alexander Ryhoravich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Aliaksandr Grigorievich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Aliaksandr Grigoriyevich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Aliaksandr Hryhoryavich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Aliaksandr Ryhoravich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Alyaksandr Grigorievich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Alyaksandr Grigoriyevich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Alyaksandr Hryhoryavich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Alyaksandr Ryhoravich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKO, Aleksandr Grigorievich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKO, Aleksandr Grigoriyevich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKO, Aleksandr Hryhoryavich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKO, Aleksandr Ryhoravich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKO, Alexander Grigorievich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKO, Alexander Grigoriyevich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKO, Alexander Hryhoryavich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKO, Alexander Ryhoravich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKO, Aliaksandr Grigorievich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKO, Aliaksandr Grigoriyevich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKO, Aliaksandr Hryhoryavich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKO, Aliaksandr Ryhoravich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKO, Alyaksandr Grigorievich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKO, Alyaksandr Grigoriyevich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKO, Alyaksandr Hryhoryavich); DOB
30 Aug 1954; POB Kopys, Vitebsk oblast,
Belarus; President (individual) [BELARUS].

AKHMATOV, Dzhabrail (Cyrillic: АХМАТОВ,
Джабраил) (a.k.a. AKHMATOV, Dzhabrail
Alkhazurovich (Cyrillic: АХМАТОВ, Джабраил
Алхазурович)), Kurchaloi District, Chechen
Republic, Russia; DOB 1981; POB Gudermes,
Chechen Republic, Russia; nationality Russia;
Gender Male (individual) [MAGNIT].
AKHMATOV, Dzhabrail Alkhazurovich (Cyrillic:
АХМАТОВ, Джабраил Алхазурович) (a.k.a.
AKHMATOV, Dzhabrail (Cyrillic: АХМАТОВ,
Джабраил)), Kurchaloi District, Chechen
Republic, Russia; DOB 1981; POB Gudermes,
Chechen Republic, Russia; nationality Russia;
Gender Male (individual) [MAGNIT].
KHUTAEV, Khusein (Cyrillic: ХУТАЕВ, Хусейн)
(a.k.a. KHUTAEV, Khusein Merlovich (Cyrillic:
ХУТАЕВ, Хусейн Мерлович); a.k.a. KHUTAEV,
Khussein; a.k.a. KHUTAYEV, Hussein),
Achkhoy-Martan, Chechen Republic, Russia;
DOB 1975; POB Stavropol Territory, Russia;
nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual)
[MAGNIT].
KHUTAEV, Khusein Merlovich (Cyrillic: ХУТАЕВ,
Хусейн Мерлович) (a.k.a. KHUTAEV, Khusein
(Cyrillic: ХУТАЕВ, Хусейн); a.k.a. KHUTAEV,
Khussein; a.k.a. KHUTAYEV, Hussein),
Achkhoy-Martan, Chechen Republic, Russia;
DOB 1975; POB Stavropol Territory, Russia;

The following [RUSSIA-EO14024] [UKRAINE-

nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual)

EO13661] entries have been changed:

[MAGNIT].

ZOLOTOV, Viktor Vasiliyevich, Russia; DOB 27
Jan 1954; POB Ryazanskaya oblast, Russia;
nationality Russia; Gender Male; Director of the
Federal Service of National Guard Troops and
Commander of the National Guard Troops of the
Russian Federation (individual) [UKRAINEEO13661]. -to- ZOLOTOV, Viktor (a.k.a.
ZOLOTOV, Viktor Vasilyevich), Russia; DOB 27
Jan 1954; POB Ryazanskaya oblast, Russia;
nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual)
[UKRAINE-EO13661] [RUSSIA-EO14024].
resulting in the following new [RUSSIA-EO14024]
[UKRAINE-EO13661] entries:
ZOLOTOV, Viktor Vasilyevich (a.k.a. ZOLOTOV,
Viktor), Russia; DOB 27 Jan 1954; POB

KHUTAEV, Khussein (a.k.a. KHUTAEV, Khusein
(Cyrillic: ХУТАЕВ, Хусейн); a.k.a. KHUTAEV,
Khusein Merlovich (Cyrillic: ХУТАЕВ, Хусейн
Мерлович); a.k.a. KHUTAYEV, Hussein),
Achkhoy-Martan, Chechen Republic, Russia;
DOB 1975; POB Stavropol Territory, Russia;
nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual)
[MAGNIT].
KHUTAYEV, Hussein (a.k.a. KHUTAEV, Khusein
(Cyrillic: ХУТАЕВ, Хусейн); a.k.a. KHUTAEV,
Khusein Merlovich (Cyrillic: ХУТАЕВ, Хусейн
Мерлович); a.k.a. KHUTAEV, Khussein),
Achkhoy-Martan, Chechen Republic, Russia;
DOB 1975; POB Stavropol Territory, Russia;
nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual)
[MAGNIT].
KURCHALOI DISTRICT BRANCH OF THE MVD

Ryazanskaya oblast, Russia; nationality Russia;

OF RUSSIA (Cyrillic: ОТДЕЛ МВД РОССИИ

Gender Male (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661]

ПО КУРЧАЛОЕВСКОМУ РАЙОНУ) (a.k.a.

[RUSSIA-EO14024].

KURCHALOI DISTRICT MVD BRANCH (Cyrillic:
ОТДЕЛ МВД ПО КУРЧАЛОЕВСКОМУ

MINISTRY OF INTERNAL AFFAIRS OF THE
RUSSIAN FEDERATION (Cyrillic: ОТДЕЛ
МИНИСТЕРСТВА ВНУТРЕННИХ ДЕЛ
РОССИЙСКОЙ ФЕДЕРАЦИИ ПО
КУРЧАЛОЕВСКОМУ РАЙОНУ ЧЕЧЕНСКОЙ
РЕСПУБЛИКИ); a.k.a. KURCHALOI DISTRICT
POLICE DEPARTMENT; a.k.a. KURCHALOI
OMVD (Cyrillic: КУРЧАЛОЕВСКОЕ ОМВД);
a.k.a. KURCHALOI POLICE; a.k.a. KURCHALOI
ROVD (Cyrillic: КУРЧАЛОЕВСКОЕ РОВД);
a.k.a. KURCHALOY DIVISION OF THE
RUSSIAN MINISTRY OF INTERNAL AFFAIRS;
a.k.a. KURCHALOY POLICE DEPARTMENT;
a.k.a. KURCHALOYEVSKY DISTRICT POLICE
DEPARTMENT; a.k.a. KURCHALOYEVSKY
POLICE DEPARTMENT; a.k.a. MINISTRY OF
INTERNAL AFFAIRS IN KURCHALOYEVSKY
DISTRICT), 163a A.A. Kadyrov Prospekt,
Kurchaloi, Kurchaloi District, Chechen Republic
366329, Russia (Cyrillic: Дом 163 А, Проспект
А.А. Кадырова, Город Курчалой, Район
Курчалоевский, Чеченская Республика
366329, Russia); 83 A.Kh. Kadyrov Street,
Kurchaloi village, Kurchaloi district, Chechen
Republic, Russia (Cyrillic: улица А-Х.Кадырова,
№83, село Курчалой, Курчалоевский район,
Чеченская республика, Russia); Organization
Established Date 16 Nov 2004; Tax ID No.
2027000900 (Russia); Registration Number
1042002408140 (Russia) [MAGNIT].
KURCHALOI DISTRICT MVD BRANCH (Cyrillic:
ОТДЕЛ МВД ПО КУРЧАЛОЕВСКОМУ
РАЙОНУ) (a.k.a. KURCHALOI DISTRICT
BRANCH OF THE MVD OF RUSSIA (Cyrillic:
ОТДЕЛ МВД РОССИИ ПО
КУРЧАЛОЕВСКОМУ РАЙОНУ); a.k.a.
KURCHALOI DISTRICT OF THE CHECHEN
REPUBLIC BRANCH OF THE MINISTRY OF
INTERNAL AFFAIRS OF THE RUSSIAN
FEDERATION (Cyrillic: ОТДЕЛ
МИНИСТЕРСТВА ВНУТРЕННИХ ДЕЛ
РОССИЙСКОЙ ФЕДЕРАЦИИ ПО
КУРЧАЛОЕВСКОМУ РАЙОНУ ЧЕЧЕНСКОЙ
РЕСПУБЛИКИ); a.k.a. KURCHALOI DISTRICT
POLICE DEPARTMENT; a.k.a. KURCHALOI
OMVD (Cyrillic: КУРЧАЛОЕВСКОЕ ОМВД);
a.k.a. KURCHALOI POLICE; a.k.a. KURCHALOI
ROVD (Cyrillic: КУРЧАЛОЕВСКОЕ РОВД);
a.k.a. KURCHALOY DIVISION OF THE
RUSSIAN MINISTRY OF INTERNAL AFFAIRS;
a.k.a. KURCHALOY POLICE DEPARTMENT;
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a.k.a. KURCHALOEVSKY DISTRICT POLICE DEPARTMENT; a.k.a. KURCHALOEVSKY POLICE DEPARTMENT; a.k.a. MINISTRY OF INTERNAL AFFAIRS IN KURCHALOEVSKY DISTRICT), 163a A.A. Kadyrov Propekt, Kurchaloi, Kurchaloi District, Chechen Republic 366329, Russia (Cyrillic: Дом 163 А, Проспект А.А. Кадырова, Город Курчалой, Район Курчаловский, Чеченская Республика 366329, Россия); 83 A.Kh. Kadyrov Street, Kurchaloi village, Kurchaloi district, Chechen Republic, Russia (Cyrillic: улица А-Х.Кадырова, №83, село Курчалой, Курчаловский район, Чеченская республика, Россия); Organization Established Date 16 Nov 2004; Tax ID No. 1042002408140 (Russia) [MAGNIT].

KURCHALOI DISTRICT OF THE CHECHEN REPUBLIC BRANCH OF THE MINISTRY OF INTERNAL AFFAIRS OF THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION (Cyrillic: Отдел Министерства внутренних дел Российской Федерации по Чеченской Республике); a.k.a. KURCHALOI DISTRICT BRANCH OF THE MVD OF RUSSIA (Cyrillic: Отдел МВД России по Чеченской Республике); a.k.a. KURCHALOI DISTRICT MVD BRANCH (Cyrillic: Отдел МВД по Чеченской Республике); a.k.a. KURCHALOI DISTRICT OF THE CHECHEN REPUBLIC BRANCH OF THE MINISTRY OF INTERNAL AFFAIRS OF THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION (Cyrillic: Отдел Министерства внутренних дел Российской Федерации по Чеченской Республике); a.k.a. KURCHALOI POLICE DEPARTMENT; a.k.a. KURCHALOEVSKY DISTRICT POLICE DEPARTMENT; a.k.a. MINISTRY OF INTERNAL AFFAIRS IN KURCHALOEVSKY DISTRICT), 163a A.A. Kadyrov Propekt, Kurchaloi, Kurchaloi District, Chechen Republic 366329, Russia (Cyrillic: Дом 163 А, Проспект А.А. Кадырова, Город Курчалой, Район Курчаловский, Чеченская Республика 366329, Россия); 83 A.Kh. Kadyrov Street, Kurchaloi village, Kurchaloi district, Chechen Republic, Russia (Cyrillic: улица А-Х.Кадырова, №83, село Курчалой, Курчаловский район, Чеченская республика, Россия); Organization Established Date 16 Nov 2004; Tax ID No. 1042002408140 (Russia) [MAGNIT].

KURCHALOI DISTRICT OF THE CHECHEN REPUBLIC BRANCH OF THE MINISTRY OF INTERNAL AFFAIRS OF THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION (Cyrillic: Отдел Министерства внутренних дел Российской Федерации по Чеченской Республике); a.k.a. KURCHALOI DISTRICT BRANCH OF THE MVD OF RUSSIA (Cyrillic: Отдел МВД России по Чеченской Республике); a.k.a. KURCHALOI DISTRICT MVD BRANCH (Cyrillic: Отдел МВД по Чеченской Республике); a.k.a. KURCHALOI DISTRICT OF THE CHECHEN REPUBLIC BRANCH OF THE MINISTRY OF INTERNAL AFFAIRS OF THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION (Cyrillic: Отдел Министерства внутренних дел Российской Федерации по Чеченской Республике); a.k.a. KURCHALOI POLICE DEPARTMENT; a.k.a. KURCHALOEVSKY DISTRICT POLICE DEPARTMENT; a.k.a. MINISTRY OF INTERNAL AFFAIRS IN KURCHALOEVSKY DISTRICT), 163a A.A. Kadyrov Propekt, Kurchaloi, Kurchaloi District, Chechen Republic 366329, Russia (Cyrillic: Дом 163 А, Проспект А.А. Кадырова, Город Курчалой, Район Курчаловский, Чеченская Республика 366329, Россия); 83 A.Kh. Kadyrov Street, Kurchaloi village, Kurchaloi district, Chechen Republic, Russia (Cyrillic: улица А-Х.Кадырова, №83, село Курчалой, Курчаловский район, Чеченская республика, Россия); Organization Established Date 16 Nov 2004; Tax ID No. 1042002408140 (Russia) [MAGNIT].
The following [RUSSIA-E014024] entries have been added to OFAC's SDN list:

BULGAKOV, Dmitry, Russia; DOB 20 Oct 1954; POB Verkhnee Gurovo, Kursk Region, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024].

EVKUROV, Yunus-Bek (a.k.a. YEVKUROV, Yunus-Bek), Russia; DOB 30 Jul 1963; POB Tarshkoye, Prigorodny District, North Ossetia, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024].

IVANOVA, Timur (a.k.a. IVANOV, Timur Vadimovich), Russia; DOB 12 Aug 1975; POB Moscow, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024].

IVANOVA, Timur Vadimovich (a.k.a. IVANOV, Timur), Russia; DOB 12 Aug 1975; POB Moscow, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024].

KRIVORUCHKO, Alexei (a.k.a. KRIVORUCHKO, Alexei), Russia; DOB 17 Jul 1975; POB Stavropol, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024].

MIKHEEV, Aleksander Aleksandrovich (a.k.a. MIKHVEY, Alexander A.), Russia; DOB 18 Nov 1961; POB Moscow, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024].

MIKHEEV, Alexander A. (a.k.a. MIKHVEV, Aleksander Aleksandrovich; a.k.a. MIKHVEV, Alexander, Russia; DOB 18 Nov 1961; POB Moscow, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024].

PANKOV, Nikolay (a.k.a. PANKOV, Nikolay), Russia; DOB 02 Dec 1954; POB Mar'yino, Kostroma Region, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024].

PANKOV, Nikolay (a.k.a. PANKOV, Nikola), Russia; DOB 02 Dec 1954; POB Mar'yino, Kostroma Region, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024].

SADOVENKO, Yuri (a.k.a. SADOVENKO, Yuriy), Russia; DOB 11 Sep 1969; POB Zhitomir, Ukraine; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024].

SADOVENKO, Yuriy (a.k.a. SADOVENKO, Yuri), Russia; DOB 11 Sep 1969; POB Zhitomir, Ukraine; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024].
SHUGAEV, Dmitry Evgenyevich (a.k.a. SHUGAYEV, Dmitry), Moscow, Russia; DOB 11 Aug 1965; POB Moscow, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

SHUGAYEV, Dmitry (a.k.a. SHUGAEV, Dmitry Evgenyevich), Moscow, Russia; DOB 11 Aug 1965; POB Moscow, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

TSALIKOV, Ruslan, Russia; DOB 31 Jul 1956; POB Ordzhonikidze, North Ossetia, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

YEVKUROV, Yunus-Bek (a.k.a. EVKUROV, Yunus-Bek), Russia; DOB 30 Jul 1963; POB Tarkseye, Prigorodny District, North Ossetia, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

ZHIDKO, Gennady, Russia; DOB 12 Sep 1965; POB Uzbekistan; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

**03/17/22**

The following [DRCONGO] entries have been added to OFAC's SDN List:

AFRICAN GOLD REFINERY LIMITED (a.k.a. AFRICAN GOLD REFINERY UGANDA), Plot No. M103 and 106, Sebugawo Road, Entebbe, Uganda; P.O. Box 37574, Kampala, Uganda; Organization Type: Mining of other non-ferrous metal ores; Target Type Private Company; Registration Number 180334 (Uganda) [DRCONGO] (Linked To: GOETZ, Alain Francois Viviane).

AFRICAN GOLD REFINERY UGANDA (a.k.a. AFRICAN GOLD REFINERY LIMITED), Plot No. M103 and 106, Sebugawo Road, Entebbe, Uganda; P.O. Box 37574, Kampala, Uganda; Organization Type: Mining of other non-ferrous metal ores; Target Type Private Company; Registration Number 180334 (Uganda) [DRCONGO] (Linked To: GOETZ, Alain Francois Viviane).

AGOR LTD (a.k.a. AGOR DMCC; a.k.a. AGOR PRECIOUS METALS), Office Number 703A, 7th Floor, Mazaya Business Avenue, AAI, JLT, Dubai, United Arab Emirates; Organization Type: Manufacture of jewellery and related articles; Commercial Registry Number 30641 (United Arab Emirates); alt. Commercial Registry Number 805920 (United Arab Emirates) [DRCONGO] (Linked To: GOETZ, Alain Francois Viviane).

AGOR GOLD LTD (a.k.a. AGOR DMCC; a.k.a. AGOR PRECIOUS METALS), Office Number 703A, 7th Floor, Mazaya Business Avenue, AAI, JLT, Dubai, United Arab Emirates; Organization Type: Manufacture of jewellery and related articles; Commercial Registry Number 30641 (United Arab Emirates); alt. Commercial Registry Number 805920 (United Arab Emirates) [DRCONGO] (Linked To: GOETZ, Alain Francois Viviane).

AGOR PRECIOUS METALS (a.k.a. AGOR DMCC; a.k.a. AGOR LTD), Office Number 703A, 7th Floor, Mazaya Business Avenue, AAI, JLT, Dubai, United Arab Emirates; Organization Type: Manufacture of jewellery and related articles; Commercial Registry Number 30641 (United Arab Emirates); alt. Commercial Registry Number 805920 (United Arab Emirates) [DRCONGO] (Linked To: GOETZ, Alain Francois Viviane).

AGOR INTERNATIONAL LIMITED, Global Gateway, 8 rue de la Perle, Providence, Mahe, Seychelles; Organization Type: Activities of holding companies; Target Type Private Company; Company Number 200304 (Seychelles) [DRCONGO] (Linked To: GOETZ, Alain Francois Viviane).

ALAXY (a.k.a. ALAXY BVBA; f.k.a. BERKENRODE BVBA), Jacob Jacobsstraat 56, Antwerp 2018, Belgium; Organization Type: Other business support service activities n.e.c.; Target Type Private Company; Enterprise Number 0478862274 (Belgium) [DRCONGO] (Linked To: GOETZ, Alain Francois Viviane).

ALAXY BVBA (a.k.a. ALAXY; f.k.a. BERKENRODE BVBA), Jacob Jacobsstraat 56, Antwerp 2018, Belgium; Organization Type: Other business support service activities n.e.c.; Target Type Private Company; Enterprise Number 0478862274 (Belgium) [DRCONGO] (Linked To: GOETZ, Alain Francois Viviane).

ALAXY BVBA (a.k.a. ALAXY; f.k.a. BERKENRODE BVBA), Jacob Jacobsstraat 56, Antwerp 2018, Belgium; Organization Type: Other business support service activities n.e.c.; Target Type Private Company; Enterprise Number 0478862274 (Belgium) [DRCONGO] (Linked To: GOETZ, Alain Francois Viviane).

BERKENRODE BVBA (a.k.a. ALAXY; a.k.a. ALAXY BVBA), Jacob Jacobsstraat 56, Antwerp 2018, Belgium; Organization Type: Activities of holding companies; Target Type Public Company; Enterprise Number 0880408906 (Belgium) [DRCONGO] (Linked To: GOETZ, Alain Francois Viviane).

AGOR GOLD LLC (a.k.a. PGR GOLD LLC; a.k.a. PGR GOLD TRADING LLC), Dubai, United Arab Emirates; Organization Type: Mining of other non-ferrous metal ores; Commercial Registry Number 689308 (United Arab Emirates) [DRCONGO] (Linked To: GOETZ, Alain Francois Viviane).

AGOR LTD (a.k.a. AGOR DMCC; a.k.a. AGOR PRECIOUS METALS), Office Number 703A, 7th Floor, Mazaya Business Avenue, AAI, JLT, Dubai, United Arab Emirates; Organization Type: Manufacture of jewellery and related articles; Commercial Registry Number 30641 (United Arab Emirates); alt. Commercial Registry Number 805920 (United Arab Emirates) [DRCONGO] (Linked To: GOETZ, Alain Francois Viviane).
03/18/22

The following [ILLICIT-DRUGS-EO] entries have been added to OFAC's SDN List:

COMPRADORES Y EXPORTADORES DE CAFE CAPTIZN, SOCIEDAD ANONIMA (a.k.a. "COMEXCAFE"), Canton La Candelaria Z.0, La Democracia, Huehuetenango, Guatemala; NIT # 68897952 (Guatemala) [ILLICIT-DRUGS-EO].

LOS HUISTAS DRUG TRAFFICKING ORGANIZATION (a.k.a. "LOS HUISTAS DTO"), Santa Ana Huista, Huehuetenango, Guatemala; San Antonio Huista, Huehuetenango, Guatemala; La Democracia, Huehuetenango, Guatemala; Target Type Criminal Organization [ILLICIT-DRUGS-EO].

MOLINA LOPEZ, Eugenio Dario, La Democracia, Huehuetenango, Guatemala; Agua Zarca, Huehuetenango, Guatemala; Santa Ana Huista, Huehuetenango, Guatemala; San Antonio Huista, Huehuetenango, Guatemala; DOB 02 Jun 1964; POB Guatemala; nationality Guatemala; Gender Male; NIT # 6574734 (Guatemala); C.U.I. 1798585561331 (Guatemala) (individual) [ILLICIT-DRUGS-EO].

MOLINA MONTEJO, Werner Dario, Aldea Agua Zarca, Huehuetenango, Guatemala; Canton La Candelaria Z.0, La Democracia, Huehuetenango, Guatemala; DOB 12 Nov 1984; POB Santa Ana Huista, Huehuetenango, Guatemala; nationality Guatemala; Gender Male; Cedula No. Cedula: M-137560 (Guatemala); Passport 1113310000075604 (Guatemala) issued 08 Feb 2007 expires 26 Oct 2012; NIT # 277511711 (Guatemala); Driver's License No. 20332679 (Guatemala); C.U.I. 1785205271331 (Guatemala) (individual) [ILLICIT-DRUGS-EO].

MONTEJO SAENZ, Axel Vladimir (a.k.a. "MOSH"), Guatemala; DOB 26 Oct 1986; POB Santa Ana Huista, Huehuetenango, Guatemala; nationality Guatemala; Gender Male; Cedula No. M-138057 (Guatemala); NIT # 35348208 (Guatemala); C.U.I. 1613087591331 (Guatemala) (individual) [ILLICIT-DRUGS-EO].

MORENO LOPEZ, Ervin Rene, Canton La Candelaria Z.0, La Democracia, Huehuetenango, Guatemala; DOB 26 Jan 1976; POB Guatemala; nationality Guatemala; Gender Male; Cedula No. M-1654613K (Guatemala); C.U.I. 159647901301 (Guatemala) (individual) [ILLICIT-DRUGS-EO].

SAMAYOA MONTEJO, Roger Antonio (a.k.a. "TULI"), Guatemala; DOB 07 Oct 1989; POB Guatemala; nationality Guatemala; Gender Male; NIT # 72405902 (Guatemala); C.U.I. 2344272801331 (Guatemala) (individual) [ILLICIT-DRUGS-EO].

SAMAYOA RECINOS, Aler Baldomero (a.k.a. "EL CHICHARRA"), Aldea Cuatro Caminos, Santa Ana Huista, Huehuetenango, Guatemala; Aldea Yuxen, Santa Ana Huista, Huehuetenango, Guatemala; DOB 27 Feb 1967; POB Santa Ana Huista, Huehuetenango, Guatemala; nationality Guatemala; Gender Male; Cedula No. M-1300003112 (Guatemala); Passport 1113310000031186 (Guatemala) issued 12 Feb 2001 expires 03 Jul 2012; NIT # 5566568 (Guatemala); Driver's License No. 30791794 (Guatemala); C.U.I. 1892644891331 (Guatemala) (individual) [ILLICIT-DRUGS-EO].

"BOICA" (a.k.a. SALAZAR FLORES, Freddy Arnoldo; a.k.a. "BOYCA"), Guatemala; DOB 14 Feb 1984; POB Guatemala; nationality Guatemala; Gender Male; NIT # 34746072 (Guatemala); C.U.I. 2639667390611 (Guatemala) (individual) [ILLICIT-DRUGS-EO].

"BOYCA" (a.k.a. SALAZAR FLORES, Freddy Arnoldo; a.k.a. "BOICA"), Guatemala; DOB 14 Feb 1984; POB Guatemala; nationality Guatemala; Gender Male; NIT # 34746072 (Guatemala); C.U.I. 2639667390611 (Guatemala) (individual) [ILLICIT-DRUGS-EO].

"BOICA" (a.k.a. SALAZAR FLORES, Freddy Arnoldo; a.k.a. "BOYCA"), Guatemala; DOB 14 Feb 1984; POB Guatemala; nationality Guatemala; Gender Male; NIT # 34746072 (Guatemala); C.U.I. 2639667390611 (Guatemala) (individual) [ILLICIT-DRUGS-EO].

"COMEXCAFE" (a.k.a. COMPRADORES Y EXPORTADORES DE CAFE CAPTIZN, SOCIEDAD ANONIMA), Canton La Candelaria Z.0, La Democracia, Huehuetenango, Guatemala; NIT # 68993562 (Guatemala) [ILLICIT-DRUGS-EO].

"EL CHICHARRA" (a.k.a. SAMAYOA RECINOS, Aler Baldomero), Aldea Cuatro Caminos, Santa Ana Huista, Huehuetenango, Guatemala; Aldea Yuxen, Santa Ana Huista, Huehuetenango, Guatemala; DOB 27 Feb 1967; POB Santa Ana Huista, Huehuetenango, Guatemala; nationality Guatemala; Gender Male; Cedula No. M-1300003112 (Guatemala); Passport 1113310000031186 (Guatemala) issued 12 Feb 2001 expires 03 Jul 2012; NIT # 5566568 (Guatemala); Driver's License No. 30791794 (Guatemala); C.U.I. 1892644891331 (Guatemala) (individual) [ILLICIT-DRUGS-EO].
“LOS HUISTAS DTO” (a.k.a. LOS HUISTAS DRUG TRAFFICKING ORGANIZATION), Santa Ana Huista, Huehuetenango, Guatemala; San Antonio Huista, Huehuetenango, Guatemala; La Democracia, Huehuetenango, Guatemala; Target Type Criminal Organization [ILLICIT-DRUGS-EO].

"MOSH" (a.k.a. MONTEJO SAENZ, Axel Vladimír), Guatemala; DOB 26 Oct 1986; POB Santa Ana Huista, Huehuetenango, Guatemala; nationality Guatemala; Gender Male; Cedula No. M-138057 (Guatemala); NIT # 35348208 (Guatemala); C.U.I. 1613087591331 (Guatemala) (individual) [ILLICIT-DRUGS-EO].

"TULI" (a.k.a. SAMAYOA MONTEJO, Roger Antonio), Guatemala; DOB 07 Oct 1989; POB Guatemala; nationality Guatemala; Gender Male; NIT # 72405902 (Guatemala); C.U.I. 1613087591331 (Guatemala) (individual) [ILLICIT-DRUGS-EO].

The following [SDNTK] entries have been removed:

ROSENTHAL HIDALGO, Yani Benjamin, 5 Calle, 24 Avenida S.O. #226, San Pedro Sula, Honduras; DOB 14 Jul 1965; POB Honduras; Passport B255530 (Honduras); National ID No. 0501196506001 (Honduras); RTN 05011965060013 (Honduras) (individual) [SDNTK].

The following [GLOMAG] entries have been added to OFAC's SDN List:

ABU TIRA (a.k.a. CENTRAL POLICE RESERVE; a.k.a. CENTRAL RESERVE FORCES; a.k.a. EL ITTIHAD EL MARKAZI), Sudan; Organization Type: Public order and safety activities [GLOMAG].

CENTRAL RESERVE POLICE (a.k.a. ABU TIRA; a.k.a. CENTRAL POLICE RESERVE; a.k.a. CENTRAL RESERVE FORCES; a.k.a. EL ITTIHAD EL MARKAZI), Sudan; Organization Type: Public order and safety activities [GLOMAG].

CENTRAL RESERVE POLICE (a.k.a. ABU TIRA; a.k.a. CENTRAL POLICE RESERVE; a.k.a. CENTRAL RESERVE FORCES; a.k.a. EL ITTIHAD EL MARKAZI), Sudan; Organization Type: Public order and safety activities [GLOMAG].

The following [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-E014024] entries have been added to OFAC's SDN List:

AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO NAUCHNO-PROIZVODSTVENNY KONTSERN TEKNOLOGII MASHINOSTROIENIYA (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY SCIENTIFIC INDUSTRIAL CONCERN MANUFACTURING ENGINEERING; a.k.a. JSC SPC TECHMASH; a.k.a. NPK TEKHMASH OAO; a.k.a. OJSC MACHINE ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGIES; a.k.a. SCIENTIFIC INDUSTRIAL CONCERN MANUFACTURING ENGINEERING OJSC), d. 58 str. 4, 1125212, Russia; Ul. Bolshaya Tatarskaya D. 35, Str. 5, Moscow 115184, Russia; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 3; Organization Established Date 06 Apr 2011; Registration ID 1117746260477 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7743813961 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 98927243 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx# directives [UKRAINE-E013662] [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: ROSTEC).

AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO RUSSIAN HELICOPTERS (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY RUSSIAN HELICOPTERS; a.k.a. JSC RUSSIAN HELICOPTERS; a.k.a. OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY RUSSIAN HELICOPTERS; a.k.a. RUSSIAN HELICOPTERS JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. VERTOLETY ROSSI (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY MANUFACTURING ENGINEERING OJSC; a.k.a. JSC SPC TECHMASH; a.k.a. NPK TEKHMASH OAO; a.k.a. OJSC MACHINE ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGIES; a.k.a. SCIENTIFIC INDUSTRIAL CONCERN MANUFACTURING ENGINEERING OJSC), d. 58 str. 4, 1125212, Russia; Ul. Bolshaya Tatarskaya D. 35, Str. 5, Moscow 115184, Russia; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 3; Organization Established Date 12 Feb 2009; Registration ID 1077746003334 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7731559044 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 98927243 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx# directives [UKRAINE-E013662] [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: ROSTEC).

HIGH PRECISION WEAPONS JOINT STOCK COMPANY SCIENTIFIC PRODUCTION ASSOCIATION (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO NPO VYSOKOTOCHNYE KOMPLEKSY; a.k.a. JSC NPO HIGH PRECISION SYSTEMS (Cyrillic: АО НПО ВЫСОКОТОЧНЫЕ КОМПЛЕКСЫ)); a.k.a. JSC NPO VYSOKOTOCHNYE KOMPLEKSY; a.k.a. NPO VYSOKOTOCHNYE KOMPLEKSY, AO), 21 str. 1, bulvar Gogolevski, Moscow 119019, Russia; 7 Kievskaya Str., Moscow 121059, Russia; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 3; Organization Established Date 12 Feb 2009; Registration ID 1097746068012 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7704721192 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 60390527 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-
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Chukotka Autonomous Okrug

Association; a.k.a. JSC NPO VYSOKOTOCHNYE KOMPLEKSY; a.k.a. NPO VYSOKOTOCHNYE KOMPLEKSY, AO; 21 str. 1, Vysoko-Tokhnyy Pereulok, Moscow 119019, Russia; 6str. 7 Kievs typy Str., Moscow 121059, Russia; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 3; Organization Established Date 12 Feb 2009; Registration ID 1097746068012 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7704721192 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 60390527 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: ROSTEC).

JSC NPO VYSOKOTOCHNYE KOMPLEKSY (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSCHESTVO NPO VYSOKOTOCHNYE KOMPLEKSY; a.k.a. NPO VYSOKOTOCHNYE KOMPLEKSY, AO; 21 str. 1, Vysoko-Tokhnyy Pereulok, Moscow 119019, Russia; 6str. 7 Kievs typy Str., Moscow 121059, Russia; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 3; Organization Established Date 12 Feb 2009; Registration ID 1097746068012 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7704721192 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 60390527 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: ROSTEC).

JSC RUSSIAN HELICOPTERS (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSCHESTVO VERTOLETY ROSSII; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY RUSSIAN HELICOPTERS; a.k.a. OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY RUSSIAN HELICOPTERS; a.k.a. RUSSIAN HELICOPTERS JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. VERTOLETY ROSSII AO), Entrance 9, 12, Krasnopresnenskaya emb., Moscow 123610, Russia; 1, Ul. Bolshaya Pionerskaya, Moscow 115054, Russia; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 3; Registration ID 1077746003334 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7731595944 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 98927243 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: ROSTEC).

JSC RUSSIAN HELICOPTERS (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSCHESTVO VERTOLETY ROSSII; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY RUSSIAN HELICOPTERS; a.k.a. OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY RUSSIAN HELICOPTERS; a.k.a. RUSSIAN HELICOPTERS JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. VERTOLETY ROSSII AO), Entrance 9, 12, Krasnopresnenskaya emb., Moscow 123610, Russia; 1, Ul. Bolshaya Pionerskaya, Moscow 115054, Russia; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 3; Registration ID 1077746003334 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7731595944 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 98927243 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: ROSTEC).
NPO VYSOKOTOCHNYE KOMPLEKSY, AO (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO NPO VYSOKOTOCHNYE KOMPLEKSY; a.k.a. HIGH PRECISION WEAPONS JOINT STOCK COMPANY SCIENTIFIC PRODUCTION ASSOCIATION; a.k.a. JSC NPO HIGH PRECISION SYSTEMS (Cyrillic: АО НПО Высокоточные Комплексы)); a.k.a. JSC NPO VYSOKOTOCHNYE KOMPLEKSY), 21 str. 1, bulvar Gogolevski, Moscow 119019, Russia; 7 Kievskaya Str., Moscow 121059, Russia; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 3; Organization Established Date 12 Feb 2009; Registration ID 1097746068012 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7704721192 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 60390527 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: ROSTEC).

OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY RUSSIAN HELICOPTERS; a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO VERTOLETY ROSSII; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY RUSSIAN HELICOPTERS; a.k.a. JSC RUSSIAN HELICOPTERS; a.k.a. RUSSIAN HELICOPTERS JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. VERTOLETY ROSSII AO), Entrance 9, 12, Krasnopresnenskaya emb., Moscow 123610, Russia; 1, Ul. Bolshaya Pionerskaya, Moscow 115054, Russia; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 3; Registration ID 1077746003334 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7731559044 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 98927243 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: ROSTEC).

The following [RUSSIA-EO14024] entries have been added to OFAC’s SDN List:

AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO KONTSERN GRANIT ELEKTRON (a.k.a. AO KONTSERN GRANIT ELEKTRON; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY CONCERN GRANIT-ELEKTRON; a.k.a. JSC CONCERN GRANIT ELEKTRON), Ul. Hospitalnaya D. 3, Saint Petersburg 191014, Russia; Organization Established Date 1910; Tax ID No. 7842336510 (Russia); Registration Number 5067847017682 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: TACTICAL MISSILES CORPORATION JSC).

AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO KORPORATSIYA TAKTICHESKOE RAKETNOE VOORUZHENIE (a.k.a. TACTICAL MISSILES CORPORATION JSC (Cyrillic: АО КОРПОРАЦИЯ ТАКТИЧЕСКОЕ РАКЕТНОЕ ВООРУЖЕНИЕ); a.k.a. "KTRV" (Cyrillic: "КТРВ")), d. 7, ul. Iliicha, Korolev, Moskovskaya Obl. 141080, Russia (Cyrillic: д. 7, ул. Ильича, Королёв, Московская Область 141080, Russia); Organization Established Date 13 Mar 2003; Government Gazette Number 07503313 (Russia); Registration Number 1035003364021 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].
AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO
ELEKTROTYAGA (a.k.a. AO ELEKTROTYAGA; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY
ELEKTROTYAGA), Ul. Kalinina D. 50 A, Saint Petersburg 198099, Russia; Organization
Established Date 01 Nov 2001; Tax ID No. 7805230257 (Russia); Registration Number
1027802718437 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK
COMPANY CONCERN SEA UNDERWATER WEAPON
GIDROPRIBOR).

AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO
GOSUDARSTVENNOE NAUCHNO PROIZVODSTVENNOE PREDPRIYATIE
REGION (a.k.a. AO GNPP REGION; a.k.a. REGION SCIENTIFIC & PRODUCTION
ENTERPRISE JSC; a.k.a. REGION SCIENTIFIC AND PRODUCTION ENTERPRISE JSC), Sh
Kashirskoe D. 13A, Moscow 115230, Russia; Organization Established Date 13 Jan 1992; Tax
ID No. 7724552070 (Russia); Registration Number 1057747873785 (Russia) [RUSSIA-
EO14024] (Linked To: TACTICAL MISSILES CORPORATION JSC).

AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO
KONSTERNI MORSKOE PODVOONE ORUZHEI
GIDROPRIBOR (a.k.a. AO KONSTERN MPO
GIDROPRIBOR; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK
COMPANY CONCERN SEA UNDERWATER
WEAPON GIDROPRIBOR; a.k.a. JSC
CONCERN SEA UNDERWATER WEAPON
GIDROPRIBOR), PR-KT B. Sampsonievskii D.
24, Saint Petersburg 194044, Russia; Organization
Established Date 15 Sep 1943; Tax ID No. 780235589 (Russia); Registration Number
1069843553794 (Russia) [RUSSIA-
EO14024] (Linked To: TACTICAL MISSILES
CORPORATION JSC).

AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO
KRONSHAFT (a.k.a. AO KRONSHAFT; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY
KRONSHAFT (Cyrillic: АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ
ОБЩЕСТВО КРОНШТАДТ)), Descartes
Business Center, Building 9, No. 18, Andropova
Prospekt, Moscow 1115432, Russia (Cyrillic: Бизнес-центр Декарт, д. 18, корп. 9, Пр.
Andropova, Москва 1115432, Россия); Building
4, No. 54, Malay Prospekt, Vasilevsky Island, St.
Petersburg 199178, Russia; Organization
Established Date 1990; Tax ID No. 7808315536 (Russia); Registration Number 1027809176141 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO
PETROVSKII ELEKTROMEKHANICHESKIY ZAVOD MOLOT
(a.k.a. AO PEMZ MOLOT; a.k.a. PETROVSKY
ELECTROMECHANICAL ZAVOD MOLOT), Ul.
Gogolya D. 40, Petrovsk 412540, Russia;
Organization Established Date 27 Dec 1991; Tax
ID No. 64404100968 (Russia); Registration
Number 5067847016782 (Russia) [RUSSIA-
EO14024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK
COMPANY CONCERN GRANIT-ELECTRON).

AO ELEKTROTYAGA (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE
OBSHCHESTVO ELEKTROTYAGA; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY ELEKTROTYAGA),
Ul. Kalinina D. 50 A, Saint Petersburg 198099, Russia; Organization Established Date 01 Nov 2001; Tax ID No. 7805230257 (Russia);
Registration Number 1027802718437 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK
COMPANY CONCERN SEA UNDERWATER WEAPON
GIDROPRIBOR).

AO GOS MKB VYMPYL IM. I.I. TOROPOVA
(a.k.a. GOS MKB VYMPYL IM. I.I. TOROPOVA
AO; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY STATE
MACHINE BUILDING DESIGN BUREAU
VYMPYL BY NAME I.I. TOROPOV; a.k.a.
VYMPYL STATE ENGINEERING DESIGN
BUREAU JSC NAMED AFTER I.I. TOROPOV),
Sh. Volokolomskoe D. 90, Moscow 125424,
Russia; Organization Established Date 26 Dec 1991; Tax ID No. 7733546058 (Russia); Registration Number 1057747928696 (Russia) [RUSSIA-
EO14024] (Linked To: TACTICAL MISSILES
CORPORATION JSC).

AO G OSMKB RADUGA IM. A.YA.BEREZNYAKA
(a.k.a. RADUGA DESIGN BUREAU; a.k.a. RADUGA STATE ENGINEERING DESIGN
BUREAU JSC NAMED AFTER A.Y.
BEREZNYAK; a.k.a. RADUGA STATE
MACHINE BUILDING DESIGN BUREAU
JOINT STOCK COMPANY), Ul. Zhukovskogo D.
2, Lit. A, Dubna 141980, Russia; Organization
Established Date 25 Dec 1991; Tax ID No. 5010031470 (Russia); Registration Number 1055024900006 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: TACTICAL MISSILES
CORPORATION JSC).
AO ZAVOD IM. A.A.KULAKOVA (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY ZAVOD KULAKOVA; a.k.a. JSC ZAVOD KULAKOVA), Ul. Yablochkova D. 12, Saint Petersburg 197196, Russia; Organization Established Date 30 Jan 1992; Tax ID No. 7842335610 (Russia); Registration Number 5067840936796 (Russia); [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: TACTICAL MISSILES CORPORATION JSC).

AO RKB GLOBUS; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY RYAZANSKOE

AZOV OPTOMECHANICAL PLANT JSC (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY AZOVSKIE OPTIKO MEKHANICHESKY ZAVOD; a.k.a. "AOMZ AO"), Ul. Promyshlennaya D. 5, Azov 346780, Russia; Organization Established Date 04 Mar 1922; Tax ID No. 6140022069 (Russia); Registration Number 1046140009530 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: TACTICAL MISSILES CORPORATION JSC).

BUREAU OF AUTOMATICS (a.k.a. CENTRAL DESIGN BUREAU OF AUTOMATICS; a.k.a. "TSKBA AO"), PR-KT Kosmicheskii D. 24 A, Omsk 644027, Russia; Organization Established Date 10 Sep 1949; Tax ID No. 5506202219 (Russia); Registration Number 1085543005976 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: TACTICAL MISSILES CORPORATION JSC).

DETEL URAL DESIGN BUREAU JSC (a.k.a. AO UPKB DETAL; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY URAL DESIGN BUREAU DETAL), Ul. Pionerskaya D.8, Kamensk-Uralskiy 623409, Russia; Organization Established Date 1949; Tax ID No. 6612011546 (Russia); Registration Number 1026600930630 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: TACTICAL MISSILES CORPORATION JSC).

FACTORY DAGDIZEL (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY DAGDIZEL PLANT; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY ZAVOD DAGDIZEL; a.k.a. ZAVOD DAGDIZEL OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY), 1, Lenin Street, Krasnogorsk 683000, Russia; Organization Established Date 1932; Tax ID No. 0545001919 (Russia); Registration Number 1020502130351 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY CONCERN SEA UNDERWATER WEAPON GIDROPRIBOR).

GLOBUS RYAZAN DESIGN BUREAU JSC (a.k.a. AO RKB GLOBUS; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY RYAZANSKOE

KONSTRUKTORSKOE BJURO GLOBUS; a.k.a. RKB GLOBUS PAO), Ul. Vysokovoltnaya D. 6, Ryazan 390013, Russia; Organization Established Date 01 Oct 1955; Tax ID No. 6229006995 (Russia); Registration Number 1086229000550 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: TACTICAL MISSILES CORPORATION JSC).

GOS MKB VYMPEL IM. I.I. TOROPOVA AO (a.k.a. AO GOS MKB VYMPEL IM. I.I. TOROPOVA; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY STATE MACHINE BUILDING DESIGN BUREAU VYMPEL BY NAME I.I. TOROPOV; a.k.a. VYMPEL STATE ENGINEERING DESIGN BUREAU JSC NAMED AFTER I.I. TOROPOV), Sh. Volokolamskoe D. 90, Moscow 125424, Russia; Organization Established Date 26 Dec 1991; Tax ID No. 7733546058 (Russia); Registration Number 1057747296166 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: TACTICAL MISSILES CORPORATION JSC).

INTERNATIONAL HELICOPTERS PROGRAMS LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY (a.k.a. MEZHDUunarodnye Vertolotnye Programmmy OOO), Ul. Garshina D. 26/3, Lyubertsy, Tomilino 140070, Russia; Organization Established Date 29 Jun 2009; Tax ID No. 5027150429 (Russia); Registration Number 1095027007008 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: TACTICAL MISSILES CORPORATION JSC).

JOINT STOCK COMPANY 150 AIRCRAFT REPAIR PLANT (a.k.a. "150 AIRCRAFT REPAIR PLANT"; a.k.a. "AO 150 ARZ"), Ul. Garnizonnaya D. 4, Svetlyi, P. Lyublino-Novoe Garnizonnaya D. 4, Moscow 125424, Russia; Organization Established Date 01 Oct 1955; Tax ID No. 6229006995 (Russia); Registration Number 1086229000550 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: TACTICAL MISSILES CORPORATION JSC).

JOINT STOCK COMPANY 150 AIRCRAFT REPAIR PLANT (a.k.a. "150 AIRCRAFT REPAIR PLANT"; a.k.a. "AO 150 ARZ"), Ul. Garnizonnaya D. 4, Svetlyi, P. Lyublino-Novoe Garnizonnaya D. 4, Moscow 125424, Russia; Organization Established Date 01 Oct 1955; Tax ID No. 6229006995 (Russia); Registration Number 1086229000550 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: TACTICAL MISSILES CORPORATION JSC).

JOINT STOCK COMPANY 711 AIRCRAFT REPAIR PLANT (a.k.a. "711 ARZ AO"), Ul. Chkalova 1.18, Borisoglebsk 397171, Russia; Organization Established Date 10 Jun 1923; Tax ID No. 3604016369 (Russia); Registration Number 1063604012790 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: TACTICAL MISSILES CORPORATION JSC).

JOINT STOCK COMPANY 810 AIRCRAFT REPAIR PLANT (a.k.a. "810 AIRCRAFT REPAIR PLANT"; a.k.a. "AO 810 ARZ"), Ul. Vertoletnaya D.1, Chita 672045, Russia; Organization Established Date 10 Aug 1995; Tax ID No. 7536080716 (Russia); Registration Number 1077536006118 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: TACTICAL MISSILES CORPORATION JSC).

JOINT STOCK COMPANY 810 AIRCRAFT REPAIR PLANT (a.k.a. "810 AIRCRAFT REPAIR PLANT"; a.k.a. "AO 810 ARZ"), Ul. Vertoletnaya D.1, Chita 672045, Russia; Organization Established Date 10 Aug 1995; Tax ID No. 7536080716 (Russia); Registration Number 1077536006118 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: TACTICAL MISSILES CORPORATION JSC).

JOINT STOCK COMPANY 711 AIRCRAFT REPAIR PLANT (a.k.a. "711 ARZ AO"), Ul. Chkalova 1.18, Borisoglebsk 397171, Russia; Organization Established Date 10 Jun 1923; Tax ID No. 3604016369 (Russia); Registration Number 1063604012790 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: TACTICAL MISSILES CORPORATION JSC).

JOINT STOCK COMPANY 810 AIRCRAFT REPAIR PLANT (a.k.a. "810 AIRCRAFT REPAIR PLANT"; a.k.a. "AO 810 ARZ"), Ul. Vertoletnaya D.1, Chita 672045, Russia; Organization Established Date 10 Aug 1995; Tax ID No. 7536080716 (Russia); Registration Number 1077536006118 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: TACTICAL MISSILES CORPORATION JSC).

JOINT STOCK COMPANY 711 AIRCRAFT REPAIR PLANT (a.k.a. "711 ARZ AO"), Ul. Chkalova 1.18, Borisoglebsk 397171, Russia; Organization Established Date 10 Jun 1923; Tax ID No. 3604016369 (Russia); Registration Number 1063604012790 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: TACTICAL MISSILES CORPORATION JSC).

JOINT STOCK COMPANY 711 AIRCRAFT REPAIR PLANT (a.k.a. "711 ARZ AO"), Ul. Chkalova 1.18, Borisoglebsk 397171, Russia; Organization Established Date 10 Jun 1923; Tax ID No. 3604016369 (Russia); Registration Number 1063604012790 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: TACTICAL MISSILES CORPORATION JSC).

JOINT STOCK COMPANY 711 AIRCRAFT REPAIR PLANT (a.k.a. "711 ARZ AO"), Ul. Chkalova 1.18, Borisoglebsk 397171, Russia; Organization Established Date 10 Jun 1923; Tax ID No. 3604016369 (Russia); Registration Number 1063604012790 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: TACTICAL MISSILES CORPORATION JSC).
JOINT STOCK COMPANY SALUTE (a.k.a. SALYUT AO; a.k.a. SALYUT JSC), Sh. Moskovskoe P. Mekhavod D. 20, Samara 443028, Russia; Organization Established Date 25 Dec 1941; Tax ID No. 6313034986 (Russia); Registration Number 1026300840983 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: TACTICAL MISSILES CORPORATION JSC).

JOINT STOCK COMPANY STUPINO (a.k.a. "AO U-UAZ"), Ul. Khokhinskaya D. 1, Ulan-Ude 670009, Russia; Organization Established Date 28 Feb 1994; Tax ID No. 0323018510 (Russia); Registration Number 1020300887793 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: VERTOLETY ROSSII AO).

JOINT STOCK COMPANY SEVERNIY PRESS (a.k.a. AO SEVERNYI PRESS; a.k.a. JSC SEVERNY PRESS; a.k.a. SEVERNIY PRESS AO), Ul. Tallinskaya . 7, Saint Petersburg 197198, Russia; Organization Established Date 24 Feb 1992; Tax ID No. 6444009038 (Russia); Registration Number 1146440000010 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: TACTICAL MISSILES CORPORATION JSC).

JOINT STOCK COMPANY SMOLENSK (a.k.a. AO ZAVOD IM. A.A.KULAKOVA; a.k.a. SC RAWENSTVO), Ul. Promyshlennaya 21, Kaspiysk 368300, Russia; Organization Established Date 28 Feb 1994; Tax ID No. 5948017501 (Russia); Registration Number 106984757394 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: TACTICAL MISSILES CORPORATION JSC).

JOINT STOCK COMPANY DAGDIZEL PLANT; a.k.a. "AO ZAVOD DAGDIZEL"; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY DAGDIZEL PLANT; a.k.a. ZAVOD DAGDIZE OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY), 1, Lenin Street, Kaspiysk 368300, Russia; Organization Established Date 1926; Tax ID No. 0545001919 (Russia); Registration Number 1020502130351 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: TACTICAL MISSILES CORPORATION JSC).

JOINT STOCK COMPANY ZAVOD KULAKOVA (a.k.a. AO ZAVOD IM. A.A.KULAKOVA; a.k.a. JSC ZAVOD KULAKOVA), Ul. Yablochkova D. 12, Saint Petersburg 197198, Russia; Organization Established Date 30 Jan 1992; Tax ID No. 7813346618 (Russia); Registration Number 5067847003428 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: TACTICAL MISSILES CORPORATION JSC).

JOINT STOCK COMPANY USKON MOTORS (a.k.a. USKON MOTORS), Ul. Gospitalnaya D. 3, Saint Petersburg 197198, Russia; Organization Established Date 1946; Tax ID No. 7714280059 (Russia); Registration Number 1027714027395 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: TACTICAL MISSILES CORPORATION JSC).

JOINT STOCK COMPANY CONCERN SEA UNDERWATER WEAPON GIDROPRIBOR (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSCHHESTVO KONSTERN MORSKOE PONOVNOE ORUZHIE GIDROPRIBOR; a.k.a. AO KONSTERN MPO GIDROPRIBOR; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY CONCERN SEA UNDERWATER WEAPON GIDROPRIBOR), PR-KT B. Sampsonievskii D. 24, Saint Petersburg 19044, Russia; Organization Established Date 15 Sep 1943; Tax ID No. 7802375889 (Russia); Registration Number 106984757394 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: TACTICAL MISSILES CORPORATION JSC).

JOINT STOCK COMPANY CONCERN GRANIT-ELECTRON (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSCHHESTVO KONSTERN GRANIT-ELEKTRON), Ul. Gospitalnaya D. 3, Saint Petersburg 197198, Russia; Organization Established Date 1946; Tax ID No. 7714280059 (Russia); Registration Number 1027714027395 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: TACTICAL MISSILES CORPORATION JSC).

JOINT STOCK COMPANY U-UAZ; a.k.a. "AO U-UAZ"), Ul. Khokhinskaya D. 1, Ulan-Ude 670009, Russia; Organization Established Date 28 Feb 1994; Tax ID No. 0323018510 (Russia); Registration Number 1020300887793 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: VERTOLETY ROSSII AO).

JOINT STOCK COMPANY ULAN-UDE AVIATION PLANT; a.k.a. "AO ULAN-UDE AVIATION PLANT"), Ul. Chkalova D.18, Borisoglebsk 397171, Russia; Organization Established Date 10 Jun 1923; Tax ID No. 3604016369 (Russia); Registration Number 1063604012790 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: TACTICAL MISSILES CORPORATION JSC).

JOINT STOCK COMPANY CONCERN GRANIT- ELECTRON, Ul. Gospitalnaya D. 3, Saint Petersburg 197198, Russia; Organization Established Date 1946; Tax ID No. 7714280059 (Russia); Registration Number 1027714027395 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: TACTICAL MISSILES CORPORATION JSC).

JOINT STOCK COMPANY CONCERN GRANIT-ELECTRON, Ul. Gospitalnaya D. 3, Saint Petersburg 197198, Russia; Organization Established Date 1946; Tax ID No. 7714280059 (Russia); Registration Number 1027714027395 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: TACTICAL MISSILES CORPORATION JSC).

JOINT STOCK COMPANY CONCERN GRANIT-ELECTRON, Ul. Gospitalnaya D. 3, Saint Petersburg 197198, Russia; Organization Established Date 1946; Tax ID No. 7714280059 (Russia); Registration Number 1027714027395 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: TACTICAL MISSILES CORPORATION JSC).

JOINT STOCK COMPANY CONCERN GRANIT-ELECTRON, Ul. Gospitalnaya D. 3, Saint Petersburg 197198, Russia; Organization Established Date 1946; Tax ID No. 7714280059 (Russia); Registration Number 1027714027395 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: TACTICAL MISSILES CORPORATION JSC).

JOINT STOCK COMPANY CONCERN GRANIT-ELECTRON, Ul. Gospitalnaya D. 3, Saint Petersburg 197198, Russia; Organization Established Date 1946; Tax ID No. 7714280059 (Russia); Registration Number 1027714027395 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: TACTICAL MISSILES CORPORATION JSC).

JOINT STOCK COMPANY CONCERN GRANIT-ELECTRON, Ul. Gospitalnaya D. 3, Saint Petersburg 197198, Russia; Organization Established Date 1946; Tax ID No. 7714280059 (Russia); Registration Number 1027714027395 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: TACTICAL MISSILES CORPORATION JSC).

JOINT STOCK COMPANY CONCERN GRANIT-ELECTRON, Ul. Gospitalnaya D. 3, Saint Petersburg 197198, Russia; Organization Established Date 1946; Tax ID No. 7714280059 (Russia); Registration Number 1027714027395 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: TACTICAL MISSILES CORPORATION JSC).

JOINT STOCK COMPANY CONCERN GRANIT-ELECTRON, Ul. Gospitalnaya D. 3, Saint Petersburg 197198, Russia; Organization Established Date 1946; Tax ID No. 7714280059 (Russia); Registration Number 1027714027395 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: TACTICAL MISSILES CORPORATION JSC).

JOINT STOCK COMPANY CONCERN GRANIT-ELECTRON, Ul. Gospitalnaya D. 3, Saint Petersburg 197198, Russia; Organization Established Date 1946; Tax ID No. 7714280059 (Russia); Registration Number 1027714027395 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: TACTICAL MISSILES CORPORATION JSC).
JSC RESEARCH & DESIGN INSTITUTE MOROPELOTEKHNIA (a.k.a. AO NII MOROPELOTEKHNII; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY RESEARCH AND DESIGN INSTITUTE SEA THERMAL ENGINEERING; a.k.a. JSC RESEARCH AND DESIGN INSTITUTE MOROPELOTEKHNIA), Ul. Chernikova, D. 44, Lomonosov 189510, Russia; Organization Established Date 15 Dec 1991; Tax ID No. 7402006277 (Russia); Registration Number 1047401500046 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY CONCERN SEA UNDERWATER WEAPON GIDROPRIOR).  

JSC RESEARCH AND DESIGN INSTITUTE MOROPELOTEKHNIA (a.k.a. AO NII MOROPELOTEKHNII; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY RESEARCH AND DESIGN INSTITUTE SEA THERMAL ENGINEERING; a.k.a. JSC RESEARCH AND DESIGN INSTITUTE MOROPELOTEKHNIA), Ul. Chernikova, D. 44, Lomonosov 189510, Russia; Organization Established Date 15 Dec 1991; Tax ID No. 7402006277 (Russia); Registration Number 1047401500046 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY CONCERN SEA UNDERWATER WEAPON GIDROPRIOR).  

JSC SARATOVSKI RADIOPRIBORNYI ZAVOD (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO SARATOVSKI RADIOPRIBORNYI ZAVOD; a.k.a. "AO SRZ"; a.k.a. "SRZ PAO"), PR-KT 50 Saratovski Radiopribor (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO VERNKHEUFALIEISKII ZAVOD URALELEMENT; a.k.a. AO URALELEMENT), Ul. Dmitrieva D. 24, Verkhny Ufaley 456800, Russia; Organization Established Date 12 May 1992; Tax ID No. 7402006277 (Russia); Registration Number 1047401500046 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY CONCERN SEA UNDERWATER WEAPON GIDROPRIOR).  

JSC ZAVOD KULAKOVA (a.k.a. AO ZAVOD IM. A.A.KULAKOVA; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY ZAVOD KULAKOVA), Ul. Yablochikova D. 12, Saint Petersburg 197198, Russia; Organization Established Date 30 Jan 1992; Tax ID No. 7813346618 (Russia); Registration Number 5067847003428 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY CONCERN GRANIT-ELECTRON).  

KAZAN HELICOPTERS (a.k.a. AO KAZANSKII VERTOLETNYI ZAVOD; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY KAZANSKII VERTOLETNY ZAVOD; a.k.a. KAZANSKI VERTOLETNY ZAVOD AO), Ul. Tetsevskaya D. 14, Kazan 420085, Russia; Organization Established Date 15 Dec 1993; Tax ID No. 1656002652 (Russia); Registration Number 1021603881683 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: TACTICAL MISSILES CORPORATION JSC).  

JSC SEVERNY PRESS (a.k.a. AO SEVERNY PRESS; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY SEVERNY PRESS; a.k.a. SEVERNY PRESS AO), Ul. Tallinskaya , 7, Saint Petersburg 195196, Russia; Organization Established Date 24 Feb 1992; Tax ID No. 6453104288 (Russia); Registration Number 1096453002690 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY CONCERN GRANIT-ELECTRON).  

JSC MOLENSK AVIATION PLANT (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY MOLENSK AIRCRAFT PLANT; a.k.a. MOLENSK AIRCRAFT PLANT JSC; a.k.a. "AO SMAZ"), Ul. Frunze D. 74, Smolensk 214006, Russia; Organization Established Date 1926; Tax ID No. 6729001476 (Russia); Registration Number 1026701424056 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: TACTICAL MISSILES CORPORATION JSC).  

JSC ZAVOD KULAKOVA (a.k.a. AO ZAVOD IM. A.A.KULAKOVA; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY ZAVOD KULAKOVA), Ul. Yablochikova D. 12, Saint Petersburg 197198, Russia; Organization Established Date 30 Jan 1992; Tax ID No. 7813346618 (Russia); Registration Number 5067847003428 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY CONCERN GRANIT-ELECTRON).  

KAZAN HELICOPTERS (a.k.a. AO KAZANSKII VERTOLETNYI ZAVOD; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY KAZANSKII VERTOLETNY ZAVOD; a.k.a. KAZANSKI VERTOLETNY ZAVOD AO), Ul. Tetsevskaya D. 14, Kazan 420085, Russia; Organization Established Date 15 Dec 1993; Tax ID No. 1656002652 (Russia); Registration Number 1021603881683 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: TACTICAL MISSILES CORPORATION JSC).  

OBNOsov, Boris Viktorovich (Cyrillic: ОБНОСОВ, Викторович), Male (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: TACTICAL MISSILES CORPORATION JSC).  

SEVERNIY PRESS (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY CONCERN SEA UNDERWATER WEAPON GIDROPRIOR).
ASSOCIATION JSC; a.k.a. TEMP-AVIA ARZAMAS RESEARCH AND PRODUCTION ASSOCIATION JSC; a.k.a. TEMP-AVIA PAO), 26, Kirova Street, Arzamas 607220, Russia; Organization Established Date 1958; Tax ID No. 5243001887 (Russia); Registration Number 1025201335994 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: TACTICAL MISSILES CORPORATION JSC).

PETROVSKY ELECTROMECHANICAL ZAVOD MOLOT (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSCHESTVO PETROVSKII ELEKTROMEKHANICHESKI ZAVOD MOLOT; a.k.a. AO PEMZ MOLOT), Ul. Gogolya D. 40, Petrovsk 412540, Russia; Organization Established Date 27 Dec 1991; Tax ID No. 6440009038 (Russia); Registration Number 5067847016782 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY CONCERN GRANIT-ELECTRON).
1939; Tax ID No. 6161021690 (Russia); Registration Number 1026102899228 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: VERTOLET ROSSIJI AO).

ROSTVERTOL PAO (a.k.a. ROSTOV HELICOPTER PRODUCTION COMPLEX; a.k.a. ROSTOVSKYI VERTOLETNYI PROIZVODSTVennyi KOMPLEKS; a.k.a. ROSTVERTOL PJSC; a.k.a. ROSTVERTOL PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY), Ul. Novatorov D. 5, Rostov-na-Donu 344038, Russia; Organization Established Date 01 Jul 1939; Tax ID No. 6161021690 (Russia); Registration Number 1026102899228 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: VERTOLET ROSSIJI AO).

ROSTVERTOL PJSC (a.k.a. ROSTOV HELICOPTER PRODUCTION COMPLEX; a.k.a. ROSTOVSKYI VERTOLETNYI PROIZVODSTVennyi KOMPLEKS; a.k.a. ROSTVERTOL PAO; a.k.a. ROSTVERTOL PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY), Ul. Novatorov D. 5, Rostov-na-Donu 344038, Russia; Organization Established Date 01 Jul 1939; Tax ID No. 6161021690 (Russia); Registration Number 1026102899228 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: VERTOLET ROSSIJI AO).

ROSTVERTOL PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY (a.k.a. ROSTOV HELICOPTER PRODUCTION COMPLEX; a.k.a. ROSTOVSKYI VERTOLETNYI PROIZVODSTVennyi KOMPLEKS; a.k.a. ROSTVERTOL PAO; a.k.a. ROSTVERTOL PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY), Ul. Novatorov D. 5, Rostov-na-Donu 344038, Russia; Organization Established Date 01 Jul 1939; Tax ID No. 6161021690 (Russia); Registration Number 1026102899228 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: VERTOLET ROSSIJI AO).

SALYUT AO (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY SALUTE; a.k.a. SALYUT JSC), Sh. Moskovskoe P. Mekhзав 20, Samara 443028, Russia; Organization Established Date 25 Dec 1941; Tax ID No. 6313034986 (Russia); Registration Number 1026300840983 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: TACTICAL MISSILES CORPORATION JSC).

SALYUT JSC (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY SALUTE; a.k.a. SALYUT AO), Sh. Moskovskoe P. Mekhзав 20, Samara 443028, Russia; Organization Established Date 25 Dec 1941; Tax ID No. 6313034986 (Russia); Registration Number 1026300840983 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: TACTICAL MISSILES CORPORATION JSC).

SC RAVENSTVO (a.k.a. AO RAVENSTVO; a.k.a. JSC RAVENSTVO), Ul. Promyshlennaya D. 19, St Petersburg 198099, Russia; Organization Established Date 24 Mar 1988; Tax ID No. 7805395597 (Russia); Registration Number 1069847101169 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY CONCERN GRANIT-ELECTRON).

SC RAVENSTVO-SERVICE (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSEChSTVO RAVENSTVO-SERVICE; a.k.a. AO RAVENSTVO-SERVICE), Ul. Promyshlennaya D. 19, St Petersburg 198099, Russia; Organization Established Date 25 Mar 1993; Tax ID No. 7805417618 (Russia); Registration Number 1079847012453 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY CONCERN GRANIT-ELECTRON).

SC RAVENSTVO (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY), Ter. Promzona Turaevo Str 10, Lytkarino 140080, Russia; Organization Established Date 01 Aug 1964; Tax ID No. 5026000759 (Russia); Registration Number 103500491700 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: TACTICAL MISSILES CORPORATION JSC).

STATE SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERING IMENI V.V. BAKHIREVA (a.k.a. AO GOSNIIMASH; a.k.a. SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH INSTITUTE FOR MECHANICAL ENGINEERING JSC IN THE NAME OF V.V. BAKHIREV), PR-KT Sverdlova D. 11 A, Dzerzhinsk 606002, Russia; Organization Established Date 13 Jan 1992; Tax ID No. 5249093130 (Russia); Registration Number 1085249000650 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: TACTICAL MISSILES CORPORATION JSC).

STUPINO ENGINEERING PRODUCTION ENTERPRISE (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY STUPINO ENGINEERING PRODUCTIVE ENTERPRISE; a.k.a. STUPINO MACHINE PRODUCTION PLANT; a.k.a. "SMPP AO"), 42 Ulitsa Akademika Belova, Stupino 142800, Russia; Organization Established Date 1948; Tax ID No. 5045001885 (Russia); Registration Number 1025000591749 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: VERTOLET ROSSIJI AO).

STUPINO MACHINE PRODUCTION PLANT (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY STUPINO ENGINEERING PRODUCTIVE ENTERPRISE; a.k.a. STUPINO MACHINE PRODUCTION PLANT; a.k.a. "SMPP AO"), 42 Ulitsa Akademika Belova, Stupino 142800, Russia; Organization Established Date 1948; Tax ID No. 5045001885 (Russia); Registration Number 1025000591749 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: VERTOLET ROSSIJI AO).

TACTICAL MISSILES CORPORATION JSC (Cyrillic: АО КОРПОРАЦИЯ ТАКТИЧЕСКОЕ РАКЕТНОЕ ВООРУЖЕНИЕ) (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSEChSTVO KORPORATSIYa TAKTICHESKOE RAKETNOE VOORUZHEnIe; a.k.a. "KTRY" (Cyrillic: "KTBY")), d. 7, ul. Iliicha, Korolev, Moskovskaya Obl. 141080, Russia (Cyrillic: д. 7, ул. Ильича, Королёв, Московская Область 141080, Russia); Organization Established Date 13 Mar
TEMP-AVIA ARZAMAS RESEARCH & PRODUCTION ASSOCIATION JSC (f.k.a. OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY ARZAMASSKOE OPYTNKO KONSTRUKTORSKOE BYURO TEMP; a.k.a. PJSC ARZAMAS RESEARCH AND PRODUCTION ENTERPRISE; a.k.a. PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY ARZAMASSKOE NAUCHNO PROIZVODSTVENNOE PREDPRIYATIE TEMP-AVIA; a.k.a. TEMP-AVIA ARZAMAS RESEARCH AND PRODUCTION ASSOCIATION JSC), 26, Kirova Street, Arzamas 607220, Russia; Organization Established Date 1958; Tax ID No. 5243001887 (Russia); Registration Number 1025201335994 (Russia) (Linked To: TACTICAL MISSILES CORPORATION JSC), TRV AUTO LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY (a.k.a. TRV AVTO OOO; a.k.a. TRV-ENGINEERING LLC), Ul Ilyicha D 7, Korolev 141080, Russia; Organization Established Date 03 May 2005; Tax ID No. 5018100929 (Russia); Registration Number 1055003010985 (Russia) (Russia) (Linked To: TACTICAL MISSILES CORPORATION JSC). TRV AVTO OOO (a.k.a. TRV AUTO LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY; a.k.a. TRV-ENGINEERING LLC), Ul Ilyicha D 7, Korolev 141080, Russia; Organization Established Date 03 May 2005; Tax ID No. 5018100929 (Russia); Registration Number 1055003010985 (Russia) (Russia) (Linked To: TACTICAL MISSILES CORPORATION JSC). TRV-ENGINEERING LLC (a.k.a. TRV AUTO LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY; a.k.a. TRV AVTO OOO), Ul Ilyicha D 7, Korolev 141080, Russia; Organization Established Date 03 May 2005; Tax ID No. 5018100929 (Russia); Registration Number 1055003010985 (Russia) (Russia) (Linked To: TACTICAL MISSILES CORPORATION JSC). ULAN-UDE AVIATION PLANT (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY ULAN-UDE AVIATION PLANT; a.k.a. "AO U-UAZ"), Ul. Khorinskaia D. 1, Ulan-Ude 670009, Russia; Organization Established Date 28 Feb 1994; Tax ID No. 0323018510 (Russia); Registration Number 102030087793 (Russia) (Russia) (Linked To: TACTICAL MISSILES CORPORATION JSC). VYMPEL STATE ENGINEERING DESIGN BUREAU JSC NAMED AFTER I.I. TOROPOV (a.k.a. AO GOS MKB VYMPEL IM I.I. TOROPOVA; a.k.a. GOS MKB VYMPEL IM I.I. TOROPOVA AO; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY STATE MACHINE BUILDING DESIGN BUREAU VYMPEL BY NAME I.I. TOROPOV), Sh. Volokolamskoe D. 90, Moscow 125424, Russia; Organization Established Date 26 Dec 1991; Tax ID No. 7733546058 (Russia); Registration Number 105774296166 (Russia) (Russia) (Linked To: TACTICAL MISSILES CORPORATION JSC). ZAVOD DAGDIZEL OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY (a.k.a. FACTORY DAGDIZEL; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY DAGDIZEL PLANT; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY ZAVOD DAGDIZEL), 1, Lenin Street, Kaspivsk 368300, Russia; Organization Established Date 1932; Tax ID No. 0545001919 (Russia); Registration Number 1020502130351 (Russia) (Russia) (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY CONCERN SEA UNDERWATER WEAPON GIDROPORIBOR). "150 AIRCRAFT REPAIR PLANT" (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY 150 AIRCRAFT REPAIR PLANT; a.k.a. "AO 150 ARZ"), Ul. Garnizonnaya D. 4, Svetlyi, P. Lyublino-Novoe 238347, Russia; Organization Established Date 03 Dec 1996; Tax ID No. 3913501370 (Russia); Registration Number 1093925016767 (Russia) (Russia) (Linked To: VERTOLETY ROSSII AO). "356 AIRCRAFT REPAIR PLANT" (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY 356 AIRCRAFT REPAIR PLANT; a.k.a. "356 ARZ PAO"; a.k.a. "AO 356 ARZ"), Ter. Engels 1, Engels 413101, Russia; Organization Established Date 08 Dec 1997; Tax ID No. 64449042335 (Russia); Registration Number 107644900870 (Russia) (Russia) (Linked To: VERTOLETY ROSSII AO). "356 ARZ PAO" (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY 356 AIRCRAFT REPAIR PLANT; a.k.a. "356 AIRCRAFT REPAIR PLANT"; a.k.a. "AO 356 ARZ"), Ter. Engels 1, Engels 413101, Russia; Organization Established Date 08 Dec 1997; Tax ID No. 64449042335 (Russia); Registration Number 107644900870 (Russia) (Russia) (Linked To: VERTOLETY ROSSII AO). "711 ARZ AO" (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY 711 AIRCRAFT REPAIR PLANT; a.k.a. JSC 711 AIRCRAFT REPAIR PLANT), Ul. Chikalova D.18, Borisoglebsk 397171, Russia; Organization Established Date 10 Jun 1923; Tax ID No. 3604016369 (Russia); Registration Number 106360412790 (Russia) (Russia) (Linked To: TACTICAL MISSILES CORPORATION JSC). "810 AIRCRAFT REPAIR PLANT" (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY 810 AIRCRAFT REPAIR PLANT; a.k.a. "AO 810 ARZ"), Ul. Vertoletnaya D.1, Chita 672045, Russia; Organization Established Date 10 Jun 1923; Tax ID No. 3604016369 (Russia); Registration Number 106360412790 (Russia) (Russia) (Linked To: TACTICAL MISSILES CORPORATION JSC).
"AO SRZ" (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO SARATOVSKI RADIOPRIBORNYI ZAVOD; a.k.a. JSC SARATOVSKI RADIOPRIBORNYI ZAVOD; a.k.a. "SRZ PAO"), PR-KT 50 Let Oktyabrya D. 108, Saratov 410040, Russia; Organization Established Date 1970; Tax ID No. 6453104288 (Russia); Registration Number 1096453002690 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: VERTOLETY ROSSII AO).

"AO 356 ARZ" (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY 356 AIRCRAFT REPAIR PLANT; a.k.a. "356 AIRCRAFT REPAIR PLANT"), Ter. Engel's 1, Engels 413101, Russia; Organization Established Date 08 Dec 1997; Tax ID No. 64449042335 (Russia); Registration Number 1076449000870 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: VERTOLETY ROSSII AO).

"AO 108 ARZ" (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY 810 AIRCRAFT REPAIR PLANT; a.k.a. "810 AIRCRAFT REPAIR PLANT"), Ul. Vertoletnaya D.1, Chita 672045, Russia; Organization Established Date 10 Aug 1995; Tax ID No. 7536080716 (Russia); Registration Number 107753606118 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: VERTOLETY ROSSII AO).

"AO KBM" (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY MACHINE BUILDING DESIGN BUREAU), Ul. Sosinskaia D. 43, Moscow 109316, Russia; Organization Established Date 06 Jan 1993; Tax ID No. 1037704005041 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: VERTOLETY ROSSII AO).

"AO VSK" (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY HELICOPTER SERVICE COMPANY; a.k.a. "HELICOPTER SERVICE COMPANY"), a.k.a. "VSK PAO"), Ul. Bolshaya Pionerskaya D. 1, Moscow 115054, Russia; Organization Established Date 17 Feb 2003; Tax ID No. 7704252960 (Russia); Registration Number 1037704005041 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: VERTOLETY ROSSII AO).

"AOMZ AO" (a.k.a. AZOV OPTOMECHANICAL PLANT JSC; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY AZOVSKI OPTIKO MECHANICHESKY ZAVOD), Ul. Promyshlennaya D. 5, Azov 346780, Russia; Organization Established Date 04 Mar 1992; Tax ID No. 6140022069 (Russia); Registration Number 1046140009530 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: TACTICAL MISSILES CORPORATION JSC).

"AO KUMAPP" (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY KUMERTAU AVIATION PRODUCTION ENTERPRISE; a.k.a. "KUMB KUMAP"), Ul. Novozarinskaya D. 15 A, Kumbertau 453300, Russia; Organization Established Date 09 Jul 1992; Tax ID No. 0262016287 (Russia); Registration Number 1080262000609 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: VERTOLETY ROSSII AO).

"AO U-UAZ" (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY ULAN-UDE AVIATION PLANT; a.k.a. ULAN-UDE AVIATION PLANT), Ul. Khorinskaya D. 1, Ulant-Ude 670009, Russia; Organization Established Date 28 Feb 1994; Tax ID No. 0323018510 (Russia); Registration Number 1020300887793 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: VERTOLETY ROSSII AO).

"AO SMPP" (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY PROGRESS ARSENYEV AVIATION COMPANY; a.k.a. JSC AAC PROGRESS; a.k.a. PROGRESS ARSENYEV AVIATION COMPANY), Pl. Lenina D. 5, Arsenyev 692335, Russia; Organization Established Date 1936; Tax ID No. 2501002394 (Russia); Registration Number 1022500510350 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: VERTOLETY ROSSII AO).

"SMPP AO" (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY STUPINO ENGINEERING PRODUCTIVE ENTERPRISE; a.k.a. STUPINO ENGINEERING PRODUCTION ENTERPRISE; a.k.a. STUPINO MACHINE PRODUCTION PLANT), 42 Ulitsa Akademika Belova, Stupino 142800, Russia; Organization Established Date 1948; Tax ID No. 5045001885 (Russia); Registration Number 1025005917419 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: VERTOLETY ROSSII AO).

"AO SRZ" (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO SARATOVSKI RADIOPRIBORNYI ZAVOD; a.k.a. JSC SARATOVSKI RADIOPRIBORNYI ZAVOD; a.k.a. "SRZ PAO"), PR-KT 50 Let Oktyabrya D. 108, Saratov 410040, Russia; Organization Established Date 1970; Tax ID No. 6453104288 (Russia); Registration Number 1096453002690 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: VERTOLETY ROSSII AO).

"AO SRZ" (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO SARATOVSKI RADIOPRIBORNYI ZAVOD; a.k.a. JSC SARATOVSKI RADIOPRIBORNYI ZAVOD; a.k.a. "SRZ PAO"), PR-KT 50 Let Oktyabrya D. 108, Saratov 410040, Russia; Organization Established Date 1970; Tax ID No. 6453104288 (Russia); Registration Number 1096453002690 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: VERTOLETY ROSSII AO).

"AO SRZ" (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO SARATOVSKI RADIOPRIBORNYI ZAVOD; a.k.a. JSC SARATOVSKI RADIOPRIBORNYI ZAVOD; a.k.a. "SRZ PAO"), PR-KT 50 Let Oktyabrya D. 108, Saratov 410040, Russia; Organization Established Date 1970; Tax ID No. 6453104288 (Russia); Registration Number 1096453002690 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: VERTOLETY ROSSII AO).

"AO SRZ" (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO SARATOVSKI RADIOPRIBORNYI ZAVOD; a.k.a. JSC SARATOVSKI RADIOPRIBORNYI ZAVOD; a.k.a. "SRZ PAO"), PR-KT 50 Let Oktyabrya D. 108, Saratov 410040, Russia; Organization Established Date 1970; Tax ID No. 6453104288 (Russia); Registration Number 1096453002690 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: VERTOLETY ROSSII AO).
The following [RUSSIA-EO14024] [UKRAINE-EO13661] entries have been changed:

**REZNIK, Vladislav Matusovich, Moscow, Russia; DOB 17 May 1954; Gender Male (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661].** -to- **REZNIK, Vladislav Matusovich (Cyrillic: РЕЗНИК, Владислав Матусович), Moscow, Russia; DOB 17 May 1954; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [RUSSIA-EO14024].**

**SKOCH, Andrei Vladimirovich (a.k.a. SKOCH, Andrei Vladimirovich), Russia; DOB 30 Jan 1966; POB Nikolosky (Moscow), Russia; Gender Male; Deputy of State Duma (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661].** -to- **SKOCH, Andrei Vladimirovich (Cyrillic: СКОЧ, Андрей Владимирович) (a.k.a. SKOCH, Andrey), Russia; DOB 30 Jan 1966; POB Nikolosky (Moscow), Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [RUSSIA-EO14024].**

Resulting in the following new [RUSSIA-EO14024] [UKRAINE-EO13661] entries:

**TIMTCHENKO, Gennady Nikolayevich (a.k.a. TIMCHENKO, Геннадий Николаевич) (a.k.a. TIMCHENKO, Gennadiy Nikolaevich; a.k.a. TIMCHENKO, Геннадий Николаевич), Geneva, Switzerland; DOB 09 Nov 1952; POB Leninakan, Armenia; alt. POB Gyumri, Armenia; nationality Finland; alt. nationality Russia; alt. nationality Armenia; Gender Male; Tax ID No. 781012626436 (Russia) (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [RUSSIA-EO14024].**

**TIMTCHENKO, Guennadi (a.k.a. TIMCHENKO, Геннадий Николаевич), 10 Rampe de Cologny, Geneva 1223, Switzerland; Shvedskiy tup. 3, 26, Moscow, Russia; DOB 09 Nov 1952; POB Leninakan, Armenia; alt. POB Gyumri, Armenia; nationality Finland; alt. nationality Russia; alt. nationality Armenia; Gender Male; Tax ID No. 781012626436 (Russia) (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [RUSSIA-EO14024].**

**TIMCHENKO, Gennadiy Nikolaevich; a.k.a. TIMTCHENKO, Геннадий Николаевич) (a.k.a. TIMTCHENKO, Тимченко, Геннадий Николаевич), Geneva, Switzerland; DOB 09 Nov 1952; POB Leninakan, Armenia; alt. POB Gyumri, Armenia; nationality Finland; alt. nationality Russia; alt. nationality Armenia; Gender Male; Tax ID No. 781012626436 (Russia) (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [RUSSIA-EO14024].**

**TIMCHENKO, Gennadiy Nikolaevich (a.k.a. TIMTCHENKO, Геннадий Николаевич) (a.k.a. TIMTCHENKO, Тимченко, Геннадий Николаевич), Geneva, Switzerland; DOB 09 Nov 1952; POB Leninakan, Armenia; alt. POB Gyumri, Armenia; nationality Finland; alt. nationality Russia; alt. nationality Armenia; Gender Male; Tax ID No. 781012626436 (Russia) (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [RUSSIA-EO14024].**
TIMCHENKO, Gennady Nikolayevich (a.k.a. TIMCHENKO, Gennady Nikolaevich; a.k.a. TIMCHENKO, Gennady Nikolaevich (Cyrillic: ТИМЧЕНКО, Геннадий Николаевич); a.k.a. TIMTCHENKO, Guennady), 10 Rampe de Colonay, Geneva 1223, Switzerland; Shvedskiy tup. 3, 26, Moscow, Russia; DOB 09 Nov 1952; POB Leninakan, Armenia; alt. POB Giumri, Armenia; nationality Finland; alt. nationality Russia; alt. nationality Armenia; Gender Male; Tax ID No. 781012626436 (Russia) (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: OOO VOLGA GROUP).

TRANSOIL SNG LIMITED COMPANY [a.k.a. OOO TRANSOIL (Cyrillic: ООО ТРАНСОЙЛ)), Petrogradskaya Nab 18 A, Saint Petersburg, Russia; 311 Mayakovskogo, Saint Petersburg 191014, Russia; Tax ID No. 7811139006 (Russia); Registration Number 1037825043200 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: TIMCHENKO, Gennady Nikolaevich).

VOLGA GROUP HOLDING LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY [a.k.a. ООО VOLGA GROUP (Cyrillic: ООО ВОЛГА ГРУПП)), Begovaya St., Dom 3, Str. 1, Moscow 12528, Russia; Timura Frunze, House 11, Building 1, floor 2, unit IV, room 2, Moscow, Russia; Tax ID No. 7718989383 (Russia); Registration Number 1147746803049 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [RUSSIA-EO14024]. resulting in the removal of the following [RUSSIA-EO14024] [UKRAINE-EO13661] entries:

LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY TRANSOIL (f.k.a. ОБЩЕСТВО С ОГРАНИЧЕННОЙ ОТВЕТСТВЕННОСТЬЮ TRANSOIL; a.k.a. TRANSOIL; a.k.a. TRANSOIL LLC; a.k.a. TRANSOYL SNG LTD.), 18A Petrogradskaya nab., St. Petersburg 197046, Russia; Website http://www.transoil-spb.ru; alt. Website http://transoil.com; Email Address info@toil.spb.ru; Registration ID 1037835069986 [UKRAINE-EO13661].

The following [RUSSIA-EO14024] [UKRAINE-EO13660] entries have been changed:

BORODAI, Aleksandr (a.k.a. BORODAI, Alexander); DOB 25 Jul 1972; nationality Russia (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660]. -to- BORODAY, Alexander Yuriyevich (Cyrillic: БОРОДАЙ, Александр Юрьевич) (a.k.a. BORODAI, Aleksandr), Russia; DOB 25 Jul 1972; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660] [RUSSIA-EO14024].

BORODAI, Alexander (a.k.a. BORODAI, Aleksandr); DOB 25 Jul 1972; nationality Russia (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660]. -to- BORODAI, Aleksandr (a.k.a. BORODAY, Alexander Yuriyevich (Cyrillic: БОРОДАЙ, Александр Юрьевич)), Russia; DOB 25 Jul 1972; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660] [RUSSIA-EO14024].
Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].
AGAYEV, Bekkhan Vakhtayevich (Cyrillic: АГАЕВ, Беккhan Вахтаяевич), Russia; DOB 29 Mar 1975; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

AGAYYEV, Andrey Gennadyevich (Cyrillic: АГАЕВ, Андрей Геннадьевич), Russia; DOB 19 Aug 1973; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

ALEXEYENKO, Nikolay Nikolayevich (Cyrillic: АЛЕКСЕЕНКО, Николай Николаевич), Russia; DOB 28 Nov 1957; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

ALEKHIN, Andrey Anatolyevich (Cyrillic: АЛЕХИН, Андрей Анатольевич), Russia; DOB 08 Mar 1986; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

AKSENENKO, Alexander Sergeyevich (Cyrillic: АКСЁНЕНКО, Александр Сергеевич), Russia; DOB 06 Sep 1966; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

AKSENENKO, Alexander Olegovich (Cyrillic: АКСЁНЕНКО, Александр Олегович), Russia; DOB 13 Dec 1960; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

AKSAKOV, Anatoly Gennadyevich (Cyrillic: АКСАКОВ, Анатолий Геннадьевич), Russia; DOB 29 Nov 1971; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

AKSENENKO, Alexander (Cyrillic: АКСЕНЕНКО, Александр), Russia; DOB 29 Mar 1975; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].
BARAKHOYEV, Bekkhan Abdulhamidovich (Cyrillic: БЕЛАХОЕВ, Бекхан Абдулхамидович), Russia; DOB 01 Aug 1973; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

BESSARABOY, Daniil Vladimirovich (Cyrillic: БЕССАРАБОВ, Даниил Владимирович), Russia; DOB 09 Jul 1976; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

VORONKO, Sergey Yuryevich (Cyrillic: ВОРОНКО, Сергей Юревич), Russia; DOB 04 Apr 1990; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

BONDORENKO, Yelena Veniaminovna (Cyrillic: БОНДОРЕНКО, Елена Вениаминовна), Russia; DOB 07 Jan 1963; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

BONDARENKO, Yelena Veniaminovna (Cyrillic: БОНДАРЕНКО, Елена Вениаминовна), Russia; DOB 10 Nov 1977; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

BORS, Albert Alexandrovich (Cyrillic: БОРС, Альберт Александрович), Russia; DOB 06 Jun 1965; POB Alexander, Ukraine; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Passport 753943218 (Russia); alt. Passport 09 1971993 (Russia) (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: SOVCOMBANK OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

BORISOV, Alexander Aleksandrovich (Cyrillic: БОРИСОВ, Александр Александрович), Russia; DOB 17 Aug 1974; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

BOYARSKY, Sergey Mikhailovich (Cyrillic: БОЯРСКИЙ, Сергей Михайлович), Russia; DOB 24 Jan 1980; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

BRAVERMAN, Anatoly Alexandrovich (Cyrillic: БРАВЕРМАН, Анатолий Александрович), Russia; DOB 05 Aug 1965; POB Moscow, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Passport 530152537 (Russia) (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: SOVCOMBANK OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

BRODSKI, Ilya Borisovich (Cyrillic: БРОДСКИЙ, Илья Борисович), Russia; DOB 01 Jul 1972; POB Moscow, Russia; nationality Russia; alt. nationality Cyprus; Gender Male; Passport K0022738 (Cyprus) (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: SOVCOMBANK OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

BRODSKI, Ilya Borisovich (Cyrillic: БРОДСКИЙ, Илья Борисович) (a.k.a. BRODSKIY, Ilya Borisovich), Russia; DOB 01 Jul 1972; POB Moscow, Russia; nationality Russia; alt. nationality Cyprus; Gender Male; Passport K0022738 (Cyprus) (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: SOVCOMBANK OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY).
Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

DROBOT, Maria Vladimirovna (Cyrillic: ДРОБОТ, Мария Владимировна), Russia; DOB 21 Mar 1982; nationality Russia; Gender Female; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

FETISOV, Vyacheslav (Cyrillic: ФЕТИСОВ, Вячеслав), Russia; DOB 20 Apr 1958; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

DROZDOV, Alexander Sergeevich (Cyrillic: ДРОЗДОВ, Алексей Сергеевич), Russia; DOB 01 Nov 1970; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

DYAKONOVA, Tatyana Ivanovna (Cyrillic: ДЯКОНОВА, Татьяна Ивановна), Russia; DOB 03 Jul 1976; nationality Russia; Gender Female; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

DYZUBA, Viktor Viktorovich (Cyrillic: ДЗЮБА, Виктор Викторович), Russia; DOB 10 Aug 1977; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

FADINA, Oksana Nikolayevna (Cyrillic: ФАДИНА, Оксана Николаевна), Russia; DOB 03 Jul 1976; nationality Russia; Gender Female; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

FARAKHOV, Airat Zakievich (Cyrillic: ФАРАХОВ, Айрат Закиевич), Russia; DOB 17 Feb 1968; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

FEDYAEV, Pavel Mikhailovich (Cyrillic: ФЕДЯЕВ, Павел Михайлович), Russia; DOB 31 Jul 1982; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

FETISOV, Vyacheslav (Cyrillic: ФЕТИСОВ, Вячеслав), Russia; DOB 20 Apr 1958; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

FILATOVA, Irina Anatolyevna (Cyrillic: ФИЛАТОВА, Ирина Анатольевна), Russia; DOB 08 Aug 1978; nationality Russia; Gender Female; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

FISUN, Alexei Leonidovich (a.k.a. FISUN, Алексей Леонидович), Solomennoi Storozhki avenue 5, block 1, flat 17, Moscow, Russia; DOB 1965; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: SOVCOMBANK OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

FOMICHIEV, Vyacheslav Vasilevich (Cyrillic: ФОМИЧЕВ, Вячеслав Васильевич), Russia; DOB 26 Apr 1965; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

FROLOVA, Tamara Ivanovna (Cyrillic: ФРОЛОВА, Тамара Ивановна), Russia; DOB 02 Nov 1959; nationality Russia; Gender Female; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

GADZHIJEV, Abdulkhakim Kutbudinovich (Cyrillic: ГАДЖИЕВ, Абдулхаким Кутбудинович), Russia; DOB 13 Feb 1966; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

GADZHIJEV, Murad Stanislavovich (Cyrillic: ГАДЖИЕВ, Мурад Станиславович), Russia; DOB 31 Jul 1961; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

GARDUNG, Valery Karlovich (Cyrillic: ГАРТУНГ, Валерий Карлович), Russia; DOB 26 Dec 1973; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

GARIN, Oleg Vladimirovich (Cyrillic: ГАРИН, Олег Владимирович), Russia; DOB 26 Dec 1973; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

GARTUNG, Valery Karlovich (Cyrillic: ГАРТУНГ, Валерий Карлович), Russia; DOB 26 Dec 1973; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].
GLADKIKH, Boris Mikhaylovich (Cyrillic: ГЛАДКИХ, Борис Михайлович), Russia; DOB 16 Feb 1983; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024].

GASANOV, Dzhamaladin Nabiyevich (Cyrillic: ГАСАНОВ, Джамаладин Набиевич), Russia; DOB 05 Aug 1964; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024].

GLAZKOVA, Anzhelika Yegorovna (Cyrillic: ГЛАЗКОВА, Анжелика Егоровна), Russia; DOB 28 Dec 1968; nationality Russia; Gender Female; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024].

GAVRILOV, Sergey Anatolyevich (Cyrillic: ГАВРИЛОВ, Сергей Анатольевич), Russia; DOB 27 Jan 1966; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024].

GAVRILOV, Dzhamaladin Nabiyevich (Cyrillic: ГАВРИЛОВ, Джахамалдин Набиевич), Russia; DOB 09 Oct 1971; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024].

GSHIBIANOVA, Olga Mikhaylovna (Cyrillic: ГШИБИАНОВА, Ольга Михайловна), Russia; DOB 13 Jan 1984; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024].

GETTA, Anton Aleksandrovich (Cyrillic: ГЕТТА, Антон Александрович), Russia; DOB 29 Apr 1980; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024].

GILMUTDINOV, Dinar Zagitovich (Cyrillic: ГИЛМУТДИНОВ, Динар Заигитович), Russia; DOB 10 Aug 1969; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024].

GILMUTDINOV, Ildar Irekovich (Cyrillic: ГИЛМУТДИНОВ, Илдар Ирекович), Russia; DOB 03 Sep 1962; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024].

GIMBATOV, Andrey Petrovich (Cyrillic: ГИМБАТОВ, Андрей Петрович), Russia; DOB 08 Feb 1964; BOB Panfilovo, Kazakhstan; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Passport 760508990 (Russia); National ID No. 4509555545 (Russia) (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024].

GIMBATOV, Andrey Petrovich (Cyrillic: ГИМБАТОВ, Андрей Петрович), Russia; DOB 08 Feb 1964; BOB Panfilovo, Kazakhstan; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Passport 760508990 (Russia); National ID No. 4509555545 (Russia) (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024].

GUSTOV, Dmytro Gennadyevich (Cyrillic: ГУСТОВ, Дми́трий Генна́дьевич), Russia; DOB 15 Oct 1968; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024].

GUSEV, Dmitry Gennadyevich (Cyrillic: ГУСЕВ, Дмитрий Геннадьевич), Russia; DOB 23 Jul 1972; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024].

GUSEV, Dmitry Gennadyevich (Cyrillic: ГУСЕВ, Дмитрий Геннадьевич), Russia; DOB 15 Oct 1968; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024].

GUSEV, Dmitry Gennadyevich (Cyrillic: ГУСЕВ, Дмитрий Геннадьевич), Russia; DOB 15 Oct 1968; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024].

GUSEV, Dmitry Gennadyevich (Cyrillic: ГУСЕВ, Дмитрий Геннадьевич), Russia; DOB 15 Oct 1968; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024].
ILYNIKH, Vladimir Alekseyevich (Cyrillic: ИЛЯНИХ, Владимир Алексеевич), Russia; DOB 20 May 1975; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

ISAEV, Andrey Konstantinovich (Cyrillic: ИСАЕВ, Андрей Константинович), Russia; DOB 01 Oct 1964; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

ISAKOV, Vladimir Pavlovich (Cyrillic: ИСАКОВ, Владимир Павлович), Russia; DOB 25 Feb 1987; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

ISLAMOV, Dmitry Viktorovich (Cyrillic: ИСЛАМОВ, Дмитрий Викторович), Russia; DOB 05 Dec 1977; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

IVANINSKIY, Oleg Ivanovich (Cyrillic: ИВАНИНСКИЙ, Олег Иванович), Russia; DOB 05 Jun 1966; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

IVANOV, Maxim Anatolyevich (Cyrillic: ИВАНОВ, Максим Анатольевич), Russia; DOB 23 May 1987; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

IVANOV, Maxim Anatolyevich (Cyrillic: ИВАНОВ, Максим Анатольевич), Russia; DOB 24 Nov 1967; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

IVANOV, Nikolay Nikolayevich (Cyrillic: ИВАНОВ, Николай Николаевич), Russia; DOB 17 Jan 1957; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

IVANOV, Vladimir Valeryevich (Cyrillic: ИВАНОВ, Владимир Валериевич), Russia; DOB 10 Feb 1971; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

IVANYUZHENKOV, Boris Viktorovich (Cyrillic: ИВАНЮЖЕНКОВ, Борис Викторович), Russia; DOB 28 Feb 1966; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

IZAIC, Irina Valentinovna (Cyrillic: ИЗАЕВ, Ирина Валентиновна), Russia; DOB 22 Jul 1972; nationality Russia; Gender Female; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

IZGussenko, Alexey Valeryevich (Cyrillic: ИЗГУССЕНКО, Алексей Валериевич), Russia; DOB 19 Aug 1957; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

IZMIRLOV, Aslan Rustamovich (Cyrillic: ИЗМИРЛОВ, Аслан Рустамович), Russia; DOB 18 Dec 1962; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].
Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

KHOTIMSKIY, Dmitry Vladimirovich (Cyrillic: ХОТИМСКИЙ, Дмитрий Владимирович), Russia; DOB 24 May 1982; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

KHOTIMSKI, Sergei Vladimirovich (Cyrillic: ХОТИМСКИЙ, Сергей Владимирович) (а.к.а. КОННОВ, Алексей Борисович), Russia; DOB 26 Feb 1969; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

KHOTIMSKIY, Sergey Vladimirovich (Cyrillic: ХОТИМСКИЙ, Сергея Владимирович) (а.к.а. КОЛОЦКИЙ, Борис Олегович), Russia; DOB 22 Jul 1969; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

KHOTIMSKIY, Dmitry Vladimirovich (Cyrillic: ХОТИМСКИЙ, Дмитрий Владимирович) (а.к.а. КОЛЕСНИКОВ, Олег Алексеевич), Russia; DOB 22 Mar 1973; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

KHOTIMSKIY, Sergey Vladimirovich (Cyrillic: ХОТИМСКИЙ, Сергея Владимирович), Russia; DOB 18 Nov 1975; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

KHOTIMSKIY, Sergey Vladimirovich (Cyrillic: ХОТИМСКИЙ, Сергея Владимирович), Russia; DOB 17 Mar 1956; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

KHOTIMSKIY, Dmitry Vladimirovich (Cyrillic: ХОТИМСКИЙ, Дмитрий Владимирович) (а.к.а. КОМЯЦКИЙ, Борис Олегович), Russia; DOB 31 Jan 1956; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

KHOTIMSKIY, Sergey Vladimirovich (Cyrillic: ХОТИМСКИЙ, Сергея Владимирович), Russia; DOB 15 Sep 1978; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

KHOTIMSKIY, Dmitry Vladimirovich (Cyrillic: ХОТИМСКИЙ, Дмитрий Владимирович) (а.к.а. КОЛЕСНИКОВ, Олег Алексеевич), Russia; DOB 22 Mar 1973; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].
Female; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024].

KOSHELEV, Vladimir Alekseyevich (Cyrillic: КОШЕЛЕВ, Владимир Алексеевич), Russia; DOB 01 Oct 1974; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024].

KOSTENKO, Natalya Vasilyevna (Cyrillic: КОСТЕНКО, Наталия Васильевна), Russia; DOB 09 Aug 1980; nationality Russia; Gender Female; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024].

KOTKIN, Sergey Nikolayevich (Cyrillic: КОТКИН, Сергей Николаевич), Russia; DOB 11 Mar 1956; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024].

KRAMSKOY, Alexander Nikolayevich (Cyrillic: КРАМСКОЙ, Александр Николаевич), Russia; DOB 05 May 1973; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024].

KRAVCHENKO, Denis Borisovich (Cyrillic: КРАВЧЕНКО, Денис Борисович), Russia; DOB 17 Apr 1976; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024].

KRIKHNADZHEIV, Ruslan Abdulvakhidiyevich (Cyrillic: КРИКХНАДЖЕВ, Руслан Абдулахович), Russia; DOB 02 Jul 1965; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024].

LAUTIER, Joel Raymond (a.k.a. LOTE, Zhoel Raimon), Moscow, Russia; DOB 12 Apr 1973; nationality France; Gender Male (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: SOVCOMBANK OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

LEBDEV, Oleg Aleksandrovich (Cyrillic: ЛЁБДЕВ, Олег Александрович), Russia; DOB 12 Oct 1957; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024].

LEONOV, Sergey Dmitriyevich (Cyrillic: ЛЕОНОВ, Сергей Дмитриевич), Russia; DOB 09 May 1983; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024].

LESUN, Anatoliy Fodorovich (Cyrillic: ЛЕСУН, Анатолий Фёдорович), Russia; DOB 27 Feb 1959; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024].

LEVCHENKO, Sergey Georgiyevich (Cyrillic: ЛЕВЧЕНКО, Сергей Георгиевич), Russia; DOB 02 Nov 1953; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024].

KUMIN, Vadim Valentinovich (Cyrillic: КУМИН, Вадим Валентинович), Russia; DOB 01 Jan 1973; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024].

KUSAYKO, Tatiana Alekseyevna (Cyrillic: КУСЯЙКО, Татьяна Алексеевна), Russia; DOB 15 Jan 1960; nationality Russia; Gender Female; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024].

KUSHNAREV, Vitaliy Vasilyevich (Cyrillic: КУШНАРЕВ, Виталий Васильевич), Russia; DOB 05 Aug 1955; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024].

KUZMIN, Mikhail Vladimirovich (Cyrillic: КУЗЬМИН, Михаил Владимирович), Russia; DOB 05 May 1973; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024].

KUZNETSOV, Andrey Anatolyevich (Cyrillic: КУЗНЕЦОВ, Андрей Анатольевич), Russia; DOB 29 May 1972; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024].

KUZNETSOV, Dmitry Vadimovich (Cyrillic: КУЗНЕЦОВ, Дмитрий Вадимович), Russia; DOB 05 Mar 1975; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024].

KVNICHKIN, Dmitry Viktorovich (Cyrillic: КВНИЧКИН, Дмитрий Викторович), Russia; DOB 27 Feb 1977; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024].

LAVRINENKO, Alexey Fodorovich (Cyrillic: ЛАВРИНЕНКО, Алексей Фёдорович), Russia; DOB 20 Aug 1955; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024].

LVSTRAVE, Yana Valeryevna (Cyrillic: ЛВСТРАВЕ, Яна Валерьевна), Russia; DOB 14 Dec 1988; nationality Russia; Gender Female; Member of the State Duma of the
Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].
LYUBARSKIY, Roman Valeryevich (Cyrillic: Роман Валериевич ЛЮБАРСКИЙ); Russia; DOB 07 May 1971; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].
LYUBIKHOV, Roman Mikhaylovich (Cyrillic: Роман Михайлович ЛЯБИХОВ); Russia; DOB 22 Feb 1964; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].
LIKHACHEV, Vitaly Viktorovich (Cyrillic: Виталий Викторович ЛИХАЧЁВ); Russia; DOB 15 Jul 1980; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].
LIOTSMANOV, Dmitriy Nikolayevich (Cyrillic: Дмитрий Николаевич ЛОСТМАНОВ); Russia; DOB 17 Feb 1976; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].
LOTE, Zhoel Raimon (a.k.a. LAUTIER, Joel Raymond), Moscow, Russia; DOB 12 Apr 1960; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].
LISSOVSKI, Sergey Fodorovich (Cyrillic: Сергей Фёдорович ЛИСОВСКИЙ); Russia; DOB 01 Jun 1955; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].
LOOR, Ivan Ivanovich (Cyrillic: Иван Иванович ЛЮР); Russia; DOB 11 Dec 1955; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].
LOBACH, Tatyana Georgiyevna (Cyrillic: Татьяна Георгиевна ЛОБАЧ); Russia; DOB 30 Sep 1976; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].
LOGINOV, Vyacheslav Yuryevich (Cyrillic: Вячеслав Юриевич ЛОГИНОВ); Russia; DOB 11 Dec 1955; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].
MAIDANOV, Denis (Cyrillic: МАЙДАНОВ, Денис); Russia; DOB 07 May 1955; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].
MAKAROV, Vyatcheslav Serafimovich (Cyrillic: Вячеслав Серафимович МАКАРОВ); Russia; DOB 24 Dec 1961; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].
MARKHAYEV, Vyacheslav Mikhailovich (Cyrillic: Вячеслав Михайлович МАРКХАЕВ); Russia; DOB 01 Jun 1965; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].
MARKOV, Andrey Pavlovich (Cyrillic: Андрей Павлович МАРКОВ); Russia; DOB 30 Jun 1972; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].
MARKOV, Yevgeny Vladimirovich (Cyrillic: Евгений Владимирович МАРКОВ); Russia; DOB 08 Nov 1973; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].
MATVEYEV, Mikhail Nikolayevich (Cyrillic: Михаил Николаевич МАТВЕЕВ); Russia; DOB 15 Nov 1946; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].
MAZHUHA, Alexander Georgievich (Cyrillic: Александр Георгиевич МАЗУХА); Russia; DOB 27 Aug 1963; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].
MAXIMOV, Alexander Aleksandrovich (Cyrillic: Александр Александрович МАКСИМОВ); Russia; DOB 06 Aug 1980; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].
METSHIN, Aidar Raisovich (Cyrillic: МЕТШИН, Айдар Рaisович); Russia; DOB 27 Aug 1963; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].
MIRONOV, Vitaly Valentinovich (Cyrillic: Виталий Валентинович МИРОНОВ); Russia; DOB 23 Jan 1974; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].
MOROZOV, Sergey Ivanovich (Cyrillic: Сергей Иванович МОРОЗОВ); Russia; DOB 06 Sep 1959; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].
MUSATOV, Ivan Mikhailovich (Cyrillic: Иван Михайлович МУСАТОВ); Russia; DOB 14 Feb 1976; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].
NAPOS, Yuri Aisovich (Cyrillic: Юрий Аисович НАПСО); Russia; DOB 17 Apr 1973; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].
NAUMOV, Stanislav Aleksandrovich (Cyrillic: Станислав Александрович НАУМОВ); Russia; DOB 04 Oct 1972; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].
Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

NAZAROVA, Natalya Vasilyevna (Cyrillic: НАЗАРОВА, Наталия Васильевна), Russia; DOB 22 Dec 1953; nationality Russia; Gender Female; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

NEMKIN, Anton Igorevich (Cyrillic: НЕМКИН, Антон Игоревич), Russia; DOB 22 Aug 1983; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

NIKONOV, Vyacheslav (Cyrillic: НИКОНОВ, Вячеслав), Russia; DOB 05 Jun 1956; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

NILOV, Oleg Anatolyevich (Cyrillic: НИЛОВ, Олег Анатольевич), Russia; DOB 08 May 1962; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

NURBAQANDOV, Nurbagand (Cyrillic: НУРБАКАНДОВ, Нурбаганд), Russia; DOB 19 Mar 1957; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

OBUKHOV, Sergei Pavlovich (Cyrillic: ОБУХОВ, Сергеи Павлович), Russia; DOB 05 Oct 1958; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

OFRICE OF FOREIGN ASSETS CONTROL

Russia; DOB 05 Oct 1965; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

PAFRENOV, Denis Andreyevich (Cyrillic: ПАФРЕНОВ, Денис Андреевич), Russia; DOB 22 Sep 1987; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

PAYKIN, Boris Romanovich (Cyrillic: ПАЙКИН, Борис Романович), Russia; DOB 26 Mar 1965; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

PAYKIN, Boris Romanovich (Cyrillic: ПАЙКИН, Борис Романович), Russia; DOB 26 Mar 1965; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

PERFYONOVA, Natalya Alexeevna (Cyrillic: ПЕРФИОНОВА, Наталья Алексеевна), Russia; DOB 04 May 1976; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

PETROV, Sergey Valeriyevich (Cyrillic: ПЕТРОВ, Сергей Валерьевич), Russia; DOB 19 Apr 1965; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

PETROV, Sergey Valeriyevich (Cyrillic: ПЕТРОВ, Сергей Валерьевич), Russia; DOB 17 Aug 1969; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

PETROV, Yuriy Aleksandrovich (Cyrillic: ПЕТРОВ, Юрий Александрович), Russia; DOB 10 Apr 1947; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

PETRUNIN, Nikolay Yuryevich (Cyrillic: ПЕТРУНИН, Николай Юрьевич), Russia; DOB 27 Feb 1976; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].
Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024].

PILIPENKO, Olga Vasilyevna (Cyrillic: ПИЛИПЕНКО, Ольга Васильевна), Russia; DOB 04 Jan 1966; nationality Russia; Gender Female; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024].

PIROG, Dmitry Yuryevich (Cyrillic: ПИРОГ, Дмитрий Юрьевич), Russia; DOB 27 Jun 1980; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024].

PONOMAREV, Arkady Nikolayevich (Cyrillic: ПОНОМАРЕВ, Аркадий Николаевич), Russia; DOB 04 Sep 1983; nationality Russia; Gender Female; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024].

POPOV, Yevgeny (Cyrillic: ПОПОВ, Евгений), Russia; DOB 05 Aug 1986; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024].

POGORELYY, Dmitriy Viktorovich (Cyrillic: ПОГОРЕЛЬЫЙ, Дмитрий Викторович), Russia; DOB 07 Apr 1962; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024].

POLOTNIKOV, Vladimir Nikolayevich (Cyrillic: ПОЛУЯНОВ, Владимир Николаевич), Russia; DOB 04 Jan 1947; nationality Russia; Gender Female; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024].

PIVIVENKO, Valentina Nikolayevna (Cyrillic: ПИВНЕНКО, Валентина Николаевна), Russia; DOB 11 Mar 1981; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024].

PIVNIENKO, Valentina Nikolayevna (Cyrillic: ПИВНЕНКО, Валентина Николаевна), Russia; DOB 29 Oct 1989; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024].

PIROG, Dmitry Yuryevich (Cyrillic: ПИРОГ, Дмитрий Юрьевич), Russia; DOB 12 Sep 1947; nationality Russia; Gender Female; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024].

PRUSAKOVA, Maria Nikolayevna (Cyrillic: ПРУСАКОВА, Мария Николаевна), Russia; DOB 03 Nov 1984; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024].

PTITSYN, Roman Viktorovich (Cyrillic: ПТИЦЫН, Роман Викторович), Russia; DOB 08 Sep 1975; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024].

RUDENSKY, Igor Nikolayevich (Cyrillic: РУДЕНСКИЙ, Игорь Николаевич), Russia; DOB 11 Sep 1962; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024].

RYABTSEVA, Zhanna Anatolyevna (Cyrillic: РЯБЦЕВА, Жанна Анатольевна), Russia; DOB 08 Dec 1977; nationality Russia; Gender Female; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024].

RYABTSEVA, Zhanna Anatolyevna (Cyrillic: РЯБЦЕВА, Жанна Анатольевна), Russia; DOB 08 Dec 1977; nationality Russia; Gender Female; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024].

SAMOKUTYAEV, Alexander Mikhailovich (Cyrillic: САМОКУТЯЕВ, Александр Михайлович), Russia; DOB 13 Mar 1970; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024].

SARANOVA, Yuliya Vladimirovna (Cyrillic: САРАНОВА, Юлия Владимировна), Russia; DOB 11 Sep 1978; nationality Russia; Gender Female; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024].

SARALIEV, Roman Viktorovich (Cyrillic: САРАЛИЕВ, Роман Викторович), Russia; DOB 12 Sep 1949; nationality Russia; Gender Female; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024].

SALEVA, Alla Leonidovna (Cyrillic: САЛАЕВА, Алла Леонидовна), Russia; DOB 14 Sep 1979; nationality Russia; Gender Female; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024].
SARYGLAR, Aydyn Nikolaevich (Cyrillic: САРЫГЛАР, Айдын Николаевич), Russia; DOB 22 Feb 1988; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024].

SHCHEGLOV, Nikolay Mikhailovich (Cyrillic: ЩЕГЛОВ, Николай Михайлович), Russia; DOB 16 Mar 1960; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024].

SHCHERBAKOV, Alexander Vladimirovich (Cyrillic: ШЕРБАКОВ, Александр Владимирович), Russia; DOB 12 May 1965; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024].

SHIPULIN, Anton Vladimirovich (Cyrillic: ШИПУЛИН, Антон Владимирович), Russia; DOB 21 Aug 1987; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024].

SHIKHAGOSHEV, Adalbi Lyulevich (Cyrillic: ШИХАГОСЕВ, Адальби Люлевич), Russia; DOB 06 Jun 1967; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024].

SKRUG, Valeriy Stepanovich (Cyrillic: СКРУГ, Валерий Степанович), Russia; DOB 20 Jun 1960; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024].

SMIRNOV, Viktor Vladimirovich (Cyrillic: СМИРНОВ, Виктор Владимирович), Russia; DOB 19 Jul 1949; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024].

SIMINOV, Viktor Vladimirovich (Cyrillic: СМИНОВ, Виктор Владимирович), Russia; DOB 20 Sep 1968; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024].

SKYAR, Valeriy Stepanovich (Cyrillic: СКЯР, Валерий Степанович), Russia; DOB 26 Jul 1968; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024].

SHCHEGLOV, Nikolay Mikhailovich (Cyrillic: ЩЕГЛОВ, Николай Михайлович), Russia; DOB 16 Mar 1960; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024].

SHCHERBAKOV, Alexander Vladimirovich (Cyrillic: ШЕРБАКОВ, Александр Владимирович), Russia; DOB 12 May 1965; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024].

SHCHERBAKOV, Alexander Vladimirovich (Cyrillic: ШЕРБАКОВ, Александр Владимирович), Russia; DOB 12 May 1965; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024].

SHCHERBAKOV, Alexander Vladimirovich (Cyrillic: ШЕРБАКОВ, Александр Владимирович), Russia; DOB 12 May 1965; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024].

SHCHERBAKOV, Alexander Vladimirovich (Cyrillic: ШЕРБАКОВ, Александр Владимирович), Russia; DOB 12 May 1965; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024].

SHCHERBAKOV, Alexander Vladimirovich (Cyrillic: ШЕРБАКОВ, Александр Владимирович), Russia; DOB 12 May 1965; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024].

SHCHERBAKOV, Alexander Vladimirovich (Cyrillic: ШЕРБАКОВ, Александр Владимирович), Russia; DOB 12 May 1965; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024].

SHCHERBAKOV, Alexander Vladimirovich (Cyrillic: ШЕРБАКОВ, Александр Владимирович), Russia; DOB 12 May 1965; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024].

SHCHERBAKOV, Alexander Vladimirovich (Cyrillic: ШЕРБАКОВ, Александр Владимирович), Russia; DOB 12 May 1965; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024].

SHCHERBAKOV, Alexander Vladimirovich (Cyrillic: ШЕРБАКОВ, Александр Владимирович), Russia; DOB 12 May 1965; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024].

SHCHERBAKOV, Alexander Vladimirovich (Cyrillic: ШЕРБАКОВ, Александр Владимирович), Russia; DOB 12 May 1965; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024].

SHCHERBAKOV, Alexander Vladimirovich (Cyrillic: ШЕРБАКОВ, Александр Владимирович), Russia; DOB 12 May 1965; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024].

SHCHERBAKOV, Alexander Vladimirovich (Cyrillic: ШЕРБАКОВ, Александр Владимирович), Russia; DOB 12 May 1965; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024].
SMOLIN, Oleg Nikolayevich (Cyrillic: СМОЛИН, Олег Николаевич), Russia; DOB 10 Feb 1952; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024].

SOBOLEV, Viktor Ivanovich (Cyrillic: СОБОЛЕВ, Виктор Иванович), Russia; DOB 23 Feb 1950; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024].

SOKOL, Sergey Mikhaylovich (Cyrillic: СОКОЛ, Сергей Михайлович), Russia; DOB 24 Dec 1965; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024].

SOLOVEV, Sergey Anatolevich (Cyrillic: СОЛОВЬЕВ, Серге́й Анато́льевич), Russia; DOB 22 May 1969; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024].

STENYAKINA, Ekaterina Petrovna (Cyrillic: СТЕНЯКИНА, Екатерина Петровна), Russia; DOB 20 Feb 1961; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024].

SUKHAREV, Ivan Konstantinovich (Cyrillic: СУХАРЕВ, Иван Константинович), Russia; DOB 10 Jun 1978; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024].

SULEYMANOV, Renat Ismailovich (Cyrillic: СУЛЕЙМАНОВ, Ренат Исмаилович), Russia; DOB 24 Dec 1965; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024].

TERENTYEV, Alexander Vasilievich (Cyrillic: ТЕРЕНТЬЕВ, Александр Васильевич), Russia; DOB 20 Jan 1961; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024].

TERENTYEV, Mikhail Borisovich (Cyrillic: ТЕРЕНТЬЕВ, Михаил Борисович), Russia; DOB 14 May 1970; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024].

TIMCHENKO, Elena Petrovna (Cyrillic: ТИМЧЕНКО, Елена Петровна) (a.k.a. TIMCHENKO, Elena; Russia; DOB 10 Rampe de Cologny, Geneva 1223, Switzerland; DOB 21 Dec 1955; POB Russia; nationality Russia; alt. nationality Finland; Gender Female (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: TIMCHENKO, Gennady Nikolayevich).

TIMCHENKO, Kseniya (a.k.a. TIMTCHENKO, Xeniia; f.k.a. FRANK, Xeniia; a.k.a. FRANK, Kseniya) (Cyrillic: ТИМЧЕНКО, Ксения Петровна), Russia; 10 Rampe de Cologny, Geneva 1223, Switzerland; DOB 21 Dec 1955; POB Russia; nationality Russia; alt. nationality Finland; Gender Female (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: TIMCHENKO, Gennady Nikolayevich).

TETERDINKO, Alexander Pavlovich (Cyrillic: ТЕТЕРДИНКО, Александр Павлович), Russia; DOB 20 Nov 1983; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024].

TEREN'TIEV, Muslim Barisovich (Cyrillic: ТЕРЕНТЬЕВ, Мусли́м Барисович), Russia; DOB 11 Jan 1980; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024].

TYMAZOVA, Artur Borisovich (Cyrillic: ТЯМАЗОВА, Артур Борисович), Russia; DOB 20 Jul 1979; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024].

TEN, Sergey Yuryevich (Cyrillic: ТЕН, Сергей Юрьевич), Russia; DOB 25 Aug 1976; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024].

TETERDINKO, Roman Igorevich (Cyrillic: ТЕТЕРДИНКО, Роман Игоревич), Russia; DOB 20 Dec 1979; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024].

TIVERDAYS, Gennady Nikolayevich (Cyrillic: ТИВЕРДАЙС, Геннадий Николаевич).
TIMCHENKO, Xenia (a.k.a. FRANK, Ksenia Genenadevna (Cyrillic: ФРАНК, Ксения Геннадьевна); a.k.a. FRANK, Kseniya Genenadevna; a.k.a. FRANK, Xenia; f.k.a. TIMCHENKO, Ksenia; f.k.a. TIMCHENKO, Kseniya (a.k.a. FRANK, Ksenia Genenadevna; a.k.a. FRANK, Xenia; f.k.a. TIMCHENKO, Ksenia), Russia; 1 Square Tower Road, Cologny, Switzerland; DOB 25 Sep 1985; POB St. Petersburg, Russia; nationality Russia; alt. nationality Finland; Gender Female (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: OOO TRANSOIL).

TIMCHENKO, Yelena Petrovna (a.k.a. TIMCHENKO, Elena Petrovna (Cyrillic: ТИМЧЕНКО, Елена Петровна); a.k.a. TIMCHENKO, Elena; 10 Rampe de Cologny, Geneva 1223, Switzerland; DOB 21 Dec 1955; POB Russia; nationality Russia; alt. nationality Finland; Gender Female (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: TIMCHENKO, Genndy Nikolayevich).

TIMCHENKO, Elena (a.k.a. TIMCHENKO, Elena Petrovna (Cyrillic: ТИМЧЕНКО, Елена Петровна); a.k.a. TIMCHENKO, Elena; 10 Rampe de Cologny, Geneva 1223, Switzerland; DOB 21 Dec 1955; POB Russia; nationality Russia; alt. nationality Finland; Gender Female (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: TIMCHENKO, Genndy Nikolayevich).

TIMCHENKO, Ksenia (a.k.a. FRANK, Ksenia Genenadevna (Cyrillic: ФРАНК, Ксения Геннадьевна); a.k.a. FRANK, Kseniya Genenadevna; a.k.a. FRANK, Xenia; f.k.a. TIMCHENKO, Ksenia; f.k.a. TIMCHENKO, Kseniya (a.k.a. FRANK, Ksenia Genenadevna; a.k.a. FRANK, Xenia; f.k.a. TIMCHENKO, Ksenia), Russia; 1 Square Tower Road, Cologny, Switzerland; DOB 25 Sep 1985; POB St. Petersburg, Russia; nationality Russia; alt. nationality Finland; Gender Female (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: OOO TRANSOIL).

TRIFONOV, Andrey Fedorovich (Cyrillic: ТРИФОНОВ, Андрей Фёдорович), Russia; DOB 01 May 1965; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

TSED, Nikolay Grigorevich (Cyrillic: ЦЕД, Николай Григорьевич), Russia; DOB 06 Jan 1959; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

TSUNAEVA, Elena Moiseevna (Cyrillic: ЦУНАЕВА, Елена Моисеевна), Russia; DOB 13 Jan 1969; nationality Russia; Gender Female; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

TUMUSOV, Fedot Semonovich (Cyrillic: ТУМУСОВ, Федот Семёнович), Russia; DOB 30 Jun 1955; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

TUROV, Artyom Viktorovich (Cyrillic: ТУРОВ, Артём Викторович), Russia; DOB 01 Mar 1984; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

UTYASHEVA, Rimma Amirovna (Cyrillic: УТЯШЕВА, Римма Амировна), Russia; DOB 03 Jan 1952; nationality Russia; Gender Female; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

VALIEV, Ernest Abdulovich (Cyrillic: ВАЛИЕВ, Эрнст Абдулович), Russia; DOB 07 Apr 1950; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

VALCHUK, Oleg Dorianovich (Cyrillic: ВАЛЧУК, Олег Дорианович), Russia; DOB 14 Sep 1960; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

VALLIÉVE, Vitalyi Borisovich (Cyrillic: ВАЛЛИЕВ, Николай Сергеевич), Russia; DOB 21 Aug 1973; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

VASYIYEV, Nikolay Ivanovich (Cyrillic: ВАСИЛЬЕВ, Николай Иванович), Russia; DOB 28 Mar 1958; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

VELLER, Alexey Borisovich (Cyrillic: ВЕЛЛЕР, Алексей Борисович), Russia; DOB 09 Jan 1966; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

VLEMAEKO, Sergey Alekseyevich (Cyrillic: ВЕРЕМЕЕКО, Сергей Алексеевич), Russia; DOB 26 Sep 1955; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

VLYSOS, Vasily Maksimovich (Cyrillic: ВЛАСОВ, Василий Максимович), Russia; DOB 27 Jun 1995; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

VYBORNY, Anatoly Borisovich (Cyrillic: ВЫБОРНЫЙ, Анатолий Борисович), Russia; DOB 09 Jan 1966; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

VOROBEV, Andrey Viktorovich (Cyrillic: ВОРОБЬЁВ, Андрей Викторович), Russia; DOB 24 Jul 1985; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

VOROCHNOVS, Anatoly (Cyrillic: ВОРОНОВСКИЙ, Анатолий), Russia; DOB 28 Dec 1966; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

VYBORNII, Anatoly Borisovich (Cyrillic: ВЫБОРНЫЙ, Анатолий Борисович), Russia; DOB 08 Jun 1965; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].
Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

WASSERMAN, Anatoly Aleksandrovich (Cyrillic: ВАССЕРМАН, Анатолий Александрович), Russia; DOB 09 Dec 1952; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

YAGAFAROV, Azat Ferdinandovich (Cyrillic: ЯГАФАРОВ, Азат Фердинандович), Russia; DOB 01 Jan 1989; nationality Russia; citizen Nigeria; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Passport A06125000 (Nigeria) (individual) [SDGT] (Linked To: BOKO HARAM).

YAKUBOVSKY, Alexander Vladimirovich (Cyrillic: ЯКУБОВСКИЙ, Александр Владимирович), Russia; DOB 31 Mar 1973; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

YAKHNYUK, Sergey Vasilyevich (Cyrillic: ЯКНЮК, Сергей Васильевич), Russia; DOB 03 Jul 1962; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

YAKUBOVSKY, Alexander Vladimirovich (Cyrillic: ЯКУБОВСКИЙ, Александр Владимирович), Russia; DOB 07 May 1985; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

YEZUBOV, Alexey Petrovich (Cyrillic: ЕЗЮБОВ, Алексей Петрович), Russia; DOB 10 Feb 1948; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

YEZERSKY, Nikolay Nikolayevich (Cyrillic: ЕЗЕРСКИЙ, Николай Николаевич), Russia; DOB 08 May 1956; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

YEZUKH, Serhii Yurievich (Cyrillic: ЄЗУХ, Сергій Юрійович), Ukraine; DOB 06 Apr 1969; nationality Ukraine; Member of the Supreme Rada of the Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine (individual) [UKRAINE-EO23253].

YEVGENYEV, Sergei Nikolaevich (Cyrillic: ЕВГЕНЬЕВ, Сергей Николаевич), Russia; DOB 29 Oct 1969; nationality Russia; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

YEVGENYEV, Sergei Nikolaevich (Cyrillic: ЕВГЕНЬЕВ, Сергей Николаевич), Russia; DOB 29 Oct 1969; nationality Russia; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

YEVGENYEV, Sergei Nikolaevich (Cyrillic: ЕВГЕНЬЕВ, Сергей Николаевич), Russia; DOB 29 Oct 1969; nationality Russia; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

YEVTYUKHOVA, Yelena Aleksandrovna (Cyrillic: ЕВТЮХОВА, Елена Александровна), Russia; DOB 30 Jun 1962; nationality Russia; Gender Female; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

YEZERSKY, Nikolay Nikolayevich (Cyrillic: ЕЗЕРСКИЙ, Николай Николаевич), Russia; DOB 08 May 1956; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

YEZUKH, Serhii Yurievich (Cyrillic: ЄЗЮХ, Сергій Юрійович), Ukraine; DOB 06 Apr 1969; nationality Ukraine; Member of the Supreme Rada of the Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine (individual) [UKRAINE-EO23253].

YEZUKH, Serhii Yurievich (Cyrillic: ЄЗЮХ, Сергій Юрійович), Ukraine; DOB 06 Apr 1969; nationality Ukraine; Member of the Supreme Rada of the Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine (individual) [UKRAINE-EO23253].

YEZUKH, Serhii Yurievich (Cyrillic: ЄЗЮХ, Сергій Юрійович), Ukraine; DOB 06 Apr 1969; nationality Ukraine; Member of the Supreme Rada of the Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine (individual) [UKRAINE-EO23253].

• 03/25/22

The following [SDGT] entries have been added to OFAC's SDN List:

ADAMU, Salihu Yusuf (a.k.a. ADAMU, Salihu Yusuf (Arabic: سالح يوسف سالم)), Abu Dhabi, United Arab Emirates; DOB 23 Aug 1990; POB Nigeria; nationality Nigeria; citizen Nigeria; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Passport A07038778 (Nigeria) (individual) [SDGT] (Linked To: BOKO HARAM).

ALHASSAN, Ibrahim Ali (Arabic: إبراهيم علي الحسن), Abu Dhabi, United Arab Emirates; DOB 31 Jan 1981; POB Nigeria; nationality Nigeria; citizen Nigeria; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Passport A04887854 (Nigeria) (individual) [SDGT] (Linked To: BOKO HARAM).

ISA, Muhammad Ibrahim (Arabic: محمد إبراهيم إسامة), Abu Dhabi, United Arab Emirates; DOB 01 Jan 1989; POB Nigeria; nationality Nigeria; citizen Nigeria; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Passport A04887854 (Nigeria) (individual) [SDGT] (Linked To: BOKO HARAM).

MUSA, Abdurrahman Ado (Arabic: عبد الرحمنadows، أبو، سيبه على يوسف), Abu Dhabi, United Arab Emirates; DOB 23 Apr 1984; POB Nigeria; nationality Nigeria; citizen Nigeria; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Passport A07038778 (Nigeria) (individual) [SDGT] (Linked To: BOKO HARAM).

YUSUF, Bashir Ali (Arabic: لابه على يوسف), Abu Dhabi, United Arab Emirates; DOB 07 Aug 1984; POB Nigeria; nationality Nigeria; citizen Nigeria; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Passport A06775222 (Nigeria) (individual) [SDGT] (Linked To: BOKO HARAM).

• 03/25/22

The following [BURMA-EO14014] entries have been added to OFAC's SDN List:

66TH LIGHT INFANTRY DIVISION (a.k.a. LIGHT INFANTRY DIVISION 66; a.k.a. "66 LID"; a.k.a. #66 DIVISION; a.k.a. "DIV. 66"; a.k.a. "LID 66"), Pyay Township, Bago Region, Burma; Target Type Government Entity [BURMA-EO14014].

AGD BANK (a.k.a. ASIA DEVELOPMENT BANK LIMITED; a.k.a. ASIA DEVELOPMENT BANK PUBLIC COMPANY LIMITED), No. 73/75, Sule Pagoda Road, Pabadan Township, Yangon, Burma; SWIFT/BIC AGDBMMM; Website
CHANGES TO THE SDN LIST IN 2022

Registration Number 1041 (Iran) [NPWMD] [IFSR] (Linked To: HOSSEINI, Mohammad Ali). HOSSEINI, Mohammad Ali (a.k.a. HOSEINI, Mohammad Ali; a.k.a. “HOSEINI, Mohammadali”, a.k.a. “HOSSENI, M. Ali”), Iran; DOB 16 Sep 1969; nationality Iran; Additional Sanctions Information - Subject to Secondary Sanctions; Gender Male; Passport U41608657 (Iran); National ID No. 0579705900 (Iran) (individual) [NPWMD] [IFSR] (Linked To: ISLAMIC REVOLUTIONARY GUARD CORPS RESEARCH AND SELF-SUFFICIENCY JEHAD ORGANIZATION; Linked To: PARCHIN CHEMICAL INDUSTRIES).

HOSEINI, Mohammad Ali (a.k.a. HOSEINI, Mohammad Ali; a.k.a. “HOSEINI, Mohammadali”, a.k.a. “HOSSENI, M. Ali”), Iran; DOB 16 Sep 1969; nationality Iran; Additional Sanctions Information - Subject to Secondary Sanctions; Gender Male; Passport U41608657 (Iran); National ID No. 0579705900 (Iran) (individual) [NPWMD] [IFSR] (Linked To: ISLAMIC REVOLUTIONARY GUARD CORPS RESEARCH AND SELF-SUFFICIENCY JEHAD ORGANIZATION; Linked To: PARCHIN CHEMICAL INDUSTRIES).

JESTAR SANAT DELIJAN (a.k.a. GESTAR SANAT DELIJAN COMPANY; a.k.a. JESTAR SANAT DELIJAN COMPANY), No. 9 Shenasa Street, Valiasr Street, Tehran, Iran; Shenasa St., Valiasr St., Tehran, Iran; Additional Sanctions Information - Subject to Secondary Sanctions; Organization Established Date 2005; National ID No. 10861613201 (Iran); Registration Number 1041 (Iran) [NPWMD] [IFSR] (Linked To: HOSSEINI, Mohammad Ali). JESTAR SANAT DELIJAN COMPANY (a.k.a. GESTAR SANAT DELIJAN COMPANY; a.k.a. JESTAR SANAT DELIJAN), No. 9 Shenasa Street, Valiasr Street, Tehran, Iran; Shenasa St., Valiasr St., Tehran, Iran; Additional Sanctions Information - Subject to Secondary Sanctions; Organization Established Date 2005; National ID No. 10861613201 (Iran); Registration Number 1041 (Iran) [NPWMD] [IFSR] (Linked To: HOSSEINI, Mohammad Ali).

P.B. SADR CO. (a.k.a. PARS BANAYE SADR CONSTRUCTION COMPANY; a.k.a. PARS BANAYE SADR INDUSTRIAL CONSTRUCTION COMPANY PJS; a.k.a. PARS BANAYE SADR INDUSTRIES COMPANY; a.k.a. PB SADR CONSTRUCTION COMPANY; a.k.a. SHERKATE SANATI OMIRANI PARS BANAYE SADR; a.k.a. "PARS BANA SADR"; a.k.a. "PBS CONSTRUCTION CO"; a.k.a. "PBS CONSTRUCTION COMPANY"), No. 13, 1st Koohestan Ave., Pasdaran Street, Tehran, Iran; No. 17 Koohestan 1, Pasdaran Street, Tehran 1958833951, Iran; Website www.pars-bana.com; Additional Sanctions Information - Subject to Secondary Sanctions; Organization Established Date 2003 [NPWMD] [IFSR] (Linked To: PARCHIN CHEMICAL INDUSTRIES).
www.sayehbansepehr.com; Additional Sanctions Information - Subject to Secondary Sanctions; Organization Established Date 2008; National ID No. 10861613180 (Iran); Business Registration Number 1051 (Iran) [NPWMD] [IFSR] (Linked To: HOSSEINI, Mohammad Ali).

SAYEH BAN SEPEHR INDUSTRIAL GROUP (a.k.a. SAYEH BAN SEPEHR DELIJAN CO.; a.k.a. SAYEH BAN SEPEHR DELIJAN WATERPROOFING; a.k.a. SAYEBHAN SEPEHR DELIJAN COMPANY; a.k.a. SAYEBHAN SEPEHR DELIJAN Chief Executive Officer: SAYEH BAN SEPEHR INDUSTRIAL GROUP; a.k.a. SAYEHBAN SEPEHR DELIJAN COMPANY; a.k.a. "BAMBAN SEPEHR"; a.k.a. "BAMBAN SHARG"; a.k.a. "SYFLEX"), Ravanji Industrial Zone, 15km of Tehran Road, Delijan, Iran; No. 9 Shenasa Street, Vali Asr Street, Tehran, Iran; Website www.sayehbansepehr.com; Additional Sanctions Information - Subject to Secondary Sanctions; Organization Established Date 2008; National ID No. 10861613180 (Iran); Business Registration Number 1051 (Iran) [NPWMD] [IFSR] (Linked To: HOSSEINI, Mohammad Ali).

SAYEBHAN SEPEHR DELIJAN COMPANY (a.k.a. SAYEHBAN SEPEHR DELIJAN COMPANY; a.k.a. SAYEHBAN SEPEHR WATERPROOFING; a.k.a. SAYEHBAN SEPEHR DELIJAN Chief Executive Officer: SAYEHBAN SEPEHR DELIJAN COMPANY; a.k.a. SAYEHBAN SEPEHR DELIJAN Chief Executive Officer: SAYEHBAN SEPEHR DELIJAN COMPANY; a.k.a. SAYEHBAN SEPEHR DELIJAN Company; a.k.a. "BAMBAN SEPEHR"; a.k.a. "BAMBAN SHARG"; a.k.a. "SYFLEX").

SHERKATE SANATI OMRAHI PARS BANAYE SADR (a.k.a. P.B. SADR CO.; a.k.a. PARS BANAYE SADR INDUSTRIAL CONSTRUCTION COMPANY PJS; a.k.a. PARS BANAYE SADR STRATEGIC COMPANY; a.k.a. PB SADR CONSTRUCTION COMPANY; a.k.a. "PARS BANA SADR"; a.k.a. "PBS CONSTRUCTION COMPANY CO.; a.k.a. "PBS CONSTRUCTION COMPANY"), No. 13, 1st Koohestan Ave., Pasdaran Street, Tehran, Iran; No. 17 Kohestan 1, Pasdaran Street, Tehran 1958833951, Iran; Website www.pars-bana.com; Additional Sanctions Information - Subject to Secondary Sanctions; Organization Established Date 2003 [NPWMD] [IFSR] (Linked To: PARVIN CHEMICAL INDUSTRIES).

SINA COMPOSITE (a.k.a. SINA COMPOSITE CO.; a.k.a. SINA COMPOSITE DELIJAN COMPANY, 19 Unit, 28 No, Dashtestan 5 Alley, Pasdaran Ave, Tehran, Iran; Website http://sinacomposite.com; Additional Sanctions Information - Subject to Secondary Sanctions; Organization Established Date 2008; National ID No. 10861613180 (Iran); Business Registration Number 1051 (Iran) [NPWMD] [IFSR] (Linked To: ISLAMIC REVOLUTIONARY GUARD CORPS RESEARCH AND SELF-SUFFICIENCY JEHAD ORGANIZATION).

SINA COMPOSITE DELIJAN COMPANY (a.k.a. SINA COMPOSITE; a.k.a. SINA COMPOSITE DELIJAN COMPANY, 19 Unit, 28 No, Dashtestan 5 Alley, Pasdaran Ave, Tehran, Iran; Website http://sinacomposite.com; Additional Sanctions Information - Subject to Secondary Sanctions; Organization Established Date 2008; National ID No. 10861613180 (Iran); Business Registration Number 1051 (Iran) [NPWMD] [IFSR] (Linked To: ISLAMIC REVOLUTIONARY GUARD CORPS RESEARCH AND SELF-SUFFICIENCY JEHAD ORGANIZATION).
Gender Male; Passport U41608657 (Iran); National ID No. 0579705900 (Iran) (individual) [NPWMD] [IFSR] (Linked To: ISLAMIC REVOLUTIONARY GUARD CORPS RESEARCH AND SELF-SUFFICIENCY JEHAD ORGANIZATION; Linked To: PARCHIN CHEMICAL INDUSTRIES).

“HOSSEINI, M. Ali” (a.k.a. HOSEINI, Mohammad Ali; a.k.a. HOSEINI, Mohammad Ali; a.k.a. "HOSEINI, Mohammadali"), Iran; DOB 16 Sep 1969; nationality Iran; Additional Sanctions Information - Subject to Secondary Sanctions; Gender Male; Passport U41608657 (Iran); National ID No. 0579705900 (Iran) (individual) [NPWMD] [IFSR] [Linked To: ISLAMIC REVOLUTIONARY GUARD CORPS RESEARCH AND SELF-SUFFICIENCY JEHAD ORGANIZATION; Linked To: PARCHIN CHEMICAL INDUSTRIES).

“PBS CONSTRUCTION COMPANY” (a.k.a. P.B. SADR CO.; a.k.a. PARS BANAYE SADR CONSTRUCTION COMPANY; a.k.a. PARS BANAYE SADR INDUSTRIAL CONSTRUCTION COMPANY PJS; a.k.a. PARS BANAYE SADR INDUSTRIES COMPANY; a.k.a. PB SADR CONSTRUCTION COMPANY; a.k.a. SHERKATE SANATI OMIRANI PARS BANAYE SADR; a.k.a. "PARS BANA SADR"; a.k.a. "PBS CONSTRUCTION CO"), No. 13, 1st Koohestan Ave., Pasdaran Street, Tehran, Iran; No. 17 Koohestan 1, Pasdaran Street, Tehran, Iran; 1958833951, Iran; Website www.pars-bana.com; Additional Sanctions Information - Subject to Secondary Sanctions; Organization Established Date 2003 [NPWMD] [IFSR] (Linked To: PARCHIN CHEMICAL INDUSTRIES).

• 03/31/22

The following [RUSSIA-EO14024] entries have been added to OFAC’s SDN List:

AKTSIONERNOE OBSCHHESTVO NAUCHNO-ISSLEDOVATELSKIY INSTITUT MOLEKULYARNOI ELEKTRONIKI (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSCHHESTVO NAUCHNO- ISSLEDOVATELSKIY INSTITUT MOLEKULYARNOI ELEKTRONIKI; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY NIIME; a.k.a. MOLECULAR ELECTRONICS RESEARCH INSTITUTE, JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. NAUCHNO ISSLEDOVATELSKIY INSTITUT MOLEKULYARNOI ELEKTRONIKI AO; a.k.a. NIIME, AO), 1st Zapadny Proezd 12/1, Zelenograd 124460, Russia; d. 6 str. 1, ul. Akademika Valieva, Zelenograd, Moscow 124460, Russia; Organization Established Date 03 Sep 1964; Tax ID No. 7735579027 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 92611467 (Russia); Registration Number 1117746568829 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

AKTSIONERNOE OBSCHHESTVO NAUCHNO- ISSLEDOVATELSKIY INSTITUT MOLEKULYARNOI ELEKTRONIKI (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSCHHESTVO NAUCHNO- ISSLEDOVATELSKIY INSTITUT MOLEKULYARNOI ELEKTRONIKI; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY NIIME; a.k.a. MOLECULAR ELECTRONICS RESEARCH INSTITUTE, JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. NAUCHNO ISSLEDOVATELSKIY INSTITUT MOLEKULYARNOI ELEKTRONIKI AO; a.k.a. NIIME, AO), 1st Zapadny Proezd 12/1, Zelenograd 124460, Russia; d. 6 str. 1, ul. Akademika Valieva, Zelenograd, Moscow 124460, Russia; Organization Established Date 03 Sep 1964; Tax ID No. 7735579027 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 92611467 (Russia); Registration Number 1117746568829 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

AMEXSONG PTE LTD (f.k.a. CHAMPION WAY PTE LTD), Albert Street 60 #10-40, City-Beach Road, Singapore 189969, Singapore; Registration Number 199104462G (Singapore) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

AO NII VEKTOR (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY SCIENTIFIC-RESEARCH INSTITUTE VEKTOR), ul. Akademika Pavlova d. 14-A, Saint Petersburg 197376, Russia; Ul. Kantemirovskaya D. 10, Saint Petersburg 197342, Russia; Website nii-vector.ru; Email Address nii@nii-vektor.ru; Organization Established Date 1908; Tax ID No. 7813491943 (Russia); Trade License No. 1117847020400 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].
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4502572626 (Russia) (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: MALBERG LIMITED).

BERNOVA, Evgeniya Vladimirivna (a.k.a. BERNOVA, Irina Viktorovna (Cyrillic: ИРИНА ВИКТОРОВНА БЕРНОВА)), Russia; DOB 08 Aug 1981; POB Kurchatov, Russia; nationality Russia; citizen Russia; Gender Male; Tax ID No. 7812559591 (Russia); National ID No. 504603132375 (Russia) (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: MALBERG LIMITED; Linked To: MAJORY LLP; Linked To: OOO SERNIYA INZHINIRING; Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY MIKRON; Linked To: MAJORY LLP).
MALTARENT LTD, Phoenix Business Centre, the Penthouse, Old Railway Track, Santa Venera SVR9022, Malta; Organization Established Date 28 Apr 2015; V.A.T. Number 22481501 (Malta); Registration Number C 70327 (Malta) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: BERNOVA, Evgeniya Vladimirovna).

MIKRON JSC (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY MIKRON; f.k.a. NI MOLEKULYARNOI ELEKTRONIKI I ZAVOD MIKRON PAO; f.k.a. NIIME AND MIKRON; f.k.a. OKTRYTOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO NII MOLEKULYARNOY ELECTRONIKI I ZAVOD MIKRON; a.k.a. PJSC MIKRON; a.k.a. PUBLICNOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO MIKRON), 1st Zapadny Proezd 12/1, Zelenograd 124460, Russia; d. 6 str. 1, ul. Akademika Valieva, Zelenograd, Moscow 124460, Russia; Organization Established Date 03 Sep 1964; Tax ID No. 7735579027 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 92611467 (Russia); Registration Number 1117746568829 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

NII MOLEKULYARNOI ELEKTRONIKI I ZAVOD MIKRON PAO (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY MIKRON; a.k.a. MIKRON JSC; f.k.a. NIIME AND MIKRON; f.k.a. OKTRYTOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO NII MOLEKULYARNOY ELECTRONIKI I ZAVOD MIKRON; a.k.a. PJSC MIKRON; a.k.a. PUBLICNOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO MIKRON), 1st Zapadny Proezd 12/1, Zelenograd 124460, Russia; d. 6 str. 1, ul. Akademika Valieva, Zelenograd, Moscow 124460, Russia; Organization Established Date 13 Jan 1994; Tax ID No. 7735007358 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 07589295 (Russia); Registration Number 1027700073466 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

NIIME AND MIKRON (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY MIKRON; a.k.a. MIKRON JSC; f.k.a. NIIME AND MIKRON; f.k.a. OKTRYTOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO NII MOLEKULYARNOY ELECTRONIKI I ZAVOD MIKRON; a.k.a. PJSC MIKRON; a.k.a. PUBLICNOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO MIKRON), 1st Zapadny Proezd 12/1, Zelenograd 124460, Russia; d. 6 str. 1, ul. Akademika Valieva, Zelenograd, Moscow 124460, Russia; Organization Established Date 13 Jan 1994; Tax ID No. 7735007358 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 07589295 (Russia); Registration Number 1027700073466 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

NIIME AO (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO MIKRON), 1st Zapadny Proezd 12/1, Zelenograd 124460, Russia; d. 6 str. 1, ul. Akademika Valieva, Zelenograd, Moscow 124460, Russia; Organization Established Date 03 Sep 1964; Tax ID No. 7735579027 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 92611467 (Russia); Registration Number 1117746568829 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

MOLECULAR ELECTRONICS RESEARCH INSTITUTE, JOINT STOCK COMPANY (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO NAUCHNOISSLEDOVATELSKIY INSTITUT MOLEKULYARNOI ELEKTRONIKI AO), d. 6 str. 1, ul. Akademika Valieva, Zelenograd, Moscow 124460, Russia; organization established date 03 Sep 1964; tax ID no. 7735579027 (Russia); government Gazette number 92611467 (Russia); registration number 1117746568829 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

NIIME AO (a.k.a. PUBLICNOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO MIKRON), 1st Zapadny Proezd 12/1, Zelenograd 124460, Russia; d. 6 str. 1, ul. Akademika Valieva, Zelenograd, Moscow 124460, Russia; Organization Established Date 03 Sep 1964; Tax ID No. 7735579027 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 92611467 (Russia); Registration Number 1117746568829 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

NIIME AND MIKRON, 1st Zapadny Proezd 12/1, Zelenograd 124460, Russia; d. 6 str. 1, ul. Akademika Valieva, Zelenograd, Moscow 124460, Russia; Organization Established Date 13 Jan 1994; Tax ID No. 7735007358 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 07589295 (Russia); Registration Number 1027700073466 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

NIIME, AO, 1st Zapadny Proezd 12/1, Zelenograd 124460, Russia; d. 6 str. 1, ul. Akademika Valieva, Zelenograd, Moscow 124460, Russia; Organization Established Date 03 Sep 1964; Tax ID No. 7735579027 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 92611467 (Russia); Registration Number 1117746568829 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

NAUCHNO ISSLEDOVATELSKIY INSTITUT MOLEKULYARNOI ELEKTRONIKI AO (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO NAUCHNOISSLEDOVATELSKIY INSTITUT MOLEKULYARNOI ELEKTRONIKI), d. 6 str. 1, ul. Akademika Valieva, Zelenograd, Moscow 124460, Russia; organization established date 03 Sep 1964; tax ID no. 7735579027 (Russia); government Gazette number 92611467 (Russia); registration number 1117746568829 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

NIIME, AO (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO NAUCHNOISSLEDOVATELSKIY INSTITUT MOLEKULYARNOI ELEKTRONIKI AO), 1st Zapadny Proezd 12/1, Zelenograd 124460, Russia; d. 6 str. 1, ul. Akademika Valieva, Zelenograd, Moscow 124460, Russia; Organization Established Date 03 Sep 1964; Tax ID No. 7735579027 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 92611467 (Russia); Registration Number 1117746568829 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].
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Public Joint Stock Company Mikron (a.k.a. Mikron JSC; f.k.a. NII Molekulayarnoi Elektroniki i Zavod Mikron PAO; f.k.a. NIIME and Mikron; f.k.a. Otkrytoe Aktsionernoe Obshchestvo NII Molekulayarnoi Elektroniki i Zavod Mikron), 1st Zapadnyy Proezd 12/1, Zelenograd 124460, Russia. D. 6 str. 1, ul. Akademika Valieva, Zelenograd, Moscow 124460, Russia; Organization Established Date 13 Jan 1994; Tax ID No. 7735507358 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 07589295 (Russia); Registration Number 1027700073466 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EI014024].

ROBIN Trade Limited (a.k.a. OOO Robin Treid (Cyrillic: ООО РОБИН ТРЕЙД)), Ul. Yablachkova D. 21 Korpus 3, Et 3 Pom. VIII, Moscow 121096, Russia; Website t-platforms.ru; Tax ID No. 7736884433 (Russia); Trade License No. 5087746658984 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EI014024].

Yershov, Sergey Aleksandrovich (Cyrillic: ЕРШОВ, Сергей Александрович) (a.k.a. ERSOV, Sergey Aleksandrovich), Russia; DOB 16 Oct 1952; nationality; Russia; Gender Male; Tax ID No. 502601680806 (Russia) (individual) [RUSSIA-EI014024] (Linked To: ООО СЕРНИЯ ИНЖИНИРИНГ; Linked To: ООО SERTAL).

Zakharov, Andrey Georgiyevich (Cyrillic: ЗАХАРОВ, Андрей Георгиевич), Russia; DOB 08 Jan 1969; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Tax ID No. 771609756695 (Russia) (individual) [RUSSIA-EI014024] (Linked To: ООО СЕРНИЯ ИНЖИНИРИНГ).
The following [NPWMD] entries have been added to OFAC’s SDN List:

HAPJANGGANG TRADING CORPORATION
(Korean: 합장강무역회사), Korea, North; Secondary sanctions risk: North Korea Sanctions Regulations, sections 510.201 and 510.210; Transactions Prohibited For Persons Owned or Controlled By U.S. Financial Institutions: North Korea Sanctions Regulations section 510.214; Target Type State-Owned Enterprise [NPWMD] (Linked To: MINISTRY OF ROCKET INDUSTRY).

KOREA ROUNSAN TRADING CORPORATION, Korea, North; Secondary sanctions risk: North Korea Sanctions Regulations, sections 510.201 and 510.210; Transactions Prohibited For Persons Owned or Controlled By U.S. Financial Institutions: North Korea Sanctions Regulations section 510.214; Target Type State-Owned Enterprise [NPWMD] (Linked To: MINISTRY OF ROCKET INDUSTRY).

KOREA SUNGRISAN TRADING CORPORATION (Korean: 조선승리산무역회사), Chungsong 2-dong, Nangnang District, Pyongyang, Korea, North; Secondary sanctions risk: North Korea Sanctions Regulations, sections 510.201 and 510.210; Transactions Prohibited For Persons Owned or Controlled By U.S. Financial Institutions: North Korea Sanctions Regulations section 510.214; Target Type State-Owned Enterprise [NPWMD] (Linked To: MINISTRY OF ROCKET INDUSTRY).

MINISTRY OF ROCKET INDUSTRY (Korean: 로켓공업부) (a.k.a. ROCKET INDUSTRY DEPARTMENT), Pyongyang, Korea, North; Secondary sanctions risk: North Korea Sanctions Regulations, sections 510.201 and 510.210; Transactions Prohibited For Persons Owned or Controlled By U.S. Financial Institutions: North Korea Sanctions Regulations section 510.214; Target Type Government Entity [NPWMD] (Linked To: MUNITIONS INDUSTRY DEPARTMENT).

ROCKET INDUSTRY DEPARTMENT (a.k.a. MINISTRY OF ROCKET INDUSTRY (Korean: 로켓공업부)), Pyongyang, Korea, North; Secondary sanctions risk: North Korea Sanctions Regulations, sections 510.201 and 510.210; Transactions Prohibited For Persons Owned or Controlled By U.S. Financial Institutions: North Korea Sanctions Regulations section 510.214; Target Type Government Entity [NPWMD] (Linked To: MUNITIONS INDUSTRY DEPARTMENT).

SUNGRISAN TRADING CORPORATION (Korean: 조선승리산무역회사) (a.k.a. KOREA SUNGRISAN TRADING CORPORATION), Chungsong 2-dong, Nangnang District, Pyongyang, Korea, North; Secondary sanctions risk: North Korea Sanctions Regulations, sections 510.201 and 510.210; Transactions Prohibited For Persons Owned or Controlled By U.S. Financial Institutions: North Korea Sanctions Regulations section 510.214; Target Type State-Owned Enterprise [NPWMD] (Linked To: MINISTRY OF ROCKET INDUSTRY).

• 03/31/22

The following [RUSSIA-EO14024] entries have been removed:

LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY OZON BANK (a.k.a. LLC OZON BANK), 3rd Floor, Olimpiyskiy Propekt 14, Moscow 129090, Russia; Website bank.ozon.ru; Tax ID No. 7750005771 (Russia); Registration Number 1137711000020 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: SOVCOMBANK OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

LLC OZON BANK (a.k.a. LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY OZON BANK), 3rd Floor, Olimpiyskiy Propekt 14, Moscow 129090, Russia; Website bank.ozon.ru; Tax ID No. 7750005771 (Russia); Registration Number 1137711000020 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: SOVCOMBANK OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

• 04/05/22

The following [RUSSIA-EO14024] entries have been added to OFAC’s SDN List:

GARANTEX EUROPE OÜ (Latin: GARANTEX EUROPE OÜ), Harju maakond, Keskiinna linnaosa, J., Poska tn 51a/1-3, Tallinn 10150, Estonia; Harju maakond, Lasnamae linnaosa, Peterburi tee 47, Tallinn 11415, Estonia; Moscow, Russia; St. Petersburg, Russia;
HYDRA MARKET (a.k.a. HYDRA)
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1GcKLUUXodTQcLcPD7VLMgvCc4hs5Q775; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT

b1q19s9u6l7e3u508mwqkkpkm9a5e5z3q4y8h q3; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT

12vYzSgT1mfnk9Hq6peda24xB1aLRLpV2c; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT

b1q202ajnx9q9d9lczcmg9o4usplaqhdqy2e1k; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT

1NgwQxt4eEh2arAKppL8qa6f8p3PGZ; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT

13LQ01q9kJ7pQ6gIjNvo8L716ugc24h; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT

1C1aG5crambn93408f7qOoHutVnML7QV; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT

3Kp6Qc5z7yveDeoQxJ95RR5cKneI5x7AQ43; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT

331TS6aYAy7IU5cR8A8yn8kP8S7P821; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT

1Nuvm3j4Z3EEnNynwsb5KQvkllX9gclchJld; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT

1L1cijca74a8n50n0AXxXRl0qTUTHFpxbXH; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT

175B9upqJ1uc01G1TRKtaa4u4VJUCW2; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT

1ANpca92b5w8lUg12v116v429z9gj9i; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT

18CJwMwpR4M1nYUvUe2bmnunwGof9Zab A; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT

18FGA7vdvNhkuH3E7QKcYxyUT8z7CJ; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT

1QHxyUGRMmtHnbNPjJv4DvWth6x4s5HMwUW; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT

1GnFy5Qf9sI5MfaRZf9gdsj975x7dxAhvd8; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT

b1qcyuc6j8ca8q99ie5jod2n9a0fu6j6sfsf57p 6e5rkn0q7095i3u53w; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT

16p2UTZw9RyKK5TBNHjvdDy103E9G8sZf; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT

1C8lyQr7osPr4t50xKyy27HjJDPszy7; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT

1Hne618w83h722wWw59FQyZicB9ZeSNW; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT

1D3GuaS9eqKw8dWj9JFQtNufdRtysjLXZ; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT

1PWkRkk5RUA7TkdQpgdhu1eGW10Zxs4y; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT

1D1e7jzQzywBbDNXKNNyppmH7Hoso2U9koDG4; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT

3KQG3hX6eFyBJtBFsdVdzk1HmwyZywLRCq; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT

1LXE3X6A6b5jFGtGCHzW5J5xGwhMFZzw; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT

1MtsQsw62rvJCHwpcv77FTD9Q3rBBVg; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT

1KaaKjnxujwV7Cbt7KJAZQ9F3X394685m8; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT

1Gx8Jo1 czDCHbEUE7D3M0h6Fak6XrcT9Kt; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT

bc1qmpalp3gIqkz9p433gyewtmh9y2z73k7i2u g; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT

1EunvLbyToa9s5vmM3y8nYzngkRL7GeC; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT

1H8He1nmtCa7TnyCGulumC2ctdm8sQk; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT

19FqZhhBvdW8P8kmJ3uaa9Gy8oiexehzr; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT

3DLDG7NhsVWXSp9euXcmnWXLPhFQuawW2t; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT

1P3xwPvYyz2CR9pLq9tAKMDfF8nqvcyU; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT

1Q4jJh2aBr3AjrJxz9q423Jp5fgDDfg4Jk; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT

1PFtyFSx56s7wDvdRba7kpsaGMBxzfg; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT

16ZSAEygPjQ3D94F5N2okYj9Ue8myw6T; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT

b1tv2f2m6ekmezv44d80w5p0p5sienwecw8hsvstdzs7gs xx; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT

3QVo09y43s78aUChAeJh13b6ma2431y; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT

1FF6sp1X1TCKT6ny8880mbL2yomer1B48kyK; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT

1Dddd1TMyMnyQeyDygg1w6wcmwPJRdSk; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT

3AjIIuKdKd5mcUS29989b6c6cEyJw3z086; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT

1E1Mu8BPQnPCa3cececd3H2S15y2nhaKmBw; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT

3Ccmm5L5q56Kakaey1DWC2BSEBVeIRwSRD; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT

1MQBDeRa1w187K1VJ7XFW56GJXmFmg; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT

1MtrT2sZ7tLp7EKZU9r74geCvmsMT2p; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT

36y587puw173sErl17Y2W5awfarim7AcC; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT

3AYU365tcf87y9d9kXe89Vb57eE1916; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT

148Lkmy23TF9FEG4z1jgFn6RSawczkJi5iu; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT

16EKTesah08Dwsvqsic2s5NLGJ3DHatW; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
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Digital Currency Address - XBT
1B3u21t2zgKtm7QaNQGnCbpSkwzzeDHorW; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
35gqVMEn0hWdBvWRiC8R7azoP5cb8YSGQ1; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
35KadTa2zvnJzlF2k1UzZ1ncmasc2Y465; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
35ScRLh0zDvWv09tUAB0HGlGNVn3YEFa; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
1Pj0sd6Ai54cP4t1V7pU7EQ8LXy5MHXv; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
17V77hWtiMjDmJWzK4zunH5E5gFKjKx7Vce; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
3PCi2zBvGRWAKQ90hr4cCp0Dy64N3Sp; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
14GMH1uVLDELNAHuFU2qgatb71We4kHv1; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
1Gy09u9SPHka5bys35kQ3DRj5bdeGsoB; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
3Gxd4e0b4m5qsz2m5kqpcDFDRMMW8LqDj; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
1B1Ezzg3AxFihatRgS4pUpDnpynYtVkt; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
16SPQDFZgaosNSPFIT558d8lXqa4oc; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
1Iz0pBUDosBWZakfYUCYD2z9Aukqv6sWm7; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
3BQACItmYX9bjPumPKeWEhIn3mbsWagHz4X; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
1DGsY4wv3JbnWtScnngTgwa61UWuidoRgXa1p; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
1GcKLUUxOdToC7pDLvMywCoMnS5Q77S; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
1EvB50VszC7WbBoAsGciV6dvmZ01SlezP; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
1pqnJ8mWk6530yqazd0gldjwz8qf9g9f0cy7; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
1btcKqe6u78e3ju08dmwqqjkmmgs9e3k3kg4y8q; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
12YIZyZg1mmN9KHPepd24xBB1aLRLvP2cT; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
1eq202ajnhgq9dfjlcjcmgQk0spqhdqy0aek; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
1NbWqk4c4mExEg2saraKpL0B8f6p5PZG; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
1DLQJQ10j6K7QpsqG3nhv0V6eU6h6gQZz; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
1CgA1ScXunvmb9G34o97QCho6mVNLJQVV; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
3KpBq8c5z7yeveD00xQ5SRRSNeE5iX7AQ43; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
35T6S6DyAsY7U5CRAJyUrNbnPS78F2PB1; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
1NvJm3jZxENYqws5BKQVHkLxg3chLJdo; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT

CHANGES TO THE SDN LIST IN 2022
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CHANGES TO THE SDN LIST IN 2022

Digital Currency Address - XBT
1Pu7RsBsi65sY7W7DdbRva7RkPcsagGBmxzfg; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
1PvhFgjS26bi5f7W7DvbRva7RkPcsagGBmxzfg; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
1ZsAaEyPygCPJ3D94En2ox9JyUel8myx6T; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
bc1tvznfl6kmezz44df8kw0p5jxmswnwchx3c7gs x; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
3QMvO4uj32tQ8uhChAevfVHfB3m6aZ431y; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
1F6S6xP1TCTKTy8h8Mb2Lyoem1qB48kYX; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
1Dqddbt17MyvNQyQeyDgyq1w6cmwPJRdSk; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
3AjtWlkD5m5cGUSS9mBeoHCeyJw3z08r; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
1E8uo8PcnPca3cecerdSH1SyzdhnbbmTw; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
3CMcml5J6q5kkaFY1DWCz2BvERwNmSRD; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
1MQBDerWs1BJ7V1Gj7PWE6LjGxmMf; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
1MtbtZ2ZsItlp7EKSvU974tqywsvMtP2M; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
36yS87lPuW75E5rl1TY1Ww2azavar7im7Ac; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
3Ayu365Tcj7f1dp9K3x8er8wpEsP196r; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
148LkmnZ3TF8E4x1Gj6Fn6swAxcqj5iue; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
16EKTes9ah8DxwrvsQiczx5SNL3g3DhHat; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
3GQzqK6eq5FTBfsDvdeZhm5yZyWLRQh; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
1LKe3Xa9nt5bJqGtCHu5w5Q5oxGwMnxZw; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
11Mtbs66w2QjCwHpW7jyTfF9Dq3rBBVg; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
1KkaKunjgqW7Cbm7JKAQZFG3X9d4688m8n; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
3GKQzX6eFbYftBTFsDvdeZhm5yZyWLRQh; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
1LKe3Xa9nt5bJqGtCHu5w5Q5oxGwMnxZw; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
1PtXw5lYxZCrPFl69K7aKMDfRhaqZtvUE; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
1Q4ui3H2ar3Ajrzcq4Z3jPf5SD5gF4jK; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
1Q4ui3H2ar3Ajrzcq4Z3jPf5SD5gF4jK; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
3GAl1BrTTWp1D9yeXgr3wMg8B599QHa5n5f; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
3H3JN4JTa4mdmkey9J9R9uHr86y5PlwL86A3C; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
1EUMlBC21sD6Pv7FEmqRUsU1ly6ASuL; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
1Pu1nAW7kCos5MHm8s0CpmjMsBuByDQzgH; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
3Qmwe5GVOq3swVav91RuFqgq4T4NWqAY; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
1Cnhb5xGWZvswEHoFtXge7x21EUPZBDC; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
3HJSzo4BnBzsqJ7xXqgGNCZUJm39fZz; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
37DDBCzxFPrawK4jGScqE3N9yG52yE1Z0Qjx; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
1HbsDErTP8k83E2BNlXetvCbxZeUMPZM; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
1BvJhBpR2z2ZLyuZazv73q3xP6JokdZWQ; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
bc1q23T7v0iy0w3v3d3x8h5n9ar6wprams 8pp; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
34DzxyynnBm1YK9lyxybc9B0GuAAnULtS; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
1GkLN7lDBoA9MhIN29DNPAcDw2e624Gzm ; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
13hsFm66oaDz3ebH5B5MFvJ1aljL6sQd; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
1Sf6e4xQu8muMzqYPTdR3e5osEwGc9F; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
bc1q86j6ppj1f6pvd3z3x2d45y5m6q4luhzes; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
1B3j2u1zjK9m7qQNCBPskwzzb2eNH2; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
3JhPvV3KnWd9yGySAL9N9seb7r97865; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
bc1q86j6ppj1f6pvd3z3x2d45y5m6q4luhzes; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
1HuYoEw9hL2RnbJHcDSt5is38ak8Ex; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
1J9wH2bamV9xscAvd4HjrXGK87y6FDM; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
34WVxwFkKAXL9zXvbeNPaPv6lDnomkJKLHo; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
3PDmrw0TkRAFRLGtvUsCeEzP2jdi24qar; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
3AfCenBmbS5ndpYFhpqE5Smj26e62f2Qh; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
3P69zdFTr4275Gn3YlwJLYdcxAv18FHKM; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
3hREs9XGhFsZK35immvCp3yiy9JWGW7FvA6o; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
3MP7yBGSgw2gkXRvRe8S472y4KgPh3sEzv;
Digital Currency Address - XBT
36yS87PLuW7siErLg1TY26WzVarTim7Ac; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
3AYUS65tcfefjdpdkF9x5e8jWpEpsH196t; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
148LkmY723FE4X11jGnF6sR2acpw5iue; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
16EKTes8ahDx8wqisc2xSNLIG3FDHatW; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
3GuQr77kkR5EpamAyuxlGrljeUwe21; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
35eaenZ4y2eYxctMr4R5CosyFqBwBUGWUH; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
3QWlD5pata5G0vRuevDxv4e1Web7hc3wQD; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
3Czhm6xqn8odwz6jgTcjrRugj286v6sVA; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
1F7UL14ytmmTwEnxZ2PhBcyEnx3x3D; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
123WBeDJm4V4gctlvD6xQz6sX9KrJ4xK; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
3BCN3WgLmRJuVTUltz1eQVON3rJwaUB5Ca; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
35SwFfX0sV3Asvsn8zFyQaxqrvBRdVxyx; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
32PcmCWejykhlw5shgLXeABQFp5g1rhnv8; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
1G64TFMVJtJuxr6x74BhftsfyWafiT; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
1A3IYy4c3ddkqgNYGew2yr7EsqdBUIWkBa; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
3QaU8BtrTa7P19yDy3gjw3yM88599QH2a; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
3HJN4r4mdkfly9JvR09uHr96inyWpL8A3C; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
1EuUJBC2V5D5pVFfEmqRqUSI1qg6ASuL; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
1P1nWvhnGcm8MtMhs8QcpM6jxjyBQDZg; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
3QnW6E5QGQusVaw91RuFkiqpt94INWqAY; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
1CNhoxGRTvsWhEHofTxe7K2E1UPzBDC7; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
3HSzC4B1nQbznqS7jxvQgNCZUus3M9Fz2; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
37dBdXeFXrA4kW4G5QkE3NiyG52yeZQb; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
2HsD3T7Jp8Kw3E8ZLhXvctCbx2ZUMMJM; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
18JBmJrB9jQ32ZlyU2ZV7g3xPEJokZGOW; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
bc1c237mvIheyw0r38w3d3x8h5m966nmpams 8p; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
34dxZvij8B1YKpybczbo7Q7DuGukAULdflS; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
1G1L7N7DAmAlHnQWNPaCd6f3e4F8Gz; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
13hsQm6oaGazDeFyB5MFJ1al3LesQD; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
1S8F6e4xV8mUsMzqYptTFRF3esG05eWc9G1; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
bc1q886q0jDeFpCvdx3kx82245y5m3s2Qluh; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
1BJ0uYfesHqGLJ7hCdsS73ksa8KEx; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
1J9WvH2amZvxsavOHV4JyGKb7sYFDM; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
3SVPsV3KnsldBYGZSAL59Evr97R8605; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
bc1q9p8cc9m57xqccpsuf9898nln48vs62243qX; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
1HjuYfesHqGLJ7hCdsS73ksa8KEx; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
34WwV6xRFsAaL9yXly2xNiePvPv6bDamlkjQUO; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
3DPm9OwolrTAFrFLGTURcERp2Jmd14q4; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
3AFcEM25SSSoCpYFHeExSmJUc26ef2qgh; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
3P6Pzdet1427575N3vElkgyDXA1Jv8fHk; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
3HREx8DGKfsZC5iinMvcpiy9UW7GFV6; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
3M7PhGSG12kVxRBS84T24kVpg3P3g2wyz; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
3K7mE9HrhnRNSOzOrvCBWvZAsS5idtUXBG; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
3E5OqCuedPDCnCH4ghyUe6GgryRIwz6E; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
3KvbX3j09Qn8jHy44M333RYeYoFD5DdB; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
3K26aMknnrn97y61F0cQX2LhKhHrG83; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
3KBPw2GOAcj05wR1b65JzArtJEFVneees7; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
3JsuGfWmNhuB4RGrpWPAMeJv04tFee; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
3DKOKRGJXGNLATEFBr8S5NPIHnkRZ87q1k; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
361AkmKmNNWYzRZ5I8pm550a54F7v4p; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
33WcMsMsB2EY4CEDrVWyTGFtueV6B5y9mG; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
35TajBh4yTeJpslu9uTdb0KHTSawKVxG; Organization Established Date 2015 [CYBER2].
SBERBANKA; a.k.a. NPF SBERBANKA ZAO; a.k.a. SBERBANK PPF JSC; a.k.a. SBERBANK PRIVATE PENSION FUND CLOSED JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. ZAKRYTOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO NEGORODSTVENNYY PENSIONNY FOND SBERBANKA), d. 31 G ul. Shabolovka, Moscow 115162, Russia; Website www.npfsberbanka.ru; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Registration ID 1147746883479 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7706810747 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).

DOCHERNI BANK AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO SBERBANK ROSSI (a.k.a. SUBSIDIARY BANK SBERBANK OF RUSSIA JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. "TEKABANK JSC"), 30/26, Gogol/Kaldayakov Street, Almaty 050010, Kazakhstan; 13/1 Al-Farabi Avenue, Bostandyk District, Almaty 050059, Kazakhstan; Zenkov St, 24, Almaty 480100, Kazakhstan; SWIFT/BIC SABRKZKA; Website www.sberbank.kz; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Registration ID 1147746883479 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7706810747 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).

JOINT STOCK COMMERCIAL SAVINGS BANK OF THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION (f.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMMERCIAL SAVINGS BANK OF THE RUSSIAN SOVIET FEDERATIVE SOCIALIST REPUBLIC; f.k.a. JSC SBERBANK (Cyrillic: ПАО СБЕРБАНК); a.k.a. PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA; f.k.a. OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA; f.k.a. OTKRYTOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO SBERBANK ROSSI; a.k.a. PJSC SBERBANK (Cyrillic: ПАО СБЕРБАНК); a.k.a. PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA; f.k.a. CLOSED JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA; f.k.a. "TEXAKABANK JSC"), 30/26, Gogol/Kaldayakov Street, Almaty 050010, Kazakhstan; 13/1 Al-Farabi Avenue, Bostandyk District, Almaty 050059, Kazakhstan; Zenkov St, 24, Almaty 480100, Kazakhstan; SWIFT/BIC SABRKZKA; Website www.sberbank.kz; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Registration ID 1147746883479 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7706810747 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).

- 164 -
For more information on directives, please visit the following link:
http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024].

JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNE TOVARYSTVO SBERBANK; a.k.a. JSC SBERBANK; a.k.a. JSC SBERBANK OF RUSSIA; a.k.a. PUBLICHE AKTSIONERNE TOVARYSTVO DOCHIRNII BANK SBERBANKU ROSII; f.k.a. SBERBANK OF RUSSIA SUBSIDARY BANK PRIVATE JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. SBERBANK OF RUSSIA SUBSIDARY BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. SBERBANK OF RUSSIA PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY), 46 Volodymyrska street, Kyiv 01601, Ukraine; 46 Vladimirskaya St, Kyiv 01601, Ukraine; SWIFT/BIC SABRUAUK; Website www.sberbank.ua; alt. Website sbfr.com.ua; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Registration ID 7707000441 (Russia); Tax ID No. 770708480 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024].

Joint stock company Sberbank (a.k.a. PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA (Cyrillic: ПУБЛИЧНОЕ АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО СБЕРБАНК РОССИИ)); f.k.a. SBERBANK OF RSFSR; a.k.a. SBERBANK OF RUSSIA; a.k.a. SBERBANK ROSSI; f.k.a. SBERBANK ROSSI OAO), 19 ul. Vavilova, Moscow 117312, Russia (Cyrillic: ул. Вавилова, д. 19, Москва 117312, Россия); SWIFT/BIC SABRUMM; Website www.sberbank.ru; alt. Website www.sberbank.com; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information Subject to Directive 3 - All transactions in, provision of financing for, and other dealings in new debt of longer than 14 days maturity or new equity where such new debt or new equity is issued on or after the 'Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive)' associated with this name are prohibited.; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 3): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 3): 26 Mar 2022; Tax ID No. 7707083893 (Russia); Registration Number 1027700132195 (Russia);
a.k.a. SBERBANK PPF JSC; a.k.a. SBERBANK PRIVATE PENSION FUND CLOSED JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. ZAKRYTOYE AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO NEGOSUDARSTVENNY PENSIONNY FOND SBERBANKA), d. 31 G ul. Shabolovka, Moscow 115162, Russia; Website www.nativebanka.ru; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link:
https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Registration ID 1147799009160 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7725352740 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link:
http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).

JSC SBERBANK (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNE TOVARYSTVO SBERBANK; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK; a.k.a. JSC SBERBANK OF RUSSIA; a.k.a. PUBLICHE AKTSIONERNE TOVARYSTVO DOCHIRNII BANK SBERBANKU ROSII; f.k.a. SBERBANK OF RUSSIA SUBSIDIARY BANK PRIVATE JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. SBERBANK OF RUSSIA SUBSIDIARY BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. SUBSIDIARY BANK SBERBANK OF RUSSIA PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY), 46 Volodymyrska street, Kyiv 01601, Ukraine; 46 Vladimirskaya St, Kyiv 01601, Ukraine; SWIFT/BIC SABRUAUK; Website www.sberbank.ua; alt. Website sbrf.com.ua; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link:
https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Registration ID 2595978974 (Ukraine); Tax ID No. 259597826652 (Ukraine); For more information on directives, please visit the following link:
http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).

JSC SBERBANK-AUTOMATED SYSTEM FOR TRADING (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK AUTOMATED TRADE SYSTEM; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK-AUTOMATED SYSTEM FOR TRADING; a.k.a. SBERBANK-AST JSC; a.k.a. SBERBANK-AST ZAO; a.k.a. SBERBANK-AUTOMATED TRADING SYSTEM CLOSED JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. ZAKRYTOYE AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO SBERBANK AVTOMATIZIROVANNAYA SISTEMA TORGOV), d. 24 str. 2 ul. Novoslobodskaya, Moscow 127055, Russia; 12 B. Savinsky Lane, building 9, floor 1, office 1, room 1, Moscow 119435, Russia; Website www.sberbank-ast.ru; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link:
https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Registration ID 25957826652 (Ukraine); For more information on directives, please visit the following link:
http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).

JSC SBERBANK OF RUSSIA (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNE TOVARYSTVO SBERBANK; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK; a.k.a. JSC SBERBANK; a.k.a. PUBLICHE AKTSIONERNE TOVARYSTVO DOCHIRNII BANK SBERBANKU ROSII; f.k.a. SBERBANK OF RUSSIA SUBSIDIARY BANK PRIVATE JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. SBERBANK OF RUSSIA SUBSIDIARY BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. SUBSIDIARY BANK SBERBANK OF RUSSIA PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY), d. 24 str. 2 ul. Novoslobodskaya, Moscow 127055, Russia; 12 B. Savinsky Lane, building 9, floor 1, office 1, room 1, Moscow 119435, Russia; Website www.sberbank-ast.ru; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link:
https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Registration ID 1027707000441 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7707308480 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link:
http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).

KOMMERCHESKI BANK UKRSIBBANK OBSHCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI

http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).

COMMERCHESKI BANK UKRSIBBANK OBSHCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI
OTVETSTVVENSTYU (a.k.a. CETELEM BANK LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY; a.k.a. CETELEM BANK LLC (Cyrillic: CETELEM БАНК ООО); a.k.a. SETELEM BANK LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY (Cyrillic: ОБЩЕСТВО С ОГРАНИЧЕННОЙ ОТВЕТСТВЕННОСТЬЮ СЕТЕЛЕМ БАНК); a.k.a. SETELEM BANK OBCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTYU OTVETSTVVENSTYU; a.k.a. SETELEM BANK OOG), 26 ul. Pravdy, Moscow 125124, Russia (Cyrillic: ул. Правды, д. 26, г. Москва 125124, Россия); SWIFT/BIC CETBRUMM; Website www.cetelem.ru; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Registration ID 102779664260 (Russia); Tax ID No. 6452017042 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/russia.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).

LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY SBERBANK CAPITAL (a.k.a. OBSHCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTYU SBERBANK KAPITAL; a.k.a. SBERBANK CAPITAL LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY; a.k.a. SBERBANK CAPITAL LLC; a.k.a. SBERBANK KAPITAL OOO), d.19 ul. Vavilova, Moscow 125124, Russia (Cyrillic: d.19 ул. Вавилова, г. Москва 125124, Россия); SWIFT/BIC SETSBR; Website www.setsbr.ru; SWIFT/BIC SETVBR; Website www.setsbr.ru; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Registration ID 117997, Russia; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Tax ID No. 5039441 (Russia); Registration Number 1105032007761 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/russia.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).

LLC AUKCION (a.k.a. AUCTION LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY; a.k.a. AUKCION LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY; a.k.a. AUKTSION OOO; a.k.a. OBSHCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTYU AUKTSION), d.14 shosse Entuziastov, Moscow 111024, Russia; Room 12, room IB, ground floor, 32 Leninavye, Moscow, Russia; Website www.aukzion-sbrf.ru; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Registration ID 1027700256297 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/russia.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).

LLC INSURANCE BROKER OF SBERBANK (a.k.a. LLC INSURANCE BROKER OF SBERBANK; a.k.a. OBSHCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTYU BROKER SBERBANKA; a.k.a. OOO STRAKHOVOI BROKER SBERBANKA; a.k.a. SBERBANK INSURANCE BROKER LLC), 42 Bolshaya Yakimanka St., b. 1-2, office 206, Moscow 119049, Russia; 1 Vasilisy Kozhinoy Street, building 1, floor 11, room 30, Moscow 121096, Russia; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Registration ID 114774683468 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7706810730 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/russia.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).
111024, Russia; Room 12, room IB, ground floor, 32 Lenininsky Ave, Moscow, Russia;
Website www.auktion-sbrf.ru; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Registration ID 1027700256297 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link:
https://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).

OBSCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTYU FINANSOVAYA KOMPANIYA SBERBANKA (a.k.a. LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY SBERBANK FINANCIAL COMPANY; a.k.a. SBERBANK FINANCE COMPANY LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY; a.k.a. SBERBANK FINANCE LLC; a.k.a. SBERBANK-FINANCE; a.k.a. SBERBANK-FINANS OOO), d. 29/16 per. Svtsev Vrazhek, Moscow 119002, Russia; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link:
https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Registration ID 1107746399903 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7736581290 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link:
http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).

OBSCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTYU STRAKHOVAYA KOMPANIYA SBERBANK STRAKHOVANIE (a.k.a. INSURANCE COMPANY SBERBANK STRAKHOVANIE; a.k.a. SBERBANK STRAKHOVANIE OOO SK; a.k.a. SK SBERBANK STRAHOVANIE LLC; a.k.a. SBERBANK STRAHOVANIE KOMPANIYA SBERBANK STRAKHOVANIE LLC; a.k.a. STRAKHOVAYA KOMPANIYA SBERBANKA; a.k.a. STRAKHOVAYA KOMPANIYA SBERBANK OBSHCHEE STRAKHOVANIE, 42 Bolshaya Yakimanka St., b. 1-2, office 209, Moscow 119049, Russia; 7 ul. Pavlovskaya, Moscow, Russia; 3 Poklonnaya Street, building 1, floor 1, office 3, Moscow 121170, Russia; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link:
https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Registration ID 1147746683479 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7706810747 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link:
http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).

OBSCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTYU STRAKHOVAYA BROKER SBERBANKA (a.k.a. LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY SBERBANK INSURANCE BROKER; a.k.a. LLC INSURANCE BROKER SBERBANK; a.k.a. OOO STRAKHOVOI BROKER SBERBANK; a.k.a. SBERBANK INSURANCE BROKER LLC), 42 Bolshaya Yakimanka St., b. 1-2, office 206, Moscow 119049, Russia; 1 Vasilisy Kozhinoy Street, building 1, floor 11, room 30, Moscow 121096, Russia; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information -
For more information on directives, please visit the following link:
https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 3): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 3): 26 Mar 2022; Tax ID No. 7707083893 (Russia); Registration Number 1027700132195 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link:
http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024].

OOO STRAKHOVOI BROKER SBERBANKA (a.k.a. LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY SBERBANK INSURANCE BROKER; a.k.a. LLC INSURANCE BROKER OF SBERBANK; a.k.a. OBSHCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTYU STRAKHOVOI BROKER SBERBANKA; a.k.a. SBERBANK INSURANCE BROKER LLC), 42 Bolshaya Yakimanka St., b. 1-2, office 206, Moscow 119049, Russia; 1 Vasilyly Kozhiny Street, building 1, floor 11, room 30, Moscow 121096, Russia; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 3): 26 Mar 2022; Tax ID No. 7706810730 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link:
http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024].

OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA (f.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMMERCIAL SAVINGS BANK OF THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION; f.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMMERCIAL SAVINGS BANK OF THE RUSSIAN SOVIET FEDERATIVE SOCIALIST REPUBLIC; f.k.a. OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA; f.k.a. OTKRYTOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO SBERBANK ROSSII; a.k.a. PJSC SBERBANK (Cyrillic: ПАО СБЕРБАНК); a.k.a. PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA (Cyrillic: ПУБЛИЧНОЕ АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО СБЕРБАНК РОССИИ); f.k.a. SBERBANK OF RSFSR; a.k.a. SBERBANK ROSSII OAO), 19 ul. Vavilova, Moscow 117312, Russia (Cyrillic: ул. Васи́лёва, д. 19, Москва 117312, Россия); SWIFT/BIC SABRRUMM; Website www.sberbank.ru; alt. Website www.sberbank.com; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Registration ID 7707083893 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link:
http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024].

OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY BPS-SBERBANK (Cyrillic: ОТКРЫТОЕ АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО СБЕРБАНК) (a.k.a. BPS-SBERBANK OJSC; a.k.a. BPS-SBERBANK OAO (Cyrillic: ОАО СБЕР БАНК); a.k.a. SBER BANK), 6 Mulyavina Boulevard, Minsk 220005, Belarus; SWIFT/BIC BPSBBY2X; Website www.sber-bank.by; alt. Website www.bps-sberbank.by; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 3): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 3): 26 Mar 2022; Tax ID No. 100219673 (Belarus); For more information on directives, please visit the following link:
http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024].

OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA (f.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMMERCIAL SAVINGS BANK OF THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION; f.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMMERCIAL SAVINGS BANK OF THE RUSSIAN SOVIET FEDERATIVE SOCIALIST REPUBLIC; f.k.a. OJSC SBERBANK OF RUSSIA; f.k.a. OTKRYTOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO SBERBANK ROSSII; a.k.a. PJSC SBERBANK (Cyrillic: ПАО СБЕРБАНК); a.k.a. PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA (Cyrillic: ПУБЛИЧНОЕ АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО СБЕРБАНК РОССИИ); f.k.a. SBERBANK OF RSFSR; a.k.a. SBERBANK ROSSII OAO), 19 ul. Vavilova, Moscow 117312, Russia (Cyrillic: ул. Васи́лёва, д. 19, Москва 117312, Россия); SWIFT/BIC SABRRUMM; Website www.sberbank.ru; alt. Website www.sberbank.com; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Tax ID No. 7707083893 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link:
http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024].
a.k.a. SBERBANK CAPITAL LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY; a.k.a. SBERBANK KAPITAL OOO),
SBERBANK EUROPE AG, Schwarzenbergplatz
3, Vienna 1010, Austria; SWIFT/BIC
SABRATWW; Website www.sberbank.at;
Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Executive Order 14024
Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information -
For more information on directives, please visit the following link:
https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-
information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO 14024
1087746887678 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7736581290 (Russia); For more information on
directives, please visit the following link:
http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/russia.aspx#directories
[UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK
COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).
SBERBANK FINANCE COMPANY LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY (a.k.a. LIMITED
LIABILITY COMPANY SBERBANK FINANCIAL COMPANY; a.k.a. LLC SBERBANK FINANCIAL
COMPANY; a.k.a. OOO STRAKHOVANIE, 42 Bolshaya Yakimanka St., b. 1-2, office 206,
Moscow 119049, Russia; 1 Vasilyi Kozhino,
Street, building 1, floor 11, room 30, Moscow
121066, Russia; Executive Order 13662
Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1;
Executive Order 14024 Directive Information -
For more information on directives, please visit the following link:
https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-
information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO 14024
1107746399903 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7736617998 (Russia); For more information on
directives, please visit the following link:
http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/russia.aspx#directories
[UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK
COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).
SBERBANK STRAHOVANIE LLC; a.k.a. OBSHCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI
OTVETSTVENNOSTYU FINANSOVOY KOMPANIYA SBERBANKA; a.k.a. SBERBANK STRAHOVANIE LLC; a.k.a. LLC INSURANCE COMPANY SBERBANK STRAHOVANIE; a.k.a. OBSHCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTYU STRAKHOVAYA KOMPANIYA SBERBANKA; a.k.a. STRAKHOVANIE; a.k.a. LLC SBERBANK STRAHOVANIE; a.k.a. OOO STRAKHOVANIE, 42 Bolshaya Yakimanka St., b. 1-2, office 206, Moscow 119049, Russia; 7 ul.
Pavluskaya, Moscow, Russia; 3 Poklonnaya
Street, building 1, floor 1, office 3, Moscow
121170, Russia; Executive Order 13662
Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1;
Executive Order 14024 Directive Information -
For more information on directives, please visit the following link:
https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-
information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO 14024
1147746883468 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7706810730 (Russia); For more information on
directives, please visit the following link:
http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/russia.aspx#directories
[UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK
COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).
SBERBANK INSURANCE BROKER LLC; a.k.a. OBSHCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI
INSURANCE BROKER; a.k.a. LLC INSURANCE COMPANY SBERBANK INSURANCE BROKER; a.k.a. LLC INSURANCE BROKER OF SBERBANK; a.k.a.
OBSHCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTYU STRAKHOVAYI BROKER SBERBANKA; a.k.a. OOO STRAKHOVOI BROKER SBERBANKA), 42
Bolshaya Yakimanka St., b. 1-2, office 206,
Moscow 119049, Russia; 1 Vasilyi Kozhino,
Street, building 1, floor 11, room 30, Moscow
121066, Russia; Executive Order 13662
Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1;
Executive Order 14024 Directive Information -
For more information on directives, please visit the following link:
https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-
information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO 14024
1107746399903 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7736617998 (Russia); For more information on
directives, please visit the following link:
http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/russia.aspx#directories
[UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK
COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).
SBERBANK FINANCE LLC (a.k.a. LIMITED
LIABILITY COMPANY SBERBANK FINANCIAL
COMPANY; a.k.a. LLC SBERBANK FINANCIAL
COMPANY; a.k.a. OOO STRAKHOVANIE, 42 Bolshaya Yakimanka St., b. 1-2, office 206,
Moscow 119049, Russia; 1 Vasilyi Kozhino,
Street, building 1, floor 11, room 30, Moscow
121066, Russia; Executive Order 13662
Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1;
SBERBANK INVESTMENTS LLC (a.k.a. LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).
SBERBANK INSURANCE IC LLC (a.k.a. INSURANCE COMPANY SBERBANK INSURANCE LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY; a.k.a. LLC INSURANCE COMPANY SBERBANK INSURANCE; f.k.a. OBSCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTYU OTVETSTVENNOSTYU KOMPANIYA SBERBANK STRAHOVAYA KOMPANIYA SBERBANK STRAHOVANIE LLC; a.k.a. SBERBANK STRAHOVANIE COMPANY LTD; a.k.a. SBERBANK STRAHOVANIE OO OOO SK; a.k.a. SBERBANK STRAHOVANIE LLC; a.k.a. STRAKHOVANSKO OOO OBO SBERBANK STRAKHOVANIE, 46 Molodezhnaya St., Pavlovskaya, Moscow, Russia; 3 Poklonnaya Street, building 1, floor 1, office 3, Moscow 121170, Russia; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).
SBERBANK LEASING LLC (a.k.a. LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY SBERBANK LEASING; a.k.a. SBERBANK LEASING COMPANY LTD; a.k.a. SBERBANK LEASING COMPANY LLC), 46 Molodezhnaya St., Odintsovo, Moscow Region 143002, Russia; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).
SBERBANK CAPITAL OOO (a.k.a. LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY SBERBANK; a.k.a. OBSCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTYU OTVETSTVENNOSTYU KOMPANIYA SBERBANK STRAKHOVANIE LLC; a.k.a. SBERBANK CAPITAL LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY; a.k.a. SBERBANK CAPITAL LLC), d.19 ul. Vavilova, Moscow 117997, Russia; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).
SBERBANK LEASING JSC (a.k.a. CJSC SBERBANK LEASING; a.k.a. RUSSKO-GERMANSKAYA LIZINGOVAYA KOMPANIYA ZAO; a.k.a. SBERBANK LEASING ZAO; a.k.a. SBERBANK LIZING ZAKRYTOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSCHESTVO), Novoivanovskoe workers settlement, Odintsovo, Moscow Region 143026, Russia; 6 Vorobievskoe shosse, Moscow 119285, Russia; Website www.sberleasing.ru; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).

Website www.sberleasing.ru; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Registration ID 1027739000728 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7707009586 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#sanctions#directives; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 3): 26 Mar 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 3): 26 Mar 2022; Tax ID No. 7707083893 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information Subject to Directive 3 - All transactions in, provision of financing for, and other dealings in new debt of longer than 14 days maturity or new equity where such new debt or new equity is issued on or after the ‘Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive)’ associated with this name are prohibited.; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 3): 26 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 3): 26 Mar 2022; Tax ID No. 7707083893 (Russia); Registration Number 1027700132195 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024].

SBERBANK OF RUSSIA (f.k.a. CJSC SBERBANK LEASING; a.k.a. JSC SBERBANK LEASING; f.k.a. SBERBANK LEASING ZAO), Novoivanovskoe workers settlement, Odintsovo, Moscow Region 143026, Russia; 6 Vorobjevskoe shosse, Moscow 119285, Russia; Website www.sberbank.ru; alt. Website www.sberbank.com; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information Subject to Directive 3 - All transactions in, provision of financing for, and other dealings in new debt of longer than 14 days maturity or new equity where such new debt or new equity is issued on or after the ‘Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive)’ associated with this name are prohibited.; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 3): 26 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 3): 26 Mar 2022; Tax ID No. 7707083893 (Russia); Registration Number 1027700132195 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024].
SBERBANK PPF JSC (a.k.a. CJSC NON-STATE PENSION FUND OF SBERBANK; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK PRIVATE PENSION FUND; f.k.a. NEGOSUDARSTVENNY PENSIONNYY FOND SBERBANKA; a.k.a. NPF SBERBANKA ZAO; a.k.a. SBERBANK PRIVATE PENSION FUND CLOSED JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. ZAKRYTOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO NEGOSUDARSTVENNY PENSIONNYY FOND SBERBANKA), d. 31 Г. ул. Шаболовка, Москва 115162, Россия; Website www.npfsberbanka.ru; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Registration ID 25959784 (Ukraine); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Registration ID 25959786652 (Ukraine); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-E013662] [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA; SBERBANK ROSSI (f.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMMERCIAL SAVINGS BANK OF THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION; f.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMMERCIAL SAVINGS BANK OF THE RUSSIAN SOVIET FEDERATIVE SOCIALIST REPUBLIC; f.k.a. ОСБЕРБАНК ОФИС), d. 31 G ul. Shabolovka, Moscow 115162, Russia; Website www.npfsberbanka.ru; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Registration ID 1147799009160 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7725352740 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-E013662] [RUSSIA-E014024].
For more information on directives, please visit the following link:
https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Registration ID 1027707000441 (Russia); Tax Id No. 7707308480 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link:
http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).

SBERBANK-AST ZAO (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK AUTOMATED TRADE SYSTEM; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK-AUTOMATED SYSTEM FOR TRADING; a.k.a. JSC SBERBANK-AUTOMATED SYSTEM FOR TRADING; a.k.a. SBERBANK-AST JSC; a.k.a. SBERBANK-AUTOMATED TRADING SYSTEM CLOSED JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. ZAKRTOYE AKTIONSERNOE OBSHCHESTVO SBERBANK AVTOMATIZIROVANNAYA SISTEMA TORGOV), d. 24 str. 2 ul. Novoslobodskaya, Moscow 127055, Russia; 12 B. Savvinsky Lane, building 9, floor 1, office 1, room 1, Moscow 119435, Russia; Website www.sberbank-ast.ru; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link:
https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Registration ID 119435, Russia; Website www.sberbank-ast.ru; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link:
https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Registration ID 1027707000441 (Russia); Tax Id No. 7707308480 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link:
http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).

SBERBANK-AUTOMATED TRADING SYSTEM; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK-AUTOMATED SYSTEM FOR TRADING; a.k.a. JSC SBERBANK-AUTOMATED SYSTEM FOR TRADING; a.k.a. SBERBANK-AST JSC; a.k.a. SBERBANK-AUTOMATED TRADING SYSTEM CLOSED JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. ZAKRTOYE AKTIONSERNOE OBSHCHESTVO SBERBANK AVTOMATIZIROVANNAYA SISTEMA TORGOV), d. 24 str. 2 ul. Novoslobodskaya, Moscow 127055, Russia; 12 B. Savvinsky Lane, building 9, floor 1, office 1, room 1, Moscow 119435, Russia; Website www.sberbank-ast.ru; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link:
https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Registration ID 1027707000441 (Russia); Tax Id No. 7707308480 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link:
http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).

SBERBANK AUTOMATED TRADING SYSTEM; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK-AUTOMATED SYSTEM FOR TRADING; a.k.a. JSC SBERBANK-AUTOMATED SYSTEM FOR TRADING; a.k.a. SBERBANK-AST JSC; a.k.a. SBERBANK-AUTOMATED TRADING SYSTEM CLOSED JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. ZAKRTOYE AKTIONSERNOE OBSHCHESTVO SBERBANK AVTOMATIZIROVANNAYA SISTEMA TORGOV), d. 24 str. 2 ul. Novoslobodskaya, Moscow 127055, Russia; 12 B. Savvinsky Lane, building 9, floor 1, office 1, room 1, Moscow 119435, Russia; Website www.sberbank-ast.ru; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link:
https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Registration ID 1027707000441 (Russia); Tax Id No. 7707308480 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link:
http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).

SBERBANK STRAHOVANIE LLC; a.k.a. SBERBANK STRAHOVANIE LLC; a.k.a. STRAKHOVAYA KOMPANIYA SBERBANK STRAHOVANIE; 42 Bolshaya Yakimanka St., b. 1-2, office 209, Moscow 119049, Russia; 7 ul. Pavlovskaya, Moscow, Russia; 3 Poklonnaya Street, building 1, floor 1, office 3, Moscow 121170, Russia; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link:
https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Registration ID 1147746683479 (Russia); Tax Id No. 7706810747 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link:
http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).
center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).

ZAKRYTOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO NEGOSUDARSTVENNY PENSIONNY FOND SBERBANKA (a.k.a. CJSC NON-NATIVE PENSION FUND OF SBERBANK; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK PRIVATE PENSION FUND; f.k.a. NEGOSUDARSTVENNY PENSIONNY FOND SBERBANKA; a.k.a. NPF SBERBANKA ZAO; a.k.a. SBERBANK PRIVATE PENSION FUND CLOSED JOINT STOCK COMPANY), d. 31 G ul. Shabolovka, Moscow 115162, Russia; Website www.npfsberbanka.ru; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).

ZAKRYTOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO SBERBANKA AUTOMATIZIROVANNAYA SISTEMA TORGOV (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK AUTOMATED TRADE SYSTEM; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK-AUTOMATED SYSTEM FOR TRADING; a.k.a. JSC SBERBANK-AUTOMATED SYSTEM FOR TRADING; a.k.a. SBERBANK-AST ZAO; a.k.a. SBERBANK-AUTOMATED TRADING SYSTEM CLOSED JOINT STOCK COMPANY), d. 24 str. 2 ul. Novoslobodskaya, Moscow 127055, Russia; 12 B. Savinsky Lane, building 9, floor 1, office 1, room 1, Moscow 119435, Russia; Website www.sberbank-ast.ru; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).

The following [RUSSIA-EO14024] entries have been added to OFAC's SDN List:

AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO SPETSIALIZIROVANNYI ZASTROISHCHIK IKS (a.k.a. IKS JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. "AO SZ IKS"; a.k.a. "IKS JSC"), 33 Oktyabrskaya St., Nizhny Novgorod 603005, Russia; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).
ВОЛФА-БАНК (Cyrilllic: АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО АЛЬФА-БАНК);
a.k.a. JSC ALFA-BANK; f.k.a. OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY ALFA-BANK),
Kalanchevskaya Street 27, Moscow 107078,
Russia (Cyrilllic: Ул. Каланчевская, Д.27, Город Москва 107078); 27, Kalanchyovskaya Ul.,
Moscow 107078, Russia; SWIFT/BIC ALFARUMM; Website alfabank.ru; alt. Website alfabank.com; BIK (RU) 044525593;
Organization Established Date 1990; Target Type Financial Institution; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more
information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information Subject to Directive 3 - All transactions in, provision of financing for,
and other dealings in new debt of longer than 14 days maturity or new equity where such new
debt or new equity is issued on or after the 'Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive)' associated
with this name are prohibited.; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 3): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 3): 26 Mar 2022; Tax ID No. 772816971 (Russia); Registration Number 1027700067328 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].
ARIMERO HOLDING LIMITED, Agiou Andreou,
332, Partician Chambers, Limassol 3035,
Cyprus; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives,
please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Registration Number C146742 (Cyprus) [RUSSIA-EO14024];
Linked to: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA.
BARUS LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY (a.k.a. BARUS; a.k.a. OOO BARUS), 32 Leninsky
Prospekt, Floor 1, Office IB, Room 1, Moscow
119334, Russia; Tax ID No. 7736324991 (Russia); Registration Number 1177466639860 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024];
Linked to: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA.
CENTRE OF LOYALTY PROGRAMMES (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY LOYALTY PROGRAMS CENTER; a.k.a. LPC JSC), 3
Poklonnaya St., floor 3, office 120, Moscow
121170, Russia; Tax ID No. 7702770003 (Russia); Registration Number 1117746689840 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024];
Linked to: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA.
DELOVAYA SREDA JSC (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY BUSINESS ENVIRONMENT), 19
Vavilova St., Moscow 117997, Russia; Tax ID No. 7736641983 (Russia); Registration Number 1127746271355 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024];
Linked to: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA.
IKS JOINT STOCK COMPANY (a.k.a. AKTIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO SPETSIALIZIROVANNYI ZASTROISHCHIK IKS; a.k.a. "AO SZ IKS"; a.k.a. "IKS JSC"), 33
Oktyabrskaia St., Nizhny Novgorod 603005, Russia; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives,
please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 3): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 3): 26 Mar 2022; Tax ID No. 1127746271355 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024];
Linked to: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA.
AMSTERDAM TRADE BANK NV, Strawinskylaan
1939, Amsterdam 1077 XX, Netherlands;
SWIFT/BIC ATBANL2A; Website
www.amsterdamtradebank.com; Organization
Established Date 1994; Registration Number
32360432 (Netherlands) [RUSSIA-EO14024];
Linked to: JOINT STOCK COMPANY ALFA-BANK.
BARUS (a.k.a. BARUS LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY; a.k.a. OOO BARUS), 32 Leninsky
Prospekt, Floor 1, Office IB, Room 1, Moscow
119334, Russia; Tax ID No. 7736324991 (Russia); Registration Number 1177466639860 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024];
Linked to: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA.
INSURANCE COMPANY SBERBANK LIFE INSURANCE LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY (a.k.a. LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY INSURANCE COMPANY SBERBANK INSURANCE; a.k.a. SBERBANK LIFE
activities-sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2); 26 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2); 26 Mar 2022; Tax ID No. 7727718421 (Russia); Registration Number 110774630949 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).

JSC SB ALFA BANK (a.k.a. SUBSIDIARY BANK ALFA-BANK JSC), Masanchy Street 57a, Almaty 050012, Kazakhstan; SWIFT/BIC ALFACKZK; Website www.alfabank.kz; Organization Established Date 1994 [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY ALFA-BANK).

KORUS CONSULTING CIS LLC (a.k.a. KORUS CONSULTING SNG; a.k.a. LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY KORUS CONSULTING CIS), Room 1N, 68 letter N Bolshoy Sampsonievskiy Ave, St. Petersburg 194100, Russia; Tax ID No. 7801392271 (Russia); Registration Number 1057812752502 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).

KORUS CONSULTING SNG (a.k.a. KORUS CONSULTING CIS LLC; a.k.a. LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY KORUS CONSULTING CIS), Room 1N, 68 letter N Bolshoy Sampsonievskiy Ave, St. Petersburg 194100, Russia; Tax ID No. 7801392271 (Russia); Registration Number 1057812752502 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).

KORUS DISTRIBUTION LIMITED (a.k.a. LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY SBERBANK FACTORING; a.k.a. SBERBANK FACTORING LLC; a.k.a. SBERBANK FACTORING), Room I, 31a/bld. 1 Leningradsky Ave, Moscow 125284, Russia; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2); 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2); 26 Mar 2022; Tax ID No. 7802754982 (Russia); Registration Number 1117847260794 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).

LADY LEILA (UCGL) Products Tanker 5,075GRT Russia flag; Vessel Registration Identification IMO 9683740; MMSI 273340606 (vessel) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: ALFA-LIZING OOO).

LADY RANIA (UBBO9) Chemical/Oil Tanker 5,077GRT Russia flag; Vessel Registration Identification IMO 9784893; MMSI 273382620 (vessel) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: ALFA-LIZING OOO).

LADY SEVDA (UBWLT) Products Tanker 5,075GRT Russia flag; Vessel Registration Identification IMO 9683738; MMSI 273342180 (vessel) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: ALFA-LIZING OOO).

LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY ACTIVE BUSINESS CONSULT (a.k.a. LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY ACTIVEBUSINESSCOLLECTION; a.k.a. "ABC LLC"), 19 Vavilova St., Moscow 117997, Russia; Tax ID No. 7736659589 (Russia); Registration Number 1137746390572 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).

LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY ACTIVE BUSINESS COLLECTION (a.k.a. LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY ACTIVEBUSINESSCOLLECTION; a.k.a. "ABC LLC"), 19 Vavilova St., Moscow 117997, Russia; Tax ID No. 7736659589 (Russia); Registration Number 1137746390572 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).

LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY KORUS CONSULTING CIS LLC; a.k.a. KORUS CONSULTING SNG), Room 1N, 68 letter N Bolshoy Sampsonievskiy Ave, St. Petersburg 194100, Russia; Tax ID No. 7801392271 (Russia); Registration Number 1057812752502 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).

LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY MARKET FUND ADMINISTRATION (a.k.a. SBERBANK FUND ADMINISTRATION LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY, a.k.a. "MARKET FA LLC"), 79 V. Lenina St, room 8, Derbent, Dagestan 368602, Russia; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2); 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2); 26 Mar 2022; Tax ID No. 7736618039 (Russia); Registration Number 1107746400827 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).

LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY NON-BANK CREDIT ORGANIZATION SETTLEMENT SOLUTIONS (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY RASCHETNIYE RESHENIYA), Room XLIV, 11th floor, 118/1 Varshavskoye Shosse, Moscow 117587, Russia; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2); 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2); 26 Mar 2022; Tax ID No. 7727718421 (Russia); Registration Number 1107746390949 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).
LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY PROMISING INVESTMENTS (a.k.a. "PERSPECTIVE INVESTMENTS LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY"); a.k.a. "PROMISING INVESTMENTS LLC"), 46 Molodezhnaya St., Office 335, Odintsovo, Moscow Region 143007, Russia; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Tax ID No. 7802754982 (Russia); Registration Number 1117847260794 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).

LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY SBERBANK REAL ESTATE CENTER (a.k.a. TSENTR NEDVIZHIMOSTI OT SBERBANKA; a.k.a. "SREC LLC"), 32/1 Kutuzovsky Ave, Moscow 121170, Russia; Tax ID No. 7736249247 (Russia); Registration Number 1157746652150 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).

LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY SBERBANK SERVICE (a.k.a. SBERBANK SERVICE LLC; a.k.a. SBERBANK-SERVICE), 18 Suschevsky Val Street, floor 7, Moscow 127018, Russia; Tax ID No. 7736663049 (Russia); Registration Number 1137746703709 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).

LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY YOOMONEY (a.k.a. YOOMONEY LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY; a.k.a. YOOMONEY LLC), 82 bl. 2 Sadovnicheskaya St., Moscow 115035, Russia; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Tax ID No. 7736554890 (Russia); Registration Number 1077746365113 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).

LPC JSC (a.k.a. CENTRE OF LOYALTY PROGRAMMES; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY LOYALTY PROGRAMS CENTER), 3 Poklonnaya St., floor 3, office 120, Moscow 121170, Russia; Tax ID No. 7702770003 (Russia); Registration Number 1117746689840 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).

MCC VYDAYUSHCHIESYA KREDITY LLC (a.k.a. MIKROKREDITNAYA KOMPAINIYA VYDAYUSHCHIESYA KREDITY; a.k.a. VYDAYUSHCHIESYA KREDITY MICROCREDIT COMPANY LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY), 32 Kutuzovsky Avenue, building 1, floor 6, room 6.C.01, Moscow 121170, Russia; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Tax ID No. 7725374454 (Russia); Registration Number 1177746493473 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).

OOO BARUS (a.k.a. BARUS; a.k.a. BARUS LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY), 32 Leninsky Prospekt, Floor 1, Office IB, Room 1, Moscow 119334, Russia; Tax ID No. 7736324991 (Russia); Registration Number 1197746639860 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).

OOO LENDING TECHNOLOGIES (a.k.a. OOO TEHNOLOGI KREDITOVANIA; a.k.a. TEKNOLOGI KREDITOVANIIA LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY), Room 1.104, 23/1 Vavilova St., Moscow 117312, Russia; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Tax ID No. 7725374454 (Russia); Registration Number 1177746493473 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).
following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 3): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 3): 26 Mar 2022; Tax ID No. 7728168971 (Russia); Registration Number 102770067328 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

RUTARGET LIMITED (a.k.a. LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY RUTARGET; a.k.a. RUTARGET LLC), Room 1-N, 29 Letter A, Line 18, of Vasilyevsky Island, St. Petersburg 199178, Russia; Tax ID No. 7801579142 (Russia); Registration Number 1127847371118 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).

RUTARGET LLC (a.k.a. LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY RUTARGET; a.k.a. RUTARGET LIMITED), Room 1-N, 29 Letter A, Line 18, of Vasilyevsky Island, St. Petersburg 199178, Russia; Tax ID No. 7801579142 (Russia); Registration Number 1127847371118 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).

SB KIB KHOLDING (a.k.a. LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY SBERBANK CIB HOLDING; a.k.a. SBERBANK CIB HOLDING LLC), 19 Vavilova St., Moscow 117312, Russia, Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Tax ID No. 7709297379 (Russia); Registration Number 102770057428 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).

SBER EAST LLP (a.k.a. SBER VOSTOK, a.k.a. SBER VOSTOK LIMITED LIABILITY PARTNERSHIP; a.k.a. SBER VOSTOK LLP), 13/1 Al-Farabi Avenue, block 3V, 7th floor, Almaty 050059, Kazakhstan; Registration Number 110140012405 (Kazakhstan) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).

SBER LEGAL LLC (a.k.a. SBER LEGAL LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY; a.k.a. SBER LIGAL), 3 Poklonnaya St., office 209, floor 2, Moscow 121170, Russia; Tax ID No. 9705124940 (Russia); Registration Number 1187746905004 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).

SBER VOSTOK LLP (a.k.a. SBER EAST LLP; a.k.a. SBER VOSTOK LIMITED LIABILITY PARTNERSHIP; a.k.a. SBER VOSTOK LLP), 13/1 Al-Farabi Avenue, block 3V, 7th floor, Almaty 050059, Kazakhstan; Registration Number 110140012405 (Kazakhstan) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).

SBER VOSTOK LIMITED LIABILITY PARTNERSHIP (a.k.a. SBER EAST LLP; a.k.a. SBER VOSTOK; a.k.a. SBER VOSTOK LLP), 13/1 Al-Farabi Avenue, block 3V, 7th floor, Almaty 050059, Kazakhstan; Registration Number 110140012405 (Kazakhstan) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).

Vavilova St., Moscow 117312, Russia; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Tax ID No. 7709297379 (Russia); Registration Number 1187746905004 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).
THE SOCIETY WITH LIMITED AUTHORITY
AFRA DIRECT SERVICE (aka. AFRA-DIRECT; a.k.a. AFRA-DIRECT SERVICE LLC), ul. Kalachevskaya d. 27, Moscow 107078, Russia; Organization Established Date 13 Jan 2000; Tax ID No. 7763249247 (Russia); Registration Number 1157746652150 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EI014024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK ALFA-BANK).

TSENTR NEDVIZHIMOSTI OT SBERBANKA (aka. LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY SBERBANK REAL ESTATE CENTER; a.k.a. "SREC LLC"), 32/1 Kutuzovskiy Ave, Moscow 121170, Russia; Tax ID No. 7763249247 (Russia); Registration Number 1157746652150 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EI014024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).

TSENTR TEKHNOLOGII BANKROSTVA (aka. BANKRUPTCY TECHNOLOGY CENTER LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY; a.k.a. "BTC LLC"), 19 Vavilova St., Moscow 117997, Russia; Tax ID No. 7763603529 (Russia); Registration Number 1177746502944 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EI014024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).

TSIFROVYE TEKHNOLOGII (aka. LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY DIGITAL TECHNOLOGIES; a.k.a. "DIGITAL TECHNOLOGIES LLC"), 19 Vavilova Street, Moscow 117312, Russia; Tax ID No. 7763252313 (Russia); Registration Number 1157746819966 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EI014024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).

VYDAYUSHCHIESYA KREDITY MICRO CREDIT COMPANY LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY (aka. MCC VYDAYUSHCHIESYA KREDITY LLC; a.k.a. MIKROKREDITNAYA KOMPA NIA VYDAYUSHCHIESYA KREDITY), 32 Kutuzovsky Avenue, building 1, floor 6, room 6.C.01, Moscow 121170, Russia; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Tax ID No. 7736659589 (Russia); Registration Number 1137746390572 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EI014024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).

"ALFA-FOREKS" (aka. ALFA-FOREX LLC), Ul. Mashi Poryvaevol D. 7, Str. 1, Floor 1, Moscow 107078, Russia; Organization Established Date 30 Jun 2016; Tax ID No. 7768294216 (Russia); Registration Number 1167746819967 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EI014024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY ALFA-BANK).

"AO SZ IKS" (aka. AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO SPETSIALIZIROVANNYI ZASTROISHCHIK IKS; a.k.a. IKS JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. "IKS JSC"), 33 Oktyabrskaya St., Nizhny Novgorod 603005, Russia; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Tax ID No. 5263023906 (Russia); Registration Number 102503020424 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EI014024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).

"BTC LLC" (aka. BANKRUPTCY TECHNOLOGY CENTER LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY; a.k.a. TSENTR TEKHNOLOGII BANKROSTVA), 19 Vavilova St., Moscow 117997, Russia; Tax ID No. 7736303529 (Russia); Registration Number 1177746502944 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EI014024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).

"DIGITAL TECHNOLOGIES LLC" (aka. LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY DIGITAL TECHNOLOGIES; a.k.a. TSIFROVYE TEKHNOLOGII), 19 Vavilova Street, Moscow 117312, Russia; Tax ID No. 7736252313 (Russia); Registration Number 1157746819966 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EI014024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).

"IKS JSC" (aka. AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO SPETSIALIZIROVANNYI ZASTROISHCHIK IKS; a.k.a. IKS JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. "IKS JSC"), 33 Oktyabrskaya St., Nizhny Novgorod 603005, Russia; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Tax ID No. 5263023906 (Russia); Registration Number 102503020424 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EI014024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).

"ABC LLC" (aka. LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY ACTIVE BUSINESS CONSULT; a.k.a. LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY ACTIVEBUSINESSCOLLECTION), 19 Vavilova St., Moscow 117997, Russia; Tax ID No. 7736659589 (Russia); Registration Number 1137746390572 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EI014024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).
https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Tax ID No. 5263023906 (Russia); Registration Number 1025203020424 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).

"PERSPECTIVE INVESTMENTS LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY" (a.k.a. LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).

"JSC SETTLEMENT SOLUTIONS" (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY RASCHETNIYE RESHENIYA; a.k.a. JSC RASCHETNIYE RESHENIYA; a.k.a. LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY NON-BANK CREDIT ORGANIZATION SETTLEMENT SOLUTIONS), Room XLIV, 11th floor, 118/1 Varshavskoye Shosse, Moscow 117587, Russia; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Tax ID No. 7727718421 (Russia); Registration Number 1107746390949 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).

"MARKET FA LLC" (a.k.a. LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY MARKET FUND ADMINISTRATION; a.k.a. SBERBANK FUND ADMINISTRATION LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY), 79 V. Lenina St, room 8, Derbent, Dagestan 368602, Russia; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Tax ID No. 7727718421 (Russia); Registration Number 1107746390949 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).

"SPG JSC" (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY STRATEGY PARTNERS GROUP; a.k.a. STRATEGY PARTNERS GROUP JSC), 52 Kosmodamianskaya Nab. St, Building 2, Moscow 115054, Russia; Tax ID No. 7736612855 (Russia); Registration Number 1107746025980 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).

"SREC LLC" (a.k.a. LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY SBERBANK REAL ESTATE CENTER; a.k.a. TSENTR NEDVIZHIMOSTI OT SBERBANKA), 32/1 Kukuzovsky Ave, Moscow 121170, Russia; Tax ID No. 7736249247 (Russia); Registration Number 1157746652150 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).

"UCB JSC" (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY UNITED CREDIT BUREAU), 9 B. Tatarskaya Street, floor 4, office 51, Moscow 115184, Russia; Tax ID No. 7710561081 (Russia); Registration Number 104779688819 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).

- 04/06/22

The following [RUSSIA-EO14024] [UKRAINE-EO13661] entries have been changed:

KOLOKOLTSEV, Vladimir Alexandrovich, Russia; DOB 11 May 1961; POB Nizhny Lomov, Penza Region, Russia; Gender Male; Minister of Internal Affairs of the Russian Federation, General of the Police of the Russian Federation (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661]. -to- KOLOKOLTSEV, Vladimir Alexandrovich (Cyrillic: КОЛОКОЛТСЕВ, Владимир Александрович), Moscow, Russia; DOB 11 May 1961; POB Nizhny Lomov, Penza Region, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [RUSSIA-EO14024].

KRASNOV, Igor (Cyrillic: КРАСНОВ, Игорь), 6-3 Michurinsky Prospekt, Moscow, Russia; DOB 24 Dec 1975; POB Arkhangelsk, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661]. -to- KRASNOV, Igor (Cyrillic: КРАСНОВ, Игорь (a.k.a. KRASNOV, Igor Viktorovich (Cyrillic: КРАСНОВ, Игорь Викторович); a.k.a. KRASNOV, Igor Viktorovich), 6-3 Michurinsky Prospekt, Moscow, Russia; DOB 24 Dec 1975; POB Arkhangelsk, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [RUSSIA-EO14024].

KRASNOV, Igor Viktorovich (Cyrillic: КРАСНОВ, Игорь Викторович), 6-3 Michurinsky Prospekt, Moscow, Russia; DOB 24 Dec 1975; POB Arkhangelsk, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [RUSSIA-EO14024].

KRASNOV, Igor (Cyrillic: КРАСНОВ, Игорь (a.k.a. KRASNOV, Igor Viktorovich (Cyrillic: КРАСНОВ, Игорь Викторович); a.k.a. KRASNOV, Igor Viktorovich), 6-3 Michurinsky Prospekt, Moscow, Russia; DOB 24 Dec 1975; POB Arkhangelsk, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [RUSSIA-EO14024].

KRASNOV, Igor Victorovich (Cyrillic: КРАСНОВ, Игорь Викторович) (a.k.a. KRASNOV, Igor (Cyrillic: КРАСНОВ, Игорь (a.k.a. KRASNOV, Igor Viktorovich), 6-3 Michurinsky Prospekt, Moscow, Russia; DOB 24 Dec 1975; POB Arkhangelsk, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [RUSSIA-EO14024].

The following [RUSSIA-EO14024] [UKRAINE-EO13661] entries have been changed:

KOLOKOLTSEV, Vladimir Alexandrovich, Russia; DOB 11 May 1961; POB Nizhny Lomov, Penza Region, Russia; Gender Male; Minister of Internal Affairs of the Russian Federation, General of the Police of the Russian Federation (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661]. -to- KOLOKOLTSEV, Vladimir Alexandrovich (Cyrillic: КОЛОКОЛТСЕВ, Владимир Александрович), Moscow, Russia; DOB 11 May 1961; POB Nizhny Lomov, Penza Region, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [RUSSIA-EO14024].

KRASNOV, Igor (Cyrillic: КРАСНОВ, Игорь), 6-3 Michurinsky Prospekt, Moscow, Russia; DOB 24 Dec 1975; POB Arkhangelsk, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [RUSSIA-EO14024].

KRASNOV, Igor Viktorovich (Cyrillic: КРАСНОВ, Игорь Викторович), 6-3 Michurinsky Prospekt, Moscow, Russia; DOB 24 Dec 1975; POB Arkhangelsk, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [RUSSIA-EO14024].

KRASNOV, Igor Victorovich (Cyrillic: КРАСНОВ, Игорь Викторович) (a.k.a. KRASNOV, Igor (Cyrillic: КРАСНОВ, Игорь (a.k.a. KRASNOV, Igor Viktorovich), 6-3 Michurinsky Prospekt, Moscow, Russia; DOB 24 Dec 1975; POB Arkhangelsk, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [RUSSIA-EO14024].
Krasnov, Igor Viktorovich (a.k.a. Krasnov, Igor (Cyrillic: КРАСНОВ, Игорь); a.k.a. Krasnov, Igor Viktorovich (Cyrillic: КРАСНОВ, Игорь Викторович)), 6-3 Michurinsky Prospekt, Moscow, Russia; DOB 24 Dec 1975; POB Arkhangelsk, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661].

Shchegolev, Igor (a.k.a. Shchygolev, Igor Olegovich (Cyrillic: ШЧЕГОЛЕВ, Игорь Олегович)), 6-3 Michurinsky Prospekt, Moscow, Russia; DOB 24 Dec 1975; POB Arkhangelsk, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661].

Shchegolev, Igor Olegovich (a.k.a. Shchygolev, Igor Olegovich (Cyrillic: ШЧЕГОЛЕВ, Игорь Олегович)), 6-3 Michurinsky Prospekt, Moscow, Russia; DOB 24 Dec 1975; POB Arkhangelsk, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661].

Chayka, Yuriy Yakovlevich (Cyrillic: ЧАЙКА, Юрий Яковлевич)), Russia; DOB 21 May 1951; POB Nikolayevsk-on-Amur, Khabarovsk Territory, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

Chayka, Yuriy Yakovlevich (Cyrillic: ЧАЙКА, Юрий Яковлевич)), Russia; DOB 21 May 1951; POB Nikolayevsk-on-Amur, Khabarovsk Territory, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

Gutsan, Aleksandr Vladimirovich (Cyrillic: ГУСАН, Александр Владимирович)), Russia; DOB 12 Jul 1965; POB Lipetsk, Lipetsk Region, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

Gutsan, Alexander (a.k.a. Gutsan, Aleksandr Vladimirovich (Cyrillic: ГУСАН, Александр Владимирович)), Russia; DOB 06 Jul 1960; POB St. Petersburg, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

Kamarov, Igor Anatolyevich (a.k.a. KOMAROV, Igor Anatolyevich (Cyrillic: КОМАРОВ, Игорь Анатольевич)), Russia; DOB 25 May 1964; POB Engels, Saratov Region, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

Medyvedev, Dmitry (a.k.a. Medvedev, Dmitry Anatolyevich (Cyrillic: МЕДВЕДЕВ, Дмитрий Анатольевич)), Moscow, Russia; DOB 14 Sep 1965; POB St. Petersburg, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].
MEDVEDEV, Dmitry Anatolievich (Cyrillic: МЕДВЕДЕВ, Дмитрий Анатольевич) (a.k.a. MEDVEDEV, Dmitry), Moscow, Russia; DOB 14 Sep 1965; POB St. Petersburg, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

MISHUSTIN, Mikhail (a.k.a. MISHUSTIN, Mikhail Vladimirovich (Cyrillic:МИШУСТИН, Михаил Владимирович)), Moscow, Russia; DOB 03 Mar 1966; POB Moscow, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

MISHUSTIN, Mikhail Vladimirovich (Cyrillic:МИШУСТИН, Михаил Владимирович) (a.k.a. MISHUSTIN, Mikhail), Moscow, Russia; DOB 03 Mar 1966; POB Moscow, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

MEDVEDEV, Dmitry, Moscow, Russia; DOB 14 Sep 1965; POB St. Petersburg, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

SERYSHEV, Anatoly, Russia; DOB 19 Jul 1965; POB Koblyakovo, Bratsk District, Irkutsk Oblast, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

SERYSHEV, Anatoly Anatolievich (Cyrillic:СЕРЫШЕВ, Анатолий Анатольевич) (a.k.a. SERSYEV, Anatoly), Russia; DOB 19 Jul 1965; POB Koblyakovo, Bratsk District, Irkutsk Oblast, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

SERYSHEV, Anatoly Anatolievich (Cyrillic:СЕРЫШЕВ, Анатолий Анатольевич) (a.k.a. SERYSHEV, Anatoly), Russia; DOB 19 Jul 1965; POB Koblyakovo, Bratsk District, Irkutsk Oblast, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

SOBYANIN, Sergey (a.k.a. SOBYANIN, Sergey Semyonovich (Cyrillic:СОБЯНИН, Сергей Семенович)), Moscow, Russia; DOB 21 Jun 1958; POB Nyaksimvol, Beryozovo District, Tyumen Oblast, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

SOBYANIN, Sergey Semyonovich (Cyrillic:СОБЯНИН, Сергей Семенович) (a.k.a. SOBYANIN, Sergei), Moscow, Russia; DOB 21 Jun 1958; POB Nyaksimvol, Beryozovo District, Tyumen Oblast, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

SOBYANIN, Sergey (a.k.a. SOBYANIN, Sergey Semyonovich (Cyrillic:СОБЯНИН, Сергей Семенович)), Moscow, Russia; DOB 21 Jun 1958; POB Nyaksimvol, Beryozovo District, Tyumen Oblast, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

• 04/06/22

The following [RUSSIA-EO14024] entries have been added to OFAC's SDN List:

FAASSEN, Maria Vladimirovna (a.k.a. PUTINA, Maria (Cyrillic: ПУТИНА, Мария)), Russia; DOB 31 Aug 1986; POB Dresden, Germany; nationality Russia; Gender Female; Tax ID No. 503227394158 (Russia) (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

FAASSEN, Maria Vladimirovna (a.k.a. PUTINA, Maria (Cyrillic: ПУТИНА, Мария)), Russia; DOB 31 Aug 1986; POB Dresden, Germany; nationality Russia; Gender Female; Tax ID No. 503227394158 (Russia) (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

FAASSEN, Maria Vladimirovna (a.k.a. PUTINA, Maria (Cyrillic: ПУТИНА, Мария)), Russia; DOB 31 Aug 1986; POB Dresden, Germany; nationality Russia; Gender Female; Tax ID No. 503227394158 (Russia) (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

FAASSEN, Maria Vladimirovna (a.k.a. PUTINA, Maria (Cyrillic: ПУТИНА, Мария)), Russia; DOB 31 Aug 1986; POB Dresden, Germany; nationality Russia; Gender Female; Tax ID No. 503227394158 (Russia) (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

FAASSEN, Maria Vladimirovna (a.k.a. PUTINA, Maria (Cyrillic: ПУТИНА, Мария)), Russia; DOB 31 Aug 1986; POB Dresden, Germany; nationality Russia; Gender Female; Tax ID No. 503227394158 (Russia) (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

FAASSEN, Maria Vladimirovna (a.k.a. PUTINA, Maria (Cyrillic: ПУТИНА, Мария)), Russia; DOB 31 Aug 1986; POB Dresden, Germany; nationality Russia; Gender Female; Tax ID No. 503227394158 (Russia) (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

FAASSEN, Maria Vladimirovna (a.k.a. PUTINA, Maria (Cyrillic: ПУТИНА, Мария)), Russia; DOB 31 Aug 1986; POB Dresden, Germany; nationality Russia; Gender Female; Tax ID No. 503227394158 (Russia) (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

FAASSEN, Maria Vladimirovna (a.k.a. PUTINA, Maria (Cyrillic: ПУТИНА, Мария)), Russia; DOB 31 Aug 1986; POB Dresden, Germany; nationality Russia; Gender Female; Tax ID No. 503227394158 (Russia) (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].
resulting in the following new [RUSSIA-EO13661] entries:

JSC UNITED SHIPBUILDING CORPORATION (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY UNITED SHIPBUILDING CORPORATION; a.k.a. UNITED SHIPBUILDING CORPORATION (Cyrillic: ОБЪЕДИНЕННАЯ СУДОСТРОИТЕЛЬНАЯ КОРПОРАЦИЯ); a.k.a. "JSC USC"; a.k.a. "OCK"; a.k.a. "OSK AO"), Ul. Marat, 90, St. Petersburg 191119, Russia; 11 Bolshaya Tatarskaya Str. Bld. B, Moscow 115184, Russia; Tax ID No. 783395215 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [RUSSIA-EO14024].

resulting in the removal of the following [RUSSIA-EO13661] entries:

OJSC UNITED SHIPBUILDING CORPORATION (a.k.a. OJSC UNITED SHIPBUILDING CORPORATION; a.k.a. UNITED SHIPBUILDING CORPORATION JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. "OSK OAO"), 90, Marata ul., St. Petersburg 191119, Russia; 11, Sadovaya-Kudrinskaya str., Moscow 123242, Russia; Website http://www.oaoosk.ru/; Email Address info@oaoosk.ru [UKRAINE-EO13661].

UNITED SHIPBUILDING CORPORATION; a.k.a. UNITED SHIPBUILDING CORPORATION; a.k.a. UNITED SHIPBUILDING CORPORATION JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. "OSK OAO"), 90, Marata ul., St. Petersburg 191119, Russia; 11, Sadovaya-Kudrinskaya str., Moscow 123242, Russia; Website http://www.oaoosk.ru/; Email Address info@oaoosk.ru [UKRAINE-EO13661].
The following [SDGT] entries have been changed:


"Akhmed the One-Armed" (a.k.a. CHATAEV, Ahmed; a.k.a. CHATAEV, Akhmed; a.k.a. CHATAEV, Akhmed Rajapovich; a.k.a. CHATAEV, Akhmed; a.k.a. CHATAEV, Akhmed; a.k.a. CHATAEV, Akhmed Rajapovich; a.k.a. CHATAEV, Akhmet; a.k.a. CHATAEV, Akhmed; a.k.a. "SHISHANI, Akhmad"); DOB 14 Jul 1980; POB Vedeno Village, Vedenisky District, the Republic of Chechnya, Russia; citizen Russia; Passport 96001331958 (Russia) (individual) [SDGT] (Linked To: ISLAMIC STATE OF IRAQ AND THE LEVANT).

"Akhmed Odnorukiy" (a.k.a. CHATAEV, Ahmed; a.k.a. CHATAEV, Akhmed Rajapovich; a.k.a. CHATAEV, Akhmed; a.k.a. CHATAEV, Akhmed Rajapovich; a.k.a. CHATAEV, Akhmed; a.k.a. CHATAEV, Akhmed; a.k.a. CHATAEV, Akhmed; a.k.a. CHATAEV, Akhmed; a.k.a. "SHISHANI, Akhmad"); DOB 14 Jul 1980; POB Vedeno Village, Vedenisky District, the Republic of Chechnya, Russia; citizen Russia; Passport 96001331958 (Russia) (individual) [SDGT] (Linked To: ISLAMIC STATE OF IRAQ AND THE LEVANT).


resulting in the removal of the following [SDGT] entries:  


The following [RUSSIA-EO14024] entries have been added to OFAC’s SDN List:  

10 SHIPYARD (a.k.a. AO 10 SRZ; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY 10 ORDENA TRUDOVOGO KRASNOGO ZNAMENI DOCKYARD; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY 10TH AWARDS OF THE LABOR RED BANNER A SHIP REPAIR FACTORY; a.k.a. JOINT-STOCK COMPANY 10 SRZ; a.k.a. JSC 10 ORDENA TRUDOVOGO KRASNOGO ZNAMENI SUDOREMONTNY FACTORY; a.k.a. JSC 10 ORDENA
TRUDOVOGO KRASNOGO ZNAMENI SUDOREMONTNY ZAVOD (Cyrillic: АО 10 ОРДЕНУ ТРУДОВОГО КРАСНОГО ЗНАМЕНИ СУДОРЕМОНТНЫЙ ЗАВОД)), 19, Lunina Str., Korp.1, Bild.2, Polyarny, Murmansk Region 184650, Russia; Organization Established Date 03 Jun 2010; Tax ID No. 5116001041 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY UNITED SHIPBUILDING CORPORATION).

AK ALROSA PAO (Cyrillic: АК АЛРОСА ПАО) (a.k.a. ALROSA GROUP; a.k.a. PJSC ALROSA; a.k.a. PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY ALROSA (Cyrillic: АКЦИОНЕРНАЯ КОМПАНИЯ АЛРОСА ПУБЛИЧНОЕ АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО)), 24 Ozerkovskaya Naberezhnaya, Moscow 115184, Russia; 6 ulitsa Lenina, Mirny, Republic of Sakha (Yakutia) 678174, Russia; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information Subject to Directive 3 - All transactions in, provision of financing for, and other dealings in new debt of longer than 14 days maturity or new equity where such new debt or new equity is issued on or after the 'Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive)' associated with this name are prohibited.; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive) associated with this name are prohibited.; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information Subject to Directive 3 - All transactions in, provision of financing for, and other dealings in new debt of longer than 14 days maturity or new equity where such new debt or new equity is issued on or after the 'Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive)' associated with this name are prohibited.; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive) associated with this name are prohibited.; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information Subject to Directive 3 - All transactions in, provision of financing for, and other dealings in new debt of longer than 14 days maturity or new equity where such new debt or new equity is issued on or after the 'Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive)' associated with this name are prohibited.; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive) associated with this name are prohibited.; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information Subject to Directive 3 - All transactions in, provision of financing for, and other dealings in new debt of longer than 14 days maturity or new equity where such new debt or new equity is issued on or after the 'Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive)' associated with this name are prohibited.; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive) associated with this name are prohibited.; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information Subject to Directive 3 - All transactions in, provision of financing for, and other dealings in new debt of longer than 14 days maturity or new equity where such new debt or new equity is issued on or after the 'Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive)' associated with this name are prohibited.; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive) associated with this name are prohibited.; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information Subject to Directive 3 - All transactions in, provision of financing for, and other dealings in new debt of longer than 14 days maturity or new equity where such new debt or new equity is issued on or after the 'Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive)' associated with this name are prohibited.; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive).
AMUR SHIPBUILDING PLANT (a.k.a. AMUR SHIPBUILDING PLANT PUBLIC COMPANY; a.k.a. JSC AMURSKY SUDOSTROITELNY ZAVOD (Cyrillic: ПАО АМУРСКИЙ СУДОСТРОИТЕЛЬНЫЙ ЗАВОД); a.k.a. PJSC AMURSKY SUDOSTROITELNY FACTORY; a.k.a. PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY AMURSKY SHIPBUILDING PLANT; a.k.a. PUBLICNHOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSCHESTVO AMURSKIY SUDOSTROITELNYI ZAVOD; a.k.a. "PJSC ASZ"), 1 Alleya Truda St., Komsomolsk-On-Amur, Khabarovsk Region 681000, Russia; Organization Established Date 21 Dec 1992; Tax ID No. 2703000015 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY UNITED SHIPBUILDING CORPORATION).

BALTIC PLANT (Cyrillic: БАЛТИЙСКИЙ ЗАВОД; a.k.a. BALTIC SHIPYARD JSC; a.k.a. JSC BALTIC PLANT (Cyrillic: АО БАЛТИЙСКИЙ ЗАВОД)), St. Oblique Line, House 16, St. Petersburg 199106, Russia; Tax ID No. 7801560631 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY UNITED SHIPBUILDING CORPORATION).

KASPIYSKAYA ENERGIYA ADMINISTRATION OFFICE; a.k.a. "CNRG"), 60, Admiral Nakhimov St., Astrakhan 414018, Russia; Organization Established Date 15 Feb 2011; Tax ID No. 3017065795 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY UNITED SHIPBUILDING CORPORATION).

CNRG MANAGEMENT (a.k.a. CASPIAN ENERGY MANAGEMENT LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY; a.k.a. CASPIAN ENERGY PROJECTS LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY; f.k.a. CNRG PROJECTS; f.k.a. CRN GROUP; a.k.a. LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY KASPIYSKAYA ENERGIYA ADMINISTRATION OFFICE; a.k.a. "CNRG"), 60, Admiral Nakhimov St., Astrakhan 414018, Russia; Organization Established Date 15 Feb 2011; Tax ID No. 3017065795 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY UNITED SHIPBUILDING CORPORATION).

CNRG PROJECTS (a.k.a. CASPIAN ENERGY MANAGEMENT LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY; a.k.a. CASPIAN ENERGY PROJECTS LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY; f.k.a. CNRG MANAGEMENT; f.k.a. CNRG PROJECTS; f.k.a. CRN GROUP; a.k.a. LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY KASPIYSKAYA ENERGIYA ADMINISTRATION OFFICE; a.k.a. "CNRG"), 60, Admiral Nakhimov St., Astrakhan 414018, Russia; Organization Established Date 15 Feb 2011; Tax ID No. 3017065795 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY UNITED SHIPBUILDING CORPORATION).

CRN GROUP (a.k.a. CASPIAN ENERGY MANAGEMENT LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY; a.k.a. CASPIAN ENERGY PROJECTS LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY; f.k.a. CNRG MANAGEMENT; f.k.a. CNRG PROJECTS; f.k.a. CRN GROUP; a.k.a. LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY KASPIYSKAYA ENERGIYA ADMINISTRATION OFFICE; a.k.a. "CNRG"), 60, Admiral Nakhimov St., Astrakhan 414018, Russia; Organization Established Date 15 Feb 2011; Tax ID No. 3017065795 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY UNITED SHIPBUILDING CORPORATION).
a.k.a. CNRG MANAGEMENT; f.k.a. CNRG PROJECTS; a.k.a. LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY KASPYSKAYA ENERGIYA ADMINISTRATION OFFICE; a.k.a. "CNRG"), 60, Admiral Nakhimov St., Astakhov 414018, Russia; Organization Established Date 15 Feb 2011; Tax ID No. 3017065795 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY UNITED SHIPBUILDING CORPORATION).

FEDERAL STATE UNITARY ENTERPRISE DESIGN OFFICE FOR SHIPBUILDING VYMPEL (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY DESIGN BUREAU FOR SHIP DESIGN VYMPEL; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY DESIGN OFFICE FOR SHIPBUILDING VYMPEL; a.k.a. OPEN JOINT-STOCK COMPANY DESIGN OFFICE FOR SHIPBUILDING VYMPEL; a.k.a. "DESIGN OFFICE VYMPEL"), 6 Nartov Str., Bldg.6, Nizhny Novgorod 603104, Russia; Organization Established Date 04 May 1993; Tax ID No. 5260001206 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY UNITED SHIPBUILDING CORPORATION).

FEDERAL STATE UNITARY ENTERPRISE KRONSHTADTSKY MORSKOY FACTORY MINOBORONNY ROSSI (a.k.a. FEDERAL STATE UNITARY ENTERPRISE KRONSTADT MARINE PLANT OF THE MINISTRY OF DEFENSE OF THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY KRONSTADT MARINE PLANT; a.k.a. KRONSTADT MARINE PLANT; a.k.a. KRONSTADT MARINE PLANT), Kronstadt, St. Petrovskaya, 2, Kronstadt District, St. Petersburg 197762, Russia; Website kmolz.ru; Organization Established Date 25 Apr 1997; Tax ID No. 7818001991 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY UNITED SHIPBUILDING CORPORATION).

FEDERAL STATE UNITARY ENTERPRISE KRONSTADTSKY MORSKOY FACTORY MINOBORONNY ROSSI (a.k.a. FEDERAL STATE UNITARY ENTERPRISE KRONSTADT MARINE PLANT OF THE MINISTRY OF DEFENSE OF THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY KRONSTADT MARINE PLANT; a.k.a. KRONSTADT MARINE PLANT; a.k.a. KRONSTADT MARINE PLANT), Kronstadt, St. Petrovskaya, 2, Kronstadt District, St. Petersburg 197762, Russia; Website kmolz.ru; Organization Established Date 25 Apr 1997; Tax ID No. 7818001991 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY UNITED SHIPBUILDING CORPORATION).

ICEBERG CENTRAL DESIGN BUREAU (a.k.a. CENTRAL DESIGN BUREAU USC-ICEBERG JSC; a.k.a. JSC TSKB AYBERG (Cyrillic: AO ЛКС АЙБЕРГ); a.k.a. UNITED SHIPBUILDING CORPORATION JSC AYSBERG CENTRAL DESIGN BUILDING; a.k.a. USC-ICEBERG CENTRAL DESIGN BUREAU), 36 Bolshoi Ave. V. I., St. Petersburg 199034, Russia; Tax ID No. 7801056606 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY UNITED SHIPBUILDING CORPORATION).

JOINT PUBLIC STOCK COMPANY NEVSKOE DESIGN BUREAU (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY NEVSKOYE PROJECT AND DESIGN BUREAU; a.k.a. JSC NEVSKOE PKB (Cyrillic: AO НЕВСКОЕ ПКБ); a.k.a. JSC NEVSKOYE PROYEKTNO-KONSTRUKTSIISKOE BYURO (Cyrillic: AO НЕВСКОЕ ПРОЕКТНО-КОНСТРУКТОРСКОЕ БЮРО); a.k.a. NEVSKOE DESIGN BUREAU; a.k.a. NEVSKOYE DESIGN BUREAU (JSC), Galerny Proezd 3, Saint-Petersburg 199106, Russia; Organization Established Date 25 Sep 1995; Tax ID No. 7801074335 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY UNITED SHIPBUILDING CORPORATION).

JOINT STOCK COMPANY 10TH AWARDS OF THE LABOR RED BANNER A SHIP REPAIR FACTORY (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY 10TH SHIPYARD; a.k.a. AO 10 ОРДЕНА ТРУДОВОГО КРАСНОГО ЗНАМЕНИ СУДОРЕМОНТНЫЙ ЗАВОД), 19, Lunina Str., Korp. 1, Bld.2, Polyarny, Murmansk Region 184650, Russia; Organization Established Date 03 Jun 2010; Tax ID No. 5116001041 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY UNITED SHIPBUILDING CORPORATION).

JOINT STOCK COMPANY 10TH AWARDS OF THE LABOR RED BANNER A SHIP REPAIR FACTORY (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY 10TH SHIPYARD; a.k.a. AO 10 ОРДЕНА ТРУДОВОГО КРАСНОГО ЗНАМЕНИ СУДОРЕМОНТНЫЙ ЗАВОД), 19, Lunina Str., Korp. 1, Bld.2, Polyarny, Murmansk Region 184650, Russia; Organization Established Date 03 Jun 2010; Tax ID No. 5116001041 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY UNITED SHIPBUILDING CORPORATION).

JOINT STOCK COMPANY 10TH AWARDS OF THE LABOR RED BANNER A SHIP REPAIR FACTORY (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY 10TH SHIPYARD; a.k.a. AO 10 ОРДЕНА ТРУДОВОГО КРАСНОГО ЗНАМЕНИ СУДОРЕМОНТНЫЙ ЗАВОД), 19, Lunina Str., Korp. 1, Bld.2, Polyarny, Murmansk Region 184650, Russia; Organization Established Date 03 Jun 2010; Tax ID No. 5116001041 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY UNITED SHIPBUILDING CORPORATION).

JOINT STOCK COMPANY 10TH AWARDS OF THE LABOR RED BANNER A SHIP REPAIR FACTORY (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY 10TH SHIPYARD; a.k.a. AO 10 ОРДЕНА ТРУДОВОГО КРАСНОГО ЗНАМЕНИ СУДОРЕМОНТНЫЙ ЗАВОД), 19, Lunina Str., Korp. 1, Bld.2, Polyarny, Murmansk Region 184650, Russia; Organization Established Date 03 Jun 2010; Tax ID No. 5116001041 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY UNITED SHIPBUILDING CORPORATION).

JOINT STOCK COMPANY 10TH AWARDS OF THE LABOR RED BANNER A SHIP REPAIR FACTORY (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY 10TH SHIPYARD; a.k.a. AO 10 ОРДЕНА ТРУДОВОГО КРАСНОГО ЗНАМЕНИ СУДОРЕМОНТНЫЙ ЗАВОД), 19, Lunina Str., Korp. 1, Bld.2, Polyarny, Murmansk Region 184650, Russia; Organization Established Date 03 Jun 2010; Tax ID No. 5116001041 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY UNITED SHIPBUILDING CORPORATION).

JOINT STOCK COMPANY BALTIC SHIPBUILDING PLANT YANTAR (a.k.a. JOINT-STOCK COMPANY PSZ YANTAR; a.k.a. JOINT-STOCK COMPANY YANTAR SHIPYARD), Lunina Str., Korp.1, Bld.2, Polyarny, Murmansk Region 184650, Russia; Organization Established Date 07 Sep 1993; Tax ID No. 3900000111 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY UNITED SHIPBUILDING CORPORATION).

JOINT STOCK COMPANY CENTRAL DESIGN BUREAU FOR MARINE ENGINEERING RUBIN (a.k.a. JSC TSENTRALNOYE BUREAU FOR MARINE ENGINEERING RUBIN), 90 Marata Street, Saint-Petersburg 191119, Russia; Website CKB-RUBIN.RU/GLAVNAJA/; Organization Established Date 18 Nov 2008; Tax ID No. 7839395419 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY UNITED SHIPBUILDING CORPORATION).

JOINT STOCK COMPANY RUBIN DESIGN BUREAU (a.k.a. JSC TSKB MT TEKHNIKI RUBIN (Cyrillic: АО ЦЕНТРАЛЬНОЕ БЮРО МОРСКОЙ ТЕХНИКИ РУБИН), Fontanka Emb., 203, St. Petersburg 190121, Russia; Organization Established Date 20 Nov 2008; Tax ID No. 7839395419 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY UNITED SHIPBUILDING CORPORATION).

JOINT STOCK COMPANY SHIPYARDS (a.k.a. JSC ADMIRALTEYSKIYE YANTAR; a.k.a. JSC PRIBALTYSKY SUDOSTROITELNY FACTORY YANTAR; a.k.a. JSC PRIBALTYSKY SUDOSTROITELNY ZAVOD YANTAR (Cyrillic: АО ПРИБАЛТИЙСКИЙ СУДОСТРОИТЕЛЬНЫЙ ЗАВОД ЯНТАРь; a.k.a. JSC SHIPYARD YANTAR; a.k.a. JSC SHIPYARD YANTAR), 1 Guskov Square, Kaliningrad, Kaliningrad Region 236005, Russia; Organization Established Date 07 Sep 1993; Tax ID No. 3900000111 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY UNITED SHIPBUILDING CORPORATION).

JOINT STOCK COMPANY UNITED SHIPBUILDING CORPORATION).
EO14024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY UNITED SHIPBUILDING CORPORATION).

JOINT-STOCK COMPANY YANTAR SHIPYARD (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY BALTIC SHIPBUILDING PLANT YANTAR; a.k.a. JOINT-STOCK COMPANY PSZ YANTAR; a.k.a. JSC PRIBALTYSKIJ SUDOSTROITELNY FACTORY YANTAR; a.k.a. JSC PRIBALTYSKIJ SUDOSTROITELNY ZAVOD YANTAR (Cyrillic: АО ПРИБАЛТИЙСКИЙ СУДОСТРОИТЕЛЬНЫЙ ЗАВОД ЯНТАРь); a.k.a. JSC SHIPYARD YANTAR; a.k.a. YANTAR SHIPYARD), 1 Gusakov Square, Kaliningrad, Kaliningrad Region 236005, Russia; Organization Established Date 07 Sep 1993; Tax ID No. 3900000111 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY UNITED SHIPBUILDING CORPORATION).

JSC 33 SHIPYARD (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSCHHESTVO 33 SUDOREMONTNYI ZAVOD; a.k.a. JOINT-STOCK COMPANY 33 DOCKYARD; a.k.a. JOINT-STOCK COMPANY 33 SRZ; a.k.a. JSC 33 SUDOREMONTNY FACTORY (Cyrillic: АО 33 СУДОРЕМОНТНЫЙ ЗАВОД); a.k.a. JSC 33 SUDOREMONTNY ZAVOD), Russkay Embankment, 2, Baltiysk, Kaliningrad Region 238520, Russia; Organization Established Date 18 Nov 2008; Tax ID No. 3901500276 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY UNITED SHIPBUILDING CORPORATION).

JSC 10 ORDENA TRUDHOVOGO KRAVNOGO ZNAMENI SUDOREMONTNY FACTORY (a.k.a. 10 SHIPYARD; a.k.a. AO 10 SRZ; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY 10 ORDENA TRUDHOVOGO KRAVNOGO ZNAMENI DOCKYARD; a.k.a. 10 SHIPYARD; a.k.a. AO 10 SRZ; a.k.a. JSC 10 ORDENA TRUDHOVOGO KRAVNOGO ZNAMENI SUDOREMONTNY FACTORY), 19, Lunina Str., Kop.1, Bid.2, Polyarny, Murmansk Region 184650, Russia; Organization Established Date 03 Jun 2010; Tax ID No. 5116001041 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY UNITED SHIPBUILDING CORPORATION).

JSC CENTER SUDOREMONTA ZVEZDOCHKA (Cyrillic: АО ЦЕНТР СУДОРЕМОНТА ЗВЕЗДОЧКА) (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY SHIPREPAIRING CENTER ZVEZDOCHKA; a.k.a. JOINT-STOCK COMPANY SHIP REPAIR CENTER ZVEZDOCHKA; a.k.a. JOINT-STOCK COMPANY TSS ZVEZDOCHKA; a.k.a. SC ZVEZDOCHKA; a.k.a. SHIPREPAIRING CENTER ZVEZDOCHKA), 12 Mashinostroiteley Passage, Severodvinsk, Arkhangelsk Region 164500, Russia; Organization Established Date 12 Nov 2008; Tax ID No. 7839395419 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY UNITED SHIPBUILDING CORPORATION).

JSC ADMIRALTIESKYE VERFI (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY ADMIRALTIESKYE VERFI), Fontanka Emb., 203, St. Petersburg 190121, Russia; Organization Established Date 20 Nov 2008; Tax ID No. 7839395419 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY UNITED SHIPBUILDING CORPORATION).

JSC AMURSKY SUDOSTROITELNY ZAVOD (Cyrillic: ПАО АМУРСКИЙ СУДОСТРОИТЕЛЬНЫЙ ЗАВОД) (a.k.a. AMUR SHIPBUILDING PLANT; a.k.a. AMUR SHIPBUILDING PLANT PUBLIC COMPANY; a.k.a. PJSC AMURSKY SUDOSTROITELNY FACTORY; a.k.a. PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY AMURSKY SHIPBUILDING PLANT; a.k.a. PUBLICHKOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSCHHESTVO AMURSKYI SUDOSTROITELNYI ZAVOD; a.k.a. "PJSC ASZ"), 1 Alleya Truda St., Komsomolsk-On-Amur, Khabarovsk Region 681000, Russia; Organization Established Date 21 Dec 1992; Tax ID No. 2703000015 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY UNITED SHIPBUILDING CORPORATION).

JSC BALTIC PLANT (Cyrillic: ЕО БАЛТИЙСКИЙ ЗАВОД) (a.k.a. BALTIC PLANT (Cyrillic: БАЛТИЙСКИЙ ЗАВОД); a.k.a. BALTIC SHIPYARD; a.k.a. BALTIC SHIPYARD JSC), St. Oblique Line, House 16, St. Petersburg 199106, Russia; Tax ID No. 7801560631 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY UNITED SHIPBUILDING CORPORATION).

JSC CENTER SUDOREMONTA ZVEZDOCHKA (Cyrillic: АО ЦЕНТР СУДОРЕМОНТА ЗВЕЗДОЧКА) (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY SHIPREPAIRING CENTER ZVEZDOCHKA; a.k.a. JOINT-STOCK COMPANY SHIP REPAIR CENTER ZVEZDOCHKA; a.k.a. JOINT-STOCK COMPANY TSS ZVEZDOCHKA; a.k.a. SC ZVEZDOCHKA; a.k.a. SHIPREPAIRING CENTER ZVEZDOCHKA), 12 Mashinostroiteley Passage, Severodvinsk, Arkhangelsk Region 164500, Russia; Organization Established Date 12 Nov 2008; Tax ID No. 7839395419 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY UNITED SHIPBUILDING CORPORATION).
THE ST. PETERSBURG'S SEA BUREAU OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERING MALAKHIT; a.k.a. JOINT-STOCK COMPANY ST. PETERSBURG MARINE DESIGN BUREAU MALAKHIT; a.k.a. JSC SANKT-PETERBURGSKOEY MORSKOEY BYURO MASHINOSTROENIYA MALAKHIT (Cyrillic: АО САНКТ-ПЕТЕРБУРГСКОЕ МОРСКОЕ БЮРО МАШИНОСТРОЕНИЯ МАЛАХИТ); a.k.a. MALAKHIT DESIGN BUREAU), 18 Frunze Str., Saint-Petersburg 196135, Russia; Organization Established Date 18 Nov 2008; Tax ID No. 7810537540 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY UNITED SHIPBUILDING CORPORATION).

JSC SANKT-PETERBURGSKOEY MORSKOEY BYURO MASHINOSTROENIYA MALAKHIT (Cyrillic: АО САНКТ-ПЕТЕРБУРГСКОЕ МОРСКОЕ БЮРО МАШИНОСТРОЕНИЯ МАЛАХИТ); a.k.a. JOINT-STOCK COMPANY ST. PETERSBURG CITY SEA BUREAU OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERING MALAKHIT; a.k.a. JOINT-STOCK COMPANY ST. PETERSBURG MARINE DESIGN BUREAU MALAKHIT; a.k.a. JSC SANKT-PETERBURGSKOEY MORSKOEY BYURO MASHINOSTROENIYA MALAKHIT (Cyrillic: АО САНКТ-ПЕТЕРБУРГСКОЕ МОРСКОЕ БЮРО МАШИНОСТРОЕНИЯ МАЛАХИТ); a.k.a. MALAKHIT DESIGN BUREAU), 18 Frunze Str., Saint-Petersburg 196135, Russia; Organization Established Date 18 Nov 2008; Tax ID No. 7810537540 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY UNITED SHIPBUILDING CORPORATION).

JSC SEVERNOYE PKB (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY NORTH DESIGN BUREAU; a.k.a. JSC NORTH PKB (Cyrillic: АО СЕВЕРНОЕ ПКБ); a.k.a. SEVERNOYE DESIGN BUREAU; a.k.a. SEVERNOYE DESIGN BUREAU JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. SEVERNOYE DESIGN BUREAU), Ul. Korabelnaya, d. 6, Korpus 2, Letter A, St. Petersburg 198096, Russia; Organization Established Date 05 Aug 2008; Tax ID No. 7805468860 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY UNITED SHIPBUILDING CORPORATION).

JSC SEVERNOYEB PRODUCTION OBYEDINENIYE ARKTIKA (Cyrillic: АО СЕВЕРНОЕ ПРОИЗВОДСТВЕННОЕ ОБЪЕДИНЕНИЕ АРКТИКА; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY NORTHERN PRODUCTION ASSOCIATION ARKTIKA; a.k.a. JSC ARKTIKA; a.k.a. PRODUCTION ASSOCIATION ARKTIKA), Archangelskoye Shosse, 34, Severodvinsk, Arkhangelsk Region 164500, Russia; Organization Established Date 21 Jan 2003; Tax ID No. 3913007731 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY UNITED SHIPBUILDING CORPORATION).

JSC SPO ARKTIKA (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY NORTHERN PRODUCTION ASSOCIATION ARKTIKA; a.k.a. JSC SEVERNOYE PRODUCTION OBYEDINENIYE ARKTIKA (Cyrillic: АО СЕВЕРНОЕ ПРОИЗВОДСТВЕННОЕ ОБЪЕДИНЕНИЕ АРКТИКА; a.k.a. PRODUCTION ASSOCIATION ARKTIKA), Archangelskoye Shosse, 34, Severodvinsk, Arkhangelsk Region 164500, Russia; Organization Established Date 25 Jan 2008; Tax ID No. 2902057930 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY UNITED SHIPBUILDING CORPORATION).
COMPANY UNITED SHIPBUILDING CORPORATION.

JSC SREDNE-NEVSKY SHIPYARD (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY SREDNE-NEVSKY SHIPBUILDING PLANT; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY SREDNE-NEVSKY SHIPYARD; a.k.a. JSC SREDNE-NEVSKY SUDOSTROITELNY FACTORY (Cyrillic: АО СРЕДНЕ-НЕВСКИЙ СУДОСТРОИТЕЛЬНЫЙ ЗАВОД); a.k.a. SREDNE-NEVSKY SHIPYARD; a.k.a. "SNSZ"), Ponton, St. Factory, 10, St. Petersburg 196643, Russia; Organization Established Date 20 Nov 2008; Tax ID No. 7817315395 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY CENTRAL DESIGN BUREAU FOR MARINE ENGINEERING RUBIN; a.k.a. JSC TSENTRALNOYE MORSKOYE KONSTRUKTORSKOYE BYURO ALMAZ; a.k.a. ALMAZ CENTRAL MARINE DESIGN BUREAU; a.k.a. ALMAZ CENTRAL MARINE DESIGN BUREAU JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. ALMAZ DESIGN BUREAU; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY CENTRAL MARINE DESIGN BUREAU ALMAZ; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY CENTRAL SEA ENGINEERING OFFICE ALMAZ; a.k.a. JOINT-STOCK COMPANY TSMBK ALMAZ), Warshavskaya Street, 50, Saint-Petersburg 196128, Russia; 50 Varshavskaya Str., St. Petersburg 196070, Russia; Website www.almaz-kg.ru; Organization Established Date 18 Nov 2008; Organization Type: Operation of sports facilities; Tax ID No. 7810537558 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY UNITED SHIPBUILDING CORPORATION)

JSC TSKB AYSBERG (Cyrillic: АО ЦБ "АЙСБЕРГ") (a.k.a. CENTRAL DESIGN BUREAU USC-ICEBERG; a.k.a. UNITED SHIPBUILDING CORPORATION JSC TSKB AYSBERG (Cyrillic: АО ЦБ "АЙСБЕРГ") (a.k.a. UNITED SHIPBUILDING CORPORATION), 36 Bolshoi Ave. V. I., St. Petersburg 199034, Russia; Tax ID No. 7801005606 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY UNITED SHIPBUILDING CORPORATION).

JSC TSKB MT RUBIN (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY UNITED SHIPBUILDING CORPORATION).
Lavrishchev, Andrei Vasilyevich (a.k.a. Lavrishchev, Andrei Vasilyevich; a.k.a. "LAVRISHEV, Andrei V."); a.k.a. "LAVRISHEV, Andrei V."); Russia; DOB 12 Oct 1959; POB Blagoveschensk, Amur Region, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY UNITED SHIPBUILDING CORPORATION).

Lavrishchev, Andrey Vasilyevich (Cyrillic: ЛАВРИЩЕВ, Андрей Васильевич) (a.k.a. "LAVRISHEV, Andrei V."); Russia; DOB 12 Oct 1959; POB Blagoveschensk, Amur Region, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY UNITED SHIPBUILDING CORPORATION).

Lavrishchev, Andrey Vasilyevich (Cyrillic: ЛАВРИЩЕВ, Андрей Васильевич) (a.k.a. "LAVRISHEV, Andrei V."); Russia; DOB 12 Oct 1959; POB Blagoveschensk, Amur Region, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY UNITED SHIPBUILDING CORPORATION).

Lavrishchev, Andrey Vasilyevich (Cyrillic: ЛАВРИЩЕВ, Андрей Васильевич) (a.k.a. "LAVRISHEV, Andrei V."); Russia; DOB 12 Oct 1959; POB Blagoveschensk, Amur Region, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY UNITED SHIPBUILDING CORPORATION).

Lavrishchev, Andrey Vasilyevich (Cyrillic: ЛАВРИЩЕВ, Андрей Васильевич) (a.k.a. "LAVRISHEV, Andrei V."); Russia; DOB 12 Oct 1959; POB Blagoveschensk, Amur Region, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY UNITED SHIPBUILDING CORPORATION).

Makarov, Vitaliy Anatolyevich (Cyrillic: МАКАРОВ, Виталий Анатольевич) (a.k.a. "MARKOLOV, Vitaly A."); Russia; DOB 05 Aug 1963; POB Mordovia, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY UNITED SHIPBUILDING CORPORATION).

Makarov, Vitaliy Anatolyevich (Cyrillic: МАКАРОВ, Виталий Анатольевич) (a.k.a. "MARKOLOV, Vitaly A."); Russia; DOB 05 Aug 1963; POB Mordovia, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY UNITED SHIPBUILDING CORPORATION).

Makarov, Vitaliy Anatolyevich (Cyrillic: МАКАРОВ, Виталий Анатольевич) (a.k.a. "MARKOLOV, Vitaly A."); Russia; DOB 05 Aug 1963; POB Mordovia, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY UNITED SHIPBUILDING CORPORATION).

Makarov, Vitaliy Anatolyevich (Cyrillic: МАКАРОВ, Виталий Анатольевич) (a.k.a. "MARKOLOV, Vitaly A."); Russia; DOB 05 Aug 1963; POB Mordovia, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY UNITED SHIPBUILDING CORPORATION).

Makarov, Vitaliy Anatolyevich (Cyrillic: МАКАРОВ, Виталий Анатольевич) (a.k.a. "MARKOLOV, Vitaly A."); Russia; DOB 05 Aug 1963; POB Mordovia, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY UNITED SHIPBUILDING CORPORATION).

Makarov, Vitaliy Anatolyevich (Cyrillic: МАКАРОВ, Виталий Анатольевич) (a.k.a. "MARKOLOV, Vitaly A."); Russia; DOB 05 Aug 1963; POB Mordovia, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY UNITED SHIPBUILDING CORPORATION).

Makarov, Vitaliy Anatolyevich (Cyrillic: МАКАРОВ, Виталий Анатольевич) (a.k.a. "MARKOLOV, Vitaly A."); Russia; DOB 05 Aug 1963; POB Mordovia, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY UNITED SHIPBUILDING CORPORATION).

Makarov, Vitaliy Anatolyevich (Cyrillic: МАКАРОВ, Виталий Анатольевич) (a.k.a. "MARKOLOV, Vitaly A."); Russia; DOB 05 Aug 1963; POB Mordovia, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY UNITED SHIPBUILDING CORPORATION).

Makarov, Vitaliy Anatolyevich (Cyrillic: МАКАРОВ, Виталий Анатольевич) (a.k.a. "MARKOLOV, Vitaly A."); Russia; DOB 05 Aug 1963; POB Mordovia, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY UNITED SHIPBUILDING CORPORATION).

Makarov, Vitaliy Anatolyevich (Cyrillic: МАКАРОВ, Виталий Анатольевич) (a.k.a. "MARKOLOV, Vitaly A."); Russia; DOB 05 Aug 1963; POB Mordovia, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY UNITED SHIPBUILDING CORPORATION).
changes to the SDN List in 2022

Design Bureau), Galerny Proezd 3, Saint-Petersburg 199106, Russia; Organization Established Date 25 Sep 1995; Tax ID No. 7801074335 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024]

(Linked To: Joint Stock Company United Shipbuilding Corporation).

ONEGA Research and Development Technological Bureau (a.k.a.

AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO NAUCHNO-

ISSLEDOVATELSKOE PROYEKTNO-

TEKNOLOGICHESKOY BYURO ONEGA; a.k.a.

Joint Stock Company Research Design and Technological Bureau

ONEGA; a.k.a. JSC Nauchno-

Issledovatel'skoye Proektno-

Tekhnologicheskiye Byuro Onega

(Cyrillic: АО НАУЧНО-

ИССЛЕДОВАТЕЛЬСКОЕ ПРОЕКТНО-

ТЕХНОЛОГИЧЕСКОЕ БЮРО ОНЕГА); a.k.a.

JSC NIPTr Onega, Mashinostroitelei Proezd, 12, Severodvinsk, Archangelsk region 164509, Russia; Website www.Onegastar.ru; Organization Established Date 30 Jan 2008; Tax ID No. 2902057961 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: Joint Stock Company United Shipbuilding Corporation).

Open Joint-Stock Company Design Office for Shipbuilding VympeL (a.k.a.


Pjsc Alrosa (a.k.a. AK Alrosa PAO (Cyrillic: АК АЛРОСА ПАО); a.k.a. Alrosa Group; a.k.a. Public Joint Stock Company Alrosa (Cyrillic: АКЦИОНЕРНАЯ КОМПАНИЯ АЛРОСА ПУБЛИЧНОЕ АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО)), 24 Ozerkovskaya Naberezhnaya, Moscow 115184, Russia; 6 ulitsa Lenina, Mirny, Republic of Sakha (Yakutia) 678174, Russia; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information Subject to Directive 3 - All transactions in, provision of financing for, and other dealings in new debt of longer than 14 days maturity or new equity where such new debt or new equity is issued on or after the 'Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive)' associated with this name are prohibited.; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 3); 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 3); 26 Mar 2022; Tax ID No. 1433000147 (Russia); Legal Entity Number 894500DKUBVBZLLE651 (Russia); Registration Number 102140967092 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].


PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY
SHIPBUILDING PLANT SEVERNAYA VERF
(a.k.a. PJSC SEVERNAYA VERF FACTORY
SEVERNAYA VERF) (Cyrillic: ПАО СУДОСТРОИТЕЛЬНЫЙ ЗАВОД СЕВЕРНАЯ ВЕРФь; a.k.a. SEVERNAYA SHIPYARD; a.k.a. SEVERNAYA VERF SHIPBUILDING PLANT),
Korabelnaya Str., 6, St. Petersburg 198096, Russia; Organization Established Date 14 Apr 1994; Tax ID No. 7805034277 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY UNITED SHIPBUILDING CORPORATION).

PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY
SHIPYARD; a.k.a. PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY UNITED SHIPBUILDING CORPORATION.

PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY
SHIPYARD; a.k.a. PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY UNITED SHIPBUILDING CORPORATION.

PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY
SHIPYARD; a.k.a. PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY UNITED SHIPBUILDING CORPORATION.
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"RYAZANCEV, Oleg N"; Russia; DOB 16 Apr 1982; POB Zhukovsky, Moscow Region, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY UNITED SHIPBUILDING CORPORATION).

RYAZANTSEV, Oleg Nikolayevich (Cyrillic: РЯЗАНЦЕВ, Олег Николаевич) (a.k.a. РЯЗАНЦЕВ, Олег Николаевич) (a.k.a. "RYAZANCEV, Oleg N"; Russia; DOB 16 Apr 1982; POB Zhukovsky, Moscow Region, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY UNITED SHIPBUILDING CORPORATION).

RYAZANTSEV, Oleg Nikolayevich; a.k.a. РЯЗАНЦЕВ, Олег Николаевич) (a.k.a. РЯЗАНЦЕВ, Олег Николаевич) (a.k.a. "RYAZANCEV, Oleg N"; Russia; DOB 16 Apr 1982; POB Zhukovsky, Moscow Region, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY UNITED SHIPBUILDING CORPORATION).

"SHISHKIN, Andrey Nikolayevich" (Cyrillic: ШИШКИН, Андрей Николаевич) (a.k.a. ШИШКИН, Андрей Николаевич) (a.k.a. SHISHKIN, Andrey Nikolaevich; a.k.a. "SHISHKIN, Andrei N"). Russia; DOB 13 Mar 1959; POB Krasnoyarsk, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY UNITED SHIPBUILDING CORPORATION).

"SHISHKIN, Andrey Nikolayevich" (Cyrillic: ШИШКИН, Андрей Николаевич) (a.k.a. SHISHKIN, Andrey Nikolaevich; a.k.a. "SHISHKIN, Andrei N"). Russia; DOB 13 Mar 1959; POB Krasnoyarsk, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY UNITED SHIPBUILDING CORPORATION).

SHISHKIN, Andrei Nikolayevich; a.k.a. SHISHKIN, Andrey Nikolaevich; a.k.a. "SHISHKIN, Andrei N"). Russia; DOB 13 Mar 1959; POB Krasnoyarsk, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY UNITED SHIPBUILDING CORPORATION).

SHISHKIN, Andrei Nikolayevich; a.k.a. "SHISHKIN, Andrei N"). Russia; DOB 13 Mar 1959; POB Krasnoyarsk, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY UNITED SHIPBUILDING CORPORATION).

SHISHKIN, Andrei Nikolayevich; a.k.a. "SHISHKIN, Andrei N"). Russia; DOB 13 Mar 1959; POB Krasnoyarsk, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY UNITED SHIPBUILDING CORPORATION).

SHISHKIN, Andrei Nikolayevich; a.k.a. "SHISHKIN, Andrei N"). Russia; DOB 13 Mar 1959; POB Krasnoyarsk, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY UNITED SHIPBUILDING CORPORATION).
SHISHKIN, Andrey Nikolaevich; a.k.a. "SHISHKIN, Andrei N"; Russia; DOB 13 Mar 1959; POB Krasnoyarsk, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY UNITED SHIPBUILDING CORPORATION).

SREDNE-NEVSKY SHIPYARD (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY SREDNE-NEVSKY SHIPBUILDING PLANT; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY SREDNE-NEVSKY SHIPYARD; a.k.a. JSC SREDNE-NEVSKY SHIPYARD; a.k.a. JSC SREDNE-NEVSKY SUDOSTROITELNY FACTORY (Cyrillic: АО СРЕДНЕ-НЕВСКИЙ СУДОСТРОИТЕЛЬНЫЙ ЗАВОД); a.k.a. "JSC SNSZ"; a.k.a. "LAVRISHCHEV, Andrei V" (a.k.a. LAVRISHEV, Andrei Vasilyevich; a.k.a. JSC YANTAR; a.k.a. JOINT-STOCK COMPANY SREDNE-NEVSKY SHIPYARD; a.k.a. JSC SREDNE-NEVSKY SHIPYARD; a.k.a. JSC SREDNE-NEVSKY SUDOSTROITELNY FACTORY (Cyrillic: АО СРЕДНЕ-НЕВСКИЙ СУДОСТРОИТЕЛЬНЫЙ ЗАВОД); a.k.a. "JSC SNSZ" (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY SREDNE-NEVSKY SHIPBUILDING PLANT; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY SREDNE-NEVSKY SHIPYARD; a.k.a. JSC SREDNE-NEVSKY SHIPYARD; a.k.a. JSC SREDNE-NEVSKY SUDOSTROITELNY FACTORY (Cyrillic: АО СРЕДНЕ-НЕВСКИЙ СУДОСТРОИТЕЛЬНЫЙ ЗАВОД); a.k.a. "JSC SNSZ" (a.k.a. SOVETRUSSORSTROI); a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY UNITED SHIPBUILDING CORPORATION).
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FACTORY; a.k.a. PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY AMURSKY SHIPBUILDING PLANT; a.k.a. PUBLICHNOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSCHETSTVO AMURSKY SUDOSTROITELNYI ZAVOD; 1 Aleiya Truda St., Komsomolsk-On-Amur, Khabarovsk Region 681000, Russia; Organization Established Date 21 Dec 1992; Tax Id No. 2703000015 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY UNITED SHIPBUILDING CORPORATION).

"POSPELOV, Vladimir Y" (a.k.a. POSPELOV, Vladimir Yakovlevich (Cyrillic: ПОСПЕЛОВ, Владимир Яковлевич)), Russia; DOB 21 Jul 1954; Pob Sverodvinsk, Arkhangelsk Region, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY UNITED SHIPBUILDING CORPORATION).

"RAKHMANOV, Alexei L" (a.k.a. RAKHMANOV, Aleksey Lvovitch), a.k.a. RAKHMANOV, Aleksey Lvovich (Cyrillic: РАХМАНОВ, Алексей Львович)), Russia; DOB 16 Apr 1982; Pob Zhukovsky, Moscow Region, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY UNITED SHIPBUILDING CORPORATION).

"RYAZANCEV, Oleg N" (a.k.a. RYAZANTSEV, Oleg Nikolayevich; a.k.a. RYAZANCEV, Oleg Nikolaevich (Cyrillic: РЯЗАНЦЕВ, Олег Николаевич); a.k.a. RYAZANTSEV, Oleg, Russia; DOB 16 Apr 1982; Pob Zhukovsky, Moscow Region, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY UNITED SHIPBUILDING CORPORATION).

"SHISHKIN, Andrei N" (a.k.a. SHISHKIN, Andrei Nikolayevich (Cyrillic: ШИШКИН, Андрей Николаевич); a.k.a. SHISHKIN, Andrey Nikolayevich), Russia; DOB 13 Mar 1959; Pob Krasnoyarsk, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY UNITED SHIPBUILDING CORPORATION).

"SUDOEXPORT" (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY SUDOEXPORT; a.k.a. JOINT-STOCK COMPANY FOREIGN ECONOMIC ENTERPRISE SUDOEXPORT; a.k.a. JSC VNESEHKONOMICHESKOEY ENTERPRISE SUDOEXPORT (Cyrillic: АО ВНЕШНЕЭКОНОМИЧЕСКОЕ ПРЕДПРИЯТИЕ СУДОЭКСПОРТ)), 1 Tikhvinsky Pereulok Bld.2, Moscow 127055, Russia; 11 Sadovaya-Kudrinskaya St., Moscow 123231, Russia; Website www.sudoexport.ru; Organization Established Date 17 Apr 2013; Tax Id No. 7703788275 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY UNITED SHIPBUILDING CORPORATION).

"SHIPYARD LOTOS" (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY SHIPBUILDING PLANT LOTOS; a.k.a. JSC SUDOSTROITELNYI FACTORY LOTOS (Cyrillic: АО СУДОСТРОИТЕЛЬНЫЙ ЗАВОД ЛОТОС); a.k.a. SHIPBUILDING PLANT LOTOS), Narimanov, Beregovayas T., 3, Astrakhan Oblast 416111, Russia; Organization Established Date 07 Jul 1997; Tax Id No. 3008003802 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY UNITED SHIPBUILDING CORPORATION).

The following [LIBYA3] entries have been changed:

AL-WADI, Faysal (a.k.a. WADI, Faisal Mohamed), Malta; DOB 15 Dec 1978; alt. DOB 15 Dec 1976; Pob Libya; nationality Libya; Gender Male; National Id No. 037956A (Malta) (individual) [LIBYA3].

MOHAMED, Nour Addin Meloud (a.k.a. MUSBAH, Nourddin Milood M), Malta; Cyprus; Ben Ashoor, Tripoli, Libya; DOB 02 Sep 1974; nationality Libya; Gender Male; Passport 530037 (Libya); alt. Passport PK31LZK9 (Libya) (individual) [LIBYA3].

WADI, Musbah Mohamed M, Malta; Cyprus; Omar Almohar, Tripoli, Libya; DOB 12 Jul 1993; nationality Libya; Gender Male; Passport 524945 (Libya); alt. Passport RL2957C0 (Libya) (individual) [LIBYA3].

results from the following new [LIBYA3] entries:

MOHAMED, Nour Addin Meloud (a.k.a. MUSBAH, Nourddin Milood M), Malta; Cyprus; Ben Ashoor, Tripoli, Libya; DOB 02 Sep 1974; nationality Libya; Gender Male; Passport 530037 (Libya); alt. Passport PK31LZK9 (Libya) (individual) [LIBYA3].

WADI, Musbah Mohamed (a.k.a. AL-WADI, Faysal; a.k.a. WADI, Faisal Mohamed M), Malta; DOB 15 Dec 1978; alt. DOB 15 Dec 1976; Pob Libya; nationality Libya; Gender Male; National Id No. 037956A (Malta) (individual) [LIBYA3].

WADI, Musbah Mohamed M, Malta; Cyprus; Omar Almohar, Tripoli, Libya; DOB 12 Jul 1993; nationality Libya; Gender Male; Passport 524945 (Libya); alt. Passport RL2957C0 (Libya) (individual) [LIBYA3].
MIJALKOV, Sasho (Cyrillic: МИЈАЛКОВ, Сашо) (individual) [BALKANS-EO14033].

MIJALKOV, Alexander (a.k.a. MIJALKOV, Alex; a.k.a. MIJALKOV, Alexander; a.k.a. MIJALKOV, Saso), Naroden Front Street No. 5-31, Skopje, North Macedonia, The Republic of; nationality North Macedonia; DOB 03 Oct 1975; POB Sarajevo, Bosnia and Herzegovina; nationality Bosnia and Herzegovina; Gender Female; National ID No. 2706962189234 (Bosnia and Herzegovina) (individual) [BALKANS-EO14033].

TADIC, Gordana, Bosnia and Herzegovina; DOB 27 Jun 1962; POB Zivinice, Bosnia and Herzegovina; nationality Bosnia and Herzegovina; citizen Bosnia and Herzegovina; Gender Female; National ID No. 707838 (Bosnia and Herzegovina) (individual) [BALKANS-EO14033].

- 04/11/22

The following [TCO] entries have been added to OFAC’s SDN List:

CLANCY, Bernard Patrick, 43 Senorio De Cortes, Estepona, Spain; Dubai, United Arab Emirates; DOB 04 Sep 1977; POB Ireland; citizen Ireland; Gender Male; Passport PS0129975 (Ireland); alt. Passport PG7546744 (Ireland) (individual) [TCO] (Linked To: KINAHAN ORGANIZED CRIME GROUP).

DIXON, Ian Thomas, Arabian Ranches 2, Street 2, Lila Community, Villa 80, Dubai, United Arab Emirates; DOB 17 Sep 1989; POB Dublin, Ireland; nationality Ireland; Gender Male; Passport PT5688467 (Ireland); alt. Passport PW7797470 (Ireland); Driver's License No. 177803 (United Arab Emirates); Identification Number 784198943250948 (United Arab Emirates); alt. Identification Number 161995173 (United Arab Emirates); alt. Identification Number 082093477 (United Arab Emirates); alt. Identification Number 683129 (United Arab Emirates) (individual) [TCO] (Linked To: KINAHAN, Daniel Joseph).

DUCASHEW GENERAL TRADING LLC, Boulevard Plaza Tower 2, Office No. 2101 and 2102, Sheikh Mohammed Bin Rashid Boulevard, Dubai 454602, United Arab Emirates; Organization Established Date 17 May 2017; Dubai Chamber of Commerce Membership No. 289666 (United Arab Emirates); Commercial Registry Number 1286684 (United Arab Emirates); Company Number 782807 (United Arab Emirates) [TCO].

HOOPOE BUSINESS BROKERS LLC (f.k.a. HOOPOE SPORTS AGENT L.L.C.; a.k.a. HOOPOE SPORTS LLC), Office No. 2101 and 2102, 21st Floor, Emaar Boulevard Plaza, Tower 2, Dubai, United Arab Emirates; Organization Established Date 17 May 2017; Dubai Chamber of Commerce Membership No. 289666 (United Arab Emirates); Commercial Registry Number 1286684 (United Arab Emirates); Company Number 782807 (United Arab Emirates) [TCO].

HOOPOE SPORTS AGENT L.L.C. (f.k.a. HOOPOE BUSINESS BROKERS LLC; f.k.a. HOOPOE SPORTS LLC), Office No. 2101 and 2102, 21st Floor, Emaar Boulevard Plaza, Tower 2, Dubai, United Arab Emirates; Organization Established Date 17 May 2017; Dubai Chamber of Commerce Membership No. 289666 (United Arab Emirates); Commercial Registry Number 1286684 (United Arab Emirates); Company Number 782807 (United Arab Emirates) [TCO].

HOOPOE SPORTS LLC (f.k.a. HOOPOE BUSINESS BROKERS LLC; f.k.a. HOOPOE SPORTS AGENT L.L.C.), Office No. 2101 and 2102, 21st Floor, Emaar Boulevard Plaza, Tower 2, Dubai, United Arab Emirates; Organization Established Date 17 May 2017; Dubai Chamber of Commerce Membership No. 289666 (United Arab Emirates); Commercial Registry Number 1286684 (United Arab Emirates); Company Number 782807 (United Arab Emirates) [TCO].
KINAHAN, Daniel Joseph, 14 Palm Jumeirah, Dubai, United Arab Emirates; Calle Edificio El Noray, 2 Piso 1 B, Marbella, Spain; Urbanizacion Acosta Los Flamingos Golf, Bloque 82 D, Benahavis, Marbella, Spain; DOB 24 Sep 1980; alt. DOB 30 May 1981; POB Dublin, Ireland; nationality Ireland; citizen Ireland; Gender Male; Passport PW2418905 (Ireland); alt. Passport PT0298836 (Ireland); alt. Passport PN384153 (Ireland); alt. Passport 512964060 (United Kingdom); Identification Number 784198027625874 (United Arab Emirates); alt. Identification Number 166622091 (United Arab Emirates); alt. Identification Number 077449510 (United Arab Emirates) (individual) [TCO] (Linked To: KINAHAN ORGANIZED CRIME GROUP).

KINAHAN ORGANIZED CRIME GROUP (a.k.a. "KOCG"), Ireland; United Kingdom; Spain; Netherlands; Dubai, United Arab Emirates; Target Type Criminal Organization [TCO].

KINAHAN ORGANIZED CRIME GROUP (a.k.a. "KOCG"), Ireland; United Kingdom; Spain; Netherlands; Dubai, United Arab Emirates; Target Type Criminal Organization [TCO].

KINAHAN JUNIOR, Christopher Vincent (a.k.a. "CHRISTY JNR."), 1404 Iris Blue Building, Dubai Marina, P.O. Box 11850, Dubai, United Arab Emirates; Calle Edificio El Noray, 2 Piso 1 B, Marbella, Spain; Urbanizacion Acosta Los Flamingos Golf, Bloque 82 D, Benahavis, Marbella, Spain; DOB 24 Sep 1980; alt. DOB 30 May 1981; POB Dublin, Ireland; nationality Ireland; citizen Ireland; Gender Male; Passport PW2418905 (Ireland); alt. Passport PT0298836 (Ireland); alt. Passport PN384153 (Ireland); alt. Passport 512964060 (United Kingdom); Identification Number 784198027625874 (United Arab Emirates); alt. Identification Number 077449510 (United Arab Emirates) (individual) [TCO] (Linked To: KINAHAN ORGANIZED CRIME GROUP).

MCGOVERN, Sean Gerard, Dubai, United Arab Emirates; DOB 12 Feb 1986; POB Dublin, Ireland; nationality Ireland; citizen Ireland; Gender Male; Passport W089513 (Ireland); alt. Passport PU8060632 (Ireland) (individual) [TCO] (Linked To: KINAHAN, Daniel Joseph).

MORRISSEY, John Francis (a.k.a. "MORRISSEY, Johnny"), Dinamarca 46 B, Malaga, Spain; Marbella, Spain; DOB 20 Dec 1959; nationality Ireland; citizen Ireland; Gender Male, Passport W089513 (Ireland); alt. Passport PU8060632 (Ireland) (individual) [TCO] (Linked To: KINAHAN ORGANIZED CRIME GROUP).

NERO DRINKS COMPANY LIMITED (a.k.a. NERO DRINKS COMPANY SL), 15 Cumbernauld Road, Stepps, Glasgow, Scotland G33 6LE, United Kingdom; Unit 20310, PO Box 6945, London W1A 6US, United Kingdom; C Dinamarca 46 B, Urbanizacion Faro De Calaburra, Mijas, Spain; Tax ID No. B93681724 (Spain); Company Number SC591051 (United Kingdom) [TCO].

NERO DRINKS COMPANY LIMITED (a.k.a. NERO DRINKS COMPANY SL), 15 Cumbernauld Road, Stepps, Glasgow, Scotland G33 6LE, United Kingdom; Unit 20310, PO Box 6945, London W1A 6US, United Kingdom; C Dinamarca 46 B, Urbanizacion Faro De Calaburra, Mijas, Spain; Tax ID No. B93681724 (Spain); Company Number SC591051 (United Kingdom) [TCO].

NERO VODKA (a.k.a. NERO DRINKS COMPANY LIMITED; a.k.a. NERO DRINKS COMPANY SL), 15 Cumbernauld Road, Stepps, Glasgow, Scotland G33 6LE, United Kingdom; Unit 20310, PO Box 6945, London W1A 6US, United Kingdom; C Dinamarca 46 B, Urbanizacion Faro De Calaburra, Mijas, Spain; Tax ID No. B93681724 (Spain); Company Number SC591051 (United Kingdom) [TCO].

NERO VODKA (a.k.a. NERO DRINKS COMPANY LIMITED; a.k.a. NERO DRINKS COMPANY SL), 15 Cumbernauld Road, Stepps, Glasgow, Scotland G33 6LE, United Kingdom; Unit 20310, PO Box 6945, London W1A 6US, United Kingdom; C Dinamarca 46 B, Urbanizacion Faro De Calaburra, Mijas, Spain; Tax ID No. B93681724 (Spain); Company Number SC591051 (United Kingdom) [TCO].

NERO VODKA (a.k.a. NERO DRINKS COMPANY LIMITED; a.k.a. NERO DRINKS COMPANY SL), 15 Cumbernauld Road, Stepps, Glasgow, Scotland G33 6LE, United Kingdom; Unit 20310, PO Box 6945, London W1A 6US, United Kingdom; C Dinamarca 46 B, Urbanizacion Faro De Calaburra, Mijas, Spain; Tax ID No. B93681724 (Spain); Company Number SC591051 (United Kingdom) [TCO].

"KOCG" (a.k.a. KINAHAN ORGANISED CRIME GROUP; a.k.a. KINAHAN ORGANIZED CRIME GROUP), Ireland; United Kingdom; Spain; Netherlands; Dubai, United Arab Emirates; Target Type Criminal Organization [TCO].

"KOCG" (a.k.a. KINAHAN ORGANISED CRIME GROUP; a.k.a. KINAHAN ORGANIZED CRIME GROUP), Ireland; United Kingdom; Spain; Netherlands; Dubai, United Arab Emirates; Target Type Criminal Organization [TCO].
"O'BRIEN, Christopher" (a.k.a. KINAHAN, Christopher Vincent; a.k.a. "KINAHAN SENIOR, Christy"; a.k.a. "THE DAPPER DON"), Dubai, United Arab Emirates; Calle Muntaner 325, Planta 6, 4, Barcelona 08021, Spain; Calle Los Geranios, Villa Indelo N 244, San Pedro De Alcantara, Marbella, Spain; Urbanizacion Torre Bermeja, N 1501, Estepona, Spain; DOB 23 Mar 1957; alt. DOB 19 Nov 1952; alt. DOB 23 May 1957; POB Cabra, Ireland; alt. POB Perivale, Middlesex, United Kingdom; alt. POB London, United Kingdom; alt. POB Dublin, Ireland; nationality Ireland; citizen Ireland; Gender Male; Passport PD3265994 (Ireland); alt. Passport 094456153 (United Kingdom); alt. Passport 707265430 (United Kingdom); alt. Passport C181651D (United Kingdom); alt. Passport 701191749 (United Kingdom) (individual) [TCO] (Linked To: KINAHAN ORGANIZED CRIME GROUP).

"THE DAPPER DON" (a.k.a. KINAHAN, Christopher Vincent; a.k.a. "KINAHAN SENIOR, Christy"; a.k.a. "O'BRIEN, Christopher"), Dubai, United Arab Emirates; Calle Muntaner 325, Planta 6, 4, Barcelona 08021, Spain; Calle Los Geranios, Villa Indelo N 244, San Pedro De Alcantara, Marbella, Spain; Urbanizacion Torre Bermeja, N 1501, Estepona, Spain; DOB 23 Mar 1957; alt. DOB 19 Nov 1952; alt. DOB 23 May 1957; POB Cabra, Ireland; alt. POB Perivale, Middlesex, United Kingdom; alt. POB London, United Kingdom; alt. POB Dublin, Ireland; nationality Ireland; citizen Ireland; Gender Male; Passport PD3265994 (Ireland); alt. Passport 094456153 (United Kingdom); alt. Passport 707265430 (United Kingdom); alt. Passport C181651D (United Kingdom); alt. Passport 701191749 (United Kingdom) (individual) [TCO] (Linked To: KINAHAN ORGANIZED CRIME GROUP).

• 04/14/22

The following [DPRK3] entries have been changed:


"TEMP.HERMIT"; a.k.a. "THE NEW ROMANTIC CYBER ARMY TEAM"; a.k.a. "WHOIS HACKING TEAM"; a.k.a. "ZINC")

Potonggang District, Pyongyang, Korea, North; Digital Currency Address - ETH
0x09B7168Baaf21512896dc57EB0615e2383E296; Secondary sanctions risk: North Korea Sanctions Regulations, sections 510.201 and 510.210; Transactions Prohibited For Persons Owned or Controlled By U.S. Financial Institutions: North Korea Sanctions Regulations section 510.214 [DPRK3].


Potonggang District, Pyongyang, Korea, North; Secondary sanctions risk: North Korea Sanctions Regulations, sections 510.201 and 510.210; Transactions Prohibited For Persons Owned or Controlled By U.S. Financial Institutions: North Korea Sanctions Regulations section 510.214 [DPRK3].


Potonggang District, Pyongyang, Korea, North; Digital Currency Address - ETH
0x09B7168Baaf21512896dc57EB0615e2383E296; Secondary sanctions risk: North Korea Sanctions Regulations, sections 510.201 and 510.210; Transactions Prohibited For Persons Owned or Controlled By U.S. Financial Institutions: North Korea Sanctions Regulations section 510.214 [DPRK3].


Potonggang District, Pyongyang, Korea, North; Secondary sanctions risk: North Korea Sanctions Regulations, sections 510.201 and 510.210; Transactions Prohibited For Persons Owned or Controlled By U.S. Financial Institutions: North Korea Sanctions Regulations section 510.214 [DPRK3].


Potonggang District, Pyongyang, Korea, North; Digital Currency Address - ETH
0x09B7168Baaf21512896dc57EB0615e2383E296; Secondary sanctions risk: North Korea Sanctions Regulations, sections 510.201 and 510.210; Transactions Prohibited For Persons Owned or Controlled By U.S. Financial Institutions: North Korea Sanctions Regulations section 510.214 [DPRK3].


Potonggang District, Pyongyang, Korea, North; Digital Currency Address - ETH

Potonggang District, Pyongyang, Korea, North; Digital Currency Address - ETH
0x09B7168Baaf21512896dc57EB0615e2383E296; Secondary sanctions risk: North Korea Sanctions Regulations, sections 510.201 and 510.210; Transactions Prohibited For Persons Owned or Controlled By U.S. Financial Institutions: North Korea Sanctions Regulations section 510.214 [DPRK3].

- 04/20/22

The following [ RUSSIA-EO14024] [ UKRAINE-EO13660] entries have been changed:

MALOFEEV, Konstantin Valerievich (a.k.a. MALOFEEV, Konstantin Valerievich; a.k.a. 0x098B716B8Aaf2151296d5CE7B0615e2383E Digital Currency Address - ETH 0x098B716B8Aaf2151296d5CE7B0615e2383E Secondary sanctions risk: North Korea Sanctions Regulations, sections 510.201 and 510.210; Transactions Prohibited For Persons Owned or Controlled By U.S. Financial Institutions: North Korea Sanctions Regulations section 510.214 [ DPRK3].
MALOFEEV, Konstantin (a.k.a. MALOFEEV, Konstantin Valeryevich; a.k.a. MALOFEEV, Konstantin Valerevich; a.k.a. MALOFEEV, Konstantin Valeryevich); DOB 03 Jul 1974; POB Pushchino, Moscow, Russia; Managing Partner of Marshall Capital Partners (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660] (Linked To: MARSHALL CAPITAL PARTNERS). -to- MALOFEEV, Konstantin Valerevich; a.k.a. MALOFEEV, Konstantin (Cyrillic: МАЛОФЕЕВ, Константин); Fian 4-2, Pushchino 142290, Russia; DOB 03 Jul 1974; POB Pushchino, Moscow, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; National ID No. 4604189321 (Russia) (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660] [RUSSIA-EO14024].

The following [RUSSIA-EO14024] entries have been added to OFAC’s SDN List:

AGENT DE ASIGURARE LIDER ASIG SOCIETATE CU RASPUNDERE LIMITATA, Str. Eminescu M., 35, Chisinau 2000, Moldova; Organization Established Date 02 Sep 2010; Registration Number 101060030711 (Moldova) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: OKULOV, Aleksandr).

ALL-RUSSIAN PUBLIC ORGANIZATION SOCIETY FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF RUSSIAN HISTORICAL EDUCATION DOUBLE-HEADED EAGLE (Cyrillic: ОБЩЕРОССИЙСКАЯ ОБЩЕСТВЕННАЯ ОРГАНИЗАЦИЯ ОБЩЕСТВО РАЗВИТИЯ РУССКОГО ИСТОРИЧЕСКОГО ПРОСВЕЩЕНИЯ ДВУГЛАВЫЙ ОРЕЛ); f.k.a. ALL-RUSSIAN PUBLIC ORGANIZATION TSARGRAD (Cyrillic: ОБЩЕРОССИЙСКАЯ ОБЩЕСТВЕННАЯ ОРГАНИЗАЦИЯ ЦАРЬГРАД): f.k.a. DOUBLE HEADED EAGLE SOCIETY; f.k.a. SOCIETY OF THE DOUBLE-HEADED EAGLE FOR THE PROPAGATION OF RUSSIAN HISTORICAL ENLIGHTENMENT; a.k.a. TSARGRAD SOCIETY (Cyrillic: Общество Царьград). -to- Tsargrad (Cyrillic: ЦАРЬГРАД), 1s3 Partytniy pereulok, Moscow 115093, Russia; kom. 51, pomesch. 1, d. 1, k. 57, str. 3, Per Partytniy, Intra-Urban Area Danilovsky, Moscow 115093, Russia; Organization Established Date 01 Nov 2010; Tax ID No. 7743141413 (Russia); Registration Number 1017700052618 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: MALOFEEV, Konstantin).

ALL-RUSSIAN PUBLIC ORGANIZATION TSARGRAD (Cyrillic: ОБЩЕРОССИЙСКАЯ ОБЩЕСТВЕННАЯ ОРГАНИЗАЦИЯ ЦАРЬГРАД): f.k.a. ALL-RUSSIAN PUBLIC ORGANIZATION SOCIETY FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF RUSSIAN HISTORICAL EDUCATION DOUBLE-HEADED EAGLE (Cyrillic: ОБЩЕРОССИЙСКАЯ ОБЩЕСТВЕННАЯ ОРГАНИЗАЦИЯ ОБЩЕСТВО РАЗВИТИЯ РУССКОГО ИСТОРИЧЕСКОГО ПРОСВЕЩЕНИЯ ДВУГЛАВЫЙ ОРЕЛ); f.k.a. ALL-RUSSIAN PUBLIC ORGANIZATION TSARGRAD (Cyrillic: ОБЩЕРОССИЙСКАЯ ОБЩЕСТВЕННАЯ ОРГАНИЗАЦИЯ ЦАРЬГРАД); f.k.a. DOUBLE HEADED EAGLE SOCIETY; f.k.a. SOCIETY OF THE DOUBLE-HEADED EAGLE FOR THE PROPAGATION OF RUSSIAN HISTORICAL ENLIGHTENMENT; a.k.a. TSARGRAD SOCIETY (Cyrillic: Общество Царьград). -to- Tsargrad (Cyrillic: ЦАРЬГРАД), 1s3 Partytniy pereulok, Moscow 115093, Russia; kom. 51, pomesch. 1, d. 1, k. 57, str. 3, Per Partytniy,
Intra-Urban Area Danilovsky, Moscow 115093, Russia; Organization Established Date 01 Nov 2015; Tax ID No. 7743141413 (Russia); Registration Number 1167700052618 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: MALOFYEV, Konstantin).

ANALITICHESKI TSENTR KATEKHON OOO (a.k.a. ANALITICHESKII TSENTR KATEKHON; a.k.a. KATEHON), ul. Gorbunova d. 2, str. 3, e 9 pom ii of 89, Moscow 121596, Russia; Organization Established Date 11 Feb 2016; Organization Type: Management consultancy activities; Tax ID No. 9710007769 (Russia); Registration Number 1167746154432 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: MALOFYEV, Konstantin).

ANO INTERNATIONAL AGENCY OF SOVEREIGN DEVELOPMENT (Cyrillic: АНО МЕЖДУНАРОДНОЕ АГЕНТСТВО СУВЕРЕННОГО РАЗВИТИЯ) (a.k.a. ANO INTERNATIONAL AGENCY OF SOVEREIGN DEVELOPMENT (Cyrillic: АНО МЕЖДУНАРОДНОЕ АГЕНТСТВО СУВЕРЕННОГО РАЗВИТИЯ); a.k.a. ANO INTERNATIONAL AGENCY OF SOVEREIGN DEVELOPMENT RBK), Prospekt Mira, dom 19, stroyeniye 1, E/Pom/K/Of 1/I/6/17U, Moscow 129090, Russia; Organization Established Date 14 May 2020; Tax ID No. 9702016897 (Russia); Registration Number 120770165727 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: MALOFYEV, Konstantin).

BITRIVER AG).
OJSC INVESTTRADEBANK (a.k.a. INVESTTRADEBANK JSC [Cyrillic: ИНВЕСТТРЕЙДБАНК ОАО]; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMMERCIAL BANK INVESTMENT TRADE BANK; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY INVESTTRADEBANK [Cyrillic: АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО ИНВЕСТТРЕЙДБАНК]; f.k.a. P.JSC INVESTTRADEBANK; f.k.a. PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY INVESTTRADEBANK), 45 Dubininskaya Str, Moscow 115054, Russia (Cyrillic: УЛ. ДУБИНИНСКАЯ, Д.45, ГОРОД МОСКВА 115054, Россия); SWIFT/BIC JSCVRUM2; Website itb.ru; Organization Established Date 1994; Target Type Financial Institution; Tax ID No. 7717002773 (Russia); Registration Number 10277339543182 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY TRANSKAPITALBANK).

OKAF TRADING SOCIETATEA CU RASPUNDERE LIMITATA (f.k.a. SOCIETATEA CU RASPUNDERE LIMITATA PROGLOBAL WORK; a.k.a. SRL OKAF TRADING), str. Mihai Eminescu, 35, Chisinau MD2012, Moldova; Organization Established Date 17 Dec 2015; Registration Number 1015600042010 (Moldova) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: OKULOV, Aleksandr).

OKULOV, Aleksandr (a.k.a. OKULOV, Alexander Fiodorovich), Russia; Romania; Dubai, United Arab Emirates; DOB 06 Dec 1981; nationality Russia; alt. nationality Moldova; Gender Male (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: AUTONOMOUS NONCOMMERCIAL ORGANIZATION FOR THE STUDY AND DEVELOPMENT OF INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION IN THE ECONOMIC SPHERE INTERNATIONAL AGENCY OF SOVEREIGN DEVELOPMENT).

OKULOV, Alexander Fiodorovich (a.k.a. OKULOV, Aleksandr), Russia; Romania; Dubai, United Arab Emirates; DOB 06 Dec 1981; nationality Russia; alt. nationality Moldova; Gender Male (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: AUTONOMOUS NONCOMMERCIAL ORGANIZATION FOR THE STUDY AND DEVELOPMENT OF INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION IN THE ECONOMIC SPHERE INTERNATIONAL AGENCY OF SOVEREIGN DEVELOPMENT).

OOO BITRIVER-NORTH (a.k.a. BITRIVER-NORTH LLC; a.k.a. BITRIVER-SEVER, OOO), Ul. Uzernaya D. 50A, Office 1, Norilsk 663521, Russia; Organization Established Date 15 Jun 2020; Tax ID No. 6658535180 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 44503601 (Russia); Registration Number 1206600031945 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: BITRIVER AG).

OOO BITRIVER-TURMA (a.k.a. BITRIVER-TURMA, LLC), Ul. Stroitelnaya D. 12, Pomeshch. 1004, Turma 665760, Russia; Organization Established Date 02 Sep 2021; Tax ID No. 3805736568 (Russia); Registration Number 1213800018596 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: BITRIVER AG).

OOO EVEREST GRUP (a.k.a. EVEREST GRUP; a.k.a. OBCHESHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTYU EVEREST GRUP), d. 37 k. A ofis 8, ul. Rigachiona, Petrozavodsk 185005, Russia; Organization Established Date 27 Jul 2015; Tax ID No. 1001299201 (Russia); Registration Number 1151001009158 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: BITRIVER AG).

OOO MANAGEMENT COMPANY BITRIVER (a.k.a. MC BITRIVER, LLC; a.k.a. UK BITRIVER, LLC), Ul. Annenskaya D. 17, Str. 1, Office 1.18, Moscow 127521, Russia; Organization Established Date 22 Sep 2021; Tax ID No. 9715406566 (Russia); Registration Number 1217700448448 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: BITRIVER AG).

OOO SIBIRSKIE MINERALY (a.k.a. GOK SIBIRSKIE MINERALY; a.k.a. OBCHESHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTYU GORNO-OBOGATITELNY KOMBINAT SIBIRSKIE MINERALY), 1, ul. Tsentrналnaya, Ak-Dovurak, Tyva Resp. 668050, Russia; Organization Established Date 12 May 2011; Tax ID No. 1718002246 (Russia); alt. Tax ID No. 1718002246 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: BITRIVER AG).

OOO BITRIVER-B (a.k.a. OBCHESHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTYU BITRIVER-B), 1 Ter. Tor Buryatiya, Mukhorsibirskii Raion, Buryatiya Resp., Russia; Organization Established Date 10 Aug 2020; Tax ID No. 0314888570 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 45825497 (Russia); Registration Number 1017500813815 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: BITRIVER AG).

OOO BITRIVER-K (a.k.a. BITRIVER-K, LLC), zd. 7 k. 1 pom. 2 kom. 213, ul. Tranznitnaya, Zhelezogorsk, Kransoyarski Kr. 662970, Russia; Organization Established Date 25 Jan 2021; Tax ID No. 2452048315 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 10690098 (Russia); Registration Number 1212400001197 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: BITRIVER AG).
Established Date 1994; Target Type Financial Institution; Tax ID No. 7717002773 (Russia); Registration Number 1027739543182 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY TRANSKAPITALBANK),

PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY TRANSKAPITALBANK (Cyrillic: ПУБЛИЧНОЕ АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО ТРАНСКАПИТАЛБАНК) (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK BANK TRANSKAPITALBANK; f.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMMERCIAL BANK TRANSKAPITALBANK (CLOSED JOINT STOCK COMPANY); f.k.a. OPEN Joint STOCK BANK TRANSKAPITALBANK; a.k.a. PJSC TRANSKAPITALBANK; a.k.a. TRANSKAPITALBANK PJSC; a.k.a. "TKB PJSC"), 27/35, Voroncovskaya Ul., Moscow 109147, Russia; Blvdg. 1, 2/42, Pokrovka str., Moscow 105062, Russia; SWIFT/BIC TJSCRUMM; Website www.tkbbank.ru; alt. Website tkbbank.com; Organization Established Date 1992; Target Type Financial Institution; Tax ID No. 7709129705 (Russia); Registration Number 1027739186970 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

RUSSKIE TSIFROVYE RESHENIYA (a.k.a. LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY RUSSIAN DIGITAL SOLUTIONS (Cyrillic: ОБЩЕСТВО С ОГРАНИЧЕННОЙ ОТВЕТСТВЕННОСТЬЮ РУССКИЕ ЦИФРОВЫЕ РЕШЕНИЯ)) (a.k.a. LLC RUS.DIGITAL; a.k.a. LLC RUS.TSIFRA (Cyrillic: ООО РУС.ЦИФРА)), ul. Vyatskaya, d. 70, pomeshch./floor 1/4, kom. #5, Moscow 127015, Russia; Organization Established Date 11 Feb 2021; Tax ID No. 7714468703 (Russia); Registration Number 1217700056991 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: MALOFEYEV, Kirill Konstantinovich).

SAMOYLOV, Artem, Russia; DOB 07 Jul 1999; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: AUTONOMOUS NONCOMMERCIAL ORGANIZATION FOR THE STUDY AND DEVELOPMENT OF INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION IN THE ECONOMIC SPHERE INTERNATIONAL AGENCY OF SOVEREIGN DEVELOPMENT).

SINO RS ADVISORY PTE LTD (f.k.a. LARK HOLDINGS PTE LTD; a.k.a. MGI PTE LTD), 77 Robinson Road #16-00, Singapore 068896, Singapore; Organization Established Date 26 Feb 2015; Registration Number 201505110K (Singapore) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: AUTONOMOUS NONCOMMERCIAL ORGANIZATION FOR THE STUDY AND DEVELOPMENT OF INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION IN THE ECONOMIC SPHERE INTERNATIONAL AGENCY OF SOVEREIGN DEVELOPMENT).
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"PSK SNM"), d. 3, d. Spas-Teshilovo, Serpukhov 142260, Russia; Organization Established Date 24 Apr 2002; Organization Type: Real estate activities on a fee or contract basis; Tax ID No. 5077014693 (Russia); Registration Number 1035011800328 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: IMENIE TSARGRAD OOO).

"TKB PJSC" (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK BANK TRANSCAPITALBANK; f.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMMERCIAL BANK TRANSCAPITALBANK (CLOSED JOINT STOCK COMPANY); f.k.a. OPEN JOINT STOCK BANK TRANSCAPITALBANK; a.k.a. PJSC TRANSCAPITALBANK; a.k.a. PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY TRANSCAPITALBANK (Cyrillic: ГУБЛИЧНОЕ АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО ТРАНСКАПИТАЛБАНК); a.k.a. ТКБ БАНК PJSC (Cyrillic: ТКБ БАНК ПАО); a.k.a. TRANSCAPITALBANK PJSC; a.k.a. TRANSCAPITALBANK; 27/35, Voroncovskaya ul., Moscow 109147, Russia; Bldg. 1, 24/2, Pokrovka str., Moscow 105062, Russia; SWIFT/BIC TJSCRUMM; Website www.tkbbank.ru; alt. Website tkbbank.com; Establishment Date 1992; Target Type Financial Institution; Tax ID No. 7709129705 (Russia); Registration Number 1027739186970 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024].

"VLADEX" (a.k.a. LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY VLADEKS (Cyrillic: ОГРАНИЧЕННОЙ ОТВЕТСТВЕННОСТЬЮ ВЛАДЕКС); a.k.a. LLC VLADEXS (Cyrillic: ООО ВЛАДЕКС)), ul. Volkovskaya, d. 29, office 505, Vladivostok 690018, Russia; Organization Established Date 22 Mar 2018; Tax ID No. 2543123270 (Russia); Registration Number 1182536008710 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: MALOFYEYEV, Kirill Konstantinovich).

• 04/20/22

The following [RUSSIA-E014024] entries have been added to OFAC's SDN List:

ALEKSEEV, Mikhail Yurevich (Cyrillic: АЛЕКСЕЕВ, Михаил Юрьевич) (a.k.a. ALEKSEEV, Mikhail Yurevich; a.k.a. ALEXEEV, Mikhail Yurevich; a.k.a. ALEKSEEV, Mikhail Yurevich); 4 Usievicha St. Apt. 45, H., Moscow 125319, Russia; DOB 04 Jan 1964; POB Moscow, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Passport 220051483 (Russia) (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY BANK FINANCIAL CORPORATION OTKRITIE).

ALEXEEV, Mikhail Yurevich (a.k.a. ALEXEYEV, Mikhail Yuriyevich) (Cyrillic: АЛЕКСЕЕВ, Михаил Юрьевич) (a.k.a. ALEXEEV, Mikhail Yurevich; a.k.a. ALEXEYEV, Mikhail Yuriyevich; a.k.a. ALEXEYEV, Mikhail Iurievich), 4 Usievicha St. Apt. 45, H., Moscow 125319, Russia; DOB 04 Jan 1964; POB Moscow, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Passport 220051483 (Russia) (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY BANK FINANCIAL CORPORATION OTKRITIE).

ALEXEYEV, Mikhail Yurevich (a.k.a. ALEXEEV, Mikhail Yurevich; a.k.a. TYOLKOV, Andrei Fedorovich (Cyrillic: ГОЛЯКОВ, Андрей Федорович)), B Hariton Evskiy Pereulok 16-18-25, Moscow 107078, Russia; DOB 14 Mar 1969; POB Volzhskiy, Volgograd Region, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Passport 717619902 (Russia) (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY BANK FINANCIAL CORPORATION OTKRITIE).

CHERKASOVA, Nadia Narimanovna (a.k.a. CHERKASOVA, Nadia Narimanovna (Cyrillic: ЧЕРКАСОВА, Надя Наримановна); a.k.a. EMILIANOVA, Svetlana Petrovna; a.k.a. EMILIANOVA, Svetlana Petrovna; a.k.a. EMILYANOVA, Svetlana Petrovna; a.k.a. EMILYANOVA, Svetlana Petrovna; a.k.a. EMILIANOVA, Svetlana Petrovna; a.k.a. EMILIANOVA, Svetlana Petrovna; a.k.a. EMILIANOVA, Svetlana Petrovna), Russia; DOB 07 Oct 1971; POB Novorossiysk, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Female (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY BANK FINANCIAL CORPORATION OTKRITIE).

CHERKASOVA, Nadia Narimanovna (a.k.a. CHERKASOVA, Nadia Narimanovna (Cyrillic: ЧЕРКАСОВА, Надя Наримановна); a.k.a. EMILIANOVA, Svetlana Petrovna; a.k.a. EMILIANOVA, Svetlana Petrovna; a.k.a. EMILYANOVA, Svetlana Petrovna; a.k.a. EMILYANOVA, Svetlana Petrovna; a.k.a. EMILIANOVA, Svetlana Petrovna; a.k.a. EMILIANOVA, Svetlana Petrovna; a.k.a. EMILIANOVA, Svetlana Petrovna), Russia; DOB 07 Oct 1971; POB Novorossiysk, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Female (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY BANK FINANCIAL CORPORATION OTKRITIE).

CHERKASOVA, Nadia Narimanovna (a.k.a. CHERKASOVA, Nadia Narimanovna (Cyrillic: ЧЕРКАСОВА, Надя Наримановна); a.k.a. EMILIANOVA, Svetlana Petrovna; a.k.a. EMILIANOVA, Svetlana Petrovna; a.k.a. EMILYANOVA, Svetlana Petrovna; a.k.a. EMILYANOVA, Svetlana Petrovna; a.k.a. EMILIANOVA, Svetlana Petrovna; a.k.a. EMILIANOVA, Svetlana Petrovna; a.k.a. EMILIANOVA, Svetlana Petrovna), Russia; DOB 07 Oct 1971; POB Novorossiysk, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Female (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY BANK FINANCIAL CORPORATION OTKRITIE).

GOLIKOV, Andrei Fedorovich (a.k.a. GOLIKOV, Andrei Fedorovich (Cyrillic: ГОЛЯКОВ, Андрей Федорович)), B Hariton Evskiy Pereulok 16-18-25, Moscow 107078, Russia; DOB 14 Mar 1969; POB Volzhskiy, Volgograd Region, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Passport 717619902 (Russia) (individual) [RUSSIA-
EO14024 (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY BANK FINANCIAL CORPORATION OTKRITIE).

GOLIKOV, Andrey Fedorovich (Cyrillic: ГОЛИКОВ, Андрей Фёдорович) (a.k.a. GOLIKOV, Andrei Fedorovich), B Hariton Evskiy Pereulok 16-18-25, Moscow 107078, Russia; DOB 14 Mar 1969; POB Volzhskiy, Volgograd Region, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Passport 717619902 (Russia) (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY BANK FINANCIAL CORPORATION OTKRITIE).

IUDAEVA, Xenia Valentinovna (a.k.a. IUDAEVA, Kseniya Valentinovna; a.k.a. IUDAEVA, Ksenia Valentinovna; a.k.a. IUDAEVA, Xenia Valentinovna; a.k.a. IUDAEVA, Ksenia Valentinovna; a.k.a. IUDAEVA, Xeniya Valentinovna), 4 Molodezhnaya St. Apt. 232, Moscow 119296, Russia; DOB 17 Mar 1970; POB Moscow, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Female; Passport 220033553 (Russia) (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY BANK FINANCIAL CORPORATION OTKRITIE).

IREMIEVA, Irina Vladimirovna (Cyrillic: КРЕМЛИЕВА, Ирина Владимировна), H.3-14, Glazovsky Pereulok, Moscow 119002, Russia; DOB 27 Aug 1965; POB Moscow, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Passport 530294714 (Russia) (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY BANK FINANCIAL CORPORATION OTKRITIE).

KREMLEVA, Irina Vladimirovna (Cyrillic: КРЕМЛЕВА, Ирина Владимировна), Apt. 5, N.3-14, Glazovsky Pereulok, Moscow 119002, Russia; DOB 27 Aug 1965; POB Moscow, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Passport 530294714 (Russia) (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY BANK FINANCIAL CORPORATION OTKRITIE).

LEVIN, Dmitriy Olegovich (Cyrillic: ЛЕВИН, Дмитрий Олегович) (a.k.a. LEVIN, Dmitry Olegovich), Apt. 5, Н.3-14, Glazovsky Pereulok, Moscow 119002, Russia; DOB 27 Aug 1965; POB Moscow, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Passport 530294714 (Russia) (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY BANK FINANCIAL CORPORATION OTKRITIE).

NESTERENKO, Tatiana Gennadievna (a.k.a. NESTERENKO, Tatiana Gennadiyevna; a.k.a. NESTERENKO, Tatyana Gennadievna (Cyrillic: НЕСТЕРЕНКО, Татьяна Геннадьевна); a.k.a. NESTERENKO, Tatyana Gennadyevna), 119002, Russia; DOB 05 Aug 1959; POB Vladivostok, Primorye Region, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Female (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY BANK FINANCIAL CORPORATION OTKRITIE).
NIKOLAYEV, Viktor Andreyevich (a.k.a. NIKOLAEV, Viktor Andreyevich), Russia; DOB 05 Aug 1959; POB Vladivostok, Primorye Region, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Female (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY BANK FINANCIAL CORPORATION OTRKITIE). 

NESTERENKO, Tatiana Gennadievna; a.k.a. NESTERENKO, Tatyana Gennadyevna), Russia; DOB 06 Sep 1955; POB Moscow, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Female (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY BANK FINANCIAL CORPORATION OTRKITIE).

SIMANOVSKIY, Alexei Iurevich; a.k.a. SIMANOVSKIY, Alexei Yurevich; a.k.a. SIMANOVSKIY, Aleksey Iurievich; a.k.a. SIMANOVSKIY, Alexey Yurevich (Cyrillic: СИМАНОВСКИЙ, Алексей Юрьевич; a.k.a. СИМАНОВСКИЙ, Алексей Юрьевич; a.k.a. СИМАНОВСКИЙ, Алексей Юрьевич; a.k.a. СИМАНОВСКИЙ, Алексей Юрьевич), U尔molodogvardeyskaya 66, 4, 1, Moscow, Russia; DOB 06 Sep 1955; POB Moscow, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Passport 200110994 (Russia) (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY BANK FINANCIAL CORPORATION OTRKITIE).
The following [SDNTK] entries have been removed:

**04/22/22**

- **BOLIVAR ZAPATA, Gustavo**: DOB 23 Dec 1976; POB Pereira, Risaralda, Colombia; Cedula No. 18513577 (Colombia) (individual) [SDNTK].

- **FLORES CHAVEZ, Kevin Sebastian, Calle Tchaikovsky 474, Col. Arcos de Guadalupe, Zapopan, Jalisco, Mexico; DOB 01 Mar 1995; POB Jalisco, Mexico; citizen Mexico; Gender Male; R.F.C. FOCK950301E94 (Mexico); C.U.R.P. FOCK950301HJCLHV00 (Mexico) (individual) [SDNTK] (Linked To: FLORES DRUG TRAFFICKING ORGANIZATION. Linked To: BOUNGALOWS VILLA AZUL, S.A. DE C.V.).

- **JEVIZ (a.k.a. MULTISERVICIOS JEVIZ S.A. DE C.V.), Carretera a El Dorado # 2501, Colonia Campo El Diez, Culiacan, Sinaloa 80155, Mexico [SDNTK].**

- **PEREZ SANTORO, Javier (a.k.a. PEREZ SANTORO, Roberto Javier), Buenos Aires, Argentina; DOB 10 Sep 1983; POB Buenos Aires, Argentina; nationality Argentina; Gender Male; Passport AABS23976 (Argentina); D.N.I. 30312556 (Argentina) (individual) [SDNTK] (Linked To: SMILE TECHNOLOGIES S.A.; Linked To: SMILE PROPERTY & TRAVEL LTD; Linked To: SMILEWALLET S.A.S.; Linked To: SMILEWALLET B.V.).**

- **PEREZ SANTORO, Roberto Javier (a.k.a. PEREZ SANTORO, Javier), Buenos Aires, Argentina; DOB 10 Sep 1983; POB Buenos Aires, Argentina; nationality Argentina; Gender Male; Passport AABS23976 (Argentina); D.N.I. 30312556 (Argentina) (individual) [SDNTK] (Linked To: SMILE TECHNOLOGIES S.A.; Linked To: SMILE PROPERTY & TRAVEL LTD; Linked To: SMILEWALLET S.A.S.; Linked To: SMILEWALLET B.V.).**
INDUSTRIA DE GANADEROS DE CULIACAN S.A. DE C.V., Culiacan, Sinaloa, Mexico; c/o ESTABLE PUERTO RICO S.A. DE C.V., Culiacan, Sinaloa, Mexico; 4852 Palma Cocotera, Colonía Las Palmas, Culiacan, Sinaloa, Mexico; Calle Ciudad de Hermosillo #1168, Fraccionamiento Las Quintas, Culiacan, Sinaloa 80060, Mexico; DOB 24 Mar 1975; POB Sinaloa, Mexico; nationality Mexico; citizen Mexico; Passport 97040021871 (Mexico); R.F.C. ZANV-750324-NY5 (Mexico) (individual) [SDNTK].

ZEVALLOS GONZALES DE ARREDONDO, Maria del Rosario, c/o AVIANDINA S.A.C., Lima, Peru; c/o PERUVIAN PRECIOUS METALS S.A.C., Lima, Peru; Aldabas MZ 53, LT. 25, Las Gardenias, Lima, Peru; DOB 26 Jun 1956; LE Number 09138069 (Peru) (individual) [SDNTK].

"EL MAYITO" (a.k.a. SOTELO GUZMAN, Vicente; a.k.a. ZAMBADA NIEBLA, Jesus Vicente; a.k.a. "EL MAYITO"), c/o NUEVA INDUSTRIA DE GANADEROS DE CULIACAN S.A. DE C.V., Culiacan, Sinaloa, Mexico; c/o ESTABLE PUERTO RICO S.A. DE C.V., Culiacan, Sinaloa, Mexico; 4852 Palma Cocotera, Colonía Las Palmas, Culiacan, Sinaloa, Mexico; Calle Ciudad de Hermosillo #1168, Fraccionamiento Las Quintas, Culiacan, Sinaloa 80060, Mexico; DOB 24 Mar 1975; POB Sinaloa, Mexico; nationality Mexico; citizen Mexico; Passport 97040021871 (Mexico); R.F.C. ZANV-750324-NY5 (Mexico) (individual) [SDNTK].

ZAMBADA NIEBLA, Jesus Vicente (a.k.a. SOTELO GUZMAN, Vicente; a.k.a. ZAMBADA NIEBLA, Jesus Vicente; a.k.a. "EL MAYITO"), c/o NUEVA INDUSTRIA DE GANADEROS DE CULIACAN S.A. DE C.V., Culiacan, Sinaloa, Mexico; c/o ESTABLE PUERTO RICO S.A. DE C.V., Culiacan, Sinaloa, Mexico; 4852 Palma Cocotera, Colonía Las Palmas, Culiacan, Sinaloa, Mexico; Calle Ciudad de Hermosillo #1168, Fraccionamiento Las Quintas, Culiacan, Sinaloa 80060, Mexico; DOB 24 Mar 1975; POB Sinaloa, Mexico; nationality Mexico; citizen Mexico; Passport 97040021871 (Mexico); R.F.C. ZANV-750324-NY5 (Mexico) (individual) [SDNTK].

The following [SDNT] entries have been removed:

ABS HEALTH CLUB S.A., Carrera 10 No. 93A-27, Bogota, Colombia; NIT # 830121474-8 (Colombia) [SDNT].

MORA RICARDO, Daniel Alberto, c/o SOCIEDAD SUPERDEPORTES LTDA., Bogota, Colombia; c/o ABS HEALTH CLUB SA, Bogota, Colombia, Miami, FL, United States; DOB 08 Jan 1965; nationality Colombia; citizen Colombia; Cedula No. 80408253 (Colombia); SSN 027-68-4733 (United States); Driver's License No. M600161850080 (United States) issued 07 Apr 2006 expires 08 Jan 2011 (individual) [SDNT].

- 04/22/22 -

The following [DPRK3] entries have been changed:

"TEMP.HERMIT"; a.k.a. "THE NEW ROMANTIC CYBER ARMY TEAM"; a.k.a. "WHOIS HACKING TEAM"; a.k.a. "ZINC"), Potonggang District, Pyongyang, Korea, North; Digital Currency Address - ETH
0x098B716B8Aaf21512996dc57EB0615e2383E2f96; alt. Digital Currency Address - ETH
0xa0e1c89Ef1a489c9C7dE98311eD5Ce5D32c20E4B; alt. Digital Currency Address - ETH
0x3Cffd56B47B7b41c56258D9C7731ABA6c360E073; alt. Digital Currency Address - ETH
0x3b6936513e738f44FB50d2b9476730CC0Ab3Bfc1; Secondary sanctions risk: North Korea Sanctions Regulations, sections 510.201 and 510.210; Transactions Prohibited For Persons Owned or Controlled By U.S. Financial Institutions: North Korea Sanctions Regulations section 510.214 [DPRK3].

0x098B716B8Aaf21512996dc57EB0615e2383E2f96; Secondary sanctions risk: North Korea Sanctions Regulations, sections 510.201 and 510.210; Transactions Prohibited For Persons Owned or Controlled By U.S. Financial Institutions: North Korea Sanctions Regulations section 510.214 [DPRK3].

"WHOIS HACKING TEAM"; a.k.a. "ZINC")

0x098B716B8Aaf21512996dc57EB0615e2383E2f96; Secondary sanctions risk: North Korea Sanctions Regulations, sections 510.201 and 510.210; Transactions Prohibited For Persons Owned or Controlled By U.S. Financial Institutions: North Korea Sanctions Regulations section 510.214 [DPRK3].

0x098B716B8Aaf21512996dc57EB0615e2383E2f96; Secondary sanctions risk: North Korea Sanctions Regulations, sections 510.201 and 510.210; Transactions Prohibited For Persons Owned or Controlled By U.S. Financial Institutions: North Korea Sanctions Regulations section 510.214 [DPRK3].

0x098B716B8Aaf21512996dc57EB0615e2383E2f96; Secondary sanctions risk: North Korea Sanctions Regulations, sections 510.201 and 510.210; Transactions Prohibited For Persons Owned or Controlled By U.S. Financial Institutions: North Korea Sanctions Regulations section 510.214 [DPRK3].
510.210; Transactions Prohibited For Persons Owned or Controlled By U.S. Financial Institutions: North Korea Sanctions Regulations section 510.214 [DPRK3].


- 04/29/22

The following [UKRAINE-EO13660] entries have been changed:

ABISOV, Sergei (a.k.a. ABISOV, Sergei Vadimovich); DOB 27 Nov 1967; POB Simferopol, Crimea, Ukraine (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660]. -to- ABISOV, Sergei (a.k.a. ABISOV, Sergei Vadimovich); DOB 27 Nov 1967; POB Simferopol, Crimea, Ukraine (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660]. -to- ABISOV, Sergei (a.k.a. ABISOV, Sergei Vadimovich); DOB 27 Nov 1967; POB Simferopol, Crimea, Ukraine; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].

AKSYONOV, Sergei (a.k.a. AKSENOV, Sergei; a.k.a. AKSYONOV, Sergei; a.k.a. AKSYONOV, Sergei; a.k.a. AKSYONOV, Sergei; a.k.a. AKSYONOV, Sergei; a.k.a. AKSYONOV, Sergei); DOB 26 Nov 1972; POB Balti, Moldova; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].
ALTABAEVA, Ekaterina Borisovna (Cyrillic: Екатерина Борисовна), Sevastopol, Ukraine; DOB 27 May 1956; POB Uglich, Russia; Gender Female (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660]. -to- ALTABAEVA, Ekaterina Borisovna (Cyrillic: Екатерина Борисовна), Sevastopol, Ukraine; DOB 27 May 1956; POB Uglich, Russia; Gender Female; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].

ALTABAEVA, Kateryna Borysivna (Cyrillic: Катерина Борисівна), Sevastopol, Ukraine; 26 Ulitsa Turbinnaya, Donetsk, Ukraine; DOB 26 May 1961; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].

ANTIOPOV, Igor Yurievich (a.k.a. ANTIPOV, Ihor), 23 Prospect Mayakovskogo, Apt. 110, Donetsk, Ukraine; 26 Ulitsa Turbinnaya, Donetsk, Ukraine; DOB 26 May 1961; Gender Male (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660] (Linked To: DONETSK PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC).

ANTIFEEV, Vladimir Iurievich (a.k.a. ANTIUFEEV, Vladimir Gheorghievici; a.k.a. ANTIUFEEV, Vladimir; a.k.a. ANTYUFEEV, Vladimir; a.k.a. ANTYUFEYEV, Vladimir; a.k.a. ANTYUFEYEV, Vladimir Yuryevich; a.k.a. SHEVTSOV, Vadim; a.k.a. SHEVTSOV, Vadim Gheorghievici; a.k.a. SHEVTSOV, Vladimir); DOB 19 Feb 1951; POB Novosibirsk, Russia (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660]. -to- ANTIUFEEV, Vladimir Iurievich (a.k.a. ANTIUFEEV, Vladimir Gheorghievici; a.k.a. ANTIUFEEV, Vladimir; a.k.a. ANTYUFEEV, Vladimir; a.k.a. ANTYUFEYEV, Vladimir; a.k.a. ANTYUFEYEV, Vladimir Yuryevich; a.k.a. SHEVTSOV, Vadim; a.k.a. SHEVTSOV, Vadim Gheorghievici; a.k.a. SHEVTSOV, Vladimir); DOB 19 Feb 1951; POB Novosibirsk, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].

ANTIFOPOV, Ihor (a.k.a. ANTIPOV, Ihor), 23 Prospect Mayakovskogo, Apt. 110, Donetsk, Ukraine; 26 Ulitsa Turbinnaya, Donetsk, Ukraine; DOB 26 May 1961; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660] (Linked To: DONETSK PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC).

ANTIOPOV, Igor Yurievich (a.k.a. ANTIPOV, Ihor), 23 Prospect Mayakovskogo, Apt. 110, Donetsk, Ukraine; 26 Ulitsa Turbinnaya, Donetsk, Ukraine; DOB 26 May 1961; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660] (Linked To: DONETSK PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC).

ANTIOPOV, Igor Yurievich (a.k.a. ANTIPOV, Ihor), 23 Prospect Mayakovskogo, Apt. 110, Donetsk, Ukraine; 26 Ulitsa Turbinnaya, Donetsk, Ukraine; DOB 26 May 1961; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660] (Linked To: DONETSK PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC).

ANTIOPOV, Igor Yurievich (a.k.a. ANTIPOV, Ihor), 23 Prospect Mayakovskogo, Apt. 110, Donetsk, Ukraine; 26 Ulitsa Turbinnaya, Donetsk, Ukraine; DOB 26 May 1961; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].
ARBUZOV, Serhiy (a.k.a. ARBUZOV, Sergey G.; a.k.a. ARBUZOV, Serhiy Hennadiyovych); DOB 24 Mar 1976; POB Donetsk, Ukraine; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Former First Deputy Prime Minister of Ukraine (individual) [UKRAINE-E013660].

ARBUZOV, Sergey G. (a.k.a. ARBUZOV, Serhiy; a.k.a. SHEVTSOV, Vadim; a.k.a. SHEVTSOV, Vadim Gheorgieievici; a.k.a. SHEVTSOV, Vadim Gheorgheievici); DOB 19 Feb 1951; POB Novosibirsk, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Former First Deputy Prime Minister of Ukraine (individual) [UKRAINE-E013660].

ANYYKHINA, Anna Vladimirovna; DOB 17 Dec 1947; POB Ukraine; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Former Prime Minister of Ukraine (individual) [UKRAINE-E013660].

AZAROV, Mykola Nikolai Yanovych (a.k.a. AZAROV, Mykola Yanovych; a.k.a. AZAROV, Nikolai Yanovych); DOB 17 Dec 1947; POB Kaluga, Russia; Former Prime Minister of Ukraine (individual) [UKRAINE-E013660].

BAIK. V. TSENTR (a.k.a. BAIK. V. TSENTR, OOO; a.k.a. BIKE CENTER; a.k.a. BIKE V. CENTER), Nizhniye Mnevniky, 110, Moscow, Russia; ul. Nikitskaya B. D. 1/14, korp. 3, Moscow 103009, Russia; 1 1/4, str.3 ul. Nikitskaya B., Moscow 103009, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Trade License No. 1037739620390 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 54842899 (Russia) [UKRAINE-E013660].

Balkash, Ruslan Ismailovich; DOB 28 Aug 1977; POB Uzbekistan; Gender Male (individual) [UKRAINE-E013660].

Balbek, Ruslan Ismailovich; DOB 28 Aug 1977; POB Uzbekistan; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-E013660].

BANK 'CENTER FOR INTERNATIONAL SETTLEMENTS' LLC (a.k.a. BANK "TSENTR MEZHDUNARODNYKH RASCHETOV"

BAKHAREV, Konstantin Mikhailovich; DOB 20 Oct 1972; POB Ukraine; Gender Male (individual) [UKRAINE-E013660].

BIKE CENTER; a.k.a. BIKE V. CENTER), Nizhniye Mnevniky, 110, Moscow, Russia; ul. Nikitskaya B. D. 1/14, korp. 3, Moscow 103009, Russia; 1 1/4, str.3 ul. Nikitskaya B., Moscow 103009, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Trade License No. 1037739620390 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 54842899 (Russia) [UKRAINE-E013660].

Bashirzadeh, Gholam Hossein; DOB 1947; POB Iran; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-E013660].
BASOVA, Lidia Oleksandrivna (Cyrillic: БАСОВА, Лідія Олександрівна), Sevastopol, Ukraine; DOB 1972; Gender Female; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660]. -to- BASOVA, Lidia Aleksandrovna (Cyrillic: БАСОВА, Лідія Олександрівна), Sevastopol, Ukraine; DOB 1972; Gender Female; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].

BASOVA, Lidia Oleksandrivna (Cyrillic: БАСОВА, Лідія Олександрівна) (a.k.a. BASOVA, Lidia Oleksandrivna (Cyrillic: БАСОВА, Лідія Олександрівна)), Sevastopol, Ukraine; DOB 1972; Gender Female; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].

BASOVA, Lidia Aleksandrovna (Cyrillic: БАСОВА, Лідія Александровна) (a.k.a. BASOVA, Lidia Aleksandrovna (Cyrillic: БАСОВА, Лідія Александровна)), Sevastopol, Ukraine; DOB 1972; Gender Female; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].
BEZLER, Igor Mykolaiovych; a.k.a. BEZLER, Ihor; DOB 1965; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].

BEZLER, Ihor (a.k.a. BEZLER, Igor; a.k.a. BEZLER, Igor Mykolaiovych; a.k.a. BEZLER, Igor Nikolayevich); DOB 1965 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].

Number 54842899 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13660].

BOGATYRIKOVA, Raisa (a.k.a. BOGATYROVA, Raisa; a.k.a. BOHATYREVA, Raisa; a.k.a. BOHATYROVA, Raisa; a.k.a. BOHATYREVA, Rayisa); DOB 06 Jan 1953; POB Bakal, Chelyabinsk, Russia (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].

BOHATYROVA, Raisa; a.k.a. BOHATYROVA, Raisa Vasylivna; a.k.a. BOHATYROVA, Raisa; a.k.a. BOHATYROVA, Rayisa; DOB 06 Jan 1953; POB Bakal, Chelyabinsk, Russia (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].

BIKE CENTER (a.k.a. BAIK. V. TSENTR; a.k.a. BAIK. V. TSENTR, OOO; a.k.a. BIKE V. CENTER), Nizhnije Mnevniki, 110, Moscow, Russia; ul. Nikitskaya B. D. 1/14, korp. 3, Moscow 103009, Russia; 1 1/4, str.3 ul. Nikitskaya B., Moscow 103009, Russia; Trade License No. 1037739620390 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 54842899 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13660].
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1961; POB Sevastopol, Ukraine; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Mayor of Sevastopol; Chairman of the Coordination Council for the Establishment of the Sevastopol Municipal Administration (individual) [UKRAINE-E013660].

CHALIY, Aleksey Mikhailovich; a.k.a. CHALIY, Aleksey Mykhaylovych; a.k.a. CHALIY, Alexei; a.k.a. CHALY, Aleksiy; a.k.a. CHALIY, Mikhailovich Oleksiy; a.k.a. CHALIY, Aleksey Mikhailovich; a.k.a. CHALIY, Alexei; a.k.a. CHALIY, Aleksei); DOB 13 Jun 1961; POB Sevastopol, Ukraine; Mayor of Sevastopol; Chairman of the Coordination Council for the Establishment of the Sevastopol Municipal Administration (individual) [UKRAINE-E013660].

CHALIY, Aleksey (a.k.a. CHALY, Aleksei; a.k.a. CHALIY, Aleksey Mikhailovich; a.k.a. CHALIY, Alexei; a.k.a. CHALIY, Mikhailovich Oleksiy; a.k.a. CHALIY, Aleksey Mikhailovich; a.k.a. CHALIY, Alexei; a.k.a. CHALIY, Aleksei); DOB 13 Jun 1961; POB Sevastopol, Ukraine; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 [UKRAINE-E013660].

CHALIY, Mikhailovich Oleksiy; a.k.a. CHALY, Aleksei (a.k.a. CHALY, Aleksey; a.k.a. CHALIY, Aleksey Mikhailovich; a.k.a. CHALIY, Alexei; a.k.a. CHALIY, Aleksey); DOB 13 Jun 1961; POB Sevastopol, Ukraine; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 [UKRAINE-E013660].

CHALIY, Aleksey Mikhailovich; a.k.a. CHALIY, Alexei; a.k.a. CHALIY, Mikhailovich Oleksiy; a.k.a. CHALIY, Aleksey Mikhailovich; a.k.a. CHALIY, Alexei; a.k.a. CHALIY, Aleksey; a.k.a. CHALIY, Aleksiy) [UKRAINE-E013660].
DEFENSE HOLDING STRUCTURE ‘WOLF’

DANILENKO, Sergei Andreevich (Cyrillic: ДАНИЛЕНКО, Сергей Андреевич) 
Petrovsky-Dobrinsky Region, Lipestkoy Oblast, Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].

DANILENKO, Sergei Andreevich (Cyrillic: ДАНИЛЕНКО, Сергей Андреевич), 15 Ul., Svobody, Nizhni Novgorod, Nizhegorodskaya Obl. 603003, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 1142311010885 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13660] (Linked To: DONETSK PEOPLE’S REPUBLIC; Linked To: LUHANSK PEOPLE’S REPUBLIC; Linked To: ZAO VNESHOTSORGSERVIS).

DEMIIDOV, Valentin Valentinoovich (a.k.a. DEMYDOV, Valenty); DOB 28 Nov 1976; POB Petrovsky-Dobrinsky Region, Lipestky Oblast, Ukraine (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].

DEMIIDOV, Valenty (a.k.a. DEMIDOV, Valentin Valentinoovich); DOB 28 Nov 1976; POB Donetsk, Ukraine; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].

DIKIY, Alexey Aleksandrovich (a.k.a. DIKIJ, Aleksiej Aleksandrovich; a.k.a. Dikiy, Oleksiy Oleksiyovych; a.k.a. DYKYY, Oleksiy), Donetsk, Ukraine; DOB 05 Jul 1974; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].

DONBASS PEOPLE’S MILITIA (a.k.a. PEOPLE’S MILITIA OF DONBASS), Prospect Zasyadko.13, Donetsk, Ukraine; Email Address voenkom.dnr@mail.ru; alt. Email Address mobilisation@novorossia.co; alt. Email Address novoross24@mail.ru [UKRAINE-EO13660].


DONETSK PEOPLE’S REPUBLIC, Donetsk Region, Ukraine [UKRAINE-EO13660]. -to- DONETSK PEOPLE’S REPUBLIC, Donetsk Region, Ukraine; Secondary sanctions risk:
GOTSANYUK, Jurij Mikhailovich (a.k.a. ГОЦАНЮК, Юрій Михайлович), Simferopol, Ukraine; DOB 18 Jul 1966; POB Nove Selo, Simferopol, Ukraine; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].

GOTSANYUK, Yuri Mikhailovich (Cyrillic: ГОЦАНЮК, Юрій Михайлович), Simferopol, Ukraine; DOB 18 Jul 1966; POB Nove Selo, Simferopol, Ukraine; Gender Male (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].

GRANOVSKY, Aleksey Ivanovich, 41 Ulitsa Malakhova, Donetsk, Donetsk Region, Ukraine; DOB 03 Nov 1973; Gender Male (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660] (Linked To: DONETSK PEOPLE’S REPUBLIC). -to- GRANOVSKY, Aleksey Ivanovich, 41 Ulitsa Malakhova, Donetsk, Donetsk Region, Ukraine; DOB 03 Nov 1973; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].

HUBARYEV, Pavlo; DOB 10 Feb 1983; POB Sieriedonetsk, Ukraine (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660]. -to- GUBAREV, Pavel (a.k.a. HUBARYEV, Pavlo); DOB 10 Feb 1983; POB Sieriedonetsk, Ukraine; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].


IVAKIN, Yuri (a.k.a. IVAKIN, Yuriy Vladimirovich); DOB 13 Aug 1954; POB Perevalsk, Ukraine (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660]. -to- IVAKIN, Yuri (a.k.a. IVAKIN, Yuriy Vladimirovich); DOB 13 Aug 1954; POB Perevalsk, Ukraine; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].
Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-E013660].

IVAKIN, Yuriy Vladimirovich (a.k.a. IVAKIN, Yurii); DOB 13 Aug 1954; POB Perevalsk, Ukraine; nationality Ukraine; gender Male (individual) [UKRAINE-E013660]. - to-

KAMSHILOV, Oleg Anatolievich, Crimea, Ukraine; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-E013660].

IVAKIN, Yuriy Vladimirovich (a.k.a. IVAKIN, Yurii); DOB 13 Aug 1954; POB Perevalsk, Ukraine; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-E013660].

JAROSH, Petr Grigorievich (a.k.a. YAROSH, Petro; a.k.a. YAROSH, Pyotr), Crimea, Ukraine; DOB 30 Jan 1977; POB Skvortsovo village, Simferopol region, Crimea, Ukraine; Gender Male (individual) [UKRAINE-E013660]. - to-

KARANDA, PavelLeonidovich (Cyrill: КАРАНДА, Павел Леонидович), Crimea, Ukraine; DOB 1969; POB Perevalsk, Ukraine; nationality Ukraine; gender Male (individual) [UKRAINE-E013660]. - to-

KAMSHILOV, Oleg Anatolievich, Crimea, Ukraine; DOB 1969; POB Perevalsk, Ukraine; nationality Ukraine; gender Male (individual) [UKRAINE-E013660].

KANISHCHEV, Pavel; DOB 1986 (individual) [UKRAINE-E013660]. - to-

KARYAKIN, Aleksey; a.k.a. KARYAKIN, Aleksey; a.k.a. KARIAKIN, Aleksey; a.k.a. KARYAKIN, Alexei; a.k.a. KARYAKIN, Aleksandr (a.k.a. CARAMAN, Aleksandr); DOB 07 Apr 1980; POB Stahanov, Luhansk Oblast, Ukraine (individual) [UKRAINE-E013660]. - to-

KARYAKIN, Aleksey (a.k.a. KARYAKIN, Aleksey; a.k.a. KARYAKIN, Alexei; a.k.a. KARYAKIN, Alexei Vyacheslavovich); DOB 07 Apr 1980; POB Stahanov, Luhansk Oblast, Ukraine; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-E013660].
KAUROV, Valeri Volodymyrovych (a.k.a. KAUROV, Valery; a.k.a. KAUROV, Valery V.; a.k.a. KAUROV, Valery Vladimirovich; a.k.a. KAUROV, Valery Vladimirovich (a.k.a. KAUROV, Valeriy; a.k.a. KAUROV, Valeriy); DOB 02 Apr 1956; POB Odessa, Ukraine (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660]. -to- KAUROV, Valeriy, Ukraine; DOB 02 Apr 1956; POB Odessa, Ukraine (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660]. -to- KAUROV, Valery Vladimirovich; a.k.a. KAUROV, Valeriy; a.k.a. KAUROV, Valeriy Volodymyrovych; a.k.a. KAUROV, Valerii Volodymyrovych (a.k.a. KAUROV, Valerii Volodymyrovych; a.k.a. KAUROV, Valerii); DOB 02 Apr 1956; POB Odessa, Ukraine; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].

KAUROV, Valery (a.k.a. KAUROV, Valeri Volodymyrovych; a.k.a. KAUROV, Valery; a.k.a. KAUROV, Valery Vladimirovich; a.k.a. KAUROV, Valery Vladimirovich (a.k.a. KAUROV, Valeriy; a.k.a. KAUROV, Valeriy); DOB 02 Apr 1956; POB Odessa, Ukraine (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660]. -to- KAUROV, Valeriy, Ukraine; DOB 02 Apr 1956; POB Odessa, Ukraine (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660]. -to- KAUROV, Valery Vladimirovich; a.k.a. KAUROV, Valeriy; a.k.a. KAUROV, Valeriy Volodymyrovych; a.k.a. KAUROV, Valerii Volodymyrovych (a.k.a. KAUROV, Valerii Volodymyrovych; a.k.a. KAUROV, Valerii); DOB 02 Apr 1956; POB Odessa, Ukraine; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].

KHODAKOVSKY, Oleksandr Sergeyevich; DOB 18 Dec 1972; POB Donetsk, Ukraine; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].

KHODAKOVSKY, Aleksandr (a.k.a. KHODAKOVSKY, Alexander; a.k.a. KHODAKOVSKY, Oleksandr Sergeyevich; DOB 18 Dec 1972; POB Donetsk, Ukraine; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].

KHODAKOVSKY, Alexander (a.k.a. KHODAKOVSKY, Oleksandr Sergeyevich; DOB 18 Dec 1972; POB Donetsk, Ukraine; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].

KHODAKOVSKYY, Oleksandr Sergeyevich; DOB 18 Dec 1972; POB Donetsk, Ukraine; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].

KHODAKOVSKY, Oleksandr Sergeyevich; DOB 18 Dec 1972; POB Donetsk, Ukraine; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].

KHODAKOVSKY, Oleksandr Sergeyevich; DOB 18 Dec 1972; POB Donetsk, Ukraine; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].

KHODAKOVSKY, Oleksandr Sergeyevich; DOB 18 Dec 1972; POB Donetsk, Ukraine; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].

KHODAKOVSKY, Oleksandr Sergeyevich; DOB 18 Dec 1972; POB Donetsk, Ukraine; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].

KHODAKOVSKY, Oleksandr Sergeyevich; DOB 18 Dec 1972; POB Donetsk, Ukraine; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].

KHODAKOVSKY, Oleksandr Sergeyevich; DOB 18 Dec 1972; POB Donetsk, Ukraine; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].

KHODAKOVSKY, Oleksandr Sergeyevich; DOB 18 Dec 1972; POB Donetsk, Ukraine; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].

KHODAKOVSKY, Oleksandr Sergeyevich; DOB 18 Dec 1972; POB Donetsk, Ukraine; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].

KHODAKOVSKY, Oleksandr Sergeyevich; DOB 18 Dec 1972; POB Donetsk, Ukraine; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].
KHRYAKOV, Oleksandr (a.k.a. KHRYAKOV, Oleksandr Vitaliyovych), Donetsk, Ukraine; DOB 06 Nov 1958; POB Donetsk, Ukraine (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].

KHRYAKOV, Oleksandr Vitaliyovych; a.k.a. KHRYAKOV, Oleksandr; a.k.a. KHRYAKOV, Oleksandr Vitaliyovych); a.k.a. KHRYAKOV, Oleksandr Vitaliyovych, Donetsk, Ukraine; DOB 06 Nov 1958; POB Donetsk, Ukraine (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].

KHRYAKOV, Oleksandr Vitaliyovych; a.k.a. KHRYAKOV, Oleksandr; a.k.a. KHRYAKOV, Oleksandr Vitaliyovych), Donetsk, Ukraine; DOB 06 Nov 1958; POB Donetsk, Ukraine; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].

KHRYAKOV, Oleksandr Vitaliyovych; a.k.a. KHRYAKOV, Oleksandr; a.k.a. KHRYAKOV, Oleksandr Vitaliyovych), Donetsk, Ukraine; DOB 06 Nov 1958; POB Donetsk, Ukraine; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].

KHRYAKOV, Oleksandr Vitaliyovych; a.k.a. KHRYAKOV, Oleksandr; a.k.a. KHRYAKOV, Oleksandr Vitaliyovych), Donetsk, Ukraine; DOB 06 Nov 1958; POB Donetsk, Ukraine; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].
KONONOV, Vladimir (a.k.a. KONONOV, Vladimir Petrovich; a.k.a. KOFMAN, Oleksandr (a.k.a. KOFMAN, Aleksandr Igorevich); DOB 30 Aug 1977 (individual) [UKRAINE-E013660]. Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-E013660].

KONONOVA, Olena Mykolaivna (a.k.a. KOSTRUBITSKIY, Aleksey Aleksandrovich; a.k.a. KOSTRUBITSKIY, Alexei; a.k.a. KOSTRUBITSKIY, Oleksiy Olegoslovych; a.k.a. KOSTRUBITSKIY, Oleksiy), Novoannivka Street, No. 9, Krasnodonsky District, Luhansk Region, Ukraine; DOB 13 Nov 1968; POB Krasnodonsky, Ukraine; Gender Female (individual) [UKRAINE-E013660]. Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-E013660].

KONONOVA, Olena Mykolaivna (a.k.a. KOSTRUBITSKIY, Aleksey; a.k.a. KOSTRUBITSKIY, Alexei), Novoannivka Street, No. 9, Krasnodonsky District, Luhansk Region, Ukraine; DOB 13 Nov 1968; POB Krasnodonsky, Ukraine; Gender Female (individual) [UKRAINE-E013660]. Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-E013660].

KORNET, Igor (a.k.a. KORNET, Igor Aleksandrovich; a.k.a. KORNET, Igor Alekseyevich), Luhansk, Ukraine; DOB 29 Apr 1973; Gender Male (individual) [UKRAINE-E013660]. Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-E013660].
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>DOB</th>
<th>POB</th>
<th>Secondary Sanctions Risk</th>
<th>Nationality</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Secondary Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| KOZYAKOV, Serhiy      | 02 Sep 1982 (individual) | Donetsk, Ukraine  | Ukraine-/Russia-Related   | Russia      | Female | [UKRAINE-EO13660]. -to- KULINICH, Larisa Vitalievna (Cyrillic: КУЛИНИЧ, Лариса Витальевна) (a.k.a. KULINICH, Larisa (Cyrillic: КУЛИНИЧ, Лариса)), Simferopol, Crimea, Ukraine; DOB 02 Mar 1976; POB Ostapovka, Margorod District, Poltava Oblast, Ukraine; nationality Ukraine; alt. nationality Russia; Gender Female (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660]. -to-KUNCHENKO, Sergei Vitalievich (a.k.a. KUNCHENKO, Sergey Vitaliyovych); DOB 21 Sep 1985 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660]. -to-KUNCHENKO, Sergei; a.k.a. KUNCHENKO, Sergey Vitalievich; a.k.a. KUNCHENKO, Sergey Vitaliyovych); DOB 21 Sep 1985 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660]. -to-KUNCHENKO, Serhiy Vitaliyovych (a.k.a. KUNCHENKO, Sergey Vitaliyovych); DOB 21 Sep 1985 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660]. -to- LIAHIN, Roman (a.k.a. LIAGIN, Roman; a.k.a. LYAGIN, Roman); DOB 30 May 1980; POB Donetsk, Ukraine (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660]. -to- LIAHIN, Roman (a.k.a. LIAGIN, Roman); a.k.a. LYAGIN, Roman; a.k.a. LYAHIN, Roman); DOB 30 May 1980; POB Donetsk, Ukraine; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660]. -to- LLC TSMRBANK (a.k.a. BANK ‘CENTER FOR INTERNATIONAL SETTLEMENTS’ LLC; a.k.a. BANK ‘TSENTR MEZHDUNARODNYKH RASCHETOV’ OBSHCHESTVO S
LYAGIN, Roman (a.k.a. LIAGIN, Roman; a.k.a. LIAHIN, Roman; DOB 30 May 1980; POB Donetsk, Ukraine (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660]; -to- LYAGIN, Roman (a.k.a. LIAGIN, Roman; a.k.a. LIAHIN, Roman; a.k.a. LYAHIN, Roman; DOB 30 May 1980; POB Donetsk, Ukraine; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].)

MALAKHOVA, Svetlana Anatolievna (a.k.a. MALAKHOVA, Svitlana Anatoliivna), 2A Levanevsky Street, Luhansk, Luhansk Region, Ukraine; DOB 27 Aug 1964; Gender Female; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].

MALAKHOVA, Svetlana Anatoliivna)

MALAKHOVA, Svetlana Anatolievna; a.k.a. MALAKHOVA, Svetlana Anatoliivna, 2A Levanevsky Street, Luhansk, Luhansk Region, Ukraine; DOB 27 Aug 1964; Gender Female; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].

MALAKHOVA, Svetlana Anatolievna (a.k.a. MALAKHOVA, Svitlana Anatoliivna; a.k.a. MALAKHOVA, Svetlana Anatolievna), 2A Levanevsky Street, Luhansk, Luhansk Region, Ukraine; DOB 27 Aug 1964; Gender Female; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].

MALAKHOVA, Svetlana Anatoliivna; a.k.a. MALAKHOVA, Svitlana Anatoliivna, 2A Levanevsky Street, Luhansk, Luhansk Region, Ukraine; DOB 27 Aug 1964; Gender Female; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].

MALAKHOVA, Svetlana Anatolievna}

MALAKHOVA, Svetlana Anatolievna; a.k.a. MALAKHOVA, Svitlana Anatoliivna, 2A Levanevsky Street, Luhansk, Luhansk Region, Ukraine; DOB 27 Aug 1964; Gender Female; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].

MALAKHOVA, Svetlana Anatoliivna; a.k.a. MALAKHOVA, Svitlana Anatoliivna, 2A Levanevsky Street, Luhansk, Luhansk Region, Ukraine; DOB 27 Aug 1964; Gender Female; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].

MALAKHOVA, Svetlana Anatoliivna; a.k.a. MALAKHOVA, Svitlana Anatoliivna, 2A Levanevsky Street, Luhansk, Luhansk Region, Ukraine; DOB 27 Aug 1964; Gender Female; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].

MALAKHOVA, Svetlana Anatoliivna; a.k.a. MALAKHOVA, Svitlana Anatoliivna, 2A Levanevsky Street, Luhansk, Luhansk Region, Ukraine; DOB 27 Aug 1964; Gender Female; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].

MALAKHOVA, Svetlana Anatoliivna; a.k.a. MALAKHOVA, Svitlana Anatoliivna, 2A Levanevsky Street, Luhansk, Luhansk Region, Ukraine; DOB 27 Aug 1964; Gender Female; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].

MALAKHOVA, Svetlana Anatoliivna; a.k.a. MALAKHOVA, Svitlana Anatoliivna, 2A Levanevsky Street, Luhansk, Luhansk Region, Ukraine; DOB 27 Aug 1964; Gender Female; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].

MALAKHOVA, Svetlana Anatoliivna; a.k.a. MALAKHOVA, Svitlana Anatoliivna, 2A Levanevsky Street, Luhansk, Luhansk Region, Ukraine; DOB 27 Aug 1964; Gender Female; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].

MALAKHOVA, Svetlana Anatoliivna; a.k.a. MALAKHOVA, Svitlana Anatoliivna, 2A Levanevsky Street, Luhansk, Luhansk Region, Ukraine; DOB 27 Aug 1964; Gender Female; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].

MALAKHOVA, Svetlana Anatoliivna; a.k.a. MALAKHOVA, Svitlana Anatoliivna, 2A Levanevsky Street, Luhansk, Luhansk Region, Ukraine; DOB 27 Aug 1964; Gender Female; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].

MALAKHOVA, Svetlana Anatoliivna; a.k.a. MALAKHOVA, Svitlana Anatoliivna, 2A Levanevsky Street, Luhansk, Luhansk Region, Ukraine; DOB 27 Aug 1964; Gender Female; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].

MALAKHOVA, Svetlana Anatoliivna; a.k.a. MALAKHOVA, Svitlana Anatoliivna, 2A Levanevsky Street, Luhansk, Luhansk Region, Ukraine; DOB 27 Aug 1964; Gender Female; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].

MALAKHOVA, Svetlana Anatoliivna; a.k.a. MALAKHOVA, Svitlana Anatoliivna, 2A Levanevsky Street, Luhansk, Luhansk Region, Ukraine; DOB 27 Aug 1964; Gender Female; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].

MALAKHOVA, Sveti
MANUILOV, Evgeny Vladimirovich (a.k.a. MANUILOV, Evgeny Vladimirovich); DOB 05 Jan 1967 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660]. -to- MANUILOV, Evgeny (a.k.a. MANUILOV, Evgeny Vladimirovich); DOB 05 Jan 1967; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].

MATIUSHCHENKO, Ekaterina Sergeevna (a.k.a. MATIUSHCHENKO, Ekaterina Sergeevna); DOB 07 Aug 1954; POB Pochyot, Krasnoyarsk Krai, Russia (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660] (Linked To: DONETSK PEOPLE’S REPUBLIC).

MEDVEDCHUK, Viktor; DOB 07 Aug 1954; POB Pochyot, Krasnoyarsk Krai, Russia (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660] (Linked To: DONETSK PEOPLE’S REPUBLIC).

MEDVEDEV, Valery Kirillovich, 22 Ulitsa Oktyabrskoi Revolutsii, Building 9, Apt. 14, Sevastopol, Crimea, Ukraine; DOB 21 Aug 1946; POB Russia; Chair of the Sevastopol Electoral Commission (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660]. -to- MEDVEDEV, Valery Kirillovich, 22 Ulitsa Oktyabrskoi Revolutsii, Building 9, Apt. 14, Sevastopol, Crimea, Ukraine; DOB 21 Aug 1946; POB Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-
MELNIKOV, Andrey (a.k.a. MELNIKOV, Andrei; MELNIKOV, Andrei (a.k.a. MELNIKOV, Andrey; MELNICHUK, Aleksandr Aleksandrovich (a.k.a. MELNYCHUK, Oleksandr), Ukraine; DOB 17 Jan 1965; POB Rovenki, Ukraine; Gender Male (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660] (Linked To: LUHANSK PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC). -to- MELNICHUK, Aleksandr Aleksandrovich (a.k.a. MELNYCHUK, Oleksandr), Ukraine; DOB 17 Jan 1965; POB Rovenki, Ukraine; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].

MELNIKOV, Andrey Gennadevich (a.k.a. MELNIKOV, Andrei; a.k.a. MELNIKOVA, Andreya; a.k.a. MELNIKOVA, Andreya Gennadevicha), 13 pr.; Simferopol, Crimea, Ukraine; DOB 03 Sep 1969; Email Address me@rk.gov.ru; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].

MELNIKOV, Andrey Gennadevich (a.k.a. MELNIKOV, Andrei; a.k.a. MELNIKOVA, Andreya; a.k.a. MELNIKOVA, Andreya Gennadevicha), 13 pr.; Simferopol, Crimea, Ukraine; DOB 03 Sep 1969; Email Address me@rk.gov.ru; Gender Male (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660]. -to- MELNIKOVA, Andreya Gennadevicha, 13 pr.; Simferopol, Crimea, Ukraine; Email Address me@rk.gov.ru; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].

MELNIKOVA, Andreya Gennadevicha, 13 pr.; Simferopol, Crimea, Ukraine; Email Address me@rk.gov.ru; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].

MELNIKOVA, Andreya Gennadevicha (a.k.a. MELNIKOV, Andrei; a.k.a. MELNICHUK, Oleksandr Aleksandrovich; a.k.a. MELNYCHUK, Oleksandr), Ukraine; DOB 17 Jan 1965; POB Rovenki, Ukraine; Gender Male (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660] (Linked To: LUHANSK PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC). -to- MELNICHUK, Oleksandr Aleksandrovich (a.k.a. MELNYCHUK, Oleksandr), Ukraine; DOB 17 Jan 1965; POB Rovenki, Ukraine; Gender Male (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660] (Linked To: LUHANSK PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC). -to- MELNIKOV, Andrey; a.k.a. MELNIKOV, Andrey Gennadevich; a.k.a. MELNIKOVA, Andreya Gennadevicha, 13 pr.; Simferopol, Crimea, Ukraine; Email Address me@rk.gov.ru; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].

MELNIKOVA, Andreya Gennadevicha, 13 pr.; Simferopol, Crimea, Ukraine; Email Address me@rk.gov.ru; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].

MELNIKOVA, Andreya Gennadevicha, 13 pr.; Simferopol, Crimea, Ukraine; Email Address me@rk.gov.ru; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].
MIKHAILIUK, Leonid Vladimirovich (Cyrillic: МИХАЙЛЮК, Леонид Владимирович) (a.k.a. MIKHAILIUK, Leonid (Cyrillic: МИХАЙЛЮК, Леонид)), Franco Boulevard, House. 13, Simferopol, Crimea 295034, Ukraine; DOB 01 Jan 1970; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].

MOLODEZHNYA AVTONOMNAYA NOCHNYE VOLKI (a.k.a. NOCHNYE VOLKI), Nizhnie Mnevniki, 110, "Bike Center", Moscow, Russia; 110 Nizhnie Mnevniki, Moscow, Russia; 110 Nizhnie Mnevniki Ul., Moscow 123423, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Acting Governor of Sevastopol (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].

MOZOVOI, Oleksiy (a.k.a. MOZGOVOI, Alexei; a.k.a. MOZGOVO, Alexei; a.k.a. MOZGOV, Alexei; a.k.a. MOZGOVY, Oleksiy; a.k.a. MOZHOVY, Oleksiy; a.k.a. MOZGOVOY, Alexei), Luhansk, Ukraine; DOB 03 Apr 1975; POB Nyzhnya Duvanka, Ukraine (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].

MOZOVOI, Oleksiy (a.k.a. MOZGOVOI, Alexei; a.k.a. MOZGOVO, Alexei; a.k.a. MOZGOV, Alexei; a.k.a. MOZGOVY, Oleksiy; a.k.a. MOZHOVY, Oleksiy; a.k.a. MOZGOVOY, Alexei), Luhansk, Ukraine; DOB 03 Apr 1975; POB Nyzhnya Duvanka, Ukraine (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].

MOZOVOI, Oleksiy (a.k.a. MOZGOVOI, Alexei; a.k.a. MOZGOVO, Alexei; a.k.a. MOZGOV, Alexei; a.k.a. MOZGOVY, Oleksiy; a.k.a. MOZHOVY, Oleksiy; a.k.a. MOZGOVOY, Alexei), Luhansk, Ukraine; DOB 03 Apr 1975; POB Nyzhnya Duvanka, Ukraine (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].

MOZOVOI, Oleksiy (a.k.a. MOZGOVOI, Alexei; a.k.a. MOZGOVO, Alexei; a.k.a. MOZGOV, Alexei; a.k.a. MOZGOVY, Oleksiy; a.k.a. MOZHOVY, Oleksiy; a.k.a. MOZGOVOY, Alexei), Luhansk, Ukraine; DOB 03 Apr 1975; POB Nyzhnya Duvanka, Ukraine (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].

MOZOVOI, Oleksiy (a.k.a. MOZGOVOI, Alexei; a.k.a. MOZGOVO, Alexei; a.k.a. MOZGOV, Alexei; a.k.a. MOZGOVY, Oleksiy; a.k.a. MOZHOVY, Oleksiy; a.k.a. MOZGOVOY, Alexei), Luhansk, Ukraine; DOB 03 Apr 1975; POB Nyzhnya Duvanka, Ukraine (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].

MOZOVOI, Oleksiy (a.k.a. MOZGOVOI, Alexei; a.k.a. MOZGOVO, Alexei; a.k.a. MOZGOV, Alexei; a.k.a. MOZGOVY, Oleksiy; a.k.a. MOZHOVY, Oleksiy; a.k.a. MOZGOVOY, Alexei), Luhansk, Ukraine; DOB 03 Apr 1975; POB Nyzhnya Duvanka, Ukraine (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].
a.k.a. MOZGOVOI, Oleksiy; a.k.a. MOZGOVOY, Aleksei; a.k.a. MOZGOVOI, Oleksiy; a.k.a. MOZGOVOY, Alexei; a.k.a. MOZGOVOY, Oleksiy; a.k.a. MOZGOVY, Oleksiy; a.k.a. MOZHOVYY, Oleksiy; a.k.a. MOZHOVYY, Aleksei), Luhansk, Ukraine; DOB 03 Apr 1975; POB Nyzhnya Duvanka, Ukraine; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].

NAIDENKO, Oleksiy (a.k.a. NAYDENKO, Oleksiy Oleksiyovych (Cyrillic: НАЙДЕНКО, Олексій Олексійович)) (a.k.a. NAIDENKO, Oleksiy), Luhansk, Ukraine; DOB 03 Apr 1975; POB Nyzhnya Duvanka, Ukraine; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].
NAZAROV, Mikhail Anatolievich; DOB 1965 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660]. -to-
NAZAROV, Mikhail Anatolievich; DOB 1965; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-
Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-
EO13660].

NEKLYUDOV, Dmitriy Sergeyevich (a.k.a. NEKLYUDOV, Dmitry Sergeyevich); DOB 17
Feb 1969; POB Simferopol, Ukraine (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660]. -to- NEKLYUDOV,
Dmitry Sergeyevich (a.k.a. NEKLYUDOV, Dmitry Sergeyevich); DOB 17 Feb 1969; POB
Simferopol, Ukraine; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions
Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].

NIKONOROVA, Natalya Yurievna, 7 Ulitsa Dneprodzerzhinskaya, Apt. 142, Donetsk,
Donetsk Region, Ukraine; DOB 28 Sep 1984; Gender Female (individual) [UKRAINE-
EO13660] (Linked To: DONETSK PEOPLE’S REPUBLIC). -to- NIKONOROVA, Natalya
Yuriyevna, 7 Ulitsa Dneprodzerzhinskaya, Apt. 142, Donetsk, Donetsk Region, Ukraine; DOB 28

NIKITINA, Irina (a.k.a. NIKITINA, Irina Petrovna; a.k.a. NIKITINA, Irina Petrivna), Ukraine; DOB 17 May 1968; Gender Female (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660]. -to-
NIKITINA, Irina (a.k.a. NIKITINA, Irina Petrivna), Ukraine; DOB 17 May 1968; Gender Female; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].
POKLONSKAYA, Natalia Vladimirovna (a.k.a. POKLONSKAYA, Natalya Vladimirovna; a.k.a. POKLONSKAYA, Natalia); DOB 18 Mar 1980; POB Eupatoria, Ukraine; Prosecutor of Crimea (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660]. -to- POKLONSKAYA, Natalya (a.k.a. POKLONSKAYA, Natalya Vladimirovna; a.k.a. POKLONSKAYA, Natalya); DOB 18 Mar 1980; POB Eupatoria, Ukraine; Prosecutor of Crimea (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660]. -to- POKLONSKAYA, Natalya (a.k.a. POKLONSKAYA, Natalya Vladimirovna; a.k.a. POKLONSKAYA, Natalya); DOB 18 Mar 1980; POB Eupatoria, Ukraine; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].

POKLONSKAYA, Natalia (a.k.a. POKLONSKA, Natalya; a.k.a. POKLONSKAYA, Natalya Vladimirovna; a.k.a. POKLONSKAYA, Natalia); DOB 18 Mar 1980; POB Eupatoria, Ukraine; Prosecutor of Crimea (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660]. -to- POKLONSKAYA, Natalya Vladimirovna (a.k.a. POKLONSKAYA, Natalya); DOB 18 Mar 1980; POB Eupatoria, Ukraine; Prosecutor of Crimea (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660]. -to- POKLONSKAYA, Natalya (a.k.a. POKLONSKAYA, Natalya Vladimirovna; a.k.a. POKLONSKAYA, Natalya); DOB 18 Mar 1980; POB Eupatoria, Ukraine; Prosecutor of Crimea (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660]. -to- POKLONSKAYA, Natalya (a.k.a. POKLONSKAYA, Natalya Vladimirovna; a.k.a. POKLONSKAYA, Natalya); DOB 18 Mar 1980; POB Eupatoria, Ukraine; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].
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and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-

Bud, 22/28, vul. Dzerzhynskogo, Makiivka

EO13660].

86100, Ukraine; Makeevka str., Donetsk Region

PRIVATE JOINT-STOCK COMPANY MAKO

86157, Ukraine; Secondary sanctions risk:

589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINEEO13660].
PURGYN, Andriy (a.k.a. PURGIN, Andrei; a.k.a.

HOLDING (a.k.a. MAKO HOLDING), Bohdan

Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations,

PURGIN, Andrej; a.k.a. PURGIN, Andrey

Khmelnytsky Avenue, Building 102,

31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Government

Yevgenyevich; a.k.a. PURGIN, Andriy; a.k.a.

Voroshilovsky District, Donetsk, Donetsk Oblast

Gazette Number 32084605 [UKRAINE-

PURHIN, Andriy); DOB 26 Jan 1972 (individual)

83015, Ukraine; Website http://mako.ua/; Email

EO13660].

[UKRAINE-EO13660]. -to- PURGYN, Andriy

Address a.kyzura@mako-holding.com;

PURGIN, Andrei (a.k.a. PURGIN, Andrej; a.k.a.

(a.k.a. PURGIN, Andrei; a.k.a. PURGIN, Andrej;

Government Gazette Number 34436105

PURGIN, Andrey Yevgenyevich; a.k.a. PURGIN,

a.k.a. PURGIN, Andrey Yevgenyevich; a.k.a.

(Ukraine) [UKRAINE-EO13660] (Linked To:

Andriy; a.k.a. PURGYN, Andriy; a.k.a. PURHIN,

PURGIN, Andriy; a.k.a. PURHIN, Andriy); DOB

YANUKOVYCH, Oleksandr Viktorovych). -to-

Andriy); DOB 26 Jan 1972 (individual)

26 Jan 1972; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-

PRIVATE JOINT-STOCK COMPANY MAKO

[UKRAINE-EO13660]. -to- PURGIN, Andrei

/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR

HOLDING (a.k.a. MAKO HOLDING), Bohdan

(a.k.a. PURGIN, Andrej; a.k.a. PURGIN, Andrey

589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-

Khmelnytsky Avenue, Building 102,

Yevgenyevich; a.k.a. PURGIN, Andriy; a.k.a.

Voroshilovsky District, Donetsk, Donetsk Oblast

PURGYN, Andriy; a.k.a. PURHIN, Andriy); DOB

83015, Ukraine; Website http://mako.ua/; Email

26 Jan 1972; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-

PURGIN, Andrej; a.k.a. PURGIN, Andrey

Address a.kyzura@mako-holding.com;

/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR

Yevgenyevich; a.k.a. PURGIN, Andriy; a.k.a.

Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-

589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-

PURGYN, Andriy); DOB 26 Jan 1972 (individual)

Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201

EO13660].

[UKRAINE-EO13660]. -to- PURHIN, Andriy

and/or 589.209; Government Gazette Number

PURGIN, Andrej (a.k.a. PURGIN, Andrei; a.k.a.

EO13660].
PURHIN, Andriy (a.k.a. PURGIN, Andrei; a.k.a.

(a.k.a. PURGIN, Andrei; a.k.a. PURGIN, Andrej;

34436105 (Ukraine) [UKRAINE-EO13660]

PURGIN, Andrey Yevgenyevich; a.k.a. PURGIN,

a.k.a. PURGIN, Andrey Yevgenyevich; a.k.a.

(Linked To: YANUKOVYCH, Oleksandr

Andriy; a.k.a. PURGYN, Andriy; a.k.a. PURHIN,

PURGIN, Andriy; a.k.a. PURGYN, Andriy); DOB

Viktorovych).

Andriy); DOB 26 Jan 1972 (individual)

26 Jan 1972; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-

[UKRAINE-EO13660]. -to- PURGIN, Andrej

/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR

(a.k.a. CHASTNAYA VOENNAYA KOMPANIYA

(a.k.a. PURGIN, Andrei; a.k.a. PURGIN, Andrey

589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-

'VAGNER'; a.k.a. CHVK VAGNER; a.k.a. PMC

Yevgenyevich; a.k.a. PURGIN, Andriy; a.k.a.

EO13660].

WAGNER), Russia [UKRAINE-EO13660]. -to-

PURGYN, Andriy; a.k.a. PURHIN, Andriy); DOB

PRIVATE MILITARY COMPANY 'WAGNER'

26 Jan 1972; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-

PUSHYLIN, Denis Volodymyrovych; a.k.a.

(a.k.a. CHASTNAYA VOENNAYA KOMPANIYA

/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR

PUSHYLIN, Denys); DOB 09 May 1981; POB

'VAGNER'; a.k.a. CHVK VAGNER; a.k.a. PMC

589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-

Makeevka, Ukraine (individual) [UKRAINE-

WAGNER), Russia; Secondary sanctions risk:

EO13660].

EO13660]. -to- PUSHILIN, Denis (a.k.a.

PRIVATE MILITARY COMPANY 'WAGNER'

Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations,

PUSHILIN, Denis (a.k.a. PUSHYLIN, Denis; a.k.a.

PURGIN, Andrey Yevgenyevich (a.k.a. PURGIN,

PUSHYLIN, Denis; a.k.a. PUSHYLIN, Denis

31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 [UKRAINE-

Andrei; a.k.a. PURGIN, Andrej; a.k.a. PURGIN,

Volodymyrovych; a.k.a. PUSHYLIN, Denys);

EO13660].

Andriy; a.k.a. PURGYN, Andriy; a.k.a. PURHIN,

DOB 09 May 1981; POB Makeevka, Ukraine;

Andriy); DOB 26 Jan 1972 (individual)

Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-

Bud, 22/28, vul. Dzerzhynskogo, Makiivka

[UKRAINE-EO13660]. -to- PURGIN, Andrey

Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201

86100, Ukraine; Makeevka str., Donetsk Region

Yevgenyevich (a.k.a. PURGIN, Andrei; a.k.a.

and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-

86157, Ukraine; Government Gazette Number

PURGIN, Andrej; a.k.a. PURGIN, Andriy; a.k.a.

32084605 [UKRAINE-EO13660]. -to-

PURGYN, Andriy; a.k.a. PURHIN, Andriy); DOB

PROFAKTOR, LLC (a.k.a. PROFAKTOR, TOV),

26 Jan 1972; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-

PUSHYLIN, Denis Volodymyrovych; a.k.a.

Bud, 22/28, vul. Dzerzhynskogo, Makiivka

/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR

PUSHYLIN, Denys); DOB 09 May 1981; POB

86100, Ukraine; Makeevka str., Donetsk Region

589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-

Makeevka, Ukraine (individual) [UKRAINE-

86157, Ukraine; Secondary sanctions risk:

EO13660].

EO13660]. -to- PUSHYLIN, Denis (a.k.a.

PROFAKTOR, LLC (a.k.a. PROFAKTOR, TOV),

Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations,

PURGIN, Andriy (a.k.a. PURGIN, Andrei; a.k.a.

EO13660].
PUSHYLIN, Denis (a.k.a. PUSHILIN, Denis; a.k.a.

PUSHILIN, Denis; a.k.a. PUSHYLIN, Denis

31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Government

PURGIN, Andrej; a.k.a. PURGIN, Andrey

Volodymyrovych; a.k.a. PUSHYLIN, Denys);

Gazette Number 32084605 [UKRAINE-

Yevgenyevich; a.k.a. PURGYN, Andriy; a.k.a.

DOB 09 May 1981; POB Makeevka, Ukraine;

EO13660].

PURHIN, Andriy); DOB 26 Jan 1972 (individual)

Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-

[UKRAINE-EO13660]. -to- PURGIN, Andriy

Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201

Bud, 22/28, vul. Dzerzhynskogo, Makiivka

(a.k.a. PURGIN, Andrei; a.k.a. PURGIN, Andrej;

and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-

86100, Ukraine; Makeevka str., Donetsk Region

a.k.a. PURGIN, Andrey Yevgenyevich; a.k.a.

86157, Ukraine; Government Gazette Number

PURGYN, Andriy; a.k.a. PURHIN, Andriy); DOB

32084605 [UKRAINE-EO13660]. -to-

26 Jan 1972; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-

PUSHILIN, Denis; a.k.a. PUSHYLIN, Denis;

PROFAKTOR, TOV (a.k.a. PROFAKTOR, LLC),

/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR

a.k.a. PUSHYLIN, Denys); DOB 09 May 1981;

PROFAKTOR, TOV (a.k.a. PROFAKTOR, LLC),

EO13660].
PUSHYLIN, Denis Volodymyrovych (a.k.a.
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POB Makeevka, Ukraine (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660]. -to- PUSHYLIN, Denis Volodymyrovych (a.k.a. PUSHYLIN, Denis; a.k.a. PUSHYLIN, Denys); DOB 09 May 1981; POB Makeevka, Ukraine; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].

RAZVOZHAEV, Mykhailo Volodymyrovych (Cyrillic: РАЗВОЗХАЕВ, Михаил Владимирович); Sevastopol, Ukraine; DOB 30 Dec 1980; POB Krasnoyarsk, Russia; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].
(Cyrillic: РОДКИН, Андрей; a.k.a. RODKIN, Andrey); DOB 23 Sep 1976; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].

RYAUZOV, Denis (a.k.a. JURJEVICH, Ryauzov Denis; a.k.a. RJAUZOW, Denis; a.k.a. RYAOUZOV, Denis Yuryevich; a.k.a. RYAOUZOW, Denis), Russia; DOB 23 May 1974; POB Omsk, Siberia, Russia; nationality Russia (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660]. -to- RYAUZOV, Denis Yuryevich; a.k.a. RYAOUZOW, Denis; a.k.a. RYAOUZOV, Denis, Russia; DOB 23 May 1974; POB Omsk, Siberia, Russia; nationality Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].

SAVCHENKO, Petr (a.k.a. SAVCHENKO, Peter; a.k.a. SAVCHENKO, Peter A.; a.k.a. SAVCHENKO, Petro Oleksiiovych), Makeyevka, Ukraine; DOB 23 Feb 1968; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660] (Linked To: PROFAKTOR, TOV).

SAVCHENKO, Peter A. (a.k.a. SAVCHENKO, Peter; a.k.a. SAVCHENKO, Petro Oleksiiovych), Makeyevka, Ukraine; DOB 23 Feb 1968; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660] (Linked To: PROFAKTOR, TOV).

SAVCHENKO, Petro Oleksiiovych), Makeyevka, Ukraine; DOB 23 Feb 1968; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660] (Linked To: PROFAKTOR, TOV).
SAVCHENKO, Petro Oleksiyovych (a.k.a. SAVCHENKO, Peter; a.k.a. SAVCHENKO, Peter A.; a.k.a. SAVCHENKO, Petro); Makayevka, Ukraine; DOB 23 Feb 1968 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660] (Linked To: PROFAKTOR, TOV). -to- SAVCHENKO, Petro Oleksiyovych (a.k.a. SAVCHENKO, Peter; a.k.a. SAVCHENKO, Peter A.; a.k.a. SAVCHENKO, Petro); Makayevka, Ukraine; DOB 23 Feb 1968; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].

SHEREMET, Mikhail Sergeyevich; DOB 23 May 1971; POB Dzhankoy, Ukraine; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660]. -to- SHEREMET, Mikhail Sergeyevich; DOB 23 May 1971; POB Dzhankoy, Ukraine; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].

SHAPIPOVAROV, Oleg Georgievich; DOB 17 Jul 1959; POB Nikopol, Dnepropetrovsk Oblast, Ukraine (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660]. -to- SHAPIPOVAROV, Oleg Georgievich; DOB 17 Jul 1959; POB Nikopol, Dnepropetrovsk Oblast, Ukraine; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].

SHAPIPOVAROV, Oleg Georgievich; DOB 17 Jul 1959; POB Nikopol, Dnepropetrovsk Oblast, Ukraine; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660]. -to- SHAPIPOVAROV, Oleg Georgievich; DOB 17 Jul 1959; POB Nikopol, Dnepropetrovsk Oblast, Ukraine; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].

SHAPIPOVAROV, Oleg Georgievich; DOB 17 Jul 1959; POB Nikopol, Dnepropetrovsk Oblast, Ukraine; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660]. -to- SHAPIPOVAROV, Oleg Georgievich; DOB 17 Jul 1959; POB Nikopol, Dnepropetrovsk Oblast, Ukraine; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].

SHEVTSOV, Vadim (a.k.a. ALEXANDROV, Vladimir Gheorghievici; a.k.a. ANTIUFEEV, Vladimir Iurievici; a.k.a. ANTUIFYEVER, Vladimir; a.k.a. ANTIUFEEV, Vladimir Iurievici; a.k.a. ANTIUFEEV, Vladimir Yuryevich; a.k.a. SHEVTSOV, Vadim Gheorghievici; a.k.a. SHEVTSOV, Vadim); DOB 19 Feb 1951; POB Novosibirsk, Russia (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660]. -to- SHEVTSOV, Vadim (a.k.a. ALEXANDROV, Vladimir Gheorghievici; a.k.a. ANTIUFEEV, Vladimir Iurievici; a.k.a. ANTUIFYEVER, Vladimir; a.k.a. ANTIUFEEV, Vladimir Yuryevich; a.k.a. SHEVTSOV, Vadim Gheorghievici; a.k.a. SHEVTSOV, Vadim); DOB 19 Feb 1951; POB Novosibirsk, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].

SHUBIN, Alexandr (a.k.a. SHUBIN, Alexander; a.k.a. SHUBIN, Aleksandr Vasilievich); DOB 20 May 1972; POB Luhan, Ukraine (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660]. -to- SHUBIN, Alexandr (a.k.a. SHUBIN, Alexander; a.k.a. SHUBIN, Aleksandr Vasilievich); DOB 20 May 1972; POB Luhan, Ukraine; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].

SHUBIN, Aleksandr (a.k.a. SHUBIN, Alexander; a.k.a. SHUBIN, Aleksandr Vasilievich); DOB 20 May 1972; POB Luhan, Ukraine (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660]. -to- SHUBIN, Alexandr (a.k.a. SHUBIN, Alexander; a.k.a. SHUBIN, Aleksandr Vasilievich); DOB 20 May 1972; POB Luhan, Ukraine; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].

SHUBIN, Aleksandr (a.k.a. SHUBIN, Alexander; a.k.a. SHUBIN, Aleksandr Vasilievich); DOB 20 May 1972; POB Luhan, Ukraine (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660]. -to- SHUBIN, Alexandr (a.k.a. SHUBIN, Alexander; a.k.a. SHUBIN, Aleksandr Vasilievich); DOB 20 May 1972; POB Luhan, Ukraine; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].

SOUTHEAST MOVEMENT (a.k.a. SOUTH-EAST MOVEMENT; a.k.a. YUGO-VOSTOK MOVEMENT); Ukraine [UKRAINE-EO13660]. -to- SOUTHEAST MOVEMENT (a.k.a. SOUTH-
STAVYTSKY, Eduard Anatoliyovych; a.k.a. STAVYTSKYI, Eduard; a.k.a. STAVYTSKYY, Eduard, Ukraine; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 [UKRAINE-EO13660].

STATE BANK LUHANSK PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC, Str. T. G. Shevchenko, d. 1, Luhansk 91000, Ukraine; Website www.gosbank.su; Email Address bank@gosbank.su; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 [UKRAINE-EO13660].

STATE BANK LUHANSK PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC, Str. T. G. Shevchenko, d. 1, Luhansk 91000, Ukraine; Website www.gosbank.su; Email Address bank@gosbank.su; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 [UKRAINE-EO13660].

STAVYTSKY, Eduard Anatoliyovych; a.k.a. STAVYTSKYI, Eduard; a.k.a. STAVYTSKYY, Eduard, Ukraine; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 [UKRAINE-EO13660].

STRELKOV, Igor Ivanovich (a.k.a. GIRKIN, Igor Vsevolodovich; a.k.a. STRELOK, Ihor; a.k.a. STRELOK, Igor), Shenkurskyi Passage (Proyezd), House 8-6, Apartment 136, Moscow, Russia; DOB 17 Dec 1970; citizen Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Passport 4506460961 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].
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EAST MOVEMENT; a.k.a. YUGO-VOSTOK MOVEMENT), Ukraine; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 [UKRAINE-EO13660].

SOUTH-EAST MOVEMENT (a.k.a. SOUTHEAST MOVEMENT; a.k.a. YUGO-VOSTOK MOVEMENT), Ukraine [UKRAINE-EO13660]. - to- SOUTH-EAST MOVEMENT (a.k.a. SOUTHEAST MOVEMENT; a.k.a. YUGO-VOSTOK MOVEMENT), Ukraine; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 [UKRAINE-EO13660].

STATE BANK LUHANSK PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC, Str. T. G. Shevchenko, d. 1, Luhansk 91000, Ukraine; Website www.gosbank.su; Email Address bank@gosbank.su; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 [UKRAINE-EO13660].

TEMPERIEV, Vladimir (Cyrillic: ТЕРЕНТЬЕВ, Владимир), Russia; DOB 11 Nov 1977; POB Voronezh, Russian Federation; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual)
[UKRAINE-EO13660], -to- TERENTIEV, Vladimir (Cyrillic: ТЕРЕНТЬЕВ, Владимир) (a.k.a. TERENTIEV, Vladimir Nikolayevich (Cyrillic: ТЕРЕНТЬЕВ, Владимир Николаевич)), Crimea, Ukraine; DOB 11 Nov 1977; POB Voronezh, Russian Federation; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].

TERENTIEV, Vladimir Nikolayevich (Cyrillic: ТЕРЕНТЬЕВ, Владимир Николаевич) (a.k.a. TERENTIEV, Vladimir (Cyrillic: ТЕРЕНТЬЕВ, Владимир)), Crimea, Ukraine; DOB 11 Nov 1977; POB Voronezh, Russian Federation; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660]. -to- TERENTIEV, Vladimir (Cyrillic: ТЕРЕНТЬЕВ, Владимир) (a.k.a. TERENTIEV, Vladimir Nikolayevich (Cyrillic: ТЕРЕНТЬЕВ, Владимир Николаевич)), Crimea, Ukraine; DOB 11 Nov 1977; POB Voronezh, Russian Federation; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].

TIMOFEEV, Aleksandr Yuryevich (a.k.a. TIMOFEEV, Aleksandr Yuryevich; a.k.a. TIMOFEEV, Oleksandr Yuryovych), 134 Ulitsa Petrovsksogo, Apt. 98, Donetsk, Ukraine; DOB 15 May 1971; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].

TIMOFEEV, Aleksandr Yuryevich; a.k.a. TIMOFEEV, Aleksandr Yuryevich; a.k.a. TIMOFEEV, Oleksandr Yuryovych), 134 Ulitsa Petrovsksogo, Apt. 98, Donetsk, Ukraine; DOB 15 May 1971; Gender Male (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660]. (Linked To: DONETSK PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC). -to- TIMOFEEV, Aleksandr Yuryevich; a.k.a. TIMOFEEV, Aleksandr Yuryevich; a.k.a. TIMOFEEV, Oleksandr Yuryovych), 134 Ulitsa Petrovsksogo, Apt. 98, Donetsk, Ukraine; DOB 15 May 1971; Gender Male (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660]. (Linked To: DONETSK PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC).

TIMOFEEV, Aleksandr Yuryevich (a.k.a. TIMOFEEV, Aleksandr Yuryevich; a.k.a. TIMOFEEV, Oleksandr Yuryovych), 134 Ulitsa Petrovsksogo, Apt. 98, Donetsk, Ukraine; DOB 15 May 1971; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].

TSMRBANK, OOO (a.k.a. BANK 'CENTER FOR INTERNATIONAL SETTLEMENTS' LLC; a.k.a. BANK 'TSENTR MEZHDUNARODNYKH
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UGOLNYE TEHNOLOGII, OOO (a.k.a. COAL TECHNOLOGIES; a.k.a. OBSCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTYU "UGOLNYE TEHNOLOGII"), d. 25 ofis 13, 14, per. Avtomobilny, Rostov-on-Don, Rostovskaya Oblast 344038, Russia; Registration ID 1146164002621 [UKRAINE-EO13660] (Linked To: DONETSK PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC). -to- UGOLNYE TEHNOLOGII, OOO (a.k.a. COAL TECHNOLOGIES; a.k.a. OBSCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTYU "UGOLNYE TEHNOLOGII"), d. 25 ofis 13, 14, per. Avtomobilny, Rostov-on-Don, Rostovskaya Oblast 344038, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].

UKRAINE SALVATION COMMITTEE (a.k.a. COMMITTEE FOR THE RESCUE OF UKRAINE; a.k.a. SALVATION COMMITTEE OF UKRAINE; a.k.a. SAVIOR OF UKRAINE COMMITTEE), Russia; Website http://comitet.su/about/; Email Address comitet@comitet.su; alt. Email Address komitet_2015@yahoo.com [UKRAINE-EO13660] (Linked To: AZAROV, Mykola Yanovych). -to- UKRAINE SALVATION COMMITTEE (a.k.a. COMMITTEE FOR THE RESCUE OF UKRAINE; a.k.a. SALVATION COMMITTEE OF UKRAINE; a.k.a. SAVIOR OF UKRAINE COMMITTEE), Russia; Website http://comitet.su/about/; Email Address comitet@comitet.su; alt. Email Address komitet_2015@yahoo.com [UKRAINE-EO13660] (Linked To: AZAROV, Mykola Yanovych).

UTKIN, Dmitry Valeryevich, Russia; DOB 1970; POB Ukraine; Gender Male (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660] (Linked To: PRIVATE MILITARY COMPANY WAGNER). -to- UTKIN, Dmitry Valeryevich, Russia; DOB 1970; POB Ukraine; Gender Male (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660] (Linked To: PRIVATE MILITARY COMPANY WAGNER).
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ZIMAS, Petr Anatolyevich (a.k.a. ZIMA, Pyotr; a.k.a. ZYMA, Petro), 18 Ulyanova, Apartment 110, Simferopol, Crimea, Ukraine; DOB 29 Mar 1965; POB Russia; Head of the Crimean SBU (Security Service of Ukraine) (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660]. -to- ZYMA, Petro (a.k.a. ZIMA, Petr Anatolyevich; a.k.a. ZYMA, Petro), 18 Ulyanova, Apartment 110, Simferopol, Crimea, Ukraine; DOB 29 Mar 1965; POB Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Speaker of the Crimean Rada (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660]. -to- ZHEREBTSOV, Yuriy Gennadyevich (a.k.a. ZHEREBTSOV, Yury), 23 Ulitsa Koltsevaya, Yevpatoria, Crimea, Ukraine; DOB 19 Nov 1969; POB Odessa, Ukraine; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Counselor to the Speaker of the Crimean Rada (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660]. -to- ZHEREBTSOV, Yury Gennadyevich (a.k.a. ZHEREBTSOV, Yury), 23 Ulitsa Koltsevaya, Yevpatoria, Crimea, Ukraine; DOB 19 Nov 1969; POB Odessa, Ukraine; Counselor to the Speaker of the Crimean Rada (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660]. -to- ZHEREBTSOV, Yury Gennadyevich (a.k.a. ZHEREBTSOV, Yury), 23 Ulitsa Koltsevaya, Yevpatoria, Crimea, Ukraine; DOB 19 Nov 1969; POB Odessa, Ukraine; Counselor to the Speaker of the Crimean Rada (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660]. -to- ZHEREBTSOV, Yury Gennadyevich (a.k.a. ZHEREBTSOV, Yury), 23 Ulitsa Koltsevaya, Yevpatoria, Crimea, Ukraine; DOB 19 Nov 1969; POB Odessa, Ukraine; Counselor to the Speaker of the Crimean Rada (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660]. -to- ZHEREBTSOV, Yury Gennadyevich (a.k.a. ZHEREBTSOV, Yury), 23 Ulitsa Koltsevaya, Yevpatoria, Crimea, Ukraine; DOB 19 Nov 1969; POB Odessa, Ukraine; Counselor to the Speaker of the Crimean Rada (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660]. -to- ZHEREBTSOV, Yury Gennadyevich (a.k.a. ZHEREBTSOV, Yury), 23 Ulitsa Koltsevaya, Yevpatoria, Crimea, Ukraine; DOB 19 Nov 1969; POB Odessa, Ukraine; Counselor to the Speaker of the Crimean Rada (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660]. -to- ZHEREBTSOV, Yury Gennadyevich (a.k.a. ZHEREBTSOV, Yury), 23 Ulitsa Koltsevaya, Yevpatoria, Crimea, Ukraine; DOB 19 Nov 1969; POB Odessa, Ukraine; Counselor to the Speaker of the Crimean Rada (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660]. -to-
ALMAZ-ANTEY MSDB (a.k.a. A.A. RASPLETIN)
ACADEMICIAN A.A. RASPLETIN (a.k.a. A.A. RASPLETIN)
RASPLETIN MAIN SYSTEM DESIGN BUREAU;
a.k.a. ALMAZ-ANTEY GSKB; a.k.a. ALMAZ-
ANTEY MSDB; a.k.a. ALMAZ-ANTEY PVO 'AIR
DEFENSE' CONCERN LEAD SYSTEMS
DESIGN BUREAU OAO 'OPEN JOINT-STOCK
COMPANY' IMENI ACADEMICIAN A.A.
RASPLETIN; a.k.a. GOLOVNOYE SISTEMNOYE
KONSTRUKTORSKOE BYURO OPEN JOINT-
STOCK COMPANY OF ALMAZ-ANTEY PVO
CONCERN IMENI ACADEMICIAN A.A.
RASPLETIN; a.k.a. JOIN STOCK COMPANY
ALMAZ-ANTEY AIR DEFENSE CONCERN
MAIN SYSTEM DESIGN BUREAU NAMED BY
ACADEMICIAN A.A. RASPLETIN; a.k.a. JSC
'ALMAZ-ANTEY' GSKB; f.k.a. OTKRTOE
AKTSIONERNOE OBSCHESTVO NAUCHNO
PROIZVODSTVENNOE OBEDINENIE ALMAZ
IMENI AKADEMIKI A.A. RASPLETINA; a.k.a.
"GSKB"); 16-80, Leningradsky Prospect,
Moscow 125190, Russia; Website
http://www.raspletin.ru/; Email Address
info@raspletin.ru; alt. Email Address
almaz_zakupki@mail.ru; Secondary sanctions
risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions
Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209
[UKRAINE-E013661].

ALMAZ-ANTEY JSC (a.k.a. ALMAZ-ANTEY
CORP; a.k.a. ALMAZ-ANTEY DEFENSE
CORPORATION; a.k.a. JOINT-STOCK
COMPANY CONCERN ALMAZ-ANTEY;
f.k.a. OTKRTOE AKTSIONERNOE
OBSCHESTVO NOME BYURO OPEN
PROIZVODSTVENNOE OBEDINENIE ALMAZ
IMENI AKADEMIKI A.A. RASPLETINA; a.k.a.
"GSKB"); 16-80, Leningradsky Prospect,
Moscow 125190, Russia; Website
http://www.raspletin.ru/; Email Address
info@raspletin.ru; alt. Email Address
almaz_zakupki@mail.ru; Secondary sanctions
risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions
Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209
[UKRAINE-E013661].

ALMAZ-ANTEY MSDB (a.k.a. A.A. RASPLETIN)
MAIN SYSTEM DESIGN BUREAU; a.k.a.
ALMAZ-ANTEY GSKB; a.k.a. ALMAZ-ANTEY
GSKB IMENI ACADEMICIAN A.A. RASPLETIN;
BELAVENTSEV, Oleg (a.k.a. BELAVENTSEV, Oleg Evgenyevich); DOB 15 Sep 1949; Russian Presidential Envoy to the Crimean District; Member of the Russian Security Council (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661].

BELAVENTSEV, Oleg (a.k.a. BELAVENTSEV, Oleg Evgenyevich); DOB 15 Sep 1949; Russian Presidential Envoy to the Crimean District; Member of the Russian Security Council (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661]. -to- BELAVENTSEV, Oleg (a.k.a. BELAVENTSEV, Oleg Evgenyevich); DOB 15 Sep 1949; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Russian Presidential Envoy to the Crimean District; Member of the Russian Security Council (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661].

BESEDA, Sergey (a.k.a. BESEDA, Sergei Orestovoch); DOB 1954; Commander of the Fifth Service of the FSB; Commander of the Service for Operational Information and International Communications of the FSB; FSB Colonel General; Colonel-General (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661]. -to- BUSHMIN, Evgeni Viktorovich (a.k.a. BUSHMIN, Evgeni Viktorovich; a.k.a. BUSHMIN, Evgeny); DOB 10 Oct 1958; Passport 515356705 (Russia); Business Development Manager at Kalashnikov Concern (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661]. -to- BUSHMIN, Evgeny (a.k.a. BUSHMIN, Evgeni Viktorovich; a.k.a. BUSHMIN, Evgeny); DOB 10 Oct 1958; Passport 515356705 (Russia); Business Development Manager at Kalashnikov Concern (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661].

BULYUTIN, Andrey, London, United Kingdom; DOB 19 Oct 1979; POB Izhevsk, Russia; citizen Russia; Passport 515356705 (Russia); Business Development Manager at Kalashnikov Concern (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661]. -to- BULYUTIN, Andrey, London, United Kingdom; DOB 19 Oct 1979; POB Izhevsk, Russia; citizen Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Passport 515356705 (Russia); Business Development Manager at Kalashnikov Concern (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661].

- 276 -
Fedйration Council of the Russian Federation; Chairman of the Council of the Federation Budget and Financial Markets Committee (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661].

BUSHMIN, Yevgeny (a.k.a. BUSHMIN, Evgeni Viktorovich; a.k.a. BUSHMIN, Evgeny); DOB 10 Oct 1958; POB Lopatino, Sergachiisky Region, Russia; Deputy Speaker of the Federation Council of the Russian Federation; Chairman of the Council of the Federation Budget and Financial Markets Committee (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661]. -to- BUSHMIN, Yevgeny (a.k.a. BUSHMIN, Evgeni Viktorovich; a.k.a. BUSHMIN, Evgeny); DOB 10 Oct 1958; POB Lopatino, Sergachiisky Region, Russia; Deputy Speaker of the Federation Council of the Russian Federation; Chairman of the Council of the Federation Budget and Financial Markets Committee (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661].

CHEREZOV, Andrey (a.k.a. CHEREZOV, Andrei; a.k.a. CHEREZOV, Andrei Vladimirovich), Russia; DOB 12 Oct 1967; POB Salair, Kemerovsakya Oblast, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Deputy Minister of Energy in the Department of Operational Control and Management in the Electric Power Industry (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661].

CHEREZOV, Andrey Vladimirovich (a.k.a. CHEREZOV, Andrei; a.k.a. CHEREZOV, Andrei; a.k.a. CHEREZOV, Andrei Vladimirovich), Russia; DOB 12 Oct 1967; POB Salair, Kemerovsakya Oblast, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Deputy Minister of Energy in the Department of Operational Control and Management in the Electric Power Industry (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661].

CJSC ZEST (a.k.a. ZEST LEASING), pr. Medikov 5, of. 301, St. Petersburg, Russia; 2 Liter a Pl. Rastrelli, St. Petersburg 191124, Russia; Website http://www.zest-leasing.ru; Registration ID 1027809190507; Government Gazette Number 44323193 [UKRAINE-EO13661]. -to- CJSC ZEST (a.k.a. ZEST LEASING), pr. Medikov 5, of. 301, St. Petersburg, Russia; 2 Liter a Pl. Rastrelli, St. Petersburg 191124, Russia; Website http://www.zest-leasing.ru; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 1027809190507; Government Gazette Number 44323193 [UKRAINE-EO13661].

CHERNYKH, Tatiana (a.k.a. CHERNYKH, Tatiana V); DOB 25 Sep 1972; nationality Russia; Passport 712491743 (Russia) expires 17 Nov 2020; Foreign Relations Manager at Izhevsky Mekhanichesky Zavod JSC (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661] (Linked To: IZHEVSKY MEKHANICHESKY ZAVOD JSC).
TECHNOLOGIES (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY CONCERN RADIO-ELECTRONIC TECHNOLOGIES; a.k.a. "KRET"), 201 Korpus 1 ul. Goncharnaya, Moscow 109240, Russia; Website http://www.kret.com; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 1097746084686 [UKRAINE-EO13661].

DEDOV, Mikhail Aleksandrovich, Russia; DOB 04 Sep 1952; Gender Male (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661]. -to- DEDOV, Mikhail Aleksandrovich, Russia; DOB 04 Sep 1952; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661].

DOCHERNEE AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO OTKRYOTOGO TIPA VOLGOGRADNEFTEMASH ROSSIISKOGO AKTSIONERNOGO OBSHCHESTVA GAZPROM (a.k.a. JSC VOLGOGRADNEFTEMASH) [UKRAINE-EO13661]. -to- DOCHERNEE AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO OTKRYOTOGO TIPA VOLGOGRADNEFTEMASH ROSSIISKOGO AKTSIONERNOGO OBSHCHESTVA GAZPROM (a.k.a. JSC VOLGOGRADNEFTEMASH) (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661].

DYUMIN, Alexei Gennadyevich (a.k.a. DYUMIN, Alexei), Russia; DOB 28 Aug 1972; POB Kursk, Russian Federation; Gender Male (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661]. -to- DYUMIN, Alexei Gennadyevich, Russia; DOB 28 Aug 1972; POB Kursk, Russian Federation; Gender Male (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661].
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Russian Federation (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661].
FURSENKO, Andrei Alexanderovich (a.k.a. FURSENKO, Andrei; a.k.a. FURSENKO, Andrei); DOB 17 Jul 1949; POB St. Petersburg, Russia; Aide to the President of the Russian Federation (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661]. -to-FURSENKO, Andrei Alexanderovich (a.k.a. FURSENKO, Andrei); DOB 17 Jul 1949; POB St. Petersburg, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Aide to the President of the Russian Federation (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661].
FURSENKO, Andrey (a.k.a. FURSENKO, Andrei; a.k.a. FURSENKO, Andrei Alexanderovich); DOB 17 Jul 1949; POB St. Petersburg, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Aide to the President of the Russian Federation (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661].
FURSENKO, Sergei (a.k.a. FURSENKO, Sergey; a.k.a. FURSENKO, Sergei Aleksandrovich); DOB 11 Mar 1954; POB Saint-Petersburg (F.K.A. Leningrad), Russian Federation; citizen Russia; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661].
FURSENKO, Sergey Aleksandrovich (a.k.a. FURSENKO, Sergei; a.k.a. FURSENKO, Sergey); DOB 11 Mar 1954; POB Saint-Petersburg (F.K.A. Leningrad), Russian Federation; citizen Russia; Gender Male (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661]. -to-FURSENKO, Sergei; a.k.a. FURSENKO, Sergey Aleksandrovich; DOB 11 Mar 1954; POB Saint-Petersburg (F.K.A. Leningrad), Russian Federation; citizen Russia; Gender Male (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661]. -to-FURSENKO, Sergei; a.k.a. FURSENKO, Sergey Aleksandrovich; DOB 11 Mar 1954; POB Saint-Petersburg (F.K.A. Leningrad), Russian Federation; citizen Russia; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661].
FURSENKO, Andrey (a.k.a. FURSENKO, Andrei; a.k.a. FURSENKO, Andrei Alexanderovich); DOB 17 Jul 1949; POB St. Petersburg, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Aide to the President of the Russian Federation (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661].

GLAZYEV, Sergei (a.k.a. GLAZYEV, Sergey); DOB 01 Jan 1961; POB Zaporozhye, Ukraine; Presidential Advisor (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661]. -to-GLAZYEV, Sergey (a.k.a. GLAZYEV, Sergey); DOB 01 Jan 1961; POB Zaporozhye, Ukraine; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Presidential Advisor (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661].
GLAZYEV, Sergey (a.k.a. GLAZYEV, Sergey); DOB 01 Jan 1961; POB Zaporozhye, Ukraine; Presidential Advisor (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661]. -to-GLAZYEV, Sergey (a.k.a. GLAZYEV, Sergey); DOB 01 Jan 1961; POB Zaporozhye, Ukraine; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Presidential Advisor (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661].

GOVORUN, Oleg, Russia; DOB 15 Jan 1969; POB Bratsk, Irkutsk Region, Russia; Gender Male; Head of the Presidential Directorate for Social and Economic Cooperation with the Commonwealth of Independent States Member Countries, the Republic of Abkhazia, and the Republic of South Ossetia (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661]. -to- GOLOVNOYE SISTEMNOYE KONSTRUKTORSKOYE BYURO OPEN JOINT-STOCK COMPANY OF ALMAZ-ANTEY PVO CONCERN IMENI ACADEMICIAN A.A. RASPLETIN (a.k.a. ALMAZ-ANTEY GSKB); f.k.a. OTKRYTOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO NAUCHNO PROIZVODSTVENNOE OBEDINENIE ALMAZ IMENI AKADEMIKA A.A. RASPLETINA; a.k.a. “GSKB”), 16-80, Leningradsky Prospect, Moscow 125190, Russia; Website http://www.raspletin.ru/; Email Address info@raspletin.ru; alt. Email Address almaz_zakupki@mail.ru [UKRAINE-EO13661]. -to- GOLOVNOYE SISTEMNOYE KONSTRUKTORSKOYE BYURO OPEN JOINT-STOCK COMPANY OF ALMAZ-ANTEY PVO CONCERN IMENI ACADEMICIAN A.A. RASPLETIN (a.k.a. ALMAZ-ANTEY GSKB); f.k.a. OTKRYTOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO NAUCHNO PROIZVODSTVENNOE OBEDINENIE ALMAZ IMENI AKADEMIKA A.A. RASPLETINA; a.k.a. “GSKB”), 16-80, Leningradsky Prospect, Moscow 125190, Russia; Website http://www.raspletin.ru/; Email Address info@raspletin.ru; alt. Email Address almaz_zakupki@mail.ru; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 [UKRAINE-EO13661].

RASPLETIN, a.k.a. A.A. RASPLETIN MAIN SYSTEM DESIGN BUREAU; a.k.a. ALMAZ-ANTEY GSKB; a.k.a. ALMAZ-ANTEY GSKB IMENI ACADEMICIAN A.A. RASPLETIN; a.k.a. ALMAZ-ANTEY MBDB; f.k.a. OTKRYTOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO NAUCHNO PROIZVODSTVENNOE OBEDINENIE ALMAZ IMENI AKADEMIKA A.A. RASPLETINA; a.k.a. “GSKB”), 16-80, Leningradsky Prospect, Moscow 125190, Russia; Website http://www.raspletin.ru/; Email Address info@raspletin.ru; alt. Email Address almaz_zakupki@mail.ru; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 [UKRAINE-EO13661].

GOVORUN, Oleg, Russia; DOB 15 Jan 1969; POB Bratsk, Irkutsk Region, Russia; Gender Male; Head of the Presidential Directorate for Social and Economic Cooperation with the Commonwealth of Independent States Member Countries, the Republic of Abkhazia, and the Republic of South Ossetia (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661]. -to- GOVORUN, Oleg, Russia; DOB 15 Jan 1969; POB Bratsk, Irkutsk Region, Russia; Gender Male; Head of the Presidential Directorate for Social and Economic Cooperation with the Commonwealth of Independent States Member Countries, the Republic of Abkhazia, and the Republic of South Ossetia (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661]. -to- GOVORUN, Oleg, Russia; DOB 15 Jan 1969; POB Bratsk, Irkutsk Region, Russia; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Head of the Presidential Directorate for Social and Economic Cooperation with the Commonwealth of Independent States Member Countries, the Republic of Abkhazia, and the Republic of South Ossetia (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661]. -to- GOVORUN, Oleg, Russia; DOB 15 Jan 1969; POB Bratsk, Irkutsk Region, Russia; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Head of the Presidential Directorate for Social and Economic Cooperation with the Commonwealth of Independent States Member Countries, the Republic of Abkhazia, and the Republic of South Ossetia (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661]. -to- GOVORUN, Oleg, Russia; DOB 15 Jan 1969; POB Bratsk, Irkutsk Region, Russia; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Head of the Presidential Directorate for Social and Economic Cooperation with the Commonwealth of Independent States Member Countries, the Republic of Abkhazia, and the Republic of South Ossetia (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661]. -to-
Countries, the Republic of Abkhazia, and the Republic of South Ossetia (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661].

GRABCHAK, Evgeny (a.k.a. GRABCHAK, Evgeniy Petrovich; a.k.a. GRABCHAK, Evgeniy), Russia; DOB 18 Jul 1981; POB Ust-Labinsk, Krasnodar Region, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Head of the Department of Operational Control and Management in the Electric Power Industry in the Energy Ministry of the Russian Federation (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661]. -to- INSTAR LODZHISTIKS, OOO (a.k.a. INSTAR LOGISTICS), d. 20 str., 7 ofis 102V, ul. Elektrozavodskaya, Moscow 1072023, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 1027739429981 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7714136948 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 18631592 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13661].

GRABCHAK, Evgeny Petrovich (a.k.a. GRABCHAK, Evgeniy; a.k.a. GRABCHAK, Evgeny), Russia; DOB 18 Jul 1981; POB Ust-Labinsk, Krasnodar Region, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Head of the Department of Operational Control and Management in the Electric Power Industry in the Energy Ministry of the Russian Federation (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661].

INRESBANK LTD (a.k.a. INRESBANK OOO; a.k.a. INVESTITIONNYמשלון רוסי

Moscow 107023, Russia; SWIFT/BIC INKRUM1; alt. SWIFT/BIC IREPRUMM [UKRAINE-EO13661] (Linked To: SMP BANK). -to- INSTAR LODZHISTIKS, OOO, d. 20 str., 7 ofis 102V, ul. Elektrozavodskaya, Moscow 1072023, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 1027739429981 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7714136948 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 18631592 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13661].

INSTAR LOGISTICS (a.k.a. INSTAR LODZHISTIKS, OOO), d. 20 str., 7 ofis 102V, ul. Elektrozavodskaya, Moscow 1072023, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 1027739429981 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7714136948 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 18631592 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13661].

INSTRUMENT DESIGN BUREAU (a.k.a. JSC KBP INSTRUMENT DESIGN BUREAU; a.k.a. KBP INSTRUMENT DESIGN BUREAU JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. KONSTRUKTORSKOE BYURO PIBROSTROENIYA OTKRYTOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO; a.k.a. "KBP OAO"), 59 Shcheglovskaya Zaseka ul., Tula 300001, Russia; Website www.kbptula.ru; Email Address kkp@kbptula.ru; Registration ID 1027739429981 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7714136948 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 18631592 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13661].

PRIBOROSTROENIYA OTKRYTOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO; a.k.a. "KBP OAO")

INVESTKAPITALBANK (a.k.a. INVESTITSIONNY RESPUBLIKANSKI BANK)

INVESTKAPITALBANK; a.k.a. OJSC INVESTKAPITALBANK; a.k.a. OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY INVESTKAPITALBANK), 100/1, Dostoevskogo Street, Ufa, Bashkortostan Republic 450077, Russia; SWIFT/BIC INAKRU41; Website http://www.investcapitalbank.ru; License 2377 [UKRAINE-EO13661] (Linked To: SMP BANK).

INVESTCAPITALBANK (a.k.a. INVESTKAPITALBANK; a.k.a. OJSC INVESTKAPITALBANK; a.k.a. OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY INVESTKAPITALBANK), 100/1, Dostoevskogo Street, Ufa, Bashkortostan Republic 450077, Russia; SWIFT/BIC INAKRU41; Website http://www.investcapitalbank.ru; License 2377 [UKRAINE-EO13661]. -to- INVESTKAPITALBANK (a.k.a. INVESTITSIONNY RESPUBLIKANSKI BANK OBSHCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTYU (a.k.a. INRESBANK LTD; a.k.a. INRESBANK OOO; a.k.a. INVESTITIONSNY REPRUBLIKANSKI BANK OBSCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTYU; f.k.a. OOO KBK BANK), Ulitsa Bolshaya Semenovskaya, D. 32, Str. 1, Moscow 107023, Russia; SWIFT/BIC INKKRUM1; alt. SWIFT/BIC IREPRUMM [UKRAINE-EO13661] (Linked To: SMP BANK). -to- INVESTMENT REPUBLIC BANK LLC (a.k.a. INRESBANK LTD; a.k.a. INRESBANK OOO; a.k.a. INVESTITIONSNY REPRUBLIKANSKI BANK OBSCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTYU; f.k.a. OOO KBK BANK), Ulitsa Bolshaya Semenovskaya, D. 32, Str. 1, Moscow 107023, Russia; SWIFT/BIC INKKRUM1; alt. SWIFT/BIC IREPRUMM [UKRAINE-EO13661] (Linked To: SMP BANK).

IOFFE, Eduard (a.k.a. IOFFE, Eduard A); DOB 07 Jun 1970; nationality Russia; Passport 713023636 (Russia) expires 20 Jan 2021; Deputy General Director for Commercial Affairs at Kalashnikov Concern and Izhevsky Mekhanichesky Zavod JSC (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661] (Linked To: KALASHNIKOV CONCERN; Linked To: IZHEVSKY MEKHANICHESKY ZAVOD JSC). -to- IOFFE, Eduard A (a.k.a. IOFFE, Eduard); DOB 07 Jun 1970; nationality Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; License 2377 [UKRAINE-EO13661]. -to- INVESTITSIONNY RESPUBLIKANSKI BANK OBSHCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTYU (a.k.a. INRESBANK LTD; a.k.a. INRESBANK OOO; a.k.a. INVESTITIONSNY REPRUBLIKANSKI BANK OBSCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTYU; f.k.a. OOO KBK BANK), Ulitsa Bolshaya Semenovskaya, D. 32, Str. 1, Moscow 107023, Russia; SWIFT/BIC INKKRUM1; alt. SWIFT/BIC IREPRUMM [UKRAINE-EO13661] (Linked To: SMP BANK).

IPP OIL PRODUCTS (CYPRUS) LIMITED, 12 Esperidon Street, 4th Floor, Nicosia 1087, Cyprus; Public Registration Number C210706 [UKRAINE-EO13661] -to- IPP OIL PRODUCTS (CYPRUS) LIMITED, 12 Esperidon Street, 4th Floor, Nicosia 1087, Cyprus; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Public Registration Number C210706 [UKRAINE-EO13661]. -to- IPP-INTERNATIONAL PETROLEUM PRODUCTS LTD. (a.k.a. LTS HOLDING LIMITED), Rue du Conseil-General 20, Geneva 1204, Switzerland; Tortola, Virgin Islands, British [UKRAINE-EO13661]; -to- IPP-INTERNATIONAL PETROLEUM PRODUCTS LTD. (a.k.a. LTS HOLDING LIMITED), Rue du Conseil-General 20, Geneva 1204, Switzerland; Tortola, Virgin Islands, British; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Public Registration Number C210706 [UKRAINE-EO13661].
31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Director of the Federal Drug Control Service of the Russian Federation (FSKN) (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661].

IVANOV, Viktor (a.k.a. IVANOV, Victor Petrovich); DOB 15 May 1950; alt. DOB 1952; POB Novgorod, Russia; Director of the Federal Drug Control Service of the Russian Federation (FSKN) (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661]. -to- IVANOV, Viktor (a.k.a. IVANOV, Victor Petrovich); DOB 15 May 1950; alt. DOB 1952; POB Novgorod, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Director of the Federal Drug Control Service of the Russian Federation (FSKN) (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661].

IZHEVSKY MASHINOSTROITEL’NYI ZAVOD (a.k.a. IZHEVSKIY MASHINOSTROITEL’NYI ZAVOD OAO; f.k.a. IZHMASH R&D CENTER; f.k.a. JSC NPO IZHMASH; a.k.a. KALASHNIKOV CONCERN; f.k.a. NPO IZHMASH OAO; a.k.a. OJSC KALASHNIKOV; f.k.a. OJSC IZHMASH; f.k.a. SCIENTIFIC PRODUCTION ASSOCIATION IZHMASH JOINT STOCK COMPANY), 3, Derjabin Pr., Izhevsk, Udmurt Republic 426006, Russia; Registration ID 1111832003018 [UKRAINE-EO13661]. -to- IZHEVSKY MASHINOSTROITEL’NYI ZAVOD OAO (a.k.a. IZHMASH R&D CENTER; f.k.a. JSC NPO IZHMASH; a.k.a. KALASHNIKOV CONCERN; f.k.a. NPO IZHMASH OAO; a.k.a. OJSC KALASHNIKOV; f.k.a. OJSC IZHMASH; f.k.a. SCIENTIFIC PRODUCTION ASSOCIATION IZHMASH JOINT STOCK COMPANY), 3, Derjabin Pr., Izhevsk, Udmurt Republic 426006, Russia; Registration ID 1111832003018 [UKRAINE-EO13661].

Technical changes to the SDN list in 2022.
JOINT STOCK COMPANY MILITARY INDUSTRIAL CONSORTIUM NPO MASHINOSTROYENIA (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY MILITARY-INDUSTRIAL CORPORATION NPO MASHINOSTROYENIA; a.k.a. JSC MIC NPO MASHINOSTROYENIA; a.k.a. MIC NPO MASHINOSTROYENIA JSC; a.k.a. MILITARY INDUSTRIAL CORPORATION NPO MASHINOSTROYENIA OAO; a.k.a. OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY MILITARY INDUSTRIAL CORPORATION SCIENTIFIC AND PRODUCTION MACHINE BUILDING ASSOCIATION; a.k.a. VOENNO-PROMYSHLENNAYA KORPORATSIYA NAUCHNO-PROIZVODSTVENNOE OBEedinenie MASHINOSTROYENIA OAO; a.k.a. VPK NPO MASHINOSTROYENIA), 33, Gagarina St., Reutov-town, Moscow Region 143966, Russia; 33 Gagarin Street, Reutov, Moscow Region 143966, Russia; 33 Gagarina ul., Reutov, Moskovskaya obl 143966, Russia; Website www.npomash.ru; Email Address export@npomash.ru; alt. Email Address vpk@npomash.ru; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 1075012001492 (Russia); Tax ID No. 5012039795 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 07501739 (Russia) [UKRAINE-E013661].

JOINT STOCK COMPANY MILITARY INDUSTRIAL CORPORATION NPO MASHINOSTROYENIA (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY MILITARY INDUSTRIAL CONSORTIUM NPO MASHINOSTROYENIA; a.k.a. JSC MIC NPO MASHINOSTROYENIA; a.k.a. MIC NPO MASHINOSTROYENIA JSC; a.k.a. MILITARY INDUSTRIAL CORPORATION NPO MASHINOSTROYENIA OAO; a.k.a. OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY MILITARY INDUSTRIAL CORPORATION SCIENTIFIC AND PRODUCTION MACHINE BUILDING ASSOCIATION; a.k.a. VOENNO-PROMYSHLENNAYA KORPORATSIYA NAUCHNO-PROIZVODSTVENNOE OBEedinenie MASHINOSTROYENIA OAO; a.k.a. VPK NPO MASHINOSTROYENIA), 33, Gagarina St., Reutov-town, Moscow Region 143966, Russia; 33 Gagarin Street, Reutov, Moscow Region 143966, Russia; 33 Gagarina ul., Reutov, Moskovskaya obl 143966, Russia; Website www.npomash.ru; Email Address export@npomash.ru; alt. Email Address vpk@npomash.ru; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 1075012001492 (Russia); Tax ID No. 5012039795 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 07501739 (Russia) [UKRAINE-E013661].

JOINT STOCK COMPANY MILITARY INDUSTRIAL CORPORATION NPO MASHINOSTROYENIA (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY MILITARY INDUSTRIAL CONSORTIUM NPO MASHINOSTROYENIA; a.k.a. JSC MIC NPO MASHINOSTROYENIA; a.k.a. MIC NPO MASHINOSTROYENIA JSC; a.k.a. MILITARY INDUSTRIAL CORPORATION NPO MASHINOSTROYENIA OAO; a.k.a. OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY MILITARY INDUSTRIAL CORPORATION SCIENTIFIC AND PRODUCTION MACHINE BUILDING ASSOCIATION; a.k.a. VOENNO-PROMYSHLENNAYA KORPORATSIYA NAUCHNO-PROIZVODSTVENNOE OBEedinenie MASHINOSTROYENIA OAO; a.k.a. VPK NPO MASHINOSTROYENIA), 33, Gagarina St., Reutov-town, Moscow Region 143966, Russia; 33 Gagarin Street, Reutov, Moscow Region 143966, Russia; 33 Gagarina ul., Reutov, Moskovskaya obl 143966, Russia; Website www.npomash.ru; Email Address export@npomash.ru; alt. Email Address vpk@npomash.ru; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 1075012001492 (Russia); Tax ID No. 5012039795 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 07501739 (Russia) [UKRAINE-E013661].

JOINT STOCK COMPANY MILITARY INDUSTRIAL CORPORATION NPO MASHINOSTROYENIA (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY MILITARY INDUSTRIAL CONSORTIUM NPO MASHINOSTROYENIA; a.k.a. JSC MIC NPO MASHINOSTROYENIA; a.k.a. MIC NPO MASHINOSTROYENIA JSC; a.k.a. MILITARY INDUSTRIAL CORPORATION NPO MASHINOSTROYENIA OAO; a.k.a. OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY MILITARY INDUSTRIAL CORPORATION SCIENTIFIC AND PRODUCTION MACHINE BUILDING ASSOCIATION; a.k.a. VOENNO-PROMYSHLENNAYA KORPORATSIYA NAUCHNO-PROIZVODSTVENNOE OBEedinenie MASHINOSTROYENIA OAO; a.k.a. VPK NPO MASHINOSTROYENIA), 33, Gagarina St., Reutov-town, Moscow Region 143966, Russia; 33 Gagarin Street, Reutov, Moscow Region 143966, Russia; 33 Gagarina ul., Reutov, Moskovskaya obl 143966, Russia; Website www.npomash.ru; Email Address export@npomash.ru; alt. Email Address vpk@npomash.ru; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Tax ID No. 5012039795 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 07501739 (Russia) [UKRAINE-E013661].
IZHMA-SH; f.k.a. SCIENTIFIC PRODUCTION ASSOCIATION IZHMA-SH JOINT STOCK COMPANY), 3, Derjabin Pr., Izhevsk, Udmurt Republic 426006, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 111183200318 [UKRAINE-E013661].

KALASHNIKOV, Aleksandr (Cyrillic: КАЛАШНИКОВ, Александ), (a.k.a. КАЛАШНИКОВ, Александдр); DOB 27 Jan 1964; POB Tatarsk, Novosibirsk Region, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [UKRAINE-E013661].

KALASHNIKOV, Alexandre Petrovitch (Cyrillic: КАЛАШНИКОВ, Алекса́ндр Петро́вич); DOB 19 Apr 1991; nationality Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-E013661].

KALASHNIKOV, Alexandre Petrovitch (Cyrillic: КАЛАШНИКОВ, Алекса́ндр Петро́вич); DOB 27 Jan 1964; POB Tatarsk, Novosibirsk Region, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [UKRAINE-E013661].

KALASHNIKOV, Alexander Petrovich (Cyrillic: КАЛАШНИКОВ, Алекса́ндр Петро́вич), (a.k.a. КАЛАШНИКОВ, Александ), (a.k.a. КАЛАШНИКОВ, Алекса́ндр Пётроч); DOB 28 Mar 2023; Middle East Business Development Director at Kalashnikov Concern (individual) [UKRAINE-E013661] (Linked To: KALASHNIKOV, Aleksandr (Cyrillic: КАЛАШНИКОВ, Алекса́ндр)).

KALASHNIKOV, Alexander Petrovich (Cyrillic: КАЛАШНИКОВ, Алекса́ндр Пётроч), (a.k.a. КАЛАШНИКОВ, Александр), (a.k.a. КАЛАШНИКОВ, Алекса́ндр Пётроч); DOB 28 Mar 2001; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [UKRAINE-E013661].

KALASHNIKOV, Alexander Petrovich (Cyrillic: КАЛАШНИКОВ, Александ), (a.k.a. КАЛАШНИКОВ, Алекса́ндр); DOB 28 Mar 2001; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [UKRAINE-E013661].

KALASHNIKOV, Alexander Petrovich (Cyrillic: КАЛАШНИКОВ, Алекса́ндр Пётроч), (a.k.a. КАЛАШНИКОВ, Алекса́ндр); DOB 28 Mar 2001; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [UKRAINE-E013661].

KALASHNIKOV, Alexander Petrovich (Cyrillic: КАЛАШНИКОВ, Алекса́ндр Пётроч), (a.k.a. КАЛАШНИКОВ, Алекса́ндр); DOB 28 Mar 2001; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [UKRAINE-E013661].

KALASHNIKOV, Aleksandr (Cyrillic: КАЛАШНИКОВ, Алекса́ндр); DOB 28 Mar 2001; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [UKRAINE-E013661].

KALASHNIKOV, Aleksandr (Cyrillic: КАЛАШНИКОВ, Алекса́ндр); DOB 28 Mar 2001; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [UKRAINE-E013661].

KALASHNIKOV, Aleksandr (Cyrillic: КАЛАШНИКОВ, Алекса́ндр); DOB 28 Mar 2001; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [UKRAINE-E013661].

KALASHNIKOV, Aleksandr (Cyrillic: КАЛАШНИКОВ, Алекса́ндр); DOB 28 Mar 2001; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [UKRAINE-E013661].

KALASHNIKOV, Aleksandr (Cyrillic: КАЛАШНИКОВ, Алекса́ндр); DOB 28 Mar 2001; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [UKRAINE-E013661].

KALASHNIKOV, Aleksandr (Cyrillic: КАЛАШНИКОВ, Алекса́ндр); DOB 28 Mar 2001; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [UKRAINE-E013661].

KALASHNIKOV, Aleksandr (Cyrillic: КАЛАШНИКОВ, Алекса́ндр); DOB 28 Mar 2001; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [UKRAINE-E013661].
Limited Liability Company Transservis (a.k.a. Obschestvo s Ogranichennoi Otvetstvennostiyu OTVETSTVENNOSTYU TRANSSERVIS (Cyrillic: Общество с ограниченной ответственностью Трансервис); a.k.a. OOO Transservis (Cyrillic: ООО ТРАНССЕРВИС); a.k.a. Transservice LLC), D. 35 Prospekt Gukkina, Omsk, Omskaya Oblast 664035, Russia [UKRAINE-EO13661] (Linked To: OOO Transservis). -to- Limited Liability Company Transservis (a.k.a. Obschestvo s Ogranichennoi OTVETSTVENNOSTYU TRANSSERVIS (Cyrillic: Общество с ограниченной ответственностью Трансервис)); a.k.a. OOO Transservis (Cyrillic: ООО ТРАНССЕРВИС); a.k.a. Transservice LLC).
export@npomash.ru; alt. Email Address vpk@npomash.ru; Registration ID 1075012001492 (Russia); Tax ID No. 5012039795 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 07501739 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13661]. -to- MILITARY INDUSTRIAL CORPORATION NPO MASHINOSTROENIA OAO (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY MILITARY INDUSTRIAL CONSORTIUM NPO MASHINOSTROENIA; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY MILITARY-INDUSTRIAL CORPORATION NPO MASHINOSTROENIA; a.k.a. JSC MIC NPO MASHINOSTROENIA; a.k.a. MIC NPO MASHINOSTROENIA JSC; a.k.a. OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY MILITARY INDUSTRIAL CORPORATION SCIENTIFIC AND PRODUCTION MACHINE BUILDING ASSOCIATION; a.k.a. VOENNO-PROMYSLENNAYA KORPORATSIYA NAUCHNO-PROIZVODSTVENNOE OBEDINENIE MASHINOSTROENIYA OAO; a.k.a. VPK NPO MASHINOSTROENIYA), 33, Gagarina St., Reutov-town, Moscow Region 143966, Russia; 33 Gagarin Street, Reutov, Moscow Region 143966, Russia; 33 Gagarina ul., Reutov, Moskovskaya obl 143966, Russia; Website www.npomash.ru; Email Address export@npomash.ru; alt. Email Address vpk@npomash.ru; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 1075012001492 (Russia); Tax ID No. 5012039795 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 07501739 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13661].

MILLER, Alexey Borisovich, Moscow, Russia; DOB 31 Jan 1962; POB Saint-Petersburg, Russian Federation; Gender Male (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661]. -to- MILLER, Alexey Borisovich, Moscow, Russia; DOB 31 Jan 1962; POB Saint-Petersburg, Russian Federation; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661].

MINAEV, Oleg Aleksandrovich, Russia; DOB 1971; Gender Male (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661]. -to- MINAEV, Oleg Aleksandrovich, Russia; DOB 1971; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661].

MIRONOV, Sergei (a.k.a. MIRONOV, Sergei Mikhailovich); DOB 14 Feb 1953; POB Pushkin, Saint Petersburg, Russia; Member of the Council of the State Duma; Leader of A Just Russia Party; Member of the State Duma Committee on Housing Policy and Housing and Communal Services (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661]. -to- MIRONOV, Sergei (a.k.a. MIRONOV, Sergei Mikhailovich); DOB 14 Feb 1953; POB Pushkin, Saint Petersburg, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Member of the Council of the State Duma; Leader of A Just Russia Party; Member of the State Duma Committee on Housing Policy and Housing and Communal Services (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661].

MIRONOV, Sergei Mikhailovich (a.k.a. MIRONOV, Sergei); DOB 14 Feb 1953; POB Pushkin, Saint Petersburg, Russia; Member of the Council of the State Duma; Leader of A Just Russia Party; Member of the State Duma Committee on Housing Policy and Housing and Communal Services (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661]. -to- MIRONOV, Sergei Mikhailovich (a.k.a. MIRONOV, Sergei); DOB 14 Feb 1953; POB Pushkin, Saint Petersburg, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Member of the Council of the State Duma; Leader of A Just Russia Party; Member of the State Duma Committee on Housing Policy and Housing and Communal Services (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661].

MIZULINA, Elena Borisovna; DOB 09 Dec 1954; POB Kostroma, Russia; State Duma Deputy; Chairman of the State Duma Committee on Family, Women and Children (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661]. -to- MIZULINA, Elena Borisovna; DOB 09 Dec 1954; POB Kostroma, Russia; State Duma Deputy; Chairman of the State Duma Committee on Family, Women and Children (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661].

MIZULINA, Yelena Borisovna; DOB 09 Dec 1954; POB Kostroma, Russia; State Duma Deputy; Chairman of the State Duma Committee on Family, Women and Children (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661]. -to- MIZULINA, Yelena Borisovna; DOB 09 Dec 1954; POB Kostroma, Russia; State Duma Deputy; Chairman of the State Duma Committee on Family, Women and Children (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661].
4307012765 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 60615883 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13661] (Linked To: KALASHNIKOV CONCERN). -to- MOLOT-ORUZHIE, OOO (a.k.a. OBSHCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTYU 'MOLOT-ORUZHIE'; f.k.a. OBSHCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTYU PROIZVODSTVENNO INSTRUMENT KACHESTVO), 135 ul. Lenina, Vyatka Polyany, Kirov Obl. 612960, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 1094307000833 (Russia); Tax ID No. 4307012765 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 60615883 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13661] (Linked To: KALASHNIKOV CONCERN).

MUROV, Evgeniy Alekseyevich (a.k.a. MUROV, Evgeny; a.k.a. MUROV, Yevgeniy; a.k.a. MUROV, Yevgeniy Alekseyevich; a.k.a. MUROV, Evgeniy); DOB 18 Nov 1945; POB Zvenigorod, Moscow, Russia; Director of the Federal Protective Service of the Russian Federation; Army General (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661].

MUROV, Yevgeniy; a.k.a. MUROV, Evgeniy Alekseyevich; a.k.a. MUROV, Evgeniy; a.k.a. MUROV, Yevgeniy; a.k.a. MUROV, Yevgeniy Alekseyevich; a.k.a. MUROV, Evgeniy); DOB 18 Nov 1945; POB Zvenigorod, Moscow, Russia; Director of the Federal Protective Service of the Russian Federation; Army General (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661].

MUROV, Yevgeniy; a.k.a. MUROV, Evgeniy Alekseyevich; a.k.a. MUROV, Evgeniy; a.k.a. MUROV, Yevgeniy; a.k.a. MUROV, Yevgeniy Alekseyevich; a.k.a. MUROV, Evgeniy); DOB 18 Nov 1945; POB Zvenigorod, Moscow, Russia; Director of the Federal Protective Service of the Russian Federation; Army General (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661].

MUROV, Yevgeniy; a.k.a. MUROV, Evgeniy Alekseyevich; a.k.a. MUROV, Evgeniy; a.k.a. MUROV, Yevgeniy; a.k.a. MUROV, Yevgeniy Alekseyevich; a.k.a. MUROV, Evgeniy); DOB 18 Nov 1945; POB Zvenigorod, Moscow, Russia; Director of the Federal Protective Service of the Russian Federation; Army General (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661].

MUROV, Yevgeniy; a.k.a. MUROV, Evgeniy Alekseyevich; a.k.a. MUROV, Evgeniy; a.k.a. MUROV, Yevgeniy; a.k.a. MUROV, Yevgeniy Alekseyevich; a.k.a. MUROV, Evgeniy); DOB 18 Nov 1945; POB Zvenigorod, Moscow, Russia; Director of the Federal Protective Service of the Russian Federation; Army General (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661].

MUROV, Yevgeniy; a.k.a. MUROV, Evgeniy Alekseyevich; a.k.a. MUROV, Evgeniy; a.k.a. MUROV, Yevgeniy; a.k.a. MUROV, Yevgeniy Alekseyevich; a.k.a. MUROV, Evgeniy); DOB 18 Nov 1945; POB Zvenigorod, Moscow, Russia; Director of the Federal Protective Service of the Russian Federation; Army General (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661].

MUROV, Yevgeniy; a.k.a. MUROV, Evgeniy Alekseyevich; a.k.a. MUROV, Evgeniy; a.k.a. MUROV, Yevgeniy; a.k.a. MUROV, Yevgeniy Alekseyevich; a.k.a. MUROV, Evgeniy); DOB 18 Nov 1945; POB Zvenigorod, Moscow, Russia; Director of the Federal Protective Service of the Russian Federation; Army General (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661].

MUROV, Yevgeniy; a.k.a. MUROV, Evgeniy Alekseyevich; a.k.a. MUROV, Evgeniy; a.k.a. MUROV, Yevgeniy; a.k.a. MUROV, Yevgeniy Alekseyevich; a.k.a. MUROV, Evgeniy); DOB 18 Nov 1945; POB Zvenigorod, Moscow, Russia; Director of the Federal Protective Service of the Russian Federation; Army General (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661].
NEVEROV, Sergei Ivanovich (a.k.a. NEVEROV, Sergei; a.k.a. NEVEROV, Sergey); DOB 21 Dec 1961; POB Tashtagol, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Deputy Chairman of the State Duma of the Russian Federation; Member of the State Duma Committee on Housing Policy and Housing and Communal Services (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661].

NEVEROV, Sergey (a.k.a. NEVEROV, Sergei; a.k.a. NEVEROV, Sergei Ivanovich; DOB 21 Dec 1961; POB Tashtagol, Russia; Deputy Chairman of the State Duma of the Russian Federation; Member of the State Duma Committee on Housing Policy and Housing and Communal Services (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661].)

NPK URALVAGONZAVOD OAO [a.k.a.  "UVZ"]; 28, Vostochnoye shosse, Nizhni Tagil, Sverdlovsk region 622007, Russia; 28 Vostochnoye shosse, Nizhni Tagil, Sverdlovskaya oblast 622007, Russia; 40, Bolshaya Yakimanka Street, Moscow 119049, Russia; Vostochnoye Shosse, 28, Nizhny Tagil 622007, Russia; Website http://www.uvz.ru; alt. Website http://uralvagonzavod.com; Email Address web@uvz.ru; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 [UKRAINE-EO13661].

URALVAGONZAVOD CORPORATION; a.k.a. "UVZ"); 28, Vostochnoye shosse, Nizhni Tagil, Sverdlovsk region 622007, Russia; 28 Vostochnoye shosse, Nizhni Tagil, Sverdlovskaya oblast 622007, Russia; 40, Bolshaya Yakimanka Street, Moscow 119049, Russia; Vistrochnoye Shosse, 28, Nizhny Tagil 622007, Russia; Website http://www.uvz.ru; alt. Website http://uralvagonzavod.com; Email Address web@uvz.ru; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 [UKRAINE-EO13661].

URALVAGONZAVOD CORPORATION; a.k.a. NEVEROV, Sergei Ivanovich; a.k.a. NEVEROV, Sergey; DOB 21 Dec 1961; POB Tashtagol, Russia; Deputy Chairman of the State Duma of the Russian Federation; Member of the State Duma Committee on Housing Policy and Housing and Communal Services (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661].
JOINT STOCK COMPANY), 3, Derjabin Pr., Izhevsk, Udmurt Republic 426006, Russia; Registration ID 1111832003018 [UKRAINE-EO13661]. -to- OJSC KONTSERN IZHMASH (a.k.a. OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY "KONTSERN IZHMASH"), 3 Deryabin Proezd, Izhevsk, Udmurt Republic 426006, Russia; Public Registration Number 1021801434380 [UKRAINE-EO13661]. -to- OJSC KONTSERN IZHMASH (a.k.a. OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY "KONTSERN IZHMASH"), 3 Deryabin Proezd, Izhevsk, Udmurt Republic 426006, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 1111832003018 [UKRAINE-EO13661].

URALVAGONZAVOD CORPORATION (a.k.a. NAUCHNO-PROIZVODSTVENNAYA KORPORATSIYA URALVAGONZAVOD OAO; a.k.a. NPK URALVAGONZAVOD; a.k.a. RESEARCH AND PRODUCTION CORPORATION URALVAGONZAVOD; a.k.a. RESEARCH AND PRODUCTION CORPORATION URALVAGONZAVOD; a.k.a. "UVZ"), 28, Vostochnoye shosse, Nizhni Tagil, Sverdlovsk region 622007, Russia; 28 Vostochnoe shosse, Nizhni Tagil, Sverdlovskaya oblast 622007, Russia; 40, Bolshaya Yakimanka Street, Moscow 119049, Russia; Vostochnoye Shosse, 28, Nizhny Tagil 622007, Russia; Website http://www.uvz.ru/; alt. Website http://uralvagonzavod.com/; Email Address web@uvz.ru; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 [UKRAINE-EO13661].

OMELCHENKO, Alexandr Anatolyevich; DOB 08 Sep 1983; POB Moscow, Russia; citizen Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Passport 721937258 (Russia); National ID No. 4598338396 (Russia); alt. National ID No. 4506978162 (Russia); Chief Export Officer for Kalashnikov Concern (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661]. -to- OMELCHENKO, Alexander Anatolyevich (a.k.a. OMELCHENKO, Aleksandr Anatolyevich; a.k.a. OMELCHENKO, Wassilij Anatolyevich; a.k.a. OMELCHENKO, Alexander; a.k.a. OMELCHENKO, Aleksandr Anatolyevich (a.k.a. OMELCHENKO, Wassilij Anatolyevich; a.k.a. OMELCHENKO, Alexander); a.k.a. OMELCHENKO, Alexandr Anatolyevich; a.k.a. OMELCHENKO, Alexander Anatolyevich; a.k.a. OMELCHENKO, Anatolyevich; a.k.a. OMELCHENKO, Aleksandr Anatolyevich; a.k.a. OMELCHENKO, Aleksandr Anatolyevich); DOB 08 Sep 1983; POB Moscow, Russia; citizen Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Passport 721937258 (Russia); National ID No. 4598338396 (Russia); alt. National ID No. 4506978162 (Russia); Chief Export Officer for Kalashnikov Concern (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661].

OOO KBK BANK (a.k.a. INRESBANK LTD; a.k.a. INRESBANK OOO; a.k.a. INVESTITIONSNYI RESPUBLIKANSKI BANK OBSHCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTIU; a.k.a. INVESTMENT REPUBLIC BANK LLC), Ulitsa Bolszaya Semenovskaya, D. 32, Str. 1, Moscow 107023, Russia; SWIFT/BIC INKRM1; alt. SWIFT/BIC IREPRUM [UKRAINE-EO13661] (Linked To: SMP BANK). -to- OOO KBK BANK (a.k.a. INRESBANK LTD; a.k.a. INRESBANK OOO; a.k.a. INVESTITIONSNYI RESPUBLIKANSKI BANK OBSHCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTIU; a.k.a. INVESTMENT REPUBLIC BANK LLC), Ulitsa Bolszaya Semenovskaya, D. 32, Str. 1, Moscow 107023, Russia; SWIFT/BIC INKRM1; alt. SWIFT/BIC IREPRUM [UKRAINE-EO13661] (Linked To: SMP BANK).
COMPANY MILITARY INDUSTRIAL CORPORATION SCIENTIFIC AND PRODUCTION MACHINE BUILDING ASSOCIATION (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY MILITARY INDUSTRIAL CONSORTIUM NPO MASHINOSTROENIYA; a.k.a. JSC NPO MASHINOSTROENIYA; a.k.a. MIC NPO MASHINOSTROENIYA; a.k.a. JSC NPO MASHINOSTROENIYA; a.k.a. MILITARY INDUSTRIAL CORPORATION NPO MASHINOSTROENIYA OAO; a.k.a. VOENNO-PROMYSHLENNAYA KORPORATSIYA NAUCHNO-PROIZVODSTVENNOE OBEDINENIE MASHINOSTROENIYA OAO; a.k.a. VPK NPO MASHINOSTROENIYA), 33, Gagarina St., Reutov-town, Moscow Region 143966, Russia; Email Address export@npomash.ru; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 7831000122 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7831000122 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 09804148 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13661]. -to- OTKRYTOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSCHESTVO AKTSIONERNY BANK ROSSIYA (a.k.a. AB ROSSIYA, OAO; f.k.a. AKTSIONERNY BANK RUSSIAN FEDERATION; a.k.a. BANK ROSSIYA), 2 Liter A Pl. Rastrelli, Saint Petersburg 191124, Russia; SWIFT/BIC ROSYRU2P; Website www.abr.ru; Email Address bank@abr.ru; Registration ID 1027800000084 (Russia); Tax Id No. 7831000122 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 09804148 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13661]. -to- OTKRYTOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSCHESTVO AKTSIONERNY BANK ROSSIYA (a.k.a. AB ROSSIYA, OAO; f.k.a. AKTSIONERNY BANK RUSSIAN FEDERATION; a.k.a. BANK ROSSIYA), 2 Liter A Pl. Rastrelli, Saint Petersburg 191124, Russia; SWIFT/BIC ROSYRU2P; Website www.abr.ru; Email Address bank@abr.ru; Registration ID 1027800000084 (Russia); Tax Id No. 7831000122 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 09804148 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13661].

OPEN-END JOINT-STOCK COMPANY 'KALININ MACHINERY PLANT. YEKATERINBURG' (a.k.a. KALININ MACHINE PLANT JSC; a.k.a. KALININ MACHINE-BUILDING PLANT OPEN JOINT-STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. KALININ MACHINERY PLANT-BRD; a.k.a. MASHINOSTROITEL'NYI ZAVOD IM. M.I. KALININA, G. YEKATERINBURG OAO; a.k.a. MZIK OAO; a.k.a. OTKRYTOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSCHESTVO MASHINOSTROITELNY ZAVOD IM. M.I.KALININA, G.EKATERINBURG), 18 prospekt Kosmonavtov, Ekaterinburg, Sverdlovskaya obl. 620017, Russia; Email Address info@zik.ru [UKRAINE-EO13661]. -to- OTKRYTOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSCHESTVO MASHINOSTROITELNY ZAVOD IM. M.I.KALININA, G.EKATERINBURG, 18 prospekt Kosmonavtov, Ekaterinburg, Sverdlovskaya obl. 620017, Russia; Email Address info@zik.ru; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 [UKRAINE-EO13661].

OTKRYTOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSCHESTVO AKTSIONERNY BANK ROSSIYA (a.k.a. AB ROSSIYA, OAO; f.k.a. AKTSIONERNY BANK RUSSIAN FEDERATION; a.k.a. BANK ROSSIYA), 2 Liter A Pl. Rastrelli, Saint Petersburg 191124, Russia; SWIFT/BIC ROSYRU2P; Website www.abr.ru; Email Address bank@abr.ru; Registration ID 1027800000084 (Russia); Tax Id No. 7831000122 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 09804148 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13661]. -to- OTKRYTOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSCHESTVO MASHINOSTROITELNY ZAVOD IM. M.I.KALININA, G. YEKATERINBURG OAO; a.k.a. MZIK OAO; a.k.a. OTKRYTOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSCHESTVO MASHINOSTROITELNY ZAVOD IM. M.I.KALININA, G.EKATERINBURG, 18 prospekt Kosmonavtov, Ekaterinburg, Sverdlovskaya obl. 620017, Russia; Email Address info@zik.ru [UKRAINE-EO13661].
OZEROV, Viktor Alekseevich (a.k.a. OZEROV, Viktor Alekseevich); DOB 05 Jan 1952; POB Abakan, Khakassia, Russia; Chairman of the Security and Defense Federation Council of the Russian Federation (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661].

PANTELEEV, Oleg Evgenevich; DOB 21 Jul 1952; POB Zhitnikovskoe, Kurgan Region, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; First Deputy Chairman of the Committee on Parliamentary Issues (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661].

PAANANEN, Kai Lauri Johannes; DOB 21 Jul 1954; POB Zhitnikovskoe, Kurgan Region, Russia; First Deputy Chairman of the Committee on Parliamentary Issues (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661].

PAANANEN, Kai Lauri Johannes; DOB 21 Jul 1954; POB Zhitnikovskoe, Kurgan Region, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Chairman of the Security and Defense Federation Council of the Russian Federation (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661].

PENTYA, Alexander (a.k.a. PENTYA, Aleksandr Yevgenyevich), St. Petersburg, Russia; DOB 07 Sep 1985; Gender Male (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661] (Linked To: AO ABR MANAGEMENT).

PENTY, Aleksandr Yevgenyevich (a.k.a. PENTY, Alexander), St. Petersburg, Russia; DOB 07 Sep 1985; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; First Deputy Chairman of the Committee on Parliamentary Issues (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661].

PLISYUK, Mikhail Alekseyevich; DOB 03 Sep 1963; POB Jakarta, Indonesia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Passport 652204544 (Russia) expires 27 Nov 2019 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661].

POPOV, Pavel Anatolievich (Cyrillic: ПОПОВ, Павел Анатольевич), Russia; DOB 01 Jan 1957; POB Krasnoyarsk, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661].

PANTELEEV, Oleg (a.k.a. PANTELEEV, Oleg Evgenevich); DOB 21 Jul 1952; POB Zhitnikovskoe, Kurgan Region, Russia; First Deputy Chairman of the Committee on Parliamentary Issues (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661].

PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY MOSCOW REGIONAL BANK (a.k.a. AKB MOSOBLBANK OAO; a.k.a. AKTSIONERNY KOMMERCHESKI BANK MOSKOVSKI OBLASTNOI BANK Otkrytoe Aktsionernoe Obschestvo; a.k.a. PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY MOSCOW REGIONAL BANK), Ulitsa Semenovskaya B, D. 32, Str. 1, Moscow 107023, Russia; SWIFT/BIC MOBKRUMM; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 [UKRAINE-EO13661] (Linked To: SMP BANK).
URALVAGONZAVOD OAO; a.k.a. OJSC RESEARCH AND PRODUCTION CORPORATION URALVAGONZAVOD; a.k.a. RESEARCH AND PRODUCTION CORPORATION URALVAGONZAVOD OAO; a.k.a. URALVAGONZAVOD CORPORATION; a.k.a. "UVZ"), 28, Vostochnoye shosse, Nizhniy Tagil, Sverdlovsk region 622007, Russia; 28 Vostochnoe shosse, Nizhni Tagil, Sverdlovskaya oblast 622007, Russia; 40, Bolshaya Yakimanka Street, Moscow 119049, Russia; Vistochnoye Shosse, 28, Nizhny Tagil 622007, Russia; Website http://www.uvz.ru/; alt. Website http://uralvagonzavod.com/; Email Address web@uvz.ru; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 [UKRAINE-EO13661].

ROGOZIN, Dmitry (a.k.a. ROGOZIN, Dmitry); DOB 21 Dec 1963; POB Moscow, Russia; Deputy Prime Minister of the Russian Federation (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661]. -to- ROGOZIN, Dmitry (a.k.a. ROGOZIN, Dmitry); DOB 21 Dec 1963; POB Moscow, Russia; Deputy Prime Minister of the Russian Federation (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661].

ROMASHKIN, Ruslan (a.k.a. ROMASHKIN, Ruslan Aleksandrovich (Cyrillic: Ромашкин, Руслан Александрович)); DOB 15 Jun 1976; Gender Male; Head of the Service Command of the Russian Federation for the Republic of Crimea and Sevastopol (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661]. -to- ROMASHKIN, Ruslan (a.k.a. ROMASHKIN, Ruslan Aleksandrovich (Cyrillic: Ромашкин, Руслан Александрович)).
ROMASHKIN, Ruslan Aleksandrovich (Cyrillic: РУСЛАН АЛЕКСАНДРОВИЧ РОМАШКИН); DOB 15 Jun 1976; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Head of the Service Command Point of the Federal Security Service of the Russian Federation for the Republic of Crimea and Sevastopol (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661].

ROMASHKIN, Ruslan Aleksandrovich (Cyrillic: РУСЛАН АЛЕКСАНДРОВИЧ РОМАШКИН); DOB 15 Jun 1976; Gender Male; Head of the Service Command Point of the Federal Security Service of the Russian Federation for the Republic of Crimea and Sevastopol (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661]; -to- ROMASHKIN, Ruslan Aleksandrovich (Cyrillic: РУСЛАН АЛЕКСАНДРОВИЧ РОМАШКИН, Руссий Александрович) (a.k.a. ROMASHKIN, Ruslan); DOB 15 Jun 1976; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Head of the Service Command Point of the Federal Security Service of the Russian Federation for the Republic of Crimea and Sevastopol (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661].

RUSSKOE VREMYA OOO (a.k.a. AQUANIKA LLC; a.k.a. LLC RUSSKOYE VREMYA; a.k.a. OBSHCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTYU RUSSKOE VREMYA; a.k.a. RUSSKOE VREMYA LLC; a.k.a. LLC RUSSKOYE VREMYA; a.k.a. OBSHCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTYU RUSSKOE VREMYA; a.k.a. RUSSKOYE VREMYA OOO), 47A, Sevastopol’skiy Ave., of. 304, Moscow 117186, Russia; 1/2 Rodnikovaya ul., Savasleika s., Kulebaski raion, Nizhegorodskaya oblast 607007, Russia; Website http://www.aquanika.com; alt. Website http://aquanikacompany.ru; Email Address office@aquanika.com; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 1075247000036 [UKRAINE-EO13661].

RUSSKOE VREMYA LLC (a.k.a. AQUANIKA; a.k.a. AQUANIKA LLC; a.k.a. LLC RUSSKOYE VREMYA; a.k.a. OBSHCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTYU RUSSKOE VREMYA; a.k.a. RUSSKOYE VREMYA OOO), 47A, Sevastopol’skiy Ave., of. 304, Moscow 117186, Russia; 1/2 Rodnikovaya ul., Savasleika s., Kulebaski raion, Nizhegorodskaya oblast 607007, Russia; Website http://www.aquanika.com; alt. Website http://aquanikacompany.ru; Email Address office@aquanika.com; Registration ID 1075247000036 [UKRAINE-EO13661]. -to- RUSSKOE VREMYA LLC (a.k.a. AQUANIKA; a.k.a. AQUANIKA LLC; a.k.a. LLC RUSSKOYE VREMYA; a.k.a. OBSHCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTYU RUSSKOE VREMYA; a.k.a. RUSSKOYE VREMYA OOO), 47A, Sevastopol’skiy Ave., of. 304, Moscow 117186, Russia; 1/2 Rodnikovaya ul., Savasleika s., Kulebaski raion, Nizhegorodskaya oblast 607007, Russia; Website http://www.aquanika.com; alt. Website http://aquanikacompany.ru; Email Address office@aquanika.com; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 1075247000036 [UKRAINE-EO13661].

RYZHKOV, Nikolai Ivanovich (a.k.a. RYZHKOV, Nikolai Ivanovich); DOB 28 Sep 1929; POB Duleevka, Donetsk Region, Ukraine; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Senator in the Russian Upper House of Parliament; Member of the Committee for Federal Issues, Regional Politics and the North of the Federation Council of the Russian Federation (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661].

SAKHATRANS LLC (a.k.a. OBSHCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTYU SAKHAI (YAKUTSKAYA) TRANSPORTNAYA KOMPANIYA; a.k.a. SAKHATRANS OOO), 47A, Sevastopol’skiy Ave., of. 304, Moscow 117186, Russia; 1/2 Rodnikovaya ul., Savasleika s., Kulebaski raion, Nizhegorodskaya oblast 607007, Russia; Website http://www.aquanika.com; alt. Website http://aquanikacompany.ru; Email Address office@aquanika.com; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 1075247000036 [UKRAINE-EO13661]. -to- SAKHATRANS LLC (a.k.a. OBSHCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTYU SAKHA (YAKUTSKAYA) TRANSPORTNAYA KOMPANIYA; a.k.a. SAKHATRANS OOO), 47A, Sevastopol’skiy Ave., of. 304, Moscow 117186, Russia; 1/2 Rodnikovaya ul., Savasleika s., Kulebaski raion, Nizhegorodskaya oblast 607007, Russia; Website http://www.aquanika.com; Email Address office@aquanika.com; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 1075247000036 [UKRAINE-EO13661].

SAVELYEV, Oleg Genrikhovich; DOB 27 Oct 1965; POB St. Petersburg, Russia; Minister for Crimean Affairs (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661]. -to- SAVELYEV, Oleg Genrikhovich; DOB 27 Oct 1965; POB St. Petersburg, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 [UKRAINE-EO13661].

SAVELYEV, Oleg Genrikhovich; DOB 27 Oct 1965; POB St. Petersburg, Russia; Minister for Crimean Affairs (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661]. -to- SAVELYEV, Oleg Genrikhovich; DOB 27 Oct 1965; POB St. Petersburg, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 [UKRAINE-EO13661].
and/or 589.209; Minister for Crimean Affairs (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661].

SCIENTIFIC PRODUCTION ASSOCIATION
IZHMASH JOINT STOCK COMPANY (a.k.a. CONCERN KALASHNIKOV; a.k.a. IZHEVSKIY MASHINOSTROITEL’NYI ZAVOD OAO; f.k.a. IZHMASH R&D CENTER; f.k.a. JSC NPO IZHMASH; a.k.a. KALASHNIKOV CONCERN; f.k.a. NPO IZHMASH OAO; a.k.a. OJSC CONCERN KALASHNIKOV; f.k.a. OJSC IZHMASH), 3, Derjabin Pr., Izhevsk, Udmurt Republic 426006, Russia; Registration ID 1111832003018 [UKRAINE-EO13661].

-TO- SEMENOVA, Elena Iurevna (a.k.a. SEMENOVA, Olena Yurevna); DOB 06 Dec 1978; citizen Ukraine; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Lieutenant General; Chief of the Main Directorate of the General Staff (GRU); Deputy Chief of the General Staff (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661].

-TO- SERGUN, Igor Dmitrievich; DOB 28 Mar 1957; Lieutenant General; Chief of the Main Directorate of the General Staff (GRU); Deputy Chief of the General Staff (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661].

-TO- SHEIN, Andrey (a.k.a. SHEIN, Andrey Borisovich); DOB 19 Jun 1971; POB Ivanovskaya Oblast, Russia; citizen Russia; Gender Male; Deputy Head of the Border Directorate - Head of the Coast Guard Unit of the Federal Security Service of the Russian Federation (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661].

-TO- SLUTSKY, Leonid Eduardovich); DOB 04 Jan 1968; First Deputy Chairman of the Committee on Affairs of the Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS); First Deputy Chairman of the Committee on International Affairs; Chairman of the Russian World Fund Administration (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661].

-TO- SHKOLOV, Evgeniy Mikhailovich, Russia; DOB 31 Aug 1955; POB Dresden, Germany; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Aide to the President of the Russian Federation (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661].
Leonid Eduardovich; DOB 04 Jan 1968; State Duma Deputy; Chairman of the Committee on Affairs of the Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS); First Deputy Chairman of the Committee on International Affairs; Chairman of the Russian World Fund Administration (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661]. -to- SLUTSKY, Leonid E. (a.k.a. SLUTSKY, Leonid; a.k.a. SLUTSKY, Leonid E.); DOB 04 Jan 1968; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; State Duma Deputy; Chairman of the Committee on Affairs of the Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS); First Deputy Chairman of the Committee on International Affairs; Chairman of the Russian World Fund Administration (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661].

SLUTSKY, Leonid Eduardovich (a.k.a. SLUTSKY, Leonid; a.k.a. SLUTSKY, Leonid; a.k.a. SLUTSKY, Leonid E.); DOB 04 Jan 1968; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; State Duma Deputy; Chairman of the Committee on Affairs of the Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS); First Deputy Chairman of the Committee on International Affairs; Chairman of the Russian World Fund Administration (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661]. -to- SOBINBANK (a.k.a. JSB SOBINBANK), 15 Korp. Rochdelskaya, Moscow 123022, Russia; 15/56 Rochdelskaya Street, Moscow 123022, Russia; SWIFT/BIC SBBARUM; Website http://www.sobinbank.ru; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 1027739051009; Government Gazette Number 09610355 [UKRAINE-EO13661].

SOUTHEAST TRADING LTD (a.k.a. SOUTHEAST TRADING OY), Bucharest, Romania; St. Petersburg, Russia; Espoo, Finland; Kannelkatu 8, Lappeenranta 53100, Finland; PL 148, Lappeenranta 53101, Finland [UKRAINE-EO13661]. -to- SOUTHEAST TRADING LTD (a.k.a. SOUTHEAST TRADING OY), Bucharest, Romania; St. Petersburg, Russia; Espoo, Finland; Kannelkatu 8, Lappeenranta 53100, Finland; PL 148, Lappeenranta 53101, Finland [UKRAINE-EO13661]. -to- SOUTHEAST TRADING LTD (a.k.a. SOUTHEAST TRADING OY), Bucharest, Romania; St. Petersburg, Russia; Espoo, Finland; Kannelkatu 8, Lappeenranta 53100, Finland; PL 148, Lappeenranta 53101, Finland; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 [UKRAINE-EO13661].

SOUTHEAST TRADING OY (a.k.a. SOUTHEAST TRADING LTD), Bucharest, Romania; St. Petersburg, Russia; Espoo, Finland; Kannelkatu 8, Lappeenranta 53100, Finland; PL 148, Lappeenranta 53101, Finland; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 [UKRAINE-EO13661].

SOUTHPORT MANAGEMENT SERVICES LIMITED, De Castro Street 24, Akara Building, Wickhams Cay 1, Road Town, Tortola, Virgin Islands, British; Nicosia, Cyprus [UKRAINE-EO13661]. -to- SOUTHPORT MANAGEMENT SERVICES LIMITED, De Castro Street 24, Akara Building, Wickhams Cay 1, Road Town, Tortola, Virgin Islands, British; Nicosia, Cyprus; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 [UKRAINE-EO13661].

STANKEVICH, Sergey (a.k.a. STANKEVICH, Sergey Nikolayevich); DOB 27 Jan 1963; POB Kaliningrad; citizen Russia; Gender Male; Head of the Border Directorate of the Federal Security Service of the Russian Federation (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661]. -to- STANKEVICH, Sergey Nikolayevich (a.k.a. STANKEVICH, Sergey); DOB 27 Jan 1963; POB Kaliningrad; citizen Russia; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Head of the Border Directorate of the Federal Security Service of the Russian Federation (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661].

STATE RESEARCH AND PRODUCTION ENTERPRISE BAZALT (a.k.a. FEDERAL STATE UNITARY ENTERPRISE BAZALT; a.k.a. FEDERAL STATE UNITARY ENTERPRISE STATE RESEARCH AND PRODUCTION ENTERPRISE BAZALT; a.k.a. STATE RESEARCH AND PRODUCTION ENTERPRISE BAZALT; a.k.a. FSUE SRPE BAZALT), 32 Velyaminovskaya, Moscow 105318, Russia; Website www.bazalt.ru; Email Address moscow@bazalt.ru [UKRAINE-EO13661]. -to- STATE RESEARCH AND PRODUCTION ENTERPRISE BAZALT (a.k.a. FEDERAL STATE UNITARY ENTERPRISE STATE RESEARCH AND PRODUCTION ENTERPRISE BAZALT; a.k.a. STATE RESEARCH AND PRODUCTION ENTERPRISE BAZALT; a.k.a. FSUE SRPE BAZALT), 32 Velyaminovskaya, Moscow 105318, Russia; Website www.bazalt.ru; Email Address moscow@bazalt.ru; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 [UKRAINE-EO13661].

TOTOONOV, Alexander (a.k.a. TOTOONOV, Alexander B.); DOB 03 Mar 1957; POB Vladikavkaz, North Ossetia, Russia; alt. POB Ordzhonikidze, North Ossetia, Russia; Member of the Committee on Culture, Science, and Information, Federation Council of the Russian Federation (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661].

TOTOONOV, Alexander B. (a.k.a. TOTOONOV, Aleksandr Borisovich; a.k.a. TOTOONOV, Alexander); DOB 03 Mar 1957; POB Ordzhonikidze, North Ossetia, Russia; alt. POB Vladikavkaz, North Ossetia, Russia; Member of the Committee on Culture, Science, and Information, Federation Council of the Russian Federation (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661].

URALVAGONZAVOD (a.k.a. NAUCHNO-PROIZVODSTVENNAYA KORPORATSIYA URALVAGONZAVOD OAO; a.k.a. NPK URALVAGONZAVOD; a.k.a. OJSC RESEARCH AND PRODUCTION CORPORATION URALVAGONZAVOD; a.k.a. RESEARCH AND PRODUCTION CORPORATION URALVAGONZAVOD OAO; a.k.a. "UVZ"); 28, Vostochnoye shosse, Nizhni Tagil, Sverdlovsk region 622007, Russia; 28 Vostochnoe shosse, Nizhni Tagil, Sverdlovskaya oblast 622007, Russia; 40, Bolshaya Yakimanka Street, Moscow 119049, Russia; Vistochnoye Shosse, 28, Nizhny Tagil 622007, Russia; Website http://www.uvz.ru; alt. Website http://uralvagonzavod.com; Email Address web@uvz.ru [UKRAINE-EO13661].

URALVAGONZAVOD CORPORATION (a.k.a. "UVZ")}, 28, Vostochnoye shosse, Nizhni Tagil, Sverdlovsk region 622007, Russia; 28 Vostochnoye shosse, Nizhni Tagil, Sverdlovskaya oblast 622007, Russia; 40, Bolshaya Yakimanka Street, Moscow 119049, Russia; Vistochnoye Shosse, 28, Nizhny Tagil 622007, Russia; Website http://www.uvz.ru; alt. Website http://uralvagonzavod.com; Email Address web@uvz.ru [UKRAINE-EO13661]. Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 [UKRAINE-EO13661].

URALVAGONZAVOD (a.k.a. NAUCHNO-PROIZVODSTVENNAYA KORPORATSIYA URALVAGONZAVOD OAO; a.k.a. NPK URALVAGONZAVOD; a.k.a. OJSC RESEARCH AND PRODUCTION CORPORATION URALVAGONZAVOD; a.k.a. RESEARCH AND PRODUCTION CORPORATION URALVAGONZAVOD OAO; a.k.a. "UVZ"); 28, Vostochnoye shosse, Nizhni Tagil, Sverdlovsk region 622007, Russia; 28 Vostochnoye shosse, Nizhni Tagil, Sverdlovskaya oblast 622007, Russia; 40, Bolshaya Yakimanka Street, Moscow 119049, Russia; Vistochnoye Shosse, 28, Nizhny Tagil 622007, Russia; Website http://www.uvz.ru; alt. Website http://uralvagonzavod.com; Email Address web@uvz.ru [UKRAINE-EO13661]. Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 [UKRAINE-EO13661].
USTINOV, Vladimir Vasilyevich, Russia; DOB 25 Feb 1953; POB Nikolayevsk-on-Amur, Russian Federation; Gender Male (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661]. -to- UPRAVLJENIE, Timur Samirovich, Russia; DOB 20 Dec 1962; POB Krasnozavodsk, Zagorsk District, Moscow Region, Russia; Gender Male; Chief of the General Administration for Combating Extremism of the Ministry of Internal Affairs of the Russian Federation (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661]. -to- USTINOV, Vladimir Vasilyevich, Russia; DOB 25 Feb 1953; POB Nikolayevsk-on-Amur, Russian Federation; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661].

USACHEV, Oleg Leonidovich (a.k.a. USACHEV, Oleg); DOB 03 Jul 1970; POB Gavrilov Yam, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Chief of the General Administration for Combating Extremism of the Ministry of Internal Affairs of the Russian Federation (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661].

VOENNO-PROMYSHELNNAYA KORPORATSIYA NAUCHNO-PROIZVODSTVENNOE OBEDINENIE MASHINOSTROENIYA OAO (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY MILITARY INDUSTRIAL CORPORATION NPO MASHINOSTROENIYA; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY MILITARY-INDUSTRIAL CORPORATION NPO MASHINOSTROENIYA; a.k.a. JSC MIC NPO MASHINOSTROENIYA; a.k.a. MIC NPO MASHINOSTROENIYA; a.k.a. MILITARY INDUSTRIAL CORPORATION NPO MASHINOSTROENIYA OAO; a.k.a. OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY MILITARY INDUSTRIAL CORPORATION SCIENTIFIC AND PRODUCTION MACHINE BUILDING ASSOCIATION; a.k.a. VPK MASHINOSTROENIYA JSC; a.k.a. MASHINOSTROENIYA JSC; a.k.a. MIC NPO MASHINOSTROENIYA; a.k.a. MILITARY INDUSTRIAL CORPORATION NPO MASHINOSTROENIYA OA; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY MILITARY INDUSTRIAL CORPORATION NPO MASHINOSTROENIYA; a.k.a. JSC MIC NPO MASHINOSTROENIYA; a.k.a. MIC NPO MASHINOSTROENIYA; a.k.a. MILITARY INDUSTRIAL CORPORATION NPO MASHINOSTROENIYA; a.k.a. OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY MILITARY INDUSTRIAL CORPORATION SCIENTIFIC AND PRODUCTION MACHINE BUILDING ASSOCIATION; a.k.a. VOENNO-PROMYSHELNNAYA KORPORATSIYA NAUCHNO-PROIZVODSTVENNOE.

VALIULIN, Timur Samirovich, Russia; DOB 20 Dec 1962; POB Krasnozavodsk, Zagorsk District, Moscow Region, Russia; Gender Male; Chief of the General Administration for Combating Extremism of the Ministry of Internal Affairs of the Russian Federation (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661]. -to- VALIULIN, Timur Samirovich, Russia; DOB 20 Dec 1962; POB Krasnozavodsk, Zagorsk District, Moscow Region, Russia; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Chief of the General Administration for Combating Extremism of the Ministry of Internal Affairs of the Russian Federation (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661].

VOROBEV, Aleksandr Nikolayevich, Russia; DOB 13 Mar 1970; POB Gavrilov Yam, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Passport 754116204 (Russia) expires 29 Dec 2026 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661]. -to- VOROBEV, Aleksandr Nikolayevich, Russia; DOB 13 Mar 1970; POB Gavrilov Yam, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Government Gazette Number 07501739 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13661].

MASHINOSTROENIYA; a.k.a. JSC MIC NPO MASHINOSTROENIYA; a.k.a. MIC NPO MASHINOSTROENIYA; a.k.a. MILITARY INDUSTRIAL CORPORATION NPO MASHINOSTROENIYA; a.k.a. OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY MILITARY INDUSTRIAL CORPORATION SCIENTIFIC AND PRODUCTION MACHINE BUILDING ASSOCIATION; a.k.a. VPK MASHINOSTROENIYA JSC; a.k.a. MASHINOSTROENIYA JSC; a.k.a. MIC NPO MASHINOSTROENIYA; a.k.a. MILITARY INDUSTRIAL CORPORATION NPO MASHINOSTROENIYA; a.k.a. OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY MILITARY INDUSTRIAL CORPORATION SCIENTIFIC AND PRODUCTION MACHINE BUILDING ASSOCIATION; a.k.a. VOENNO-PROMYSHELNNAYA KORPORATSIYA NAUCHNO-PROIZVODSTVENNOE.
Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Deputy Speaker of the State Duma of the Russian Federation (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661].

"GSKB" (a.k.a. A.A. RASPLETIN MAIN SYSTEM DESIGN BUREAU; a.k.a. ALMAZ-ANTEY GSKB; a.k.a. ALMAZ-ANTEY GSKB IMENI ACADEMICIAN A.A. RASPLETIN; a.k.a. ALMAZ-ANTEY MSDB; a.k.a. ALMAZ-ANTEY PVO 'AIR DEFENSE' CONCERN LEAD SYSTEMS DESIGN BUREAU OAO 'OPEN JOINT-STOCK COMPANY' IMENI ACADEMICIAN A.A. RASPLETIN; a.k.a. GOLOVNOYE SISTEMNOYE KONSTRUKTORSKOYE BYURO OPEN JOINT-STOCK COMPANY OF ALMAZ-ANTEY PVO CONCERN IMENI ACADEMICIAN A.A. RASPLETIN; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY ALMAZ-ANTEY AIR DEFENSE CONCERN MAIN SYSTEM DESIGN BUREAU NAMED BY ACADEMICIAN A.A. RASPLETIN; a.k.a. JSC ALMAZ-ANTEY MSDB; a.k.a. ALMAZ-ANTEY MSDB; f.k.a. OTKRYTOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO NAUCHNO PROIZVODSTVENNOE OBEDINENIE ALMAZ IMENI AKADEMIKA A.A. RASPLETINA), 16-80, Leningradsky Prospect, Moscow 125190, Russia; Website http://www.raspletin.ru; Email Address info@raspletin.ru; alt. Email Address almakozakupki@mail.ru [UKRAINE-EO13661]. -to- "SGM" (a.k.a. LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY "GSKB"; a.k.a. ALMAZ-ANTEY GSKB IMENI ACADEMICIAN A.A. RASPLETIN; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY IMENI ACADEMICIAN A.A. RASPLETIN; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY CONCERN RADIO-ELECTRONIC TECHNOLOGIES; a.k.a. KONSTRUKTORSKOYE BYURO Priboroostroeniya Otkrytogo Aktsionernogo Obschestvo, 59 Shcheglovskaya Zaseka ul., Tula 300001, Russia; Website www.ooosgm.ru; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 [UKRAINE-EO13661].

"KBP OAO" (a.k.a. INSTRUMENT DESIGN BUREAU; a.k.a. JSC KBP INSTRUMENT DESIGN BUREAU; a.k.a. JSC KBP INSTRUMENT DESIGN BUREAU; a.k.a. KBP INSTRUMENT DESIGN BUREAU; a.k.a. KBP INSTRUMENT DESIGN BUREAU JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. KONSTRUKTORSKOE BYURO Priboroostroeniya Otkrytogo Aktsionernogo Obschestvo), 59 Shcheglovskaya Zaseka ul., Tula 300001, Russia; Website www.kbptula.ru; Email Address kbkedr@tula.net; Registration ID 1117154036911 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 07515747 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13661]. -to- "KBP OAO" (a.k.a. INSTRUMENT DESIGN BUREAU; a.k.a. KBP INSTRUMENT DESIGN BUREAU; a.k.a. KBP INSTRUMENT DESIGN BUREAU JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. KONSTRUKTORSKOE BYURO Priboroostroeniya Otkrytogo Aktsionernogo Obschestvo), 59 Shcheglovskaya Zaseka ul., Tula 300001, Russia; Website www.kbptula.ru; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 [UKRAINE-EO13661].

"KRET" (a.k.a. CONCERN RADIO-ELECTRONIC TECHNOLOGIES; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY CONCERN RADIO-ELECTRONIC TECHNOLOGIES; a.k.a. KONSTRUKTORSKOYE BYURO Priboroostroeniya Otkrytogo Aktsionernogo Obschestvo), 59 Shcheglovskaya Zaseka ul., Tula 300001, Russia; Website www.kbptula.ru; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 [UKRAINE-EO13661].

"STG GROUP" (a.k.a. STROYTRANSGAZ; a.k.a. STROYTRANSGAZ GROUP), 3 Begovaya Street, Building #1, Moscow 125284, Russia; Website www.stroytransgaz.ru [UKRAINE-EO13661]. -to- "STG GROUP" (a.k.a. STROYTRANSGAZ; a.k.a. STROYTRANSGAZ GROUP), 3 Begovaya Street, Building #1, Moscow 125284, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 [UKRAINE-EO13661].

"STGH" (a.k.a. STG HOLDINGS LIMITED; a.k.a. STROYTRANSGAZ HOLDING; a.k.a. STROYTRANSGAZ HOLDING LIMITED), Stasinou Street, Office 2, 2003, Nicosia Strovolos, Cyprus [UKRAINE-EO13661]. -to- "STGH" (a.k.a. STG HOLDINGS LIMITED; a.k.a. STROYTRANSGAZ HOLDING; a.k.a. STROYTRANSGAZ HOLDING LIMITED), 33 Stasinou Street, Office 2, 2003, Nicosia Strovolos, Cyprus [UKRAINE-EO13661].

"UVZ" (a.k.a. NAUCHNO-PROIZVODSTVENNAIA KORPORATSIYA URALVAGONZAVOD OAO; a.k.a. NPK URALVAGONZAVOD; a.k.a. NPK URALVAGONZAVOD OAO; a.k.a. JSC RESEARCH AND PRODUCTION CORPORATION URALVAGONZAVOD; a.k.a. RESEARCH AND PRODUCTION CORPORATION URALVAGONZAVOD), 53 prospekt Vernadskogo, Moscow 119415, Russia; Website www.uralvagonzavod.com; alt. Website www.uralvagonzavod.ru; Email Address info@uralvagonzavod.com [UKRAINE-EO13661].
RESEARCH AND PRODUCTION CORPORATION URAVLAGONZAVOD OAO; a.k.a. URAVLAGONZAVOD; a.k.a. URAVLAGONZAVOD CORPORATION), 28, Vostochnoe shosse, Nizhni Tagil, Sverdlovsk region 622007, Russia; 28 Vostochnoe shosse, Nizhni Tagil, Sverdlovskaya oblast 622007, Russia; 40, Bolshaya Yakimanka Street, Moscow 119049, Russia; Vostochnoe Shosse, 28, Nizhny Tagil 622007, Russia; Website http://www.uvz.ru; alt. Website http://uralvagonzavod.com; Email Address web@uvz.ru; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Tax ID No. 7842467053 (Russia); Registration Number 1117847707383 (Russia) [UKRAINE-E013661] [RUSSIA-E014024] [Linked To: BANK ROSSIYA].

ABBREVIATION \textit{AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO ABR MENEDZHMENT}, a.k.a. AO ABR MANAGEMENT (Cyrillic: АО АБР МЕНЕДЖМЕНТ); a.k.a. AO ABR MENEDZHMENT; a.k.a. AO ABR MENEDZHMENT, a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY ABR MANAGEMENT; a.k.a. "ABR MANAGEMENT"); ul. Grafio, d. 7 litera A, g. Sankt-Peterburg 197022, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Tax ID No. 7842467053 (Russia); Registration Number 1117847707383 (Russia) [UKRAINE-E013661] [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: BANK ROSSIYA).

ABBREVIATION \textit{AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO BANK SEVERNY MORSKOY PUT} (Cyrillic: АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО БАНК СЕВЕРНЫЙ МОРСКОЙ ПУТь); a.k.a. AO SMP BANK; a.k.a. AO SMP BANK; a.k.a. SMP BANK; a.k.a. SMP BANK OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. SMP BANK, AO), d. 71 k. 11, ul. Sadovnicheskaya Street, Moscow 115035, Russia; SWIFT/BIC SMKRVUM; Website www.smpbank.ru; Target Type Financial Institution; Tax ID No. 7750005482 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 56657657 (Russia); Registration Number 1097711000078 (Russia) [UKRAINE-E013661] [RUSSIA-E014024].

The following [RUSSIA-E014024] [UKRAINE-E013661] entries have been changed:

ABBREVIATION \textit{ABR MANAGEMENT AO} (Cyrillic: АО АБР МЕНЕДЖМЕНТ) a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO ABR MENEDZHMENT; a.k.a. AO ABR MANAGEMENT (Cyrillic: АО АБР МЕНЕДЖМЕНТ); a.k.a. AO ABR MENEDZHMENT; a.k.a. AO ABR MENEDZHMENT; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY ABR MANAGEMENT; a.k.a. "ABR MANAGEMENT"); ul. Grafio, d. 7 litera A, g. Sankt-Peterburg 197022, Russia; Tax ID No. 7842467053 (Russia); Registration Number 1117847707383 (Russia) [UKRAINE-E013661] [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: BANK ROSSIYA).

ABBREVIATION \textit{ABR MANAGEMENT AO} (Cyrillic: АО АБР МЕНЕДЖМЕНТ) a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO ABR MENEDZHMENT; a.k.a. AO ABR MANAGEMENT (Cyrillic: АО АБР МЕНЕДЖМЕНТ); a.k.a. AO ABR MENEDZHMENT; a.k.a. AO ABR MENEDZHMENT; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY ABR MANAGEMENT; a.k.a. "ABR MANAGEMENT"); ul. Grafio, d. 7 litera A, g. Sankt-Peterburg 197022, Russia; Tax ID No. 7842467053 (Russia); Registration Number 1117847707383 (Russia) [UKRAINE-E013661] [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: BANK ROSSIYA).

ABBREVIATION \textit{ABR MANAGEMENT AO} (Cyrillic: АО АБР МЕНЕДЖМЕНТ) a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO ABR MENEDZHMENT; a.k.a. AO ABR MANAGEMENT (Cyrillic: АО АБР МЕНЕДЖМЕНТ); a.k.a. AO ABR MENEDZHMENT; a.k.a. AO ABR MENEDZHMENT; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY ABR MANAGEMENT; a.k.a. "ABR MANAGEMENT"); ul. Grafio, d. 7 litera A, g. Sankt-Peterburg 197022, Russia; Tax ID No. 7842467053 (Russia); Registration Number 1117847707383 (Russia) [UKRAINE-E013661] [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: BANK ROSSIYA).

ABBREVIATION \textit{ABR MANAGEMENT AO} (Cyrillic: АО АБР МЕНЕДЖМЕНТ) a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO ABR MENEDZHMENT; a.k.a. AO ABR MANAGEMENT (Cyrillic: АО АБР МЕНЕДЖМЕНТ); a.k.a. AO ABR MENEDZHMENT; a.k.a. AO ABR MENEDZHMENT; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY ABR MANAGEMENT; a.k.a. "ABR MANAGEMENT"); ul. Grafio, d. 7 litera A, g. Sankt-Peterburg 197022, Russia; Tax ID No. 7842467053 (Russia); Registration Number 1117847707383 (Russia) [UKRAINE-E013661] [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: BANK ROSSIYA).

ABBREVIATION \textit{ABR MANAGEMENT AO} (Cyrillic: АО АБР МЕНЕДЖМЕНТ) a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO ABR MENEDZHMENT; a.k.a. AO ABR MANAGEMENT (Cyrillic: АО АБР МЕНЕДЖМЕНТ); a.k.a. AO ABR MENEDZHMENT; a.k.a. AO ABR MENEDZHMENT; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY ABR MANAGEMENT; a.k.a. "ABR MANAGEMENT"); ul. Grafio, d. 7 litera A, g. Sankt-Peterburg 197022, Russia; Tax ID No. 7842467053 (Russia); Registration Number 1117847707383 (Russia) [UKRAINE-E013661] [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: BANK ROSSIYA).

ABBREVIATION \textit{ABR MANAGEMENT AO} (Cyrillic: АО АБР МЕНЕДЖМЕНТ) a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO ABR MENEDZHMENT; a.k.a. AO ABR MANAGEMENT (Cyrillic: АО АБР МЕНЕДЖМЕНТ); a.k.a. AO ABR MENEDZHMENT; a.k.a. AO ABR MENEDZHMENT; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY ABR MANAGEMENT; a.k.a. "ABR MANAGEMENT"); ul. Grafio, d. 7 litera A, g. Sankt-Peterburg 197022, Russia; Tax ID No. 7842467053 (Russia); Registration Number 1117847707383 (Russia) [UKRAINE-E013661] [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: BANK ROSSIYA).
COMPANY ABR MANAGEMENT; a.k.a. "ABR MANAGEMENT"; ul. Graftfo, d. 7 litera A, g. Sankt-Peterburg 197022, Russia; Tax ID No. 7842467053 (Russia); Registration Number 1117847707383 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: BANK ROSSIYA). -to- AO ABR MENEDZHMENT (a.k.a. ABR MANAGEMENT AO (Cyrillic: АБР МЕНЕДЖМЕНТ АО); a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO ABR MENEDZHMENT; a.k.a. AO ABR MANAGEMENT (Cyrillic: АО АБР МЕНЕДЖМЕНТ); a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY ABR MANAGEMENT; a.k.a. "ABR MANAGEMENT"), ul. Graftfo, d. 7 litera A, g. Sankt-Peterburg 197022, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Target Type Financial Institution; Tax ID No. 770202363089 (Russia) (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [RUSSIA-EO14024].

CHEMEZOV, Sergei (a.k.a. Chemezov, Sergey; a.k.a. Chemezov, Sergey Victorovich), 21 Gogolevskiy Bulvar, Moscow, Russia; DOB 20 Aug 1952; DOB: POB Cheremkhovo, Irkutsk, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Tax ID No. 770202363089 (Russia) (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [RUSSIA-EO14024].

CHEMEZOV, Sergei (a.k.a. Chemezov, Sergey; a.k.a. Chemezov, Sergey Victorovich), 21 Gogolevskiy Bulvar, Moscow, Russia; DOB 20 Aug 1952; DOB: POB Cheremkhovo, Irkutsk, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Tax ID No. 770202363089 (Russia) (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [RUSSIA-EO14024].

CHEMEZOV, Sergei (a.k.a. Chemezov, Sergey; a.k.a. Chemezov, Sergey Victorovich), 21 Gogolevskiy Bulvar, Moscow, Russia; DOB 20 Aug 1952; DOB: POB Cheremkhovo, Irkutsk, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Tax ID No. 770202363089 (Russia) (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [RUSSIA-EO14024].

IVANOV, Sergei (a.k.a. Ivanov, Sergei Borisovich (Cyrillic: ИВАНОВ, Сергей Борисович)), Moscow, Russia; DOB 31 Jan 1953; DOB: POB St. Petersburg, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [RUSSIA-EO14024]. -to- IVANOV, Sergei (a.k.a. Ivanov, Sergei Borisovich (Cyrillic: ИВАНОВ, Сергей Борисович)), Moscow, Russia; DOB 31 Jan 1953; DOB: POB St. Petersburg, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [RUSSIA-EO14024].

IVANOV, Sergei Borisovich (Cyrillic: ИВАНОВ, Сергей Борисович), Moscow, Russia; DOB 31 Jan 1953; DOB: POB St. Petersburg, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [RUSSIA-EO14024].
KOVALCHUK, Yuriy Valentynovych (Cyrillic: КОВАЛЬЧУК, Юрій Валентинович) (a.k.a. KOVALCHUK, Kirill Mikhailovich (Cyrillic: КОВАЛЬЧУК, Кирилл Михайлович); a.k.a. KOVALCHUK, Kyrylo Mikhailovich), Moscow, Russia; DOB 22 Dec 1968; POB Moscow, Russia; alt. POB St. Petersburg, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Tax ID No. 780105029790 (Russia); DOB 25 Jul 1951; POB St. Petersburg, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Tax ID No. 780105029790 (Russia) (individual) [UKRAINE-E013661] [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: AO ABR MANAGEMENT). —to- KOVALCHUK, Yuriy Valentynovych, Russia; DOB 25 Jul 1951; POB St. Petersburg, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Tax ID No. 780105029790 (Russia) (individual) [UKRAINE-E013661] [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: AO ABR MANAGEMENT). —to- KOVALCHUK, Yury Valentinovich (Cyrillic: КОВАЛЬЧУК, Юрий Валентинович) (a.k.a. KOVALCHUK, Yuriy Valentynovych (Cyrillic: КОВАЛЬЧУК, Юрій Валентинович); a.k.a. KOVALCHUK, Yuriy Valentinovich (Cyrillic: КОВАЛЬЧУК, Юрій Валентинович)), Russia; DOB 25 Jul 1951; POB St. Petersburg, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Tax ID No. 780105029790 (Russia) (individual) [UKRAINE-E013661] [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: AO ABR MANAGEMENT). —to- KOVALCHUK, Yuriy Valentinovich (Cyrillic: КОВАЛЬЧУК, Юрий Валентинович) (a.k.a. KOVALCHUK, Yuriy Valentynovych (Cyrillic: КОВАЛЬЧУК, Юрій Валентинович); a.k.a. KOVALCHUK, Yuriy Valentinovich (Cyrillic: КОВАЛЬЧУК, Юрій Валентинович)), Russia; DOB 25 Jul 1951; POB St. Petersburg, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Tax ID No. 780105029790 (Russia) (individual) [UKRAINE-E013661] [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: AO ABR MANAGEMENT). —to- KOVALCHUK, Yuriy Valentinovich (Cyrillic: КОВАЛЬЧУК, Юрий Валентинович) (a.k.a. KOVALCHUK, Yuriy Valentynovych (Cyrillic: КОВАЛЬЧУК, Юрій Валентинович); a.k.a. KOVALCHUK, Yuriy Valentinovich (Cyrillic: КОВАЛЬЧУК, Юрій Валентинович)), Russia; DOB 25 Jul 1951; POB St. Petersburg, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Tax ID No. 780105029790 (Russia) (individual) [UKRAINE-E013661] [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: AO ABR MANAGEMENT). —to- KOVALCHUK, Yuriy Valentinovich (Cyrillic: КОВАЛЬЧУК, Юрий Валентинович) (a.k.a. KOVALCHUK, Yuriy Valentynovych (Cyrillic: КОВАЛЬЧУК, Юрій Валентинович); a.k.a. KOVALCHUK, Yuriy Valentinovich (Cyrillic: КОВАЛЬЧУК, Юрій Валентинович)), Russia; DOB 25 Jul 1951; POB St. Petersburg, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Tax ID No. 780105029790 (Russia) (individual) [UKRAINE-E013661] [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: AO ABR MANAGEMENT). —to- KOVALCHUK, Yuriy Valentinovich (Cyrillic: КОВАЛЬЧУК, Юрий Валентинович) (a.k.a. KOVALCHUK, Yuriy Valentynovych (Cyrillic: КОВАЛЬЧУК, Юрій Валентинович); a.k.a. KOVALCHUK, Yuriy Valentinovich (Cyrillic: КОВАЛЬЧУК, Юрій Валентинович)), Russia; DOB 25 Jul 1951; POB St. Petersburg, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Tax ID No. 780105029790 (Russia) (individual) [UKRAINE-E013661] [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: AO ABR MANAGEMENT).
MATVIYENKO, Valentina Ivanovna (Cyrillic: МАТВИЕНКО, Валентина Ивановна)), Moscow, Russia; DOB 07 Apr 1949; POB Shepetovka, Khmelnytskyi, Ukraine; nationality Russia; Gender Female; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EIO13661] [RUSSIA-EIO14024].

MATVIYENKO, Valentina Ivanovna (Cyrillic: МАТВИЕНКО, Валентина Ивановна (a.k.a. MATVIENKO, Valentina), Moscow, Russia; DOB 07 Apr 1949; POB Shepetovka, Khmelnytskyi, Ukraine; nationality Russia; Gender Female (individual) [UKRAINE-EIO13661] [RUSSIA-EIO14024]. -to- MATVIYENKO, Valentina Ivanovna (Cyrillic: МАТВИЕНКО, Валентина Ивановна (a.k.a. MATVIENKO, Valentina), Moscow, Russia; DOB 07 Apr 1949; POB Shepetovka, Khmelnytskyi, Ukraine; nationality Russia; Gender Female; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EIO13661] [RUSSIA-EIO14024].

NARYSHKIN, Sergey Yevgenyevich (Cyrillic: НАРЫШКИН, Сергей Евгеньевич), Moscow, Russia; DOB 27 Oct 1954; POB Saint Petersburg, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [UKRAINE-EIO13661] [RUSSIA-EIO14024]. -to- NARYSHKIN, Sergey Yevgenyevich (Cyrillic: НАРЫШКИН, Сергей Евгеньевич (a.k.a. НАРЫШКИН, Сергей), Moscow, Russia; DOB 27 Oct 1954; POB Saint Petersburg, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EIO13661] [RUSSIA-EIO14024].

REZNIK, Vladislav Matusovich (Cyrillic: РЕЗНИК, Владислав Матусович), Moscow, Russia; DOB 17 May 1954; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [UKRAINE-EIO13661] [RUSSIA-EIO14024]. -to- REZNIK, Vladislav Matusovich (Cyrillic: РЕЗНИК, Владислав Матусович), Moscow, Russia; DOB 17 May 1954; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [UKRAINE-EIO13661] [RUSSIA-EIO14024].

Rutenberg, Arkadiy Romanovich (a.k.a. RUTENBERG, Arkadii Romanovich), Russia; DOB 15 Dec 1951; POB St. Petersburg, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Tax ID No. 470305596440 (Russia) (individual) [UKRAINE-EIO13661] [RUSSIA-EIO14024]. -to- Rutenberg, Arkadiy Romanovich (a.k.a. RUTENBERG, Arkadii Romanovich), Russia; DOB 15 Dec 1951; POB St. Petersburg, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Tax ID No. 470305596440 (Russia) (individual) [UKRAINE-EIO13661] [RUSSIA-EIO14024].
ROTENBERG, Arkadiy Romanovych), Russia; DOB 15 Dec 1951; POB St. Petersburg, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Tax ID No. 470305596440 (Russia) (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [RUSSIA-EO14024].

ROTENBERG, Arkadiy Romanovych), Russia; DOB 15 Dec 1951; POB St. Petersburg, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Tax ID No. 470305596440 (Russia) (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [RUSSIA-EO14024].

ROTENBERG, Arkadiy Romanovych (Cyrillic: РОТЕНБЕРГ, Аркадий Романович; a.k.a. ROTENBERG, Arkadi Romanovych; a.k.a. ROTENBERG, Arkadii Romanovych; a.k.a. ROTENBERH, Arkadii Romanovych; a.k.a. ROTENBERG, Arkady Romanovych; a.k.a. ROTENBERH, Arkady Romanovych), Russia; DOB 15 Dec 1951; POB St. Petersburg, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Tax ID No. 470305596440 (Russia) (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [RUSSIA-EO14024].

ROTENBERG, Arkadiy Romanovych (Cyrillic: РОТЕНБЕРГ, Аркадий Романович; a.k.a. ROTENBERG, Arkadi Romanovych; a.k.a. ROTENBERG, Arkadii Romanovych; a.k.a. ROTENBERH, Arkadii Romanovych; a.k.a. ROTENBERG, Arkady Romanovych; a.k.a. ROTENBERH, Arkady Romanovych), Russia; DOB 15 Dec 1951; POB St. Petersburg, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Tax ID No. 470305596440 (Russia) (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [RUSSIA-EO14024].

ROTENBERG, Arkadiy Romanovych (Cyrillic: РОТЕНБЕРГ, Аркадий Романович; a.k.a. ROTENBERG, Arkadi Romanovych; a.k.a. ROTENBERG, Arkadii Romanovych; a.k.a. ROTENBERH, Arkadii Romanovych; a.k.a. ROTENBERG, Arkady Romanovych; a.k.a. ROTENBERH, Arkady Romanovych), Russia; DOB 15 Dec 1951; POB St. Petersburg, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Tax ID No. 470305596440 (Russia) (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [RUSSIA-EO14024].

ROTENBERG, Arkadiy Romanovych (Cyrillic: РОТЕНБЕРГ, Аркадий Романович; a.k.a. ROTENBERG, Arkadi Romanovych; a.k.a. ROTENBERG, Arkadii Romanovych; a.k.a. ROTENBERH, Arkadii Romanovych; a.k.a. ROTENBERG, Arkady Romanovych; a.k.a. ROTENBERH, Arkady Romanovych), Russia; DOB 15 Dec 1951; POB St. Petersburg, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Tax ID No. 470305596440 (Russia) (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [RUSSIA-EO14024].

ROTENBERG, Arkadiy Romanovych (Cyrillic: РОТЕНБЕРГ, Аркадий Романович; a.k.a. ROTENBERG, Arkadi Romanovych; a.k.a. ROTENBERG, Arkadii Romanovych; a.k.a. ROTENBERH, Arkadii Romanovych; a.k.a. ROTENBERG, Arkady Romanovych; a.k.a. ROTENBERH, Arkady Romanovych), Russia; DOB 15 Dec 1951; POB St. Petersburg, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Tax ID No. 470305596440 (Russia) (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [RUSSIA-EO14024].

ROTENBERG, Arkadiy Romanovych (Cyrillic: РОТЕНБЕРГ, Аркадий Романович; a.k.a. ROTENBERG, Arkadi Romanovych; a.k.a. ROTENBERG, Arkadii Romanovych; a.k.a. ROTENBERH, Arkadii Romanovych; a.k.a. ROTENBERG, Arkady Romanovych; a.k.a. ROTENBERH, Arkady Romanovych), Russia; DOB 15 Dec 1951; POB St. Petersburg, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Tax ID No. 470305596440 (Russia) (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [RUSSIA-EO14024].
 Мы, Ротенберг, Аркадий Романович (Cyrillic: РОТЕНБЕРГ, Аркадий Романович), Россия; DOB 15 Dec 1951; POB St. Petersburg, Россия; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Aide to the President of the Russian Federation (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [RUSSIA-EO14024]. -to- SHCHYGOLEV, Igor Olegovich, Russia; DOB 10 Nov 1965; POB Vinnytsia, Ukraine; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Aide to the President of the Russian Federation (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [RUSSIA-EO14024].

SHCHYGOLEV, Igor Olegovich (a.k.a. SHCHYGOLEV, Igor Olegovich), Russia; DOB 10 Nov 1965; POB Vinnytsia, Ukraine; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Aide to the President of the Russian Federation (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [RUSSIA-EO14024]. -to- SECHIN, Igor Ivanovich (Cyrillic: СЕЧИН, Игорь Иванович), Russia; DOB 07 Sep 1960; POB St. Petersburg, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Aide to the President of the Russian Federation (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [RUSSIA-EO14024].
(individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [RUSSIA-EO14024]. -to- SKOCH, Andrei Vladimirovich (Cyrillic: СКОЧ, Андрей Владимирович) (a.k.a. SKOCH, Andrey), Russia; DOB 30 Jan 1966; POB Nikolsky (Moscow), Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [RUSSIA-EO14024]. -to- SKOCH, Andrey (a.k.a. SKOCH, Andrei Vladimirovich (Cyrillic: СКОЧ, Андрей Владимирович), Russia; DOB 30 Jan 1966; POB Nikolsky (Moscow), Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [RUSSIA-EO14024].

SMP BANK (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOYE OBSHCHESTVO BANK SEVERNY MORSKOY PUT (Cyrillic: АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО БАНК СЕВЕРНЫЙ МОРСКОЙ ПУТЬ); a.k.a. AO SMP BANK (Cyrillic: АО СМП БАНК); a.k.a. AO SMP BANK, AO; d. 71 k. 11, ul. Sadovnicheskaya Street, Moscow 115035, Russia; SWIFT/BIC SMBKRMU; Website www.smpbank.ru; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Target Type Financial Institution; Tax ID No. 7750005482 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 56657657 (Russia); Registration Number 1097711000078 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [RUSSIA-EO14024].

SMP BANK OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOYE OBSHCHESTVO BANK SEVERNY MORSKOY PUT (Cyrillic: АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО БАНК СЕВЕРНЫЙ МОРСКОЙ ПУТЬ); a.k.a. AO SMP BANK (Cyrillic: АО СМП БАНК); a.k.a. AO SMP BANK, AO; d. 71 k. 11, ul. Sadovnicheskaya Street, Moscow 115035, Russia; SWIFT/BIC SMBKRMU; Website www.smpbank.ru; Target Type Financial Institution; Tax ID No. 7750005482 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 56657657 (Russia); Registration Number 1097711000078 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [RUSSIA-EO14024].
TIMTCHENKO, Guennadi (a.k.a. TIMCHENKO, Gennady Nikolayevich; a.k.a. TIMCHENKO, Gennady Nikolaevich; a.k.a. TIMCHENKO, Gennady Nikolayevich (Cyrillic: Геннадий ТИМЧЕНКО, Геннадий Николаевич)), 10 Rampe de Cologny, Geneva 1223, Switzerland; Shvedskiy tup. 3, 26, Moscow, Russia; DOB 09 Nov 1952; POB Leninakan, Armenia; alt. POB Gyumri, Armenia; nationality Finland; alt. nationality Russia; alt. nationality Armenia; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Tax ID No. 781012626436 (Russia) (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: OOO VOLGA GROUP), -to- TIMTCHENKO, Gennady Nikolayevich (a.k.a. TIMCHENKO, Gennady Nikolaevich; a.k.a. TIMCHENKO, Gennady Nikolaevich; a.k.a. TIMCHENKO, Gennady Nikolayevich (Cyrillic: Геннадий ТИМЧЕНКО, Геннадий Николаевич)), 10 Rampe de Cologny, Geneva 1223, Switzerland; Shvedskiy tup. 3, 26, Moscow, Russia; DOB 09 Nov 1952; POB Leninakan, Armenia; alt. POB Gyumri, Armenia; nationality Finland; alt. nationality Russia; alt. nationality Armenia; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Tax ID No. 781012626436 (Russia) (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: OOO VOLGA GROUP), -to- TIMTCHENKO, Guennadi (a.k.a. TIMCHENKO, Gennady Nikolayevich; a.k.a. TIMCHENKO, Gennady Nikolaevich; a.k.a. TIMCHENKO, Gennady Nikolayevich (Cyrillic: Геннадий ТИМЧЕНКО, Геннадий Николаевич)), 10 Rampe de Cologny, Geneva 1223, Switzerland; Shvedskiy tup. 3, 26, Moscow, Russia; DOB 09 Nov 1952; POB Leninakan, Armenia; alt. POB Gyumri, Armenia; nationality Finland; alt. nationality Russia; alt. nationality Armenia; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Tax ID No. 781012626436 (Russia) (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: OOO VOLGA GROUP), -to- TIMTCHENKO, Guennadi (a.k.a. TIMCHENKO, Gennady Nikolayevich; a.k.a. TIMCHENKO, Gennady Nikolaevich; a.k.a. TIMCHENKO, Gennady Nikolayevich (Cyrillic: Геннадий ТИМЧЕНКО, Геннадий Николаевич)), 10 Rampe de Cologny, Geneva 1223, Switzerland; Shvedskiy tup. 3, 26, Moscow, Russia; DOB 09 Nov 1952; POB Leninakan, Armenia; alt. POB Gyumri, Armenia; nationality Finland; alt. nationality Russia; alt. nationality Armenia; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Tax ID No. 781012626436 (Russia) (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: OOO VOLGA GROUP).
natiivity Russia; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Speaker of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation; Member of Russian Security Council (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [RUSSIA-EO14024].

ZOLOTOV, Viktor (a.k.a. ZOLOTOV, Viktor Vasilyevich), Russia; DOB 27 Jan 1954; POB Ryazanskaia oblast, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [RUSSIA-EO14024].

ZOLOTOV, Viktor Vasilyevich (a.k.a. ZOLOTOV, Viktor), Russia; DOB 27 Jan 1954; POB Ryazanskaia oblast, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [RUSSIA-EO14024].

"ABR MANAGEMENT" (a.k.a. ABR MANAGEMENT AO (Cyrillic: АБР МЕНЕДЖМЕНТ АО); a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO ABR MENEDZHMENT; a.k.a. AO ABR MANAGEMENT (Cyrillic: АО АБР МЕНЕДЖМЕНТ); a.k.a. AO ABR MENEDZHMENT; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY ABR MANAGEMENT), ul. Graffio, d. 7 Ilera A, g. Sankt-Peterburg 197022, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Tax ID No. 7842467053 (Russia); Registration Number 1117847707383 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: BANK ROSSIYA).

"JSC USC" (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY UNITED SHIPBUILDING CORPORATION; a.k.a. JSC UNITED SHIPBUILDING CORPORATION; a.k.a. UNITED SHIPBUILDING CORPORATION (Cyrillic: ОБЪЕДИНЕННАЯ СУДОСТРОИТЕЛЬНАЯ КОРПОРАЦИЯ); a.k.a. "OCK"; a.k.a. "OSK AO"), Ul. Marat, 90, St. Petersburg 191119, Russia; 11 Bolshaya Tatarskaya Str. Bld. B, Moscow 115184, Russia; Tax ID No. 7833395215 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [RUSSIA-EO14024]. -to- "OSK AO" (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY UNITED SHIPBUILDING CORPORATION; a.k.a. JSC UNITED SHIPBUILDING CORPORATION; a.k.a. UNITED SHIPBUILDING CORPORATION (Cyrillic: ОБЪЕДИНЕННАЯ СУДОСТРОИТЕЛЬНАЯ КОРПОРАЦИЯ); a.k.a. "JSC USC"; a.k.a. "OCK"), Ul. Marat, 90, St. Petersburg 191119, Russia; 11 Bolshaya Tatarskaya Str. Bld. B, Moscow 115184, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Tax ID No. 7833395215 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [RUSSIA-EO14024].

The following [UKRAINE-EO13661] [ELECTION-EO13848] entries have been changed:

GROMOV, Alexei Alexeyevich, Russia; DOB 31 May 1960; POB Zagorsk (Sergiev, Posad), Moscow Region, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; First Deputy Chief of Staff of the Presidential Executive Office; First Deputy Head of Presidential Administration; First Deputy Presidential Chief of Staff (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [ELECTION-EO13848]. -to- GROMOV, Alexei Alexeyevich, Russia; DOB 31 May 1960; POB Zagorsk (Sergiev, Posad), Moscow Region, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Tax ID No. 7833395215 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [ELECTION-EO13848].
The following [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] entries have been changed:

AKTSIONERNE TOVARYSTVO SBERBANK
(a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK;
a.k.a. JSC SBERBANK; a.k.a. JSC SBERBANK OF RUSSIA; a.k.a. PUBLICHNE
AKTSIONERNE TOVARYSTVO DOCHIRNII
BANK SBERBANKU ROSII; f.k.a. SBERBANK
OF RUSSIA SUBSIDIARY BANK PRIVATE
JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. SBERBANK
OF RUSSIA SUBSIDIARY BANK PUBLIC
JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. SUBSIDIARY
BANK SBERBANK OF RUSSIA PUBLIC JOINT
STOCK COMPANY), 46 Volodymyrska street,
Kyiv 01601, Ukraine; 46 Vladimirskaya St,
Kyiv 01601, Ukraine; SWIFT/BIC SABRUAUK;
Website www.sberbank.ua; alt. Website
sbrf.com.ua; Executive Order 13662 Directive
Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Executive
Order 14024 Directive Information - For more
information on directives, please visit the following
link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Registration ID 25959784 (Ukraine); Tax ID No. 259597826652 (Ukraine); For more information on directives, please visit the following link:
http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY).
AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO
NEGOUSADARSTVENNY PENSIONNY FOND
VTB PENSIONNY FOND (f.k.a. NEKOMMERCHESKAIA ORGANIZATSIIA NEGOUSADARSTVENNY PENSIONNY FOND VTB PENSIONNY FOND; a.k.a. NONPROFIT ORGANIZATION NON-STATE PENSION FUND VTB PENSION FUND; a.k.a. NON-STATE PENSION FUND VTB PENSION FUND, JSC; a.k.a. NPF VTB PENSION FUND JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. NPF VTB PENSION FUND JSC; a.k.a. NPF VTB PENSION FUND, AO), d. 43 str. 1 ul. Vorontsovskaya, Moscow 109147, Russia; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Target Type Financial Institution; Registration ID 114779914692 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-E013662] [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO NPO VYSOKOTOCHNYYE KOMPLEKSY (a.k.a. HIGH PRECISION WEAPONS JOINT STOCK COMPANY SCIENTIFIC PRODUCTION ASSOCIATION; a.k.a. JSC NPO HIGH PRECISION SYSTEMS (Cyrillic: АО НПО БСКОТОЧНЬИЕ КОМПЛЕКСЫ); a.k.a. JSC NPO VYSOKOTOCHNYYE KOMPLEKSY; a.k.a. NPO VYSOKOTOCHNYYE KOMPLEKSY, AO), 21 str. 1, bulvar Gogolevski, Moscow 119019, Russia; 7 Kievskaya Str., Moscow 121059, Russia; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 3; Organization Established Date 12 Feb 2009; Registration ID 1097746068012 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7704721192 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 60390527 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-E013662] [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: ROSTEC). -to-

AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO
VERTOLEY ROSSI (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY RUSSIAN HELICOPTERS; a.k.a. JSC RUSSIAN HELICOPTERS; a.k.a. OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY RUSSIAN HELICOPTERS; a.k.a. RUSSIAN HELICOPTERS JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. RUSSIAN HELICOPTERS JOINT STOCK COMPANY RUSSIAN HELICOPTERS; a.k.a. RUSSIAN HELICOPTERS). -to-

AKTSIONERNY KOMMERCHESKI BANK MOSKVY OTKRYTOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNY KOMMERCHESKI BANK MOSKVY; f.k.a. BANK OF MOSCOW; a.k.a. JSC MOSKVY OTKRYTOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO; a.k.a. MOSKVY BANK; f.k.a. BANK MOSKVY PAO; a.k.a. BM BANK AO; a.k.a. BM BANK JSC; a.k.a. BM BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY RUSSIAN HELICOPTERS; a.k.a. RUSSIAN HELICOPTERS JOINT STOCK COMPANY RUSSIAN HELICOPTERS; a.k.a. RUSSIAN HELICOPTERS). -to-
COMMERCIAL BANK NOVIKOMBANK JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. NOVIKOMBANK AO; a.k.a. NOVIKOMBANK JCSB, bld.1, Polyanka Bolshaya str. 50/1, Moscow 119180, Russia (Cyrillic: ул. Полняк Больная, д. 50/1, стр. 1, Москва 119180, Россия); SWIFT/BIC CNOVRUMM; Website http://www.novikom.ru; BIK (RU) 044583162; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 3; Organization Established Date 1993; Registration ID 1027739075891; Tax ID No. 7706196340; Government Gazette Number 17541272; All offices worldwide. For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directories [UKRAINE-EO13662] (Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY). -to- AO AKB NOVIKOMBANK (Cyrillic: AO АКБ НОВИКОМБАНК) (a.k.a. AKTSIONERY KOMMERCHESKI BANK NOVIKOMBANK AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMMERCIAL BANK NOVIKOMBANK JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. NOVIKOMBANK AO; a.k.a. NOVIKOMBANK JCSB, bld.1, Polyanka Bolshaya str. 50/1, Moscow 119180, Russia (Cyrillic: ул. Полняка Больная, д. 50/1, стр. 1, Москва 119180, Россия); SWIFT/BIC CNOVRUMM; Website http://www.novikom.ru; BIK (RU) 044583162; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 3; Organization Established Date 1993; Registration ID 1027739075891; Tax ID No. 7706196340; Government Gazette Number 17541272; All offices worldwide. For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directories [UKRAINE-EO13662] (Linked To: ROSTEC). -to- AO AKB NOVIKOMBANK (Cyrillic: AO АКБ НОВИКОМБАНК) (a.k.a. AKTSIONERY KOMMERCHESKI BANK NOVIKOMBANK AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMMERCIAL BANK NOVIKOMBANK JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. NOVIKOMBANK AO; a.k.a. NOVIKOMBANK JCSB, bld.1, Polyanka Bolshaya str. 50/1, Moscow 119180, Russia (Cyrillic: ул. Полняка Больная, д. 50/1, стр. 1, Москва 119180, Россия); SWIFT/BIC CNOVRUMM; Website http://www.novikom.ru; BIK (RU) 044583162; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 3; Organization Established Date 1993; Registration ID 1027739075891; Tax ID No. 7706196340; Government Gazette Number 17541272; All offices worldwide. For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directories [UKRAINE-EO13662] (Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY).
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GOSUDARSTVENNY SPETSAZIROYAVANNY ROSSISKI EKSPORTNO-IMPORTNY BANK (ZAKRYTOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO; a.k.a. ROSEKSIMBANK, ZAO; a.k.a. RUSSIAN EXPORT-IMPORT BANK; a.k.a. STATE SPECIALIZED RUSSIAN EXPORT-IMPORT BANK) JOINT-STOCK COMPANY (Cyrillic: ГОСУДАРСТВЕННЫЙ СПЕЦИАЛИЗИРОВАННЫЙ РОССИЙСКИЙ ЭКСПОРТНО-ИМПОРТНЫЙ БАНК АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО), 12 Krasnopresnenskaya Embankments, Moscow 123610, Russia; SWIFT/BIC EXIRRUMM; Website eximbank.ru; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Registration Number 253400HA6URWT39X2982; All offices worldwide; for more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives. [UKRAINE-EO14024] (Linked To: STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMBANK). AO VEB.DV (f.k.a. FAR EAST AND BAikal REGION DEVELOPMENT FUND JSC; f.k.a. JSC FAR EAST AND ARCTIC REGION DEVELOPMENT FUND; a.k.a. JSC VEB.DV; f.k.a. JSC THE FAR EAST AND BAikal REGION DEVELOPMENT FUND), Nab. Presnenskaya D. 10, pom II korn 8-59, Moscow 123112, Russia; Website fondvostok.ru; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Tax ID No. 2721188289 (Russia); Registration Number 1112721010995 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives. [UKRAINE-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA). -to- AUCTION LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY (a.k.a. AUCTION LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY; a.k.a. AUCTION SBERBANK OF RUSSIA; a.k.a. LLC AUCTION; a.k.a. OBSHCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNO OTVETSTVENNOSTYU AUKTSION). -14 shosse Entuziastov, Moscow 111024, Russia; Room 12, room IB, ground floor, 32 Leninsky Ave, Moscow, Russia; Website www.auktsion.sbrf.ru; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; More information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives. [UKRAINE-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA). AUKTION LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY (a.k.a. AUCTION LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY; a.k.a. AUCTION SBERBANK OF RUSSIA; a.k.a. LLC AUCTION; a.k.a. OBSHCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNO OTVETSTVENNOSTYU AUKTSION). -14 shosse Entuziastov, Moscow 111024, Russia; Room 12, room IB, ground floor, 32 Leninsky Ave, Moscow, Russia; Website www.auktsion.sbrf.ru; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; More information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives. [UKRAINE-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA). -to- AUCTION LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY (a.k.a. AUCTION LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY; a.k.a. AUCTION SBERBANK OF RUSSIA; a.k.a. LLC AUCTION; a.k.a. OBSHCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNO OTVETSTVENNOSTYU AUKTSION). -14 shosse Entuziastov, Moscow 111024, Russia; Room 12, room IB, ground floor, 32 Leninsky Ave, Moscow, Russia; Website www.auktsion.sbrf.ru; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; More information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives. [UKRAINE-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).
AUCTION; a.k.a. OBSHCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTYU AUKTSION), d.14 shosse Entuziastov, Moscow 111024, Russia; Room 12, room IB, ground floor, 32 Leninsky Ave, Moscow, Russia; Website www.aukcion-sbrf.ru; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 1027700256297 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).

BANCO VTB AFRICA SA (a.k.a. VTB AFRICA), 22, Rua da Missao, Luanda, Angola; SWIFT/BIC VTBLOALU; Website www.vtb.ae; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY). -to- BANK VTB AFRICA SA (a.k.a. VTB AFRICA), 22, Rua da Missao, Luanda, Angola; SWIFT/BIC VTBLOALU; Website www.vtb.ae; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

BANK BELVEB OJSC (a.k.a. BANK BELVEB OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. BELVNESHECONOMBANK OAO; a.k.a. BELVNESHECONOMBANK OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY), 29 Pobeditelei ave., Minsk 220004, Belarus; Myasnikova, 32, Minsk 220050, Belarus; SWIFT/BIC BELBBY2X; Website bveb.by; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Organization Established Date 23 Dec 1991; Target Type Financial Institution; Tax ID No. 7750004150 (Russia); Legal Entity Number 25340038P8SYW8089W34 (Russia); All offices worldwide; For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMBANK).

BANK BELVEB OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY (a.k.a. BANK BELVEB OJSC; a.k.a. BELVNESHECONOMBANK OAO; a.k.a. BELVNESHECONOMBANK OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY), 29 Pobeditelei ave., Minsk 220004, Belarus; Myasnikova, 32, Minsk 220050, Belarus; SWIFT/BIC BELBBY2X; Website bveb.by; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Organization Established Date 23 Dec 1991; Target Type Financial Institution; Tax ID No. 7750004150 (Russia); Legal Entity Number 25340038P8SYW8089W34 (Russia); All offices worldwide; For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMBANK).

BANK BELVEB OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY (a.k.a. BANK BELVEB OJSC; a.k.a. BELVNESHECONOMBANK OAO; a.k.a. BELVNESHECONOMBANK OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY), 29 Pobeditelei ave., Minsk 220004, Belarus; Myasnikova, 32, Minsk 220050, Belarus; SWIFT/BIC BELBBY2X; Website bveb.by; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Organization Established Date 23 Dec 1991; Target Type Financial Institution; Tax ID No. 7750004150 (Russia); Legal Entity Number 25340038P8SYW8089W34 (Russia); All offices worldwide; For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMBANK).
BANK VTB OAO; f.k.a. BANK VTB OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. BANK VTB PAO; a.k.a. BANK VTB PUBLICHNOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO; f.k.a. CJSC BANK FOR FOREIGN TRADE OF THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION; f.k.a. JSC VTB BANK; f.k.a. OAO BANK VTB; f.k.a. OAO VNESHTORGBANK; f.k.a. OJSC CJSC BANK FOR FOREIGN TRADE; f.k.a. RUSSIAN VNESHTORGBANK; f.k.a. VNESHTORGBANK OF RSFSR; f.k.a. VNESHTORGBANK ROSSIISTOZJED JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. VTB BANK; f.k.a. VTB BANK OAO; f.k.a. VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. VTB BANK PJSC (Cyrillic: БАНК ВТБ ПАО); a.k.a. VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY (Cyrillic: БАНК ВТБ ПУБЛИЧНОЕ АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО)), 29, Bolshaya Morakaya str., St. Petersburg 190000, Russia; 37 Plyushchikha ul., Moscow 119121, Russia; 43, Vorontsovskaya str., Moscow 109044, Russia; 11 litera, per. Degtyarny, St. Petersburg 191144, Russia; 11, lit. A, Degtyarnyy per. ulok, St. Petersburg 191144, Russia; 43, bl.1, Vorontsovskaya str., Moscow 109147, Russia; Bashnya Zapad, Kompleks Federatsiya, 12, nab. Presneneskaya, Moscow 123317, Russia; str. 1, 43, ul. Vorontsovskaya, Moscow 109147, Russia; Vorontsovskaya Str 43, Moscow 109147, Russia; SWIFT/BIC VTBRRUMM; Website www.vtb.com; alt. Website www.vtb.ru; BIK (RU) 044525187; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Target Type Financial Institution; Government Gazette Number 29292940 (Russia); Registration Number 1027700159497 (Russia); All offices worldwide; for more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] ( Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY). -to- BANK OF MOSCOW (a.k.a. АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО; f.k.a. БАНК ВТБ ОАО; a.k.a. БАНК ВТБ ПАО; a.k.a. БАНК ВТБ ПУБЛИЧНОЕ АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО; f.k.a. CJSC BANK FOR FOREIGN TRADE OF THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION; f.k.a. JSC VTB BANK; f.k.a. OAO BANK VTB; f.k.a. OAO VNESHTORGBANK; f.k.a. OJSC CJSC BANK FOR FOREIGN TRADE; f.k.a. RUSSIAN VNESHTORGBANK; f.k.a. VNESHTORGBANK OF RSFSR; f.k.a. VNESHTORGBANK ROSSIISTOZJED JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. VTB BANK; f.k.a. VTB BANK OAO; f.k.a. VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. VTB BANK PJSC (Cyrillic: БАНК ВТБ ПАО); a.k.a. VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY (Cyrillic: БАНК ВТБ ПУБЛИЧНОЕ АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО)), 29, Bolshaya Morakaya str., St. Petersburg 190000, Russia; 37 Plyushchikha ul., Moscow 119121, Russia; 43, Vorontsovskaya str., Moscow 109044, Russia; 11 litera, per. Degtyarny, St. Petersburg 191144, Russia; 11, lit. A, Degtyarnyy per. ulok, St. Petersburg 191144, Russia; 43, bl.1, Vorontsovskaya str., Moscow 109147, Russia; Bashnya Zapad, Kompleks Federatsiya, 12, nab. Presneneskaya, Moscow 123317, Russia; str. 1, 43, ul. Vorontsovskaya, Moscow 109147, Russia; Vorontsovskaya Str 43, Moscow 109147, Russia; SWIFT/BIC VTBRRUMM; Website www.vtb.com; alt. Website www.vtb.ru; BIK (RU) 044525187; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Target Type Financial Institution; Government Gazette Number 29292940 (Russia); Registration Number 1027700159497 (Russia); All offices worldwide; for more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024].
Bank Vneshei Torgovli Rossiskoi Federatsii (Russia); License 1000 (Russia); Legal Entity Number 253400V1H8ART1UQGN98 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024].

Bank Vneshei Torgovli Rossiskoi Federatsii (Russia); License 1000 (Russia); Legal Entity Number 253400V1H8ART1UQGN98 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024].

For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024].
Vorontsovskaya str., Moscow 109147, Russia; Bashnya Zapad, Kompleks Federatsiya, 12, nab. Presnenskaya, Moscow 123317, Russia; str. 1, 43, ul. Vorontsovskaya, Moscow 109147, Russia; Vorontsovskaya Str 43, Moscow 109147, Russia; SWIFT/BIC VTBRRUMM; Website www.vtb.com; alt. Website www.vtb.ru; BIK (RU) 044030707; alt. BIK (RU) 044525187; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Organization Established Date 17 Oct 1990; Target Type Financial Institution; Registration ID 1027739609391 (Russia); Tax Id No. 7702070139 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 00032520 (Russia); License 1000 (Russia); Legal Entity Number 253400V1H6ART1UQ0N98 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx# directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024].

BANK VNESHEI TORGOLVI RSFSR (f.k.a. BANK FOR FOREIGN TRADE OF RSFSR; f.k.a. BANK OF FOREIGN TRADE OF THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOLVI OAO; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOLVI ROSSISKOI FEDERATSIIS AS A PRIVATE JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOLVI JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOLVI OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOLVI ROSSISKAY FEDERATSIIS CLOSED JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VTB OAO; f.k.a. BANK VTB OAO; f.k.a. BANK VTB PUBLICNOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO; f.k.a. JSC BANK FOR FOREIGN TRADE OF THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION; f.k.a. JSC VTB BANK; f.k.a. OAO BANK VTB; f.k.a. OAO VNESHTORG; f.k.a. JSC JSC BANK FOR FOREIGN TRADE; f.k.a. RUSSIAN VNESHTORG; f.k.a. VNESHTORG BANK; f.k.a. VNESHTORG BANK OF RSFSR; f.k.a. VNESHTORG BANK ROSSI; CLOSED JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. VTB BANK PAO; f.k.a. BANK VTB; f.k.a. VTB VTB BANK OAO; f.k.a. VTB BANK OAO; f.k.a. VTB BANK OAO; f.k.a. VTB BANK PAO; f.k.a. VTB BANK PJSC (Cyrillic: БАНК ВТБ ПАО); a.k.a. VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY (Cyrillic: БАНК ВТБ ПУБЛИЧНОЕ АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО)); 29, Bolshaya Moskorska str., St. Petersburg 190000, Russia; 37 Pylushchikha ul., Moscow 119121, Russia; 43, Vorontsovskaya str., Moscow 109044, Russia; 11 litera, per. Degtyarny, St. Petersburg 191144, Russia; 11, lt A, Degtyarnyy pereulok, St. Petersburg 191144, Russia; 43, Bld.1, Vorontsovskaya str., Moscow 109147, Russia; Bashnya Zapad, Kompleks Federatsiya, 12, nab. Presnenskaya, Moscow 123317, Russia; str. 1, 43, ul. Vorontsovskaya, Moscow 109147, Russia; Vorontsovskaya Str 43, Moscow 109147, Russia; SWIFT/BIC VTBRRUMM; Website www.vtb.com; alt. Website www.vtb.ru; BIK (RU) 044030707; alt. BIK (RU) 044525187; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Organization Established Date 17 Oct 1990; Target Type Financial Institution; Registration ID 1027739609391 (Russia); Tax Id No. 7702070139 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 00032520 (Russia); License 1000 (Russia); Legal Entity Number 253400V1H6ART1UQ0N98 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx# directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024]. -to- BANK VNESHNEI TORGOVLI ROSSIYSKOY FEDERATSIIS AS A PRIVATE JOINT STOCK COMPANY (f.k.a. BANK FOR FOREIGN TRADE OF THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION; f.k.a. BANK VTB OAO; f.k.a. BANK VTB PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY (Cyrillic: БАНК ВТБ ПУБЛИЧНОЕ АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО)); 29, Bolshaya Moskorska str., St. Petersburg 190000, Russia; 37 Pylushchikha ul., Moscow 119121, Russia; 43, Vorontsovskaya str., Moscow 109044, Russia; 11 litera, per. Degtyarny, St. Petersburg 191144, Russia; 11, lt A, Degtyarnyy pereulok, St. Petersburg 191144, Russia; 43, Bld.1, Vorontsovskaya str., Moscow 109147, Russia; Bashnya Zapad, Kompleks Federatsiya, 12, nab. Presnenskaya, Moscow 123317, Russia; str. 1, 43, ul. Vorontsovskaya, Moscow 109147, Russia; Vorontsovskaya Str 43, Moscow 109147, Russia; SWIFT/BIC VTBRRUMM; Website www.vtb.com; alt. Website www.vtb.ru; BIK (RU) 044030707; alt. BIK (RU) 044525187; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Organization Established Date 17 Oct 1990; Target Type Financial Institution; Registration ID 1027739609391 (Russia); Tax Id No. 7702070139 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 00032520 (Russia); License 1000 (Russia); Legal Entity Number 253400V1H6ART1UQ0N98 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx# directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024].
Private Joint Stock Company; f.k.a. VTB Bank PJSC (Cyrillic: БАНК ВТБ ПАО); a.k.a. VTB Bank Public Joint Stock Company (Cyrillic: БАНК ВТБ ПУБЛИЧНОЕ АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО), 29, Bolshaya Morskaya str., St. Petersburg 190000, Russia; 37 Plyushchikha ul., Moscow 119121, Russia; 43, Vorontsovskaya str., Moscow 109044, Russia; 11 litera, per. Degtyarny, St. Petersburg 191144, Russia; 11, lit A, Degtyarnyy pereulok, St. Petersburg 191144, Russia; 43, bd.1, Vorontsovskaya str., Moscow 109147, Russia; Bashnya Zapad, Kompleks Federatsiya, 12, nab. Presnenskaya, Moscow 123317, Russia; str. 1, 43, ul. Vorontsovskaya, Moscow 109147, Russia; Vorontsovskaya str, 43, Moscow 109147, Russia; SWIFT/BIC VTBRRUMM; Website www.vtb.com; alt. Website www.vtb.ru; BIK (RU) 044030707; alt. BIK (RU) 044525187; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Organization Established Date 17 Oct 1990; Target Type Financial Institution; Registration ID 1027739609391 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7702070139 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 00032520 (Russia); License 1000 (Russia); Legal Entity Number 253400V16HART1UQNQ98 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx# directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024].
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BANK VTB AZERBAIJAN OJSC (a.k.a. JSC VTB OFFICE OF FOREIGN ASSETS CONTROL Baku 1022, Azerbaijan; SWIFT/BIC VTBAAZ22; 38 Khatai ave. Nasimi district, Baku 109147, Russia; 43, Vorontsovskaya str., Moscow 109044, Russia; 11 litera, per. Degtyarny, St. Petersburg 191144, Russia; 11, lit A, Degtyarny pereulok, St. Petersburg 191144, Russia; 43, bd. 1, Vorontsovskaya str., Moscow 109147, Russia; Bashnya Zapad, Kompleks Federatlya, 12, nab. Prensenakaya, Moscow 123317, Russia; str. 1, 43, ul. Vorontsovskaya, Moscow 109147, Russia; Vorontsovskaya Str 43, Moscow 109147, Russia; SWIFT/BIC VTBRUMM; Website www.vtb.com; alt. Website www.vtb.ru; BIK (RU) 044030707; alt. BIK (RU) 044525187; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Organization Established Date 17 Oct 1990; Target Type Financial Institution; Registration ID 1027739609391 (Russia); Tax Id No. 7702070139 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 00032520 (Russia); License 1000 (Russia); Legal Entity Number 253400V1H6ART1UQ0N98 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY). -to- BANK VTB AZERBAIJAN OJSC (a.k.a. JSC VTB BANK AZERBAIJAN; f.k.a. OJSC AF BANK; a.k.a. VTB BANK AZERBAIJAN OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY), 38 Khatai ave. Nasimi district, Baku AZ 1008, Azerbaijan; 60, Samed Vurgun str, Baku 1022, Azerbaijan; SWIFT/BIC VTBAAZ22; Website http://en.vtb.az/; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Target Type Financial Institution; For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY).
OFFICE OF FOREIGN ASSETS CONTROL

TORGOLI OAO; f.k.a. BANK VNESHNEI TORGOLI ROSSIYSKII FEDERATSII AS A PRIVATE JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VNESHNEI TORGOLI RSFSR; f.k.a. BANK VNESHNEI TORGOLI JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VNESHNEI TORGOLI OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VNESHNEY TORGOLI ROSSIYSKII FEDERATSII CLOSED JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VTB OAO; a.k.a. BANK VTB PAO; a.k.a. BANK VTB PUBLICNHOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSCHESTVO; f.k.a. CJSC BANK FOR FOREIGN TRADE OF THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION; f.k.a. JSC VTB BANK; f.k.a. AOAO BANK VTB; f.k.a. VNESHTORGANK; f.k.a. OAO CJSC BANK FOR FOREIGN TRADE; f.k.a. RUSSIAN VNESHTORGANK; f.k.a. VNESHTORGANK OF RSFSR; f.k.a. VNESHTORGANK ROSSI CLOSED JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. VTB BANK; f.k.a. VTB VTB OAO; a.k.a. VTB BANK PJSC (Cyrillic: БАНК ВТБ ПАО); a.k.a. VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY (Cyrillic: БАНК ВТБ ПУБЛИЧНОЕ АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО)), 29, Bolshaya Morskaya str., St. Petersburg 190000, Russia; 37 Plyushchikha ul., Moscow 119121, Russia; 43, Vorontsovskaya str., Moscow 109044, Russia; 11 litera, per. Degtyarny, St. Petersburg 191144, Russia; 11, lit. A, Degtyarnyy pereulok, St. Petersburg 191144, Russia; 43, bd.1, Vorontsovskaya str., Moscow 109147, Russia; Bashnya Zapad, Kompleks Federatsiya, 12, nab. Presnenskaya, Moscow 123317, Russia; str. 1, 43, ul. Vorontsovskaya, Moscow 109147, Russia; Vorontsovskaya Str 43, Moscow 109147, Russia; 109147, Russia; SWIFT/BIC VTBRRUMM; Website www.vtb.com; alt. Website www.vtb.ru; BIK (RU) 044030707; alt. BIK (RU) 044525187; Executive Order 13682 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Organization Established Date 17 Oct 1990; Target Type Financial Institution; Registration ID 1027739609391 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7702070139 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 00032520 (Russia); License 1000 (Russia); Legal Entity Number 253400VIH6ART1UQDN98 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024]. BANK VTB PAO (f.k.a. BANK FOR FOREIGN TRADE OF RSFSR; f.k.a. BANK FOR FOREIGN TRADE OF THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION; f.k.a. BANK VNESHNEI TORGOLI OAO; f.k.a. BANK VNESHNEI TORGOLI ROSSIYSKII FEDERATSII AS A PRIVATE JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VNESHNEY TORGOLI ROSSIYSKII FEDERATSII CLOSED JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VTB OAO; f.k.a. BANK VTB PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. BANK VTB PUBLICNHOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSCHESTVO; f.k.a. CJSC BANK FOR FOREIGN TRADE OF THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION; f.k.a. JSC VTB BANK; f.k.a. AOAO BANK VTB; f.k.a. VNESHTORGANK; f.k.a. OAO CJSC BANK FOR FOREIGN TRADE; f.k.a. RUSSIAN VNESHTORGANK; f.k.a. VNESHTORGANK OF RSFSR; f.k.a. VNESHTORGANK ROSSI CLOSED JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. VTB BANK; f.k.a. VTB VTB OAO; a.k.a. VTB BANK PJSC (Cyrillic: БАНК ВТБ ПАО); a.k.a. VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY (Cyrillic: БАНК ВТБ ПУБЛИЧНОЕ АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО)), 29, Bolshaya Morskaya str., St. Petersburg 190000, Russia; 37 Plyushchikha ul., Moscow 119121, Russia; 43, Vorontsovskaya str., Moscow 109044, Russia; 11 litera, per. Degtyarny, St. Petersburg 191144, Russia; 11, lit. A, Degtyarnyy pereulok, St. Petersburg 191144, Russia; 43, bd.1, Vorontsovskaya str., Moscow 109147, Russia; Bashnya Zapad, Kompleks Federatsiya, 12, nab. Presnenskaya, Moscow 123317, Russia; str. 1, 43, ul. Vorontsovskaya, Moscow 109147, Russia; Vorontsovskaya Str 43, Moscow 109147, Russia; 109147, Russia; SWIFT/BIC VTBRRUMM; Website www.vtb.com; alt. Website www.vtb.ru; BIK (RU) 044030707; alt. BIK (RU) 044525187; Executive Order 13682 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Organization Established Date 17 Oct 1990; Target Type Financial Institution; Registration ID 1027739609391 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7702070139 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 00032520 (Russia); License 1000 (Russia); Legal Entity Number 253400VIH6ART1UQDN98 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024]. BANK VTB OAO (f.k.a. BANK FOR FOREIGN TRADE OF RSFSR; f.k.a. BANK FOR FOREIGN TRADE OF THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION; f.k.a. BANK VNESHNEI TORGOLI OAO; f.k.a. BANK VNESHNEI TORGOLI ROSSIYSKII FEDERATSII AS A PRIVATE JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VNESHNEY TORGOLI ROSSIYSKII FEDERATSII CLOSED JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VTB OAO; f.k.a. BANK VTB PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. BANK VTB PUBLICNHOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSCHESTVO; f.k.a. CJSC BANK FOR FOREIGN TRADE OF THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION; f.k.a. JSC VTB BANK; f.k.a. AOAO BANK VTB; f.k.a. VNESHTORGANK; f.k.a. OAO CJSC BANK FOR FOREIGN TRADE; f.k.a. RUSSIAN VNESHTORGANK; f.k.a. VNESHTORGANK OF RSFSR; f.k.a. VNESHTORGANK ROSSI CLOSED JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. VTB BANK; f.k.a. VTB VTB OAO; a.k.a. VTB BANK PJSC (Cyrillic: БАНК ВТБ ПАО); a.k.a. VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY (Cyrillic: БАНК ВТБ ПУБЛИЧНОЕ АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО)), 29, Bolshaya Morskaya str., St. Petersburg 190000, Russia; 37 Plyushchikha ul., Moscow 119121, Russia; 43, Vorontsovskaya str., Moscow 109044, Russia; 11 litera, per. Degtyarny, St. Petersburg 191144, Russia; 11, lit. A, Degtyarnyy pereulok, St. Petersburg 191144, Russia; 43, bd.1, Vorontsovskaya str., Moscow 109147, Russia; Bashnya Zapad, Kompleks Federatsiya, 12, nab. Presnenskaya, Moscow 123317, Russia; str. 1, 43, ul. Vorontsovskaya, Moscow 109147, Russia; Vorontsovskaya Str 43, Moscow 109147, Russia; 109147, Russia; SWIFT/BIC VTBRRUMM; Website www.vtb.com; alt. Website www.vtb.ru; BIK (RU) 044030707; alt. BIK (RU) 044525187; Executive Order 13682 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Organization Established Date 17 Oct 1990; Target Type Financial Institution; Registration ID 1027739609391 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7702070139 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 00032520 (Russia); License 1000 (Russia); Legal Entity Number 253400VIH6ART1UQDN98 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024].
Russia; Vorontsovskaya Str 43, Moscow 109147, Russia; SWIFT/BIC VTBRRUMM; Website www.vtb.com; alt. Website www.vtb.ru; BIK (RU) 044030707; alt. BIK (RU) 044525187; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Organization Established Date 17 Oct 1990; Target Type Financial Institution; Registration ID 1027739609391 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7702070139 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 00032520 (Russia); License 1000 (Russia); Legal Entity Number 253400V1H6ART1UQ0N98 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024].

BANK VTB PUBLICHNOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO (f.k.a. BANK FOR FOREIGN TRADE OF RSFSR; f.k.a. BANK OF FOREIGN TRADE OF THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGIOVLI OAO; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGIOVLI ROSSIISKII FEDERATSIII AS A PRIVATE JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGIOVLI ROSSIISKII FEDERATSIII AS A PRIVATE JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VTB OAO; f.k.a. BANK VTB OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. BANK VTB PAO; f.k.a. CJSC BANK FOR FOREIGN TRADE OF THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION; f.k.a. JSC VTB BANK; f.k.a. OAO BANK VTB; f.k.a. OAO VNESHTORG BANK; f.k.a. OJSC CJSC BANK FOR FOREIGN TRADE; f.k.a. RUSSIAN VNESHTORG BANK; f.k.a. VNESHTORG BANK OF RSFSR; f.k.a. VNESHTORBANK RSFS; f.k.a. VNESHTORG BANK ROSSI closed joint stock company; a.k.a. BANK VTB PAO; VTB BANK OAO; VTB BANK OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. BANK VTB PAO; a.k.a. VTB BANK PJSC (Cyrillic: БАНК ВТБ ПАО); a.k.a. VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY (Cyrillic: БАНК ВТБ ГУБЕРНСКОЕ АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО)), 29, Bolshaya Morskaya str., St. Petersburg 190000, Russia; 37 Plyushchikha ul., Moscow 119121, Russia; 43, Vorontsovskaya str., Moscow 109044, Russia; 11 litera, per. Degtyarny, St. Petersburg 191144, Russia; 11, lit A, Degtyarnyy pereulok, St. Petersburg 191144, Russia; 43, bd.1, Vorontsovskaya str., Moscow 109147, Russia; Bashnya Zapad, Kompleks Federatsiya, 12, nab. Presnenskaya, Moscow 123317, Russia; str. 1, 43, ul. Vorontsovskaya, Moscow 109147, Russia; Vorontsovskaya Str 43, Moscow 109147, Russia; SWIFT/BIC VTBRRUMM; Website www.vtb.com; alt. Website www.vtb.ru; BIK (RU) 044030707; alt. BIK (RU) 044525187; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Organization Established Date 17 Oct 1990; Target Type Financial Institution; Registration ID 1027739609391 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7702070139 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 00032520 (Russia); License 1000 (Russia); Legal Entity Number 253400V1H6ART1UQ0N98 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024].

BELVESHECONOMBANK OAO (a.k.a. BANK BELVEB OJSC; a.k.a. BANK BELVEB OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. BELVESHECONOMBANK OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY), 29 Pobeditelei ave., Minsk 220004, Belarus; Myasnikova, 32, Minsk 220050, Belarus; SWIFT/BIC BELBBY2X; Website bveb.by; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Organization Established Date 23 Dec 1991; Target Type Financial Institution; Tax Id No. 7750004150 (Russia); Legal Entity Number 25340038P8YW80BW34 (Russia); All offices worldwide; for more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: STATE CORPORATION
Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 588.209; Target Type Financial Institution; Government Gazette Number 29292940 (Russia); Registration Number 1027700159497 (Russia); All offices worldwide; for more information on directives, please visit the following link:
https://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/russia.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

BP BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO BM BANK; f.k.a. AKTSIONERNY KOMMERCHESKI BANK MOSKVY Otkrytoe AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO; f.k.a. BANK MOSKVY PAO; f.k.a. BANK OF MOSCOW; a.k.a. BM BANK AO; a.k.a. BM BANK JSC; f.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMMERCIAL BANK - BANK OF MOSCOW OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. PAO BM BANK), Bid 3 8/15, Rozhdestvenka St., Moscow 107996, Russia; SWIFT/BIC MOSWRUMM; Website www.bm.ru; BIK (RU) 044525219; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Target Type Financial Institution; Government Gazette Number 29292940 (Russia); Registration Number 1027700159497 (Russia); All offices worldwide; for more information on directives, please visit the following link:
https://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/russia.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

BPS SBERBANK OJSC (a.k.a. BPS-SBERBANK OAO (Cyrillic: ОАО СБЕР БАНК); a.k.a. OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY BPS-SBERBANK (Cyrillic: ОТКРЫТОЕ АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО СБЕР БАНК); a.k.a. SBER BANK), 6 Mulyavina Boulevard, Minsk 220005, Belarus; SWIFT/BIC BPSBBY2X; Website www.sberbank.by; alt. Website www.bps-sberbank.by; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link:
https://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/russia.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).

BPS-SBERBANK OAO (Cyrillic: ОАО СБЕР БАНК) (a.k.a. BPS SBERBANK OJSC; a.k.a. OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY BPS-SBERBANK (Cyrillic: ОТКРЫТОЕ АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО СБЕР БАНК); a.k.a. SBER BANK), 6 Mulyavina Boulevard, Minsk 220005, Belarus; SWIFT/BIC BPSBBY2X; Website www.sberbank.by; alt. Website www.bps-sberbank.by; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link:
https://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/russia.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).
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14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Tax ID No. 100219673 (Belarus); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).

CETELEM BANK LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY (a.k.a. CETELEM BANK LLC (Cyrillic: СЕТЕЛЕМ БАНК ООО); f.k.a. KOMMERCHESKI BANK UKRSIBBANK OBSHCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTYU; a.k.a. SETELEM BANK OBSHCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTYU; a.k.a. SETELEM BANK OOO), 26 ul. Pravdy, Moscow 125124, Russia (Cyrillic: ул. Правды, д. 26, г. Москва 125124, Russia); SWIFT/BIC CETBRUMM; Website www.cetelem.ru; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Registration ID 1027739664260 (Russia); Tax ID No. 6452010742 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).

CETELEM BANK LLC (Cyrillic: СЕТЕЛЕМ БАНК ООО) (a.k.a. CETELEM BANK LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY; f.k.a. KOMMERCHESKI BANK UKRSIBBANK OBSHCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTYU; a.k.a. SETELEM BANK OBSHCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTYU; a.k.a. SETELEM BANK OOO), 26 ul. Pravdy, Moscow 125124, Russia (Cyrillic: ул. Правды, д. 26, г. Москва 125124, Russia); SWIFT/BIC CETBRUMM; Website www.cetelem.ru; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Registration ID 1027739664260 (Russia); Tax ID No. 6452010742 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).

CETELEM BANK LLC (Cyrillic: СЕТЕЛЕМ БАНК ООО) (a.k.a. CETELEM BANK LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY; f.k.a. KOMMERCHESKI BANK UKRSIBBANK OBSHCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTYU; a.k.a. SETELEM BANK OBSHCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTYU; a.k.a. SETELEM BANK OOO), 26 ul. Pravdy, Moscow 125124, Russia (Cyrillic: ул. Правды, д. 26, г. Москва 125124, Russia); SWIFT/BIC CETBRUMM; Website www.cetelem.ru; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Registration ID 1027739664260 (Russia); Tax ID No. 6452010742 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).

CETELEM BANK LLC (Cyrillic: СЕТЕЛЕМ БАНК ООО) (a.k.a. CETELEM BANK LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY; f.k.a. KOMMERCHESKI BANK UKRSIBBANK OBSHCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTYU; a.k.a. SETELEM BANK OBSHCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTYU; a.k.a. SETELEM BANK OOO), 26 ul. Pravdy, Moscow 125124, Russia (Cyrillic: ул. Правды, д. 26, г. Москва 125124, Russia); SWIFT/BIC CETBRUMM; Website www.cetelem.ru; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Registration ID 1027739664260 (Russia); Tax ID No. 6452010742 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).
EO14024] (Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY), -to- CJSC VTB SPECIALIZED DEPOSITORY (a.k.a. VTB SPECIALIZED DEPOSITORY CJSC; a.k.a. VTB SPECIALIZED DEPOSITORY CLOSED JOINT STOCK COMPANY), 35 Mnyatskitaya Street, Moscow 101000, Russia; Website www.odk.ru; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Organization Established Date 04 Jul 1996; Target Type Financial Institution; Registration Number 1027739609391 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

CJSC BANK FOR FOREIGN TRADE OF THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION (f.k.a. BANK FOR FOREIGN TRADE OF RSFSR; f.k.a. BANK OF FOREIGN TRADE OF THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION; f.k.a. BANK VTB OAO; f.k.a. VTB BANK OAO; a.k.a. BANK VTB OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. BANK VTB PAO; a.k.a. BANK VTB PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY (Cyrillic: БАНК ВТБ ПУБЛИЧНОЕ АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО)), 29, Bolshaya Morskaya str., St. Petersburg 190000, Russia; 37 Pulyshchikha ul., Moscow 119121, Russia; 43, Vorontsovskaya str., Moscow 109044, Russia; 11 litera, str. Degtyarny, St. Petersburg 191144, Russia; 11, lit A, Degtyarny pereulok, St. Petersburg 191144, Russia; 43, bld.1, Vorontsovskaya str., Moscow 109147, Russia; presseshchenskaya, Moscow 123317, Russia; str. 1, 43, ul. Vorontsovskaya, Moscow 109147, Russia; Vorontsovskaya Str 43, Moscow 109147, Russia; SWIFT/BIC VTBBRRMM; Website www.vtb.com; alt. Website www.vtb.ru; BIK (RU) 044030707; alt. BIK (RU) 044525187; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Organization Established Date 17 Oct 1990; Target Type Financial Institution; Registration ID 1027739609391 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7702070139 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 00032520 (Russia); License 1000 (Russia); Legal Entity Number 253400V1H6ART1UQ0N98 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024].

CJSC NON-STATE PENSION FUND OF SBERBANK (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK PRIVATE PENSION FUND; f.k.a. NEGOSUDARSTVENNYY PENSIONNY FOND SBERBANKA; a.k.a. NPF SBERBANKA ZAO; a.k.a. SBERBANK PPF JSC; a.k.a. SBERBANK PRIVATE PENSION FUND CLOSED JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. ZAKRUTOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSCHESTVO NEGOSUDARSTVENNYY PENSIONNY FOND SBERBANKA), d. 31 G ul. Shabolovka, Moscow 115162, Russia; Website www.npfsberbanka.ru; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-
Information on Sberbank Leasing and related entities:

- **CJSC SBERBANK LEASING** (a.k.a. JOINT OFFICE OF FOREIGN ASSETS CONTROL)
  - Moscow Region 143026, Russia; 6 Novoivanovskoe workers settlement, Odintsovo, AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO
  - SBERBANK LIZING ZAKRYTOE JSC; a.k.a. SBERBANK LEASING ZAO; a.k.a. RUSSKO-GERMANSKAYA LIZINGOVAYA
  - For more information on directives, please visit the following link:
    - [http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives](http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives)
  - Registration ID 1147799009160 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7725352740 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link:
    - [http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives](http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives)
  - Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Registration ID 1027739000728 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7707009586 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link:
    - [http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives](http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives)
  - Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; For more information on directives, please visit the following link:
    - [http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives](http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives)
  - Vorobievskoe shosse, Moscow 119285, Russia; Website www.sberleasing.ru;
  - Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; For more information on directives, please visit the following link:
    - [http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives](http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives)

- **NEGOSUDARSTVNY PENSIONNY FOND SBERBANKA**
  - a.k.a. NPF SBERBANK ZAO; a.k.a. SBERBANK PRIVATE PENSION FUND Closes Joint Stock Company; a.k.a. ZAKRYTOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO
  - For more information on directives, please visit the following link:
    - [http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives](http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives)
  - Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link:
    - [http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives](http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives)
  - Registration ID 1147799009160 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7725352740 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link:
    - [http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives](http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives)
  - Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; For more information on directives, please visit the following link:
    - [http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives](http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives)
  - Vorobievskoe shosse, Moscow 119285, Russia; Website www.sberleasing.ru;
  - Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; For more information on directives, please visit the following link:
    - [http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives](http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives)
  - Vorobievskoe shosse, Moscow 119285, Russia; Website www.sberleasing.ru;
  - Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; For more information on directives, please visit the following link:
    - [http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives](http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives)
  - Vorobievskoe shosse, Moscow 119285, Russia; Website www.sberleasing.ru;
  - Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; For more information on directives, please visit the following link:
    - [http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives](http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives)
  - Vorobievskoe shosse, Moscow 119285, Russia; Website www.sberleasing.ru;
  - Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; For more information on directives, please visit the following link:
    - [http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives](http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives)
  - Vorobievskoe shosse, Moscow 119285, Russia; Website www.sberleasing.ru;
  - Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; For more information on directives, please visit the following link:
    - [http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives](http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives)
  - Vorobievskoe shosse, Moscow 119285, Russia; Website www.sberleasing.ru;
  - Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; For more information on directives, please visit the following link:
    - [http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives](http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives)
  - Vorobievskoe shosse, Moscow 119285, Russia; Website www.sberleasing.ru;
  - Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; For more information on directives, please visit the following link:
    - [http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives](http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives)
BELARUS; a.k.a. VTB BANK BELARUS CJSC; a.k.a. VTB BANK BELARUS CLOSED JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. VTB BANK BELARUS CLOSED JOINT STOCK COMPANY), 14, Moskovskaya Street, Minsk 220007, Belarus; SWIFT/BIC SLANBY22; Website www.vtb-bank.by; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Organization Established Date 26 Aug 1992; Target Type Financial Institution; Registration Number 00039002 (Ukraine); All offices worldwide; for more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY), COMMERCIAL INDUSTRIAL AND INVESTMENT BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMMERCIAL INDUSTRIAL AND INVESTMENT BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. PROMINVESTBANK; a.k.a. PSC PROMINVESTBANK; a.k.a. PUBLIC STOCK COMPANY JOINT STOCK COMMERCIAL INDUSTRIAL AND INVESTMENT BANK), 12, Shevchenko lane, Kyiv 01001, Ukraine; SWIFT/BIC UPIBUAUX; Website pib.ua; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Target Type Financial Institution; For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMBANK), DOCHERNI BANK AKTSIONERNOE OBŞCHESTVO SBERBANK ROSSIİ (a.k.a. SBERBANK JSC; a.k.a. SUBSIDIARY BANK SBERBANK OF RUSSIA STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. “TEXAKABANK JSC”), 30/26, Gogol/Kaldyayakov Street, Almaty 050010, Kazakhstan; 13/1 Al-Farabi Avenue, Bostandyk District, Almaty 050059, Kazakhstan; Zenkov St, 24, Almaty 480100, Kazakhstan; SWIFT/BIC SABRKZKA; Website www.sberbank.kz; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Tax ID No. 600900050984 (Kazakhstan); Registration Number 930740000137 (Kazakhstan); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA), EKSKAR OAO (a.k.a. EXIAR; a.k.a. EXIAR JSC; a.k.a. EXIAR OJSC; a.k.a. ROSSISKOEO AGENTSTVO PO STRAKHOVANIYU EKSPORTNYKH KREDITOV I INVESTITSI OTKRYTOE AKTSIONERNOE OBŞCHESTVO; a.k.a. RUSSIAN AGENCY FOR EXPORT CREDIT AND INVESTMENT INSURANCE JSC; a.k.a. RUSSIAN AGENCY FOR EXPORT CREDIT AND INVESTMENT INSURANCE OJSC), nab. Krasnopresnenskaya d. 12, Moscow 123610, Russia; Website exiar.ru; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Organization Established Date 13 Oct 2011; Target Type Government Entity; Tax ID No. 7704792651 (Russia); Registration Number 1117746811566 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA). -to- COMMERCIAL INDUSTRIAL AND INVESTMENT BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMMERCIAL INDUSTRIAL AND INVESTMENT BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. PROMINVESTBANK; a.k.a. PSC PROMINVESTBANK; a.k.a. PUBLIC STOCK COMPANY JOINT STOCK COMMERCIAL INDUSTRIAL AND INVESTMENT BANK), 12, Shevchenko lane, Kyiv 01001, Ukraine; SWIFT/BIC UPIBUAUX; Website pib.ua; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Tax ID No. 600900050984 (Kazakhstan); Registration Number 930740000137 (Kazakhstan); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA). -to- DOCHERNI BANK AKTSIONERNOE OBŞCHESTVO SBERBANK ROSSIİ (a.k.a. SBERBANK JSC; a.k.a. SUBSIDIARY BANK SBERBANK OF RUSSIA STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. “TEXAKABANK JSC”), 30/26, Gogol/Kaldyayakov Street, Almaty 050010, Kazakhstan; 13/1 Al-Farabi Avenue, Bostandyk District, Almaty 050059, Kazakhstan; Zenkov St, 24, Almaty 480100, Kazakhstan; SWIFT/BIC SABRKZKA; Website www.sberbank.kz; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination -
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EXIMBANK OF RUSSIA (a.k.a. AO ROSEKSIMBANK (Cyrillic: AO РОСЭКСИМБАНК); a.k.a. EXIMBANK OF RUSSIA JSC; a.k.a. EXIMBANK OF RUSSIA ZAO; a.k.a. GOSUDARSTVENNY SPETSIALIZIROVANNY ROSSIISKI EKSPORTNO-IMPORTNY BANK (ZAKRYTOE SPETSIALIZIROVANNY ROSSISKI ЭКСПОРТНО-ИМПОРТНЫЙ БАНК (ЗАКРЫТОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО)), 12 Krasnopresnenskaya Embankments, Moscow 123610, Russia; SWIFT/BIC EXIRRUM; Website eximbank.ru; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Organization Established Date 24 May 1994; Target Type Financial Institution; Tax ID No. 7704001959 (Russia); Legal Entity Number 253400HA6URWT39X2982; Registration Number 1027739109133 (Russia); All offices worldwide; for more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMBANK). EXIMBANK OF RUSSIA JSC (a.k.a. AO ROSEKSIMBANK (Cyrillic: AO РОСЭКСИМБАНК); a.k.a. EXIMBANK OF RUSSIA JSC; a.k.a. EXIMBANK OF RUSSIA ZAO; a.k.a. GOSUDARSTVENNY SPETSIALIZIROVANNY ROSSIISKI EKSPORTNO-IMPORTNY BANK (ZAKRYTOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO) ЭКСПОРТНО-ИМПОРТНЫЙ БАНК (ЗАКРЫТОЕ АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО)) 12 Krasnopresnenskaya Embankments, Moscow 123610, Russia; SWIFT/BIC EXIRRUM; Website eximbank.ru; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Organization Established Date 24 May 1994; Target Type Financial Institution; Tax ID No. 7704001959 (Russia); Legal Entity Number 253400HA6URWT39X2982; Registration Number 1027739109133 (Russia); All offices worldwide; for more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMBANK). EXIMBANK OF RUSSIA ZAO (a.k.a. AO ROSEKSIMBANK (Cyrillic: AO РОСЭКСИМБАНК); a.k.a. EXIMBANK OF RUSSIA JSC; a.k.a. EXIMBANK OF RUSSIA ZAO; a.k.a. GOSUDARSTVENNY SPETSIALIZIROVANNY ROSSIISKI EKSPORTNO-IMPORTNY BANK (ZAKRYTOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO) ЭКСПОРТНО-ИМПОРТНЫЙ БАНК (ЗАКРЫТОЕ АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО)) 12 Krasnopresnenskaya Embankments, Moscow 123610, Russia; SWIFT/BIC EXIRRUM; Website eximbank.ru; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Organization Established Date 24 May 1994; Target Type Financial Institution; Tax ID No. 7704001959 (Russia); Legal Entity Number 253400HA6URWT39X2982; Registration Number 1027739109133 (Russia); All offices worldwide; for more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMBANK).
Krasnopresnenskaya Embankments, Moscow 123610, Russia; SWIFT/BIC EXIRRUM;
Website eximbusbank.ru; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1;
Organization Established Date 24 May 1994;
Target Type Financial Institution; Tax ID No. 7704001959 (Russia); Legal Entity Number 253400HABURWT39X2982; Registration Number 1027739109133 (Russia); All offices worldwide; for more information on directives, please visit the following link:
http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHEKONOMBANK).

FAR EAST AND BAikal REGION DEVELOPMENT FUND OJSC (a.k.a. AO VEB.DV; f.k.a. JSC FAR EAST AND ARCTIC REGION DEVELOPMENT FUND; a.k.a. JSC VEB.DV; f.k.a. OJSC THE FAR EAST AND BAikal REGION DEVELOPMENT FUND), Nab. Presnenskaya D. 10, pom II korrn 8-59, Moscow 123112, Russia; Website fondvestok.ru;
Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Tax ID No. 2721188289 (Russia); Registration Number 1112721010995 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link:
http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHEKONOMBANK).

GOSUDARSTVENAYA KORPORATSIYA RAZVITIYA VEB.RF; a.k.a. STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHEKONOMBANK; f.k.a. STATE DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION VEB.RF (Cyrillic: ГОСУДАРСТВЕННАЯ КОРПОРАЦИЯ РАЗВИТИЯ ВЭБ.РФ); a.k.a. VEB.RF (Cyrillic: ВЭБ.РФ); f.k.a. VNESHEKONOMBANK; f.k.a. VNESHEKONOMBANK GARAN; f.k.a. VNESHEKONOMBANK SSSR; a.k.a. "BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT"; a.k.a. "VEB"), Akademik Sakharov Ave 9, Moscow 107996, Russia; Pr-kt, Akademika Sakharova, D. 9, Moscow 107078, Russia (Cyrillic: Пр-кт Академика Сахарова, Д. 9, Город Москва 107078, Russia); SWIFT/BIC BFEARUMM; Website www.veb.ru; BIK (RU) 044525060; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1;
Organization Established Date 18 Aug 1922; Target Type State-Owned Enterprise; alt. Target Type Financial Institution; Tax ID No. 7750004150 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 00005061 (Russia); Registration Number 1077711000102 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link:
http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024].
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b. 1-2, office 209, Moscow 119049, Russia; 7 ul. Pavlovskaya, Moscow, Russia; 3 Poklonnaya Street, building 1, floor 1, office 3, Moscow 121170, Russia; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions-sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions-directives; Lieuting Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Registration ID 1147746683479 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7706810747 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).

JOINT STOCK COMMERCIAL BANK - BANK OF MOSCOW OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO BM BANK; f.k.a. AKTSIONERNY KOMMERCHESKI BANK BANK MOSKVY OTKRYTOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO; f.k.a. BANK MOSKVVY PAO; f.k.a. BANK OF MOSCOW; a.k.a. BM BANK AO; a.k.a. BM BANK JSC; a.k.a. BM BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. PAO BM BANK), Bid 3 8/15, Rozhdestvenka St., Moscow 107996, Russia; SWIFT/BIC MOSWRUMM; Website www.bm.ru; BIK (RU) 044525219; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Target Type Financial Institution; Government Gazette Number 23292940 (Russia); Registration Number 1027700159479 (Russia); All offices worldwide; For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions-sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions-directives; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 3; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Organization Established Date 1993; Registration ID 1027739075891; Tax ID No. 7706196340; Government Gazette Number 17541272; All offices worldwide. For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

JOINT STOCK COMMERCIAL BANK NOVIKOMBANK (Cyrillic: АКЦИОНЕРНЫЙ КОММЕРЧЕСКИЙ БАНК НОВИКОМБАНК АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО) (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNY KOMMERCHESKI BANK NOVIKOMBANK AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO; a.k.a. AO AKB NOVIKOMBANK (Cyrillic: AO АКБ НОВИКОМБАНК); a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMMERCIAL BANK NOVIKOMBANK JOINT STOCK COMPANY (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNY KOMMERCHESKI BANK NOVIKOMBANK AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO; a.k.a. AO AKB NOVIKOMBANK (Cyrillic: AO АКБ НОВИКОМБАНК); a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMMERCIAL BANK NOVIKOMBANK (Cyrillic: АКЦИОНЕРНЫЙ КОММЕРЧЕСКИЙ БАНК НОВИКОМБАНК АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО) (a.k.a. NOVIKOMBANK JCSB), bld.1,Polyanka Bolshaya str. 50/1, Moscow 119180, Russia (Cyrillic: ул. Полианка Большая, д. 50/1, стр. 1, Москва 119180, Россия); SWIFT/BIC CNOVRUMM; Website http://www.novikom.ru; BIK (RU) 044583162; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 3; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Organization Established Date 1993; Registration ID 1027739075891; Tax ID No. 7706196340; Government Gazette Number 17541272; All offices worldwide. For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: ROSTEC).

JOINT STOCK COMMERCIAL BANK NOVIKOMBANK JOINT STOCK COMPANY (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNY KOMMERCHESKI BANK NOVIKOMBANK AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO; a.k.a. AO AKB NOVIKOMBANK (Cyrillic: AO АКБ НОВИКОМБАНК); a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMMERCIAL BANK NOVIKOMBANK (Cyrillic: АКЦИОНЕРНЫЙ КОММЕРЧЕСКИЙ БАНК НОВИКОМБАНК АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО) (a.k.a. NOVIKOMBANK JCSB), bld.1,Polyanka Bolshaya str. 50/1, Moscow 119180, Russia (Cyrillic: ул. Полианка Большая, д. 50/1, стр. 1, Москва 119180, Россия); SWIFT/BIC CNOVRUMM; Website http://www.novikom.ru; BIK (RU) 044583162; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 3; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Organization Established Date 1993; Registration ID 1027739075891; Tax ID No. 7706196340; Government Gazette Number 17541272; All offices worldwide. For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: ROSTEC).
with this name are prohibited.; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 3): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 3): 26 Mar 2022; Tax ID No. 7707083893 (Russia); Registration Number 1027700132195 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024].

JOINT STOCK COMMERCIAL SAVINGS BANK OF THE RUSSIAN SOVIET FEDERATIVE SOCIALIST REPUBLIC (f.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMMERCIAL SAVINGS BANK OF THE RUSSIAN SOVIET FEDERATIVE SOCIALIST REPUBLIC (f.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMMERCIAL SAVINGS BANK OF THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION; f.k.a. OJSC SBERBANK OF RUSSIA; f.k.a. OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA; f.k.a. Otkrytoe Aktsionernoe Obschestvo Sberbank Rossii; a.k.a. PJSC Sberbank (Cyrillic: ПАО Сбербанк); a.k.a. PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA (Cyrillic: ГУБЛИЧНОЕ АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО СБЕРБАНК РОССИИ); f.k.a. SBERBANK OF RSFSR; a.k.a. SBERBANK ROSSII; a.k.a. SBERBANK ROSSII OAO), 19 ul. Vavilova, Moscow 117312, Russia (Cyrillic: ул. Вавилова, д. 19, Москва 117312, Россия); SWIFT/BIC SABRUMM; Website www.sberbank.ru; alt. Website www.sberbank.com; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information Subject to Directive 3 - All transactions in, provision of financing for, and other dealings in new debt of longer than 14 days maturity or new equity where such new debt or new equity is issued on or after the 'Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive)' associated with this name are prohibited.; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 3): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 3): 26 Mar 2022; Tax ID No. 7707083893 (Russia); Registration Number 1027700132195 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024].

JOINT STOCK COMPANY RUSSIAN HELICOPETERS (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSCHESTVO VERTOLETY ROSSII; a.k.a. JSC RUSSIAN HELICOPETERS; a.k.a. OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY RUSSIAN HELICOPETERS; a.k.a. RUSSIAN HELICOPETERS JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. VERTOLETY ROSSII AO), Entrance 9, 12, Krasnopresnenskaya emb., Moscow 123610, Russia; 1, Ul. Bolshaya Pionerskaya, Moscow 115054, Russia; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 3; Registration ID 1077746003334 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7731595044 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 98927243 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: ROSTEC). -to- JOINT STOCK COMPANY RUSSIAN HELICOPETERS (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSCHESTVO VERTOLETY ROSSII; a.k.a. JSC RUSSIAN HELICOPETERS; a.k.a. OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY RUSSIAN HELICOPETERS; a.k.a. RUSSIAN HELICOPETERS JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. VERTOLETY ROSSII AO), Entrance 9, 12, Krasnopresnenskaya emb., Moscow 123610, Russia; 1, Ul. Bolshaya Pionerskaya, Moscow 115054, Russia; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 3; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information Subject to Directive 3 - All transactions in, provision of financing for, and other dealings in new debt of longer than 14 days maturity or new equity where such new debt or new equity is issued on or after the 'Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive)' associated with this name are prohibited.; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 3): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 3): 26 Mar 2022; Tax ID No. 7707083893 (Russia); Registration Number 1027700132195 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024].
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JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. SBERBANK OF RUSSIA SUBSIDIARY BANK PUBLIC
JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. SUBSIDIARY BANK SBERBANK OF RUSSIA PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY), 46 Volodymyrska street, Kyiv 01601, Ukraine; 46 Vladimirskaya St, Kyiv 01601, Ukraine; SWIFT/BIC SABRUAUK;
Website www.sberbank.ua; alt. Website sbfr.com.ua; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Registration ID 25959784 (Ukraine); Tax ID No. 259597826652 (Ukraine); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-E013662] [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).

JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK AUTOMATED TRADE SYSTEM (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK-AUTOMATED SYSTEM FOR TRADING; a.k.a. JSC SBERBANK-AUTOMATED SYSTEM FOR TRADING; a.k.a. SBERBANK-AST JSC; a.k.a. SBERBANK-AST ZAO; a.k.a. SBERBANK-AUTOMATED TRADING SYSTEM CLOSED JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. ZAKRYTOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO SBERBANK AVTOMATIZIROVANNAYA SYSTEMA TORGOV); d. 24 str. 2 ul. Novoslobodskaya, Moscow 127055, Russia; 12 B. Savvinsky Lane, building 9, floor 1, office 1, room 1, Moscow 119435, Russia; Website www.sberbank-ast.ru; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Registration ID 102770000441 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7707308480 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-E013662] [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK LEASING OF RUSSIA).

JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK LEASING (a.k.a. CJSC SBERBANK LEASING; f.k.a. RUSSKO-GERMANSKAYA LIZINGOVAYA KOMPANIYA ZAO; a.k.a. SBERBANK LEASING JSC; a.k.a. SBERBANK LIZING ZAKRYTOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO), Novoivanovskoe workers settlement, Odintsovo, Moscow Region 143026, Russia; 6 Vorobievska shosse, Moscow 119285, Russia; Website www.sberbank-ast.ru; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Registration ID 1027739000728 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7707308480 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-E013662] [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).
JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK LEASING (a.k.a. CJSC SBERBANK LEASING; f.k.a. RUSSKO-GERMANSKAYA LIZINGOVAYA KOMPANIYA ZAO; a.k.a. SBERBANK LEASING JSC; a.k.a. SBERBANK LEASING ZAO; a.k.a. SBERBANK LIZING ZAKRYTOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO), Novolavnovskoe workers settlement, Odintsovo, Moscow Region 143026, Russia; 6 Vorobyevskoe shosse, Moscow 119285, Russia; Website www.sberleasing.ru; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Feb 2022; Registration ID 1147799009160 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7725527470 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA). -to-JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK PRIVATE PENSION FUND (a.k.a. CJSC NON-STATE PENSION FUND OF SBERBANK; f.k.a. NEGOSSUDARSTVNNY PENSIONNY FOND SBERBANKA; a.k.a. NPF SBERBANKA ZAO; a.k.a. SBERBANK PPF JSC; a.k.a. SBERBANK PRIVATE PENSION FUND CLOSED JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. ZAKRYTOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO NEGOSSUDARSTVNNY PENSIONNY FOND SBERBANKA), d. 31 G ul. Shabolovka, Moscow 115162, Russia; Website www.npfsberbanka.ru; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Feb 2022; Registration ID 1147799009160 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7725527470 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA). -to-JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK-AUTOMATED SYSTEM FOR TRADING (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK AUTOMATED TRADE SYSTEM; a.k.a. JSC SBERBANK-AUTOMATED SYSTEM FOR TRADING; a.k.a. SBERBANK-AST JSC; a.k.a. SBERBANK-AST ZAO; a.k.a. SBERBANK-AUTOMATED TRADING SYSTEM CLOSED JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. ZAKRYTOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO SBERBANK AVTOMATIZIROVANNAYA SISTEMA TORGOV), d. 24 str. 2 ul. Novoslobodskaya, Moscow 127055, Russia; 12 B. Savvinsky Lane, building 9, floor 1, office 1, room 1, Moscow 119435, Russia; Website www.sberbank-ast.ru; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Registration ID 1027707000441 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7707308480 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA). -to-JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK-AUTOMATED SYSTEM FOR HANDLING (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK AUTOMATED HANDLING SYSTEM; a.k.a. JSC SBERBANK-AUTOMATED SYSTEM FOR HANDLING; a.k.a. SBERBANK-AST JSC; a.k.a. SBERBANK-AST ZAO; a.k.a. SBERBANK-AUTOMATED HANDLING SYSTEM CLOSED JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. ZAKRYTOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO SBERBANK AVTOMATIZIROVANNAYA SISTEMA TORGOV), d. 24 str. 2 ul. Novoslobodskaya, Moscow 127055, Russia; 12 B. Savvinsky Lane, building 9, floor 1, office 1, room 1, Moscow 119435, Russia; Website www.sberbank-ast.ru; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Registration ID 1027707000441 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7707308480 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-
EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).

JOINT STOCK COMPANY SCIENTIFIC INDUSTRIAL CONCERN MANUFACTURING ENGINEERING (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO NACHNO-PROIZVODSTVENNY KONTSERN TEKHOLOGII MASHINOSTROENIYA; a.k.a. JSC SPC TECHMASH; a.k.a. NPK TEKHMASH OAO; a.k.a. OJSC MACHINE ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGIES; a.k.a. SCIENTIFIC INDUSTRIAL CONCERN MANUFACTURING ENGINEERING OJSC), d. 58 str. 4 shosse Leningradskoe, Moscow 125212, Russia; Ul. Bolshaya Tatarskaya D. 35, Str. 5, Moscow 115184, Russia; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 3; Organization Established Date 06 Apr 2011; Registration ID 1117746260477 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7743813961 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 91420386 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: ROSTEC). -to- JOINT STOCK COMPANY SCIENTIFIC INDUSTRIAL CONCERN MANUFACTURING ENGINEERING OJSC), d. 58 str. 4 shosse Leningradskoe, Moscow 125212, Russia; Ul. Bolshaya Tatarskaya D. 35, Str. 5, Moscow 115184, Russia; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 3; Organization Established Date 06 Apr 2011; Registration ID 1117746260477 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7743813961 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 91420386 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: ROSTEC).

JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA.

JOINT STOCK COMPANY VTB BANK KAZAKHSTAN (a.k.a. BANK VTB KAZAKHSTAN JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. BANK VTB KAZAKHSTAN JSC; a.k.a. SUBSIDIARY JSC BANK VTB KAZAKHSTAN), 28 Timiryazev Street, Almaty 050040, Kazakhstan; SWIFT/BIC VTBKAZKZ; Website http://en.vtb-bank.kz/; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Target Type Financial Institution; For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY). -to- JOINT STOCK COMPANY VTB BANK KAZAKHSTAN (a.k.a. BANK VTB KAZAKHSTAN JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. BANK VTB KAZAKHSTAN JSC; a.k.a. SUBSIDIARY JSC BANK VTB KAZAKHSTAN), 28 Timiryazev Street, Almaty 050040, Kazakhstan; SWIFT/BIC VTBKAZKZ; Website http://en.vtb-bank.kz/; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Target Type Financial Institution; For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY).
BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESECHONOMBANK).

JSC NPO HIGH PRECISION SYSTEMS (Cyrillic: АО НПО ВЫСОКОТОЧНЫЕ КОМПЛЕКСЫ) (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO NPO VYSOKOTOCHNYE KOMPLEKSY; a.k.a. HIGH PRECISION WEAPONS JOINT STOCK COMPANY SCIENTIFIC PRODUCTION ASSOCIATION; a.k.a. JSC NPO VYSOKOTOCHNYE KOMPLEKSY; a.k.a. NPO VYSOKOTOCHNYE KOMPLEKSY, AO), 21 str. 1, bulvar Gogolevski, Moscow 119019, Russia; 7 Kievskaya Str., Moscow 121059, Russia;

Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 3; Organization Established Date 12 Feb 2009; Registration ID 1097746068012 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7704721192 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 60390527 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-E013662] [RUSSIA-E014024] [Linked To: ROSTEC].

If you would like more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-E013662] [RUSSIA-E014024] [Linked To: ROSTEC]. -to- JSC RUSSIAN HELICOTERS (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO VERTOLETY ROSSII; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY RUSSIAN HELICOPTERS; a.k.a. OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY RUSSIAN HELICOPTERS; a.k.a. RUSSIAN HELICOPTERS JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. VERTOLETY ROSSII AO), Entrance 9, 12, Krasnopresnenskaya emb., Moscow 123610, Russia; 1, Ul. Bolshaya Pionerskaya, Moscow 115054, Russia; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 3; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 1077746003344 (Russia); Tax ID No. 98927243 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-E013662] [RUSSIA-E014024] [Linked To: ROSTEC].

JSC SBERBANK (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNE TOVARYSTVO SBERBANK; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK; a.k.a. SUBSIDIARY OF RUSSIA SUBSIDIARY BANK PUBLIC; a.k.a. SBERBANK OF RUSSIA; a.k.a. BANCHE AKTSIONERNE TOVARYSTVO DOCHIRNII BANK SBERBANKU ROSII; f.k.a. SBERBANK OF RUSSIA SUBSIDIARY BANK PRIVATE; a.k.a. SBERBANK OF RUSSIA SUBSIDIARY BANK PUBLIC; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK; a.k.a. SUBSIDIARY BANK SBERBANK OF RUSSIA PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY), 46 Volodymyrska street, Kyiv 01601, Ukraine; 46 Vladimirskaya St, Kyiv 01601, Ukraine; SWIFT/BIC SABRUAUK; Website www.sberbank.ua; alt. Website sbrf.com.ua; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-

ASSOCIATION; a.k.a. JSC NPO HIGH PRECISION SYSTEMS (Cyrillic: AO НПО ВЫСОКОТОЧНЫЕ КОМПЛЕКСЫ); a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO NPO VYSOKOTOCHNYE KOMPLEKSY; a.k.a. HIGH PRECISION WEAPONS JOINT STOCK COMPANY SCIENTIFIC PRODUCTION ASSOCIATION; a.k.a. JSC NPO VYSOKOTOCHNYE KOMPLEKSY; a.k.a. NPO VYSOKOTOCHNYE KOMPLEKSY, AO), 21 str. 1, bulvar Gogolevski, Moscow 119019, Russia; 7 Kievskaya Str., Moscow 121059, Russia;

Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 3; Organization Established Date 12 Feb 2009; Registration ID 1097746068012 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7704721192 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 60390527 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-E013662] [RUSSIA-E014024] [Linked To: ROSTEC]. -to- JSC RUSSIAN HELICOTERS (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO VERTOLETY ROSSII; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY RUSSIAN HELICOPTERS; a.k.a. OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY RUSSIAN HELICOPTERS; a.k.a. RUSSIAN HELICOPTERS JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. VERTOLETY ROSSII AO), Entrance 9, 12, Krasnopresnenskaya emb., Moscow 123610, Russia; 1, Ul. Bolshaya Pionerskaya, Moscow 115054, Russia; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 3; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 1077746003344 (Russia); Tax ID No. 98927243 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-E013662] [RUSSIA-E014024] [Linked To: ROSTEC].
activities-sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Registration ID 25959784 (Ukraine); Tax ID No. 259597826652 (Ukraine); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA). -to- JSC SBERBANK (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNE TOVARYSTVO SBERBANK; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK; a.k.a. JSC SBERBANK OF RUSSIA; a.k.a. PUBLICHNE AKTSIONERNE TOVARYSTVO DOCHIRNII BANK SBERBANKU ROSII; f.k.a. SBERBANK OF RUSSIA SUBSIDIARY BANK PRIVATE JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. SUBSIDIARY BANK SBERBANK OF RUSSIA PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. SUBSIDIARY BANK SBERBANK OF RUSSIA SUBSIDIARY BANK PRIVATE JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. SBERBANK OF RUSSIA SUBSIDIARY BANK PRIVATE JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. SBERBANK OF RUSSIA; a.k.a. PUBLICHNE AKTSIONERNE TOVARYSTVO DOCHIRNII BANK SBERBANKU ROSII; f.k.a. SBERBANK OF RUSSIA SUBSIDIARY BANK PRIVATE JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. SBERBANK OF RUSSIA SUBSIDIARY BANK PRIVATE JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. SBERBANK OF RUSSIA; a.k.a. PUBLICHNE AKTSIONERNE TOVARYSTVO DOCHIRNII BANK SBERBANKU ROSII; f.k.a. SBERBANK OF RUSSIA; a.k.a. SUBSIDIARY BANK SBERBANK OF RUSSIA PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY), 46 Volodymyrska street, Kyiv 01601, Ukraine; 46 Vladimirskaya St, Kyiv 01601, Ukraine; SWIFT/BIC SABRAUK; Website www.sberbank.ua; alt. Website sbrf.com.ua; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Registration ID 25959784 (Ukraine); Tax ID No. 259597826652 (Ukraine); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA). -to- JSC SBERBANK-AUTOMATED SYSTEM FOR TRADING (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK AUTOMATED TRADE SYSTEM; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK-AUTOMATED SYSTEM FOR TRADING; a.k.a. SBERBANK-AST JSC; a.k.a. SBERBANK-AST ZAO; a.k.a. SBERBANK-AUTOMATED TRADING SYSTEM CLOSED JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. ZAKRYTOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSCHESTVO SBERBANK AUTOMATIZIROVANNAYA SYSTEMA TORGOV), d. 24 str. 2 ul. Nosobilodskaya, Moscow 127055, Russia; 12 B. Savvinsky Lane, building 9, floor 1, office 1, room 1, Moscow 119435, Russia; Website www.sberbank-ast.ru; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Registration ID 1027707000441 (Russia); Tax Id No. 7707308480 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA). -to- JSC SBERBANK-AUTOMATED SYSTEM FOR TRADING (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK AUTOMATED TRADE SYSTEM; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK-AUTOMATED SYSTEM FOR TRADING; a.k.a. SBERBANK-AST JSC; a.k.a. SBERBANK-AST ZAO; a.k.a. SBERBANK-AUTOMATED TRADING SYSTEM CLOSED JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. ZAKRYTOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSCHESTVO SBERBANK AUTOMATIZIROVANNAYA SYSTEMA TORGOV).
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KAPITAL OOO), d.19 ul. Vavilova, Moscow 117997, Russia; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 28 Mar 2022; Registration ID 1087746887678 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7736561290 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA). -to-

LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY SBERBANK FINANCIAL COMPANY (a.k.a. LLC SBERBANK FINANCIAL COMPANY; a.k.a. SBERBANK FINANCE COMPANY LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY; a.k.a. SBERBANK FINANCE LLC; a.k.a. SBERBANK-FINANCE; a.k.a. SBERBANK-FINANS OOO), d. 29/16 per. Svitsev Vrazhek, Moscow 119002, Russia; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Registration ID 1107746399903 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7736617998 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA). -to-

LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY SBERBANK INSURANCE BROKER (a.k.a. LLC INSURANCE BROKER OF SBERBANK; a.k.a. OBSCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTYU SBERBANKA; a.k.a. SBERBANK INSURANCE BROKER LLC), 42 Bolshaya Yakimanka St., b. 1-2, office 206, Moscow 119049, Russia; 1 Vasilisy Kozhinoy Street, building 1, floor 11, room 30, Moscow 121096, Russia; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Registration ID 1147746683468 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7706810730 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA). -to-

LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY SBERBANK INVESTMENTS (a.k.a. SBERBANK INVESTMENTS LLC; a.k.a. SBERBANK INVESTMENTS OOO), 46 Molodezhnaya St., Odintsovo, Moscow Region 143002, Russia; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Registration ID 41774683468 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7706810730 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA). -to-

LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY SBERBANK INVESTMENTS (a.k.a. SBERBANK INVESTMENTS LLC; a.k.a. SBERBANK INVESTMENTS OOO), 46 Molodezhnaya St., Odintsovo, Moscow Region 143002, Russia; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Tax ID No. 5039441 (Russia); Registration Number
Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Organization Established Date 2011; Registration Number 5117746058733 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

LLC AUKCION (a.k.a. AUCTION LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY; a.k.a. AUKCION LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY; a.k.a. AUKTION OOO; a.k.a. OBSCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTYU AUKTSON); d.14 shosse Entuziastov, Moscow 111024, Russia; Room 12, room IB, ground floor, 3 Leninsky Ave, Moscow, Russia; Website www.aukcion-sbfr.ru; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Registration ID 1027700256297 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).

OBOYEDNOE UKRPOCHEKKI (a.k.a. UKRAINE POST COMPANY) (Cyrillic: ООБОІЄДІНОЄ УКРАЇНСЬКА ПОШТОВА КОМПАНІЯ) (a.k.a. UKRAINE POST COMPANY). -to- LLC OBOYEDNOE UKRPOCHEKKI (Cyrillic: ООБОІЄДІНОЄ УКРАЇНСЬКА ПОШТОВА КОМПАНІЯ; a.k.a. OBOYEDNOE UKRPOCHEKKI), Brestskaya Street, Moscow 125047, Russia; d. 35 str. 1, Prospekt Leningradski, Moscow 125284, Russia; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Organization Established Date 2011; Registration Number 5117746058733 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

OAO SBERBANK INSURANCE BROKER (a.k.a. LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY SBERBANK INSURANCE BROKER; a.k.a. OBSCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTYU STRAKHOVOI BROKER SBERBANKA; a.k.a. OOO STRAKHOVOI BROKER SBERBANKA; a.k.a. SBERBANK INSURANCE BROKER LLC), 42 Bolshaya Yakimanka St., b. 1-2, office 206, Moscow 119049, Russia; 1 Vasilyi Kozhino Street, building 1, floor 11, room 30, Moscow 121096, Russia; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMBANK).

OAO STRACHNOE OBSHCHESTVO SBERBANKA, Room 47, office XIV, 8 Brestskaya Street, Moscow 125047, Russia; d. 35 str. 1, Prospekt Leningradski, Moscow 125284, Russia; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Organization Established Date 2011; Registration Number 5117746058733 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).

LLC INFRASTRUCTURE MOLZHANINOVO (Cyrillic: ООО ИНФРАСТРУКТУРА МОЛЖАНИНОВО) (a.k.a. INFRASTRUKTURA МОЛЖАНИНОВО), Bolshaya Yakimanka St., b. 1-2, office 206, Moscow 119049, Russia; 1 Vasilyi Kozhino Street, building 1, floor 11, room 30, Moscow 121096, Russia; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMBANK).

For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Tax ID No. 5039441 (Russia); Registration Number 1105032007761 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMBANK).
OFFICE OF FOREIGN ASSETS CONTROL

FINANCIAL COMPANY; a.k.a. OBSHCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTYU FINANSOVAYA KOMPAINIYA SBERBANKA; a.k.a. SBERBANK FINANCE COMPANY LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY; a.k.a. SBERBANK FINANCE LLC; a.k.a. SBERBANK-FINANCE; a.k.a. SBERBANK-FINANCES OOO, d. 29/16 per. Sivtsev Vrazhek, Moscow 119002, Russia; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Registration ID 1107746399903 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7725352740 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).

LLC VEB CAPITAL (a.k.a. OBSHCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTYU INVESTITISIONNA YA KOMPANIYA VNESHEKONOMBANKA; a.k.a. OOO VEB KAPITAL; a.k.a. VEB CAPITAL), d. 7 str. A ul. Mashi Poryvaevoi, Moscow 107078, Russia; Website vebcapital.ru; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Organization Established Date 24 Dec 2009; Tax ID No. 7708710924 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMBANK). -to- LLC VEB CAPITAL (a.k.a. OBSHCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTYU INVESTITISIONNA YA KOMPANIYA VNESHEKONOMBANKA; a.k.a. OOO VEB KAPITAL; a.k.a. VEB CAPITAL), d. 7 str. A ul. Mashi Poryvaevoi, Moscow 107078, Russia; Website vebcapital.ru; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Organization Established Date 24 Dec 2009; Tax ID No. 1097746831709 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMBANK).

NEGOSUDARSTVENNY PENSION FUND SBERBANKA (a.k.a. CJSC NON-STATE PENSION FUND OF SBERBANK; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK PRIVATE PENSION FUND; a.k.a. NPF SBERBANKA ZAO; a.k.a. SBERBANK PPF JSC; a.k.a. SBERBANK PRIVATE PENSION FUND CLOSED JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. ZAKRYTOE AKTSIONIERNOE OBSHCHESTVO NEGOSUDARSTVENNY VEB CAPITAL; a.k.a. LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY VTB DC; a.k.a. VTB DC LIMITED; a.k.a. VTB DC LTD), Room 47, office XIV, 8 Brestskaya Street, Moscow 125047, Russia; d. 35 str. 1, Prospect LENINGRADSKI, Moscow 125284, Russia; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Registration ID 5117746058733 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA). -to-

CHANGES TO THE SDNLIST IN 2022
ORGANIZATION NON-STATE PENSION FUND VTB PENSION FUND; a.k.a. NPF VTB PENSION FUND JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. NPF VTB PENSION FUND JSC; a.k.a. NPF VTB PENSIONNYY FOND, AO; d. 43 str. 1 ul. Vorontsovskaya, Moscow 109147, Russia; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Target Type Financial Institution; Registration ID 1147799014692 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

NOVIKOMBANK AO (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNY KOMMERCHESKI BANK NOVIKOMBANK AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO; a.k.a. AO AKB NOVIKOMBANK (Cyrillic: ОАО НОВИКОМБАНК), a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMMERCIAL BANK NOVIKOMBANK; a.k.a. NOVIKOMBANK COMMERCIAL BANK NOVIKOMBANK JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. NOVIKOMBANK JCSB), bid.1,Polyanka Bolshaya str. 50/1, Moscow 119180, Russia (Cyrillic: ул. Поляника Большая, д. 50/1, стр. 1, Москва 119180, Russia); SWIFT/BIC CNOVRUMM; Website http://www.novikom.ru; BIK (RU) 044583162; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Organization Established Date 1993; Registration ID 1027739075891; Tax ID No. 7706196340; Government Gazette Number 17541272; All offices worldwide. For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: ROSTEC).

NOVIKOMBANK JCSB (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNY KOMMERCHESKI BANK NOVIKOMBANK AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO; a.k.a. AO AKB NOVIKOMBANK (Cyrillic: ОАО НОВИКОМБАНК), a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMMERCIAL BANK NOVIKOMBANK; a.k.a. NOVIKOMBANK COMMERCIAL BANK NOVIKOMBANK JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. NOVIKOMBANK JCSB), bid.1,Polyanka Bolshaya str. 50/1, Moscow 119180, Russia (Cyrillic: ул. Поляника Большая, д. 50/1, стр. 1, Москва 119180, Russia); SWIFT/BIC CNOVRUMM; Website http://www.novikom.ru; BIK (RU) 044583162; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 3; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Organization Established Date 1993; Registration ID 1027739075891; Tax ID No. 7706196340; Government Gazette Number 17541272; All offices worldwide. For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: ROSTEC).
PENSION FUND OF SBERBANK; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK PRIVATE PENSION FUND; f.k.a. NEGOSUDARSTVENNY PENSIONNY FOND SBERBANKA; a.k.a. SBERBANK PPF JSC; a.k.a. SBERBANK PRIVATE PENSION FUND CLOSED JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. ZAKRyroE AKTSIONERNOE OBSCHESTVO NEGOSUDARSTVENNY PENSIONNY FOND SBERBANKA), d. 31 ul. Shabolovka, Moscow 115162, Russia; Website www.npfseberbanka.ru; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Registration ID 1147799009160 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7725527470 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY). -to- NPF VTB PENSION FUND JOINT STOCK COMPANY (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSCHESTVO NEGOSUDARSTVENNY PENSIONNY FOND VTB PENSIONNY FOND); f.k.a. NEKOMMERCHESKAYA ORGANITZATSIIA NEGOSUDARSTVENNY PENSIONNY FOND VTB PENSIONNY FOND; a.k.a. NONPROFIT ORGANIZATION NON-STATE PENSION FUND VTB PENSION FUND; a.k.a. NON-STATE PENSION FUND VTB PENSION FUND, JSC; a.k.a. NPF VTB PENSION FUND JSC; a.k.a. NPF VTB PENSION FUND, AO; d. 43 str. 1 ul. Vorontsovskaya, Moscow 109147, Russia; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Target Type Financial Institution; Registration ID 1147799014692 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY). -to- NPF VTB PENSION FUND JOINT STOCK COMPANY (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSCHESTVO NEGOSUDARSTVENNY PENSIONNY FOND VTB PENSIONNY FOND); f.k.a. NEKOMMERCHESKAYA ORGANITZATSIIA NEGOSUDARSTVENNY PENSIONNY FOND VTB PENSIONNY FOND; a.k.a. NONPROFIT ORGANIZATION NON-STATE PENSION FUND VTB PENSION FUND; a.k.a. NON-STATE PENSION FUND VTB PENSION FUND, JSC; a.k.a. NPF VTB PENSION FUND JSC; a.k.a. NPF VTB PENSION FUND, AO; d. 43 str. 1 ul. Vorontsovskaya, Moscow 109147, Russia; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Target Type Financial Institution; Registration ID 1147799014692 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY). -to- NPF VTB PENSION FUND JOINT STOCK COMPANY (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSCHESTVO NEGOSUDARSTVENNY PENSIONNY FOND VTB PENSIONNY FOND); f.k.a. NEKOMMERCHESKAYA ORGANITZATSIIA NEGOSUDARSTVENNY PENSIONNY FOND VTB PENSIONNY FOND; a.k.a. NONPROFIT ORGANIZATION NON-STATE PENSION FUND VTB PENSION FUND; a.k.a. NON-STATE PENSION FUND VTB PENSION FUND, JSC; a.k.a. NPF VTB PENSION FUND JSC; a.k.a. NPF VTB PENSION FUND, AO; d. 43 str. 1 ul. Vorontsovskaya, Moscow 109147, Russia; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Target Type Financial Institution; Registration ID 1147799014692 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY). -to- NPF VTB PENSION FUND JOINT STOCK COMPANY (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSCHESTVO NEGOSUDARSTVENNY PENSIONNY FOND VTB PENSIONNY FOND); f.k.a. NEKOMMERCHESKAYA ORGANIZATSIYA NEGOSUDARSTVENNY PENSIONNY FOND VTB PENSIONNY FOND; a.k.a. NONPROFIT ORGANIZATION NON-STATE PENSION FUND VTB PENSION FUND; a.k.a. NON-STATE PENSION FUND VTB PENSION FUND, JSC; a.k.a. NPF VTB PENSION FUND JSC; a.k.a. NPF VTB PENSION FUND, AO; d. 43 str. 1 ul. Vorontsovskaya, Moscow 109147, Russia; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Target Type Financial Institution; Registration ID 1147799014692 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY).
ORGANIZATION NON-STATE PENSION FUND 
VTB PENSION FUND; a.k.a. NON-STATE 
PENSION FUND VTB PENSION FUND, JSC; 
a.k.a. NPF VTB PENSION FUND JOINT STOCK 
COMPANY; a.k.a. NPF VTB PENSION FUND 
JSC), d. 43 str. 1 ul. Vorontsovskaia, Moscow 109147, Russia; Executive Order 13662 
Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; 
Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-
Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 
and/or 589.209; Organization Established Date 
06 Apr 2011; Registration ID 1117746260477 
(Russia);Tax ID No. 7743813961 (Russia); 
Government Gazette Number 91420386 (Russia); For more information on directives, 
please visit the following link: 
http://www.treasury.gov/resource-
center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#
directives [UKRAINE-E013662] [RUSSIA-
EO14024] (Linked To: ROSTEC).

OAO BANK VTB (f.k.a. BANK FOR FOREIGN 
TRADE OF RSFSR; f.k.a. BANK OF FOREIGN 
TRADE OF THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION; f.k.a. 
BANK VNESHEI TORGLOVII OAO; f.k.a. BANK 
VNESHEI TORGLOVII ROSSIKOI 
FEDERATSI; f.k.a. JSC NPO HIGH 
PRECISION WEAPONS JOINT STOCK 
COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VTB OPEN JOINT 
STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VTB PAO; 
a.k.a. BANK VTB PUBLICNOE 
AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO; f.k.a. CJSC 
BANK FOR FOREIGN TRADE OF THE 
RUSSIAN FEDERATION; f.k.a. JSC NPO 
HIGH PRECISION SYSTEMS (Cyrillic: AO HTO 
BbCOKOTOCHNYE KOMPLEKCSb); a.k.a. JSC 
NPO VYSOKOTOCHNYE KOMPLEKSY), 21 str. 
1, bulvar Gogolevski, Moscow 119019, Russia; 7 
Kievskaya Str., Moscow 121059, Russia; 
Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - 
Subject to Directive 3; Organization Established Date 
12 Feb 2009; Registration ID 
1097746086012 (Russia); Tax ID No. 
7704721192 (Russia); Government Gazette 
Number 60390527 (Russia); For more information on directives, 
please visit the following link: 
http://www.treasury.gov/resource-
center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#
directives [UKRAINE-E013662] [RUSSIA-
EO14024] (Linked To: ROSTEC).

CHANGES TO THE SDNLIST IN 2022
Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Registration ID 1107746399903 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7736617998 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMBANK). -to-OBSHCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTYU SBERBANK KAPITAL (a.k.a. LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY; a.k.a. SBERBANK CAPITAL LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY; a.k.a. SBERBANK CAPITAL LLC; a.k.a. SBERBANK KAPITAL OOO), d.19 ul. Vavilova, Moscow 117997, Russia; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Registration ID 1087746887678 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7736581290 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA). -to-OBSHCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTYU SBERBANK KAPITAL (a.k.a. LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY; a.k.a. SBERBANK CAPITAL LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY; a.k.a. SBERBANK CAPITAL LLC; a.k.a. SBERBANK KAPITAL OOO), d.19 ul. Vavilova, Moscow 117997, Russia; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Registration ID 1087746887678 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7736581290 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA). -to-OBSHCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTYU SBERBANK KAPITAL (a.k.a. LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY; a.k.a. SBERBANK CAPITAL LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY; a.k.a. SBERBANK CAPITAL LLC; a.k.a. SBERBANK KAPITAL OOO), d.19 ul. Vavilova, Moscow 117997, Russia; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Registration ID 1087746887678 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7736581290 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA). -to-OBSHCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTYU SBERBANK KAPITAL (a.k.a. LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY; a.k.a. SBERBANK CAPITAL LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY; a.k.a. SBERBANK CAPITAL LLC; a.k.a. SBERBANK KAPITAL OOO), d.19 ul. Vavilova, Moscow 117997, Russia; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Registration ID 1087746887678 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7736581290 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).
KOMPAANIYA SBERBANK STRAKHOVANIE; a.k.a. SBERBANK INSURANCE COMPANY LTD; a.k.a. SBERBANK INSURANCE IC LLC; a.k.a. SBERBANK STRAHOVANIE OOO SK; a.k.a. SK SBERBANK STRAHOVANIE LLC; a.k.a. STRAKHOVAYA KOMPANIYA SBERBANK STRAKHOVANIE), 42 Bolshaya Yakimanka St., b. 1-2, office 209, Moscow 119049, Russia; 7 ul. Pavlovskaya, Moscow, Russia; 3 Poklonnaya Street, building 1, floor 1, office 3, Moscow 121170, Russia; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Registration ID 1147746683479 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7706810747 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/russia.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-E013662] [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA). -to- OBSHCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTYU STRAKHOVAYA KOMPANIYA SBERBANK STRAKHOVANIE (a.k.a. INSURANCE COMPANY SBERBANK INSURANCE LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY; a.k.a. LLC INSURANCE COMPANY SBERBANK INSURANCE; f.k.a. OBSHCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTYU STRAKHOVAYA KOMPANIYA SBERBANK STRAKHOVANIE, 42 Bolshaya Yakimanka St., b. 1-2, office 209, Moscow 119049, Russia; 7 ul. Pavlovskaya, Moscow, Russia; 3 Poklonnaya Street, building 1, floor 1, office 3, Moscow 121170, Russia; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Registration ID 1147746683479 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7706810747 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/russia.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-E013662] [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).
MANUFACTURING ENGINEERING OJSC, d. 58 str. 4 ul. Leningradskoe, Moscow 125212, Russia; Ul. Bolshaya Tatarskaya D. 35, Str. 5, Moscow 115184, Russia; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 3; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Organization Established Date 06 Apr 2011; Registration ID 1117746260477 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7743813961 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 91420386 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024].

OJSC SBERBANK OF RUSSIA (f.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMMERCIAL SAVINGS BANK OF THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION; f.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMMERCIAL SAVINGS BANK OF THE RUSSIAN SOVIET FEDERATIVE SOCIALIST REPUBLIC; f.k.a. OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA; f.k.a. OKTROYTE AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO SBERBANK ROSSI; a.k.a. PJSC SBERBANK (Cyrillic: ПАО СБЕРБАНК); a.k.a. PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA (Cyrillic: ПУБЛИЧНОЕ АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО СБЕРБАНК РОССИИ); f.k.a. SBERBANK OF RSFSR; a.k.a. SBERBANK ROSSII; f.k.a. SBERBANK ROSSI OAO), 19 ul. Vavilova, Moscow 117312, Russia (Cyrillic: ул. Вавилова, д. 19, Москва 117312, Россия); SWIFT/BIC SABRRUMM; Website www.sberbank.ru; alt. Website www.sberbank.ru; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions&directives; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information Subject to Directive 3 - All transactions in, provision of financing for, and other dealings in new debt of longer than 14 days maturity or new equity where such new debt or new equity is issued on or after the Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive)’ associated with this name are prohibited.; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 3): 26 Mar 2022; Tax ID No. 77707083893 (Russia); Registration Number 1027700132195 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024].

OJSC THE FAR EAST AND BAikal REGION DEVELOPMENT FUND (a.k.a. AO VEB.DV; f.k.a. FAR EAST AND BAikal REGION DEVELOPMENT FUND OJSC; f.k.a. JSC FAR EAST AND ARCTIC REGION DEVELOPMENT FUND; a.k.a. JSC VEB.DV), Nab. Presnenskaya D. 10, pom II kom 8-59, Moscow 123112, Russia; Website fondvostok.ru; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Tax ID No. 2721188289 (Russia); Registration Number 1112721010995 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024].

OJSC VEb LEASING (a.k.a. OAO VEB LIZING; a.k.a. OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY VEB LEASING; a.k.a. Otkrytoe Aktsionernoe Obshchestvo VEB Leasing; a.k.a. VEB LEASING OJSC), d. 10 ul. Vozdvizhenka,
Moscow 125009, Russia; Str. Dolgorukovskaya, 7, Novoslobodskaya, Moscow 127006, Russia; Website veb-leasing.ru; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Organization Established Date 2003; Tax ID No. 7709413138 (Russia); Registration Number 1037709024781 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMBANK). -to- OOO VEB LEASING (a.k.a. OAO VEB LIZING; a.k.a. OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY VEB LEASING; a.k.a. Otkrytoe Aktsionernoe Obschestvo VEB LIZING; a.k.a. VEB LEASING OJSC), d. 10 ul. Vozdvizhenka, Moscow 125009, Russia; Str. Dolgorukovskaya, 7, Novoslobodskaya, Moscow 127006, Russia; Website veb-leasing.ru; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Organization Established Date 2003; Tax ID No. 7709413138 (Russia); Registration Number 1037709024781 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMBANK). OOO STRAKHOVOI BROKER SBERBANKA (a.k.a. LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY SBERBANK INSURANCE BROKER; a.k.a. LLC INSURANCE BROKER OF SBERBANK; a.k.a. OBSCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTYU STRAKHOVOI BROKER SBERBANKA; a.k.a. SBERBANK INSURANCE BROKER LLC), 42 Bolshaya Yakimanka St., b. 1-2, office 206, Moscow 119049, Russia; 1 Vasilyi Kozhinoy Street, building 1, floor 11, room 30, Moscow 121096, Russia; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Executive Order 14024 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Executive Order 14024 Directive Determination - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2012; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2012; Registration ID 1147746683488 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7706810730 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA). OOO VEB ENGINEERING (a.k.a. OBSCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTYU VEB INZHINIRING; a.k.a. ООО VEB INZHINIRING; a.k.a. VEB ENGINEERING LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY; a.k.a. VEB ENGINEERING LLC), d. 9 prospekt Akademika Sakharova, Moscow 107996, Russia; Per. Lyalin D. 19, Kom. 1, Dom. XXIV, Kom 11, Moscow 101000, Russia; Website vebeng.ru; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Organization Established Date 11 Mar 2010; Tax ID No. 7708715560 (Russia); Registration Number 1107746181674 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMBANK).
OOO VEB VAPOR (a.k.a. LLC VEB VAPOR; AGRICOLA VESCHENOBANK; a.k.a. OBSHCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTYU VEB VAPOR; a.k.a. VEB VAPOR ENGINEERING LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY; a.k.a. VEB VAPOR ENGINEERING LLC), d. 5 str. A ul. Mashii Poryvaevoi, Moscow 107078, Russia; Website vebcapital.ru; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Organization Established Date 24 Dec 2009; Tax ID No. 7708710924 (Russia); Registration Number 1097746831709 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMBANK).
please visit the following link:
http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: ROSTEC).

OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA (f.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMMERCIAL SAVINGS BANK OF THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION; f.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMMERCIAL SAVINGS BANK OF THE RUSSIAN SOVET FEDERATIVE SOCIALIST REPUBLIC; f.k.a. OJSC SBERBANK OF RUSSIA; f.k.a. OТKРЫТОЕ АКТИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО СБЕРБАНК РОССИИ; f.k.a. PJSC SBERBANK (Cyrillic: ПАО СБЕРБАНК); a.k.a. PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF Russia; a.k.a. SBERBANK OF Russia; a.k.a. SBERBANK ROSSII; a.k.a. SBERBANK OF RSFSR; a.k.a. SBERBANK OF RUSSIA; a.k.a. SBERBANK ROSSII; f.k.a. SBERBANK ROSSII OAO), 19 ul. Vavilova, Moscow 117312, Russia (Cyrillic: ул. Васи́лі́ова, д. 19, Москва́ 117312, Россия́); SWIFT/BIC SABRRUMM; Website www.sberbank.ru; alt. Website www.sberbank.com; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link:
https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information Subject to Directive 3 - All transactions in, provision of financing for, and other dealings in new debt of longer than 14 days maturity or new equity where such new debt or new equity is issued on or after the 'Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive)\' associated with this name are prohibited.; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 3): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 3): 26 Mar 2022; Tax ID No. 7707083893 (Russia); Registration Number 1027700132195 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link:
http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024].

OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY VEB LEASING (a.k.a. OAO VEB LIZING; a.k.a. OJSC VEB LEASING; a.k.a. ОТКРЫТОЕ АКТИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО ВЕБ ЛИЗИНГ; a.k.a. VEB LEASING OJSC), d. 10 ul. Vozdvizhenka, Moscow 125009, Russia; Str. Dolgorukovskaya, 7, Novoslobodskaya, Moscow 127006, Russia; Website veb-leasing.ru; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Organization Established Date 2003; Tax ID No. 7709413138 (Russia); Registration Number 1037709024781 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link:
http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMBANK).

OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA (f.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMMERCIAL SAVINGS BANK OF THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION; f.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMMERCIAL SAVINGS BANK OF THE RUSSIAN SOVET FEDERATIVE SOCIALIST REPUBLIC; f.k.a. OJSC SBERBANK OF RUSSIA; f.k.a. ОТКРЫТОЕ АКТИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО СБЕРБАНК РОССИИ; f.k.a. PJSC SBERBANK (Cyrillic: ПАО СБЕРБАНК); a.k.a. PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF Russia; a.k.a. SBERBANK OF Russia; a.k.a. SBERBANK ROSSII; a.k.a. SBERBANK OF RSFSR; a.k.a. SBERBANK OF RUSSIA; a.k.a. SBERBANK ROSSII; f.k.a. SBERBANK ROSSII OAO), 19 ul. Vavilova, Moscow 117312, Russia (Cyrillic: ул. Васи́лі́ова, д. 19, Москва́ 117312, Россия́); SWIFT/BIC SABRRUMM; Website www.sberbank.ru; alt. Website www.sberbank.com; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link:
https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information Subject to Directive 3 - All transactions in, provision of financing for, and other dealings in new debt of longer than 14 days maturity or new equity where such new debt or new equity is issued on or after the 'Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive)\' associated with this name are prohibited.; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 3): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 3): 26 Mar 2022; Tax ID No. 7707083893 (Russia); Registration Number 1027700132195 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link:
http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024].

OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA (f.k.a. PJSC SBERBANK (Cyrillic: ПАО СБЕРБАНК); a.k.a. PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF Russia; a.k.a. SBERBANK OF Russia; a.k.a. SBERBANK ROSSII; f.k.a. SBERBANK ROSSII OAO), 19 ul.
Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1: Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Target Type Financial Institution; Government Gazette Number 29292940 (Russia); Registration Number 1027700159497 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link:
https://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY),
PJSC SBERBANK (Cyrillic: ПАО СБЕРБАНК) (f.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMMERCIAL SAVINGS BANK OF THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION; f.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMMERCIAL SAVINGS BANK OF THE RUSSIAN SOVIET FEDERATIVE SOCIALIST REPUBLIC; f.k.a. OJSC SBERBANK OF RUSSIA; f.k.a. OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA; f.k.a. ОТКРЫТОЕ АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО СБЕРБАНК РОССИИ; f.k.a. SBERBANK OF RUSSIA; f.k.a. SBERBANK ROSSII; f.k.a. PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA (Cyrillic: Публичное акционерное общество Сбербанк России); f.k.a. SBERBANK OF RSFSR; f.k.a. SBERBANK OF RUSSIA; f.k.a. SBERBANK ROSSII; f.k.a. SBERBANK ROSSII OAO; 19 ul. Vavilova, Moscow 117312, Russia (Cyrillic: ул. Вавилова, д. 19, Москва 117312, Россия); SWIFT/BIC SABRRUMM; Website www.sberbank.ru; alt. Website www.sberbank.com; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link:
https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctionsdirectives; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information Subject to Directive 3 - All transactions in, provision of financing for, and other dealings in new debt of longer than 14 days maturity or new equity where such new debt or new equity is issued on or after the 'Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive) associated with this name are prohibited.'; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 3): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 3): 26 Mar 2022; Tax ID No. 7707083893 (Russia); Registration Number 1027700152195 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link:
http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024].

PROMINVESTBANK (a.k.a. COMMERCIAL INDUSTRIAL AND INVESTMENT BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMMERCIAL INDUSTRIAL AND INVESTMENT BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. PSC PROMINVESTBANK; a.k.a. PUBLIC STOCK COMPANY JOINT STOCK COMMERCIAL INDUSTRIAL AND INVESTMENT BANK), 12, Shevchenko lane, Kyiv 01001, Ukraine; SWIFT/BIC UPUBUAUX; Website pib.ua; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Organization Established Date 26 Aug 1992; Target Type Financial Institution; Registration Number 00039002 (Ukraine); All offices worldwide; for more information on directives, please visit the following link:
http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMBANK).
PSC PROMINVESTBANK (a.k.a. COMMERCIAL INDUSTRIAL AND INVESTMENT BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMMERCIAL INDUSTRIAL AND INVESTMENT BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. PROMINVESTBANK; a.k.a. PUBLIC STOCK COMPANY JOINT STOCK COMMERCIAL INDUSTRIAL AND INVESTMENT BANK), 12, Shevchenko lane, Kyiv 01001, Ukraine; SWIFT/BIC UPIBUAUX; Website pib.ua; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Organization Established Date 26 Aug 1992; Target Type Financial Institution; Registration Number 00039002 (Ukraine); All offices worldwide; for more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMBANK). 

PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA (Cyrillic: ПУБЛИЧНОЕ АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО СБЕРБАНК РОССИИ) (f.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMMERCIAL SAVINGS BANK OF THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION) (f.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMMERCIAL SAVINGS BANK OF THE RUSSIAN SOVIET FEDERATIVE SOCIALIST REPUBLIC) (f.k.a. OJSC SBERBANK OF RUSSIA) (f.k.a. OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA) (f.k.a. OMKOATSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO SBERBANK ROSSII; f.k.a. PJSC SBERBANK OF RSSR; f.k.a. SBERBANK OF RUSSIA; f.k.a. SBERBANK ROSSII; f.k.a. SBERBANK ROSSI OAO), 19 ul. Vavilova, Moscow 117312, Russia (Cyrillic: ул. Вавилова, д. 19, Москва 117312, Россия); SWIFT/BIC SABRUMM; Website www.sberbank.ru; alt. Website www.sberbank.com; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information Subject to Directive 3 - All transactions in, provision of financing for, and other dealings in new debt of longer than 14 days maturity or new equity where such new debt or new equity is issued on or after the 'Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive)' associated with this name are prohibited.; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 3): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 3): 26 Mar 2022; Tax ID No. 7707083893 (Russia); Registration Number 1027700132195 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024]. 

PUBLIC STOCK COMPANY JOINT STOCK COMMERCIAL INDUSTRIAL AND INVESTMENT BANK (a.k.a. COMMERCIAL INDUSTRIAL AND INVESTMENT BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMMERCIAL INDUSTRIAL AND INVESTMENT BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. PROMINVESTBANK; a.k.a. PUBLIC STOCK COMPANY JOINT STOCK COMMERCIAL INDUSTRIAL AND INVESTMENT BANK), 12, Shevchenko lane, Kyiv 01001, Ukraine; SWIFT/BIC UPIBUAUX; Website pib.ua; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Organization Established Date 26 Aug 1992; Target Type Financial Institution; Registration Number 1027700132195 (Russia); All offices worldwide; for more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMBANK).
EXECUTIVE ORDER 13662 - DIRECTIVE DETERMINATION - SUBJECT TO DIRECTIVE 1

SWIFT/BIC UPIBUAUX; Website pib.ua;
Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Organization Established Date 26 Aug 1992; Target Type Financial Institution; Registration Number 00039002 (Ukraine); All offices worldwide; for more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMBANK). -to- PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY JOINT STOCK COMMERCIAL INDUSTRIAL AND INVESTMENT BANK (a.k.a. COMMERCIAL INDUSTRIAL AND INVESTMENT BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMMERCIAL INDUSTRIAL AND INVESTMENT BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. PROMINVESTBANK; a.k.a. PSC PROMINVESTBANK), 12, Shevchenko lane, Kyiv 01001, Ukraine;
SWIFT/BIC UPIBUAUX; Website pib.ua;
Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Organization Established Date 26 Aug 1992; Target Type Financial Institution; Registration Number 00039002 (Ukraine); All offices worldwide; for more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA). -to- PUBLICHNE AKTSIONERNE TOVARYSTVO DOCHIRNI] BANK SBERBANKU ROSII (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNE TOVARYSTVO SBERBANK; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK; a.k.a. JSC SBERBANK; a.k.a. JSC SBERBANK OF RUSSIA; f.k.a. SBERBANK OF RUSSIA SUBSIDIARY BANK PRIVATE JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. SBERBANK OF RUSSIA SUBSIDIARY BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. SUBSIDIARY BANK SBERBANK OF RUSSIA PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY), 46 Volodymyrska street, Kyiv 01601, Ukraine; SWIFT/BIC SABRUAUK;
Website www.sberbank.ua; alt. Website sbfr.com.ua; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Registration ID 25959784 (Ukraine); Tax ID No. 259597826652 (Ukraine); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).
RESAD LLC (a.k.a. INFRASTRUKTURA MOLZHANINOVO; a.k.a. LLC INFRASTRUKTURA MOLZHANINOVO (Cyrillic: ООО ИНФРАСТРУКТУРА МОЛЖАНИНОВО); f.k.a. LLC RESAD (Cyrillic: ООО РЕСАД)), ul. Bryanskaya D. 5, et 4 pom. 1 kom 25, Moscow 121059, Russia; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1;
Tax ID No. 7733109347 (Russia); Registration Number 1027739071337 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMBANK). -to- RESAD LLC (a.k.a. INFRASTRUKTURA MOLZHANINOVO; a.k.a. LLC INFRASTRUKTURA MOLZHANINOVO (Cyrillic: ООО ИНФРАСТРУКТУРА МОЛЖАНИНОВО); f.k.a. LLC RESAD (Cyrillic: ООО РЕСАД)), ul. Bryanskaya D. 5, et 4 pom. 1 kom 25, Moscow 121059, Russia; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Tax ID No. 7733109347 (Russia); Registration Number 1027739071337 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMBANK). -to- ROSEKSIMBANK, ZAO (a.k.a. AO ROSEKSIMBANK (Cyrillic: АО РОСЭКСИМБАНК); a.k.a. EXIMBANK OF RUSSIA; a.k.a. EXIMBANK OF RUSSIA JSC; a.k.a. EXIMBANK OF RUSSIA ZAO; a.k.a. GOSUDARSTVENNY SPETSIALIZIROVANNY ROSSIISKI EKSPORTNO-IMPORTNY BANK (ZAKRYTOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO); a.k.a. RUSSIAN EXPORT-IMPORT BANK; a.k.a. STATE SPECIALIZED RUSSIAN EXPORT-IMPORT BANK JOINT-STOCK COMPANY (Cyrillic: ГОСУДАРСТВЕННЫЙ СПЕЦИАЛИЗИРОВАННЫЙ РОССИЙСКИЙ ЭКСПОРТНО-ИМПОРТНЫЙ БАНК АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО)), 12 Krasnopresnenskaya Embankments, Moscow 123610, Russia; SWIFT/BIC EXIRRUMM;
ROTENBERG, Igor Arkadiyevich (a.k.a. ROTENBERG, Igor Arkadyevich (Cyrillic: РОТЕНБЕРГ, Игорь Аркадьевич); a.k.a. ROTENBERG, Ihor Arkadiiovych; a.k.a. ROTENBERG, iod Arkadiyovych), Russia; DOB 09 May 1973; POB St. Petersburg, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [UKRAINE-E013662] [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: ROTENBERG, Arkady Romanovich). -to- ROTENBERG, Igor Arkadiyevich (Cyrillic: РОТЕНБЕРГ, Игорь Аркадьевич) (a.k.a. ROTENBERG, Igor Arkadyevich; a.k.a. ROTENBERG, Igor Arkadevich; a.k.a. ROTENBERG, Igor Arkadiyovych), Russia; DOB 09 May 1973; POB St. Petersburg, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [UKRAINE-E013662] [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: ROTENBERG, Arkady Romanovich). -to- ROTENBERG, Ihor Arkadiiovych; a.k.a. ROTENBERG, Igor Arkadiyovych; a.k.a. ROTENBERG, Igor Arkadiyevich (Cyrillic: РОТЕНБЕРГ, Игорь Аркадьевич) (a.k.a. ROTENBERG, Igor Arkadyevich; a.k.a. ROTENBERG, Igor Arkadevich; a.k.a. ROTENBERG, Igor Arkadiyovych), Russia; DOB 09 May 1973; POB St. Petersburg, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [UKRAINE-E013662] [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: ROTENBERG, Arkady Romanovich).
Edward Steichen, L-2540, Luxembourg; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Registration ID B171037 (Luxembourg); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA). SBER BANK (a.k.a. BPS SBERBANK OJSC; a.k.a. BPS-SBERBANK OAO (Cyrillic: ОАО СБЕР БАНК); a.k.a. OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY BPS-SBERBANK (Cyrillic: ОТКРЫТОЕ АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО СБЕР БАНК), 6 Mulyavina Boulevard, Minsk 220005, Belarus; SWIFT/BIC BPSBYY2X; Website www.sber-bank.by; alt. Website www.bps-sberbank.by; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Tax ID No. 100219673 (Belarus); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA). SBERBANK CAPITAL LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY (a.k.a. LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY SBERBANK CAPITAL; a.k.a. OBSCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTYU SBERBANK KAPITAL; a.k.a. SBERBANK CAPITAL LLC; a.k.a. SBERBANK KAPITAL OOO), d.19 ul. Vavilova, Moscow 117997, Russia; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Tax ID No. 1087746887678 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7736581290 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA). SBERBANK CAPITAL LLC (a.k.a. LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY SBERBANK CAPITAL; a.k.a. OBSCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTYU SBERBANK KAPITAL; a.k.a. SBERBANK CAPITAL LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY; a.k.a. SBERBANK CAPITAL KAPITAL OOO), d.19 ul. Vavilova, Moscow 117997, Russia; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Registration ID 1087746887678 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7736581290 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).
FINANSOVAYA KOMPANIYA SBERBANKA; a.k.a. SBERBANK FINANCE COMPANY LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY; a.k.a. SBERBANK-FINANCE; a.k.a. SBERBANK-FINSANS OOO), d. 29/16 per. Svistev Vrazhek, Moscow 119002, Russia; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link:
https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russia-sanctions/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Registration ID 1147746683468 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7706810730 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link:
http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Progr
SBERBANK INSURANCE IC LLC (a.k.a. SBERBANK STRAHOVANIE OOO SK; a.k.a. SK SBERBANK STRAHOVANIE OOO; a.k.a. SBERBANK STRAHOVANIE OOO SK; a.k.a. SBERBANK STRAHOVANIE LLC; a.k.a. SBERBANK STRAHOVANIE COMPA NYA SBERBANK STRAHOVANIE), 42 Bolshaya Yakimanka St., b. 1-2, office 209, Moscow 119049, Russia; 7 ul. Pavlovskaya, Moscow, Russia; 3 Poklonnaya Street, building 1, floor 1, office 3, Moscow 121170, Russia; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Tax ID No. 7706810747 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Tax ID No. 5039441 (Russia); Registration Number 1105032007781 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Tax ID No. 5039441 (Russia); Registration Number 1105032007781 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).
SBERBANK KAPITAL OOO (a.k.a. LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY SBERBANK INVESTMENTS LLC), 48 Moliodeznyaya St., Odintsovo, Moscow Region 143002, Russia;
Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Registration ID No. 7736581290 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Registration ID 1087746887678 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7736581290 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).

SBERBANK LEASING JSC (a.k.a. CJSC SBERBANK LEASING; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK LEASING; f.k.a. RUSSKO-GERMANSKAYA LIZINGOVAYA KOMPANIYA ZAO; a.k.a. SBERBANK LEASING ZAO; a.k.a. SBERBANK LIZING ZAKRYTOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO), Novoivanovskoe workers settlement, Odintsovo, Moscow Region 143026, Russia; 6 Vorobievskoe shosse, Moscow 119285, Russia; Website www.sberleasing.ru; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Registration ID No. 7707009586 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).
SBERBANK OF RUSSIA SUBSIDIARY BANK PRIVATE JOINT STOCK COMPANY (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNE TOVARYSTVO SBERBANK; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK; a.k.a. JSC SBERBANK; a.k.a. JSC SBERBANK OF RUSSIA; a.k.a. PUBLICHNE AKTSIONERNE TOVARYSTVO DOCHIRNII BANK SBERBANKU ROSII; a.k.a. SBERBANK OF RUSSIA SUBSIDIARY BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. SUBSIDIARY BANK SBERBANK OF RUSSIA PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY), 46 Volodymyrska street, Kyiv 01601, Ukraine; 46 Vladimirskaya St, Kyiv 01601, Ukraine; SWIFT/BIC SABRUAUK; Website www.sberbank.ua; alt. Website sbrf.com.ua; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information Subject to Directive 3 - All transactions in, provision of financing for, and other dealings in new debt of longer than 14 days maturity or new equity where such new debt or new equity is issued on or after the 'Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive)' associated with this name are prohibited.; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 3): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 3): 26 Mar 2022; Tax ID No. 7707083893 (Russia); Registration Number 1027700132195 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024].
Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Registration ID 1147799009160 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7725532740 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).

SBERBANK PRIVATE PENSION FUND CLOSED JOINT STOCK COMPANY (a.k.a. CJSC NON-NATION PENSION FUND SBERBANK; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK PRIVATE PENSION FUND; f.k.a. NEGOSUDARSTVENNY PENSIONNYY FOND SBERBANKA; a.k.a. NPF SBERBANKA ZAO; a.k.a. SBERBANK PPF JSC; a.k.a. ZAKRYTOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO NEGOSUDARSTVENNY NVIDIA FOND SBERBANKA), d. 31 G ul. Shabolovka, Moscow 115162, Russia; Website www.npfcsberbanka.ru; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Registration ID 1147799009160 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7725532740 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).

Executive Order 13519 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Executive Order 13519 Directive Information Subject to Directive 3 - All transactions in, provision of financing for, and other dealings in new debt of longer than 14 days maturity or new equity where such new debt or new equity is issued on or after the Effective Date (EO 13519 Directive) associated with this name are prohibited.; Listing Date (EO 13519 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 13519 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Registration ID 1147799009160 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7725532740 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024].
days maturity or new equity where such new debt or new equity is issued on or after the 'Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive)' associated with this name are prohibited.; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 3): 26 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 3): 26 Mar 2022; Tax ID No. 7707083893 (Russia); Registration Number 1027700132195 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024].

SBERBANK ROSSII OAO (f.k.a. Joint Stock Commercial Savings Bank of the Russian Federation; f.k.a. Joint Stock Commercial Savings Bank of the Russian Soviet Federative Socialist Republic; f.k.a. OJSC SBERBANK OF RUSSIA; f.k.a. Open Joint Stock Company SBERBANK OF RUSSIA; f.k.a. Otkrytoe Aktsionernoe Obschestvo Sberbank Rossii; a.k.a. PJSC SBERBANK (Cyrillic: ПАО СБЕРБАНК); a.k.a. Public Joint Stock Company SBERBANK OF RUSSIA (Cyrillic: Публичное Акционерное Общество Сбербанк России); f.k.a. SBERBANK OF RSFSR; a.k.a. SBERBANK OF RUSSIA; a.k.a. OJSC SBERBANK Rossii; 19 ul. Vavilova, Moscow 117312, Russia (Cyrillic: ул. Вавилова, д. 19, Москва 117312, Россия); SWIFT/BIC SABRRUMM; Website www.sberbank.ru; alt. Website www.sberbank.com; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information Subject to Directive 3 - All transactions in, provision of financing for, and other dealings in new debt of longer than 14 days maturity or new equity where such new debt or new equity is issued on or after the 'Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive)' associated with this name are prohibited.; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 3): 26 Mar 2022; Tax ID No. 7707083893 (Russia); Registration Number 1027700132195 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024].

SBERBANK STRAHOVANIE OOO SK (a.k.a. Insurance Company Sberbank Insurance Limited Liability Company; a.k.a. LLC Insurance Company Sberbank Insurance; f.k.a. OGRANICHENNO OTVETSTVENNOSTYU OTVETSTVENNAYA KOMPANIYA SBERBANK STRAHOVANIE; f.k.a. OGRANICHENNO OTVETSTVENNOSTYU SBERBANK STRAHOVANIE; f.k.a. LLC Sberbank Insurance Company Sberbank Insurance LTD; a.k.a. Sberbank Insurance IC LLC; a.k.a. Sberbank Strahovanie LLC; a.k.a. Sberbank Strahovanie Company Sberbank Strahovanie; f.k.a. Otkrytoe Aktsionernoe Obschestvo Sberbank Rossii; 42 Bolshaya Yakimanka St., b. 1/2, office 209, Moscow 110904, Russia; 7 ul. Pavlovskaya, Moscow, Russia; 3 Poklonnaya Street, building 1, floor 1, office 3, Moscow 121170, Russia; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Registration ID 117744693479 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7706810747 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: Public Joint Stock Company Sberbank of Russia).
AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO SBERBANK AVTOMATIZIROVANNAYA SISTEMA TORGOV), d. 24 str. 2 ul. Novolobodskaya, Moscow 127055, Russia; 12 B. Savvinsky Lane, building 9, floor 1, office 1, room 1, Moscow 119435, Russia; Website www.sberbank-ast.ru; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.208; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Registration ID 1107746399903 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7736617998 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Registration ID 1107746399903 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7736617998 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Registration ID 1107746399903 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7736617998 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Registration ID 1107746399903 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7736617998 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Registration ID 1107746399903 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7736617998 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Registration ID 1107746399903 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7736617998 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Registration ID 1107746399903 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7736617998 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Registration ID 1107746399903 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7736617998 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO
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14024 Directive 2); 26 Mar 2022; Registration ID 1107746399903 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7736617798 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link:
http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA). For more information on directives, please visit the following link:
http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: ROSTEC). -to-

7736617798 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link:
http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA). For more information on directives, please visit the following link:
http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: ROSTEC). -to-

SBERBANK FINANCE LLC; a.k.a. SBERBANK-FINANCE, d. 29/16 per. Sivtsev Vrazhek, Moscow 119002, Russia; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link:
https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directories; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Registration ID 1027739664260 (Russia); Tax ID No. 6452010742 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link:
http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA). -to-

Government Gazette Number 91420386 (Russia); Russia; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 3; Organization Established Date 06 Apr 2011; Registration ID 1117746260477 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7473813961 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 91420386 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link:
http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: ROSTEC). -to-

SCIENTIFIC INDUSTRIAL CONCERN MANUFACTURING ENGINEERING OJSC (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO NAUCHNO-PROIZVODSTVENNY KONSERN TEKHNOLOGII MASHINOSTROENIYA; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY SCIENTIFIC INDUSTRIAL CONCERN MANUFACTURING ENGINEERING; a.k.a. JSC SPC TECHMASH; a.k.a. NPK TEKHMASS OAO; a.k.a. OJSC MACHINE ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGIES), d. 58 str. 4 shosse Leningradskoe, Moscow 125212, Russia; For more information on directives, please visit the following link:
http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA). -to-

http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: ROSTEC). -to-

Scientific industrial concern manufacturing engineering OJSC (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO NAUCHNO-PROIZVODSTVENNY KONSERN TEKHNOLOGII MASHINOSTROENIYA; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY SCIENTIFIC INDUSTRIAL CONCERN MANUFACTURING ENGINEERING; a.k.a. JSC SPC TECHMASH; a.k.a. NPK TEKHMASS OAO; a.k.a. OJSC MACHINE ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGIES), d. 58 str. 4 shosse Leningradskoe, Moscow 125212, Russia; For more information on directives, please visit the following link:
http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA). -to-

EXECUTOR ORDER 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link:
https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directories; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 1); Executive Order 14024 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link:
https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directories; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Registration ID 1027739664260 (Russia); Tax ID No. 6452010742 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link:
http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA). -to-

http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA). -to-
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SETELEM BANK OBSCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTYU (a.k.a. CETELEM BANK LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY; Cyrillic: СЕТЕЛЕМ БАНК ООО; f.k.a. КОММЕРЧЕСКИЙ БАНК УКРИСБАНК ОБЩЕСТВО С ОГРАНИЧЕННОЙ ОТВЕТСТВЕННОСТЬЮ СЕТЕЛЕМ БАНК); Website www.cetelem.ru; Moscow 125124, Russia; SWIFT/BIC CETBRUMM; Website www.cetelem.ru;
Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Registration ID 1027739664260 (Russia); Tax ID No. 6452010742 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).
SETELEM BANK OOO (a.k.a. CETELEM BANK LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY; a.k.a. CETELEM BANK LLC (Cyrillic: СЕТЕЛЕМ БАНК ООО); f.k.a. КОММЕРЧЕСКИЙ БАНК УКРИСБАНК ОБЩЕСТВО С ОГРАНИЧЕННОЙ ОТВЕТСТВЕННОСТЬЮ СЕТЕЛЕМ БАНК); Website www.cetelem.ru;
Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Registration ID 1027739664260 (Russia); Tax ID No. 6452010742 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).
SK SBERBANK STRAHOVANIE LLC (a.k.a. INSURANCE COMPANY SBERBANK INSURANCE LTD; a.k.a. LLC INSURANCE COMPANY SBERBANK INSURANCE; f.k.a. ОБЩЕСТВО С ОГРАНИЧЕННОЙ ОТВЕТСТВЕННОСТЬЮ СЕТЕЛЕМ БАНК); Website www.cetelem.ru;
Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Registration ID 1027739664260 (Russia); Tax ID No. 6452010742 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).
For more information on directives, please visit the following link:
https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Registration ID 1147746883479 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7706810747 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link:
http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).
STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMBANK (f.k.a. BANK FOR FOREIGN TRADE OF THE U.S.S.R.; a.k.a. GOSUDARSTVENNAYA KORPORATSIYA RAZVITIYA VEB.RF; a.k.a. STATE DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION VEB.RF (Cyrillic: ГОСУДАРСТВЕННАЯ КОРПОРАЦИЯ РАЗВИТИЯ ВЭБ.РФ); a.k.a. VEB.RF (Cyrillic: ВЭБ.РФ); f.k.a. VNESHECONOMBANK; f.k.a. VNESHECONOMBANK G; f.k.a. VNESHECONOMBANK SSSR; a.k.a. "BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT"; a.k.a. "VEB"), Akademik Sakharov Ave 9, Moscow 107996, Russia; Pr-kt, Akademika Sakharova, D. 9, Moscow 107078, Russia (Cyrillic: П-кт Академика Сахарова, Д. 9, Город Москва 107078, Russia); SWIFT/BIC BFEARUMM; Website www.veb.ru; BIK (RU) 044525060; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Stated Development Corporation Bank For Development and Foreign Economic Affairs Vnesheconombank (f.k.a. Bank for foreign trade of the U.S.S.R.; a.k.a. Glosudarstvennaya Korporatsiya Razvitiya Veb.Rf; a.k.a. State Corporation Bank for Development and Foreign Economic Affairs Vnesheconombank; a.k.a. Veb.Rf (Cyrillic: B36.Rf); f.k.a. Vnesheconombank; f.k.a. Vnesheconombank G; f.k.a. Vnesheconombank SsSr; a.k.a. "Bank for Development"; a.k.a. "Veb"), Akademik Sakharov Ave 9, Moscow 107996, Russia; Pr-kt, Akademika Sakharova, D. 9, Moscow 107078, Russia (Cyrillic: P-kt Akademika Sakhavora, D. 9, Gorod Moskva 107078, Russia); SWIFT/BIC BFEARUMM; Website www.veb.ru; BIK (RU) 044525060; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209. Organization Established Date 18 Aug 1922; Target Type State-Owned Enterprise; alt. Target Type Financial Institution; Tax ID No. 7750004150 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 00005061 (Russia); Registration Number 107711000102 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link:
http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024].
STATE SPECIALIZED RUSSIAN EXPORT-IMPORT BANK JOST-STOCK COMPANY
(Cyrillic: ГОСУДАРСТВЕННЫЙ СПЕЦИАЛИЗИРОВАННЫЙ РОССИЙСКИЙ ЭКСПОРТНО-ИМПОРТНЫЙ БАНК АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО) (a.k.a. AO ROSEKSIMBANK (Cyrillic: AO РОСЭКСИМБАНК); a.k.a. EXIMBANK OF RUSSIA; a.k.a. EXIMBANK OF RUSSIA JSC; a.k.a. EXIMBANK OF RUSSIA ZAO; a.k.a. GOSUDARSTVENNY SPETSIALIZIROVANNY ROSSIISKI EKSPORTNO-IMPORTNY BANK (ZAKRYTOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO); a.k.a. ROSEKSIMBANK, ZAO; a.k.a. RUSSIAN EXPORT-IMPORT BANK), 12 Krasnopresnenskaya Embankments, Moscow 123610, Russia; SWIFT/BIC EXIRRUMM; Website eximbank.ru; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Organization Established Date 24 May 1994; Target Type Financial Institution; Tax ID No. 7704001959 (Russia); Legal Entity Number 253400HA6URWT39X2982; Registration Number 1027739109133 (Russia); All offices worldwide; for more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx# directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMBANK).

-STATE SPECIALIZED RUSSIAN EXPORT-IMPORT BANK JOST-STOCK COMPANY
(Cyrillic: ГОСУДАРСТВЕННЫЙ СПЕЦИАЛИЗИРОВАННЫЙ РОССИЙСКИЙ ЭКСПОРТНО-ИМПОРТНЫЙ БАНК АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО) (a.k.a. AO ROSEKSIMBANK (Cyrillic: AO РОСЭКСИМБАНК); a.k.a. EXIMBANK OF RUSSIA; a.k.a. EXIMBANK OF RUSSIA JSC; a.k.a. EXIMBANK OF RUSSIA ZAO; a.k.a. GOSUDARSTVENNY SPETSIALIZIROVANNY ROSSIISKI EKSPORTNO-IMPORTNY BANK (ZAKRYTOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO); a.k.a. ROSEKSIMBANK, ZAO; a.k.a. RUSSIAN EXPORT-IMPORT BANK), 12 Krasnopresnenskaya Embankments, Moscow 123610, Russia; SWIFT/BIC EXIRRUMM; Website eximbank.ru; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Organization Established Date 24 May 1994; Target Type Financial Institution; Tax ID No. 7704001959 (Russia); Legal Entity Number 253400HA6URWT39X2982; Registration Number 1027739109133 (Russia); All offices worldwide; for more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx# directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMBANK).

STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMBANK (a.k.a. GOSUDARSTVENNAYA KOMPANIYA VNESHEKONOMBANK SSSR; a.k.a. "BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT"; a.k.a. "VEB"), Akademik Sakharov Ave 9, Moscow 107096, Russia; Pr-kt, Akademika Sakharova, D. 9, Moscow 107078, Russia (Cyrillic: П-кт Академика Сахарова, Д. 9, Город Москва 107078, Россия); SWIFT/BIC BFEARUMM; Website www.veb.ru; BIK (RU) 044525060; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Organization Established Date 24 Aug 1922; Target Type State-Owned Enterprise; alt. Target Type Financial Institution; Tax ID No. 7750004150 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 00005061 (Russia); Registration Number 107771100102 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx# directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMBANK).

STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMBANK (a.k.a. STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMBANK) (Cyrillic: ГОСУДАРСТВЕННЫЙ СПЕЦИАЛИЗИРОВАННЫЙ РОССИЙСКИЙ ЭКСПОРТНО-ИМПОРТНЫЙ БАНК АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО) (a.k.a. AO ROSEKSIMBANK (Cyrillic: AO РОСЭКСИМБАНК); a.k.a. EXIMBANK OF RUSSIA; a.k.a. EXIMBANK OF RUSSIA JSC; a.k.a. EXIMBANK OF RUSSIA ZAO; a.k.a. GOSUDARSTVENNY SPETSIALIZIROVANNY ROSSIISKI EKSPORTNO-IMPORTNY BANK (ZAKRYTOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO); a.k.a. ROSEKSIMBANK, ZAO; a.k.a. RUSSIAN EXPORT-IMPORT BANK), 12 Krasnopresnenskaya Embankments, Moscow 123610, Russia; SWIFT/BIC EXIRRUMM; Website eximbank.ru; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Organization Established Date 24 May 1994; Target Type Financial Institution; Tax ID No. 7704001959 (Russia); Legal Entity Number 253400HA6URWT39X2982; Registration Number 1027739109133 (Russia); All offices worldwide; for more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx# directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMBANK).
LIMTED LIABILITY COMPANY), d. 9 prospekt Akademika Sakharova, Moscow 107996, Russia; Per. Lyalin D. 19, Korpus 1, Pom. XXIV, Kom 11, Moscow 101000, Russia; Website vebeng.ru; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Organization Established Date 11 Mar 2010; Tax ID No. 7708715560 (Russia); Registration Number 1107746181674 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024]. [Linked To: STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHCONOMBANK]. VEB.RF (Cyrillic: ВЭБ.РФ) (f.k.a. BANK FOR FOREIGN TRADE OF THE U.S.S.R.; a.k.a. GK VEB.RF; a.k.a. ГОСУДАРСТВЕННАЯ КОРПОРАЦИЯ РАЗВИТИЯ ВЭБ.РФ; f.k.a. VNESHCONOMBANK; f.k.a. ВНЕШКОНЕМБАНК ГК; f.k.a. VNESHCONOMBANK SSSR; a.k.a. "BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT"; a.k.a. "VEB"), Akademik Sakharov Ave 9, Moscow 107996, Russia; Pr-kt, Akademika Sakharova, D. 9, Moscow 107078, Russia (Cyrillic: Пр-кТ Академика Сахарова, Д. 9, Город Москва 107078, Россия); SWIFT/BIC BFEARUMM; Website www.veb.ru; BIK (RU) 044525060; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Organization Established Date 18 Aug 1922; Target Type State-Owned Enterprise; alt. Target Type Financial Institution; Tax ID No. 7750004150 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 00005061 (Russia); Registration Number 1077711000102 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024].

VEKSELBERG, Victor (Cyrillic: ВЕНСЕЛЬБЕРГ, Виктор) (a.k.a. VEKSELBERG, Viktor Feliksovich (Cyrillic: ВЕНСЕЛЬБЕРГ, Виктор Феликсович)), Russia; DOB 14 Apr 1957; POB Drogobych, Lviv region, Ukraine; Gender Male (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024]. -to- VEKSELBERG, Viktor Feliksovich (Cyrillic: ВЕНСЕЛЬБЕРГ, Виктор Феликсович), Russia; DOB 14 Apr 1957; POB Drogobych, Lviv region, Ukraine; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024].

VEKSELBERG, Viktor Feliksovich (Cyrillic: ВЕНСЕЛЬБЕРГ, Виктор Феликсович) (a.k.a. VEKSELBERG, Viktor) (a.k.a. VEKSELBERG, Victor Feliksovich (Cyrillic: ВЕНСЕЛЬБЕРГ, Виктор Феликсович)), Russia; DOB 14 Apr 1957; POB Drogobych, Lviv region, Ukraine; Gender Male (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024]. -to- VEKSELBERG, Viktor (Cyrillic: ВЕНСЕЛЬБЕРГ, Виктор), Russia; DOB 14 Apr 1957; POB Drogobych, Lviv region, Ukraine; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024].
VERTOLETY ROSSII AO (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBCHESTVO VERTOLETY ROSSII; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY RUSSIAN HELICOPTERS; a.k.a. JSC RUSSIAN HELICOPTERS; a.k.a. OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY RUSSIAN HELICOPTERS; a.k.a. RUSSIAN HELICOPTERS JOINT STOCK COMPANY), Entrance 9, 12, Krasnopresnenskaya emb., Moscow 123610, Russia; 1, Ul. Bolshaya Pionerskaya, Moscow 115054, Russia; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 3; Registration ID 1077746003334 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7731559044 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 98927243 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024]. (Linked To: ROSTEC). -to- VERTOLETY ROSSII AO (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBCHESTVO VERTOLETY ROSSII; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY RUSSIAN HELICOPTERS; a.k.a. JSC RUSSIAN HELICOPTERS; a.k.a. OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY RUSSIAN HELICOPTERS; a.k.a. RUSSIAN HELICOPTERS JOINT STOCK COMPANY), Entrance 9, 12, Krasnopresnenskaya emb., Moscow 123610, Russia; 1, Ul. Bolshaya Pionerskaya, Moscow 115054, Russia; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 3; Registration ID 1077746003334 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7731559044 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 98927243 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024]. (Linked To: ROSTEC).
following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024].

VTB AFRICA (a.k.a. BANCO VTB AFRICA SA), 22, Rua da Missao, Luanda, Angola; SWIFT/BIC VTBBLAOLU; Website www.vtb.ao; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY). -to- VTB AFRICA (a.k.a. BANCO VTB AFRICA SA), 22, Rua da Missao, Luanda, Angola; SWIFT/BIC VTBBLAOLU; Website www.vtb.ao; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024].

VTB BANK (f.k.a. BANK FOR FOREIGN TRADE OF RSFSR; a.k.a. BANK FOR FOREIGN TRADE OF THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION; f.k.a. JSC VTB BANK; f.k.a. OAO BANK VTB; f.k.a. OAO VNESHTORG; f.k.a. OJSC CJSC BANK FOR FOREIGN TRADE; f.k.a. RUSSIAN VNESHTORG; f.k.a. VTB BANK) (a.k.a. BANCO VTB AFRICA SA), 22, Rua da Missao, Luanda, Angola; SWIFT/BIC VTBBLAOLU; Website www.vtb.ao; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY). -to- VTB BANK (f.k.a. BANK FOR FOREIGN TRADE OF RSFSR; a.k.a. BANK FOR FOREIGN TRADE OF THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION; f.k.a. JSC VTB BANK; f.k.a. OAO BANK VTB; f.k.a. OAO VNESHTORG; f.k.a. OJSC CJSC BANK FOR FOREIGN TRADE; f.k.a. RUSSIAN VNESHTORG; f.k.a. VTB BANK) (a.k.a. BANCO VTB AFRICA SA), 22, Rua da Missao, Luanda, Angola; SWIFT/BIC VTBBLAOLU; Website www.vtb.ao; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

VTB BANK (f.k.a. BANK FOR FOREIGN TRADE OF RSFSR; a.k.a. BANK FOR FOREIGN TRADE OF THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION; f.k.a. JSC VTB BANK; f.k.a. OAO BANK VTB; f.k.a. OAO VNESHTORG; f.k.a. OJSC CJSC BANK FOR FOREIGN TRADE; f.k.a. RUSSIAN VNESHTORG; f.k.a. VTB BANK) (a.k.a. BANCO VTB AFRICA SA), 22, Rua da Missao, Luanda, Angola; SWIFT/BIC VTBBLAOLU; Website www.vtb.ao; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY).
VTB BANK ARZMETZ CJS (f.k.a. SAVINGS BANK OF THE REPUBLIC OF ARMENIA; a.k.a. VTB BANK ARMENIA CLOSED JOINT STOCK COMPANY), 46 Ul, Nalbandyan, Yerevan 375010, Armenia; SWIFT/BIC ARMJAM22; Website www.vtb.am; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Target Type Financial Institution; For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/armenia.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-E14024] (Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

VTB BANK ARMENIA CJSC (f.k.a. SAVINGS BANK OF THE REPUBLIC OF ARMENIA; a.k.a. VTB BANK ARMENIA CLOSED JOINT STOCK COMPANY), 46 Ul, Nalbandyan, Yerevan 375010, Armenia; SWIFT/BIC ARMJAM22; Website www.vtb.am; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Target Type Financial Institution; For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/armenia.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-E14024] (Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY).
VTB BANK AZERBAIJAN OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY (a.k.a. BANK VTB AZERBAIJAN OJSC; a.k.a. JSC VTB BANK AZERBAIJAN; f.k.a. OJSC AF BANK), 38 Khatai ave. Nasimi district, Baku AZ 1008, Azerbaijan; 60, Samed Vurgun str, Baku 1022, Azerbaijan; SWIFT/BIC VTBAAZZ2; Website http://en.vtb.az/; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Target Type Financial Institution; For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-E013662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

VTB BANK BELARUS CLOSED JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. VTB BANK BELARUS CLOSED JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. VTB BANK BELARUS CLOSED JOINT STOCK COMPANY (f.k.a. CJSC VTB BANK BELARUS CJSC; a.k.a. VTB BANK BELARUS CLOSED JOINT STOCK COMPANY), 14, Moskovskaya Street, Minsk 220007, Belarus; SWIFT/BIC SLANBY22; Website www.vtb-bank.by; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Target Type Financial Institution; For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-E013662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY).
TOGVOI ROSSIYSKIOY FEDERATSI
CLOSED JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a.
BANK VTB OAO; f.k.a. BANK VTB OPEN JOINT
STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. BANK VTB PAO;
and/or 589.209; Target Type Financial
Institution; For more information on directives,
please visit the following link:
http://www.treasury.gov/resource-
center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#
directives [UKRAINE-E013662] [RUSSIA-
EO14024] (Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC
JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

VTB BANK GEORGIA JSC (a.k.a. JSC VTB
BANK GEORGIA; a.k.a. VTB BANK GEORGIA
JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. "UNITED
GEORGIAN BANK"), 14, G. Chanturia Street,
Tbilisi 0114, Georgia; SWIFT/BIC UGEBGE22;
Website www.vtb.com.ge; Executive Order 13662
Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1;
Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-
Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201
and/or 589.209; Target Type Financial
Institution; For more information on directives,
please visit the following link:
http://www.treasury.gov/resource-
center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#
directives [UKRAINE-E013662] [RUSSIA-
EO14024] (Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC
JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

VTB BANK GEORGIA JSC (a.k.a. JSC VTB
BANK GEORGIA; a.k.a. VTB BANK GEORGIA
JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. "UNITED
GEORGIAN BANK"), 14, G. Chanturia Street,
Tbilisi 0114, Georgia; SWIFT/BIC UGEBGE22;
Website www.vtb.com.ge; Executive Order 13662
Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1;
Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-
Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201
and/or 589.209; Target Type Financial
Institution; For more information on directives,
please visit the following link:
http://www.treasury.gov/resource-
center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#
directives [UKRAINE-E013662] [RUSSIA-
EO14024] (Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC
JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

VTB BANK OAO (f.k.a. BANK FOR FOREIGN
TRADE OF RSFSR; f.k.a. BANK OF FOREIGN
TRADE OF THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION; f.k.a.
JSC VTB BANK; f.k.a. OAO BANK VTB; f.k.a. OAO
VNESHTORG_BANK; f.k.a. OJSC CJSC BANK
FOR FOREIGN TRADE; f.k.a. RUSSIAN
VNESHTORG_BANK; f.k.a. VESHTORG_BANK;
f.k.a. VESHTORG_BANK OF RSFSR; f.k.a.
VESHTORG_BANK ROSSIY CLOSED JOINT
STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. BANK VTB; f.k.a.
VTB BANK OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY;
a.k.a. VTB BANK PAO; a.k.a. VTB BANK PJSC
(Cyrillic: БАНК ВТБ ПАО); a.k.a. VTB BANK
PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY (Cyrillic:
БАНК ВТБ ОБЩЕСТВО)), 29, Bolshaya Morskaya
str., St. Petersburg 190000, Russia; 37 Pleshchikha ul.,
Moscow 119121, Russia; 43, Vorontsovskaya
str., Moscow 109044, Russia; 1 litera, per.
Degtyarny, St. Petersburg 191144, Russia; 11, lit
A, Degtyarny pereulok, St. Petersburg 191144,
Russia; 43, bld.1, Vorontsovskaya str.,
Moscow 109147, Russia; Bashnya Zapad, Kompleks
Federatsiya, 12, nab. Presnenskaya, Moscow
123317, Russia; str. 1, 43, ul. Vorontsovskaya,
Moscow 109147, Russia; Vorontsovskaya Str
43, Moscow 109147, Russia; SWIFT/BIC
VBTRRUMM; Website www.vtb.com; alt.
Website www.vtb.ru; BIK (RU) 044030707; alt.
BIK (RU) 044525187; Executive Order 13662
Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1;
Organization Established Date 17 Oct 1990;
Target Type Financial Institution; Registration ID
1027739609391 (Russia); Tax ID No.
7702070139 (Russia); Government Gazette
Number 00032520 (Russia); License 1000 (Russia); Legal Entity Number
253400V1H6ART1UQ0N98 (Russia); For more
information on directives, please visit the
following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-
center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#
directives [UKRAINE-E013662] [RUSSIA-
EO14024] (Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC
JOINT STOCK COMPANY).
PRIVATE JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VNESHNEI TORGOLVI RSFSR; f.k.a. BANK VNESHNEI TORGOLVI OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VNESHNEI TORGOLVI ROSSIYSKOK FEDERATSII CLOSED JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VTB OAO; f.k.a. BANK VTB PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. BANK VTB PJSC (Cyrillic: БАНК ВТБ ПО); f.k.a. BANK VTB PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY (Cyrillic: БАНК ВТБ ПУБЛИЧНОЕ АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО); 29, Bolshaya Morskaya str., St. Petersburg 190000, Russia; 37 Plyushchikha ul., Moscow 119121, Russia; 43, Vorontsovskaya str., Moscow 109147, Russia; SWIFT/BIC VTBRRUMM; Website www.vtb.com; alt. Website www.vtb.ru; BIK (RU) 044030707; alt. BIK (RU) 044525187; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.202; Organization Established Date 17 Oct 1990; Target Type Financial Institution; Registration ID 1027739609391 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024].
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17 Oct 1990; Target Type Financial Institution; and/or 589.209; Organization Established Date Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201

Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-

Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1;

Institution; Registration ID 1097746344596 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx# directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY), 12 Presnenskaya nab., Moscow 123100, Russia; 4th Lesnoy Pereulok 4, Capital Plaza, Moscow 125047, Russia; Room 410, Solyomy Pereulok 3, bld 34, Moscow 123022, Russia; Website http://vtbcapital.com; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Target Type Financial Institution; Registration ID 1097746344596 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx# directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY). -to- VTB CAPITAL HOLDING ZAO (a.k.a. HOLDING VTB CAPITAL CJSC; a.k.a. KHOLDING VTB KAPITAL ZAKRYTOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSCHESTVO; a.k.a. VTB CAPITAL HOLDINGS CLOSED JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. VTB CAPITAL).
HOLDING ZAO; a.k.a. VTB CAPITAL JSC), 12 Presnenskaya nab., Moscow 123100, Russia; 4th Lesnoy Pereulok 4, Capital Plaza, Moscow 125047, Russia; Room 410, Stolyarny Pereulok 3, bd 34, Moscow 123022, Russia; Website http://vtbcapital.com; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Target Type Financial Institution; Registration ID 1097746344596 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY). -to- VTB CAPITAL JSC (a.k.a. HOLDING VTB CAPITAL CJSC; a.k.a. KHOLDING VTB KAPITAL ZAKRYTOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO; a.k.a. VTB CAPITAL HOLDING CJSC; a.k.a. VTB CAPITAL HOLDING ZAO; a.k.a. VTB CAPITAL HOLDING CJSC; a.k.a. VTB DC LTD (a.k.a. LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY VTB DC; a.k.a. LLC VTB DC; a.k.a. VTB DC LIMITED), Room 47, office XIV, 8 Brestskaya Street, Moscow 125047, Russia; d. 35 str. 1, Prospect Leningradski, Moscow 125284, Russia; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Organization Established Date 2011; Registration Number 5117746058733 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

VTB FACTORING LTD (a.k.a. LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY VTB DC; a.k.a. LLC VTB DC; a.k.a. VTB DC LIMITED), Room 47, office XIV, 8 Brestskaya Street, Moscow 125047, Russia; d. 35 str. 1, Prospect Leningradski, Moscow 125284, Russia; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Organization Established Date 2011; Registration Number 5117746058733 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY).
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Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Organization Established Date 2011; Registration Number 5117746058733 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY).
more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directories [UKRAINE-E013662] [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

VTB PENSION ADMINISTRATOR LTD (a.k.a. OBSCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTYU VTB PENSION ADMINISTRATOR LTD; a.k.a. VTB PENSION ADMINISTRATOR LTD), d. 52 str. 1 nab.Kosmodamianskaya, Moscow 115054, Russia; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Organization Type: Activities of holding companies; Registration ID 1097746178232 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directories [UKRAINE-E013662] [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY).
on directives, please visit the following link:
http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

VTB PENSIONNY ADMINISTRATOR OOO (a.k.a. OBŞCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTYU VTB PENSYONNY ADMINISTRATOR; a.k.a. VTB PENSION ADMINISTRATOR LIMITED; a.k.a. VTB PENSION ADMINISTRATOR LTD), d. 52 str. 1 nab.Kosmodamianskaya, Moscow 115054, Russia; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Organization Type: Activities of holding companies; Registration ID 1097746178232 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link:
http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

For more information on directives, please visit the following link:
http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

VTB REGISTRAR CJSC (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY VTB REGISTRAR; a.k.a. JSC VTB REGISTRAR; a.k.a. VTB REGISTRAR CJSC; a.k.a. VTB REGISTRAR CLOSED JOINT STOCK COMPANY), 23, Pravy Street, Moscow 125040, Russia; Website www.vtbreg.ru; BIK (RU) 044525745; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration Number 1045605469744 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link:
http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

For more information on directives, please visit the following link:
http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

VTB REGISTRAR CLOSED JOINT STOCK COMPANY (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY VTB REGISTRAR; a.k.a. JSC VTB REGISTRAR; a.k.a. VTB REGISTRAR CJSC), 23, Pravy Street, Moscow 125040, Russia; Website www.vtbreg.ru; BIK (RU) 044525745; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Registration Number 1045605469744 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link:
http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

VTB RETAIL BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY VTB RETAIL BANK; a.k.a. JSC VTB RETAIL BANK; a.k.a. VTB RETAIL BANK CJSC), 23, Pravy Street, Moscow 125040, Russia; Website www.vtbretbank.ru; BIK (RU) 044525745; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Target Type Financial Institution; Registration Number 102739157522 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link:
http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY).
directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY). -to- VTB SPECIALIZED DEPOSITORY CJSC (a.k.a. CJS VTB SPECIALIZED DEPOSITORY; a.k.a. VTB SPECIALIZED DEPOSITORY CLOSED JOINT STOCK COMPANY), 35 Myasnitskaya Street, Moscow 101000, Russia; Website www.odk.ru; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Organization Established Date 04 Jul 1996; Target Type Financial Institution; Registration Number 1027739157522 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY). VTB SPECIALIZED DEPOSITORY CLOSED JOINT STOCK COMPANY (a.k.a. CJS VTB SPECIALIZED DEPOSITORY; a.k.a. VTB SPECIALIZED DEPOSITORY CJSC), 35 Myasnitskaya Street, Moscow 101000, Russia; Website www.odk.ru; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Organization Established Date 04 Jul 1996; Target Type Financial Institution; Registration Number 1027739157522 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY). -to- VTB SPECIALIZED DEPOSITORY CLOSED JOINT STOCK COMPANY (a.k.a. CJS VTB SPECIALIZED DEPOSITORY; a.k.a. VTB SPECIALIZED DEPOSITORY CJSC), 35 Myasnitskaya Street, Moscow 101000, Russia; Website www.odk.ru; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Organization Established Date 04 Jul 1996; Target Type Financial Institution; Registration Number 1027739157522 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY). ZAKRYTOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO SBERBANKA (a.k.a. CJS NON-NOT PENSION FUND OF SBERBANK; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK PRIVATE PENSION FUND; f.k.a. NEGOUSDARSTVENNYY PENSIONNY FOND SBERBANKA; a.k.a. NPF SBERBANK ZAO; a.k.a. SBERBANK PPF JSC; a.k.a. SBERBANK PRIVATE PENSION FUND CLOSED JOINT STOCK COMPANY), d. 31 G ul. Shabolovka, Moscow 115162, Russia; Website www.npfsberbanka.ru; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 2); Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA). ZAKRYTOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO SBERBANKA (a.k.a. CJS NON-NOT PENSION FUND OF SBERBANK; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK PRIVATE PENSION FUND; f.k.a. NEGOUSDARSTVENNYY PENSIONNY FOND SBERBANKA; a.k.a. NPF SBERBANK ZAO; a.k.a. SBERBANK PPF JSC; a.k.a. SBERBANK PRIVATE PENSION FUND CLOSED JOINT STOCK COMPANY), d. 31 G ul. Shabolovka, Moscow 115162, Russia; Website www.npfsberbanka.ru; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 2); Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives ZAKRYTOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO SBERBANKAVTOMATIZIROVANNAYA SISTEMA TORGOM (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK AUTOMATED TRADE SYSTEM; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK-AUTOMATED SYSTEM FOR TRADING; a.k.a. JSC SBERBANK-AUTOMATED SYSTEM FOR TRADING; a.k.a. SBERBANK-AST JSC; a.k.a. SBERBANK-AST ZAO; a.k.a. SBERBANK-AUTOMATED TRADING SYSTEM CLOSED JOINT STOCK COMPANY), d. 24 str. 2 ul. Novoslobodskaya, Moscow 127055, Russia; 12 B. Savinsky Lane, building 9, floor 1, office 1, room 1, Moscow 119435, Russia; Website www.sberbank-ast.ru; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 2); Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA). ZAKRYTOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO SBERBANKAVTOMATIZIROVANNAYA SISTEMA TORGOM (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK AUTOMATED TRADE SYSTEM; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK-AUTOMATED SYSTEM FOR TRADING; a.k.a. JSC SBERBANK-AUTOMATED SYSTEM FOR TRADING; a.k.a. SBERBANK-AST JSC; a.k.a. SBERBANK-AST ZAO; a.k.a. SBERBANK-AUTOMATED TRADING SYSTEM CLOSED JOINT STOCK COMPANY), d. 24 str. 2 ul. Novoslobodskaya, Moscow 127055, Russia; 12 B. Savinsky Lane, building 9, floor 1, office 1, room 1, Moscow 119435, Russia; Website www.sberbank-ast.ru; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 2); Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives
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For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024].

"BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT" (f.k.a. BANK FOR FOREIGN TRADE OF THE U.S.S.R.; a.k.a. GK VEB.RF; a.k.a. GOSUDARSTVENNAYA KORPORATSIYA RAZVITIYA VEB.RF; a.k.a. STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMBANK; a.k.a. STATE DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION VEB.RF (Cyrillic: ГОСУДАРСТВЕННАЯ КОРПОРАЦИЯ РАЗВИТИЯ ВЭБ.РФ); a.k.a. VEB.RF; a.k.a. VENESHERCONOMBANK; f.k.a. VNESHECONOMBANK; f.k.a. "VEB"), Akademik Sakharov Ave 9, Moscow 107996, Russia; Pr-kt, Akademika Sakharova, D. 9, Moscow 107078, Russia (Cyrillic: Пр-кт Академика Сахарова, Д. 9, Город Москва 107078, Россия); SWIFT/BIC BFEARUMM; Website www.veb.ru; BIK (RU) 044525060; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024].

"TEXAKABANK JSC" (a.k.a. DOCHERNI BANK AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO SBERBANK ROSSI; a.k.a. SB SBERBANK JSC; a.k.a. SUBSIDIARY BANK SBERBANK OF RUSSIA JOINT STOCK COMPANY), 30/26, Gogol/Kaldayakov Street, Almaty 050010, Kazakhstan; 13/1 Al-Farabi Avenue, Bostandyk District, Almaty 050059, Kazakhstan; Zenkov St, 24, Almaty 480100, Kazakhstan; SWIFT/BIC SABRKZKA; Website www.sberbank.kz; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024].

"UNITED GEORGIAN BANK" (a.k.a. JSC VTB BANK GEORGIA; a.k.a. VTB BANK GEORGIA JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. VTB BANK GEORGIA JSC), 14, G. Chanturia Street, Tbilisi 0114, Georgia; SWIFT/BIC UGBGEB22; Website www.vtb.com.ge; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Target Type Financial Institution; For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024].

This document is part of the CHANGES TO THE SDN LIST IN 2022.
more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024]. -to- "VEB" (f.k.a. BANK FOR FOREIGN TRADE OF THE U.S.S.R.; a.k.a. GK VEB.RF; a.k.a. GOSUDARSTVENNAIA KORPORATSIYA RAZVITIYA VEB.RF; a.k.a. STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMBANK; a.k.a. STATE DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION VEB.RF (Cyrillic: ГОСУДАРСТВЕННАЯ КОРПОРАЦИЯ РАЗВИТИЯ ВЭБ.РФ); a.k.a. VEB.RF (Cyrillic: ВЭБ РФ); f.k.a. VNESHECONOMBANK; f.k.a. VNESHEKONOMBANK GK; f.k.a. VNESHEKONOMBANK SSSR; a.k.a. "BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT"), Akademik Sakharov Ave 9, Moscow 107996, Russia; Pr-kt, Akademika Sakharova, D. 9, Moscow 107078, Russia (Cyrillic: ПК-Академика Сахарова, Д. 9, Город Москва 107078, Россия); SWIFT/BIC BFEARUMM; Website www.veb.ru; BIK (RU) 044525060; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Target Type Financial Institution; For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY). -to- "UNITED GEORGIAN BANK" (a.k.a. JSC VTB BANK GEORGIA; a.k.a. VTB BANK GEORGIA JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. VTB BANK JSC), 14, G. Chanturia Street, Tbilisi 0114, Georgia; SWIFT/BIC UGEBGE22; Website www.vtb.com.ge; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Target Type Financial Institution; For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

"VEB" (f.k.a. BANK FOR FOREIGN TRADE OF THE U.S.S.R.; a.k.a. GK VEB.RF; a.k.a. GOSUDARSTVENNAIA KORPORATSIYA RAZVITIYA VEB.RF; a.k.a. STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMBANK; a.k.a. STATE DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION VEB.RF (Cyrillic: ГОСУДАРСТВЕННАЯ КОРПОРАЦИЯ РАЗВИТИЯ ВЭБ.РФ); a.k.a. VEB.RF (Cyrillic: ВЭБ РФ); f.k.a. VNESHECONOMBANK; f.k.a. VNESHEKONOMBANK GK; f.k.a. VNESHEKONOMBANK SSSR; a.k.a. "BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT"), Akademik Sakharov Ave 9, Moscow 107996, Russia; Pr-kt, Akademika Sakharova, D. 9, Moscow 107078, Russia (Cyrillic: ПК-Академика Сахарова, Д. 9, Город Москва 107078, Россия); SWIFT/BIC BFEARUMM; Website www.veb.ru; BIK (RU) 044525060; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Organization Established Date 18 Aug 1922; Target Type State-Owned Enterprise; alt. Target Type Financial Institution; Tax ID No. 7750004150 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 00005061 (Russia); Registration Number 1077711000102 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024]. The following [UKRAINE-EO14024] [UKRAINE-EO13660] entries have been changed:

BORODAI, Aleksandr (a.k.a. BORODAI, Alexander Yuryevich (Cyrillic: БОРОДАЙ, Александр Юрьевич)), Russia; DOB 25 Jul 1972; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Russian Federation (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660] [RUSSIA-EO14024].

BORODAY, Alexander Yuryevich (Cyrillic: БОРОДАЙ, Александр Юрьевич), Russia; DOB 25 Jul 1972; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660] [RUSSIA-EO14024].
(Cyrillic: МАЛОФЕЕВ, Константин)), Fian 4-2, Pushchino 142290, Russia; DOB 03 Jul 1974; POB Pushchino, Moscow, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; National ID No. 4604189321 (Russia) (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660] [RUSSIA-EO14024].

MALOFEEV, Konstantin Valerevich; a.k.a. MALOFEEV, Konstantin Valerievich; a.k.a. MALOFEYEV, Konstantin (Cyrillic: МАЛОФЕЕВ, Константин)), Fian 4-2, Pushchino 142290, Russia; DOB 03 Jul 1974; POB Pushchino, Moscow, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; National ID No. 4604189321 (Russia) (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660] [RUSSIA- EO14024]. -to- MALOFEEV, Konstantin Valeryevich (a.k.a. MALOFEYEV, Konstantin (Cyrillic: МАЛОФЕЕВ, Константин)), Fian 4-2, Pushchino 142290, Russia; DOB 03 Jul 1974; POB Pushchino, Moscow, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; National ID No. 4604189321 (Russia) (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660] [RUSSIA-EO14024].

AGROFIRMA MAGARACH NATIONALNOGO INSTYTUTU VYNOGRADU I VYNA MAGARACH, DP (a.k.a. DERZHAVNE PIDPRYEMSTVO AGROFIRMA MAGARACH NATIONALNOGO INSTYTUTU VYNOGRADU I VYNA MAGARACH; a.k.a. GOSUDARSTVENOYE PREDPRYIMATSTVO AGRO-FIRMA MAGARACH NACIONALNOGO INSTITUTU VINOGRAI I VINA MAGARACH; a.k.a. MAGARACH AGRICULTURAL COMPANY OF NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF WINE AND GRAPES MAGARACH; a.k.a. STATE ENTERPRISE AGRICULTURAL COMPANY MAGARACH NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF VINE AND WINE MAGARACH; a.k.a. STATE ENTERPRISE MAGARACH NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF VINE AND WINE MAGARACH; a.k.a. STATE ENTERPRISE MAGARACH OF THE NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF WINE), Bud. 9 vul. Chapaeva, S.Viline, Bakchysarayskiy R-N, Crimea 98433, Ukraine; 9 Chapaeva str., Vilino, Bakchisaray Region, Crimea 98433, Ukraine; 9 Chapaeva str., Vilino, Bakchisarayskiy district 98433, Ukraine; 9, Chapaeva Str., Vilino, Bakchisaray Region, Crimea 98433, Ukraine; Website http://magarach-institut.ru/; Email Address magar@ukr.net; Registration ID 112310700006000476 (Ukraine); Government Gazette Number 3132064 (Ukraine) [UKRAINE-EO13685]. -to- AGROFIRMA MAGARACH NATIONALNOGO INSTYTUTU VYNOGRADU I VYNA MAGARACH, DP (a.k.a. DERZHAVNE PIDPRYEMSTVO AGROFIRMA MAGARACH NATIONALNOGO INSTYTUTU VYNOGRADU I VYNA MAGARACH; a.k.a. GOSUDARSTVENOYE PREDPRYIMATSTVO AGRO-FIRMA MAGARACH NACIONALNOGO INSTITUTU VINOGRAI I VINA MAGARACH; a.k.a. MAGARACH AGRICULTURAL COMPANY OF NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF WINE AND GRAPES MAGARACH; a.k.a. STATE ENTERPRISE AGRICULTURAL COMPANY MAGARACH NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF VINE AND WINE MAGARACH; a.k.a. STATE ENTERPRISE MAGARACH NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF VINE AND WINE MAGARACH; a.k.a. STATE ENTERPRISE MAGARACH OF THE NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF WINE), Bud. 9 vul. Chapaeva, S.Viline, Bakchysarayskiy R-N, Crimea 98433, Ukraine; 9 Chapaeva str., Vilino, Bakchysaray Region, Crimea 98433, Ukraine; 9 Chapaeva str., Vilino, Bakchisarayskiy district 98433, Ukraine; 9, Chapaeva Str., Vilino, Bakchisaray Region, Crimea 98433, Ukraine; Website http://magarach-institut.ru/; Email Address magar@ukr.net; Registration ID 112310700006000476 (Ukraine); Government Gazette Number 3132064 (Ukraine) [UKRAINE-EO13685].
a.k.a. KINOSTUDIYA YALTA-FILM; a.k.a. OAO YALTINSKAYA KINOSTUDIIA; a.k.a. YALTA FILM STUDIO; a.k.a. YALTA FILM STUDIOS), Ulitsa Mukhina, Building 3, Yalta, Crimea 298063, Ukraine; Sevastapol'skaya 4, Yalta, Crimea, Ukraine; Registration ID 30993572 [UKRAINE-E013685]. -to- AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO 'YALTINSKAYA KINOSTUDIIA' (a.k.a. CJSC YALTA-FILM; a.k.a. FILM STUDIO; a.k.a. YALTA FILM STUDIO; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY YALTA FILM STUDIO; a.k.a. OAO YALTINSKAYA KINOSTUDIIA; a.k.a. YALTA FILM STUDIO; a.k.a. YALTA FILM STUDIOS), Ulitsa Mukhina, Building 3, Yalta, Crimea 298063, Ukraine; Sevastapol'skaya 4, Yalta, Crimea, Ukraine; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 30993572 [UKRAINE-E013685].

AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO STROIPROEKT (a.k.a. AO INSTITUT STROIPROEKT; a.k.a. AO INSTITUTE STROIPROEKT; f.k.a. INSTITUT STROIPROEKT ZAKRyTOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO; a.k.a. INSTITUTE STROIPROEKT; a.k.a. STROIPROEKT, AO; a.k.a. STROIPROEKT ENGINEERING GROUP), D. 13 Korp. 2 Litera A Prospekt Dunaiski, St. Petersburg 196158, Russia; 13/2 Dunaiski Prospect, St. Petersburg 196158, Russia; Website http://www.stpr.ru; Email Address Most@stpr.ru; alt. Email Address Murina@stpr.ru; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 588.201 and/or 589.208; Registration ID 1027810258673; Tax ID No. 7826688390; Government Gazette Number 11117863 [UKRAINE-E013685].

AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO CHERNOMORSKI BANK RAZVITIYA I REKONSTRUKTSII (a.k.a. BANK CHBRR, AO; f.k.a. BANK CHBRR, PAO; a.k.a. CHERNOMORSKI BANK RAZVITIYA I OTKRYTOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY BLACK SEA BANK OF DEVELOPMENT AND RECONSTRUCTION; a.k.a. JSC 'BLACK SEA BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT & RECONSTRUCTION'; f.k.a. OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY BLACK SEA DEVELOPMENT AND RECONSTRUCTION BANK), 24 ul. Bolshevikistskaya, Simferopol, Crimea 295001, Ukraine; BIK (RU) 043510101; Registration ID 1149102030186 (Russia); Tax ID No. 9102019769 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 00204814 (Russia); License 3527 (Russia) [UKRAINE-E013685]. -to- AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO CHERNOMORSKI BANK RAZVITIYA I REKONSTRUKTSII (a.k.a. BANK CHBRR, AO; f.k.a. BANK CHBRR, PAO; a.k.a. CHERNOMORSKI BANK RAZVITIYA I OTKRYTOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY BLACK SEA BANK OF DEVELOPMENT AND RECONSTRUCTION; a.k.a. JSC 'BLACK SEA BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT & RECONSTRUCTION'; f.k.a. OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY BLACK SEA DEVELOPMENT AND RECONSTRUCTION BANK), 24 ul. Bolshevikistskaya, Simferopol, Crimea 295001, Ukraine; BIK (RU) 043510101; Registration ID 1149102030186 (Russia); Tax ID No. 9102019769 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 00204814 (Russia); License 3527 (Russia) [UKRAINE-E013685].
Address info@genbank.ru; Registration ID 1137711000074 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13685].

AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO
GENBANK (Cyrillic: АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО ГЕНБАНК) (a.k.a. CLOSED JOINT STOCK COMPANY GENBANK; a.k.a. GENBANK, AO (Cyrillic: ГЕНБАНК, АО); a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY GENBANK; a.k.a. JSC GENBANK), Ozerkovskaya Naberezhnaya 12, Moscow 115184, Russia; Ultisa Sevastopolskaya 13, Simferopol 295011, Ukraine; SWIFT/BIC GEOORUMM; Website www.genbank.ru; Email Address info@genbank.ru; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 1137711000074 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13685].

AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO
KOMMERCHESKI BANK RUBLEV (a.k.a. BANK RUBLEV; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMMERCIAL BANK RUBLEV; a.k.a. JSC CB 'RUBLEV'; a.k.a. RUBLEV BANK), Elokhovsky passage, Building 3, p. 2, Metro - Baumanskaya, Moscow 105066, Russia; 12 Sevastopol Street, Simferopol, Crimea, Ukraine; 6 Gogol Street, Sevastopol, Crimea, Ukraine; SWIFT/BIC COUERUMM; BIK (RU) 044525253; Registration ID 1027700159233 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7744001151 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 40100094 (Russia) [UKRAINE-E013685]. -to- AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO
KOMMERCHESKI BANK RUBLEV (a.k.a. BANK RUBLEV; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMMERCIAL BANK RUBLEV; a.k.a. JSC CB 'RUBLEV'; a.k.a. RUBLEV BANK), Elokhovsky passage, Building 3, p. 2, Metro - Baumanskaya, Moscow 105066, Russia; 12 Sevastopol Street, Simferopol, Crimea, Ukraine; 6 Gogol Street, Sevastopol, Crimea, Ukraine; SWIFT/BIC COUERUMM; BIK (RU) 044525253; Registration ID 1027700159233 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7744001151 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 40100094 (Russia) [UKRAINE-E013685].

AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO
KOMMERCHESKI BANK RUBLEV (a.k.a. BANK RUBLEV; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMMERCIAL BANK RUBLEV; a.k.a. JSC CB 'RUBLEV'; a.k.a. RUBLEV BANK), Elokhovsky passage, Building 3, p. 2, Metro - Baumanskaya, Moscow 105066, Russia; 12 Sevastopol Street, Simferopol, Crimea, Ukraine; 6 Gogol Street, Sevastopol, Crimea, Ukraine; SWIFT/BIC COUERUMM; BIK (RU) 044525253; Registration ID 1027700159233 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7744001151 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 40100094 (Russia) [UKRAINE-E013685].
AO GRAND SERVIS EXPRESS (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY GRAND SERVICE EXPRESS; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY GRAND SERVICE EXPRESS (Cyrillic: АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО ТРАНСПОРТНАЯ КОМПАНИЯ ГРАНД СЕРВИС ЭКСПРЕСС); a.k.a. "GRAND EXPRESS" (Cyrillic: "ГРАНД ЭКСПРЕСС")); a.k.a. "JSC GSE"); 85 Sheremetevskaya St., Building 1, Moscow 120975, Russia; ul. Sheremetevskaya, d. 85, str. 1, Moscow 120975, Russia; P.O. Box 15, Moscow 120975, Russia; a/ya 15, Moscow 120975, Russia; Tax ID No. 7705445700 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13685]. -to- AO GRAND SERVIS EXPRESS (Cyrillic: ГРАНД СЕРВИС ЭКСПРЕСС); a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY GRAND SERVICE EXPRESS; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY GRAND SERVICE EXPRESS (Cyrillic: АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО ТРАНСПОРТНАЯ КОМПАНИЯ ГРАНД СЕРВИС ЭКСПРЕСС); a.k.a. "GRAND EXPRESS" (Cyrillic: "ГРАНД ЭКСПРЕСС"); a.k.a. "JSC GSE"); 85 Sheremetevskaya St., Building 1, Moscow 120975, Russia; ul. Sheremetevskaya, d. 85, str. 1, Moscow 120975, Russia; P.O. Box 15, Moscow 120975, Russia; a/ya 15, Moscow 120975, Russia; Tax ID No. 7705445700 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13685]. -to- AO GRAND SERVIS EXPRESS (Cyrillic: ГРАНД СЕРВИС ЭКСПРЕСС); a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY GRAND SERVICE EXPRESS; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY GRAND SERVICE EXPRESS (Cyrillic: АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО ТРАНСПОРТНАЯ КОМПАНИЯ ГРАНД СЕРВИС ЭКСПРЕСС); a.k.a. "GRAND EXPRESS" (Cyrillic: "ГРАНД ЭКСПРЕСС"); a.k.a. "JSC GSE"); 85 Sheremetevskaya St., Building 1, Moscow 120975, Russia; ul. Sheremetevskaya, d. 85, str. 1, Moscow 120975, Russia; P.O. Box 15, Moscow 120975, Russia; a/ya 15, Moscow 120975, Russia; Tax ID No. 7705445700 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13685].
AO INSTITUTE STROYPROEKT (a.k.a. INSTITUT GIPROSTROIMOST-SANKT-PETERSBURG, ZAO; a.k.a. JSC INSTITUTE GIPROSTROIMOST-SANKT-PETERSBURG; f.k.a. ZAO INSTITUTE GIPROSTROIMOST-SANKT-PETERSBURG), 7 Yablochkova Street, St. Petersburg 197198, Russia; Website www.gpsm.ru; Email Address office@gpsm.ru; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 103782021660 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7826717210 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 11117863 [UKRAINE-EO13685].

AO SEVASTOPOLSKIY MORSKOY BANK (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO SEVASTOPOLSKIY MORSKOY BANK; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY SEVASTOPOLSKIY MORSKOY BANK; a.k.a. JSC SEVASTOPOLSKIY MORSKOY BANK), 18a Brestska Street, Sevastopol, Crimea 99001, Ukraine; 18/A Ulitsa Brestskaya, Sevastopol, Crimea 299001, Ukraine; SWIFT/BIC MORKUAUK; Website www.morskoybank.com; Email Address root@morskoybank.com; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 1149204013397 [UKRAINE-EO13685].

AO SHIP REPAIR CENTER ‘ZVEZDOCHKA’ (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY SHIP REPAIR CENTER ‘ZVEZDOCHKA’; a.k.a. OAO SHIP REPAIR CENTER ‘ZVEZDOCHKA’; a.k.a. ‘ZVEZDOCHKA’ SHIPYARD), 12, proyezd Mashinostroiteley, Severodvinsk, Archangelskaya Oblast 164509, Russia; 13 Geroyev Sevastopolya Street, Sevastopol, Crimea 99001, Ukraine; Website www.star.ru; alt. Website http://starsmz.ru/; alt. Website http://sevmorzavod.com/; Email Address info@star.ru; alt. Email Address star_sev@mail.ru; alt. Email Address office@smp.com.ua; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 1082902002677 (Russia); Tax ID No. 9102048745 (Russia); Registration Number 1149010209640 [UKRAINE-EO13685].

AO ZAVOD FIOLENT (Cyrillic: АО ЗАВОД ФИОЛЕНТ) (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO ZAVOD FIOLENT (Cyrillic: АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО ЗАВОД ФИОЛЕНТ); a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY FIOLENT PLANT; a.k.a. JSC FIOLENT PLANT; a.k.a. АО ЗАВОД ФИОЛЕНТ, ПАТ), House 34/2, Kievskaaya Street, Simferopol, Crimea 295017, Ukraine; Website www.phiolent.com; Tax ID No. 9102048745 (Russia); Registration Number 1149010209640 [UKRAINE-EO13685].
Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Tax ID No. 9102048745 (Russia); Registration Number 1149102099640 (Russia) [UKRAINE-E013685].
AO, KRIMTETS (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO KRYMTEPLOELEKTROSENTRAL; f.k.a. KRYMTEPLOELEKTROSENTRAL, AO; a.k.a. KRYMTEPLOELEKTROSENTRAL; AO, 1, ul. Montazhnaya Pgt. Gresovski, Simferopol, Crimea 295493, Ukraine; Website www.krimtec.com; Email Address e.hmelnitskiy@krimtec.com; Tax ID No. 9102070194 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 00828288 (Russia); Registration Number 1159102014169 (Russia) [UKRAINE-E013685]. -to- AO, VAD (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO; a.k.a. CJSC VAD; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY VAD; a.k.a. JSC VAD; a.k.a. VAD, AO; a.k.a. AO, VAD; a.k.a. "HIGH-QUALITY HIGHWAYS"), 133, ul. Chernyshevskogo, Vologda, Vologodskaya Obl 160019, Russia; 122 Grazhdanskiy Prospect, Suite 5, Liter A, St. Petersburg 195267, Russia; Website www.zaovad.com; Email Address office@zaovad.com; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 1037804008611 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7802059185 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 34390716 (Russia) [UKRAINE-E013685].
AZOVSKY LIKEROGORILCHANY ZAVOD, KRYMSKIE RESPUBLIKANSKE PIDPRYMSTVO (a.k.a. AZOVSKY LIKEROVO-DOCHNY ZAVOD; a.k.a. CRIMEAN ENTERPRISE AZOV DISTILLERY PLANT; a.k.a. CRIMEAN REPUBLICAN ENTERPRISE AZOV DISTILLERY; a.k.a. CRIMEAN REPUBLICAN ENTERPRISE AZOV LIKEROVO-DOCHNY ZAVOD; a.k.a. KRYMSKIE RESPUBLIKANSKE PIDPRYMSTVO AZOVSKY LIKEROGLICHANY ZAVOD), Bud. 40 vul. Zaliznychnaya str., Azov, Jankovsky District 96178, Ukraine; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 01271681 (Ukraine) [UKRAINE-E013685]. -to- AZOVSKY LIKEROVO-DOCHNY ZAVOD (a.k.a. AZOVSKY LIKEROGLICHANY ZAVOD, KRYMSKIE RESPUBLIKANSKE PIDPRYMSTVO; a.k.a. CRIMEAN REPUBLICAN ENTERPRISE AZOV DISTILLERY PLANT; a.k.a. CRIMEAN REPUBLICAN ENTERPRISE AZOV LIKEROVO-DOCHNY ZAVOD; a.k.a. KRYMSKIE RESPUBLIKANSKE PIDPRYMSTVO AZOVSKY LIKEROGLICHANY ZAVOD).
Bud. 40 vul. Zaliznychnaya str., Azov, Jankovsky District 96178, Ukraine; 40 Zeleznodorozhna str., Azov, Jankovsky District 96178, Ukraine; 40 Zeleznodorozhna str., Azov, Jankovsky District 96178, Ukraine; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 01271681 (Ukraine) [UKRAINE-E013685].
BANK CHBRR, AO (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO CHERNOMORSKI BANK RAZVITIYA I REKONSTRUKTSII; f.k.a. BANK CHBRR, PAO; a.k.a. "CHERNOMORSKI BANK RAZVITIYA I REKONSTRUKTSII, OTKRYTOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO"; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY BLACK SEA BANK OF DEVELOPMENT AND RECONSTRUCTION; a.k.a. JSC "BLACK SEA BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT & RECONSTRUCTION"; f.k.a. OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY BLACK SEA DEVELOPMENT AND RECONSTRUCTION BANK), 24 ul. Bolshevistskaya, Simferopol, Crimea 295001, Ukraine; BIK (RU) 043510101; Registration ID 1149102030186 (Russia); Tax ID No. 9102019769 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 00204814 (Russia); License 3527 (Russia) [UKRAINE-E013685]. -to- BANK CHBRR, AO (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO CHERNOMORSKI BANK RAZVITIYA I REKONSTRUKTSII; f.k.a. BANK CHBRR, PAO; a.k.a. "CHERNOMORSKI BANK RAZVITIYA I REKONSTRUKTSII, OTKRYTOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO"; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY BLACK SEA BANK OF DEVELOPMENT AND RECONSTRUCTION;
BANK CHBRR, PAO (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSCHESTVO CHERNOMORSKI BANK RAZVITIYA I REKONSTRUKTSII; a.k.a. BANK CHBRR, AO; a.k.a. 'CHERNOMORSKI BANK RAZVITIYA I REKONSTRUKTSII, OTKRYTOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSCHESTVO', a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY BLACK SEA BANK OF DEVELOPMENT AND RECONSTRUCTION; a.k.a. JSC 'BLACK SEA BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT & RECONSTRUCTION'; f.k.a. OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY BLACK SEA DEVELOPMENT AND RECONSTRUCTION BANK), 24 ul. Bolshevistskaya, Simferopol, Crimea 295001, Ukraine; BIK (RU) 043510101; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 1149102030186 (Russia); Tax ID No. 9102019769 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 00204814 (Russia); License 3527 (Russia) [UKRAINE-E013685].

BANK RUBLEV (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSCHESTVO KOMMERCHESKI BANK RUBLEV; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMMERCIAL BANK RUBLEV; a.k.a. JSC CB 'RUBLEV'; a.k.a. BIK (RU) 044525253; Registration ID 1027700159233 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7744001151 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 40100094 (Russia) [UKRAINE-E013685].

BANK TAATTA AKTSIONERNOE OBSCHESTVO (a.k.a. BANK TAATTA; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY TAATTA BANK; a.k.a. JSC TAATTA BANK; a.k.a. TAATTA, AO), 36 ul. Chepalova, Yakutsk, Sakha (Yakutiya) Resp. 677018, Russia; Bid. 41, Bolshaya Morskaya Street, Sevastopol, Crimea 299011, Ukraine; Bld. 66, Kirova Avenue, Simferopol, Crimea, Ukraine; Bld. 36, Kulakova Street, Sevastopol, Crimea, Ukraine; SWIFT/BIC TAATTA8Y; BIK (RU) 049805709; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 102140000380 (Russia); Tax ID No. 1435126628 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 09287233 (Russia); License 1249 (Russia) [UKRAINE-E013685].
ENTERPRISE AZOVSKY LIKEROVODOCHNY ZAVOD; a.k.a. KRYMSKE RESPUBLIKANSKE PIDPRYMSTVO AZOVSKY LIKEROGORILCHANY ZAVOD), Bud. 40 vul. Zaliznychna, Smt Azovske, Dzhankoiyky R-N, Crimea 96178, Ukraine; 40 Railway St., Azov, Dzhankoiyky District 96178, Ukraine; 40 Zelznodorozhnaya str., Azov, Jankoiyky District 96178, Ukraine; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 01271681 (Ukraine) [UKRAINE-EO13685].

CRIMEAN PORTS (a.k.a. STATE UNITARY ENTERPRISE OF THE REPUBLIC OF CRIMEA 'CRIMEAN PORTS'; a.k.a. SUE RK 'CRIMEAN PORTS'; a.k.a. "SUE RC 'KMP'"), 28 Kirov Street, Kerch, Republic of Crimea 93812, Ukraine; Email Address crimeaport@mail.ru; Registration ID 1149102012620; V.A.T. Number 9111000450 [UKRAINE-EO13685]. -to- CRIMEAN PORTS (a.k.a. STATE UNITARY ENTERPRISE OF THE REPUBLIC OF CRIMEA 'CRIMEAN PORTS'; a.k.a. SUE RK 'CRIMEAN PORTS'; a.k.a. "SUE RC 'KMP'"), 28 Kirov Street, Kerch, Republic of Crimea 93812, Ukraine; Email Address crimeaport@mail.ru; Registration ID 1149102012620; V.A.T. Number 9111000450 [UKRAINE-EO13685].

CRIMEAN RAILWAY (a.k.a. FEDERAL STATE UNITARY ENTERPRISE 'CRIMEAN RAILWAY'; a.k.a. KRYMZH; a.k.a. THE RAILWAYS OF CRIMEA), 34 Pavlenko Street, Simferopol, Republic of Crimea 95006, Ukraine; Website http://www.crimearw.ru; Email Address ngkjd@mail.ru; Registration ID 1159102022738; V.A.T. Number 9102157783 [UKRAINE-EO13685].

CRIMEAN REPUBLICAN ENTERPRISE AZOV DISTILLERY (a.k.a. AZOVSKY LIKEROVODOCHNY ZAVOD, KRYMSKE RESPUBLIKANSKE PIDPRYMSTVO; a.k.a. AZOVSKY LIKEROVO-DOCHNY ZAVOD; a.k.a. CRIMEAN ENTERPRISE AZOV DISTILLERY PLANT; a.k.a. CRIMEAN REPUBLICAN ENTERPRISE AZOV LIKEROVODOCHNY ZAVOD; a.k.a. KRYMSKE RESPUBLIKANSKE PIDPRYMSTVO AZOVSKY LIKEROGORILCHANY ZAVOD), Bud. 40 vul. Zaliznychna, Smt Azovske, Dzhankoiyky R-N, Crimea 96178, Ukraine; 40 Railway St., Azov, Dzhankoiyky District 96178, Ukraine; 40 Zelznodorozhnaya str., Azov, Jankoiyky District 96178, Ukraine; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 01271681 (Ukraine) [UKRAINE-EO13685].

CRIMEAN STATE AVIATION ENTERPRISE (a.k.a. UNIVERSAL-AVIA; a.k.a. GOSUDARSTVENNOE UNITARNOE PREDPRIYATIE RESPUBLIKI KRYM UNIVERSAL; a.k.a. GOSUDARSTVENNOE UNITARNOE PREDPRIYATIE RESPUBLIKI KRYM UNIVERSAL-AVIA; a.k.a. GOSUDARSTVENNOYE PREDPRIYATIE UNIVERSAL-AVIA; a.k.a. STATE ENTERPRISE UNIVERSAL-AVIA; a.k.a. AZOV DISTILLERY; a.k.a. KRYMSKE RESPUBLIKANSKE PIDPRYMSTVO AZOVSKY LIKEROVODOCHNY ZAVOD, KRYMSKE RESPUBLIKANSKE PIDPRYMSTVO AZOVSKY LIKEROGORILCHANY ZAVOD; a.k.a. CRIMEAN REPUBLICAN ENTERPRISE AZOV DISTILLERY PLANT; a.k.a. CRIMEAN REPUBLICAN ENTERPRISE AZOV LIKEROVODOCHNY ZAVOD; a.k.a. KRYMSKE RESPUBLIKANSKE PIDPRYMSTVO AZOVSKY LIKEROGORILCHANY ZAVOD; a.k.a. CRIMEAN REPUBLICAN ENTERPRISE AZOV LIKEROVODOCHNY ZAVOD; a.k.a. KRYMSKE RESPUBLIKANSKE PIDPRYMSTVO AZOVSKY LIKEROGORILCHANY ZAVOD; a.k.a. CRIMEAN ENTERPRISE AZOV DISTILLERY PLANT; a.k.a. CRIMEAN REPUBLICAN ENTERPRISE AZOV DISTILLERY; a.k.a. KRYMSKE RESPUBLIKANSKE PIDPRYMSTVO AZOVSKY LIKEROGORILCHANY ZAVOD; a.k.a. CRIMEAN REPUBLICAN ENTERPRISE AZOV DISTILLERY; a.k.a. KRYMSKE RESPUBLIKANSKE PIDPRYMSTVO AZOVSKY LIKEROGORILCHANY ZAVOD), Bud. 40 vul. Zaliznychna, Smt Azovske, Dzhankoiyky R-N, Crimea 96178, Ukraine; 40 Railway St., Azov, Dzhankoiyky District 96178, Ukraine; 40 Zelznodorozhnaya str., Azov, Jankoiyky District 96178, Ukraine; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 01271681 (Ukraine) [UKRAINE-EO13685].

CHANGES TO THE SDN LIST IN 2022
FEDERAL AUTONOMOUS INSTITUTION 'MAIN DIRECTORATE OF STATE EXAMINATION'; a.k.a. GENERAL BOARD OF STATE EXPERT REVIEW; a.k.a. GLAVGOSEKSPERTIZA), Furkasovsky Lane, building 6, Moscow 101000, Russia; 13 Demidova Street, Sevastopol, Crimea, Ukraine; 10 Vokzalnaya Street, Sevastopol, Crimea, Ukraine; Website http://gge.ru; Email Address info@gge.ru; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 [UKRAINE-EO13685].

FEDERAL AUTONOMOUS INSTITUTION 'MAIN DIRECTORATE OF STATE EXAMINATION' (a.k.a. FAU 'GLAVGOSEKSPERTIZA ROSSI'; a.k.a. GENERAL BOARD OF STATE EXPERT REVIEW; a.k.a. GLAVGOSEKSPERTIZA), Furkasovsky Lane, building 6, Moscow 101000, Russia; 13 Demidova Street, Sevastopol, Crimea, Ukraine; 10 Vokzalnaya Street, Sevastopol, Crimea, Ukraine; Website http://gge.ru; Email Address info@gge.ru [UKRAINE-EO13685].

FEDERAL GOVERNMENT INSTITUTION PRETRIAL DETENTION CENTER NO 1 OF THE DIRECTORATE OF THE FEDERAL PENITENTIARY SERVICE FOR THE REPUBLIC OF CRIMEA AND SEVASTOPOL (Cyrillic: ФЕДЕРАЛЬНОЕ КАЗЕННОЕ УЧРЕЖДЕНИЕ СЛЕДСТВЕННЫЙ ИЗОЛЯТОР NO 1 УПРАВЛЕНИЯ ФЕДЕРАЛЬНОЙ СЛУЖБЫ ИСПОЛНЕНИЯ НАКАЗАНИЙ ПО РЕСПУБЛИКЕ КРЫМ И Г. СЕВАСТОПОЛЮ) (a.k.a. DETENTION CENTER NO 1 IN SIMFEROPOL; a.k.a. FKU SIZO-1 UFSIN OF RUSSIA FOR THE REPUBLIC OF CRIMEA AND SEVASTOPOL (Cyrillic: ФКУ СИЗО-1 УФСИН РОССИИ ПО РЕСПУБЛИКЕ КРЫМ И Г. СЕВАСТОПОЛЮ); a.k.a. SIMFEROPOL REMAND PRISON; a.k.a. SIMFEROPOL SIZO), Bulvar Lenina, dom 4, Simferopol, Crimea 295006, Ukraine; Lenin Boulevard, 4, Simferopol, Crimea 295006, Ukraine; Taxi ID No. 9102002109 (Russia); Registration Number 11491020202389 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13685].

FEDERAL STATE INSTITUTION MANAGEMENT OF FEDERAL ROADS 'TAMAN' (a.k.a. FKU UPRDOR 'TAMAN'), 3 Revolution Avenue, Anapa, Krasnodar 353440, Russia; Website http://fkutaman.ru; Email Address office@fkutaman.ru [UKRAINE-EO13685].

FEDERAL SUE SHIPYARD 'MORE'; a.k.a. FSUE SZ 'MORE'; a.k.a. MORYE SHIPYARD; a.k.a. "MORE SHIPYARD"), 1 Desantnikov Street, Feodosia, Crimea 98176, Ukraine; Website http://moreship.ru; Email Address office@moreship.ru [UKRAINE-EO13685].

34 Pavlenko Street, Simferopol, Republic of Crimea 95006, Ukraine; Website http://www.crimearw.ru; Email Address ngkkjd@mail.ru; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 1159102022738; V.A.T. Number 9102157783 [UKRAINE-EO13685].
31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 30993572 [UKRAINE-EO13685].

FKU SIZO-1 USPS OF RUSSIA FOR THE REPUBLIC OF CRIMEA AND SEVASTOPOL (Cyrillic: ФКУ СИЗО-1 УФСИН РОССИИ ПО РЕСПУБЛИКЕ КРЫМ И Г. СЕВАСТОПОЛЮ) (a.k.a. DETENTION CENTER NO 1 IN SIMFEROPOL; a.k.a. FEDERAL GOVERNMENT INSTITUTION PRETRIAL DETENTION CENTER NO 1 OF THE DIRECTORATE OF THE FEDERAL PENITENTIARY SERVICE FOR THE REPUBLIC OF CRIMEA AND SEVASTOPOL (Cyrillic: ФЕДЕРАЛЬНОЕ КАЗЕННОЕ УЧРЕЖДЕНИЕ СЛЕДСТВЕННЫЙ ИЗОЛЯТОР № 1 УПРАВЛЕНИЯ ФЕДЕРАЛЬНОЙ СЛУЖБЫ ИСПОЛНЕНИЯ НАКАЗАНИЙ ПО РЕСПУБЛИКЕ КРЫМ И Г. СЕВАСТОПОЛЮ)) (a.k.a. DETENTION CENTER NO 1 IN SIMFEROPOL; a.k.a. FEDERAL GOVERNMENT INSTITUTION PRETRIAL DETENTION CENTER NO 1 OF THE DIRECTORATE OF THE FEDERAL PENITENTIARY SERVICE FOR THE REPUBLIC OF CRIMEA AND SEVASTOPOL (Cyrillic: ФЕДЕРАЛЬНОЕ КАЗЕННОЕ УЧРЕЖДЕНИЕ СЛЕДСТВЕННЫЙ ИЗОЛЯТОР № 1 УПРАВЛЕНИЯ ФЕДЕРАЛЬНОЙ СЛУЖБЫ ИСПОЛНЕНИЯ НАКАЗАНИЙ ПО РЕСПУБЛИКЕ КРЫМ И Г. СЕВАСТОПОЛЮ) (a.k.a. DETENTION CENTER NO 1 IN SIMFEROPOL; a.k.a. FEDERAL GOVERNMENT INSTITUTION PRETRIAL DETENTION CENTER NO 1 OF THE DIRECTORATE OF THE FEDERAL PENITENTIARY SERVICE FOR THE REPUBLIC OF CRIMEA AND SEVASTOPOL (Cyrillic: ФЕДЕРАЛЬНОЕ КАЗЕННОЕ УЧРЕЖДЕНИЕ СЛЕДСТВЕННЫЙ ИЗОЛЯТОР № 1 УПРАВЛЕНИЯ ФЕДЕРАЛЬНОЙ СЛУЖБЫ ИСПОЛНЕНИЯ НАКАЗАНИЙ ПО РЕСПУБЛИКЕ КРЫМ И Г. СЕВАСТОПОЛЮ))

FU EPDR TAMAN (a.k.a. FEDERAL STATE INSTITUTION MANAGEMENT OF FEDERAL ROADS 'TAMAN'), 3 Revolution Avenue, Anapa, Krasnodar 353440, Russia; Website http://fu.kutaman.ru; Email Address office@fu.kutaman.ru [UKRAINE-EO13685]. -to- FKU UPRDR TAMAN (a.k.a. FEDERAL STATE INSTITUTION MANAGEMENT OF FEDERAL ROADS 'TAMAN'), 3 Revolution Avenue, Anapa, Krasnodar 353440, Russia; Website http://fu.kutaman.ru; Email Address office@fu.kutaman.ru; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 [UKRAINE-EO13685].

FSUE SZ 'MORYE' (a.k.a. FEDERAL STATE UNITARY ENTERPRISE SZ MORYE; a.k.a. FEDERAL SUE SHIPYARD 'MORYE'; a.k.a. MORYE SHIPYARD; a.k.a. "MORE SHIPYARD"), 1 Desantnikov Street, Feodosia, Crimea 98176, Ukraine; Website http://moreship.ru; Email Address office@moreship.ru [UKRAINE-EO13685]. -to- FSUE SZ 'MORYE' (a.k.a. FEDERAL STATE UNITARY ENTERPRISE SZ MORYE; a.k.a. FEDERAL SUE SHIPYARD 'MORYE'; a.k.a. MORYE SHIPYARD; a.k.a. "MORE SHIPYARD"), 1 Desantnikov Street, Feodosia, Crimea 98176, Ukraine; Website http://moreship.ru; Email Address office@moreship.ru; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 [UKRAINE-EO13685].

GANOVIK, Aleksandr Nikolaevich (a.k.a. GANOVIK, Alexander Nikolaevich (Cyrillic: ГАНОВ, Александр Николаевич)) (Russia); DOB 24 Oct 1974; POB Voronezh, Russia; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13685] (Linked To: GRAND SERVICE EXPRESS). -to- GANOVIK, Aleksandr Nikolaevich (a.k.a. GANOVIK, Alexander Nikolaevich (Cyrillic: ГАНОВ, Александр Николаевич)) (Russia); DOB 24 Oct 1974; POB Voronezh, Russia; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13685] (Linked To: GRAND SERVICE EXPRESS).
Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Tax ID No. 9103007830 (Russia); Registration Number 1149102066740 (Russia) [UKRAINE-E013685].

GARANT-SV LLC (a.k.a. GARANT-SV; a.k.a. GARANT-SV LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY; a.k.a. GARANT-SV, OOO; a.k.a. LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY GARANT-SV; a.k.a. LLC GARANT-SV; a.k.a. OOO GARANT-SV), House 9, Generala Ostryakova Street, Opolznevoye Village, Yalta, Crimea 298685, Ukraine; Generala Ostryakova St., Opolznevoye, Yalta, Crimea 298685, Ukraine; Website http://mriyaresort.com; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Tax ID No. 9103007830 (Russia); Registration Number 1149102066740 (Russia) [UKRAINE-E013685].

GENBANK, AO (Cyrillic: ГЕНБАНК, АО) (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO GENBANK (Cyrillic: АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО ГЕНБАНК); a.k.a. CLOSED JOINT STOCK COMPANY GENBANK; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY GENBANK; a.k.a. JSC GENBANK), Ozerkovskaya Naberezhnaya 12, Moscow 115184, Russia; Ulitsa Sevastopolskaya 13, Simferopol 295011, Ukraine; SWIFT/BIC GEOORUMM; Website www.genbank.ru; Email Address info@genbank.ru; Registration ID 1137711000074 (Russia) [UKRAINE-E013685].

-to- GENBANK, AO (Cyrillic: ГЕНБАНК, АО) (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO GENBANK (Cyrillic: АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО ГЕНБАНК); a.k.a. CLOSED JOINT STOCK COMPANY GENBANK; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY GENBANK; a.k.a. JSC GENBANK), Ozerkovskaya Naberezhnaya 12, Moscow 115184, Russia; Ulitsa Sevastopolskaya 13, Simferopol 295011, Ukraine; SWIFT/BIC GEOORUMM; Website www.genbank.ru; Email Address info@genbank.ru; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 [UKRAINE-E013685].

GOSUDARSTVENNOE UNITARNOE PREDPRIYATIE RESpubliki Krim

KONSTRUKTORsko-TEhNOLOGICHEskOE BYURO SUDOKOMPOZIT (Cyrillic: КОНСТРУКТОРСКОЕ ТЕХНОЛОГИЧЕСКОЕ БЮРО СУДОКОМПОЗИТ) (a.k.a. GUP RK KTB) (a.k.a. KTB SUDOKOMPOZIT (Cyrillic: ГУП РК КТБ СУДОКОМПОЗИТ) (a.k.a. KTB SUDOKOMPOZIT, GUP; a.k.a. STATE UNITARY ENTERPRISE IN THE REPUBLIC OF CRIMEA DESIGN-TECHNOLOGY BUREAU SUDOKOMPOZIT; a.k.a. SUDOKOMPOZIT DESIGN AND TECHNOLOGICAL BUREAU), House 14, Kulbyshcheva Street, Feodosia, Crimea 298100, Ukraine; Website http://sudokompozit.ru; Tax ID No. 9108007745 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 00745510 (Russia); Registration Number 1149102094680 (Russia) [UKRAINE-E013685].
UNIVERSAL-AVIA (a.k.a. CRIMEAN STATE AVIATION ENTERPRISE UNIVERSAL-AVIA; a.k.a. GOSUDARSTVENNOE UNITARNOE PREDPRIYATIE RESPUBLIKI KRYM
UNIVERSAL-AVIA, GUP RK), 5, Aeroflotskaya Street, Simferopol, Crimea 95024, Ukraine; Registration ID 1159102026742; Tax ID No. 9102159300; Government Gazette Number 00830954 [UKRAINE-E013685].

GOSUDARSTVENNOE UNITARNOE PREDPRIYATIE RESPUBLIKI KRYM
UNIVERSAL-AVIA (a.k.a. CRIMEAN STATE AVIATION ENTERPRISE UNIVERSAL-AVIA; a.k.a. GOSUDARSTVENNOE UNITARNOE PREDPRIYATIE RESPUBLIKI KRYM
UNIVERSAL-AVIA; a.k.a. GOSUDARSTVENNOE UNITARNOE PREDPRIYATIE RESPUBLIKI KRYM
UNIVERSAL; a.k.a. GOSUDARSTVENNOE UNITARNOE PREDPRIYATIE RESPUBLIKI KRYM
UNIVERSAL; a.k.a. GOSUDARSTVENNOE UNITARNOE PREDPRIYATIE RESPUBLIKI KRYM
UNIVERSAL-AVIA, GUP RK), 5, Aeroflotskaya Street, Simferopol, Crimea 95024, Ukraine; Registration ID 1159102026742; Tax ID No. 9102159300; Government Gazette Number 00830954 [UKRAINE-E013685].

GOSUDARSTVENNOE UNITARNOE PREDPRIYATIE RESPUBLIKI KRYM
UNIVERSAL-AVIA (a.k.a. CRIMEAN STATE AVIATION ENTERPRISE UNIVERSAL-AVIA; a.k.a. GOSUDARSTVENNOE UNITARNOE PREDPRIYATIE RESPUBLIKI KRYM
UNIVERSAL-AVIA; a.k.a. GOSUDARSTVENNOE UNITARNOE PREDPRIYATIE RESPUBLIKI KRYM
UNIVERSAL-AVIA; a.k.a. GOSUDARSTVENNOE UNITARNOE PREDPRIYATIE RESPUBLIKI KRYM
UNIVERSAL-AVIA; a.k.a. GOSUDARSTVENNOE UNITARNOE PREDPRIYATIE RESPUBLIKI KRYM
UNIVERSAL-AVIA; a.k.a. GOSUDARSTVENNOE UNITARNOE PREDPRIYATIE RESPUBLIKI KRYM
UNIVERSAL-AVIA; a.k.a. GOSUDARSTVENNOE UNITARNOE PREDPRIYATIE RESPUBLIKI KRYM
UNIVERSAL-AVIA, GUP RK), 5, Aeroflotskaya Street, Simferopol, Crimea 95024, Ukraine; Registration ID 1159102026742; Tax ID No. 9102159300; Government Gazette Number 00830954 [UKRAINE-E013685].
GOSUDARSTVENOE PREDPRIYATE
UNIVERSAL-AVIA (a.k.a. CRIMEA STATE AVIATION ENTERPRISE UNIVERSAL-AVIA; a.k.a. GOSUDARSTVENNOE UNITARNOE PREDPRIYATIE RESPUBLIKI KRYM UNIVERSAL; a.k.a. GOSUDARSTVENNOE UNITARNOE PREDPRIYATIE RESPUBLIKI KRYM UNIVERSAL-AVIA; a.k.a. STATE ENTERPRISE UNIVERSAL-AVIA; a.k.a. UNIVERSAL-AVIA, CRIMEA STATE AVIATION ENTERPRISE; a.k.a. UNIVERSAL-AVIA, GUP RK), 5, Aerofoilkaya Street, Simferopol, Crimea 95024, Ukraine; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 00412665 (Ukraine) [UKRAINE-EO13685].

ZAVOD SHAMPANSKYY VIN NOVY SVET (a.k.a. DERZHAVNE PIDPRYEMSTVO ZAVOD SHAMPANSKYY VIN NOVY SVIT; a.k.a. NOVY SVET WINERY; a.k.a. NOVY SVET WINERY STATE ENTERPRISE; a.k.a. STATE ENTERPRISE FACTORY OF SPARKLING WINE NOVY SVET; a.k.a. STATE ENTERPRISE FACTORY OF SPARKLING WINES NEW WORLD; a.k.a. ZAVOD SHAMPANSKYY VIN NOVY SVIT, DP), 1 Shaliapin Street, Novy Svet Village, Sudak, Crimea 98032, Ukraine; Bud. 1 vul. Shalyapina Smt, Novy Svit, Sudak, Crimea 98032, Ukraine; 1 Shalyapina str. Novy Svet, Sudak 98032, Ukraine; Website http://nsvet.com.ua/en/contacts; Email Address boss@nsvet.com.ua; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID NO 00412665 (Ukraine) [UKRAINE-EO13685].

UNITARY ENTERPRISE IN THE REPUBLIC OF CRIMEA DESIGN-TECHNOLOGY BUREAU SUDOKOMPOZIT, a.k.a. SUDOKOMPOZIT DESIGN AND TECHNOLOGICAL BUREAU), House 14, Kulbysheva Street, Feodosia, Crimea 298100, Ukraine; Website http://sudocompozit.ru/; Tax ID No. 9108007745 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 00745510 (Russia); Registration Number 1149102094680 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13685].

IFD KAPITAL (a.k.a. CLOSED JOINT STOCK COMPANY 'IFD KAPITAL'; f.k.a. IFD-KAPITAL; a.k.a. IFD-CAPITAL; a.k.a. IFDK, ZAO; a.k.a. IFD-KAPITAL; a.k.a. IFD-KAPITAL GROUP; a.k.a. IFD-CAPITAL; a.k.a. IFDK, ZAO; a.k.a. IFD-KAPITAL; a.k.a. ZAKRYTOE AKTSIONERNOE OBOHCHESTVO 'IFD KAPITAL'; f.k.a. ZAKRYTOE AKTSIONERNOE OBOHCHESTVO IFD KAPITAL), 6 naberezhnaya, Krasnopresnenskaya, Moscow 123100, Russia; Website www.ifdk.com; Email Address info@ifdk.com; Registration ID 1027703007452 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7705445700 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13685].
AKTIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO IFD KAPITAL, 6 naberezhnaya, Krasnopresnenskaya, Moscow 123100, Russia; Website www.ifdk.com; Email Address info@ifdk.com; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.208; Registration ID 10277030007452 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7703354743 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 59109241 (Russia) [UKRAINE-E013685].

IFD KAPITAL GROUP (a.k.a. CLOSED JOINT STOCK COMPANY 'IFD KAPITAL'; a.k.a. IFD KAPITAL; a.k.a. IFD-CAPITAL; a.k.a. IFDK, ZAO; a.k.a. IFD-KAPITAL; a.k.a. ZAKRYTOE AKTIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO 'IFD KAPITAL'; f.k.a. ZAKRYTOE AKTIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO IFD KAPITAL), 6 naberezhnaya, Krasnopresnenskaya, Krasnopresnenskaya, Moscow 123100, Russia; Website www.ifdk.com; Email Address info@ifdk.com; Registration ID 7703354743 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 59109241 (Russia) [UKRAINE-E013685].

IFD KAPITAL (a.k.a. CLOSED JOINT STOCK COMPANY 'IFD KAPITAL'; a.k.a. IFD KAPITAL; a.k.a. IFD-CAPITAL; a.k.a. IFDK, ZAO; a.k.a. IFD-KAPITAL; a.k.a. ZAKRYTOE AKTIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO 'IFD KAPITAL'; f.k.a. ZAKRYTOE AKTIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO IFD KAPITAL), 6 naberezhnaya, Krasnopresnenskaya, Krasnopresnenskaya, Moscow 123100, Russia; Website www.ifdk.com; Email Address info@ifdk.com; Registration ID 10277030007452 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7703354743 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 59109241 (Russia) [UKRAINE-E013685].

UKRAINE-E013685.

EO13685.

Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.208; Registration ID 10277030007452 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7703354743 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 59109241 (Russia) [UKRAINE-E013685].

INSTITUT GIPROSTROYMOST-SANKT-PETERBURG, ZAO (a.k.a. AO 'INSTITUTE GIPROSTROYMOST-SAINT-PETERSBURG'; a.k.a. AO 'INSTITUTE GIPROSTROYMOST-SANKT-PETERBURG'; a.k.a. JSC 'INSTITUTE GIPROSTROYMOST--SANKT-PETERBURG'; a.k.a. AO 'INSTITUTE GIPROSTROYMOST--SANKT-PETERBURG', 7 Yablochkova Street, St. Petersburg 197198, Russia; Website www.gpsm.ru; Email Address office@gpsm.ru; Registration ID 1037828021660 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7826717210 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 53289443 (Russia) [UKRAINE-E013685].

EO13685.

INSTITUT GIPROSTROYMOST-SANKT-PETERBURG, ZAO (a.k.a. AO 'INSTITUTE GIPROSTROYMOST-SAINT-PETERSBURG'; a.k.a. AO 'INSTITUTE GIPROSTROYMOST-SANKT-PETERBURG'; a.k.a. JSC 'INSTITUTE GIPROSTROYMOST--SANKT-PETERBURG'; a.k.a. AO 'INSTITUTE GIPROSTROYMOST--SANKT-PETERBURG', 7 Yablochkova Street, St. Petersburg 197198, Russia; Website www.gpsm.ru; Email Address office@gpsm.ru; Registration ID 1037828021660 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7826717210 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 53289443 (Russia) [UKRAINE-E013685].

EO13685.

INSTITUT GIPROSTROYMOST-SANKT-PETERBURG, ZAO (a.k.a. AO 'INSTITUTE GIPROSTROYMOST-SAINT-PETERSBURG'; a.k.a. AO 'INSTITUTE GIPROSTROYMOST-SANKT-PETERBURG'; a.k.a. JSC 'INSTITUTE GIPROSTROYMOST--SANKT-PETERBURG'; a.k.a. AO 'INSTITUTE GIPROSTROYMOST--SANKT-PETERBURG', 7 Yablochkova Street, St. Petersburg 197198, Russia; Website www.gpsm.ru; Email Address office@gpsm.ru; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.208; Registration ID 10277030007452 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7703354743 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 59109241 (Russia) [UKRAINE-E013685].
31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 1037826021680 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7826717210 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 53289443 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13865].

INSTITUT STROIPROEKT ZAKRYTOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO INSTITUT STROIPROEKT; a.k.a. AO INSTITUT STROIPROEKT; a.k.a. AO INSTITUTE STROIPROEKT; a.k.a. AO INSTITUTE STROIPROEKT, AO; a.k.a. INSTITUTE STROIPROEKT ENGINEERING GROUP), D. 13 Korp. 2 LiteraA Prospekt Dunaisky, St. Petersburg 196158, Russia; 13/2 Dunaisky Prospect, St. Petersburg 196158, Russia; Website http://www.stpr.ru; Email Address Most@stpr.ru; alt. Email Address Murina@stpr.ru; Registration ID 1027810258673; Tax ID No. 7826688390; Government Gazette Number 11117863 [UKRAINE-EO13865].

INSTITUT STROIPROEKT, AO (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO INSTITUT STROIPROEKT; a.k.a. AO INSTITUT STROIPROEKT; a.k.a. AO INSTITUTE STROIPROEKT; a.k.a. AO INSTITUTE STROIPROEKT, AO; a.k.a. INSTITUTE STROIPROEKT ENGINEERING GROUP), D. 13 Korp. 2 LiteraA Prospekt Dunaiski, St. Petersburg 196158, Russia; 13/2 Dunaisky Prospect, St. Petersburg 196158, Russia; Website http://www.stpr.ru; Email Address Most@stpr.ru; alt. Email Address Murina@stpr.ru; Registration ID 1027810258673; Tax ID No. 7826688390; Government Gazette Number 11117863 [UKRAINE-EO13865].
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3, p. 2, Metro - Baumanskaya, Moscow 105066, Russia; 12 Sevastopol Street, Simferopol, Crimea, Ukraine; 6 Gogol Street, Sevastopol, Crimea, Ukraine; SWIFT/BIC COUERUMM; BIK (RU) 044525253; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 1027700159233 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7744001151 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 40100094 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13685].

- Joint Stock Commercial Bank Rubelev (a.k.a. Aktsionernoe Obshchestvo Komercheski Bank Rubelev; a.k.a. Bank Rubelev); a.k.a. JSC CB "Rubleve"; a.k.a. RUBLEV BANK), Elokhoovsky passage, Building 3, p. 2, Metro - Baumanskaya, Moscow 105066, Russia; 12 Sevastopol Street, Simferopol, Crimea, Ukraine; 6 Gogol Street, Sevastopol, Crimea, Ukraine; SWIFT/BIC COUERUMM; BIK (RU) 044525253; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 1027700159233 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7744001151 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 40100094 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13685].

- Joint Stock Company DIULBER Sanatorium (a.k.a. Joint Stock Company Sanatorium Ay-Petri; a.k.a. JSC Sanatorium Ay-Petri), House 15, Alupkinskoye shosse, Urban Village Koreiz, City of Yalta, Crimea 298671, Ukraine; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Tax ID No. 9103082749 (Russia); Registration Number 1169102093797 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13685].

- Joint Stock Company FIOLENT Plant of Development and Reconstruction (a.k.a. Aktsionernoe Obshchestvo Chernomorski Bank Razvitiya i Rekonstruktsii; a.k.a. Bank Chbrr, AO; f.k.a. Bank Chbrr, PAO; a.k.a. "Chernomorski Bank Razvitiya i Rekonstruktsii, Otkrytoe Aktsionernoe Obshchestvo", a.k.a. JSC "Black Sea Bank for Development & Reconstruction"; f.k.a. Open Joint Stock Company Black Sea Development and Reconstruction Bank), 24 ul. Bolshevikskaya, Simferopol, Crimea 295001, Ukraine; BIK (RU) 043510101; Registration ID 1149102030186 (Russia); Tax ID No. 9102019796 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 00204814 (Russia); License 3527 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13685].

- Joint Stock Company Fiolent Plant (a.k.a. Aktsionernoe Obshchestvo Fiolent, PAT), House 34/2, Kievskaya Street, Simferopol, Crimea 295017, Ukraine; Website www.phiolent.com; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Tax ID No. 9102048745 (Russia); Registration Number 1149102099640 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13685].

Joint Stock Company Foreign Economic Association Tekhnopromexport (a.k.a. Joint Stock Company Foreign Economic Association Tekhnopromexport; a.k.a. JSC Tekhnopromexport; a.k.a. JSC VO Tekhnopromexport; a.k.a. OJSC Tekhnopromexport; a.k.a. Open Joint Stock Company Foreign Economic Association Tekhnopromexport; a.k.a. Otkrytoe Aktsionernoe Obshchestvo Vneshneekonomicheskoe Obedinienie Tekhnopromexport; a.k.a. VO Tekhnopromexport; a.k.a. OAO "JSC TPE"), d. 15 str. 2 ul. Novy Arbat, Moscow 119019, Russia; Email Address inform@tpe.ru; Registration ID 106774244026 (Russia); Tax ID No. 77057113236 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 02839043 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13685].

Joint Stock Company Fiolent Plant (Cyrillic: AO ЗАВОД ФИОЛЕНТ); a.k.a. JSC FIOLENT PLANT; a.k.a. ZAVOD FIOLENT, PAT), House 34/2, Kievskaya Street, Simferopol, Crimea 295017, Ukraine; Website www.phiolent.com; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Tax ID No. 9102048745 (Russia); Registration Number 1149102099640 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13685].
JOINT STOCK COMPANY FOREIGN ECONOMIC ASSOCIATION TEKHNOPROMEKSPORT; a.k.a. "JSC TEKHNOPROMEKSPORT; a.k.a. OTKRYTOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO VNESHNEEKONOMICHESKOYE OBEDINENIE TEKHNOPROMEKSPORT; a.k.a. VO TEKHNOPROMEKSPORT, OAO; a.k.a. "JSC TEKHNOPROMEKSPORT; a.k.a. JSC VO TEKHNOPROMEKSPORT; a.k.a. OJSC TEKHNOPROMEKSPORT; a.k.a. OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY FOREIGN ECONOMIC ASSOCIATION TEKHNOPROMEKSPORT; a.k.a. Otkrytoe Aktsionernoe Obshchestvo Vnesheneekonomicheskoe Obedinenie Tekhnopromexport; a.k.a. Vo Tekhnopromexport, Oao; a.k.a. "Jsc TPE"), d. 15 str. 2 ul. Novy Arbat, Moscow 119019, Russia; Email Address inform@tpe.ru; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 1067746244026 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7705713236 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 02839043 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13685].

JOINT STOCK COMPANY FOREIGN ECONOMIC ASSOCIATION TEKHNOPROMEKSPORT; a.k.a. "JSC TEKHNOPROMEKSPORT; a.k.a. OTKRYTOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO VNESHNEEKONOMICHESKOYE OBEDINENIE TEKHNOPROMEKSPORT; a.k.a. VO TEKHNOPROMEKSPORT, OAO; a.k.a. "JSC TEKHNOPROMEKSPORT; a.k.a. JSC VO TEKHNOPROMEKSPORT; a.k.a. OJSC TEKHNOPROMEKSPORT; a.k.a. OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY FOREIGN ECONOMIC ASSOCIATION TEKHNOPROMEKSPORT; a.k.a. Otkrytoe Aktsionernoe Obshchestvo Vnesheneekonomicheskoe Obedinenie Tekhnopromexport; a.k.a. Vo Tekhnopromexport, Oao; a.k.a. "Jsc TPE"), d. 15 str. 2 ul. Novy Arbat, Moscow 119019, Russia; Email Address inform@tpe.ru; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 1067746244026 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7705713236 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 02839043 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13685].

JOINT STOCK COMPANY GENBANK; a.k.a. CLOSED JOINT STOCK COMPANY GENBANK; a.k.a. GENBANK, AO (Cyrillis: ГЕНБАНК, АО); a.k.a. JSC GENBANK), Ozerkovskaya Naberezhnaya 12, Moscow 115184, Russia; Ulitsa Sevastapol'skaya 13, Simferopol 295011, Ukraine; SWIFT/BIC GEOORUM; Website www.genbank.ru; Email Address info@genbank.ru; Registration ID 1137711000074 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13685].

JORDANIAN LEGATIONAL CORPORATION; a.k.a. "JORDANIAN LEGATIONAL CORPORATION; a.k.a. "JOINT STOJCK COMPANY FOREIGN ECONOMIC ASSOCIATION TEKHNOPROMEKSPORT; a.k.a. OTKRYTOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO VNESHNEEKONOMICHESKOYE OBEDINENIE TEKHNOPROMEKSPORT; a.k.a. VO TEKHNOPROMEKSPORT, OAO; a.k.a. "JSC TEKHNOPROMEKSPORT; a.k.a. JSC VO TEKHNOPROMEKSPORT; a.k.a. OJSC TEKHNOPROMEKSPORT; a.k.a. OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY FOREIGN ECONOMIC ASSOCIATION TEKHNOPROMEKSPORT; a.k.a. Otkrytoe Aktsionernoe Obshchestvo Vneshe neekonomicheskoe Obedinenie Tekhnopromexport; a.k.a. Vo Tekhnopromexport, Oao; a.k.a. "Jsc TPE"), d. 15 str. 2 ul. Novy Arbat, Moscow 119019, Russia; Email Address inform@tpe.ru; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 1067746244026 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7705713236 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 02839043 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13685].
Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Tax ID No. 9103062756 (Russia); Registration Number 1169102093930 (Russia) [UKRAINE-E013685].

JOINT STOCK COMPANY SEVASTOPOLSKY MORSKOY BANK (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBCHESTSTVO SEVASTOPOLSKY MORSKOY BANK; a.k.a. AO SEVASTOPOLSKY MORSKOY BANK; a.k.a. JSC SEVASTOPOLSKY MORSKOY BANK), 18A Brestska Street, Sevastopol, Crimea 99001, Ukraine; 18A Ulitsa Brestskaya, Sevastopol, Crimea 299001, Ukraine; SWIFT/BIC MORKUAUK; Website www.morskoybank.com; Email Address root@morskoybank.com; Registration ID 1149204013397 [UKRAINE-E013685]; to- JOINT STOCK COMPANY TAATTA BANK; a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBCHESTSTVO SEVASTOPOLSKY MORSKOY BANK; a.k.a. AO SEVASTOPOLSKY MORSKOY BANK; a.k.a. JSC SEVASTOPOLSKY MORSKOY BANK), 18A Brestska Street, Sevastopol, Crimea 99001, Ukraine; 18A Ulitsa Brestskaya, Sevastopol, Crimea 299001, Ukraine; SWIFT/BIC MORKUAUK; Website www.morskoybank.com; Email Address root@morskoybank.com; Registration ID 1149204013397 [UKRAINE-E013685].

JOINT STOCK COMPANY SHIP REPAIR CENTER ‘ZVEZDOCHKA’ (a.k.a. AO SHIP REPAIR CENTER ‘ZVEZDOCHKA’; a.k.a. AO SHIP REPAIR CENTER ‘ZVEZDOCHKA’), 12, proezd Maschinostroiteley, Severodvinsk, Arhangelskaya Oblast 164509, Russia; 13 Geroyev Sevastopolya Street, Sevastopol, Crimea 99001, Ukraine; Website www.star.ru; alt. Website http://starzmz.ru/; alt. Website http://sevmorzavod.com/; Email Address info@star.ru; alt. Email Address star_sev@mail.ru; alt. Email Address office@smmp.com.ua; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.208; Registration ID 1082902002677 (Russia); Tax ID No. 2902060361 (Russia) [UKRAINE-E013685].

JOINT STOCK COMPANY TRANSPORT COMPANY GRAND SERVICE EXPRESS (Cyrillic: ГРАНД СЕРВИС ЭКСПРЕСС); a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY GRAND SERVICE EXPRESS; a.k.a. "GRAND EXPRESS" (Cyrillic: "ГРАНД ЭКСПРЕСС"); a.k.a. "JSC GSE"), 85 Sheremetevskaya St., Building 1, Moscow 129075, Russia; ul. Sheremetevskaya, d. 85, str. 1, Moscow 129075, Russia; P.O. Box 15, Moscow 129075, Russia; a/ya 15, Moscow 129075, Russia; Tax ID No. 7705445700 (Russia) [UKRAINE-E013685]; to- JOINT STOCK COMPANY TRANSPORT COMPANY GRAND SERVICE EXPRESS (Cyrillic: АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО ТРАНСПОРТНАЯ КОМПАНИЯ ГРАНД СЕРВИС ЭКСПРЕСС) (a.k.a. AO GRAND SERVICE EKSPRESS; a.k.a. GRAND SERVICE EXPRESS (Cyrillic: ГРАНД СЕРВИС ЭКСПРЕСС); a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY GRAND SERVICE EXPRESS; a.k.a. "GRAND EXPRESS" (Cyrillic: "ГРАНД ЭКСПРЕСС"); a.k.a. "JSC GSE"), 85 Sheremetevskaya St., Building 1, Moscow 129075, Russia; ul. Sheremetevskaya, d. 85, str. 1, Moscow 129075, Russia; P.O. Box 15, Moscow 129075, Russia; a/ya 15, Moscow 129075, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.208; Tax ID No. 7705445700 (Russia) [UKRAINE-E013685].

JOINT STOCK COMPANY VAD (a.k.a. VKHIZHNOE OBSTROVOSTVO VAD; a.k.a. VAD; a.k.a. ZAO VAD; a.k.a. AO, VAD; a.k.a. CJSC VAD; a.k.a. JSC VAD), 133, ul. Chepalova, Yakutsk, Sakha (Yakutiya) Resp. 677018, Russia; Blvd. 41, Bolshaya Morskaya Street, Sevastopol, Crimea 299011, Ukraine; Blvd. 66, Kirova Avenue, Simferopol, Crimea, Ukraine; Blvd. 36, Kulakova Street, Sevastopol, Crimea, Ukraine; SWIFT/BIC TAAARUBY; BIK (RU) 049805709; Registration ID 1021400000380 (Russia); Tax ID No. 1435126628 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 092872233 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7705445700 (Russia) [UKRAINE-E013685].
JOINT STOCK COMPANY YALTA FILM STUDIO (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO 'YALTINSKAYA KINO-STUDIOYA'; a.k.a. JSC 'IS BANK'), Eldoradovsky per 7, Moscow 125167, Russia; 29/UL, prospect Kirova, Simferopol, Crimea 295011, Ukraine; Building 160, Office 104, Kievskaia Street, Simferopol, Crimea 295493, Ukraine; Building 25, Lenin Street, Kerch, Crimea 298300, Ukraine; SWIFT/BIC RISBRUMM; BIK (RU) 044525349; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 1027739339715 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7744001673 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 40199908 (Russia) [UKRAINE-E013685].

JOINT STOCK COMPANY THE BERKAKIT-TOMMOT-YAKUTSK RAILWAY LINE’S CONSTRUCTION DIRECTORATE (Cyrillic: ОТКРЫТОЕ АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО ДИРЕКЦИЯ ПО СТРОИТЕЛЬСТВУ ЖЕЛЕЗНОЙ ДОРОГИ БЕРКАКИТ-ТОММОТ-ЯКУТСК)), Mayakovsky street, building 14, Aidan, Republic of Sakha (Yakutia) 678900, Russia (Cyrillic: улица Маяковского, дом 14, город Айдан, Республика Саха (Якутия) 678900, Россия); Registration ID 112402000213 (Russia); Tax ID No. 1402015986 (Russia) [UKRAINE-E013685].
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Ukraine; BIK (RU) 043510101; Registration ID 1149102030108 (Russia); Tax ID No. 9102019769 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 00204814 (Russia); License 3527 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EIO13685]. -to- JSC ‘BLACK SEA BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT & RECONSTRUCTION’ (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO CHERMONORSKI BANK RAZVITIYA I REKONSTRUKTSII; a.k.a. BANK CHBRR, AO; f.k.a. BANK CHBRR, PAO; a.k.a. ‘CHERMONORSKI BANK RAZVITIYA I REKONSTRUKTSII, OTKRYTOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO’; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY BLACK SEA BANK; a.k.a. OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY BLACK SEA DEVELOPMENT AND RECONSTRUCTION BANK), 24 url.

Bolshievistskaya, Simferopol, Crimea 295001, Ukraine; BIK (RU) 043510101; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 1149102030108 (Russia); Tax ID No. 9102019769 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 00204814 (Russia); License 3527 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EIO13685].

JSC CB ‘IS BANK’ (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO KOMMERCHESKI BANK INDUSTRIALNY SBEREGATELNY BANK; f.k.a. CLOSED JOINT STOCK COMPANY COMMERCIAL BANK ‘INDUSTRIAL SAVINGS BANK’; a.k.a. IS BANK, AO; a.k.a. JOINT-STOCK COMPANY COMMERCIAL BANK ‘INDUSTRIAL SAVINGS BANK’), Eldoradovsky per 7, Moscow 125167, Russia; 29/UL, prospect Kirova, Simferopol, Crimea 295011, Ukraine; Building 160, Office 104, Kiyevskaia Street, Simferopol, Crimea 295493, Ukraine; Building 25, Lenin Street, Kerch, Crimea 298300, Ukraine; SWIFT/BIC RISBRUM; BIK (RU) 044525349; Registration ID 1027739339715 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7744001673 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 40199908 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EIO13685].

JSC CB NORTH CREDIT (a.k.a. JOINT-STOCK COMPANY COMMERCIAL BANK NORTH CREDIT; a.k.a. NORTH CREDIT BANK), Building 27, Herzen Street, Vologda, Vologda Oblast 160000, Russia; Building 29a, Zhelezyaba Street, Simferopol, Crimea 295011, Ukraine; ul. Gertsena 27, Vologda, Vologodskaya Oblast 160000, Russia; SWIFT/BIC NOCRRU21; BIK (RU) 041909769; Registration ID 1022900001772 (Russia); Tax ID No. 2901009852 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EIO13685]. -to- JSC CB NORTH CREDIT (a.k.a. JOINT-STOCK COMPANY COMMERCIAL BANK NORTH CREDIT; a.k.a. NORTH CREDIT BANK), Building 27, Herzen Street, Vologda, Vologda Oblast 160000, Russia; Building 29a, Zhelezyaba Street, Simferopol, Crimea 295011, Ukraine; ul. Gertsena 27, Vologda, Vologodskaya Oblast 160000, Russia; SWIFT/BIC NOCRRU21; BIK (RU) 041909769; Registration ID 1022900001772 (Russia); Tax ID No. 2901009852 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EIO13685].

JSC ‘RUBLEV’ (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO KOMMERCHESKI BANK RUBLEV; a.k.a. BANK RUBLEV; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMMERCIAL BANK RUBLEV; a.k.a. RUBLEV BANK), Elakhovsky passage, Building 3, p. 2, Metro - Baumanskaya, Moscow 105066, Russia; 12 Sevastopol Street, Simferopol, Crimea, Ukraine; 6 Gogol Street, Sevastopol, Crimea, Ukraine; SWIFT/BIC COUERUMM; BIK (RU) 044525253; Registration ID 1027700195233 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7744001151 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 40100094 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EIO13685]. -to- JSC ‘RUBLEV’ (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO KOMMERCHESKI BANK RUBLEV; a.k.a. BANK RUBLEV; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMMERCIAL BANK RUBLEV; a.k.a. RUBLEV BANK), Elakhovsky passage, Building 3, p. 2, Metro - Baumanskaya, Moscow 105066, Russia; 12 Sevastopol Street, Simferopol, Crimea, Ukraine; 6 Gogol Street, Sevastopol, Crimea, Ukraine; SWIFT/BIC COUERUMM; BIK (RU) 044525253; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 1027700195233 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7744001151 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 40100094 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EIO13685].

JSC DSZHD BTYA (Cyrillic: АО ДСЗД БТЯ) (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO DIREKTSIIPO PO STROITEL’STVU ZHELEZNOY DOROGI BERKAKIT-TOMMOT-YAKUTSK; a.k.a. OPEN JOINT-STOCK COMPANY THE BERKAKIT-TOMMOT-YAKUTSK RAILWAY LINE’S CONSTRUCTION DIRECTORATE (Cyrillic: ОТКРЫТОЕ АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО ПО СТРОИТЕЛЬСТВУ ЖЕЛЕЗНОЙ ДОРОГИ БЕРКАКИТ-ТОММОТ-ЯКУТСК)), Mayakovskoy street, building 14, Aldan, Republic of Sakha (Yakutia) 678900, Russia (Cyrillic: улица Маяковского, дом 14, город Айдан, Республика Саха (Якутия) 678900, Россия); Registration ID 1121402000213 (Russia); Tax ID No. 1402015986 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EIO13685].
ДИРЕКЦИЯ ПО СТРОИТЕЛЬСТВУ ЖЕЛЕЗНОЙ ДОРОГИ
БЕРЖИК–ТОМТОЙ–ЯКУТСК), Mayakovskoy street, building 14, Aidan, Republic of Sakha (Yakutia) 678900, Russia (Cyrillic: улица Маяковского, дом 14, город Айдан, Республика Саха (Якутия) 678900, Россия); Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 1121402000213 (Russia); Tax ID No. 1402015986 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13685].

JSC FIOLENT PLANT (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO ZAVOD FIOLENT (Cyrillic: АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО ЗАВОД ФИОЛЕНТ); a.k.a. AO ZAVOD FIOLENT (Cyrillic: АО ЗАВОД ФИОЛЕНТ); a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY FIOLENT PLANT; a.k.a. ZAVOD FIOLENT, PAT), House 34/2, Kievskaya Street, Simferopol, Crimea 295017, Ukraine; Website www.phiolent.com; Tax ID No. 9102048745 (Russia); Registration Number 1149102099640 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13685].

-to- JSC FIOLENT PLANT (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO ZAVOD FIOLENT (Cyrillic: АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО ЗАВОД ФИОЛЕНТ); a.k.a. AO ZAVOD FIOLENT (Cyrillic: АО ЗАВОД ФИОЛЕНТ); a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY FIOLENT PLANT; a.k.a. ZAVOD FIOLENT, PAT), House 34/2, Kievskaya Street, Simferopol, Crimea 295017, Ukraine; Website www.phiolent.com; Tax ID No. 9102048745 (Russia); Registration Number 1149102099640 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13685].

JSC SANATORIUM AY-PETRI (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY AI-PETRI SANATORIUM; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY SANATORIUM AY-PETRI), House 15, Alupkinskoye shosse, Urban Village Koreiz, City of Yalta, Crimea 298671, Ukraine; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 1103828021660 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7826717210 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 53289443 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13685].

JSC SANATORIUM DUILBER (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY DUILBER SANATORIUM; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY SANATORIUM DUILBER), House 19, Alupkinskoye shosse, Urban Village Koreiz, City of Yalta, Crimea 298671, Ukraine; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 1103828021660 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7826717210 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 53289443 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13685].
JSC SHIPYARD ‘ZALIV’ (f.k.a. AO SHIPYARD ‘ZALIV’; f.k.a. LLC SHIPYARD ‘ZALIV’; f.k.a. OJSC ZALIV SHIPYARD), 4 Tankistov Street, Kerch, Crimea 98310, Ukraine; Website http://www.zalivkerch.com; Email Address zaliv@zalivkerch.com [UKRAINE-EO13685]. -to- JSC SHIPYARD ‘ZALIV’ (f.k.a. AO SHIPYARD ‘ZALIV’; f.k.a. JSC ZALIV SHIPYARD; a.k.a. LLC SHIPYARD ‘ZALIV’; f.k.a. OJSC ZALIV SHIPYARD; a.k.a. OOO SHIPYARD ‘ZALIV’; a.k.a. ZALIV SHIPYARD LLC), 4 Tankistov Street, Kerch, Crimea 98310, Ukraine; Website http://www.zalivkerch.com; Email Address zaliv@zalivkerch.com [UKRAINE-EO13685].

JSC TRANS-FLOT (a.k.a. TRANS-FLOT JSC), ul. Ventseka 1/97, Samara 443099, Russia; Website www.trans-flot.ru [UKRAINE-EO13685] (Linked To: OJSC SOVFRACHT). -to- JSC TRANS-FLOT (a.k.a. TRANS-FLOT JSC), ul. Ventseka 1/97, Samara 443099, Russia; Website www.trans-flot.ru; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209, Tax ID No. 1067746244026 (Russia); Email Address inform@tpe.ru; Government Gazette Number 02839043 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13685]. -to- JSC TRANS-FLOT (a.k.a. TRANS-FLOT JSC), ul. Ventseka 1/97, Samara 443099, Russia; Email Address inform@tpe.ru; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Tax ID No. 7705713226 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 02839043 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13685]. -to- JSC TRANS-FLOT (a.k.a. TRANS-FLOT JSC), ul. Ventseka 1/97, Samara 443099, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Tax ID No. 7705713226; Government Gazette Number 02839043 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13685]. -to- JSC TRANS-FLOT (a.k.a. TRANS-FLOT JSC), ul. Ventseka 1/97, Samara 443099, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Government Gazette Number 02839043 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13685].

JSC VAD (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO VAD; a.k.a. AO, VAD; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY FOREIGN ECONOMIC ASSOCIATION TECHNOPROMEXPORT; a.k.a. JSC VO TECHNOPROMEXPORT; a.k.a. OJSC TECHNOPROMEXPORT; a.k.a. OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY FOREIGN ECONOMIC ASSOCIATION TECHNOPROMEXPORT; a.k.a. OTKRYTOE AKTSIONERNOE OBsheCHESTVO VNESHNEEKONOMICHESKOE OBEDUREINENIE TEKHNOPROMEXPORT; a.k.a. VO TECHNOPROMEXPORT, OAO; a.k.a. "JSC TPE"), d. 15 str. 2 ul. Novy Arbat, Moscow 119019, Russia; Email Address info@tpe.ru; Registration ID 1067746244026 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7705713226 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 02839043 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13685]. -to- JSC VAD (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO VAD; a.k.a. AO, VAD; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY FOREIGN ECONOMIC ASSOCIATION TECHNOPROMEXPORT; a.k.a. JSC VO TECHNOPROMEXPORT; a.k.a. OJSC TECHNOPROMEXPORT; a.k.a. OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY FOREIGN ECONOMIC ASSOCIATION TECHNOPROMEXPORT; a.k.a. OTKRYTOE AKTSIONERNOE OBsheCHESTVO VNESHNEEKONOMICHESKOE OBEDUREINENIE TEKHNOPROMEXPORT; a.k.a. VO TECHNOPROMEXPORT, OAO; a.k.a. "JSC TPE"), d. 15 str. 2 ul. Novy Arbat, Moscow 119019, Russia; Email Address info@tpe.ru; Government Gazette Number 02839043 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13685].
VAD; a.k.a. VAD, AO; a.k.a. ZAO VAD; a.k.a. "HIGH-QUALITY HIGHWAYS"), 133, ul. Chernyshevskoego, Vologda, Vologodskaya Obl 160019, Russia; 122 Grazhdanskiy Prospect, Suite 5, Liter A, St. Petersburg 195267, Russia; Website www.zaovad.com; Email Address office@zaovad.com; Registration ID 103780012711; Tax ID No. 7801106690; Government Gazette Number 48937526 [UKRAINE-EO13685]. -to- KARST LTD.; a.k.a. "KARST LTD.", D. 4 Litera A Pomeshchenie 69 ul. Kapitanskaya, St. Petersburg 199397, Russia; 4 Kapitanskaya Street, Unit A, Office 69-N, St. Petersburg 199397, Russia; Website http://www.oldcitykarst.ru; Registration ID 103780012711; Tax ID No. 7801106690; Government Gazette Number 48937526 [UKRAINE-EO13685]. -to- KARST LTD.; a.k.a. "KARST LTD.", D. 4 Litera A Pomeshchenie 69 ul. Kapitanskaya, St. Petersburg 199397, Russia; 4 Kapitanskaya Street, Unit A, Office 69-N, St. Petersburg 199397, Russia; Website http://www.oldcitykarst.ru; Registration ID 103780012711; Tax ID No. 7801106690; Government Gazette Number 48937526 [UKRAINE-EO13685].
LENPROMTRANSPROYEKT CJSC (a.k.a. LENPROMTRANSPROYEKT (Cyrillic: АО "ЛЕНПРОМТРАНСПРОЕКТ"); a.k.a. LENPROMTRANSPROYEKT JOINT-STOCK COMPANY), Kondrat’evskiy Prospekt 15, building 5/1, 223, St. Petersburg 195197, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Tax ID No. 7825064262 (Russia); Business Registration Number 1027809210054 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13685].

LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY CONSTRUCTION COMPANY CONSOL-STROI LTD (a.k.a. LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY KONSTRUCTION COMPANY KONSOL STROI LTD; a.k.a. LLC CONSOL-STROI LTD; a.k.a. LLC CONSOL-STROI LTD CONSTRUCTION COMPANY; a.k.a. LLC SK CONSOL-STROI LTD; a.k.a. OBSCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTYU STROIITELNAYA KOMPANIYA KONSOL-STROI LTD; a.k.a. SK KONSOL-STROI LTD; a.k.a. CRIMEA-EO13685]. -to- LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY CONSTRUCTION COMPANY KONSOL STROI LTD, House 16, Borodina Street, Simferopol, Crimea 295033, Ukraine; Website consolstroy.ru; alt. Website consul-stroi.ru; Tax ID No. 9102070229 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 00823523 (Russia); Registration Number 1159102014170 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13685]. -to- LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY KONSTRUCTION COMPANY KONSOL STROI LTD; a.k.a. LLC CONSOL-STROI LTD; a.k.a. LLC CONSOL-STROI LTD CONSTRUCTION COMPANY; a.k.a. LLC SK CONSOL-STROI LTD; a.k.a. OBSCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTYU STROIITELNAYA KOMPANIYA KONSOL-STROI LTD; a.k.a. SK KONSOL-STROI LTD; a.k.a. CRIMEA-EO13685]. -to- LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY FOREIGN ECONOMIC ASSOCIATION TECHNOHROMEXPOR.T (a.k.a. OBSCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVESTSTVENOSTYU VNESHENEKONOMICHESKOE OBEDINENIE TEKHNOPROMEKSPORT; a.k.a. OOO VO TECHNOHROMEXPOR.T; a.k.a. OOO VO TPE), Novyi Arbat Str. 15, Building 2, Moscow 119019,
OFFICE OF FOREIGN ASSETS CONTROL
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Russia; Registration ID 1147746527279 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7704863782 (Russia)
[UKRAINE-EO13685]. -to- LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY FOREIGN ECONOMIC ASSOCIATION TECHNO-PROMEXPORT (a.k.a. OBSCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTYU VNESHENEKONOMICHESKOE OBEDINENIE TEKHNOPROMEXPORT; a.k.a. OOO VO TECHNOPROMEXPORT; a.k.a. OOO VO TPE), Novy Arab Str. 15, Building 2, Moscow 119019, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 1147746527279 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7704863782 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13685].

LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY GARANT-SV (a.k.a. GARANT-SV; a.k.a. GARANT-SV LTD; a.k.a. GARANT-SV LLC; a.k.a. GARANT-SV, OOO; a.k.a. LLC GARANT-SV; a.k.a. OOO GARANT-SV), House 9, Generala Ostryakova Street, Opolnezvwoye Village, Yalta, Crimea 298685, Ukraine; 9, Generala Ostryakova St., Opolnezvwoye, Yalta, Crimea 298685, Ukraine; Website http://mriyaresort.com; Tax ID No. 9103007830 (Russia); Registration Number 1149102067470 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13685]. -to- LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY GARANT-SV (a.k.a. GARANT-SV; a.k.a. GARANT-SV LTD; a.k.a. GARANT-SV LLC; a.k.a. GARANT-SV, OOO; a.k.a. LLC GARANT-SV; a.k.a. OOO GARANT-SV), House 9, Generala Ostryakova Street, Opolnezvwoye Village, Yalta, Crimea 298685, Ukraine; 9, Generala Ostryakova St., Opolnezvwoye, Yalta, Crimea 298685, Ukraine; Website http://mriyaresort.com; Tax ID No. 9103007830 (Russia); Registration Number 1149102067470 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13685].

LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY KONSTRUCTION COMPANY KONSLO STROI LTD (a.k.a. LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY KOMPAJNIYA KONSLO STROI LTD; a.k.a. LLC CONSLO STROI LTD; a.k.a. LLC CONSLO STROI LTD CONSTRUCTION COMPANY; a.k.a. LLC SK CONSLO STROI LTD; a.k.a. LLC CONSLO STROI LTD; a.k.a. LLC CONSLO STROI LTD; a.k.a. LLC CONSLO STROI LTD; a.k.a. LLC CONSLO STROI LTD; a.k.a. LLC CONSLO STROI LTD; a.k.a. LLC CONSLO STROI LTD; a.k.a. LLC CONSLO STROI LTD), House 16, Borodina Street, Simferopol, Crimea 295033, Ukraine; Website consulstroy.ru; alt. Website consulstroy.ru; Tax ID No. 9102070229 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 00823523 (Russia); Email Address fnatali@mail.ru; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration Number 1149102014170 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13685].
LLC CONSOL-STROI LTD; a.k.a. LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY KONSTRUCTION COMPANY KONSOL STROI LTD; a.k.a. LLC CONSOL-STROI LTD
CONSTRUCTION COMPANY; a.k.a. LLC SK CONSOL-STROI LTD; a.k.a. OBSCHCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTYU STROIELNAYA KOMPANIYA KONSOL-STROI LTD; a.k.a. SK KONSOL-STROI LTD; a.k.a. SK KONSOL-STROI LTD, OOO; a.k.a. STROIELNAYA KOMPANIYA KONSOL-STROI LTD, House 16, Borodina Street, Simferopol, Crimea 295033,
Website consolstroy.ru; alt. Website consol-stroi.ru;
Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Tax ID No. 9102070229 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 00823523 (Russia); Registration Number 1159102014170 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13685].

LLC GARANT-SV (a.k.a. GARANT-SV; a.k.a. GARANT-SV LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY; a.k.a. GARANT-SV LLC; a.k.a. GARANT-SV, OOO; a.k.a. LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY GARANT-SV; a.k.a. OOO GARANT-SV), House 9, Generala Ostryakova Street, Opolznevoye Village, Yalta, Crimea 298685, Ukraine; 9, Generala Ostryakova St., Opolznevoye, Yalta, Crimea 298685, Ukraine; Website http://mryaresort.com; Tax ID No. 9103007830 (Russia); Registration Number 1149102066740 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13685]. -to- LLC GARANT-SV (a.k.a. GARANT-SV; a.k.a. GARANT-SV LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY; a.k.a. GARANT-SV LLC; a.k.a. GARANT-SV, OOO; a.k.a. LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY GARANT-SV; a.k.a. OOO GARANT-SV), House 9, Generala Ostryakova Street, Opolznevoye Village, Yalta, Crimea 298685, Ukraine; 9, Generala Ostryakova St., Opolznevoye, Yalta, Crimea 298685, Ukraine; Website http://mryaresort.com; Tax ID No. 9103007830 (Russia); Registration Number 1149102066740 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13685].

LLC NOVYE PROEKTY (a.k.a. NOVYE PROEKTY; a.k.a. NOVYE PROEKTY), Km Mzh Kievsko 5-i d. 1, Str. 1, 2, Kommata 21, Moscow 121059, Russia; Tax ID No. 9102196207 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 00999197 (Russia); Registration Number 1159102120550 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13685]. -to- LLC NOVYE PROEKTY (a.k.a. NOVYE PROEKTY; a.k.a. NOVYE PROEKTY), Km Mzh Kievsko 5-i d. 1, Str. 1, 2, Kommata 21, Moscow 121059, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Tax ID No. 9102196207 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 00999197 (Russia); Registration Number 1159102120550 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13685].

LLC RUSCHEMTRADE, st. Mashinostroitelnyj, 3, Rostov-on-Don 344090, Russia; 86/1, Temryuk, Krasnodar 353500, Russia; Website http://ruschemtrade.com [UKRAINE-EO13685] (Linked To: OJSC SOVFRACT). -to- LLC RUSCHEMTRADE, st. Mashinostroitelnyj, 3, Rostov-on-Don 344090, Russia; 86/1, Temryuk, Krasnodar 353500, Russia; Website http://ruschemtrade.com; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 [UKRAINE-EO13685] (Linked To: OJSC SOVFRACT).

LLC SHIPYARD 'ZALIV' (f.k.a. AO SHIPYARD 'ZALIV'; f.k.a. JSC SHIPYARD 'ZALIV'; f.k.a. JSC ZALIV SHIPYARD; f.k.a. OOO ZALIV SHIPYARD; f.k.a. ZALIV SHIPYARD LLC), 4 Tankistov Street, Kerch, Crimea 98310, Ukraine; Website http://www.zalivkerch.com; alt. Website http://www.zaliv.com/; Email Address zaliv@zalivkerch.com [UKRAINE-EO13685]. -to- LLC SHIPYARD 'ZALIV' (f.k.a. AO SHIPYARD 'ZALIV'; f.k.a. JSC SHIPYARD 'ZALIV'; f.k.a. JSC ZALIV SHIPYARD; f.k.a. OOO ZALIV SHIPYARD; f.k.a. ZALIV SHIPYARD LLC), 4 Tankistov Street, Kerch, Crimea 98310, Ukraine; Website http://www.zalivkerch.com; alt. Website http://www.zaliv.com/; Email Address zaliv@zalivkerch.com; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 [UKRAINE-EO13685].

LLC SK CONSOL-STROI LTD (a.k.a. LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY CONSTRUCTION COMPANY KONSOL STROI LTD; a.k.a. LLC CONSOL-STROI LTD)
CONSTRUCTION COMPANY; a.k.a. LLC SK CONSOL-STROI LTD; a.k.a. LLC SK CONSOL-STROI LTD; a.k.a. SK CONSOL-STROI LTD, OOO; a.k.a. STROIELNAYA KOMPANIYA KONSOL-STROI LTD, House 16, Borodina Street, Simferopol, Crimea 295033, Ukraine; Website consolstroy.ru; alt. Website consol-stroi.ru;
Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Tax ID No. 9102070229 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 00823523 (Russia); Registration Number 1159102014170 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13685].
LOGINOV, Ilya (a.k.a. LOGINOV, Ilya
LLC SOVFRACHT MANAGEMENT COMPANY
OFFICE OF FOREIGN ASSETS CONTROL
Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-
1971; nationality Russia; Gender Male;
Алексеевич))
Илья
LOGINOV, Ilya Alekseyevich (Cyrillic: ЛОГИНОВ, Илья Алексеевич)
(a.k.a. LOGINOV, Ilya); DOB 02 Jul 1971; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Deputy General Director for Legal Support at Sovfracht (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13685] (Linked To: OJSC SOVFRAKT).

LOGINOV, Ilya Alekseyevich (Cyrillic: ЛОГИНОВ, Илья Алексеевич)
(a.k.a. LOGINOV, Ilya); DOB 02 Jul 1971; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Deputy General Director for Legal Support at Sovfracht (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13685] (Linked To: OJSC SOVFRAKT).
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MASANDRA NATIONAL INDUSTRIAL MANAGEMENT COMPANY SOVFRAKT LTD (a.k.a. LLC SOVFRAKT MANAGEMENT COMPANY; a.k.a. SOVFRAKT MANAGEMENT COMPANY; a.k.a. SOVFRAKT MANAGEMENT COMPANY LLC), Dobroslubodskaya, 3 BC Basmanov, Moscow 105066, Russia; Email Address general@sovfract.ru [UKRAINE-EO13685].-to-MANAGEMENT COMPANY SOVFRAKT LTD (a.k.a. LLC SOVFRAKT MANAGEMENT COMPANY; a.k.a. SOVFRAKT MANAGEMENT COMPANY; a.k.a. SOVFRAKT MANAGEMENT COMPANY LLC), Dobroslubodskaya, 3 BC Basmanov, Moscow 105066, Russia; Email Address general@sovfract.ru [UKRAINE-EO13685].-to-

MASANDRA NATIONAL INDUSTRIAL MANAGEMENT COMPANY SOVFRAKT LTD (a.k.a. LLC SOVFRAKT MANAGEMENT COMPANY; a.k.a. SOVFRAKT MANAGEMENT COMPANY; a.k.a. SOVFRAKT MANAGEMENT COMPANY LLC), Dobroslubodskaya, 3 BC Basmanov, Moscow 105066, Russia; Email Address general@sovfract.ru [UKRAINE-EO13685].-to-MANAGEMENT COMPANY SOVFRAKT LTD (a.k.a. LLC SOVFRAKT MANAGEMENT COMPANY; a.k.a. SOVFRAKT MANAGEMENT COMPANY; a.k.a. SOVFRAKT MANAGEMENT COMPANY LLC), Dobroslubodskaya, 3 BC Basmanov, Moscow 105066, Russia; Email Address general@sovfract.ru [UKRAINE-EO13685].-to-

MARSHAL ZHUKOV Russia flag; Vessel Registration Identification IMO 9690224 (vessel) [UKRAINE-EO13685] (Linked To: TRANS-FLOT JSC).-to-MARSHAL ZHUKOV Russia flag; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 00411890 (Ukraine) [UKRAINE-EO13685].

MASSANDRA NATIONAL INDUSTRIAL AGRARIAN ASSOCIATION OF WINE INDUSTRY (a.k.a. MASSANDRA STATE CONCERN, NATIONAL PRODUCTION AND AGRARIAN UNION, OJSC; a.k.a. NACIONALNOYE PROIZ-VODSTVENNO AGRARNOE OBYEDINENYE MASSANDRA; a.k.a. STATE CONCERN NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF PRODUCERS MASSANDRA; a.k.a. STATE CONCERN NATIONAL PRODUCTION AND AGRICULTURAL ASSOCIATION MASSANDRA), 6, str. Mira, Massandra, Yalta 98600, Ukraine; 6, Mira str., Massandra, Yalta, Crimea 98650, Ukraine; Mira str, h. 6, Massandra, Yalta, Crimea 98600, Ukraine; 6, Myra st., Massandra, Crimea 98650, Ukraine; Website http://www.massandra.net.ua/; Email Address impex@massandra.ua; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 00411890 (Ukraine) [UKRAINE-EO13685].

MASSANDRA STATE CONCERN, NATIONAL PRODUCTION AND AGRARIAN UNION, OJSC (a.k.a. MASSANDRA NATIONAL INDUSTRIAL AGRARIAN ASSOCIATION OF WINE INDUSTRY; a.k.a. MASSANDRA STATE CONCERN, NATIONAL PRODUCTION AND AGRARIAN UNION, OJSC; a.k.a. NACIONALNOYE PROIZ-VODSTVENNO AGRARNOE OBYEDINENYE MASSANDRA; a.k.a. STATE CONCERN NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF PRODUCERS MASSANDRA; a.k.a. STATE CONCERN NATIONAL PRODUCTION AND AGRICULTURAL ASSOCIATION MASSANDRA), 6, str. Mira, Massandra, Yalta 98600, Ukraine; 6, Mira str., Massandra, Yalta, Crimea 98650, Ukraine; Mira str, h. 6, Massandra, Yalta, Crimea 98600, Ukraine; 6, Myra st., Massandra, Crimea 98650, Ukraine; Website http://www.massandra.net.ua/; Email Address impex@massandra.ua; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 00411890 (Ukraine) [UKRAINE-EO13685].

MOSTOTREST (a.k.a. MOSTOTREST, PAO; a.k.a. OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY 'MOSTOTREST'; a.k.a. PJSC MOSTOTREST; a.k.a. PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY MOSTOTREST), 6 Barklaya str., bld. 5, Moscow 121087, Russia; d. 6 str. 5, ul. Barklaya, Moscow 121087, Russia; Website www.mostro.ru; Email Address pressa@mostro.ru; MICEX Code MSTT; Registration ID 1027739167246 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7701045732 (Russia); Identification Number ISIN: RU0009177331; Government Gazette Number 01386148 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13685].-to-MOSTOTREST (a.k.a. MOSTOTREST, PAO; a.k.a. OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY 'MOSTOTREST'; a.k.a. PJSC MOSTOTREST; a.k.a. PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY MOSTOTREST), 6 Barklaya str., bld. 5, Moscow 121087, Russia; d. 6 str. 5, ul. Barklaya, Moscow 121087, Russia; Website www.mostro.ru; Email Address pressa@mostro.ru; MICEX Code MSTT; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 1027739167246 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7701045732 (Russia);
MRIYA RESORT & SPA (a.k.a. MRIYA RESORT; a.k.a. MOSTOTREST; a.k.a. OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY MOSTOTREST; a.k.a. PJSC MOSTOTREST; a.k.a. PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY MOSTOTREST), 6 Barklaya str., blvd. 5, Moscow 121087, Russia; d. 6 str. 5, ul. Barklaya, Moscow 121087, Russia; Website www.mostro.ru; Email Address pressa@mostro.ru; MICEX Code MSTT; Registration ID 1027739167246 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7701045732 (Russia); Identification Number ISIN: RU0009177331; Government Gazette Number 01386148 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13685]. -to- MRIYA RESORT AND SPA; a.k.a. MRIYA SANATORIUM COMPLEX; a.k.a. MRIYA SANATORIUM RESORT COMPLEX; a.k.a. MRIYA SANATORIUM-RESORT COMPLEX MRIYA), 9, Generala Ostryakova Street, Opolznevoye Village, Yalta, Crimea 298685, Ukraine; Website http://mriyaresort.com; Email Address info@mriyaresort.com [UKRAINE-EO13685] (Linked To: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY GARANT-SV).

MRIYA RESORT (a.k.a. MRIYA RESORT & SPA; a.k.a. MRIYA RESORT AND SPA; a.k.a. MRIYA SANATORIUM COMPLEX; a.k.a. MRIYA SANATORIUM RESORT COMPLEX; a.k.a. MRIYA SANATORIUM-RESORT COMPLEX MRIYA), 9, Generala Ostryakova Street, Opolznevoye Village, Yalta, Crimea 298685, Ukraine; Website http://mriyaresort.com; Email Address info@mriyaresort.com [UKRAINE-EO13685] (Linked To: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY GARANT-SV).
9102196207 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 09998197 (Russia); Registration Number 1159012120550 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13685]. -to- NOVYYE PROEKTY (a.k.a. LLC NOVYE PROEKTY; a.k.a. NOVYE PROEKTY), Km Mzd Kiesvo 5-1 d, 1, Str. 1, 2, Kommata 21, Moscow 121059, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Tax ID No. 9102196207 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 09998197 (Russia); Registration Number 1159012120550 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13685].

OAO KB VERKHNEVOLZHSKIY (a.k.a. COMMERCIAL JOINT-STOCK BANK VERKHNEVOLZHSKIY; a.k.a. PUBLIC AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO VERKHNEVOLZHSKIY; a.k.a. OTKRYTOE STOK COMPANY COMMERCIAL BANK VERKHNEVOLZHSKIY; a.k.a. OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY COMMERCIAL BANK VERKHNEVOLZHSKIY; a.k.a. OJSC CB VERKHNEVOLZHSKIY; a.k.a. PUBLIC COMMERCIAL JOINT-STOCK BANK VERKHNEVOLZHSKIY; a.k.a. OJSC VERKHNEVOLZHSKIY; a.k.a. OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY COMMERCIAL BANK VERKHNEVOLZHSKIY; a.k.a. OJSC CB VERKHNEVOLZHSKIY; a.k.a. PUBLIC COMMERCIAL JOINT-STOCK BANK VERKHNEVOLZHSKIY; a.k.a. OJSC CB VERKHNEVOLZHSKIY; a.k.a. OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY COMMERCIAL BANK VERKHNEVOLZHSKIY; a.k.a. OJSC CB VERKHNEVOLZHSKIY; a.k.a. PUBLIC COMMERCIAL JOINT-STOCK BANK VERKHNEVOLZHSKIY; a.k.a. OJSC CB VERKHNEVOLZHSKIY; a.k.a. OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY COMMERCIAL BANK VERKHNEVOLZHSKIY; a.k.a. OJSC CB VERKHNEVOLZHSKIY; a.k.a. PUBLIC COMMERCIAL JOINT-STOCK BANK VERKHNEVOLZHSKIY), Ulitsa Bratyev Orlovykh 51, Simferopol, Crimea 295011, Ukraine; Office vbank@yaroslavl.ru; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 1027600000185 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13685].

OAO KRAYINVESTBANK (Cyrillic: OAO КРАЙИНВЕСТБАНК; a.k.a. OJSC KRAYINVESTBANK; a.k.a. OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY KRAZNDAR REGIONAL INVESTMENT BANK; a.k.a. OJSC KRAYINVESTBANK; a.k.a. PUBLIC COMMERCIAL JOINT-STOCK BANK KRAYINVESTBANK; a.k.a. OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY KRAZNDAR REGIONAL INVESTMENT BANK; a.k.a. OJSC KRAYINVESTBANK; a.k.a. PUBLIC COMMERCIAL JOINT-STOCK BANK KRAYINVESTBANK; a.k.a. OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY KRAZNDAR REGIONAL INVESTMENT BANK; a.k.a. OJSC KRAYINVESTBANK; a.k.a. PUBLIC COMMERCIAL JOINT-STOCK BANK KRAYINVESTBANK; a.k.a. OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY KRAZNDAR REGIONAL INVESTMENT BANK; a.k.a. OJSC KRAYINVESTBANK; a.k.a. PUBLIC COMMERCIAL JOINT-STOCK BANK KRAYINVESTBANK; a.k.a. OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY KRAZNDAR REGIONAL INVESTMENT BANK; a.k.a. OJSC KRAYINVESTBANK; a.k.a. PUBLIC COMMERCIAL JOINT-STOCK BANK KRAYINVESTBANK; a.k.a. OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY KRAZNDAR REGIONAL INVESTMENT BANK; a.k.a. OJSC KRAYINVESTBANK; a.k.a. PUBLIC COMMERCIAL JOINT-STOCK BANK KRAYINVESTBANK), Mzhd Kievsko 5-I d, 1/1/6, Simferopol, Crimea 295000, Ukraine; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Email Address star_sev@mail.ru; Registration ID 1022300000029 (Russia); All offices worldwide [UKRAINE-EO13685]. -to- OAO SHIP REPAIR CENTER 'ZVEZDOCHKA' (a.k.a. AO SHIP REPAIR CENTER 'ZVEZDOCHKA'; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY SHIP REPAIR CENTER 'ZVEZDOCHKA'; a.k.a. 'ZVEZDOCHKA' SHIPYARD), 12, proyezd Mashinostroiteley, Severodvinsk, Arkhangelskaya Oblast 164509, Russia; 13 Geroyev Sevastopolya Street, Sevastopol, Crimea 99001, Ukraine; Website www.star.ru; alt. Website http://sevmorzavod.com/; Email Address info@star.ru; alt. Email Address star_sev@mail.ru; alt. Email Address office@smp.com.ua; Registration ID 1082902002677 (Russia); Tax ID No. 2902060361 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13685]. -to- OAO 'URANIS-RADIOSISTEMY' (a.k.a. OJSC 'URANIS-RADIOSISTEMY'; a.k.a. OJSC URANIS-RADIOSISTEMY OAO), 33 G, Vakulenchuk Street, Sevastopol, Crimea 99053, Ukraine; Office info@uranis.net; alt. Email Address vlad_k@uranis.net; Registration ID 114920403233; Tax ID No. 9201001120 [UKRAINE-EO13685].

OAO 'URANIS-RADIOSISTEMY' (a.k.a. OJSC 'URANIS-RADIOSISTEMY'; a.k.a. OJSC URANIS-RADIOSISTEMY OAO), 33 G, Vakulenchuk Street, Sevastopol, Crimea 99053, Ukraine; Website www.uranis.net; Email Address uranis@uranis.net; alt. Email Address star_sev@mail.ru; alt. Email Address office@smp.com.ua; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 1082902002677 (Russia); Tax ID No. 2902060361 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13685].
OAO YALTINSKAYA KINOSTUDIYA (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSCHESTVO "YALTINSKAYA KINOSTUDIYA"; a.k.a. CJSC YALTA-FILM; a.k.a. FILM STUDIO YALTA-FILM; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY YALTA FILM STUDIO; a.k.a. JSC YALTA FILM STUDIO; a.k.a. KINOSTUDIYA YALTA-FILM; a.k.a. YALTA FILM STUDIO; a.k.a. YALTA FILM STUDIOS), Ulitsa Mikhina, Building 3, Yalta, Crimea 298063, Ukraine; Sevastopol'skaya 4, Yalta, Crimea, Ukraine; Registration ID 30993572 [UKRAINE-EO13685].

Email Address v.boyko@oboronservice.ru; alt. Email Address Info@oboronlogistika.ru; Website Oboronlogistika.ru;

Email Address v.boyko@oboronservice.ru; alt. Email Address Info@oboronlogistika.ru;

Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 1117746641572 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7718857267 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 30167631 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13685].

OBORONLOGISTICS LLC (a.k.a. OBORONLOGISTIKA LLC; a.k.a. OBORONLOGISTIKA, OOO; a.k.a. OBORONLOGISTIKA LLC; a.k.a. OBORONLOGISTICS LLC; a.k.a. LIABILITY COMPANY; a.k.a. OBORONLOGISTICS LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY; a.k.a. OBORONLOGISTIKA LLC; a.k.a. OBORONLOGISTIKA, OOO; a.k.a. OBORONLOGISTIKA LLC; a.k.a. OBORONLOGISTIC LLC; a.k.a. OBORONLOGISTIKA LLC; a.k.a. OBORONLOGISTIKA, OOO; a.k.a. OBORONLOGISTIC LLC.

Email Address Info@oboronlogistika.ru; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 1117746641572 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7718857267 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 30167631 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13685].

OBORONLOGISTICS LLC (a.k.a. OBORONLOGISTIKA LLC; a.k.a. OBORONLOGISTIKA, OOO; a.k.a. OBORONLOGISTIKA LLC; a.k.a. OBORONLOGISTICS LLC; a.k.a. LIABILITY COMPANY; a.k.a. OBORONLOGISTICS LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY; a.k.a. OBORONLOGISTIKA LLC; a.k.a. OBORONLOGISTIKA, OOO; a.k.a. OBORONLOGISTIC LLC.

Email Address Info@oboronlogistika.ru; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 1117746641572 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7718857267 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 30167631 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13685].

OBORONLOGISTICS LLC (a.k.a. OBORONLOGISTIKA LLC; a.k.a. OBORONLOGISTIKA, OOO; a.k.a. OBORONLOGISTIKA LLC; a.k.a. OBORONLOGISTICS LLC; a.k.a. LIABILITY COMPANY; a.k.a. OBORONLOGISTICS LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY; a.k.a. OBORONLOGISTIKA LLC; a.k.a. OBORONLOGISTIKA, OOO; a.k.a. OBORONLOGISTIC LLC.

Email Address Info@oboronlogistika.ru; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 1117746641572 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7718857267 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 30167631 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13685].

OBORONLOGISTICS LLC (a.k.a. OBORONLOGISTIKA LLC; a.k.a. OBORONLOGISTIKA, OOO; a.k.a. OBORONLOGISTIKA LLC; a.k.a. OBORONLOGISTICS LLC; a.k.a. LIABILITY COMPANY; a.k.a. OBORONLOGISTICS LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY; a.k.a. OBORONLOGISTIKA LLC; a.k.a. OBORONLOGISTIKA, OOO; a.k.a. OBORONLOGISTIC LLC.

Email Address Info@oboronlogistika.ru; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 1117746641572 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7718857267 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 30167631 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13685].
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(Russia); Tax ID No. 7718857267 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 30167631 (Russia) [UKRAINE-E013685].

**OBSHCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVESTVVENNOTSTYU VNESHNEEKONOMICHESKOE OBEDINENIE TCHESHNOROMPEXPORT (a.k.a. LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY FOREIGN ECONOMIC ASSOCIATION TCHESHNOROMPEXPORT; a.k.a. OOO VO TCHESHNOROMPEXPORT; a.k.a. OOO VO TPE), Novyi Arbat Str. 15, Building 2, Moscow 119019, Russia; Registration ID 114774652729 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7704863782e (Russia) [UKRAINE-E013685]. - to - OBSHCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVESTVVENNOTSTYU VNESHNEEKONOMICHESKOE OBEDINENIE TCHESHNOROMPEXPORT (a.k.a. LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY FOREIGN ECONOMIC ASSOCIATION TCHESHNOROMPEXPORT; a.k.a. OOO VO TCHESHNOROMPEXPORT; a.k.a. OOO VO TPE), Novyi Arbat Str. 15, Building 2, Moscow 119019, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 114910200793 (Russia); Tax ID No. 9102006047 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 00132598 (Russia) [UKRAINE-E013685].

**OBSHCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVESTVVENNOTSTYU KRYMSKAYA PERVERA STRAKHOVAYA KOMPANIYA' (a.k.a. KPSK, OOO; a.k.a. OOO 'KRYMSKAYA PERVERA STRAKHOVAYA KOMPANIYA'), 29 ul. Karia Marksa, Simferopol, Crimea 295006, Ukraine; Website kpsk-ins@yandex.ru; Email Address kpsk-ins@yandex.ru; Registration ID 114910200793 (Russia); Tax ID No. 9102006047 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 00132598 (Russia) [UKRAINE-E013685]. - to - OBSHCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVESTVVENNOTSTYU 'KRYMSKAYA PERVERA STRAKHOVAYA KOMPANIYA' (a.k.a. KPSK, OOO; a.k.a. OOO 'KRYMSKAYA PERVERA STRAKHOVAYA KOMPANIYA'), 29 ul. Karia Marksa, Simferopol, Crimea 295006, Ukraine; Website kpsk-ins@yandex.ru; Email Address kpsk-ins@yandex.ru; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 114910200793 (Russia); Tax ID No. 9102006047 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 00132598 (Russia) [UKRAINE-E013685].

**OBSHCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVESTVVENNOTSTYU 'OBORONLOGISTIKA' (a.k.a. OBORONLOGISTICS LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY; a.k.a. OBORONLOGISTICS LLC; a.k.a. OBORONLOGISTIKA LLC; a.k.a. OBORONLOGISTIKA OOO), d. 18 str. 3 prospekt Komsomolski, Moscow 119021, Russia; Email Address v.boyko@oboronservice.ru; alt. Email Address Info@oboronlogistika.ru; Registration ID 114910200793 (Russia); Tax ID No. 9102006047 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 00132598 (Russia) [UKRAINE-E013685].

**OBSHCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVESTVVENNOTSTYU SGM MOST (a.k.a. OBSCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVESTVVENNOTSTYU SGM-MOST; a.k.a. SGM MOST OOO; a.k.a. SGM-BRIDGE; a.k.a. SGM-MOST LLC), d. 10 korp. 3 ul. Neverovskogo, Moscow 121170, Russia; Registration ID 1157746088170 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7730018980 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 29170220 (Russia) [UKRAINE-E013685].

**OBSHCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVESTVVENNOTSTYU SGM MOST (a.k.a. OBSCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVESTVVENNOTSTYU SGM-MOST; a.k.a. SGM MOST OOO; a.k.a. SGM-BRIDGE; a.k.a. SGM-MOST LLC), d. 10 korp. 3 ul. Neverovskogo, Moscow 121170, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 1157746088170 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7730018980 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 29170220 (Russia) [UKRAINE-E013685].
VERKHNEVOLZHSKIY; a.k.a. PUBLIC COMMERCIAL JOINT-STOCK BANK VERKHNEVOLZHSKIY, Ulitsa Bratyev Orlovykh 1a, Rybinsk, Yaroslavskaya Oblast 152903, Russia; Ulitsa Suvorova 39A, Sevastopol, Crimea 299011, Ukraine; Pereulok Pionerskiy 5, Simferopol, Crimea 295011, Ukraine; SWIFT/BIC VECAU21; alt. SWIFT/BIC VVBKRUZ; Website www.vvb.ru; Email Address vbank@yaroslavl.ru; Registration ID 1027600000185 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13685]. -to- OJSC CB VERKHNEVOLZHSKIY (a.k.a. COMMERCIAL JOINT-STOCK BANK VERKHNEVOLZHSKIY; a.k.a. OAO KB VERKHNEVOLZHSKIY; a.k.a. OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY COMMERCIAL BANK VERKHNEVOLZHSKIY; a.k.a. OAO KOMMERCHESKIY BANK VERKHNEVOLZHSKIY; a.k.a. PUBLIC COMMERCIAL JOINT-STOCK BANK VERKHNEVOLZHSKIY, Ulitsa Bratyev Orlovykh 1a, Rybinsk, Yaroslavskaya Oblast 152903, Russia; Ulitsa Suvorova 39A, Sevastopol, Crimea 299011, Ukraine; Pereulok Pionerskiy 5, Simferopol, Crimea 295011, Ukraine; SWIFT/BIC VECAU21; alt. SWIFT/BIC VVBKRUZ; Website www.vvb.ru; Email Address vbank@yaroslavl.ru; Registration ID 1027600000185 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13685]. -to- OJSC
OOO 'DOROZHNYAYA STROIITELNAYA KOMPANIA' (a.k.a. OOO 'DSK'), Stroitelnyaya Street, 34, village of Kesova Gora, Tver Oblast 171470, Russia; Website http://dorstroycom.ru; Email Address dsk@dorstroycom.ru; alt. Email Address secretar@dorstroycom.ru; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 1036906000922 (Russia); [UKRAINE-EO13685]. -to- OOO 'DOROZHNYAYA STROIITELNAYA KOMPANIA' (a.k.a. OOO 'DSK'), Stroitelnyaya Street, 34, village of Kesova Gora, Tver Oblast 171470, Russia; Website http://dorstroycom.ru; Email Address dsk@dorstroycom.ru; alt. Email Address secretar@dorstroycom.ru; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 1036906000922 (Russia); [UKRAINE-EO13685].

OOO 'DSK' (a.k.a. OOO 'DOROZHNYAYA STROIITELNAYA KOMPANIA'), Stroitelnyaya Street, 34, village of Kesova Gora, Tver Oblast 171470, Russia; Website http://dorstroycom.ru; Email Address dsk@dorstroycom.ru; alt. Email Address secretar@dorstroycom.ru; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 1036906000922 (Russia); [UKRAINE-EO13685].

OOO SHIPYARD 'ZALIV' (f.k.a. AO SHIPYARD 'ZALIV'; f.k.a. JSC SHIPYARD 'ZALIV'; f.k.a. JSC ZALIV SHIPYARD; a.k.a. LLC SHIPYARD 'ZALIV'; a.k.a. ZALIV SHIPYARD LLC), 4 Tankistov Street, Kerch, Crimea 98310, Ukraine; Website http://www.zalivkerch.com/; alt. Website http://www.zaliv.com/; Email Address zaliv@zalivkerch.com; alt. Email Address info@stg-eco.ru; Email Address info@smt-k.ru; alt. Email Address info@smt-k.ru; alt. Email Address info@parom-k.ru [UKRAINE-EO13685]. -to- OOO 'STG-EKO' (a.k.a. 'STG-EKO' LLC), Street Zastavskaya Building 22, Part A, Saint Petersburg 196084, Russia; Website http://www.stg-eco.ru/; Email Address info@stg-eco.ru; alt. Email Address info@stg-eco.ru; Registration ID 1097847009215 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7816458415 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13685]. -to- OOO 'STG-EKO' (a.k.a. 'STG-EKO' LLC), Street Zastavskaya Building 22, Part A, Saint Petersburg 196084, Russia; Website http://www.stg-eco.ru/; Email Address info@stg-eco.ru; alt. Email Address info@stg-eco.ru; Registration ID 1097847009215 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7816458415 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13685]. -to- OOO 'STG-EKO' (a.k.a. 'STG-EKO' LLC), Street Zastavskaya Building 22, Part A, Saint Petersburg 196084, Russia; Website http://www.stg-eco.ru/; Email Address info@stg-eco.ru; alt. Email Address info@stg-eco.ru; Registration ID 1097847009215 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7816458415 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13685].

OOO GARANT-SV (a.k.a. GARANT-SV; a.k.a. GARANT-SV LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY; a.k.a. GARANT-SV LLC; a.k.a. GARANT-SV, LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY GARANT-SV; a.k.a. LLC GARANT-SV), House 9, Generala Ostryakova Street, Opolnezvoye Village, Yalta, Crimea 298685, Ukraine; 9, Generala Ostryakova St., Opolnezvoye, Yalta, Crimea 298685, Ukraine; Website http://mriyaresort.com; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 [UKRAINE-EO13685].

OOO 'SMT-K' (a.k.a. KRYM SMT OOO LLC; a.k.a. LLC CMT CRIMEA; a.k.a. OOO 'CMT-K'; a.k.a. CMT-CRIMEA; a.k.a. KRYM SMT CRIMEA; a.k.a. OOO 'CMT-K'; a.k.a. CMT-CRIMEA; a.k.a. SMT-CRIMEA; a.k.a. SMT-S; a.k.a. SOVMORTRANS-CRIMEA), ul. Zoi Zhiltsovoy, d. 15, office 51, Simferopol, Crimea, Ukraine; Vokzalnoye Highway 140, Kerch, Ukraine; Anapskoye Highway 1, Temryuk, Russia; Email Address info@stg-eco.ru; alt. Email Address info@stg-eco.ru [UKRAINE-EO13685].

OOO 'STG-EKO' (a.k.a. 'STG-EKO' LLC), Street Zastavskaya Building 22, Part A, Saint Petersburg 196084, Russia; Website http://www.stg-eco.ru/; Email Address info@stg-eco.ru; alt. Email Address info@stg-eco.ru; Registration ID 1097847009215 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7816458415 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13685]. -to- OOO SOLID (a.k.a. SOLID LTD), ul Mira 4, Novorossiysk, Krasnodarskiy kray 630024, Russia [UKRAINE-EO13685] (Linked To: OJSC SOVFRACT). -to- OOO SOLID (a.k.a. SOLID LTD), ul Mira 4, Novorossiysk, Krasnodarskiy kray 630024, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 [UKRAINE-EO13685].
OT-2077 Russia flag; Vessel Registration Identification IMO 9025778 (vessel) [UKRAINE-EO13685] (Linked To: TRANSPETROCHART CO LTD). -to- OT-2077 Russia flag; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Vessel Registration Identification IMO 9025778 (vessel) [UKRAINE-EO13685] (Linked To: TRANSPETROCHART CO LTD).

OKTROYTE AKTSIONERNOE OBSCHESTVO KOMMERCHESKIY BANK VERKHNEVOLZHSKIY (a.k.a. COMMERCIAL JOINT-STOCK BANK VERKHNEVOLGSKY; a.k.a. OAO KB VERKHNEVOLZHSKIY; a.k.a. OJSC CB VERKHNEVOLZHSKIY; a.k.a. OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY COMMERCIAL BANK VERKHNEVOLZHSKIY; a.k.a. PUBLIC JOINT-COMMERCE STOCK BANK VERKHNEVOLZHSKIY), Ulitssa Bratyev Orloyyk 1a, Rybinsk, Yaroslavskaya Oblast 152903, Russia; Ulitssa Suvorova 39A, Sevastopol, Crimea 299011, Ukraine; Pereulok Pionerskiy 5, Simferopol, Crimea 295011, Ukraine; SWIFT/BIC VECARU21; alt. SWIFT/BIC VVBKRU2Y; Website www.vbbank.ru; Email Address vbank@yaroslavl.ru; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Vessel Registration Identification IMO 9025778 (vessel) [UKRAINE-EO13685] (Linked To: TRANSPETROCHART CO LTD).

OTKRYTOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSCHESTVO KRASNODARSKIY KRAEVOY INVESTITSIONNYI BANK (Cyrillic: ОТКРЫТОЕ АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО КРАСНОДАРСКИЙ КРАЕВОЙ ИНВЕСТИЦИОННЫЙ БАНК) (a.k.a. OAO KRAYINVESTBANK (Cyrillic: ОАО КРАЙИНВЕСТБАНК); a.k.a. OJSC KRAYINVESTBANK; a.k.a. OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY KRASNODAR REGINAL INVESTMENT BANK), Ulitssa Mira 34, Krasnodar Krai 350063, Russia; Ulitssa Bolshey Marskaya 23, Sevastopol, Crimea 299011, Ukraine; Ulitssa Dolgorukovskaya/Zhukovskogo/A. Nevskogo 1/1/6, Simferopol, Crimea 295000, Ukraine; SWIFT/BIC KRRIRU22; Website www.kibank.ru; Registration ID 1023100000029 (Russia); All offices worldwide (UKRAINE-EO13685). -to- OKTROYTE AKTSIONERNOE OBSCHESTVO KRASNODARSKIY KRAEVOY INVESTITSIONNYI BANK (Cyrillic: ОТКРЫТОЕ АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО КРАСНОДАРСКИЙ КРАЕВОЙ ИНВЕСТИЦИОННЫЙ БАНК) (a.k.a. OAO KRAYINVESTBANK (Cyrillic: ОАО КРАЙИНВЕСТБАНК); a.k.a. OJSC KRAYINVESTBANK; a.k.a. OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY KRASNODAR REGINAL INVESTMENT BANK), Ulitssa Mira 34, Krasnodar Krai 350063, Russia; Ulitssa Bolshey Marskaya 23, Sevastopol, Crimea 299011, Ukraine; Ulitssa Dolgorukovskaya/Zhukovskogo/A. Nevskogo 1/1/6, Simferopol, Crimea 295000, Ukraine; SWIFT/BIC KRRIRU22; Website www.kibank.ru; Registration ID 1023100000029 (Russia); All offices worldwide (UKRAINE-EO13685).
PJSC BANK VVB (f.k.a. COMMERCIAL JOINT-STOCK INCORPORATION BANK YAROSLAVICH; f.k.a. KOMMERCHESKI BANK YAROSLAVICH, PAO; a.k.a. PUBLIC JOINT-STOCK COMPANY BANK VVB; a.k.a. PUBLICHNOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO BANK VVB; a.k.a. PUBLICHNOYE JOINT-STOCK COMPANY BANK VVB; a.k.a. BANK VVB; a.k.a. VVB, PAO), 3A ul., 4-ya Bastionnaya, Sevastopol, Crimea 299011, Ukraine; Voronina, 10, Sevastopol, Crimea 299011, Ukraine; 39A Ul. Suvorova, Sevastopol, Crimea, Ukraine; 5 Per. Pionerskiy, Simferopol, Crimea, Ukraine; SWIFT/BIC YARORU21; BIK (RU) 046711106; alt. BIK (RU) 043510133 [UKRAINE-E013685].

PJSC POWER MACHINES (a.k.a. OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY POWER MACHINES - ZTL, LMZ, ELECTROSLA, ENERGOMACHEXPORT; a.k.a. PUBLICHNOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO SILOVYE MASHINY - ZTL, LMZ, ELECTROSLA, ENERGOMASHEKSPORT; a.k.a. SILOVYE MASHINY, PAO), 3A Vatutina St., St. Petersburg 195009, Russia; Registration ID 1027700004012 (Russia) [UKRAINE-E013685].

PORT OF YEVPATORIYA (a.k.a. YEVPATSIYA SEA PORT), Mariners Square 1, Evpatoria, Crimea 97416, Ukraine; 1, Moryakov Sq, Yeypatoriya, Crimea 97408, Ukraine; 1 Moryakov Sq., Yeypatoria, Crimea 97416, Ukraine; 1 Moryakov Sq, Yeypatoriya, Crimea 97416, Ukraine; Email Address lada1@seavenue.net; alt. Email Address zamves@emp.com.ua; UNLOCODE UA ZKA; Registration ID 01125583 (Ukraine) [UKRAINE-E013685].

PLAKSINA, Olga Vladimirovna (a.k.a. PLAKSINA, Olga), Russia; DOB 03 Mar 1974; POB Moscow, Russia; Gender Female (individual) [UKRAINE-E013685].

Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-E013685].
THEODOSIA COMMERCIAL SEA PORT; a.k.a. THEODOSIA MERCHANT SEA PORT; a.k.a. THEODOSIA SEA PORT), 14 Gorky Street, Theodosia 98100, Ukraine; 14, Gorky Str., Feodosiya, Crimea 98100, Ukraine; Gorky Street 11, Feodosia, Crimea 98100, Ukraine; Website www.ukrop.org.ua; Email Address theodosia@port.kafa.crimea.ua; UN/LOCODE UA FEO; Registration ID 01125577 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13685]. -to- PORT OF FEodosia (a.k.a. SEAPORT OF FEodosiYA; a.k.a. STATE ENTERPRISE FEodosiYA SEA TRADING PORT; a.k.a. THEODOSIA COMMERCIAL SEA PORT; a.k.a. THEODOSIA MERCHANT SEA PORT; a.k.a. THEODOSIA SEA PORT), 14 Gorky Street, Theodosia 98100, Ukraine; 14, Gorky Str., Feodosiya, Crimea 98100, Ukraine; Gorky Street 11, Feodosia, Crimea 98100, Ukraine; Website www.ukrop.org.ua; Email Address theodosia@port.kafa.crimea.ua; UN/LOCODE UA FEO; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 01125554 [UKRAINE-EO13685].

PORT OF SEVASTOPOL (a.k.a. SEAPORT OF SEVASTOPOL; a.k.a. SEVASTOPOL COMMERCIAL SEA PORT; a.k.a. SEVASTOPOL MERCHANT SEA PORT; a.k.a. SEVASTOPOL SEA TRADING PORT; a.k.a. STATE ENTERPRISE SEVASTOPOL COMMERCIAL SEA PORT; a.k.a. STATE ENTERPRISE SEVASTOPOL SEA TRADING PORT), 3 Place Nakhimova, Sevastopol 99011, Ukraine; 5, Nakhimova square, Sevastopol, Crimea 99011, Ukraine; Nahimova Square 5, Sevastopol, Crimea 99011, Ukraine; Email Address Sevport@stel.sebastopol.ua; alt. Email Address sevampu@ukr.net; alt. Email Address Sevport@stel.sebastopol.ua; alt. Email Address mail@morport.sebastopol.ua; UNLOCODE UA ZKA; Registration ID 01125548 (Ukraine) [UKRAINE-EO13685]. -to- PORT OF YALTA (a.k.a. SEAPORT OF YALTA; a.k.a. STATE ENTERPRISE YALTA SEA TRADING PORT; a.k.a. YALTA MERCHANT SEA PORT; a.k.a. YALTA SEA PORT), Roosevelt Street 3, Yalta, Crimea 98600, Ukraine; 5, Roosevelt Str., Yalta, Crimea 98600, Ukraine; 5 Roosevelt Street, Yalta, Crimea 98600, Ukraine; Website yaltaport.com.ua; Email Address yasko@ukrpost.ua; alt. Email Address yascomail.ylt.crimea.com; UN/LOCODE UA YAL; Registration ID 01125591 (Ukraine) [UKRAINE-EO13685].

PORT OF YEVPATORIA (a.k.a. PORT OF EVPATORA; a.k.a. SEAPORT OF YEVPATORIYa; a.k.a. STATE ENTERPRISE EVPATORA SEA COMMERCIAL PORT; a.k.a. YEVPATORIYa COMMERCIAL SEA PORT; YEVPATORIYa MERCHANT SEA PORT; a.k.a. YEVPATORIYa SEA PORT; a.k.a. YEVPATORIYa COMMERCIAL SEA PORT; a.k.a. YEVPATORIYa SEA PORT), Mariners Square 1, Evpatoria, Crimea 97416, Ukraine; 1, Moryakov Sq, Evpatoria, Crimea 97408, Ukraine; 1 Moryakov Sq., Yevpatoria, Crimea 97416, Ukraine; Email Address lada1@seavenue.net; alt. Email Address zamves@emtp.com.ua; Website www.ukrop.org.ua; Email Address kmp@kmp.sf.ukrtel.net; alt. Email Address referent.port@mail.ru; alt. Email Address kmp@kmp.sf.ukrtel.net; alt. Email Address referent.port@mail.ru; alt. Email Address mail@morport.sebastopol.ua; UNLOCODE UA ZKA; Registration ID 01125583 (Ukraine) [UKRAINE-EO13685]. -to- PORT OF YALTA (a.k.a. SEAPORT OF YALTA; a.k.a. STATE ENTERPRISE YALTA SEA TRADING PORT; a.k.a. YALTA MERCHANT SEA PORT; a.k.a. YALTA SEA PORT), Roosevelt Street 3, Yalta, Crimea 98600, Ukraine; 5, Roosevelt Str., Yalta, Crimea 98600, Ukraine; 5 Roosevelt Street, Yalta, Crimea 98600, Ukraine; Website yaltaport.com.ua; Email Address yasko@ukrpost.ua; alt. Email Address yascomail.ylt.crimea.com; UN/LOCODE UA YAL; Registration ID 01125591 (Ukraine) [UKRAINE-EO13685].

PORT OF YALTA (a.k.a. SEAPORT OF YALTA; a.k.a. STATE ENTERPRISE YALTA SEA TRADING PORT; a.k.a. YALTA MERCHANT SEA PORT; a.k.a. YALTA SEA PORT), Roosevelt Street 3, Yalta, Crimea 98600, Ukraine; 5, Roosevelt Str., Yalta, Crimea 98600, Ukraine; 5 Roosevelt Street, Yalta, Crimea 98600, Ukraine; Website yaltaport.com.ua; Email Address yasko@ukrpost.ua; alt. Email Address yascomail.ylt.crimea.com; UN/LOCODE UA YAL; Registration ID 01125591 (Ukraine) [UKRAINE-EO13685].
EO13685] -to- ROSSISKI NATSIONALNY KOMMERCHESKI BANK OTKRYTOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSCHHESTVO (a.k.a. RUBLEV BANK; a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSCHHESTVO (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSCHESTVO COMMERCHESKI BANK RUBLEV, a.k.a. BANK RUBLEV; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMMERCIAL BANK RUBLEV; a.k.a. JSC CB 'RUBLEV'), Elokovskiy passage, Building 3, p. 2, Metro - Bauman'skaya, Moscow 105066, Russia; 12 Sevastopol Street, Simferopol, Crimea, Ukraine; 6 Gogol Street, Sevastopol, Crimea, Ukraine; SWIFT/BIC COUERUMM; Website yl.Krasnoproletarskaya, Moscow 127030, Russia; SWIFT/BIC RNCORUMM; Website http://www.rncb.ru; Email Address mcb@rncb.ru; BIK (RU) 044525607; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 1027700381290 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7701105460 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 09610705 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13685].

ROYZHENKIN, Leonid (Cyrillic: РЫЖЕНЬКИН, Леонид) (a.k.a. RIZHENKIN, Leonid; a.k.a. RYZHENKIN, Leonid Kronidovich (Cyrillic: РЫЖЕНЬКИН, Леонид Кронидович)), Moscow, Russia; DOB 10 Nov 1967; POB St. Petersburg, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Tax ID No. 1027700381290 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 09610705 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13685].
SGM MOST OOO (f.k.a. OBSHCHESTVO S
OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTYU
SGM MOST; a.k.a. OBSHCHESTVO S
OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTYU
'SGM-MOST'; a.k.a. SGM-BRIDGE; a.k.a. SGM-MOST LLC), d. 10 korp. 3 ul. Neverovskogo,
Moscow 121170, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-
Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 01125548
(Ukraine) [UKRAINE-EO13685].

SGM MOST LLC (f.k.a. OBSHCHESTVO S
OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTYU
SGM MOST; a.k.a. OBSHCHESTVO S
OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTYU
'SGM-MOST'; a.k.a. SGM MOST OOO; a.k.a.
SGM-BRIDGE), d. 10 korp. 3 ul. Neverovskogo,
Moscow 121170, Russia; Tax ID No.
7730018980 (Russia); Government Gazette
Number 29170220 (Russia) [UKRAINE-
EO13685].

SHIP REPAIR CENTER 'ZVEZDOCHKA'; a.k.a.
'AIO SHIP REPAIR CENTER 'ZVEZDOCHKA';
a.k.a. AO SHIP REPAIR CENTER 'ZVEZDOCHKA';
a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY SHIP REPAIR CENTER 'ZVEZDOCHKA'; a.k.a. OAO SHIP
REPAIR CENTER 'ZVEZDOCHKA'; a.k.a. 'ZVEZDOCHKA' SHIPYARD), 12, proyezd
Mashinostroiteley, Severodvinsk,
Arkhangelskaya Oblast 164509, Russia; 13
Gero耶v Sevastopolya Street, Sevastopol,
Crimea 99001, Ukraine; Website www.star.ru;
alt. Website http://starsmz.ru; alt. Website
http://sevmorzavod.com; Email Address
info@star.ru; alt. Email Address
star_sev@mail.ru; alt. Email Address
office@smp.com.ua; Secondary sanctions risk:
Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations,
31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID
1082902002677 (Russia); Tax ID No.
2902060361 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13685].

SIMFEROPOL REMAND PRISON (a.k.a.
DETECTION CENTER NO 1 IN SIMFEROPOL;
a.k.a. FEDERAL GOVERNMENT INSTITUTION
PRETRIAL DETENTION CENTER NO 1 OF
THE DIRECTORATE OF THE FEDERAL
PENITENTIARY SERVICE FOR THE

- 474 -
The Office of Foreign Assets Control (OFAC) has revoked a license to SK Konsol-Stroi Ltd, OOO, a Russian construction company, for its business with the Federal Penitentiary Service for the Republic of Crimea and Sevastopol, a.k.a. FKU SIZO-1 UFSIN of Russia for the Republic of Crimea and Sevastopol. The license was revoked due to the company's activities, which include construction work at the Simferopol Remand Prison. The company's registration number is 1149102002389. The revocation is related to the Ukraine-Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209. The Gazette Number for this event is 00823523 (Russia).
OTVETSTVENNYU STROITELNAYA KOMPANIYA KONSOL-STROI LTD; a.k.a. SK KONSOL-STROI LTD; a.k.a. STROITELNAYA KOMPANIYA KONSOL-STROI LTD), House 16, Borodina Street, Simferopol, Crimea 295033, Ukraine; Website consol-stroi.ru; alt. Website consol-stroi.ru; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Tax ID No. 9102070229 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 00823523 (Russia); Registration Number 1159102014170 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13685].

SMT-CRIMEA (a.k.a. KRYM SMT OOO LLC; a.k.a. LLC KRYM SMT OOO LLC; a.k.a. KRYM SMT OOO LLC; a.k.a. LLC SMT KRYM LLC; a.k.a. SMT CRIMEA; a.k.a. CMT CRIMEA; a.k.a. OOO 'CMT-K'; a.k.a. OOO SMT-K; a.k.a. SOVMORTRANS-CRIMEA), ul. Zoi Zhiltsovoy, d. 15, office 51, Simferopol, Crimea, Ukraine; Vokzalnoye Highway 140, Kerch, Ukraine; Anapskoye Highway 1, Temryuk, Russia; Email Address info@smt-k.ru; alt. Email Address info@parom-k.ru [UKRAINE-EO13685]. -to- Address info@smt-k.ru; alt. Email Address info@parom-k.ru [UKRAINE-EO13685].

SMT-K (a.k.a. KRYM SMT OOO LLC; a.k.a. LLC SMT CRIMEA; a.k.a. OOO 'CMT-K'; a.k.a. OOO 'SMT-K'; a.k.a. SMT-CRIMEA; a.k.a. SOVMORTRANS-CRIMEA), ul. Zoi Zhiltsovoy, d. 15, office 51, Simferopol, Crimea, Ukraine; Vokzalnoye Highway 140, Kerch, Ukraine; Anapskoye Highway 1, Temryuk, Russia; Email Address info@smt-k.ru; alt. Email Address info@parom-k.ru; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 [UKRAINE-EO13685].


SOVFRAKT JSC (a.k.a. OJSC SOVFRAKT; a.k.a. PJSC 'SOVFRAKT'; a.k.a. SOVFRAKT), Rakhmanovskiy lane, 4, bld. 1, Morskoy House, Moscow 127994, Russia; Email Address general@sovfracht.ru; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 [UKRAINE-EO13685].

SOVFRAKT MANAGEMENT COMPANY LLC (a.k.a. LLC SOVFRAKT MANAGEMENT COMPANY; a.k.a. MANAGEMENT COMPANY SOVFRAKT; a.k.a. MANAGEMENT COMPANY SOVFRAKT LTD, a.k.a. SOVFRAKT MANAGEMENT COMPANY; a.k.a. SOVFRAKT MANAGEMENT COMPANY LLC), Dobroslubodskaya, 3 BC Basmanov, Moscow 105066, Russia; Email Address general@sovfracht.ru; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 [UKRAINE-EO13685].

SOVFRAKT-SOVMORTRANS GROUP (a.k.a. SOVFRAKT-SOVMORTRANS), Rakhmanovskiy lane, 4, bld. 1, Morskoy House, Moscow 127994, Russia; Dobroslubodskaya, 3 BC Basmanov, Moscow 105066, Russia; Email Address general@sovfracht.ru; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 [UKRAINE-EO13685].

SOVFRAKT-SOVMORTRANS (a.k.a. SOVFRAKT-SOVMORTRANS GROUP; a.k.a. SOVFRAKT-SOVMORTRANS), Rakhmanovskiy lane, 4, bld. 1, Morskoy House, Moscow 127994, Russia; Dobroslubodskaya, 3 BC Basmanov, Moscow 105066, Russia; Email Address general@sovfracht.ru; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 [UKRAINE-EO13685].

SOVFRAKT-SOVMORTRANS (a.k.a. SOVFRAKT-SOVMORTRANS GROUP; a.k.a. SOVFRAKT-SOVMORTRANS), Rakhmanovskiy lane, 4, bld. 1, Morskoy House, Moscow 127994, Russia; Dobroslubodskaya, 3 BC Basmanov, Moscow 105066, Russia; Email Address general@sovfracht.ru; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 [UKRAINE-EO13685].

SOVFRAKT-SOVMORTRANS GROUP (a.k.a. SOVFRAKT-SOVMORTRANS; a.k.a. SOVFRAKT-SOVMORTRANS GROUP).
Rakhmanovskiy lane, 4, bld. 1, Morskoy House, Moscow 127994, Russia; Dobrosoobodskaya, 3 BC Basmanov, Moscow 105066, Russia [UKRAINE-EO13685]. -to- SOVFRAKHT (a.k.a. PJSC 'SOVFRAKHT'; a.k.a. SOVFRAKHT-SOVMORTRANS GROUP (a.k.a. SOVFRAKHT-SOVMORTRANS), Rakhmanovskiy lane, 4, bld. 1, Morskoy House, Moscow 127994, Russia; Dobrosoobodskaya, 3 BC Basmanov, Moscow 105066, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 [UKRAINE-EO13685].

SOVFRAHK (a.k.a. OJSC SOVFRAHT-JSC; a.k.a. SOVFRAKHT-SOVMORTRANS GROUP, Rakhmanovskiy lane, 4, bld. 1, Morskoy House, Moscow 127994, Russia; Email Address general@sovfrahct.ru [UKRAINE-EO13685]. -to- SOVFRAKHT (a.k.a. OJSC SOVFRAHT-JSC; a.k.a. PJSC 'SOVFRAKHT'; a.k.a. SOVFRAKHT-SOVMORTRANS), Rakhmanovskiy lane, 4, bld. 1, Morskoy House, Moscow 127994, Russia; Email Address general@sovfrahct.ru [UKRAINE-EO13685]. -to- SOVFRAKHT-SOVMORTRANS (a.k.a. SOVFRAKHT-SOVMORTRANS GROUP, Rakhmanovskiy lane, 4, bld. 1, Morskoy House, Moscow 127994, Russia; Dobrosoobodskaya, 3 BC Basmanov, Moscow 105066, Russia [UKRAINE-EO13685]. -to- SOVFRAKHT-SOVMORTRANS (a.k.a. SOVFRAKHT-SOVMORTRANS GROUP, Rakhmanovskiy lane, 4, bld. 1, Morskoy House, Moscow 127994, Russia; Dobrosoobodskaya, 3 BC Basmanov, Moscow 105066, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 [UKRAINE-EO13685].

SOVFRAKHT (a.k.a. PJSC 'SOVFRAKHT'; a.k.a. SOVFRAKHT-SOVMORTRANS GROUP, Rakhmanovskiy lane, 4, bld. 1, Morskoy House, Moscow 127994, Russia; Dobrosoobodskaya, 3 BC Basmanov, Moscow 105066, Russia [UKRAINE-EO13685]. -to- SOVFRAKHT (a.k.a. OJSC SOVFRAHT-JSC; a.k.a. SOVFRAKHT-SOVMORTRANS GROUP, Rakhmanovskiy lane, 4, bld. 1, Morskoy House, Moscow 127994, Russia; Email Address general@sovfrahct.ru [UKRAINE-EO13685]. -to- SOVFRAKHT-SOVMORTRANS (a.k.a. SOVFRAKHT-SOVMORTRANS GROUP, Rakhmanovskiy lane, 4, bld. 1, Morskoy House, Moscow 127994, Russia; Dobrosoobodskaya, 3 BC Basmanov, Moscow 105066, Russia [UKRAINE-EO13685]. -to- SOVFRAKHT-SOVMORTRANS (a.k.a. SOVFRAKHT-SOVMORTRANS GROUP, Rakhmanovskiy lane, 4, bld. 1, Morskoy House, Moscow 127994, Russia; Dobrosoobodskaya, 3 BC Basmanov, Moscow 105066, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 [UKRAINE-EO13685].

MIRAB (KRYM SMT) (vessel) [UKRAINE-EO13685] (Linked To: TRANS-FLOT JSC). -to- STALINGRAD (Ukraine) flag; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 00411890 (Ukraine) [UKRAINE-EO13685].

STATE CONCERN NATIONAL PRODUCTION AND AGRICULTURAL ASSOCIATION MASSANDRA (a.k.a. MASSANDRA NATIONAL INDUSTRIAL AGRARIAN ASSOCIATION OF WINE INDUSTRY; a.k.a. MASSANDRA STATE CONCERN, NATIONAL PRODUCTION AND AGRARIAN UNION, OJSC; a.k.a. NACIONALNOYE PROIZ-VODSTVENNOE AGRONOYE OBYEDINENYE MASSANDRA; a.k.a. STATE CONCERN NATIONAL PRODUCTION AND AGRICULTURAL ASSOCIATION MASSANDRA), 6, str. Mira, Massandra, Yalta 98600, Ukraine; 6, Mira str., Massandra, Yalta, Crimea 98650, Ukraine; Mira str, h. 6, Massandra, Yalta, Crimea 98600, Ukraine; 6, Myra st., Massandra, Crimea 98650, Ukraine; Website http://www.massandra.net.ua/; Email Address impex@massandra.ua; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 00411890 (Ukraine) [UKRAINE-EO13685].

STALINGRAD Russia flag; Vessel Registration Identification IMO 9690212 (vessel) [UKRAINE-EO13685] (Linked To: TRANS-FLOT JSC). -to- STALINGRAD Russia flag; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 [UKRAINE-EO13685].

STATE CONCERN NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF PRODUCERS MASSANDRA (a.k.a. MASSANDRA NATIONAL INDUSTRIAL AGRARIAN ASSOCIATION OF WINE INDUSTRY; a.k.a. MASSANDRA STATE CONCERN, NATIONAL PRODUCTION AND AGRARIAN UNION, OJSC; a.k.a. NACIONALNOYE PROIZ-VODSTVENNOE AGRONOYE OBYEDINENYE MASSANDRA; a.k.a. STATE CONCERN NATIONAL PRODUCTION AND AGRICULTURAL ASSOCIATION MASSANDRA), 6, str. Mira, Massandra, Yalta 98600, Ukraine; 6, Mira str., Massandra, Yalta, Crimea 98650, Ukraine; Mira str, h. 6, Massandra, Yalta, Crimea 98600, Ukraine; 6, Myra st., Massandra, Crimea 98650, Ukraine; Website http://www.massandra.net.ua/; Email Address impex@massandra.ua; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 00411890 (Ukraine) [UKRAINE-EO13685].

STALINGRAD Russia flag; Vessel Registration Identification IMO 9690212 (vessel) [UKRAINE-EO13685] (Linked To: TRANS-FLOT JSC).
Massandra, Yalta, Crimea 98600, Ukraine; 6, Myra str., Massandra, Crimea 98650, Ukraine; Website http://www.massandra.net.ua; Email Address impex@massandra.ua; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 00411890 (Ukraine) [UKRAINE-EO13685].

STATE ENTERPRISE AGRICULTURAL COMPANY MAGARACH NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF VINE AND WINE MAGARACH (a.k.a. AGROFIRMA MAGARACH NATSIONALNOGO INSTITUTU VINOGRAĐU I VYNA MAGARACH, DP; a.k.a. DERZHAVNE PIDPRYEMSTVO AGROFIRMA MAGARACH NATSIONALNOGO INSTITUTU VINOGRAĐU I VYNA MAGARACH; a.k.a. GOSUĐARŠTVENOE PREDPRYTIYE AGRO-FIRMA MAGARACH NACIONALNOGO INSTITUTA VINOGRAĐA I VYNA MAGARACH; a.k.a. MAGARACH NATSIONALNOGO INSTYTUTU VYNOGRADU I VYNA MAGARACH, DP; a.k.a. MAGARACH NATSIONALNOGO INSTYTUTU VYNOGRADU I VYNA MAGARACH, DP; a.k.a. DERZHAVNE PIDPRYEMSTVO ZAVOD MAGARACH SHAMPANSKYY VYN NOVY SVIT; a.k.a. GOSUĐARŠTVENOE PREDPRYTIYE ZAVOD SHAMPANSKYY VYN NOVY SVIT; a.k.a. NOVY SVET WINERY; a.k.a. NOVY SVET WINERY STATE ENTERPRISE; a.k.a. STATE ENTERPRISE FACTORY OF SPARKLING WINES NEW WORLD; a.k.a. ZAVOD SHAMPANSKYY VYN NOVY SVIT, DP), 1 Shaliapin Street, Novy Svet Village, Sudak, Crimea 98032, Ukraine; Bud. 1, Moryakov Sq., Yevpatoria, Crimea 98032, Ukraine; 1 Shalyapina str. Novy Svet, Sudak, Crimea 98032, Ukraine; Website http://nsvet.com.ua/en/contacts; Email Address boss@nsvet.com.ua; Registration ID 00412665 (Ukraine) [UKRAINE-EO13685]. -to- STATE ENTERPRISE FACTORY OF SPARKLING WINES NEW WORLD; a.k.a. ZAVOD SHAMPANSKYY VYN NOVY SVIT, DP), 1 Shaliapin Street, Novy Svet Village, Sudak, Crimea 98032, Ukraine; Bud. 1, Moryakov Sq., Yevpatoria, Crimea 98032, Ukraine; 1 Shalyapina str. Novy Svet, Sudak, Crimea 98032, Ukraine; Website http://nsvet.com.ua/en/contacts; Email Address boss@nsvet.com.ua; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 00412665 (Ukraine) [UKRAINE-EO13685].

STATE ENTERPRISE FACTORY OF SPARKLING WINE NOVY SVET (a.k.a. DERZHAVNE PIDPRYEMSTVO ZAVOD SHAMPANSKYY VYN NOVY SVIT; a.k.a. GOSUĐARŠTVENOE PREDPRYTIYE ZAVOD SHAMPANSKYY VYN NOVY SVIT; a.k.a. NOVY SVET WINERY; a.k.a. NOVY SVET WINERY STATE ENTERPRISE; a.k.a. STATE ENTERPRISE FACTORY OF SPARKLING WINES NEW WORLD; a.k.a. ZAVOD SHAMPANSKYY VYN NOVY SVIT, DP), 1 Shaliapin Street, Novy Svet Village, Sudak, Crimea 98032, Ukraine; Bud. 1, Moryakov Sq., Yevpatoria, Crimea 98032, Ukraine; 1 Shalyapina str. Novy Svet, Sudak, Crimea 98032, Ukraine; Website http://nsvet.com.ua/en/contacts; Email Address boss@nsvet.com.ua; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 00412665 (Ukraine) [UKRAINE-EO13685].
PORT; a.k.a. YALTA SEA PORT), Roosevelt Street 3, Yalta, Crimea 98600, Ukraine; 5, Roosevelt Str., Yalta, Crimea 98600, Ukraine; 5 Roosevelt Street, Yalta, Crimea 98600, Ukraine; Website yaltaport.com.ua; Email Address yasko@ukrpost.ua; alt. Email Address yasco@mail.ylt.crimea.com; UN/LOCODE UA YAL; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 01125591 (Ukraine) [UKRAINE-EO13685].

STATE FERRY ENTERPRISE KERCH FERRY (a.k.a. STATE SHIPPING COMPANY KERCH SEA FERRY), Tselimbernaya Street 16, Kerch, Crimea 98307, Ukraine; 16 Tselimbernaya Street, Kerch, Crimea 98307, Ukraine; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 14333981 (Ukraine) [UKRAINE-EO13685].

STATE FERRY ENTERPRISE KERCH FERRY (a.k.a. STATE SHIPPING COMPANY KERCH SEA FERRY), Tselimbernaya Street 16, Kerch, Crimea 98307, Ukraine; 16 Tselimbernaya Street, Kerch, Crimea 98307, Ukraine; Registration ID 14333981 (Ukraine) [UKRAINE-EO13685].

STATE UNITARY ENTERPRISE IN THE REPUBLIC OF CRIMEA DESIGN-TECHNOLOGY BUREAU SUDOKOMPOZIT (a.k.a. GOSUDARSTVENNOE UNITARNOE PREDPRIYATIE RESPUBLIKI KRM KONSTRUKTORSKO-TECHNOLOGICHESKOYE BYURO SUDOKOMPOZIT (Cyrillic: ГОСУДАРСТВЕННОЕ ЕДИНОЕ УНИТАРНОЕ ПРЕДПРИЯТИЕ РЕСПУБЛИКИ КРIMEЙСКОЕ БЮРО СУДОКОМПОЗИТ)); a.k.a. GUP RK KTB SUDOKOMPOZIT (Судокомпозит); a.k.a. KTB SUDOKOMPOZIT, GUP; a.k.a. SUDOKOMPOZIT DESIGN AND TECHNOLOGICAL BUREAU), House 14, Kubysheva Street, Feodosia, Crimea 298100, Ukraine; Website http://sudocompozit.ru/; Tax ID No. 9108007745 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 00745510 (Russia); Registration Number 9111000450 (UKRAINE-EO13685). -to- STATE UNITARY ENTERPRISE IN THE REPUBLIC OF CRIMEA 'CRIMEAN PORTS' (a.k.a. CRIMEAN PORTS; a.k.a. SUE RK 'CRIMEAN PORTS'; a.k.a. "SUE RC 'KMP'"), 28 Kirov Street, Kerch, Republic of Crimea 98312, Ukraine; Email Address crimeaport@mail.ru; Registration ID 1149102012620; V.A.T. Number 589.209; Website http://www.stg-eco.ru/; Email Address info@stg-eco.ru; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Government Gazette Number 1149102012620; V.A.T. Number 9111000450 [UKRAINE-EO13685].

STEPANYAN, Karen (Cyrillic: СТЕПАНЬЯН, Карен), a.k.a. STEPANYAN, Karen Albertovich); DOB 22 Oct 1975; nationality Russia; Gender Male; First Deputy General Director of Marine Transportation at Sovfracht (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13685] (Linked To: OJSC SOVFRAKT). -to- STEPANYAN, Karen Albertovich (a.k.a. STEPANYAN, Karen (Cyrillic: СТЕПАНЬЯН, Карен)); DOB 22 Oct 1975; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; First Deputy General Director of Marine Transportation at Sovfracht (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13685] (Linked To: OJSC SOVFRAKT).
To: TRANSPETROCHART CO LTD.

589.209; Registration ID 1097847009215 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7826688390; Government Gazette Number 11117863 [UKRAINE-EO13685].

SUDAK Russia flag; Vessel Registration Identification IMO 8943155 (vessel) [UKRAINE-EO13685] (Linked To: TRANSPETROCHART CO LTD). -to- SUDAK Russia flag; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 1027810258673; Tax ID No. 7826688390; Government Gazette Number 11117863 [UKRAINE-EO13685].

SUDOKOMPOZIT DESIGN AND TECHNOLOGICAL BUREAU (a.k.a. GOSUDARSTVENNOE UNITARNOE PREDPRIYATIE RESPUBLIKI KIRM KONSTRUKTORSKO-TEKNOLOGICHESKOE BYURO SUDOKOMPOZIT (Cyrillic: ГОСУДАРСТВЕННОЕ УНИТАРНОЕ ПРЕДПРИЯТИЕ РЕСПУБЛИКИ КРИМ КОНСТРУКТОРСКО-ТЭХНОЛОГИЧЕСКОЕ БЮРО СУДОКОМПОЗИТ)); a.k.a. GUP RK KTБ SUDOKOMPOZIT (Cyrillic: ГУП РК КТБ СУДОКОМПОЗИТ); a.k.a. KTВ SUDOKOMPOZIT, GUP; a.k.a. STATE UNITARY ENTERPRISE IN THE REPUBLIC OF CRIMEA DESIGN-TECHNOLOGY BUREAU SUDOKOMPOZIT), House 14, Kuibysheva Street, Feodosia, Crimea 298100, Ukraine; Website http://sudocompozit.ru/; Tax ID No. 9108007745 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 00745510 (Russia); Registration Number 00823523 (Russia); Registration Number 1159102014170 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13685].

SUDOKOMPOZIT, GUP; a.k.a. STATE UNITARY ENTERPRISE IN THE REPUBLIC OF CRIMEA DESIGN-TECHNOLOGY BUREAU SUDOKOMPOZIT), House 14, Kuibysheva Street, Feodosia, Crimea 298100, Ukraine; Website http://sudocompozit.ru/; Tax ID No. 9108007745 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 00745510 (Russia); Registration Number 00823523 (Russia); Registration Number 1159102014170 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13685].

SUDOKOMPOZIT, GUP; a.k.a. STATE UNITARY ENTERPRISE IN THE REPUBLIC OF CRIMEA DESIGN-TECHNOLOGY BUREAU SUDOKOMPOZIT), House 14, Kuibysheva Street, Feodosia, Crimea 298100, Ukraine; Website http://sudocompozit.ru/; Tax ID No. 9108007745 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 00745510 (Russia); Registration Number 00823523 (Russia); Registration Number 1159102014170 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13685].
SUE RK 'CRIMEAN PORTS' (a.k.a. CRIMEAN REPUBLIC OF CRIMEA 'CRIMEAN PORTS'; a.k.a. STATE UNITARY ENTERPRISE OF THE REPUBLIC OF CRIMEA 'CRIMEAN PORTS'); a.k.a. "SUE RC 'KMP'"), 28 Kirov Street, Kerch, Republic of Crimea 98312, Ukraine; Email Address crimeaport@mail.ru; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 589.209, 1159102012620; V.A.T. Number 91110000450 [UKRAINE-EO13685]. -to- SUE RK 'CRIMEAN PORTS' (a.k.a. CRIMEAN PORTS; a.k.a. "SUE RC 'KMP'"), 28 Kirov Street, Kerch, Republic of Crimea 98312, Ukraine; Email Address crimeaport@mail.ru; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 589.209, 1159102012620; V.A.T. Number 91110000450 [UKRAINE-EO13685].

THEODOSIA COMMERCIAL SEAPORT (a.k.a. PORT OF FEODOSIA; a.k.a. SEAPORT OF FEODOSIYA; a.k.a. STATE ENTERPRISE FEODOSIA SEA TRADING PORT; a.k.a. THEODOSIA MERCHANT SEA PORT; a.k.a. THEODOSIA SEA PORT), 14 Gorky Street, Theodosia 98100, Ukraine; 14, Gorky Str., Feodosiya, Crimea 98100, Ukraine; Government Gazette Number 00745510 [UKRAINE-EO13685]. -to- SUDOKOMPOZIT DESIGN AND PRODUCTION ASSOCIATION (Cyrillic: ГУП РК БЮРО СУДОКОМПОЗИТ; a.k.a. GUP RK KTB SUDOKOMPOZIT; a.k.a. KTB SUDOKOMPOZIT; a.k.a. STATE UNITARY ENTERPRISE IN THE REPUBLIC OF CRIMEA DESIGN-TECHNOLOGICAL BUREAU SUDOKOMPOZIT), House 14, Kulbycheva Street, Feodosia, Crimea 298100, Ukraine; Website http://sudocompozit.ru/; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Tax ID No. 9100877745 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 00745510 (Russia); Registration Number 1149102084680 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13685].

SUE RC 'FEODOSIA OPTICAL PLANT' (a.k.a. FEODOSIA STATE OPTICAL PLANT; a.k.a. STATE OPTICAL PLANT - FEODOSIA), Feodosia State Optical Plant, 11 Moskovskaya Street, Feodosia, Crimea 98100, Ukraine; Email Address optic_plant_sbut@bk.ru [UKRAINE-EO13685]. -to- SUE RC 'FEODOSIA OPTICAL PLANT' (a.k.a. FEODOSIA STATE OPTICAL PLANT; a.k.a. STATE OPTICAL PLANT - FEODOSIA), Feodosia State Optical Plant, 11 Moskovskaya Street, Feodosia, Crimea 98100, Ukraine; Email Address optic_plant_sbut@bk.ru; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 [UKRAINE-EO13685].

SUE RK 'CRIMEAN PORTS' (a.k.a. CRIMEAN PORTS; a.k.a. STATE UNITARY ENTERPRISE OF THE REPUBLIC OF CRIMEA 'CRIMEAN PORTS'); a.k.a. "SUE RC 'KMP'"), 28 Kirov Street, Kerch, Republic of Crimea 98312, Ukraine; Email Address crimeaport@mail.ru; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 11591020227738; V.A.T. Number 9102157783 [UKRAINE-EO13685]. -to- SUE RK 'CRIMEAN PORTS' (a.k.a. CRIMEAN PORTS; a.k.a. "SUE RC 'KMP'"), 28 Kirov Street, Kerch, Republic of Crimea 98312, Ukraine; Email Address crimeaport@mail.ru; Registration ID 1149102012620; V.A.T. Number 91110000450 [UKRAINE-EO13685]. -to- THE RAILWAYS OF CRIMEA (a.k.a. CRIMEAN RAILWAY; a.k.a. FEDERAL STATE UNITARY ENTERPRISE 'CRIMEAN RAILWAY'; a.k.a. THE RAILWAYS OF CRIMEA (a.k.a. "CRIMEAN RAILWAY"; a.k.a. KRYMZHD), 34 Pavlenko Street, Simferopol, Republic of Crimea 95006, Ukraine; Website http://www.crimearw.ru; Email Address ngkjkd@mail.ru; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 589.209, 1159102012620; V.A.T. Number 9102157783 [UKRAINE-EO13685]. -to- THE RAILWAYS OF CRIMEA (a.k.a. CRIMEAN RAILWAY; a.k.a. FEDERAL STATE UNITARY ENTERPRISE 'CRIMEAN RAILWAY'; a.k.a. "CRIMEAN RAILWAY"; a.k.a. KRYMZHD), 34 Pavlenko Street, Simferopol, Republic of Crimea 95006, Ukraine; Website http://www.crimearw.ru; Email Address ngkjkd@mail.ru; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 589.209, 1159102012620; V.A.T. Number 9102157783 [UKRAINE-EO13685].
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98100, Ukraine; Gorky Street 11, Feodosia, Crimea 98100, Ukraine; Website www.ukrport.org.ua; Email Address theodosia@port.kafa.crimea.ua; UN/LOCODE UA FEO; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 01125577 (Russia) [UKRAINE EO13685].

THEODOSIA SEA PORT (a.k.a. PORT OF FEODOSIA; a.k.a. STATE ENTERPRISE FEODOSIA SEA TRADING PORT; a.k.a. THEODOSIA COMMERCIAL SEAPORT; a.k.a. THEODOSIA MERCHANT SEA PORT), 14 Gorky Street, Theodosia 98100, Ukraine; 14, Gorky Str., Feodosiya, Crimea 98100, Ukraine; Website www.ukrport.org.ua; Email Address theodosia@port.kafa.crimea.ua; UN/LOCODE UA FEO; Registration ID 01125577 (Russia) [UKRAINE EO13685]. -to- THEODOSIA COMMERCIAL SEAPORT (a.k.a. THEODOSIA MERCHANT SEA PORT), 14 Gorky Street, Theodosia 98100, Ukraine; 14, Gorky Str., Feodosiya, Crimea 98100, Ukraine; Website www.ukrport.org.ua; Email Address theodosia@port.kafa.crimea.ua; UN/LOCODE UA FEO; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 01125577 (Russia) [UKRAINE EO13685].

ECONOMIC ASSOCIATION TECHNOPROMEXPORT.


TRANSPETROCHART CO LTD, prospekt Engelsa 30, St Petersburg 194156, Russia [UKRAINE EO13685] (Linked To: OJSC SOVFRAHT). -to- TRANSPETROCHART CO LTD, prospekt Engelsa 30, St Petersburg 194156, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 [UKRAINE EO13685] (Linked To: OJSC SOVFRAHT).

UNIVERSAL-AVIA, CRIMEA STATE AVIATION ENTERPRISE (a.k.a. CRIMEA STATE AVIATION ENTERPRISE), 5, Aerofoilsckaya Street, Simferopol, Crimea 95024, Ukraine; Registration ID 1159102026742; Tax ID No. 9102159300; Government Gazette Number 00830954 [UKRAINE EO13685]. -to- UNIVERSAL-AVIA, CRIMEA STATE AVIATION ENTERPRISE, 5, Aerofoilsckaya Street, Simferopol, Crimea 95024, Ukraine; Email fnatali@mail.ru; Tax ID No. 9102159300; Government Gazette Number 00830954 [UKRAINE EO13685].

UNIVERSAL-AVIA, GUP RK (a.k.a. CRIMEAN STATE AVIATION ENTERPRISE), 5, Aerofoilsckaya Street, Simferopol, Crimea 95024, Ukraine; Registration ID 1159102026742; Tax ID No. 9102159300; Government Gazette Number 00830954 [UKRAINE EO13685]. -to- CRIMEAN STATE AVIATION ENTERPRISE, 5, Aerofoilsckaya Street, Simferopol, Crimea 95024, Ukraine; Email fnatali@mail.ru; Tax ID No. 9102159300; Government Gazette Number 00830954 [UKRAINE EO13685].
ZARITSKY, Vladimir Nikolayevich (a.k.a. ZARITSKY, Vladimir Nikolaevich), Russia; DOB 15 Jun 1948; POB Ostany Village, Korosten District, Zhitomir region, Ukraine; Gender Male (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13685].

- ZAVOD FIOLENT, PAT (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO ZAVOD FIOLENT (Cyrillic: АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО ЗАВОД ФИОЛЕНТ); a.k.a. AO ZAVOD FIOLENT (Cyrillic: АО ЗАВОД ФИОЛЕНТ); a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY FIOLENT PLANT; a.k.a. JSC FIOLENT PLANT), House 34/2, Kievskaya Street, Simferopol, Crimea 295017, Ukraine; Website www.phiolent.com; Tax ID No. 9102048745 (Russia); Registration Number 1149102099640 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13685].

- ZAVOD SHAMPANSKYY VIN NOVY SVIT, DP (a.k.a. DERZHAVNE PIDPRYEMSTVO ZAVOD SHAMPANSKYY VIN NOVY SVIT; a.k.a. GOSUDARSTVENOE PREDPRIYATIE ZAVOD SHAMPANSKYY VIN NOVY SVET; a.k.a. NOVY SVET WINERY; a.k.a. NOVY SVET WINERY STATE ENTERPRISE; a.k.a. STATE ENTERPRISE FACTORY OF SPARKLING WINE NOVY SVET; a.k.a. STATE ENTERPRISE FACTORY OF SPARKLING WINES NEW WORLD), 1 Shaliapin Street, Novy Svet Village, Sudak, Crimea 98032, Ukraine; Bud. 1 vul. Shalyapina Smt, Novy Svit, Sudak, Crimea 98032, Ukraine; 1 Shalyapina str. Novy Svet, Sudak 98032, Ukraine; Website http://nsvet.com.ua/en/contacts; Email Address boss@nsvet.com.ua; Registration ID 00412665 (Ukraine) [UKRAINE-EO13685].

- "GRAND EXPRESS" (Cyrillic: "ГРАНД ЭКСПРЕСС") (a.k.a. AO GRAND SERVICE EXPRESS; a.k.a. GRAND SERVICE EXPRESS (Cyrillic: ГРАНД СЕРВИС ЭКСПРЕСС); a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY TRANSPORT COMPANY GRAND SERVICE EXPRESS; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY TRANSPORT COMPANY GRAND SERVICE EXPRESS (Cyrillic: АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО ТРАНСПОРТНАЯ КОМПАНИЯ ГРАНД СЕРВИС ЭКСПРЕСС); a.k.a. "JSC GSE"), 85 Sheremetevskaya St., Building 1, Moscow 129075, Russia; ul. Sheremetevskaya, d. 85, str. 1, Moscow 129075, Russia; P.O. Box 15, Moscow 129075, Russia; a/ya 15, Moscow 129075, Russia; Tax ID No. 7705445700 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13685].

- "HIGH-QUALITY HIGHWAYS" (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO VAD; a.k.a. AO, VAD; a.k.a. CJSC VAD; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY VAD; a.k.a. CJSC VAD; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY VAD, AO; a.k.a. ZAO VAD), 133, ul. Chernyshevskogo, Vologda, Vologodskaya Obl 160019, Russia; 122 Grazhdanskii Prospect, Suite 5, Liter A, St. Petersburg 195267, Russia; Website www.zaovad.com; Email Address office@smp.com.ua; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 1082902002677 (Russia); Tax ID No. 2902060381 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13685].

- "JSC GSE"), 85 Sheremetevskaya St., Building 1, Moscow 129075, Russia; ul. Sheremetevskaya, d. 85, str. 1, Moscow 129075, Russia; P.O. Box 15, Moscow 129075, Russia; a/ya 15, Moscow 129075, Russia; Tax ID No. 7705445700 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13685].

- "GRAND EXPRESS" (Cyrillic: "ГРАНД ЭКСПРЕСС") (a.k.a. AO GRAND SERVICE EXPRESS; a.k.a. GRAND SERVICE EXPRESS (Cyrillic: ГРАНД СЕРВИС ЭКСПРЕСС); a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY TRANSPORT COMPANY GRAND SERVICE EXPRESS; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY TRANSPORT COMPANY GRAND SERVICE EXPRESS (Cyrillic: АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО ТРАНСПОРТНАЯ КОМПАНИЯ ГРАНД СЕРВИС ЭКСПРЕСС); a.k.a. "JSC GSE"), 85 Sheremetevskaya St., Building 1, Moscow 129075, Russia; ul. Sheremetevskaya, d. 85, str. 1, Moscow 129075, Russia; P.O. Box 15, Moscow 129075, Russia; a/ya 15, Moscow 129075, Russia; Tax ID No. 7705445700 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13685].

- "GRAND EXPRESS" (Cyrillic: "ГРАНД ЭКСПРЕСС") (a.k.a. AO GRAND SERVICE EXPRESS; a.k.a. GRAND SERVICE EXPRESS (Cyrillic: ГРАНД СЕРВИС ЭКСПРЕСС); a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY TRANSPORT COMPANY GRAND SERVICE EXPRESS; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY TRANSPORT COMPANY GRAND SERVICE EXPRESS (Cyrillic: АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО ТРАНСПОРТНАЯ КОМПАНИЯ ГРАНД СЕРВИС ЭКСПРЕСС); a.k.a. "JSC GSE"), 85 Sheremetevskaya St., Building 1, Moscow 129075, Russia; ul. Sheremetevskaya, d. 85, str. 1, Moscow 129075, Russia; P.O. Box 15, Moscow 129075, Russia; a/ya 15, Moscow 129075, Russia; Tax ID No. 7705445700 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13685].
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Number 34390716 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13685]. -to- "HIGH-QUALITY HIGHWAYS"
(a.k.a. AKTIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO VAD; a.k.a. AO, VAD; a.k.a. CJSC VAD; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY VAD; a.k.a. JSC VAD; a.k.a. VAD, AO; a.k.a. ZAO VAD), 133, ul. Chernyshhevskogo, Vologda, Vologodskaya Obl. 160919, Russia; 122 Grazhdanskiy Prospect, Suite 5, Liter A, St. Petersburg 195267, Russia; Website www.zaovad.com; Email Address office@zaovad.com; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 103780406811 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7802059185 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 34390716 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13685].

"JSC TPE" (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY FOREIGN ECONOMIC ASSOCIATION TECHNOPROMEXPORT; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY FOREIGN ECONOMIC ASSOCIATION TEKHNOPROMEXPORT; a.k.a. JSC TECHNOPROMEXPORT; a.k.a. JSC VO TECHNOPROMEXPORT; a.k.a. OJSC TECHNOPROMEXPORT; a.k.a. OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY FOREIGN ECONOMIC ASSOCIATION TECHNOPROMEXPORT; a.k.a. OTKRYTOE AKTIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO VNESHENEKONOMICHESKOE OBEDINENIE TEKHNOPROMEKSPORT; a.k.a. VO TECHNOPROMEKSPORT, OAO), d. 15 str. 2 ul. Novy Arbat, Moscow 119019, Russia; Email Address inform@tpe.ru; Tax ID No. 7705713236 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 02839043 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13685]. -to- "JSC TPE" (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY FOREIGN ECONOMIC ASSOCIATION TECHNOPROMEXPORT; a.k.a. JSC TECHNOPROMEXPORT; a.k.a. JSC VO TECHNOPROMEXPORT; a.k.a. OJSC TECHNOPROMEXPORT; a.k.a. OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY FOREIGN ECONOMIC ASSOCIATION TECHNOPROMEXPORT; a.k.a. OTKRYTOE AKTIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO VNESHENEKONOMICHESKOE OBEDINENIE TEKHNOPROMEKSPORT; a.k.a. VO TECHNOPROMEKSPORT, OAO), d. 15 str. 2 ul. Novy Arbat, Moscow 119019, Russia; Email Address inform@tpe.ru; Tax ID No. 7705713236 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 02839043 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13685].

"JSC GSE" (a.k.a. AO GRAND SERVIS EKSPRESS; a.k.a. GRAND SERVICE EXPRESS) (Cyrillic: ГРАНД СЕРВИС ЭКСПРЕСС; a.k.a. GRAND SERVICE EXPRESS; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY GRAND SERVICE EXPRESS; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY TRANSPORT COMPANY GRAND SERVICE EXPRESS) (Cyrillic: АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО ТРАНСПОРТНАЯ КОМПАНИЯ ГРАНД СЕРВИС ЭКСПРЕСС; a.k.a. "ГРАНД ЭКСПРЕСС") (Cyrillic: "ГРАНД ЭКСПРЕСС")), 85 Sheremetevskaya St., Building 1, Moscow 120975, Russia; ul. Sheremetevskaya, d. 85, str. 1, Moscow 120975, Russia; P.O. Box 15, Moscow 120975, Russia; a/ya 15, Moscow 120975, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Tax ID No. 7705445700 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13685].

"JSC TPE" (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY FOREIGN ECONOMIC ASSOCIATION TECHNOPROMEXPORT; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY FOREIGN ECONOMIC ASSOCIATION TEKHNOPROMEXPORT; a.k.a. JSC TECHNOPROMEXPORT; a.k.a. JSC VO TECHNOPROMEXPORT; a.k.a. OJSC TECHNOPROMEXPORT; a.k.a. OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY FOREIGN ECONOMIC ASSOCIATION TECHNOPROMEXPORT; a.k.a. OTKRYTOE AKTIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO VNESHENEKONOMICHESKOE OBEDINENIE TEKHNOPROMEKSPORT; a.k.a. VO TECHNOPROMEKSPORT, OAO), d. 15 str. 2 ul. Novy Arbat, Moscow 119019, Russia; Email Address inform@tpe.ru; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 103780406811 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7802059185 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 34390716 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13685].

"LLC KARST" (a.k.a. CONSTRUCTION HOLDING COMPANY OLD CITY - KARST; a.k.a. KARST, OOO; a.k.a. OBSHCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTYU KARST; a.k.a. "KARST LTD."), D. 4 Litera A Pomeshchenie 69 ul. Kapitanskaya, St. Petersburg 199397, Russia; 4 Kapitanskaya Street, Unit A, Office 69-N, St. Petersburg 199397, Russia; Website http://www.oldcitykarst.ru; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 1037800012711; Tax ID No. 7801106690; Government Gazette Number 48937526 [UKRAINE-EO13685].

"LLC KARST" (a.k.a. CONSTRUCTION HOLDING COMPANY OLD CITY - KARST; a.k.a. KARST, OOO; a.k.a. OBSHCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTYU KARST; a.k.a. "KARST LTD."), D. 4 Litera A Pomeshchenie 69 ul. Kapitanskaya, St. Petersburg 199397, Russia; 4 Kapitanskaya Street, Unit A, Office 69-N, St. Petersburg 199397, Russia; Website http://www.oldcitykarst.ru; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 1037800012711; Tax ID No. 7801106690; Government Gazette Number 48937526 [UKRAINE-EO13685].
No. 9102045582 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 00742767 (Russia); Registration Number 1149102091654 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13685]. -to- "UKIP" (a.k.a. LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY INFRASTRUCTURE PROJECTS MANAGEMENT COMPANY; a.k.a. MANAGEMENT COMPANY FOR INFRASTRUCTURE PROJECTS; a.k.a. UPRAVLYAYUSHCHAYA KOMPANIYA INFRASTRUKTURNYKH PROEKTOV; a.k.a. "LLC UKIP"; a.k.a. "UKIP, OOO"), Sevastopol'skaya Street, House 41/2, Simferopol, Crimea 295024, Ukraine; Email Address fnatali@mail.ru; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Tax ID No. 9102045582 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 00742767 (Russia); Registration Number 1149102091654 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13685].

"UKIP, OOO" (a.k.a. LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY INFRASTRUCTURE PROJECTS MANAGEMENT COMPANY; a.k.a. MANAGEMENT COMPANY FOR INFRASTRUCTURE PROJECTS; a.k.a. UPRAVLYAYUSHCHAYA KOMPANIYA INFRASTRUKTURNYKH PROEKTOV; a.k.a. "LLC UKIP"; a.k.a. "UKIP"), Sevastopol'skaya Street, House 41/2, Simferopol, Crimea 295024, Ukraine; Email Address fnatali@mail.ru; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Tax ID No. 9102045582 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 00742767 (Russia); Registration Number 1149102091654 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13685].

The following [UKRAINE-EO13685] entries have been changed:

ROSNEFT TRADING S.A., Rue Place du Lac 2, 1204, Geneva, Switzerland; Website www.rosneft.com; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 2; alt. Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 4; Tax ID No. CHE-309.842.573 (Switzerland); Registration Number CH-660.0.257.011-8 (Switzerland); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#
The following [SYRIA] [UKRAINE-EO13662] entries have been changed:

OJSC ROSOBORONEXPORT (a.k.a. ROSOBORONEKSPORT OAO; a.k.a. ROSOBORONEKSPORT JSC; a.k.a. ROSOBORONEKSPORT OJSC; a.k.a. ROSOBORONEKSPORT OAO; a.k.a. ROSOBORONEKSPORT JSC; a.k.a. RUSSIAN DEFENSE EXPORT ROSOBORONEKSPORT), 27 Stromynka ul., Moscow 107076, Russia; Website www.roe.ru; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 3; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 1117746521452; Tax ID No. 7718852163; Government Gazette Number 56467052; For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [SYRIA] [UKRAINE-EO13662] (Linked To: ROSTEC). -to- OAO (a.k.a. OJSC ROSOBORONEXPORT; a.k.a. ROSOBORONEKSPORT OAO; a.k.a. ROSOBORONEKSPORT JSC; a.k.a. RUSSIAN DEFENSE EXPORT ROSOBORONEKSPORT), 27 Stromynka ul., Moscow 107076, Russia; Website www.roe.ru; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 3; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 1117746521452; Tax ID No. 7718852163; Government Gazette Number 56467052; For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [SYRIA] [UKRAINE-EO13662] (Linked To: ROSTEC).
The following [PEESA-EO14039] [UKRAINE-EO13685] entries have been changed:

KOKSOKHIMTRANS LTD. (a.k.a. KOKSOKHIMTRANS OOO; a.k.a. LLC KOKSOKHIMTRANS (Cyrillic: ООО КОКСОХИМТРАНС)), Rakhmanovskiy lane, 4, bld. 1, Morskoy House, Moscow 127994, Russia; prospect Olimpiyskiy 14, Moscow 129090, Russia; Tax ID No. 7707294809 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 57067113 (Russia); Business Registration Number 1037739709138 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13685] [PEESA-EO14039].

KOKSOKHIMTRANS LTD.; a.k.a. LLC KOKSOKHIMTRANS (Cyrillic: ООО КОКСОХИМТРАНС)), Rakhmanovskiy lane, 4, bld. 1, Morskoy House, Moscow 127994, Russia; prospect Olimpiyskiy 14, Moscow 129090, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Tax ID No. 7707294809 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 57067113 (Russia); Business Registration Number 1037739709138 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13685] [PEESA-EO14039].
PRIGOZHIN, Yevgeniy Viktorovich (a.k.a. PRIGOZHIN, Evgeny), Russia; DOB 01 Jun 1961; POB Leningrad, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [UKRAINE-E013661] [CYBER2] (Linked To: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY CONCORD MANAGEMENT AND CONSULTING, a.k.a. KONKORD MENEDZHMENT I KONSALTING, OOO; a.k.a. LLC CONCORD MANAGEMENT AND CONSULTING; a.k.a. OBSHCHESTVO S OGRANNICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTYU KONKORD MENEDZHMENT I KONSALTING) -to- KONKORD MENEDZHMENT I KONSALTING, OOO (a.k.a. LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY CONCORD MANAGEMENT AND CONSULTING; a.k.a. LLC CONCORD MANAGEMENT AND CONSULTING; a.k.a. OBSHCHESTVO S OGRANNICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTYU KONKORD MENEDZHMENT I KONSALTING). The following [UKRAINE-E013661] [CYBER2] [ELECTION-E013848] [RUSSIA-E014024] entries have been changed:
The following [UKRAINE-E013661] [CYBER2] [ELECTION-E013848] [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: INTERNET RESEARCH AGENCY LLC). The following [UKRAINE-E013661] [CYBER2] [ELECTION-E013848] [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: INTERNET RESEARCH AGENCY LLC).

The following [UKRAINE-E013661] [CYBER2] [ELECTION-E013848] [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: INTERNET RESEARCH AGENCY LLC).

PRIGOZHIN, Evgeny (a.k.a. PRIGOZHIN, Yevgeniy Viktorovich), Russia; DOB 01 Jun 1961; POB Leningrad, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [UKRAINE-E013661] [CYBER2] [ELECTION-E013848] [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: INTERNET RESEARCH AGENCY LLC). The following [UKRAINE-E013661] [CYBER2] [ELECTION-E013848] [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: INTERNET RESEARCH AGENCY LLC).

PRIGOZHIN, Yevgeniy Viktorovich (a.k.a. PRIGOZHIN, Evgeny), Russia; DOB 01 Jun 1961; POB Leningrad, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [UKRAINE-E013661] [CYBER2] [ELECTION-E013848] [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: INTERNET RESEARCH AGENCY LLC). The following [UKRAINE-E013661] [CYBER2] [ELECTION-E013848] [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: INTERNET RESEARCH AGENCY LLC).
MANAGEMENT AND CONSULTING), D. 13
L iter A, Pom. 2-N N 4, Naberezhnaya Reki
Fontanki, St. Peters burg 191011, Russia;
Registration ID 1037843002515 [UKRAINE-
EO13661] [CYBER2] (Linked To: INTERNET
RESEARCH AGENCY LLC). -to-
OBSHCHESTVO S OGRANNICHENNOI
OTVETSTVENNOSTIU KONKORD
MENEDZHMENT I KONSALTING (a.k.a.
KONKORD MENEDZHMENT I KONSALTING,
OOO; a.k.a. LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
CONC ORD MANAGEMENT AND
CONSULTING; a.k.a. LLC CONC ORD
MANAGEMENT AND CONSULTING), D. 13
L iter A, Pom. 2-N N 4, Naberezhnaya Reki
Fontanki, St. Peters burg 191011, Russia;
Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-Russia-
Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201
and/or 589.209; Registration ID 1037843002515
[UKRAINE-EO13661] [CYBER2] (Linked To:
INTERNET RESEARCH AGENCY LLC).

The following [UKRAINE-EO13661] [UKRAINE-
EO13660] entries have been changed:

NAZAROV, Sergey Makarovich, Russia; DOB 27
Jul 1961; POB Kizel, Russia; Gender Male;
Deputy Minister of Economic Development of the
Russian Federation (individual) [UKRAINE-
EO13660] [UKRAINE-EO13661]. -to-
NAZAROV, Sergey Makarovich, Russia; DOB 27
Jul 1961; POB Kizel, Russia; Gender Male;
Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-Russia-
Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201
and/or 589.209; Deputy Minister of Economic
Development of the Russian Federation
(individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660] [UKRAINE-
EO13661].

The following [UKRAINE-EO13662] entries have been changed:

AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO ENPIVI
INZHINIRING (a.k.a. AO ENPIVI INZHINIRING;
a.k.a. ENPIVI INZHINIRING, AO; a.k.a. NPV
ENGINEERING JOINT STOCK COMPANY;
a.k.a. NPV ENGINEERING OPEN JOINT
STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. OJSC NPV
ENGINEERING), 5, per. Strochenovski B.,
Moscow 115054, Russia; PER. Strochenovski B
D.5, Moscow 115054, Russia; Website
www.npv.narod.ru; Email Address
npw@npv.su; Tax ID No. 7707587805;
Government Gazette Number 95533058
[UKRAINE-EO13662] [UKRAINE-EO13661].

To: ROTENBERG, Igor Arkadyevich). -to-
AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO ENPIVI
INZHINIRING (a.k.a. AO ENPIVI INZHINIRING;
a.k.a. ENPIVI INZHINIRING, AO; a.k.a. NPV
ENGINEERING JOINT STOCK COMPANY;
a.k.a. NPV ENGINEERING OPEN JOINT
STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. OJSC NPV
ENGINEERING), 5, per. Strochenovski B.,
Moscow 115054, Russia; PER. Strochenovski B
D.5, Moscow 115054, Russia; Website
www.npv.narod.ru; Email Address
npw@npv.su; Tax ID No. 7707587805;
Government Gazette Number 95533058
[UKRAINE-EO13662] [UKRAINE-EO13661].

To: ROTENBERG, Igor Arkadyevich). -to-
AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO ENPIVI
INZHINIRING (a.k.a. AO ENPIVI INZHINIRING;
a.k.a. ENPIVI INZHINIRING, AO; a.k.a. NPV
ENGINEERING JOINT STOCK COMPANY;
a.k.a. NPV ENGINEERING OPEN JOINT
STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. OJSC NPV
ENGINEERING), 5, per. Strochenovski B.,
Moscow 115054, Russia; PER. Strochenovski B
D.5, Moscow 115054, Russia; Website
www.npv.narod.ru; Email Address
npw@npv.su; Tax ID No. 7707587805;
Government Gazette Number 95533058
[UKRAINE-EO13662] [UKRAINE-EO13661].
ENPIVI INZHINIRING, AO (a.k.a. BOGDANOV, Vladimir Leonidovich, Russia; DOB 28 May 1951; POB Suyerka, Uporovsky District, Tyumen Region, Russian Federation; Gender Male; Individual) [UKRAINE-E013662]. -to- [UKRAINE-EO13662] (Linked To: Government Gazette Number 00156251; Tax ID No. 5003026493; Registration ID 1028900620319; Government Gazette Number 00156251 [UKRAINE-E013662] (Linked To: ROTENBERG, Igor Arkadyevich). GAZPROM BURENIYE LLC (f.k.a. BUROVAYA KOMANIYA OAO GAZPROM, DOCHERNEE OBSHCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTU; a.k.a. GAZPROM BURENIE, OOO; a.k.a. GAZPROM DRILLING; a.k.a. LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY GAZPROM BURENIE; a.k.a. OBSHCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTU GAZPROM BURENIE), 12A, ul. Nametkina, Moscow 117420, Russia; Website www.burgaz.ru; Email Address mail@burgaz.gazprom.ru; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 1028900620319; Tax ID No. 5003026493; Government Gazette Number 00156251 [UKRAINE-E013662] (Linked To: ROTENBERG, Igor Arkadyevich). GAZPROM BURENIYE LLC (f.k.a. BUROVAYA KOMANIYA OAO GAZPROM, DOCHERNEE OBSHCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTU; a.k.a. GAZPROM BURENIE, OOO; a.k.a. GAZPROM DRILLING; a.k.a. LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY GAZPROM BURENIE; a.k.a. OBSHCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTU GAZPROM BURENIE), 12A, ul. Nametkina, Moscow 117420, Russia; Website www.burgaz.ru; Email Address mail@burgaz.gazprom.ru; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 1028900620319; Tax ID No. 5003026493; Government Gazette Number 00156251 [UKRAINE-E013662] (Linked To: ROTENBERG, Igor Arkadyevich).
Government Gazette Number 00156251 [UKRAINE-EO13662] (Linked To: RODENBERG, Igor Arkadyevich). -to- GAZPROM DRILLING (f.k.a. BUROVAIA KOMPANIYA OAO GAZPROM, DOCHERNEE OBSHCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTYU; a.k.a. GAZPROM BURENIE, OOO; a.k.a. GAZPROM BURENIE LLC; a.k.a. LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY GAZPROM BURENIE; a.k.a. OBSHCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTYU GAZPROM BURENIE), 12A, ul. Namekina, Moscow 117420, Russia; Website www.burgaz.ru; Email Address mail@burgaz.gazprom.ru; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 1028900620319; Tax ID No. 7727526670; Government Gazette Number 772701001 [UKRAINE-EO13662] (Linked To: VEKSELBERG, Viktor Feliksovich). -to- JOINT STOCK COMPANY ZELENODOLSK PLANT NAMED AFTER A.M. GORKY (Cyrillic: ОТКРЫТОЕ АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО ЗЕЛЕНДОЛЬСКИЙ ЗАВОД ИМЕНИ А.М. ГОРЬКОГО) (a.k.a. JSC ZELENODOLSK PLANT NAMED AFTER A.M. GORKY (Cyrillic: АО ЗЕЛЕНДОЛЬСКИЙ ЗАВОД ИМЕНИ А.М. ГОРЬКОГО); a.k.a. ZELENODOLSK SHIPYARD PLANT NAMED AFTER A.M. GORKY), 5, Zavodskaya St., Zelenodolsk, Republic of Tatarstan 422546, Russia [UKRAINE-EO13662]. -to- JOINT STOCK COMPANY ZELENODOLSK PLANT NAMED AFTER A.M. GORKY (Cyrillic: ОТКРЫТОЕ АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО ЗЕЛЕНДОЛЬСКИЙ ЗАВОД ИМЕНИ А.М. ГОРЬКОГО) (a.k.a. JSC ZELENODOLSK PLANT NAMED AFTER A.M. GORKY (Cyrillic: АО ЗЕЛЕНДОЛЬСКИЙ ЗАВОД ИМЕНИ А.М. ГОРЬКОГО); a.k.a. ZELENODOLSK SHIPYARD PLANT NAMED AFTER A.M. GORKY), 5, Zavodskaya St., Zelenodolsk, Republic of Tatarstan 422546, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 1047796880548; Tax ID No. 1067847424160 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7813341546 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13662]. -to- JSC RENOVA GROUP OF COMPANIES (a.k.a. JOINT-STOCK COMPANY RENOVA GROUP OF COMPANIES; a.k.a. RENOVA GROUP), V, 28 Balaklavskiy Prospekt, Moscow 117452, Russia; 40, Malaya Ordynka, Moscow 115184, Russia; Registration ID 1047796880548; Tax ID No. 7727526670; Government Gazette Number 772701001 [UKRAINE-EO13662] (Linked To: VEKSELBERG, Viktor Feliksovich). -to- JSC RENOVA GROUP OF COMPANIES (a.k.a. JOINT-STOCK COMPANY RENOVA GROUP OF COMPANIES; a.k.a. RENOVA GROUP), V, 28 Balaklavskiy Prospekt, Moscow 117452, Russia; 40, Malaya Ordynka, Moscow 115184, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 1047796880548; Tax ID No. 7727526670; Government Gazette Number 772701001 [UKRAINE-EO13662] (Linked To: VEKSELBERG, Viktor Feliksovich). -to- JSC ZELENODOLSK PLANT NAMED AFTER A.M. GORKY (Cyrillic: АО ЗЕЛЕНДОЛЬСКИЙ ЗАВОД ИМЕНИ А.М. ГОРЬКОГО); a.k.a. ZELENODOLSK SHIPYARD PLANT NAMED AFTER A.M. GORKY), 5, Zavodskaya St., Zelenodolsk, Republic of Tatarstan 422546, Russia [UKRAINE-EO13662]. -to- JSC ZELENODOLSK PLANT NAMED AFTER A.M. GORKY (Cyrillic: АО ЗЕЛЕНДОЛЬСКИЙ ЗАВОД ИМЕНИ А.М. ГОРЬКОГО); a.k.a. ZELENODOLSK SHIPYARD PLANT NAMED AFTER A.M. GORKY), 5, Zavodskaya St., Zelenodolsk, Republic of Tatarstan 422546, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 1067847424160 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7813341546 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13662]. -to- JSC RENOVA GROUP OF COMPANIES (a.k.a. JOINT-STOCK COMPANY RENOVA GROUP OF COMPANIES; a.k.a. RENOVA GROUP), V, 28 Balaklavskiy Prospekt, Moscow 117452, Russia; 40, Malaya Ordynka, Moscow 115184, Russia; Registration ID 1047796880548; Tax ID No. 7727526670; Government Gazette Number 772701001 [UKRAINE-EO13662] (Linked To: VEKSELBERG, Viktor Feliksovich). -to- JSC ZELENODOLSK PLANT NAMED AFTER A.M. GORKY (Cyrillic: АО ЗЕЛЕНДОЛЬСКИЙ ЗАВОД ИМЕНИ А.М. ГОРЬКОГО); a.k.a. ZELENODOLSK SHIPYARD PLANT NAMED AFTER A.M. GORKY), 5, Zavodskaya St., Zelenodolsk, Republic of Tatarstan 422546, Russia [UKRAINE-EO13662]. -to- JSC ZELENODOLSK PLANT NAMED AFTER A.M. GORKY (Cyrillic: АО ЗЕЛЕНДОЛЬСКИЙ ЗАВОД ИМЕНИ А.М. ГОРЬКОГО); a.k.a. ZELENODOLSK SHIPYARD PLANT NAMED AFTER A.M. GORKY), 5, Zavodskaya St., Zelenodolsk, Republic of Tatarstan 422546, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 1047796880548; Tax ID No. 7727526670; Government Gazette Number 772701001 [UKRAINE-EO13662] (Linked To: VEKSELBERG, Viktor Feliksovich). -to- JSC ZELENODOLSK PLANT NAMED AFTER A.M. GORKY (Cyrillic: АО ЗЕЛЕНДОЛЬСКИЙ ЗАВОД ИМЕНИ А.М. ГОРЬКОГО); a.k.a. ZELENODOLSK SHIPYARD PLANT NAMED AFTER A.M. GORKY), 5, Zavodskaya St., Zelenodolsk, Republic of Tatarstan 422546, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 1047796880548; Tax ID No. 7727526670; Government Gazette Number 772701001 [UKRAINE-EO13662] (Linked To: VEKSELBERG, Viktor Feliksovich).
AO ZELENODOLSKYI ZAVOD IMENI A.M. GORYKHO (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY ZELENODOLSK PLANT NAMED AFTER A.M. GORKY) (Cyrillic: ОТКРЫТОЕ АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО ЗЕЛЕНОДОЛСКИЙ ЗАВОД ИМЕНИ А.М. ГОРЬКОГО); a.k.a. ZELENODOLSK SHIPYARD PLANT NAMED AFTER A.M. GORKY, 5, Zavadskaya St., Zelenodolsk, Republic of Tatarstan 422546, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 [UKRAINE-E013662].

LADOGA MANAGEMENT, 10, naberezhnaya Presnenskaya, Moscow 123317, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 1147748143971; Tax ID No. 7729442761; Government Gazette Number 29437172 [UKRAINE-E013662] (Linked To: SHAMALOV, Kirill Nikolaievich).

LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY GAZPROM BURENIYE (t.k.a. BUROVAYA KOMPAANIYA OAO GAZPROM, DOCHERNEE OBSHCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTYU; a.k.a. GAZPROM BURENIE, OOO; a.k.a. GAZPROM BURENIE LLC; a.k.a. GAZPROM DRILLING; a.k.a. OAO GAZPROM, DOCHERNEE OBSHCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTYU GAZPROM BURENIE), 12A, ul. Namekhtina, Moscow 117420, Russia; Website www.burgaz.ru; Email Address mail@burgaz.gazprom.ru; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 1028900620319; Tax ID No. 5003026493; Government Gazette Number 00156251 [UKRAINE-E013662] (Linked To: ROTENBERG, Igor Arkadyevich). -to- LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY GAZPROM BURENIYE, OOO; a.k.a. GAZPROM BURENIE LLC; a.k.a. GAZPROM DRILLING; a.k.a. GAZPROM, DOCHERNEE OBSHCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTYU GAZPROM BURENIE, 12A, ul. Namekhtina, Moscow 117420, Russia; Website www.burgaz.ru; Email Address mail@burgaz.gazprom.ru; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 1028900620319; Tax ID No. 5003026493; Government Gazette Number 00156251 [UKRAINE-E013662] (Linked To: ROTENBERG, Igor Arkadyevich). -to- LADOGA MANAGEMENT, 10, naberezhnaya Presnenskaya, Moscow 123317, Russia; Registration ID 1147748143971; Tax ID No. 7729442761; Government Gazette Number 29437172 [UKRAINE-E013662] (Linked To: SHAMALOV, Kirill Nikolaievich).
S OGRANICHENNO OTVETSTVENNOSTYU LADOY—MENIZHTMEN), 10, naberezhnaya Presenskaya, Moscow 123317, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Tax ID No. 1037825005085 (Russia); Registration Number 1037825005085 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13662]. -to- PJSC YAROSLAVSKY SHIPBUILDING PLANT (Cyrillic: ЯРОСЛАВСКИЙ СУДОСТРОИТЕЛЬНЫЙ ЗАВОД; a.k.a. YAROSLAVSKY SHIPBUILDING PLANT (Cyrillic: ЯРОСЛАВСКИЙ СУДОСТРОИТЕЛЬНЫЙ ЗАВОД)), 1, Korabelnaya Str., Yaroslavl 150006, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 [UKRAINE-EO13662].

PJSC ZVEZDA (a.k.a. PAO ZVEZDA (Cyrillic: ПАО ЗВЕЗДА); a.k.a. PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY ZVEZDA; a.k.a. PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY ZVEZDA (Cyrillic: ПУБЛИЧНОЕ АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО ЗВЕЗДА)), 123 Babushkina Street, St. Petersburg 192012, Russia; Website www.zvezda.spb.ru; Tax ID No. 7811038760 (Russia); Registration Number 1037825005085 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13662]. -to- PJSC ZVEZDA (Cyrillic: ПАО ЗВЕЗДА); a.k.a. PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY ZVEZDA; a.k.a. PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY ZVEZDA (Cyrillic: ПУБЛИЧНОЕ АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО ЗВЕЗДА)), 123 Babushkina Street, St. Petersburg 192012, Russia; Website www.zvezda.spb.ru; Tax ID No. 7811038760 (Russia); Registration Number 1037825005085 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13662].

 PJSC ZVEZDA (a.k.a. PAO ZVEZDA (Cyrillic: ПАО ЗВЕЗДА); a.k.a. PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY ZVEZDA; a.k.a. PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY ZVEZDA (Cyrillic: ПУБЛИЧНОЕ АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО ЗВЕЗДА)), 123 Babushkina Street, St. Petersburg 192012, Russia; Website www.zvezda.spb.ru; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Tax ID No. 7811038760 (Russia); Registration Number 1037825005085 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13662].

PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY RENOVA GROUP OF COMPANIES; a.k.a. JSC RENOVA GROUP OF COMPANIES), 123 Babushkina Street, St. Petersburg 192012, Russia; Website www.zvezda.spb.ru; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Tax ID No. 7811038760 (Russia); Registration Number 1037825005085 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13662].

RENNOVA GROUP (a.k.a. JOINT-STOCK COMPANY RENOVA GROUP OF COMPANIES; a.k.a. JSC RENOVA GROUP OF COMPANIES), V, 28 Balaklavskiy Prospekt, Moscow 117452, Russia; 40, Malaya Ordynka, Moscow 115184, Russia; Registration ID 1047796880548; Tax ID No. 7727526670; Government Gazette Number 772701001 [UKRAINE-EO13662] (Linked To: VEKSELBERG, Viktor Feliksovice). -to- RENOVA GROUP (a.k.a. JOINT-STOCK COMPANY RENOVA GROUP OF COMPANIES; a.k.a. JSC RENOVA GROUP OF COMPANIES), V, 28 Balaklavskiy Prospekt, Moscow 117452, Russia; 40, Malaya Ordynka, Moscow 115184, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 1047796880548; Tax ID No. 7727526670; Government Gazette Number 772701001 [UKRAINE-EO13662] (Linked To: VEKSELBERG, Viktor Feliksovice).

SHAMALOV, Kirill Nikolaevich; DOB 22 Mar 1982; POB Leningrad, Russia; Gender Male (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13662]. -to- SHAMALOV, Kirill Nikolaevich; DOB 22 Mar 1982; POB Leningrad, Russia; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13662].
YAROSLAVL SHIPYARD OPEN JOINT-STOCK COMPANY (Cyrillic: ПУБЛИЧНОЕ АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО ЯРОСЛАВСКИЙ СУДОСТРОИТЕЛЬНЫЙ ЗАВОД) (a.k.a. OJSC YAROSLAVSKY SHIPBUILDING PLANT; a.k.a. PJSC YAROSLAVSKY SHIPYARD; a.k.a. PJSC YAROSLAVSKY SHIPBUILDING PLANT) (Cyrillic: ПАО ЯРОСЛАВСКИЙ СУДОСТРОИТЕЛЬНЫЙ ЗАВОД); 1, Korabelnaya Str., Yaroslavl 150006, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 [UKRAINE-EO13661] (Linked To: DERIPASKA, Oleg Vladimirovich; Linked To: BASIC ELEMENT LIMITED).

BASIC ELEMENT LIMITED (a.k.a. BAZOVY ELEMENT), Esplanade 44, Saint Helier JE4 9WG, Jersey; 30 Rochdelksaya Street, Moscow 123022, Russia; Registration ID 84039 [UKRAINE-EO13661] [UKRAINE-EO13662] (Linked To: DERIPASKA, Oleg Vladimirovich), - to- BASIC ELEMENT LIMITED (a.k.a. BAZOVY ELEMENT), Esplanade 44, Saint Helier JE4 9WG, Jersey; 30 Rochdelksaya Street, Moscow 123022, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 84039 [UKRAINE-EO13661] [UKRAINE-EO13662] (Linked To: DERIPASKA, Oleg Vladimirovich).

BAZOVY ELEMENT (a.k.a. BASIC ELEMENT LIMITED), Esplanade 44, Saint Helier JE4 9WG, Jersey; 30 Rochdelksaya Street, Moscow 123022, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 84039 [UKRAINE-EO13661] [UKRAINE-EO13662] (Linked To: DERIPASKA, Oleg Vladimirovich).

YAROSLAVL SHIPYARD OPEN JOINT-STOCK COMPANY (Cyrillic: ПУБЛИЧНОЕ АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО ЯРОСЛАВСКИЙ СУДОСТРОИТЕЛЬНЫЙ ЗАВОД)) (a.k.a. OJSC YAROSLAVSKY SHIPBUILDING PLANT; a.k.a. OJSC YAROSLAVSKY SHIPYARD; a.k.a. PJSC YAROSLAVSKY SHIPYARD; a.k.a. PJSC YAROSLAVSKY SHIPBUILDING PLANT) (Cyrillic: ПАО ЯРОСЛАВСКИЙ СУДОСТРОИТЕЛЬНЫЙ ЗАВОД); 1, Korabelnaya Str., Yaroslavl 150006, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 [UKRAINE-EO13661] (Linked To: DERIPASKA, Oleg Vladimirovich; Linked To: BASIC ELEMENT LIMITED).

AGROHOLDING KUBAN (a.k.a. KUBAN AGRO; a.k.a. KUBAN AGROHOLDING), 77 Mira St., Ust-Labinsk, Krasnodar Territory 352330, Russia; 1 Montazhnaya St., Ust-Labinsk, Krasnodar Territory, Russia; 116 Mira St., Ust-Labinsk, Krasnodar Territory, Russia; 1 G. Konshinykh St., Krasnodar Territory, Russia; 2 Rabochaya St., Ust-Labinsk, Krasnodar Territory, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 [UKRAINE-EO13661] (Linked To: DERIPASKA, Oleg Vladimirovich; Linked To: BASIC ELEMENT LIMITED).

The following [UKRAINE-EO13661] [UKRAINE-EO13662] entries have been changed:
AGROHOLDING KUBAN (a.k.a. KUBAN AGRO; a.k.a. KUBAN AGROHOLDING), 77 Mira St., Ust-Labinsk, Krasnodar Territory 352330, Russia; 1 Montazhnaya St., Ust-Labinsk, Krasnodar Territory, Russia; 116 Mira St., Ust-Labinsk, Krasnodar Territory, Russia; 1 G. Konshinykh St., Krasnodar Territory, Russia; 2 Rabochaya St., Ust-Labinsk, Krasnodar Territory, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 84039 [UKRAINE-EO13661] [UKRAINE-EO13662] (Linked To: DERIPASKA, Oleg Vladimirovich).

B-FINANCE LTD, Vanterpool Plaza, 2nd Floor, Wickhams Cay, Road Town, Tortola, Virgin Islands, British [UKRAINE-EO13661] [UKRAINE-EO13662] (Linked To: DERIPASKA, Oleg Vladimirovich; Linked To: B-FINANCE LTD, Vanterpool Plaza, 2nd Floor, Wickhams Cay, Road Town, Tortola, Virgin Islands; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 [UKRAINE-EO13661] [UKRAINE-EO13662] (Linked To: DERIPASKA, Oleg Vladimirovich).
BOYARKIN, Victor Alekseevich (Cyrillic: Виктор Алексеевич БОЯРКИН, В.А.); a.k.a. BOYARKIN, Victor, #189, 20, BLD1, Generala Beloborodova, Moscow, Federal District 125222, Russia; DOB 12 Oct 1958; POB Meschovsk, Russia; nationality Russia; citizen Russia; Additional Sanctions Information - Subject to Secondary Sanctions; Gender Male; Passport 200042334 (Russia); alt. Passport 642348547 (Russia); alt. Passport 42348547 (Russia) (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [UKRAINE-EO13662] (Linked To: DERIPASKA, Oleg Vladimirovich). -to- BOYARKIN, Viktor Alekseevich (Cyrillic: Виктор Алексеевич БОЯРКИН, В.А.); a.k.a. BOYARKIN, Victor, #189, 20, BLD1, Generala Beloborodova, Moscow, Federal District 125222, Russia; DOB 12 Oct 1958; POB Meschovsk, Russia; nationality Russia; citizen Russia; Additional Sanctions Information - Subject to Secondary Sanctions; Gender Male; Passport 200042334 (Russia); alt. Passport 642348547 (Russia) (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [UKRAINE-EO13662] (Linked To: DERIPASKA, Oleg Vladimirovich). -to- BOYARKIN, Viktor Alekseevich (Cyrillic: Виктор Алексеевич БОЯРКИН, В.А.); a.k.a. BOYARKIN, Victor, #189, 20, BLD1, Generala Beloborodova, Moscow, Federal District 125222, Russia; DOB 12 Oct 1958; POB Meschovsk, Russia; nationality Russia; citizen Russia; Additional Sanctions Information - Subject to Secondary Sanctions; Gender Male; Passport 200042334 (Russia); alt. Passport 642348547 (Russia) (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [UKRAINE-EO13662] (Linked To: DERIPASKA, Oleg Vladimirovich). -to- BOYARKIN, Victor Alekseevich (Cyrillic: Виктор Алексеевич БОЯРКИН, В.А.); a.k.a. BOYARKIN, Victor, #189, 20, BLD1, Generala Beloborodova, Moscow, Federal District 125222, Russia; DOB 12 Oct 1958; POB Meschovsk, Russia; nationality Russia; citizen Russia; Additional Sanctions Information - Subject to Secondary Sanctions; Gender Male; Passport 200042334 (Russia); alt. Passport 642348547 (Russia) (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [UKRAINE-EO13662] (Linked To: DERIPASKA, Oleg Vladimirovich). -to- BOYARKIN, Victor Alekseevich (Cyrillic: Виктор Алексеевич БОЯРКИН, В.А.); a.k.a. BOYARKIN, Victor, #189, 20, BLD1, Generala Beloborodova, Moscow, Federal District 125222, Russia; DOB 12 Oct 1958; POB Meschovsk, Russia; nationality Russia; citizen Russia; Additional Sanctions Information - Subject to Secondary Sanctions; Gender Male; Passport 200042334 (Russia); alt. Passport 642348547 (Russia) (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [UKRAINE-EO13662] (Linked To: DERIPASKA, Oleg Vladimirovich).
Belgravia, London SW1X 8PH, United Kingdom; DOB 02 Jan 1968; POB Dzerzhinsk, Nizhny Novgorod Region, Russia; citizen Russia; alt. citizen Cyprus; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [UKRAINE-EO13662].

Gaz Group, 88 Lenin Avenue, Nizhny Novgorod 603950, Russia; 15/1 Rodnicheskaya Str., Moscow 123022, Russia [UKRAINE-EO13661] [UKRAINE-EO13662] (Linked To: DERIPASKA, Oleg Vladimirovich; Linked To: RUSSIAN MACHINES). -to- Gaz Group, 88 Lenin Avenue, Nizhny Novgorod 603950, Russia; 15/1 Rodnicheskaya Str., Moscow 123022, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 [UKRAINE-EO13661] [UKRAINE-EO13662] (Linked To: DERIPASKA, Oleg Vladimirovich; Linked To: RUSSIAN MACHINES).

Kuban Agro (a.k.a. AGROHOLDING KUBAN AGRO; a.k.a. AGROHOLDING KUBAN; a.k.a. KUBAN AGROHOLDING, 77 Mira St., Ust-Labinsk, Krasnodar Territory 352330, Russia; 1 Montazhnaya St., Ust-Labinsk, Krasnodar Territory, Russia; 116 Mira St., Ust-Labinsk, Krasnodar Territory, Russia; 1 G. Konshinykh St., Krasnodar Territory, Russia; 2 Rabochaya St., Ust-Labinsk, Krasnodar Territory, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 [UKRAINE-EO13661] [UKRAINE-EO13662] (Linked To: DERIPASKA, Oleg Vladimirovich; Linked To: BASIC ELEMENT LIMITED).

RUSSIAN MACHINES (a.k.a. RUSSKIE MASHINY), Ul. Rodchelskaya 15, 8, Moscow 123022, Russia; Registration ID 1112373000596; Identification Number 37100386 [UKRAINE-EO13661]; [UKRAINE-EO13662] (Linked To: DERIPASKA, Oleg Vladimirovich; Linked To: RUSSIAN MACHINES). -to- RuSSkIe MAshIny, Ul. Rodchelskaya 15, 8, Moscow 123022, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 1112373000596; Tax ID No. 2373000582; Identification Number 37100386 [UKRAINE-EO13661] [UKRAINE-EO13662] (Linked To: DERIPASKA, Oleg Vladimirovich; Linked To: RUSSIAN MACHINES).

The following [SSIDES] entries have been changed:

BASOV, Aleksandr Vasilevich (a.k.a. BASOV, Alexander; a.k.a. BASOV, Oleksandr), Ukraine; DOB 16 Oct 1971; Gender Male (individual) [CAATSA - RUSSIA] (Linked To: MINISTRY OF STATE SECURITY). -to- BASOV, Aleksandr Vasilevich (a.k.a. BASOV, Alexander), Ukraine; DOB 16 Oct 1971; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 [UKRAINE-EO13661] [UKRAINE-EO13662] (Linked To: DERIPASKA, Oleksandr Vasilevich; Linked To: BASIC ELEMENT LIMITED).

BASOV, Oleksandr, Ukraine; DOB 16 Oct 1971; Gender Male (individual) [CAATSA - RUSSIA] (Linked To: MINISTRY OF STATE SECURITY). -to- Basov, Oleksandr, Ukraine; DOB 16 Oct 1971; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [SSIDES] (Linked To: MINISTRY OF STATE SECURITY).

BASOV, Oleksandr Vasilevich (a.k.a. BASOV, Alexander; a.k.a. BASOV, Oleksandr), Ukraine; DOB 16 Oct 1971; Gender Male (individual) [CAATSA - RUSSIA] (Linked To: MINISTRY OF STATE SECURITY). -to- Basov, Oleksandr Vasilevich (a.k.a. BASOV, Alexander), Ukraine; DOB 16 Oct 1971; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [SSIDES] (Linked To: MINISTRY OF STATE SECURITY).

BASOV, Oleksandr, Ukraine; DOB 16 Oct 1971; Gender Male (individual) [CAATSA - RUSSIA] (Linked To: MINISTRY OF STATE SECURITY). -to- Basov, Oleksandr, Ukraine; DOB 16 Oct 1971; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [SSIDES] (Linked To: MINISTRY OF STATE SECURITY).

OFFICE OF FOREIGN ASSETS CONTROL

CHANGES TO THE SDN LIST IN 2022

Volodymyrovych), Bldg. 78, Apt. 74, ulitsa Generala Petrova, city of Kerch, Crimea, Ukraine; DOB 23 Jan 1976; POB Village of Leniniskoe, Leninskiy Region, Autonomous Region of Crimea, Ukraine; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [SSIDES].

SUSHKO, Andriy Volodymyrovych (a.k.a. SUSHKO, Andrii Volodymyrovych), Bldg. 78, Apt. 74, ulitsa Generala Petrova, city of Kerch, Crimea, Ukraine; DOB 23 Jan 1976; POB Village of Leniniskoe, Leninskiy Region, Autonomous Region of Crimea, Ukraine; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [SSIDES].

The following [UKRAINE-E013661] [UKRAINE-E013685] entries have been changed:

LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY SOUTHERN PROJECT (a.k.a. LLC SOUTHERN PROJECT; a.k.a. OBSCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTYU YUZHNY PROEKT; a.k.a. YUZHNY PROEKT, OOO), Room 15-H, Litera A, House 2, Rastrelli Place, City of St. Petersburg 191124, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Tax ID No. 7842144503 (Russia); Registration Number 1177847378279 (Russia) [UKRAINE-E013661] [UKRAINE-E013685] (Linked To: BANK ROSSIYA; Linked To: KOVALCHUK, Yuri Valentinovich).

OBSCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTYU YUZHNY PROEKT (a.k.a. LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY SOUTHERN PROJECT; a.k.a. LLC SOUTHERN PROJECT; a.k.a. YUZHNY PROEKT, OOO), Room 15-H, Litera A, House 2, Rastrelli Place, City of St. Petersburg 191124, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Tax ID No. 7842144503 (Russia); Registration Number 1177847378279 (Russia) [UKRAINE-E013661] [UKRAINE-E013685] (Linked To: BANK ROSSIYA; Linked To: KOVALCHUK, Yuri Valentinovich).

YUZHNY PROEKT, OOO (a.k.a. LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY SOUTHERN PROJECT; a.k.a. LLC SOUTHERN PROJECT; a.k.a. YUZHNY PROEKT, OOO), Room 15-H, Litera A, House 2, Rastrelli Place, City of St. Petersburg 191124, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Tax ID No. 7842144503 (Russia); Registration Number 1177847378279 (Russia) [UKRAINE-E013661] [UKRAINE-E013685] (Linked To: BANK ROSSIYA; Linked To: KOVALCHUK, Yuri Valentinovich).
191124, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Tax ID No. 7825144503 (Russia); Registration Number 117784738279 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [UKRAINE-EO13685] (Linked To: BANK ROSSIYA; Linked To: KOVALCHUK, Yuri Valentinovich).

The following [UKRAINE-EO13661] [CYBER2] [ELECTION-EO13848] entries have been changed:

AFANASYEVA, Yulia Andreevna (Cyrillic: АФАНАСЬЕВА, Юлия Андреевна), St. Petersburg, Russia; DOB 24 Feb 1988; Gender Female; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Tax ID No. 782516327349 (Russia) (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [CYBER2] [ELECTION-EO13848], Yevgeniy Viktorovich). -to- AUTOLEX TRANSPORT LTD., Alpha Centre, Providence Office, Number 22, Mahe, Seychelles; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 [UKRAINE-EO13661] [CYBER2] [ELECTION-EO13848] (Linked To: PRIGOZHIN, Yevgeniy Viktorovich).

BERATEX GROUP LIMITED (a.k.a. BERATEX GROUP LTD.), Suite 1, Sound and Vision House, Francis Rachel Street, Victoria, Mahe, Seychelles [UKRAINE-EO13661] [CYBER2] [ELECTION-EO13848] (Linked To: PRIGOZHIN, Yevgeniy Viktorovich). -to- BERATEX GROUP LIMITED (a.k.a. BERATEX GROUP LTD.), Suite 1, Sound and Vision House, Francis Rachel Street, Victoria, Mahe, Seychelles; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 [UKRAINE-EO13661] [CYBER2] [ELECTION-EO13848] (Linked To: PRIGOZHIN, Yevgeniy Viktorovich).

BYCHKOV, Petr Alexanderovich (a.k.a. BICHKOV, Peter Alexanderovich; a.k.a. BYCHKOV, Peter Aleksandrovich (Cyrillic: Бычков, Пётр Александрович)), St. Petersburg, Russia; DOB 25 Nov 1987; Gender Male; Tax ID No. 782513941021 (Russia) (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [CYBER2] [ELECTION-EO13848] (Linked To: PRIGOZHIN, Yevgeniy Viktorovich). -to- BYCHKOV, Petr Alexanderovich (a.k.a. BICHKOV, Petr Aleksandrovich (Cyrillic: Бычков, Пётр Александрович)), St. Petersburg, Russia; DOB 25 Nov 1987; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Tax ID No. 782513941021 (Russia) (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [CYBER2] [ELECTION-EO13848] (Linked To: PRIGOZHIN, Yevgeniy Viktorovich).

BYCHKOV, Petr Alexanderovich (Cyrillic: Бычков, Пётр Александрович), St. Petersburg, Russia; DOB 25 Nov 1987; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Tax ID No. 782513941021 (Russia) (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [CYBER2] [ELECTION-EO13848] (Linked To: PRIGOZHIN, Yevgeniy Viktorovich).
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African Republic; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Organization Type: Mining of other non-ferrous metal ores [UKRAINE-E013661] [CYBER2] [ELECTION-E013848] (Linked To: PRIGOZHIN, Yevgeniy Viktorovich).

LOBAYE INVEST SARL (a.k.a. LOBAYE INVEST; a.k.a. LOBAYE INVEST SARL), Avenue Martyrs Rue 5-064, Bangui, Central African Republic; Organization Type: Mining of other non-ferrous metal ores [UKRAINE-E013661] [CYBER2] [ELECTION-E013848] (Linked To: PRIGOZHIN, Yevgeniy Viktorovich).

M INVEST, OOO (Cyrillic: ООО М ИНВЕСТ), d. 76 corp. 4 litera A ofis N620, prospekt Obukhovskoi Oborony, St. Petersburg, Russia; Khartoum, Sudan; Tax ID No. 7811636632 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 06513574 (Russia); Registration Number 1177847044066 (Russia) [UKRAINE-E013661] [CYBER2] [ELECTION-E013848] (Linked To: PRIGOZHIN, Yevgeniy Viktorovich). -to- M INVEST, OOO (Cyrillic: ООО М ИНВЕСТ), d. 76 corp. 4 litera A ofis N620, prospekt Obukhovskoi Oborony, St. Petersburg, Russia; Khartoum, Sudan; Tax ID No. 7811636632 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 06513574 (Russia); Registration Number 1177847044066 (Russia) [UKRAINE-E013661] [CYBER2] [ELECTION-E013848] (Linked To: PRIGOZHIN, Yevgeniy Viktorovich).

MALLEKIVICH, Alexander Aleksandrovich, St. Petersburg, Russia; DOB 14 Jun 1975; POB Leningrad, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Passport 717637093 (Russia); National ID Number 1177847044066 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [CYBER2] [ELECTION-E013848] (Linked To: PRIGOZHIN, Yevgeniy Viktorovich).

MALKEVICH, Alexander Aleksandrovich, St. Petersburg, Russia; DOB 14 Jun 1975; POB Leningrad, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Passport 717637093 (Russia); National ID Number 1177847044066 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [CYBER2] [ELECTION-E013848] (Linked To: PRIGOZHIN, Yevgeniy Viktorovich).

MANDEL, Andrei Sergeevich (Cyrillic: МАНДЕЛЬ, Андрей Сергеевич), St. Petersburg, Russia; DOB 02 Mar 1990; POB Germany; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Passport 753815860 (individual) [UKRAINE-E013661] [CYBER2] [ELECTION-E013848] (Linked To: M INVEST, OOO). -to- MANDEL, Andrei Sergeevich (Cyrillic: МАНДЕЛЬ, Андрей Сергеевич), St. Petersburg, Russia; DOB 02 Mar 1990; POB Germany; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Passport 753815860 (individual) [UKRAINE-E013661] [CYBER2] [ELECTION-E013848] (Linked To: M INVEST, OOO).
M-SAAN; Aircraft Manufacture Date Sep 2007; Aircraft Mode S Transponder Code 140AE7; Aircraft Model Hawker 800XP; Aircraft Operator Beratex Group Limited; Nationality of Registration Russia; Aircraft Serial Identification 258512 (aircraft) [UKRAINE-E013661] [CYBER2] [ELECTION-E013848] (Linked To: BERATEX GROUP LIMITED). -to-

M-VITO (a.k.a. RA-02791); Aircraft Manufacture Date 01 Dec 2000; Aircraft Mode S Transponder Code 140AE7; Aircraft Model Hawker 800XP; Aircraft Operator Beratex Group Limited; Nationality of Registration Russia; Aircraft Serial Identification 258512 (aircraft) [UKRAINE-E013661] [CYBER2] [ELECTION-E013848] (Linked To: BERATEX GROUP LIMITED). -to-

Aircraft Serial Identification 14501008 (aircraft) [UKRAINE-E013661] [CYBER2] [ELECTION-E013848] (Linked To: AUTOLEX TRANSPORT LTD.). -to-

M-SAAN; Aircraft Manufacture Date Sep 2007; Aircraft Mode S Transponder Code 424B32; Aircraft Model Emb135; Aircraft Operator Autolex Transport LTD.; Nationality of Registration Man, Isle of; Aircraft Serial Identification 14501008 (aircraft) [UKRAINE-E013661] [CYBER2] [ELECTION-E013848] (Linked To: AUTOLEX TRANSPORT LTD.). -to-

Aircraft Serial Identification 14501008 (aircraft) [UKRAINE-E013661] [CYBER2] [ELECTION-E013848] (Linked To: AUTOLEX TRANSPORT LTD.). -to-

M-VITO (a.k.a. RA-02791); Aircraft Manufacture Date 01 Dec 2000; Aircraft Mode S Transponder Code 140AE7; Aircraft Model Hawker 800XP; Aircraft Operator Beratex Group Limited; Nationality of Registration Russia; Aircraft Serial Identification 258512 (aircraft) [UKRAINE-E013661] [CYBER2] [ELECTION-E013848] (Linked To: BERATEX GROUP LIMITED). -to-

Aircraft Serial Identification 14501008 (aircraft) [UKRAINE-E013661] [CYBER2] [ELECTION-E013848] (Linked To: AUTOLEX TRANSPORT LTD.). -to-

M-SAAN; Aircraft Manufacture Date Sep 2007; Aircraft Mode S Transponder Code 424B32; Aircraft Model Emb135; Aircraft Operator Autolex Transport LTD.; Nationality of Registration Man, Isle of; Aircraft Serial Identification 14501008 (aircraft) [UKRAINE-E013661] [CYBER2] [ELECTION-E013848] (Linked To: AUTOLEX TRANSPORT LTD.). -to-

M-VITO (a.k.a. RA-02791); Aircraft Manufacture Date 01 Dec 2000; Aircraft Mode S Transponder Code 140AE7; Aircraft Model Hawker 800XP; Aircraft Operator Beratex Group Limited; Nationality of Registration Russia; Aircraft Serial Identification 258512 (aircraft) [UKRAINE-E013661] [CYBER2] [ELECTION-E013848] (Linked To: BERATEX GROUP LIMITED). -to-

Aircraft Serial Identification 14501008 (aircraft) [UKRAINE-E013661] [CYBER2] [ELECTION-E013848] (Linked To: AUTOLEX TRANSPORT LTD.). -to-

M-SAAN; Aircraft Manufacture Date Sep 2007; Aircraft Mode S Transponder Code 424B32; Aircraft Model Emb135; Aircraft Operator Autolex Transport LTD.; Nationality of Registration Man, Isle of; Aircraft Serial Identification 14501008 (aircraft) [UKRAINE-E013661] [CYBER2] [ELECTION-E013848] (Linked To: AUTOLEX TRANSPORT LTD.). -to-

M-VITO (a.k.a. RA-02791); Aircraft Manufacture Date 01 Dec 2000; Aircraft Mode S Transponder Code 140AE7; Aircraft Model Hawker 800XP; Aircraft Operator Beratex Group Limited; Nationality of Registration Russia; Aircraft Serial Identification 258512 (aircraft) [UKRAINE-E013661] [CYBER2] [ELECTION-E013848] (Linked To: BERATEX GROUP LIMITED). -to-

Aircraft Serial Identification 14501008 (aircraft) [UKRAINE-E013661] [CYBER2] [ELECTION-E013848] (Linked To: AUTOLEX TRANSPORT LTD.). -to-

M-SAAN; Aircraft Manufacture Date Sep 2007; Aircraft Mode S Transponder Code 424B32; Aircraft Model Emb135; Aircraft Operator Autolex Transport LTD.; Nationality of Registration Man, Isle of; Aircraft Serial Identification 14501008 (aircraft) [UKRAINE-E013661] [CYBER2] [ELECTION-E013848] (Linked To: AUTOLEX TRANSPORT LTD.). -to-

M-VITO (a.k.a. RA-02791); Aircraft Manufacture Date 01 Dec 2000; Aircraft Mode S Transponder Code 140AE7; Aircraft Model Hawker 800XP; Aircraft Operator Beratex Group Limited; Nationality of Registration Russia; Aircraft Serial Identification 258512 (aircraft) [UKRAINE-E013661] [CYBER2] [ELECTION-E013848] (Linked To: BERATEX GROUP LIMITED). -to-

Aircraft Serial Identification 14501008 (aircraft) [UKRAINE-E013661] [CYBER2] [ELECTION-E013848] (Linked To: AUTOLEX TRANSPORT LTD.). -to-

M-SAAN; Aircraft Manufacture Date Sep 2007; Aircraft Mode S Transponder Code 424B32; Aircraft Model Emb135; Aircraft Operator Autolex Transport LTD.; Nationality of Registration Man, Isle of; Aircraft Serial Identification 14501008 (aircraft) [UKRAINE-E013661] [CYBER2] [ELECTION-E013848] (Linked To: AUTOLEX TRANSPORT LTD.). -to-

M-VITO (a.k.a. RA-02791); Aircraft Manufacture Date 01 Dec 2000; Aircraft Mode S Transponder Code 140AE7; Aircraft Model Hawker 800XP; Aircraft Operator Beratex Group Limited; Nationality of Registration Russia; Aircraft Serial Identification 258512 (aircraft) [UKRAINE-E013661] [CYBER2] [ELECTION-E013848] (Linked To: BERATEX GROUP LIMITED). -to-

Aircraft Serial Identification 14501008 (aircraft) [UKRAINE-E013661] [CYBER2] [ELECTION-E013848] (Linked To: AUTOLEX TRANSPORT LTD.). -to-

M-SAAN; Aircraft Manufacture Date Sep 2007; Aircraft Mode S Transponder Code 424B32; Aircraft Model Emb135; Aircraft Operator Autolex Transport LTD.; Nationality of Registration Man, Isle of; Aircraft Serial Identification 14501008 (aircraft) [UKRAINE-E013661] [CYBER2] [ELECTION-E013848] (Linked To: AUTOLEX TRANSPORT LTD.). -to-

M-VITO (a.k.a. RA-02791); Aircraft Manufacture Date 01 Dec 2000; Aircraft Mode S Transponder Code 140AE7; Aircraft Model Hawker 800XP; Aircraft Operator Beratex Group Limited; Nationality of Registration Russia; Aircraft Serial Identification 258512 (aircraft) [UKRAINE-E013661] [CYBER2] [ELECTION-E013848] (Linked To: BERATEX GROUP LIMITED). -to-
PRIBYSHIN, Taras Kirillovich, St. Petersburg, Russia; DOB 28 Jun 1991; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [CYBER2] [ELECTION-EO13848] (Linked To: PRIGOZHIN, Yevgeniy Viktorovich).

SHEN YANG JING CHENG MACHINERY IMP&EXP. CO., LIMITED (Chinese Traditional: 安營集團有限公司) (a.k.a. SHEN YANG JING CHENG MACHINERY IMPANDEXP. CO., LIMITED), Taim Sha Tsei, Hong Kong; Surat Thani 84320, Thailand; Beijing, China; Wan Chai, Hong Kong; Causeway Bay, Hong Kong; Central, Hong Kong; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Identification Number 1328682 (Hong Kong) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [CYBER2] [ELECTION-EO13848] (Linked To: PRIGOZHIN, Yevgeniy Viktorovich).

SHCHERBAKOV, Kirill Konstantinovich, Moscow, Russia; DOB 18 May 1968; POB Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Tax ID No. 774302261730 (Russia) (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [CYBER2] [ELECTION-EO13848] (Linked To: OOO YUNDIZHET).-to- SHCHERBAKOV, Kirill Konstantinovich, Moscow, Russia; DOB 18 May 1968; POB Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Tax ID No. 774302261730 (Russia) (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [CYBER2] [ELECTION-EO13848] (Linked To: OOO YUNDIZHET).

SHEN YANG JING CHENG MACHINERY IMPANDEXP. CO., LIMITED (Chinese Traditional: 安營集團有限公司) (a.k.a. SHEN YANG JING CHENG MACHINERY IMPANDEXP. CO., LIMITED), Taim Sha Tsei, Hong Kong; Surat Thani 84320, Thailand; Beijing, China; Wan Chai, Hong Kong; Causeway Bay, Hong Kong; Central, Hong Kong; Identification Number 1328682 (Hong Kong) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [CYBER2] [ELECTION-EO13848] (Linked To: PRIGOZHIN, Yevgeniy Viktorovich).-to- SHEN YANG JING CHENG MACHINERY IMPANDEXP. CO., LIMITED (a.k.a. SHEN YANG JING CHENG MACHINERY IMP&EXP. CO., LIMITED), Taim Sha Tsei, Hong Kong; Surat Thani 84320, Thailand; Beijing, China; Wan Chai, Hong Kong; Causeway Bay, Hong Kong; Central, Hong Kong; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Identification Number 1329358 (Hong Kong) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [CYBER2] [ELECTION-EO13848] (Linked To: PRIGOZHIN, Yevgeniy Viktorovich).-to- SHINE DRAGON GROUP LIMITED (Chinese Traditional: 尚龍集團有限公司), Central, Hong Kong; Surat Thani 84320, Thailand; Tsim Sha Tsui, Kowloon, Hong Kong; Causeway Bay, Hong Kong; Identification Number 1329358 (Hong Kong) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [CYBER2] [ELECTION-EO13848] (Linked To: PRIGOZHIN, Yevgeniy Viktorovich).
EO13848} (Linked To: PRIGOZHIN, Yevgeniy Viktorovich). -to- SYTI, Dmitry Sergeevich (Сытый, Дмитрий Сергеевич) (a.k.a. SYTI, Dmitry; a.k.a. SYTYI, Dmitry), Central African Republic; DOB 23 Mar 1989; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [CYBER2] [ELECTION-EO13848] (Linked To: PRIGOZHIN, Yevgeniy Viktorovich). SYTYI, Dmitry (a.k.a. SYTI, Dmitry; a.k.a. SYTI, Dmitry Sergeevich (Сытый, Дмитрий Сергеевич)), Central African Republic; DOB 23 Mar 1989; Gender Male (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [CYBER2] [ELECTION-EO13848] (Linked To: PRIGOZHIN, Yevgeniy Viktorovich). -to- SYTII, Dmitry (a.k.a. SYTYI, Dmitry; a.k.a. SYTI, Dmitry Sergeevich (Cyrillic: Сытый, Дмитрий Сергеевич)), Central African Republic; DOB 23 Mar 1989; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Tax ID No. 7805719070 (Russia); Government Gazette Registration Number 20567335 (Russia); Registration Cayman Islands; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Aircraft Serial Identification 258210 (aircraft) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [CYBER2] [ELECTION-EO13848] (Linked To: LINBURG INDUSTRIES LTD.).

ZHE JIANG JIAI SMALL COMMODITIES TRADE COMPANY LIMITED, Mong Kok, Hong Kong; Surat Thani 84320, Thailand; Jiaxing, Zhejiang Province, China; Taim Sha Tau, Kowloon, Hong Kong; Central, Hong Kong; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Identification Number 1328910 (Hong Kong) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [CYBER2] [ELECTION-EO13848] (Linked To: PRIGOZHIN, Yevgeniy Viktorovich). ZUEVA, Mariya Yevgenyevna (a.k.a. ZUEVA, Mariia Evgenevna), Moscow, Russia; DOB 28 May 1983; POB Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Female; Tax ID No. 331403452400 (Russia) (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [CYBER2] [ELECTION-EO13848] (Linked To: OOO YUNIDZHET). -to- ZUEVA, Mariia Evgenevna (а.k.a. ZUEVA, Mariya Evgenevna), Moscow, Russia; DOB 28 May 1983; POB Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Female; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Aircraft Serial Identification 258210 (aircraft) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [CYBER2] [ELECTION-EO13848] (Linked To: LINBURG INDUSTRIES LTD.).

ZUEVA, Mariya Yevgenyevna (а.k.a. ZUEVA, Mariia Yevgenyevna), Moscow, Russia; DOB 28 May 1983; POB Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Female; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Aircraft Serial Identification 258210 (aircraft) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [CYBER2] [ELECTION-EO13848] (Linked To: OOO YUNIDZHET). -to- ZUEVA, Mariia Evgenevna (а.k.a. ZUEVA, Mariya Evgenevna), Moscow, Russia; DOB 28 May 1983; POB Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Female; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Aircraft Serial Identification 258210 (aircraft) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [CYBER2] [ELECTION-EO13848] (Linked To: OOO YUNIDZHET). -to- ZUEVA, Mariia Evgenevna (а.k.a. ZUEVA, Mariya Yevgenyevna), Moscow, Russia; DOB 28 May 1983; POB Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Female; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Aircraft Serial Identification 258210 (aircraft) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [CYBER2] [ELECTION-EO13848] (Linked To: LINBURG INDUSTRIES LTD.).
"FIZNC" (a.k.a. THE FOUNDATION FOR NATIONAL VALUES PROTECTION (Cyrillic: ФОНДА ЗАЩИТЫ НАЦИОНАЛЬНЫХ ЦЕННОСТЕЙ)), Moscow, Russia; Website fznc.world; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Tax ID No. 7703599373 (Russia) [UKRAINE-E013661] [CYBER2] [ELECTION-E013848] (Linked To: OOO ЮНИДЖЕТ).

"AFCR" (a.k.a. ASSOCIATION FOR FREE RESEARCH AND INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION), Russia; Email Address africone@protonmail.com; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Organization Established Date 07 Jul 2006; Tax ID No. 7703599373 (Russia) [UKRAINE-E013661] [CYBER2] [ELECTION-E013848] (Linked To: SHCHERBAKOV, Kirill Konstantinovich).

"TRANS LOGISTIC" (a.k.a. TRANS LOGISTIK, OOO (Cyrillic: ООО ТРАНС ЛОГИСТИК)), d. 37 litera A etazh, pomp., ofis 2/66/215, prospekt Stachek, St. Petersburg 198097, Russia; Tax ID No. 7805719070 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 20567335 (Russia); Registration Number 1177847397848 (Russia) [UKRAINE-E013661] [CYBER2] [ELECTION-E013848] (Linked To: PRIGOZHIN, Yevgeniy Viktorovich).

"UNIJET COMPANY LIMITED" (a.k.a. OOO УНИДЖЕТ (Cyrillic: ООО ЮНИДЖЕТ); a.k.a. UNIJET), Moscow, Russia; Website unijet.ru; Organization Established Date 10 Dec 2009; Tax ID No. 7703711949 (Russia) [UKRAINE-E013661] [CYBER2] [ELECTION-E013848] (Linked To: MALKEVICH, Alexander Aleksandrovich; Linked To: PRIGOZHIN, Yevgeniy Viktorovich).

"UNIJET COMPANY LIMITED" (a.k.a. OOO УНИДЖЕТ (Cyrillic: ООО ЮНИДЖЕТ); a.k.a. UNIJET), Moscow, Russia; Website unijet.ru; Organization Established Date 10 Dec 2009; Tax ID No. 7703711949 (Russia) [UKRAINE-E013661] [CYBER2] [ELECTION-E013848] (Linked To: MALKEVICH, Alexander Aleksandrovich; Linked To: PRIGOZHIN, Yevgeniy Viktorovich).

"LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY ALKON" (a.k.a. ООО АЛКОН), Moscow, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Organization Established Date 07 Jul 2006; Tax ID No. 7703599373 (Russia) [UKRAINE-E013661] [CYBER2] [ELECTION-E013848] (Linked To: SHCHERBAKOV, Kirill Konstantinovich).

"LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY ALKON" (a.k.a. ООО АЛКОН), Moscow, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Organization Established Date 07 Jul 2006; Tax ID No. 7703599373 (Russia) [UKRAINE-E013661] [CYBER2] [ELECTION-E013848] (Linked To: SHCHERBAKOV, Kirill Konstantinovich).
The following [UKRAINE-EO13661] [RUSSIA-EO14024] [NPWMD] entries have been changed:

BORTNIKOV, Alexander (a.k.a. BORTNIKOV, Alexander Vasilevich (Cyrillic: БОРТНИКОВ, Александр Васильевич)), Moscow, Russia; DOB 15 Nov 1951; POB Perm, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [NPWMD] [UKRAINE-EO13661] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: FEDERAL SECURITY SERVICE). -to- BORTNIKOV, Alexander (a.k.a. BORTNIKOV, Alexander Vasilevich (Cyrillic: БОРТНИКОВ, Александр Васильевич), Moscow, Russia; DOB 15 Nov 1951; POB Perm, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Passport 752512703 (Russia) (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660] [ELECTION-EO13848] (Linked To: YANUKOVYCH, Viktor Fedorovych).

- 05/06/22 -

The following [DPRK3] entries have been changed:


"APPLEWORM" (a.k.a. LAZARUS GROUP; a.k.a. "APT-C-26"; a.k.a. "GROUP 77"; a.k.a. "GUARDIANS OF PEACE"; a.k.a. "HIDDEN COBRA"; a.k.a. "OFFICE 91"; a.k.a. "RED DOT"; a.k.a. "TEMP.HERMIT"; a.k.a. "THE NEW ROMANTIC CYBER ARMY TEAM"; a.k.a. "WHOIS HACKING TEAM"; a.k.a. "ZINC"), Potonggang District, Pyongyang, Korea, North; Digital Currency Address - ETH 0x098B716BAaf21512996dC575E0B615e2383E 2f9f; alt. Digital Currency Address - ETH 0x0a0ec8f8Efa4b8c9C7d9E6311eD5C65D32c2 0E4B; alt. Digital Currency Address - ETH 0x3cfdf568B477bf41c56258D9C7731AbaDc360 E073; alt. Digital Currency Address - ETH 0x53b6936513e73884FBF50d2b9476730CA0b3 Bfc1; Secondary sanctions risk: North Korea Sanctions Regulations, sections 510.201 and 510.210; Transactions Prohibited For Persons Owned or Controlled By U.S. Financial Institutions: North Korea Sanctions Regulations section 510.214 [DPRK3].

Digital Currency Address - ETH 0x08723392Ed15743cc38513C4925f5e6be5c17
243; Secondary sanctions risk: North Korea Sanctions Regulations, sections 510.201 and 510.210; Transactions Prohibited For Persons Owned or Controlled By U.S. Financial Institutions: North Korea Sanctions Regulations section 510.214 [DPRK3].


Digital Currency Address - ETH 0x08723392Ed15743cc38513C4925f5e6be5c17
243; Secondary sanctions risk: North Korea Sanctions Regulations, sections 510.201 and 510.210; Transactions Prohibited For Persons Owned or Controlled By U.S. Financial Institutions: North Korea Sanctions Regulations section 510.214 [DPRK3].


Digital Currency Address - ETH 0x08723392Ed15743cc38513C4925f5e6be5c17
243; Secondary sanctions risk: North Korea Sanctions Regulations, sections 510.201 and 510.210; Transactions Prohibited For Persons Owned or Controlled By U.S. Financial Institutions: North Korea Sanctions Regulations section 510.214 [DPRK3].
Sanctions Regulations, sections 510.201 and 510.210; Transactions Prohibited For Persons Owned or Controlled By U.S. Financial Institutions: North Korea Sanctions Regulations section 510.214 [DPARK3].

"TEMP.HERMIT" (a.k.a. LAZARUS GROUP; a.k.a. "APPLEWORM"; a.k.a. "APT-C-26"; a.k.a. "GROUP 77"; a.k.a. "GUARDIANS OF PEACE"; a.k.a. "HIDDEN COBRA"; a.k.a. "OFFICE 91"; a.k.a. "RED DOT"; a.k.a. "THE NEW ROMANTIC CYBER ARMY TEAM"; a.k.a. "WHOSI HACKING TEAM"; a.k.a. "ZINC"), Potonggang District, Pyongyang, Korea, North; Digital Currency Address - ETH 0x0988716B8aaf21512996dc57EB0615e2383E 2f96; alt. Digital Currency Address - ETH 0xa0e1c89Ef1a489c9C7de96311ed5ce5D3c2c 0E4B; alt. Digital Currency Address - ETH 0x33f5d6847B7841c56258D9C7731AabDc360 E073; alt. Digital Currency Address - ETH 0x53b6936513e73844FB50d2b9476730C0ab3 Bfc1; Secondary sanctions risk: North Korea Sanctions Regulations, sections 510.201 and 510.210; Transactions Prohibited For Persons Owned or Controlled By U.S. Financial Institutions: North Korea Sanctions Regulations section 510.214 [DPARK3].

"THE NEW ROMANTIC CYBER ARMY TEAM" (a.k.a. LAZARUS GROUP; a.k.a. "APPLEWORM"; a.k.a. "APT-C-26"; a.k.a. "GROUP 77"; a.k.a. "GUARDIANS OF PEACE"; a.k.a. "HIDDEN COBRA"; a.k.a. "OFFICE 91"; a.k.a. "RED DOT"; a.k.a. "TEMP.HERMIT"; a.k.a. "WHOSI HACKING TEAM"; a.k.a. "ZINC"), Potonggang District, Pyongyang, Korea, North; Digital Currency Address - ETH 0x0988716B8aaf21512996dc57EB0615e2383E 2f96; alt. Digital Currency Address - ETH 0xa0e1c89Ef1a489c9C7de96311ed5ce5D3c2c 0E4B; alt. Digital Currency Address - ETH 0x33f5d6847B7841c56258D9C7731AabDc360 E073; alt. Digital Currency Address - ETH 0x53b6936513e73844FB50d2b9476730C0ab3 Bfc1; Secondary sanctions risk: North Korea Sanctions Regulations, sections 510.201 and 510.210; Transactions Prohibited For Persons Owned or Controlled By U.S. Financial Institutions: North Korea Sanctions Regulations section 510.214 [DPARK3].

"WHOIS HACKING TEAM" (a.k.a. LAZARUS GROUP; a.k.a. "APPLEWORM"; a.k.a. "APT-C-26"; a.k.a. "GROUP 77"; a.k.a. "GUARDIANS OF PEACE"; a.k.a. "HIDDEN COBRA"; a.k.a. "OFFICE 91"; a.k.a. "RED DOT"; a.k.a. "TEMP.HERMIT"; a.k.a. "WHOIS HACKING TEAM"; a.k.a. "ZINC"), Potonggang District, Pyongyang, Korea, North; Digital Currency Address - ETH 0x0988716B8aaf21512996dc57EB0615e2383E 2f96; alt. Digital Currency Address - ETH 0xa0e1c89Ef1a489c9C7de96311ed5ce5D3c2c 0E4B; alt. Digital Currency Address - ETH 0x33f5d6847B7841c56258D9C7731AabDc360 E073; alt. Digital Currency Address - ETH 0x53b6936513e73844FB50d2b9476730C0ab3 Bfc1; Secondary sanctions risk: North Korea Sanctions Regulations, sections 510.201 and 510.210; Transactions Prohibited For Persons Owned or Controlled By U.S. Financial Institutions: North Korea Sanctions Regulations section 510.214 [DPARK3].

"WHOIS HACKING TEAM" (a.k.a. LAZARUS GROUP; a.k.a. "APPLEWORM"; a.k.a. "APT-C-26"; a.k.a. "GROUP 77"; a.k.a. "GUARDIANS OF PEACE"; a.k.a. "HIDDEN COBRA"; a.k.a. "OFFICE 91"; a.k.a. "RED DOT"; a.k.a. "TEMP.HERMIT"; a.k.a. "THE NEW ROMANTIC CYBER ARMY TEAM"; a.k.a. "ZINC"), Potonggang District, Pyongyang, Korea, North; Digital Currency Address - ETH 0x0988716B8aaf21512996dc57EB0615e2383E 2f96; alt. Digital Currency Address - ETH 0xa0e1c89Ef1a489c9C7de96311ed5ce5D3c2c 0E4B; alt. Digital Currency Address - ETH 0x33f5d6847B7841c56258D9C7731AabDc360 E073; alt. Digital Currency Address - ETH 0x53b6936513e73844FB50d2b9476730C0ab3 Bfc1; Secondary sanctions risk: North Korea Sanctions Regulations, sections 510.201 and 510.210; Transactions Prohibited For Persons Owned or Controlled By U.S. Financial Institutions: North Korea Sanctions Regulations section 510.214 [DPARK3].

"WHOIS HACKING TEAM" (a.k.a. LAZARUS GROUP; a.k.a. "APPLEWORM"; a.k.a. "APT-C-26"; a.k.a. "GROUP 77"; a.k.a. "GUARDIANS OF PEACE"; a.k.a. "HIDDEN COBRA"; a.k.a. "OFFICE 91"; a.k.a. "RED DOT"; a.k.a. "TEMP.HERMIT"; a.k.a. "THE NEW ROMANTIC CYBER ARMY TEAM"; a.k.a. "ZINC"), Potonggang District, Pyongyang, Korea, North; Digital Currency Address - ETH 0x0988716B8aaf21512996dc57EB0615e2383E 2f96; alt. Digital Currency Address - ETH 0xa0e1c89Ef1a489c9C7de96311ed5ce5D3c2c 0E4B; alt. Digital Currency Address - ETH 0x33f5d6847B7841c56258D9C7731AabDc360 E073; alt. Digital Currency Address - ETH 0x53b6936513e73844FB50d2b9476730C0ab3 Bfc1; Secondary sanctions risk: North Korea Sanctions Regulations, sections 510.201 and 510.210; Transactions Prohibited For Persons Owned or Controlled By U.S. Financial Institutions: North Korea Sanctions Regulations section 510.214 [DPARK3].

"WHOIS HACKING TEAM" (a.k.a. LAZARUS GROUP; a.k.a. "APPLEWORM"; a.k.a. "APT-C-26"; a.k.a. "GROUP 77"; a.k.a. "GUARDIANS OF PEACE"; a.k.a. "HIDDEN COBRA"; a.k.a. "OFFICE 91"; a.k.a. "RED DOT"; a.k.a. "TEMP.HERMIT"; a.k.a. "THE NEW ROMANTIC CYBER ARMY TEAM"; a.k.a. "ZINC"), Potonggang District, Pyongyang, Korea, North; Digital Currency Address - ETH 0x0988716B8aaf21512996dc57EB0615e2383E 2f96; alt. Digital Currency Address - ETH 0xa0e1c89Ef1a489c9C7de96311ed5ce5D3c2c 0E4B; alt. Digital Currency Address - ETH 0x33f5d6847B7841c56258D9C7731AabDc360 E073; alt. Digital Currency Address - ETH 0x53b6936513e73844FB50d2b9476730C0ab3 Bfc1; Secondary sanctions risk: North Korea Sanctions Regulations, sections 510.201 and 510.210; Transactions Prohibited For Persons Owned or Controlled By U.S. Financial Institutions: North Korea Sanctions Regulations section 510.214 [DPARK3].

"WHOIS HACKING TEAM" (a.k.a. LAZARUS GROUP; a.k.a. "APPLEWORM"; a.k.a. "APT-C-26"; a.k.a. "GROUP 77"; a.k.a. "GUARDIANS OF PEACE"; a.k.a. "HIDDEN COBRA"; a.k.a. "OFFICE 91"; a.k.a. "RED DOT"; a.k.a. "TEMP.HERMIT"; a.k.a. "THE NEW ROMANTIC CYBER ARMY TEAM"; a.k.a. "ZINC"), Potonggang District, Pyongyang, Korea, North; Digital Currency Address - ETH 0x0988716B8aaf21512996dc57EB0615e2383E 2f96; alt. Digital Currency Address - ETH 0xa0e1c89Ef1a489c9C7de96311ed5ce5D3c2c 0E4B; alt. Digital Currency Address - ETH 0x33f5d6847B7841c56258D9C7731AabDc360 E073; alt. Digital Currency Address - ETH 0x53b6936513e73844FB50d2b9476730C0ab3 Bfc1; Secondary sanctions risk: North Korea Sanctions Regulations, sections 510.201 and 510.210; Transactions Prohibited For Persons Owned or Controlled By U.S. Financial Institutions: North Korea Sanctions Regulations section 510.214 [DPARK3].
Institutions: North Korea Sanctions Regulations section 510.214 [DPRK3].

"ZINC" (a.k.a. LAZARUS GROUP; a.k.a. OFFICE OF FOREIGN ASSETS CONTROL Owned or Controlled By U.S. Financial 510.210; Transactions Prohibited For Persons Sanctions Regulations, sections 510.201 and 510.210; Transactions Prohibited For Persons Owned or Controlled By U.S. Financial

The following [CYBER2] entries have been added to OFAC's SDN List:

@BLENDEIRO_ENGLISH (a.k.a. @BLENDEIRO_RUSSIAN; a.k.a. @MADEMAZEE_BOT; a.k.a. BLENDEIRO; a.k.a. BLENDEIROY; Website: https://bленdeiro.io; alt. Website https://bленdeiro.io/; alt. Website bленdeiroku472odyrnpmnirqgpzd3kms54jrf jycledrvbfjy3wqnd.onion; Email Address blender.io@tuta.io; alt. Email Address abdenderjouio@tuta.io; Digital Currency Address - XBT 3K3d5yl855rH7ulZpgPld1glLRMQRXQNTqE3; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT 3Q5QdQ0kkWqySw5ybVmyLycb85gNfRlvk4; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT 3EPqGyUw2q89pvPZ1uF8FjspE2ayoySTjdu; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT 3lhmVncb84qgAr7aDa0rInu017cYuB4fN; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT 3ffbbvi1rks1qrc88fbSTdyQyMm3QvMm; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT 3jHmz3mTna1yCGzsp8NgRfOi7phxvk5m8A; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT 32Ax5SzUhlBHy2wGswQy51Y8rHsrFq2znRrP; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT 3mTrv5sryzHkKo8ghgQkcr3PljxcDCzE; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT 34pFQGStvoLerInxTwnuZoQe9dkSvKku; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT 3nxqg6t932nN9CcfnYyfHgZgy8RshDkwBWb; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT 3ffbbv1krc1qrc88fbSTdyQyMm3QvMm; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT 33D3niF8BwUppypyF6qnv5jI8rSUQgdUdpn3; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT 3JUwAS7se3h5mphWh9u3HIcE2juQLTtg; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT 3EJqeJ9upmyXCfD86j0u69hzoTmDmrRtxw9M; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT 3QeBPw6WZUL4MYMmMUDy1y25aVbPvqu; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT 3N3Y52qV4cbeGnagBQxtn39ikEjzmG8a; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT 3J19qP7TsmuQuVk5yVURGZthpdGr4y; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT 33KKn54ezBbdBqtTdwxpdqSnWrv33LareG; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT 3G5XN4zyCDQOn1Rnsc7F1j1FJe7DgChHdMc; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT 3Qy7T8nThEQAkfbfqX6YjCK1Sp9hfNCwU; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT 3shthd3g85vU2z9fFkseL5EsK3Hudk2; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT 3NDzzXvLBUs1WPVGRQCYTDATA2u2PvW4; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT 3CCgmyKozoZkBfYb1A2x8ab2CpaAUTppk; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT 3MVqGThF4mnu0u49p4dBHnchmFHB2rznYf; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT 3FBge4JdhiBe22uoSpp51vd8phVhva2A4wZX; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT 3HQDRIyzwm82MFMlwmyskDM9JQeIVT6?vA; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT 31n4EpCpyQJT1VuXdoaQZT5s9rDvPsnP; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT 39aAln7eTjdPzBLh9hHDF7jQ8WB32R2d; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT 3DlNdUuKmLae5r3a5lcPA5CQg2y8F7ogW; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT 3JLyylbwC0wACs8637D7mRnkxakxR4ybnUd; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT 3AWhnUHudwbdw2jEugSrHRv6bFsD9BqE9y; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT 32bAZM7aQoz2f1Ae1PgsIPqyWcHbQQq; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT 3hupEJlk4MvthxQp8tM0pAyQdRC1rke65; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT 3d4Y6p69CmvyrHAXXQEXEnhB76UGJvX2wg; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT 3ybybkk5rvQFy5yakGqyCvCve1EJenk6J; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT 3Bza8F78UEJLIEP9BVs9H5XEdgBzv9p7w7; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT 3MGKEDMYTq9G8D3E4H4t2LJLufJw7vSwNa3Y; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT 38jLcapRijJ7Wv2wzyb555P9D9UGPJSW44; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT 36xQyWgVUQwR6yLVRuegN4PjJspSWL1W6eu ; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT 37g65g6d6z6Xn51YgsNGHlnkmy5nL; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT 3Qyad1c9C861111v1GPJxXvK6ECEJLzCRzW; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT 3Ps2StbtB1BP64e6bataF82yUeC5wO6uY; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT 34GM1M8eF3eTh5ehMwEwK1ckC6wO0NTGak; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT 3AEH4QOWFYCAMeexQWvMhF6h2z2JmvD ; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT 3PyzSBjJhbbQqTjDziyLsvFvDfbj7wv4cg; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
OFFICE OF FOREIGN ASSETS CONTROL

CHANGES TO THE SDNLIST IN 2022

@BLENDERIO_RUSSIAN (a.k.a. @BLENDERIO_ENGLISH; a.k.a. @MADEAMAZE_BOT; a.k.a. BLENDER.IO); Website https://blender.io; alt. Website http://blenderjkul472odyrnpmnirqgpzd3kms54jrfycleodrvfbyj3wqnd.onion/; Email Address blender.io@tuta.io; alt. Email Address adblenderio@tuta.io; Digital Currency Address - XBT

3K35dyL85fR9h7UgpPf1glRlRXQNTqE3; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT

3Q5dGlKkWqWSwYbMlUyc8xGqN5lrRvKi4; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT

15PggTGYhJKE6816vkKzAY1DTzpqXEX4; Organization Established Date 2017 [CYBER2].

@BLENDERIO_RUSSIAN (a.k.a. @BLENDERIO_ENGLISH; a.k.a. @MADEAMAZE_BOT; a.k.a. BLENDER.IO); Website https://blender.io; alt. Website https://blender.to; alt. Website http://blenderjkul472odyrnpmnirqgpzd3kms54jrfycleodrvfbyj3wqnd.onion/; Email Address blender.io@tuta.io; alt. Email Address adblenderio@tuta.io; Digital Currency Address - XBT

3Q5dGlKkWqWSwYbMlUyc8xGqN5lrRvKi4; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT

Organization Established Date 2017 [CYBER2].

@MADEAMAZE_BOT (a.k.a. @BLENDERIO_RUSSIAN; a.k.a. BLENDER.IO); Website https://blender.io; alt. Website https://blender.to; alt. Website http://blenderjkul472odyrnpmnirqgpzd3kms54jrfycleodrvfbyj3wqnd.onion/; Email Address blender.io@tuta.io; alt. Email Address adblenderio@tuta.io; Digital Currency Address - XBT

3Q5dGlKkWqWSwYbMlUyc8xGqN5lrRvKi4; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT

Organization Established Date 2017 [CYBER2].

@BLENDERIO_RUSSIAN (a.k.a. @BLENDERIO_ENGLISH; a.k.a. @MADEAMAZE_BOT; a.k.a. BLENDER.IO); Website https://blender.io; alt. Website https://blender.to; alt. Website http://blenderjkul472odyrnpmnirqgpzd3kms54jrfycleodrvfbyj3wqnd.onion/; Email Address blender.io@tuta.io; alt. Email Address adblenderio@tuta.io; Digital Currency Address - XBT

3JHMz3mTna1gVCZSp8NgRFiY7phkv5mA8; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT

Organization Established Date 2017 [CYBER2].
AKIMOV, Andrey Igorevich, Russia; DOB 22 Sep 1953; POB Leningrad, Russia; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Tax ID No. 772140862280 (Russia); Chairman of the Management Board of Gazprombank (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [RUSSIA-EO14024].

31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Tax ID No. 772140862280 (Russia); Chairman of the Management Board of Gazprombank (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [RUSSIA-EO14024].

resulting in the following new [RUSSIA-EO14024] [UKRAINE-EO13681] entries: AKIMOV, Andrey Igorevich (a.k.a. AKIMOV, Andrey Igorevich), Russia; DOB 22 Sep 1953; POB Leningrad, Russia; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Tax ID No. 772140862280 (Russia); Chairman of the Management Board of Gazprombank (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [RUSSIA-EO14024].

MILLER, Alexei Borisovich, Moscow, Russia; DOB 31 Jan 1962; POB Saint-Petersburg, Russian Federation; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661].

resulting in the following new [RUSSIA-EO14024] [UKRAINE-EO13681] entries: AKIMOV, Andrey Igorevich (a.k.a. AKIMOV, Andrey Igorevich), Russia; DOB 22 Sep 1953; POB Leningrad, Russia; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Tax ID No. 772140862280 (Russia); Chairman of the Management Board of Gazprombank (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [RUSSIA-EO14024].

resulting in the following new [RUSSIA-EO14024] [UKRAINE-EO13681] entries: AKIMOV, Andrey Igorevich (a.k.a. AKIMOV, Andrey Igorevich), Russia; DOB 22 Sep 1953; POB Leningrad, Russia; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Tax ID No. 772140862280 (Russia); Chairman of the Management Board of Gazprombank (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [RUSSIA-EO14024].

The following [RUSSIA-EO14024] entries have been added to OFAC's SDN List:

AGROPROMYSHLENNY KOMPLEKS VORONEZHSKI OOO (a.k.a. AKIMOV, Andrey Igorevich), Russia; DOB 22 Sep 1953; POB Leningrad, Russia; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Tax ID No. 30360090951 (Russia); Registration Number 105330090690 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO14024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY MOSCOW INDUSTRIAL BANK).
GAZARYAN, Yuri Garunovich (a.k.a. GAZARYAN, Yuriy Garunovich), Moscow, Russia; DOB 23 Jul 1974; POB Baku, Azerbaijan; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024].

GAZARYAN, Yuriy Garunovich (a.k.a. GAZARYAN, Yuri Garunovich), Moscow, Russia; DOB 23 Jul 1974; POB Baku, Azerbaijan; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024].

GAZARYAN, Yuri Garunovich (a.k.a. GAZARYAN, Yuriy Garunovich), Moscow, Russia; DOB 23 Jul 1974; POB Baku, Azerbaijan; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024].

GOLODTS, Olga Yurevna (a.k.a. GOLODTS, Olga Yurievna (Cyrillic: ГОЛОДЕЦ, Ольга Юрьевна)), Russia; DOB 01 Jun 1962; POB Moscow, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Female (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).

GOLODTS, Olga Yurevna (a.k.a. GOLODTS, Olga Yurievna (Cyrillic: ГОЛОДЕЦ, Ольга Юрьевна)), Russia; DOB 01 Jun 1962; POB Moscow, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Female (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).

GOLODTS, Olga Yurevna (a.k.a. GOLODTS, Olga Yurievna (Cyrillic: ГОЛОДЕЦ, Ольга Юрьевна)), Russia; DOB 01 Jun 1962; POB Moscow, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Female (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).

JOINT STOCK COMPANY NTV BROADCASTING COMPANY (a.k.a. AO TELEKOMPANIYA NTV), ul. Akademika Koroleva d. 12, Moscow 127427, Russia; alt. nationality Armenia; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024].

JOINT STOCK COMPANY MOSCOW INDUSTRIAL BANK; a.k.a. MOSCOW INDUSTRIAL BANK (Cyrillic: АО МОСКОВСКИЙ ИНДУСТРИАЛЬНЫЙ БАНК) (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMMERCIAL BANK MOSCOW INDUSTRIAL BANK; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY MOSCOW INDUSTRIAL BANK; a.k.a. MОСКовский иНдустриАльный банк; a.k.a. MOSKOVSKI INDIUSTRIALNY BANK PJSCB; f.k.a. MOSKOVSKY INDUSTRIALNY BANK PJSCB; f.k.a. PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY MOSCOW INDUSTRIAL BANK), Ordzhonikidze Street 5, Moscow 115419, Russia; SWIFT/BIC MINNRUMM; BIK (RU) 044525600; Organization Established Date 22 Nov 1990; Target Type Financial Institution; Tax ID No. 7725039953 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 09317135 (Russia); Legal Entity Number 2534006SJO5GKGETEY75 (Russia); Registration Number 1027739179160 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024].

JOINT STOCK COMPANY CHANNEL ONE (a.k.a. AO PЕРВЫЙ КАНАЛ (Cyrillic: АО ПЕРВЫЙ КАНАЛ)) (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY CHANNEL ONE RUSSIA; a.k.a. JSC CHANNEL ONE, Akademika Koroleva D.12, Moscow 127427, Russia; Tax Id No. 7717039300 (Russia); Registration Number 1027700222330 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024].

JOINT STOCK COMPANY MOSCOW INDUSTRIAL BANK; a.k.a. MOSCOW INDUSTRIAL BANK (Cyrillic: АО МОСКОВСКИЙ ИНДУСТРИАЛЬНЫЙ БАНК) (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMMERCIAL BANK MOSCOW INDUSTRIAL BANK; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY MOSCOW INDUSTRIAL BANK; a.k.a. MОСКовский иНдустриАльный банк; a.k.a. MOSKOVSKI INDIUSTRIALNY BANK PJSCB; f.k.a. MOSKOVSKY INDUSTRIALNY BANK PJSCB; f.k.a. PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY MOSCOW INDUSTRIAL BANK), Ordzhonikidze Street 5, Moscow 115419, Russia; SWIFT/BIC MINNRUMM; BIK (RU) 044525600; Organization Established Date 22 Nov 1990; Target Type Financial Institution; Tax Id No. 7725039953 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 09317135 (Russia); Legal Entity Number 2534006SJO5GKGETEY75 (Russia); Registration Number 1027739179160 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024].
(Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY MOSCOW INDUSTRIAL BANK).
KUZNETSOV, Stanislav Konstantinovich (Cyrillic: КУЗНЕЦОВ, Станислав Константинович), Russia; DOB 25 Jul 1962; POB Leipzig, Germany; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).
LADOGA OOO, Ul. Vyatskaya D. 49, Str. 15, Kom. 10A, Moscow 127015, Russia; Organization Established Date 21 Jun 2016; Organization Type: Short term accommodation activities; Tax ID No. 7743160456; Registration Number 1167746583740 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY MOSCOW INDUSTRIAL BANK). LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY PROMTEKHOLOGIYA (Cyrillic: ОБЩЕСТВО С ОГРАНИЧЕННОЙ ОТВЕТСТВЕННОСТЬЮ ПРОМТЕХНОЛОГИЯ) (a.k.a. LLC PROMTEKHOLOGIYA (Cyrillic: ООО ПРОМТЕХНОЛОГИЯ); a.k.a. OBSCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOY OTVETSTVENNOSTYU PROMTEKHOLOGIYA; a.k.a. ООО PROMTEKHOLOGIYA; a.k.a. PROMTEKHOLOGIYA LLC; a.k.a. "ORSIS"; a.k.a. "PROMTEKHOLOGIYA"; 14 Podyomnaya St., Moscow 115419, Russia; SWIFT/BIC MINNRUMM; BIK (RU) 044525600; Organization Established Date 22 Nov 1990; Target Type Financial Institution; Tax ID No. 7725039953 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 09317135 (Russia); Legal Entity Number 2534006SJ065GKETY75 (Russia); Registration Number 1027739179160 [RUSSIA-E014024].
MOSKOVSKIJ INDUSTRIALNYJ BANK PJSCB (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMMERCIAL BANK MOSCOW INDUSTRIAL BANK; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY MOSCOW INDUSTRIAL BANK; a.k.a. JSC MOSCOW INDUSTRIAL BANK (Cyrillic: АО МОСКОВСКИЙ ИНДУСТРИАЛЬНЫЙ БАНК); f.k.a. MOSKOVSCHI INDUSTRIALNY BANK PUBLICHNOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO; a.k.a. MOSKOVSKI INDUSTRIALNY BANK PJSCB; f.k.a. MOSKOVSKI INDUSTRIALNY BANK PUBLICHNOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO; a.k.a. MOSKOVSKI INDUSTRIALNY BANK PJSCB; f.k.a. MOSKOVSKI INDUSTRIALNY BANK PUBLICHNOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO; a.k.a. MOSKOVSKI INDUSTRIALNY BANK PJSCB; f.k.a. MOSKOVSKI INDUSTRIALNY BANK PUBLICHNOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO; a.k.a. MOSKOVSKI INDUSTRIALNY BANK PJSCB; f.k.a. MOSKOVSKI INDUSTRIALNY BANK PUBLICHNOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO; a.k.a. MOSKOVSKI INDUSTRIALNY BANK PJSCB; f.k.a. MOSKOVSKI INDUSTRIALNY BANK PUBLICHNOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO; a.k.a. PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY MOSCOW INDUSTRIAL BANK, Ordzhonikidze Street 5, Moscow 115419, Russia; SWIFT/BIC MINNRUMM; BIK (RU) 044525600; Organization Established Date 22 Nov 1990; Target Type Financial Institution; Tax ID No. 7725039953 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 09317135 (Russia); Legal Entity Number 2534006SJ065GKETY75 (Russia); Registration Number 1027739179160 [RUSSIA-E014024].
MURANOV, Aleksandr Yurievich (a.k.a. MURANOV, Aleksandr Yurievich), Moscow, Russia; Tax ID No. 7708696860 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 772701001 (Russia); Registration Number 1097746084908 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024].
MALTSEV, Sergey Aleksandrovich (Cyrillic: МАЛЫЦЕВ, Сергей Александрович), Russia; DOB 28 Feb 1973; POB Solikamsk, Perm, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).
MATVEEV, Aleksei Anatolievich, Russia; DOB 1963; POB Leningrad, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024].
MOSCOW INDUSTRIAL BANK PJSCB (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMMERCIAL BANK MOSCOW INDUSTRIAL BANK; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY MOSCOW INDUSTRIAL BANK; a.k.a. JSC MOSCOW INDUSTRIAL BANK (Cyrillic: АО МОСКОВСКИЙ ИНДУСТРИАЛЬНЫЙ БАНК); f.k.a. MOSKOVSCHI INDUSTRIALNY BANK PUBLICHNOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO; a.k.a. MOSKOVSKI INDUSTRIALNY BANK PJSCB; f.k.a. MOSKOVSKI INDUSTRIALNY BANK PUBLICHNOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO; a.k.a. MOSKOVSKI INDUSTRIALNY BANK PJSCB; f.k.a. MOSKOVSKI INDUSTRIALNY BANK PUBLICHNOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO; a.k.a. MOSKOVSKI INDUSTRIALNY BANK PJSCB; f.k.a. MOSKOVSKI INDUSTRIALNY BANK PUBLICHNOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO; a.k.a. MOSKOVSKI INDUSTRIALNY BANK PJSCB; f.k.a. MOSKOVSKI INDUSTRIALNY BANK PUBLICHNOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO; a.k.a. PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY MOSCOW INDUSTRIAL BANK, Ordzhonikidze Street 5, Moscow 115419, Russia; SWIFT/BIC MINNRUMM; BIK (RU) 044525600; Organization Established Date 22 Nov 1990; Target Type Financial Institution; Tax ID No. 7725039953 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 09317135 (Russia); Legal Entity Number 2534006SJ065GKETY75 (Russia); Registration Number 1027739179160 [RUSSIA-E014024].
Russia; DOB 14 Jul 1958; nationality Russia; alt. nationality Armenia; Gender Male (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

MURANOV, Aleksandr Yurievich (a.k.a. MURANOVA, Aleksandra Yurievna), Moscow, Russia; DOB 14 Jul 1958; nationality Russia; alt. nationality Armenia; Gender Male (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

NEKOMMERCHESKAYA ORGANIZATSIYA FOND KHIMICHESKOE RAZORUZHENIE I KONVERSIYA (a.k.a. FOUNDATION CHEMICAL DISARMAMENT & CONVERSION; a.k.a. FOUNDATION CHEMICAL DISARMAMENT AND CONVERSION; a.k.a. NKO FOND KHIMRAZORUZHENIE), Ul. Pravdy D.21, Str.1, Moscow 125865, Russia; Organization Established Date 06 Apr 1998; Tax ID No. 7726275181 (Russia); Registration Number 1037739149491 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY MOSCOW INDUSTRIAL BANK).
SHAMALOV, Yury (a.k.a. SHAMALOV, Yuri Nikolaevich; a.k.a. SHAMALOV, Yurii Nikolaevich), Moscow, Russia; DOB 10 Jun 1970; POB Leningrad, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Tax ID No. 699134712 (Russia) (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

SOBOL, Aleksandr Ivanovich (a.k.a. SOBOL, Alexander Ivanovich), Russia; DOB 22 Jul 1969; alt. DOB 1969; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

STEPANOV, Aleksandr Mikhailovich, Moscow, Russia; DOB 1976; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

TELEVISION STATION RUSSIA-1 (Cyrillic: ТЕЛЕКАНАЛ РОССИЯ-1) is a Government Entity [RUSSIA-EO14024].

Rossiya-1 (Cyrillic: РОССИЯ-1; a.k.a. ROSSIJA 1; a.k.a. RUSSIA-1; a.k.a. Rossiya-1), 5th Yamskogo Polya street, 19-21, building 1, Begovo, Moscow, Russia (Cyrillic: Ямского Поле 5-я улица, 19-21, стр. 1, Беговой, Москва, Россия); Organization Established Date 13 May 1991; Target Type Government Entity [RUSSIA-EO14024].

RUSANOV, Igor Valerievich, Moscow, Russia; DOB Apr 1970; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

RUSANOV, Igor Valerievich; a.k.a. ROSSIJA-1 Government Entity [RUSSIA-EO14024].

RUSSIA-1 (a.k.a. ROSSIJA-1; a.k.a. ROSSIYA-1) establishes a Bank against the asset.

ZLATKIS, Bella Ilyinichna (a.k.a. ZLATKIS, Bella Ilyinichna (Cyrillic: ЗЛАТКИС, Белла Ильинична), Russia; DOB 05 Jul 1948; POB Moscow, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Female (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).

ZLATKIS, Bella Ilyinichna (Cyrillic: ЗЛАТКИС, Белла Ильинична) (a.k.a. ZLATKIS, Bella Ilyinichna), Russia; DOB 05 Jul 1948; POB Moscow, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Female (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).

"ORSIS" (a.k.a. LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY PROMTEKHNOLOGIYA (Cyrillic: ОГРАНИЧЕННОЙ ОТВЕТСТВЕННОСТЬЮ ПРОМТЕХНОЛОГИЯ); a.k.a. LLC PROMTEKHNOLOGIYA (Cyrillic: ООО ПРОМТЕХНОЛОГИЯ); a.k.a. OSBCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOY OTVETSTVENNOSTYU PROMTEKHNOLOGIYA; a.k.a. ООО PROMTEKHNOLOGIYA; a.k.a. PROMTECHNOLOGIYA LLC; a.k.a. "PROMTECHNOLOGIJE"; a.k.a. "PROMTEHNOLOGIJA") is a Bank established against the asset.

BANK).
The following [RUSSIA-EO14024] entries have been changed:

AFONIN, Yuri Vyacheslavovich (a.k.a. AFONIN, Yuri Vyacheslavovich; a.k.a. AFONIN, Yuriy Vyacheslavovich; a.k.a. AFONIN, Yuri Yvacheslavovich; a.k.a. AFONIN, Yury Vyacheslavovich; a.k.a. AFONIN, Yuri Yvacheslavovich; a.k.a. AFONIN, Yuriy Vyacheslavovich; a.k.a. AFONIN, Yuri Yvacheslavovich) (Cyrillic: АФОНИН, Юрий Вячеславович) (a.k.a. AFONIN, Yuri Vyacheslavovich; a.k.a. AFONIN, Yury Vyacheslavovich; a.k.a. AFONIN, Yuri Yvacheslavovich; a.k.a. AFONIN, Yuriy Vyacheslavovich; a.k.a. AFONIN, Yuri Yvacheslavovich; a.k.a. AFONIN, Yuri Vyacheslavovich; a.k.a. AFONIN, Yury Vyacheslavovich) (Russia); DOB 22 Mar 1977; POB Tula, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

AFONIN, Yuriy Vyacheslavovich (Cyrillic: АФОНИН, Юрий Вячеславович) (a.k.a. AFONIN, Yuri Vyacheslavovich; a.k.a. AFONIN, Yury Vyacheslavovich; a.k.a. AFONIN, Yuri Yvacheslavovich; a.k.a. AFONIN, Yuriy Vyacheslavovich; a.k.a. AFONIN, Yuri Yvacheslavovich; a.k.a. AFONIN, Yuri Vyacheslavovich; a.k.a. AFONIN, Yury Vyacheslavovich) (Russia); DOB 22 Mar 1977; POB Tula, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

JSC SEVERNIY PRESS (a.k.a. AO SEVERNIY PRESS; a.k.a. JSC SEVERNIY PRESS; a.k.a. SEVERNIY PRESS AO), Ul. Tallinskaya 7, Saint Petersburg 195196, Russia; Organization Established Date 24 Feb 1992; Tax ID No. 6444009038 (Russia); Registration Number 1146444000010 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY SEVERNIY PRESS; a.k.a. AO SEVERNIY PRESS; a.k.a. JSC SEVERNIY PRESS; a.k.a. SEVERNIY PRESS AO), Ul. Tallinskaya 7, Saint Petersburg 195196, Russia; Organization Established Date 24 Feb 1992; Tax ID No. 6444009038 (Russia); Registration Number 1146444000010 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY CONCERN GRANIT-ELECTRON). - to- AO SEVERNIY PRESS (a.k.a. AO SEVERNIY PRESS; a.k.a. JSC SEVERNIY PRESS; a.k.a. SEVERNIY PRESS AO), Ul. Tallinskaya 7, Saint Petersburg 195196, Russia; Organization Established Date 24 Feb 1992; Tax ID No. 6444009038 (Russia); Registration Number 1146444000010 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY SEVERNIY PRESS; a.k.a. AO SEVERNIY PRESS; a.k.a. JSC SEVERNIY PRESS; a.k.a. SEVERNIY PRESS AO), Ul. Tallinskaya 7, Saint Petersburg 195196, Russia; Organization Established Date 24 Feb 1992; Tax ID No. 6444009038 (Russia); Registration Number 1146444000010 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY SEVERNIY PRESS; a.k.a. AO SEVERNIY PRESS; a.k.a. JSC SEVERNIY PRESS; a.k.a. SEVERNIY PRESS AO), Ul. Tallinskaya 7, Saint Petersburg 195196, Russia; Organization Established Date 24 Feb 1992; Tax ID No. 6444009038 (Russia); Registration Number 1146444000010 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY SEVERNIY PRESS; a.k.a. AO SEVERNIY PRESS; a.k.a. JSC SEVERNIY PRESS; a.k.a. SEVERNIY PRESS AO), Ul. Tallinskaya 7, Saint Petersburg 195196, Russia; Organization Established Date 24 Feb 1992; Tax ID No. 6444009038 (Russia); Registration Number 1146444000010 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY CONCERN GRANIT-ELECTRON). - to- AO SEVERNIY PRESS (a.k.a. AO SEVERNIY PRESS; a.k.a. JSC SEVERNIY PRESS; a.k.a. SEVERNIY PRESS AO), Ul. Tallinskaya 7, Saint Petersburg 195196, Russia; Organization Established Date 24 Feb 1992; Tax ID No. 6444009038 (Russia); Registration Number 1146444000010 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY SEVERNIY PRESS; a.k.a. AO SEVERNIY PRESS; a.k.a. JSC SEVERNIY PRESS; a.k.a. SEVERNIY PRESS AO), Ul. Tallinskaya 7, Saint Petersburg 195196, Russia; Organization Established Date 24 Feb 1992; Tax ID No. 6444009038 (Russia); Registration Number 1146444000010 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY SEVERNIY PRESS; a.k.a. AO SEVERNIY PRESS; a.k.a. JSC SEVERNIY PRESS; a.k.a. SEVERNIY PRESS AO), Ul. Tallinskaya 7, Saint Petersburg 195196, Russia; Organization Established Date 24 Feb 1992; Tax ID No. 6444009038 (Russia); Registration Number 1146444000010 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY SEVERNIY PRESS; a.k.a. AO SEVERNIY PRESS; a.k.a. JSC SEVERNIY PRESS; a.k.a. SEVERNIY PRESS AO), Ul. Tallinskaya 7, Saint Petersburg 195196, Russia; Organization Established Date 24 Feb 1992; Tax ID No. 6444009038 (Russia); Registration Number 1146444000010 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY SEVERNIY PRESS; a.k.a. AO SEVERNIY PRESS; a.k.a. JSC SEVERNIY PRESS; a.k.a. SEVERNIY PRESS AO), Ul. Tallinskaya 7, Saint Petersburg 195196, Russia; Organization Established Date 24 Feb 1992; Tax ID No. 6444009038 (Russia); Registration Number 1146444000010 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY SEVERNIY PRESS; a.k.a. AO SEVERNIY PRESS; a.k.a. JSC SEVERNIY PRESS; a.k.a. SEVERNIY PRESS AO), Ul. Tallinskaya 7, Saint Petersburg 195196, Russia; Organization Established Date 24 Feb 1992; Tax ID No. 6444009038 (Russia); Registration Number 1146444000010 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY CONCERN GRANIT-ELECTRON). -
resulting in the removal of the following [RUSSIA-EO14024] entries:

**AFONIN, Yuri Vyacheslavovich** (a.k.a. AFONIN, Yuri Vyacheslavovich; a.k.a. AFONIN, Vyuncheslavovich (Cyrilllic: АФОНИН, Юрий Вячеславович)); a.k.a. AFONIN, Yuri Vyacheslavovich), Russia; DOB 22 Mar 1977; POB Tula, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

**• 05/08/22**

The following [UKRAINE-EO13685] [RUSSIA-EO14024] entries have been changed:

**OBORONLOGISTICS LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY** (a.k.a. OBORONLOGISTICS LLC; a.k.a. OBORONLOGISTIKA LLC; a.k.a. OBORONLOGISTIKA, OOO; a.k.a. OBCHESHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTYU)

- **OBORONLOGISTIKA**, d. 18 str. 3 prospekt Komsomolski, Moscow 119021, Russia; Ul. Goncharnaya, house 28, building 2, Moscow 115172, Russia; Website Oboronlogistika.ru; Email Address v.boyko@oboronservice.ru; alt. Email Address Info@oboronlogistika.ru; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Organization Established Date 18 Aug 2011; Registration ID 1117746641572 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7718857267 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 30167631 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13685] [RUSSIA-EO14024].

**OBORONLOGISTICS LLC (a.k.a. OBORONLOGISTICS LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY; a.k.a. OBORONLOGISTIKA LLC; a.k.a. OBORONLOGISTIKA, OOO; a.k.a. OBCHESHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTYU)**

- **OBORONLOGISTIKA**, d. 18 str. 3 prospekt Komsomolski, Moscow 119021, Russia; Ul. Goncharnaya, house 28, building 2, Moscow 115172, Russia; Website Oboronlogistika.ru; Email Address v.boyko@oboronservice.ru; alt. Email Address Info@oboronlogistika.ru; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Organization Established Date 18 Aug 2011; Registration ID 1117746641572 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7718857267 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 30167631 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13685] [RUSSIA-EO14024].

**OBORONLOGISTIKA OOO** (a.k.a. OBORONLOGISTICS LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY; a.k.a. OBORONLOGISTIKA LLC; a.k.a. OBORONLOGISTIKA, OOO; a.k.a. OBCHESHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTYU)

- **OBORONLOGISTIKA**, d. 18 str. 3 prospekt Komsomolski, Moscow 119021, Russia; Ul. Goncharnaya, house 28, building 2, Moscow 115172, Russia; Website Oboronlogistika.ru; Email Address v.boyko@oboronservice.ru; alt. Email Address Info@oboronlogistika.ru; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Organization Established Date 18 Aug 2011; Registration ID 1117746641572 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7718857267 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 30167631 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13685] [RUSSIA-EO14024].
ADLER Roll-on Roll-off 8,811GRT Russia flag; Vessel Registration Identification IMO 9198226 (vessel) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: M LEASING LLC).

AMBAL Roll-on Roll-off 20,729GRT Russia flag; Vessel Registration Identification IMO 8807416 (vessel) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: OBORONLOGISTIKA OOO).

ANGEZIOO (f.k.a. ILYA) General Cargo 9,611GRT Russia flag; Vessel Registration Identification IMO 9349291 (vessel) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: TRANSMORFLOT LLC).

ANGARA Roll-on Roll-off 8,811GRT Russia flag; Vessel Registration Identification IMO 9179842 (vessel) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: M LEASING LLC).

ASCALON Roll-on Roll-off 8,821GRT Russia flag; Vessel Registration Identification IMO 9198226 (vessel) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: M LEASING LLC).

ASKAR-SARYDZHA General Cargo 4,991GRT Russia flag; Vessel Registration Identification IMO 9082142 (vessel) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: TRANSMORFLOT LLC).

BELOMORSKIY Dredger 2,628GRT Russia flag; Vessel Registration Identification IMO 8305781 (vessel) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY NORTHERN SHIPPING COMPANY).

CHIZHOVKA Hopper Barge 745GRT Russia flag; Vessel Registration Identification IMO 8730455 (vessel) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY NORTHERN SHIPPING COMPANY).

CHIINSHURYO Bulk Carrier 27,078GRT Russia flag; Vessel Registration Identification IMO 8700010 (vessel) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY NORTHERN SHIPPING COMPANY).

DIKLYN General Cargo 2,817GRT Russia flag; Vessel Registration Identification IMO 8700169 (vessel) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: NORD PROJECT LLC TRANSPORT COMPANY).

ETIM EMIN General Cargo 1,853GRT Russia flag; Vessel Registration Identification IMO 8700010 (vessel) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY NORTHERN SHIPPING COMPANY).

ENISEY Bulk Carrier 27.078GRT Russia flag; Vessel Registration Identification IMO 9079169 (vessel) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: NORD PROJECT LLC TRANSPORT COMPANY).

FERTOING LTD (a.k.a. LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY FERTOING; a.k.a. OBSHCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTYU FERTOING (Cyrillic: ОБЩЕСТВО С ОГРАНИЧЕННОЙ ОТВЕТСТВЕННОСТЬЮ ФЕРТОИНГ); a.k.a. OOO FERTOING (Cyrillic: ООО ФЕРТОИНГ)), ООО ФЕРТОИНГ (vessel) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

GENRIKH GASANOV General Cargo 4,991GRT Russia flag; Vessel Registration Identification IMO 9083196 (vessel) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: TRANSMORFLOT LLC).

INZHENER TRUBIN General Cargo 6,418GRT Russia flag; Vessel Registration Identification IMO 8502080 (vessel) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY NORTHERN SHIPPING COMPANY).

INZHENER VESNYAKOV General Cargo 6,418GRT Russia flag; Vessel Registration Identification IMO 8502107 (vessel) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY NORTHERN SHIPPING COMPANY).

IOHANN MAHMASTAL General Cargo 6,395GRT Russia flag; Vessel Registration Identification IMO 8603406 (vessel) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY NORTHERN SHIPPING COMPANY).

STOCK COMPANY NORTHERN SHIPPING COMPANY; a.k.a. "ANSC"; a.k.a. "OJSC NSC"), Nab. Severnoy Dviny, 36, Arkhangelsk 163000, Russia; Tax ID No. 2901008432 (Russia); Identification Number IMO 0555641 [RUSSIA-E014024].

STOCK COMPANY NORTHERN SHIPPING COMPANY; a.k.a. "ANSC"; a.k.a. "OJSC NSC"), Nab. Severnoy Dviny, 36, Arkhangelsk 163000, Russia; Tax ID No. 2901008432 (Russia); Identification Number IMO 0555641 [RUSSIA-E014024].

STOCK COMPANY NORTHERN SHIPPING COMPANY; a.k.a. "ANSC"; a.k.a. "OJSC NSC"), Nab. Severnoy Dviny, 36, Arkhangelsk 163000, Russia; Tax ID No. 2901008432 (Russia); Identification Number IMO 0555641 [RUSSIA-E014024].

STOCK COMPANY NORTHERN SHIPPING COMPANY; a.k.a. "ANSC"; a.k.a. "OJSC NSC"), Nab. Severnoy Dviny, 36, Arkhangelsk 163000, Russia; Tax ID No. 2901008432 (Russia); Identification Number IMO 0555641 [RUSSIA-E014024].

STOCK COMPANY NORTHERN SHIPPING COMPANY; a.k.a. "ANSC"; a.k.a. "OJSC NSC"), Nab. Severnoy Dviny, 36, Arkhangelsk 163000, Russia; Tax ID No. 2901008432 (Russia); Identification Number IMO 0555641 [RUSSIA-E014024].

STOCK COMPANY NORTHERN SHIPPING COMPANY; a.k.a. "ANSC"; a.k.a. "OJSC NSC"), Nab. Severnoy Dviny, 36, Arkhangelsk 163000, Russia; Tax ID No. 2901008432 (Russia); Identification Number IMO 0555641 [RUSSIA-E014024].

STOCK COMPANY NORTHERN SHIPPING COMPANY; a.k.a. "ANSC"; a.k.a. "OJSC NSC"), Nab. Severnoy Dviny, 36, Arkhangelsk 163000, Russia; Tax ID No. 2901008432 (Russia); Identification Number IMO 0555641 [RUSSIA-E014024].

STOCK COMPANY NORTHERN SHIPPING COMPANY; a.k.a. "ANSC"; a.k.a. "OJSC NSC"), Nab. Severnoy Dviny, 36, Arkhangelsk 163000, Russia; Tax ID No. 2901008432 (Russia); Identification Number IMO 0555641 [RUSSIA-E014024].

STOCK COMPANY NORTHERN SHIPPING COMPANY; a.k.a. "ANSC"; a.k.a. "OJSC NSC"), Nab. Severnoy Dviny, 36, Arkhangelsk 163000, Russia; Tax ID No. 2901008432 (Russia); Identification Number IMO 0555641 [RUSSIA-E014024].

STOCK COMPANY NORTHERN SHIPPING COMPANY; a.k.a. "ANSC"; a.k.a. "OJSC NSC"), Nab. Severnoy Dviny, 36, Arkhangelsk 163000, Russia; Tax ID No. 2901008432 (Russia); Identification Number IMO 0555641 [RUSSIA-E014024].

STOCK COMPANY NORTHERN SHIPPING COMPANY; a.k.a. "ANSC"; a.k.a. "OJSC NSC"), Nab. Severnoy Dviny, 36, Arkhangelsk 163000, Russia; Tax ID No. 2901008432 (Russia); Identification Number IMO 0555641 [RUSSIA-E014024].

STOCK COMPANY NORTHERN SHIPPING COMPANY; a.k.a. "ANSC"; a.k.a. "OJSC NSC"), Nab. Severnoy Dviny, 36, Arkhangelsk 163000, Russia; Tax ID No. 2901008432 (Russia); Identification Number IMO 0555641 [RUSSIA-E014024].

STOCK COMPANY NORTHERN SHIPPING COMPANY; a.k.a. "ANSC"; a.k.a. "OJSC NSC"), Nab. Severnoy Dviny, 36, Arkhangelsk 163000, Russia; Tax ID No. 2901008432 (Russia); Identification Number IMO 0555641 [RUSSIA-E014024].

STOCK COMPANY NORTHERN SHIPPING COMPANY; a.k.a. "ANSC"; a.k.a. "OJSC NSC"), Nab. Severnoy Dviny, 36, Arkhangelsk 163000, Russia; Tax ID No. 2901008432 (Russia); Identification Number IMO 0555641 [RUSSIA-E014024].
IMO 9279434 (vessel) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY NORTHERN SHIPPING COMPANY).

Kholmogory General Cargo 2,986GRT Russia flag; Vessel Registration Identification IMO 9109081 (vessel) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY NORTHERN SHIPPING COMPANY).

Kompozitor Gasanov Roll-on Roll-off 6,894GRT Russia flag; Vessel Registration Identification IMO 8606628 (vessel) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: TRANSMORFLOT LLC).

Lady D (f.k.a. MALIY B.S.) General Cargo 9,611GRT Russia flag; Vessel Registration Identification IMO 9349289 (vessel) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: TRANSMORFLOT LLC).

Lady Maria (f.k.a. STELLA-MARIA) Roll-on Roll-off 8,831GRT Russia flag; Vessel Registration Identification IMO 9220641 (vessel) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: TRANSMORFLOT LLC).

Lady R Roll-on Roll-off 7,260GRT Russia flag; Vessel Registration Identification IMO 9161003 (vessel) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: TRANSMORFLOT LLC).

Lapominka Hopper Barge 643GRT Russia flag; Vessel Registration Identification IMO 8928143 (vessel) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: OPEN JSC NORTHERN SHIPPING COMPANY).
TK NORD PROJECT (a.k.a. LLC TC NORD PROJECT; a.k.a. "LLC NORD PROJECT"; a.k.a. "NORD PROJECT"), Office 410, 47 Uritskogo St, Arkhangelsk 163060, Russia; Office 335H, Liter A, Prospet Lenininsky 153, St. Petersburg 196247, Russia; Office 308, House 71 Korpus 1, Naberezhnaya Severnaya Dvinya, Arkhangelsk 163069, Russia; Tax ID No. 2901201732 (Russia); Identification Number IMO 5825809 [RUSSIA-EO14024].

TRANSFORMFL OT LLC (a.k.a. TRANSFORMFL OT SHIPPING COMPANY), House 18 D Premise 1, Lenina Street, Akhtynsky District, Republic of Dagestan 368730, Russia; Tax ID No. 3017041900 (Russia); Identification Number IMO 6016988 [RUSSIA-EO14024].

TRITON Tug 161GRT Russia flag; Vessel Registration Identification IMO 7236141 (vessel) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY NORTHERN SHIPPING COMPANY).

URSA MAJOR (a.k.a. SPARTA III) General Cargo 12,679GRT Russia flag; Vessel Registration Identification IMO 9538892 (vessel) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: SC SOUTH LLC).
The following [SDGT] entries have been added to OFAC's SDN List:

ADHIGUNA LESMANA, Dandi (a.k.a. ADHIGUNA, Dandi Muhammad), Kayseri, Turkey; DOB 30 Jul 1996; POB Gresik, East Java, Indonesia; nationality Indonesia; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Passport B 0547698 (Indonesia) (individual) [SDGT] (Linked To: SUSANTI, Dwi Dahlia).  

ADHIGUNA, Muhammad Dandi (a.k.a. ADHIGUNA LESMANA, Dandi; a.k.a. ADHIGUNA, Muhammad Dandi), Kayseri, Turkey; DOB 30 Jul 1996; POB Gresik, East Java, Indonesia; nationality Indonesia; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Passport B 0547698 (Indonesia) (individual) [SDGT] (Linked To: SUSANTI, Dwi Dahlia).  

ADHIGUNA, Muhammad Dandi (a.k.a. ADHIGUNA LESMANA, Dandi; a.k.a. ADHIGUNA, Muhammad Dandi), Kayseri, Turkey; DOB 30 Jul 1996; POB Gresik, East Java, Indonesia; nationality Indonesia; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Passport B 0547698 (Indonesia) (individual) [SDGT] (Linked To: SUSANTI, Dwi Dahlia).  

ADHIGUNA, Muhammad Dandi, Kayseri, Turkey; DOB 30 Jul 1996; POB Gresik, East Java, Indonesia; nationality Indonesia; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Passport B 0547698 (Indonesia) (individual) [SDGT] (Linked To: SUSANTI, Dwi Dahlia).  

HERYADI, Rudi, Bogor, West Java, Indonesia; DOB 21 Sep 1973; POB Cirebon, West Java, Indonesia; nationality Indonesia; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Passport B 2315612 (Indonesia) issued 15 Nov 2015 (individual) [SDGT] (Linked To: ISLAMIC STATE OF IRAQ AND THE LEVANT).  

KARDIAN, Ari, Cempakawarna Rt, Tasikmalaya, West Java, Indonesia; DOB 16 Feb 1990; POB Tasikmalaya, West Java, Indonesia; nationality Indonesia; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Passport A 8799177 (Indonesia) expires 28 Aug 2019 (individual) [SDGT] (Linked To: ISLAMIC STATE OF IRAQ AND THE LEVANT).  

RAMADHANI, Dini, Kayseri, Turkey; DOB 10 Mar 1993; nationality Indonesia; Gender Female; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Passport B 4286562 Indonesia (individual) [SDGT] (Linked To: SUSANTI, Dwi Dahlia).  

SUSANTI, Dwi Dahlia, Idlib, Syria; Kel. Sambonjaya, Kec. Mangkubumi, Tasikmalaya, Indonesia; DOB 28 Jul 1976; nationality Indonesia; Gender Female; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Passport B 3306967 (Indonesia); Identification Number 197607281998032001 (Indonesia) (individual) [SDGT] (Linked To: ISLAMIC STATE OF IRAQ AND THE LEVANT).  

The following [SDGT] entries have been added to OFAC's SDN List:

ABDALLAH, Ahmad Jalal Rida (Arabic: أحمد جلال رضى عبدالله (a.k.a. ABDALLAH, Ahmad Jalal Rida), Beirut, Lebanon; DOB 15 Aug 1966; nationality Lebanon; Additional Sanctions Information - Subject to Secondary Sanctions Pursuant to the Hizballah Financial Sanctions Regulations; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Passport B 1243574 (Lebanon) (individual) [SDGT] (Linked To: HIZBALLAH).  

ABDALLAH, Ahmed Jalal Rida (a.k.a. ABDALLAH, Ahmad Jalal Rida), Beirut, Lebanon; DOB 15 Aug 1966; nationality Lebanon; Additional Sanctions Information - Subject to Secondary Sanctions Pursuant to the Hizballah Financial Sanctions Regulations; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Passport B 1243574 (Lebanon) (individual) [SDGT] (Linked To: HIZBALLAH).  

AL MOKHTAR PRODUCTS CO. SARL (Arabic: مؤسسة المختار); Ruweiss, Plot 2007, Borj Brajne, Baabda, Lebanon; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Organization Established Date 2008; Organization Type: Manufacture of other food products n.e.c.; Registration Number 2012570 (Lebanon) issued 21 Apr 2008 [SDGT] (Linked To: UNITED GENERAL HOLDING SAL).  

ATIEH, Hussein (a.k.a. ATIYAH, Husayn; a.k.a. ATTIA, Hussein Kamel (Arabic: حسين كمال عطية; a.k.a. ATTIEH, Hussein Kamel; a.k.a. ATIYAH, Husayn), Lebanon; DOB 23 May 1964; nationality Lebanon; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Passport B 0345063 (Lebanon) (individual) [SDGT] (Linked To: ABDALLAH, Ahmad Jalal Reda).  

ATIFAH, Hussein Kamel (Arabic: حسين كمال عطية; a.k.a. ATTIEH, Hussein Kamel; a.k.a. ATIYAH, Husayn), Lebanon; DOB 23 May 1964; nationality Lebanon; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Passport B 0345063 (Lebanon) (individual) [SDGT] (Linked To: ABDALLAH, Ahmad Jalal Reda).  

ATIYAH, Husayn (a.k.a. ATIEH, Hussein; a.k.a. ATTIA, Hussein Kamel (Arabic: حسين كمال عطية; a.k.a. ATTIEH, Hussein Kamel; a.k.a. ATIYAH, Husayn), Lebanon; DOB 23 May 1964; nationality Lebanon; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Passport B 0345063 (Lebanon) (individual) [SDGT] (Linked To: ABDALLAH, Ahmad Jalal Reda).
FOCUS MEDIA S.A.R.L. (a.k.a. FOCUS COMPANY SARL (Arabic: شركة فوكوس ميديا ش.م.ل.; a.k.a. "FOCUS COMPANY"), Plot 6864, Section 5, Block A, Chiah, Lebanon; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Organization Type: Advertising; Registration Number 2002046 (Lebanon) issued 21 Oct 2003 [SDGT] (Linked To: UNITED GENERAL HOLDING SAL).

FOCUS COMPANY SARL (Arabic: شركة فوكوس ميديا ش.م.ل.; a.k.a. "FOCUS COMPANY"), Plot 6864, Section 5, Block A, Chiah, Lebanon; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Organization Type: Advertising; Registration Number 2002046 (Lebanon) issued 21 Oct 2003 [SDGT] (Linked To: UNITED GENERAL HOLDING SAL).

FOCUS MEDIA COMPANY SAL OFFSHORE (Arabic: شركة فوكوس ميديا ش.م.ل.; a.k.a. "FOCUS COMPANY"), Plot 6864, Section 5, Block A, Chiah, Lebanon; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Organization Type: Advertising; Registration Number 1807467 (Lebanon) issued 25 Apr 2014 [SDGT] (Linked To: FOCUS COMPANY SARL).

UNITED GENERAL OFFSHORE SAL (Arabic: ملكية آصف), Property no. 2888, Burj al-Barajneh, Baabda, Lebanon; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Registration Number 1802820 (Lebanon) issued 22 Sep 2008 [SDGT] (Linked To: ABDALLAH, Ahmad Jalal Reda).

UNITED GENERAL SERVICES SARL (Arabic: ملكية آصف), Plot 6864, Section 5, Block A, Chiah, Lebanon; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Registration Number 2003067 (Lebanon) issued 11 Mar 2004 [SDGT] (Linked To: ABDALLAH, Ahmad Jalal Reda).

UNITED INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION COMPANY SARL (Arabic: ملكية آصف), Property no. 4458, Section 7, Chiyah, Baabda, Lebanon; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Registration Number 2031733 (Lebanon) issued 30 Oct 2012 [SDGT] (Linked To: UNITED GENERAL HOLDING SAL).

"FOCUS COMPANY" (a.k.a. FOCUS COMPANY SARL (Arabic: شركة فوكوس ميديا ش.م.ل.; a.k.a. "FOCUS COMPANY"), Plot 6864, Section 5, Block A, Chiah, Lebanon; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Organization Type: Advertising; Registration Number 2012415 (Lebanon) issued 03 Apr 2008 [SDGT] (Linked To: UNITED GENERAL HOLDING SAL).

The following [SDGT] entries have been removed:

• 05/20/22

ABOU DAOUD, Moussa (a.k.a. ABU DAWUD, Musa; a.k.a. BOURAHLA, Moussa; a.k.a. MOUSSA, Bouraha; a.k.a. "ABOU DAOUD"), DOB 1958 to 1960; POB Cap Djinet, Algeria (individual) [SDGT].

ABU DAWUD, Musa (a.k.a. ABOU DAOUD, Moussa; a.k.a. BOURAHLA, Moussa; a.k.a. MOUSSA, Bouraha; a.k.a. "ABOU DAOUD"), DOB 1958 to 1960; POB Cap Djinet, Algeria (individual) [SDGT].

AD-DAGHESTANI, Abu Muhammad Ali (a.k.a. AD-DAGHESTANI, Sheikh Ali Abu Muhammad; a.k.a. AL-DAGHESTANI, Ali Abu Muhammad; a.k.a. AL-


MOUSSA, Bourahla (a.k.a. ABOU DAOUD, Moussa; a.k.a. MOALIM, Mahad, Bari region, Somalia; DOB 1975 to 1978 (individual) [SDGT].

MOUSSA, Bourahla (a.k.a. ABOU DAOUD, Moussa; a.k.a. MOALIM, Mahad, Bari region, Somalia; DOB 1975 to 1978 (individual) [SDGT].


MOALIM, Mahad, Bari region, Somalia; DOB 1975 to 1978 (individual) [SDGT].

MOUSSA, Bourahla (a.k.a. ABU DAOUD, Moussa; a.k.a. ABU DAOUD, Moussa); DOB 1958 to 1960; POB Cap Djinet, Algeria (individual) [SDGT].


- 05/20/22

The following [SDGT] entries have been changed:

A.I.C. COMPREHENSIVE RESEARCH INSTITUTE; a.k.a. A.I.C. SOGO KENKYUSHO; a.k.a. ALEPH; a.k.a. AUM SHINRIKYO; a.k.a. AUM SUPREME TRUTH [FTO] [SDGT]. -to- A.I.C. COMPREHENSIVE RESEARCH INSTITUTE; a.k.a. A.I.C. SOGO KENKYUSHO; a.k.a. ALEPH; a.k.a. AUM SHINRIKYO; a.k.a. AUM SUPREME TRUTH [FTO] [SDGT].

A.I.C. SOGO KENKYUSHO (a.k.a. A.I.C. COMPREHENSIVE RESEARCH INSTITUTE; a.k.a. ALEPH; a.k.a. AUM SHINRIKYO; a.k.a. AUM SUPREME TRUTH) [FTO] [SDGT]. -to- A.I.C. SOGO KENKYUSHO (a.k.a. A.I.C. COMPREHENSIVE RESEARCH INSTITUTE; a.k.a. ALEPH; a.k.a. AUM SHINRIKYO; a.k.a. AUM SUPREME TRUTH) [FTO] [SDGT].

A.I.C. SOGO KENKYUSHO (a.k.a. A.I.C. COMPREHENSIVE RESEARCH INSTITUTE; a.k.a. ALEPH; a.k.a. AUM SHINRIKYO; a.k.a. AUM SUPREME TRUTH) [FTO] [SDGT]. -to- A.I.C. SOGO KENKYUSHO (a.k.a. A.I.C. COMPREHENSIVE RESEARCH INSTITUTE; a.k.a. ALEPH; a.k.a. AUM SHINRIKYO; a.k.a. AUM SUPREME TRUTH) [FTO] [SDGT].

A.I.C. SOGO KENKYUSHO (a.k.a. A.I.C. COMPREHENSIVE RESEARCH INSTITUTE; a.k.a. ALEPH; a.k.a. AUM SHINRIKYO; a.k.a. AUM SUPREME TRUTH) [FTO] [SDGT]. -to- A.I.C. SOGO KENKYUSHO (a.k.a. A.I.C. COMPREHENSIVE RESEARCH INSTITUTE; a.k.a. ALEPH; a.k.a. AUM SHINRIKYO; a.k.a. AUM SUPREME TRUTH) [FTO] [SDGT].

A.I.C. SOGO KENKYUSHO (a.k.a. A.I.C. COMPREHENSIVE RESEARCH INSTITUTE; a.k.a. ALEPH; a.k.a. AUM SHINRIKYO; a.k.a. AUM SUPREME TRUTH) [FTO] [SDGT]. -to- A.I.C. SOGO KENKYUSHO (a.k.a. A.I.C. COMPREHENSIVE RESEARCH INSTITUTE; a.k.a. ALEPH; a.k.a. AUM SHINRIKYO; a.k.a. AUM SUPREME TRUTH) [FTO] [SDGT].

A.I.C. SOGO KENKYUSHO (a.k.a. A.I.C. COMPREHENSIVE RESEARCH INSTITUTE; a.k.a. ALEPH; a.k.a. AUM SHINRIKYO; a.k.a. AUM SUPREME TRUTH) [FTO] [SDGT]. -to- A.I.C. SOGO KENKYUSHO (a.k.a. A.I.C. COMPREHENSIVE RESEARCH INSTITUTE; a.k.a. ALEPH; a.k.a. AUM SHINRIKYO; a.k.a. AUM SUPREME TRUTH) [FTO] [SDGT].

A.I.C. SOGO KENKYUSHO (a.k.a. A.I.C. COMPREHENSIVE RESEARCH INSTITUTE; a.k.a. ALEPH; a.k.a. AUM SHINRIKYO; a.k.a. AUM SUPREME TRUTH) [FTO] [SDGT]. -to- A.I.C. SOGO KENKYUSHO (a.k.a. A.I.C. COMPREHENSIVE RESEARCH INSTITUTE; a.k.a. ALEPH; a.k.a. AUM SHINRIKYO; a.k.a. AUM SUPREME TRUTH) [FTO] [SDGT].


AUM SHINRIKYO (a.k.a. A.I.C. COMPREHENSIVE RESEARCH INSTITUTE; a.k.a. A.I.C. SOGO KENKUSHO; a.k.a. ALEPH; a.k.a. AUM SUPREME TRUTH) [FTO] [SDGT]. -to- AUM SHINRIKYO (a.k.a. A.I.C. COMPREHENSIVE RESEARCH INSTITUTE; a.k.a. A.I.C. SOGO KENKUSHO; a.k.a. ALEPH; a.k.a. AUM SUPREME TRUTH) [SDGT].

AUM SUPREME TRUTH (a.k.a. A.I.C. COMPREHENSIVE RESEARCH INSTITUTE; a.k.a. A.I.C. SOGO KENKUSHO; a.k.a. ALEPH; a.k.a. AUM SHINRIKYO) [FTO] [SDGT].


DIKUY BOGDIM (a.k.a. AMERICAN FRIENDS OF THE UNITED YESHIVA; a.k.a. AMERICAN FRIENDS OF YESHIVAT RAV MEIR; a.k.a. COMMITTEE FOR THE SAFETY OF THE ROADS; a.k.a. DOV; a.k.a. FOREFRONT OF

HERRI BATASUNA (a.k.a. ASKATASUNA; a.k.a. BASQUE FATHERLAND AND LIBERTY; a.k.a. BATASUNA; a.k.a. EKIN; a.k.a. EPANASTATIKI PIRINES; a.k.a. EUSKAL HERRITARROK; a.k.a. EUZKADI TA ASKATASUNA; a.k.a. JARRAI-HAIKA-SEGII; a.k.a. POPULAR REVOLUTIONARY STRUGGLE; a.k.a. XAKI; a.k.a. “ETA”; a.k.a. “K.A.S.”) [FTO] [SDGT].

ISLAMIC GAMA’AT (a.k.a. AL-GAMA’AT; a.k.a. EGYPTIAN AL-GAMA’AT AL-ISLAMIYYA; a.k.a. GAMA’AT AL-ISLAMIYYA; a.k.a. ISLAMIC GROUP; a.k.a. “GI”; a.k.a. “IG”) [FTO] [SDGT].

EGYPTIAN AL-GAMA’AT AL-ISLAMIYYA; a.k.a. GAMA’AT AL-ISLAMIYYA; a.k.a. ISLAMIC GAMA’AT; a.k.a. “GI”; a.k.a. “IG”) [FTO] [SDGT].

EGYPTIAN AL-GAMA’AT AL-ISLAMIYYA; a.k.a. GAMA’AT AL-ISLAMIYYA; a.k.a. ISLAMIC GROUP; a.k.a. “GI”; a.k.a. “IG”) [FTO] [SDGT].
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TAPUAH FUND; a.k.a. KOACH; a.k.a. MEIR’S YOUTH; a.k.a. NEW KACH MOVEMENT; a.k.a. 


KAHANE LIVES (a.k.a. AMERICAN FRIENDS OF THE UNITED YESHIVA; a.k.a. AMERICAN FRIENDS OF YESHIVAT RAV MEIR; a.k.a. COMMITTEE FOR THE SAFETY OF THE ROADS; a.k.a. DIKUY BOGDIM; a.k.a. DOV; a.k.a. FOREFRONT OF THE IDEA; a.k.a. FRIENDS OF THE JEWISH IDEA YESHIVA; a.k.a. JUDEAN LEGION; a.k.a. JUDEA POLICE; a.k.a. JUDEAN CONGRESS; a.k.a. KACH; a.k.a. KAHANE; a.k.a. KAHANE CHAI; a.k.a. KAHANE TZADAK; a.k.a. KAHANE.ORG; a.k.a. KAHANETZADAK.COM; a.k.a. KFAR TAPUAH FUND; a.k.a. KOACH; a.k.a. MEIR'S YOUTH; a.k.a. NEW KACH MOVEMENT; a.k.a. NEWKACH.ORG; a.k.a. NO'AR MEIR; a.k.a. REPRESSION OF TRAITORS; a.k.a. STATE OF JUDEA; a.k.a. SWO...


JEWISH IDEA; a.k.a. YESHIVAT HARAV MEIR; a.k.a. "CARD") [FTO] [SDGT]. *to* - 545 -

MUJAHIDEEN SHURA COUNCIL IN THE ENVIrons OF JERUSALEM (a.k.a. MAGLES SHOURA AL-MUJAHIDDIN; a.k.a. MAJLIS SHURA AL-MUJAHIDIN FI AKNAFA BAYT AL-MAQDIS; a.k.a. MAJLIS SHURA AL-MUJAHIDIN; a.k.a. MAJLIS SHURA AL-MUJAHIDIN; a.k.a. MUJAHIDEEN SHURA COUNCIL; a.k.a. MUJAHIDIN SHURA COUNCIL IN THE ENVIRONS OF JERUSALEM; a.k.a. "MSC") [FTO] [SDGT]. *to* - 545 -

MUJAHIDEEN SHURA COUNCIL IN THE ENVIrons OF JERUSALEM (a.k.a. MAGLES SHOURA AL-MUJAHIDDIN; a.k.a. MAJLIS SHURA AL-MUJAHIDIN FI AKNAFA BAYT AL-MAQDIS; a.k.a. MAJLIS SHURA AL-MUJAHIDIN; a.k.a. MAJLIS SHURA AL-MUJAHIDIN; a.k.a. MUJAHIDEEN SHURA COUNCIL; a.k.a. MUJAHIDIN SHURA COUNCIL IN THE ENVIRONS OF JERUSALEM; a.k.a. "MSC") [SDGT].

MUJAHIDEEN SHURA COUNCIL (a.k.a. MAGLES SHOURA AL-MUJAHIDDIN; a.k.a. MAJLIS SHURA AL-MUJAHIDIN FI AKNAF BAYT AL-MAQDIS; a.k.a. MAJLIS SHURA AL-MUJAHIDIN; a.k.a. MAJLIS SHURA AL-MUJAHIDIN; a.k.a. MUJAHIDEEN SHURA COUNCIL IN THE ENVIRONS OF JERUSALEM; a.k.a. "MSC") [SDGT].

MUJAHIDEEN SHURA COUNCIL IN THE ENVIrons OF JERUSALEM (a.k.a. MAGLES SHOURA AL-MUJAHIDDIN; a.k.a. MAJLIS SHURA AL-MUJAHIDIN FI AKNAF BAYT AL-MAQDIS; a.k.a. MAJLIS SHURA AL-MUJAHIDIN; a.k.a. MAJLIS SHURA AL-MUJAHIDIN; a.k.a. MUJAHIDEEN SHURA COUNCIL; a.k.a. MUJAHIDIN SHURA COUNCIL IN THE ENVIRONS OF JERUSALEM; a.k.a. "MSC") [SDGT].


- 545 -
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THE HATIKVA JEWISH IDENTITY CENTER


THE INTERNATIONAL KAHANE MOVEMENT


JEWISH IDEA; a.k.a. YESHIVAT HARAV MEIR; a.k.a. "CARD") [SDGT].


YESHIVA OF THE JEWISH IDEA; a.k.a. YESHIVAT HARAV MEIR [SDGT].

“ETA” (a.k.a. ASKATASUNA; a.k.a. BASQUE FATHERLAND AND LIBERTY; a.k.a. BATASUNA; a.k.a. EKIN; a.k.a. EPANASTATIKI PIRINES; a.k.a. EUSKAL HERRITARROK; a.k.a. EUZKADI TA ASKATASUNA; a.k.a. HERRI BATASUNA; a.k.a. JARRAI-HAIKA-SEGI; a.k.a. POPULAR REVOLUTIONARY STRUGGLE; a.k.a. XAKI; a.k.a. “K.A.S.”) [FTO] [SDGT].

”MSC” (a.k.a. MAGLES SHOURA AL-MUJAHIDIN; a.k.a. MALIS SHURA AL-MUJAHEDIN FI AKNAF BAYT AL-MAQDIS; a.k.a. MALIS SHURA AL-MUJAHIDEEN; a.k.a. MALIS SHURA AL-MUJAHIDIN; a.k.a. MUJAHIDEEN SHURA COUNCIL; a.k.a. MUJAHIDEEN SHURA COUNCIL IN THE ENVIRONS OF JERUSALEM; a.k.a. MUJAHIDIN SHURA COUNCIL IN THE ENVIRONS OF JERUSALEM) [FTO] [SDGT].

AGROGATE HOLDING CORPORATION (a.k.a. AGROGATE COMPANY; a.k.a. AGROGATE CORPORATION; a.k.a. AGROGATE HOLDING; a.k.a. AGROGATE HOLDINGS; a.k.a. AGROGATE HOLDINGS INC.), Sudan; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886 [SDGT] (Linked To: HAMAS).

AGROGATE HOLDINGS (a.k.a. AGROGATE COMPANY; a.k.a. AGROGATE CORPORATION; a.k.a. AGROGATE HOLDING; a.k.a. AGROGATE HOLDINGS; a.k.a. AGROGATE HOLDINGS INC.), Sudan; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886 [SDGT] (Linked To: HAMAS).

AL ROWAD REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT (Arabic: ﺍﻟﻠﺘﻄﻮﻳﺮ ﺍﻟﻌﻘﺎﺭﻱ ﺍﻟﺭﻭﺍﺩ) (a.k.a. ALROWAD COMPANY; a.k.a. ALROWAD FOR REAL ESTATE; a.k.a. ALROWAD REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT COMPANY; a.k.a. ALROWAD REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT COMPANY; a.k.a. ALROWAD RESIDENTIAL COMPOUND; a.k.a. PIONEER COMPANY FOR REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT CO. LTD.; a.k.a. PIONEER REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT CO. LTD. OF SUDAN-SAUDI ARABIA; a.k.a. RUWWAD AL-QABIDAH COMPANY; a.k.a. RUWWAD REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT), West Khartoum, Sudan; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Organization Established Date 2010; Organization Type: Construction of buildings; alt. Organization Type: Real estate activities with own or leased property [SDGT] (Linked To: HAMAS).

AI, Osama (a.k.a. ALI, Oussama; a.k.a. ALI, Oussama Abd-El-Karim; a.k.a. ALI, Usama; a.k.a. RADWAN, Osama; a.k.a. RADWAN, Osama Abd Al Karim; a.k.a. RIZWAN, Usama Ali), Lebanon; DOB 02 Jan 1962; POB
ALI, Oussama Abd-El-Karim (a.k.a. ALI, Osama; a.k.a. ALI, Oussama (a.k.a. ALI, Osama; a.k.a. ALI, Usama; a.k.a. RADWAN, Osama; a.k.a. RADWAN, Osama Abd Al Karim; a.k.a. RIZWAN, Usama Ali), Lebanon; DOB 02 Jan 1962; POB Palestine; nationality Palestinian; alt. nationality Lebanon; citizen Lebanon; alt. citizen Canada; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Passport BA669463 (Canada); alt. Passport GA329040 (Canada); alt. Passport AJ878107 (Canada); Identification Number 47836452 (Palestinian); Refugee ID Card PR0131118 (Palestinian) (individual) [SDGT] (Linked To: HAMAS).

ARROW COMPANY (a.k.a. AL ROWAD REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT Company; a.k.a. AL ROWAD REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT Company; a.k.a. AL ROWAD REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT Company; a.k.a. AL ROWAD REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT Company; a.k.a. AL ROWAD REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT Company; a.k.a. AL ROWAD RESIDENTIAL COMPOUND; a.k.a. PIONEER COMPANY FOR REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT CO. LTD.; a.k.a. PIONEER REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT CO. LTD. OF SUDAN-SAUDI ARABIA; a.k.a. RUWWAD AL-QABIDAH COMPANY; a.k.a. RUWWAD REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT), West Khartoum, Sudan; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Organization Established Date 2010; Organization Type: Real estate activities with own or leased property [SDGT] (Linked To: HAMAS).

ALROWAD REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT COMPANY (a.k.a. AL ROWAD REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT Company; a.k.a. AL ROWAD REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT Company; a.k.a. AL ROWAD REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT Company; a.k.a. AL ROWAD REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT Company; a.k.a. AL ROWAD REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT Company; a.k.a. AL ROWAD RESIDENTIAL COMPOUND; a.k.a. PIONEER COMPANY FOR REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT CO. LTD.; a.k.a. PIONEER REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT CO. LTD. OF SUDAN-SAUDI ARABIA; a.k.a. RUWWAD AL-QABIDAH COMPANY; a.k.a. RUWWAD REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT), West Khartoum, Sudan; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Organization Established Date 2010; Organization Type: Real estate activities with own or leased property [SDGT] (Linked To: HAMAS).
ANDA CO. (a.k.a. ANDA COMPANY; a.k.a. ANDA LTD.), Saudi Arabia; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886 [SDGT] (Linked To: HAMAS).

ANDA COMPANY (a.k.a. ANDA CO.; a.k.a. ANDA LTD.), Saudi Arabia; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886 [SDGT] (Linked To: HAMAS).

ANDA GAYRIMENKUL (f.k.a. ANDA REAL ESTATE AND CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY TRADE LIMITED COMPANY; f.k.a. ANDA TURK; f.k.a. ANDA-TURK; f.k.a. ANDA-TURK CO.; a.k.a. TREND GAYRIMENKUL YATIRIM ORTAKLIGI AS.; a.k.a. TREND GAYRIMENKUL YATIRIM ORTAKLIGI ANONIM SIRKETI; a.k.a. TREND GAYRIMENKUL YATIRIM ORTAKLIGI ANONIM SIRKETI; a.k.a. TREND REAL ESTATE INVESTMENT PARTNERSHIP; a.k.a. TREND REAL ESTATE INVESTMENT PARTNERSHIP, JOINT STOCK COMPANY), Gursel Neighborhood, Imamhour St, Kagthane Polat Office Building, No. 23, A Block, 4th Floor, Kagthane, Istanbul 34400, Turkey; Polat Ofis, Kat 4, 23 / A, Imamhour Caddesi, Gursel Mahallesesi, Kagthane, Istanbul 34400, Turkey; Website www.trendgyo.com.tr; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; ISIN TRETGYO00023; Tax ID No. Sisli TA/0690472808 (Turkey); Registration Number 599791 (Turkey); Central Registration System Number 69047680800020 (Turkey) [SDGT] (Linked To: HAMAS).

ANDA TURK (f.k.a. ANDA GAYRIMENKUL; f.k.a. ANDA REAL ESTATE AND CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY TRADE LIMITED COMPANY; f.k.a. ANDA TURK; f.k.a. ANDA-TURK; a.k.a. TREND GAYRIMENKUL YATIRIM ORTAKLIGI AS.; a.k.a. TREND GAYRIMENKUL YATIRIM ORTAKLIGI ANONIM SIRKETI; a.k.a. TREND REAL ESTATE INVESTMENT PARTNERSHIP; a.k.a. TREND REAL ESTATE INVESTMENT PARTNERSHIP, JOINT STOCK COMPANY), Gursel Neighborhood, Imamhour St, Kagthane Polat Office Building, No. 23, A Block, 4th Floor, Kagthane, Istanbul 34400, Turkey; Polat Ofis, Kat 4, 23 / A, Imamhour Caddesi, Gursel Mahallesesi, Kagthane, Istanbul 34400, Turkey; Website www.trendgyo.com.tr; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; ISIN TRETGYO00023; Tax ID No. Sisli TA/0690472808 (Turkey); Registration Number 599791 (Turkey); Central Registration System Number 69047680800020 (Turkey) [SDGT] (Linked To: HAMAS).

ASLAN, Hasmet (a.k.a. QAFISHEH, Hisham Yunis Yahya; a.k.a. QAFISHEH, Hisham Yunis Yahya; a.k.a. QAFISHIH, Hisham Yunis Yahya; a.k.a. QUFAYSHAH, Hisham Yunis Yahya), Turkey; nationality Jordan; alt. nationality Saudi Arabia; citizen Jordan; alt. citizen Palestinian; alt. citizen Turkey; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Passport H161563 (Jordan) expires 27 Mar 2006; Identification Number 050449004 (Jordan); alt. Identification Number 9561014063 (Jordan); alt. Identification Number 2024660934 (Saudi Arabia) (individual) [SDGT] (Linked To: HAMAS).

EDDAR INTERNATIONAL COMPANY (a.k.a. SARL SIDAR; a.k.a. SIDAR COMPANY (Arabic: شركة سيدار); a.k.a. SIDAR INTERNATIONAL HOLDING COMPANY WLL), 141 Coup Imobiliere el bina lot N 141, Dely Ibrahim, Algiers, Algeria; Lotissement 108 Lot N50 Commune, El Hachinia, Algeria; 141
ITQAN COMPANY (a.k.a. ETQAAN REAL ESTATE JSC (Arabic: إٍﺗﻘﺎﻥ ﺍﻟﻌﻘﺎﺭﻳﺔ), Zakher Tower, Al Taawun Street, 2nd Floor, Al Mamzar Area, 63629, Sharjah, United Arab Emirates; Website www.itqan-realestate.com; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Construction of buildings; alt. Organization Type: Real estate activities with own or leased property [SDGT] (Linked To: HAMAS).

ITQAN REAL ESTATE CO. (a.k.a. ETQAAN REAL ESTATE CO.; a.k.a. ITQAN COMPANY; a.k.a. ITQAN REAL ESTATE; a.k.a. ITQAN REAL ESTATE JSC (Arabic: إٍﺗﻘﺎﻥ ﺍﻟﻌﻘﺎﺭﻳﺔ)), Zakher Tower, Al Taawun Street, 2nd Floor, Al Mamzar Area, 63629, Sharjah, United Arab Emirates; Website www.itqan-realestate.com; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Construction of buildings; alt. Organization Type: Real estate activities with own or leased property [SDGT] (Linked To: HAMAS).

ITQAN COMPANY (a.k.a. ETQAAN REAL ESTATE CO.; a.k.a. ITQAN REAL ESTATE CO.; a.k.a. ITQAN REAL ESTATE JSC (Arabic: إٍﺗﻘﺎﻥ ﺍﻟﻌﻘﺎﺭﻳﺔ), Zakher Tower, Al Taawun Street, 2nd Floor, Al Mamzar Area, 63629, Sharjah, United Arab Emirates; Website www.itqan-realestate.com; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Organization Established Date 2004; Organization Type: Construction of buildings; alt. Organization Type: Real estate activities with own or leased property [SDGT] (Linked To: HAMAS).

ITQAN REAL ESTATE JSC (Arabic: إٍﺗﻘﺎﻥ ﺍﻟﻌﻘﺎﺭﻳﺔ (a.k.a. ETQAAN REAL ESTATE CO.; a.k.a. ITQAN COMPANY; a.k.a. ITQAN REAL ESTATE; a.k.a. ITQAN REAL ESTATE JSC (Arabic: إٍﺗﻘﺎﻥ ﺍﻟﻌﻘﺎﺭﻳﺔ)), Zakher Tower, Al Taawun Street, 2nd Floor, Al Mamzar Area, 63629, Sharjah, United Arab Emirates; Website www.itqan-realestate.com; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Organization Established Date 2004; Organization Type: Construction of buildings; alt. Organization Type: Real estate activities with own or leased property [SDGT] (Linked To: HAMAS).

ITQAN REAL ESTATE (a.k.a. ETQAAN REAL ESTATE CO.; a.k.a. ITQAN COMPANY; a.k.a. ITQAN REAL ESTATE CO.; a.k.a. ITQAN REAL ESTATE JSC (Arabic: إٍﺗﻘﺎﻥ ﺍﻟﻌﻘﺎﺭﻳﺔ)), Zakher Tower, Al Taawun Street, 2nd Floor, Al Mamzar Area, 63629, Sharjah, United Arab Emirates; Website www.itqan-realestate.com; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Organization Established Date 2004; Organization Type: Construction of buildings; alt. Organization Type: Real estate activities with own or leased property [SDGT] (Linked To: HAMAS).

OEDE, Ahmad Sharif Abdullah (a.k.a. ODEH, Ahmad; a.k.a. ODEH, Ahmed; a.k.a. ODEH, Ahmed Sharif Abdullah; a.k.a. OUDA, Ahmed Charif Abdellah; a.k.a. UDID, Ahmad), Jordan; DOB 01 Jan 1951; POB Jordan; nationality Jordan; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886 (individual) [SDGT] (Linked To: HAMAS).

OUD, Ahmed Charif Abdellah (a.k.a. ODEH, Ahmad; a.k.a. ODEH, Ahmed; a.k.a. ODEH, Ahmed Sharif Abdullah; a.k.a. OUDA, Ahmed Charif Abdellah; a.k.a. UDID, Ahmad), Jordan; DOB 01 Jan 1951; POB Jordan; nationality Jordan; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886 (individual) [SDGT] (Linked To: HAMAS).

ODEH, Ahmed Sharif Abdullah (a.k.a. ODEH, Ahmad; a.k.a. ODEH, Ahmed; a.k.a. ODEH, Ahmed Sharif Abdullah; a.k.a. OUDA, Ahmed Charif Abdellah; a.k.a. UDID, Ahmad), Jordan; DOB 01 Jan 1951; POB Jordan; nationality Jordan; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886 (individual) [SDGT] (Linked To: HAMAS).

PIONEER COMPANY FOR REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT CO. LTD. (a.k.a. AL ROWAD REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT (Arabic: الرواد ﺍﻟﻠﺘﻄﻮﻳﺮ ﺍﻟﻠﺘﻄﻮﻳﺮ ﺍﻟﻌﻘﺎﺭﻱ), a.k.a. ALROWAD COMPANY; a.k.a. ALROWAD FOR REAL ESTATE; a.k.a. ALROWAD FOR REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT COMPANY; a.k.a. ALROWAD REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT COMPANY; a.k.a. ALROWAD RESIDENTIAL COMPOUND; a.k.a. PIONEER REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT CO. LTD. OF SUDAN-SAUDI ARABIA; a.k.a. RUWWAD AL-QABIDAH COMPANY; a.k.a. RUWWAD REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT), West Khartoum, Sudan; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Organization Established Date 2010; Organization Type: Construction of buildings; alt. Organization Type: Real estate activities with own or leased property [SDGT] (Linked To: HAMAS).
QAFISHEH, Hisham Younis Yahya (a.k.a. ASLAN, Hasmet; a.k.a. QAFISHEH, Hisham Younis Yahya; a.k.a. QAFISHEH, Hisham Younis Yahya; a.k.a. QAFISHIH, Hisham Younis Yahya; a.k.a. QAFISHIH, Hisham Younis Yahya; a.k.a. QUFAYSHAH, Hisham Younis Yahya), Turkey; DOB 01 Sep 1956; alt. DOB 01 Jan 1956; POB Jordan; nationality Jordan; alt. nationality Saudi Arabia; citizen Jordan; alt. citizen Palestinian; alt. citizen Turkey; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Passport H161563 (Jordan) expires 27 Mar 2006; Identification Number 050449004 (Jordan); alt. Identification Number 9561014063 (Jordan); alt. Identification Number 9561014063 (Jordan); alt. Identification Number 2024660934 (Saudia Arabia) (individual) [SDGT] (Linked To: HAMAS).

QUFAYSHAH, Hisham Younis Yahya (a.k.a. ASLAN, Hasmet; a.k.a. QAFISHEH, Hisham Younis Yahya; a.k.a. QAFISHEH, Hisham Younis Yahya; a.k.a. QAFISHIH, Hisham Younis Yahya; a.k.a. QAFISHIH, Hisham Younis Yahya; a.k.a. QUFAYSHAH, Hisham Younis Yahya), Turkey; DOB 01 Sep 1956; alt. DOB 01 Jan 1956; POB Jordan; nationality Jordan; alt. nationality Saudi Arabia; citizen Jordan; alt. citizen Palestinian; alt. citizen Turkey; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Passport H161563 (Jordan) expires 27 Mar 2006; Identification Number 050449004 (Jordan); alt. Identification Number 9561014063 (Jordan); alt. Identification Number 9561014063 (Jordan); alt. Identification Number 2024660934 (Saudia Arabia) (individual) [SDGT] (Linked To: HAMAS).

RADWAN, Osama (a.k.a. ALI, Osama; a.k.a. ALI, Oussama; a.k.a. ALI, Oussama Abd-El-Karim; a.k.a. ALI, Usama; a.k.a. RADWAN, Osama Abd Al Karim; a.k.a. RIZWAN, Usama Ali), Lebanon; DOB 02 Jan 1962; POB Palestine; nationality Palestinian; alt. nationality Lebanon; citizen Lebanon; alt. citizen Canada; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Passport BA669463 (Canada); alt. Passport GA329040 (Canada); alt. Passport AJ878107 (Canada); Identification Number 47836452 (Palestinian); Refugee ID Card PR0131118 (Palestinian) (individual) [SDGT] (Linked To: HAMAS).

RIZWAN, Usama Ali (a.k.a. ALI, Osama; a.k.a. ALI, Oussama; a.k.a. ALI, Oussama Abd-El-Karim; a.k.a. ALI, Usama; a.k.a. RADWAN, Osama Abd Al Karim), Lebanon; DOB 02 Jan 1962; POB Palestine; nationality Palestinian; alt. nationality Lebanon; citizen Lebanon; alt. citizen Canada; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Passport BA669463 (Canada); alt. Passport GA329040 (Canada); alt. Passport AJ878107 (Canada); Identification Number 47836452 (Palestinian); Refugee ID Card PR0131118 (Palestinian) (individual) [SDGT] (Linked To: HAMAS).

ROWAD REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT (Arabic: ﺍﻟﺮﻭﺍﺩ ﺍﻟﺘﻄﻮﻳﺮ ﺍﻟﻌﻘﺎﺭﻱ; a.k.a. ALROWAD COMPANY; a.k.a. ALROWAD FOR REAL ESTATE; a.k.a. ALROWAD FOR REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT COMPANY; a.k.a. ALROWAD REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT COMPANY; a.k.a. ALROWAD RESIDENTIAL COMPUND; a.k.a. PIONEER COMPANY FOR REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT CO. LTD.; a.k.a. RUWWAD AL-QABIDAH COMPANY; a.k.a. RUWWAD REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT), West Khartoum, Sudan; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Organization Established Date 2010; Organization Type: Construction of buildings; alt. Organization Type: Real estate activities with own or leased property [SDGT] (Linked To: HAMAS).

RUWWAD AL-QABIDAH COMPANY (a.k.a. ALROWAD FOR REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT COMPANY; a.k.a. ALROWAD REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT COMPANY; a.k.a. ALROWAD RESIDENTIAL COMPUND; a.k.a. PIONEER COMPANY FOR REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT CO. LTD.; a.k.a. ROWAD AL-QABIDAH COMPANY) (Jordan); alt. Identification Number 47836452 (Palestinian); Refugee ID Card PR0131118 (Palestinian) (individual) [SDGT] (Linked To: HAMAS).
PIONEER REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT CO. LTD. OF SUDAN-SAUDI ARABIA; a.k.a. RUWWAD REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT), West Khartoum, Sudan; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Establishment Date 2010; Organization Type: Construction of buildings; alt. Organization Type: Real estate activities with own or leased property [SDGT] (Linked To: HAMAS).

RUWWAD REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT (Arabic: Company; a.k.a. SIDAR COMPANY (Arabic: شركية تطوير العقاري), Kuwait; DOB 1954; nationality Jordan; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13886; Organization Type: Construction of buildings; alt. Organization Type: Real estate activities with own or leased property [SDGT] (Linked To: HAMAS).

SIDAR COMPANY (Arabic: شركية سيدار), Kuwait; DOB 1954; nationality Jordan; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13886; Organization Type: Construction of buildings; alt. Organization Type: Real estate activities with own or leased property [SDGT] (Linked To: HAMAS).

TREND GYO (f.k.a. ANDA GAYRIMENKUL; f.k.a. ANDA REAL ESTATE AND CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY TRADE LIMITED COMPANY; f.k.a. ANDA-TURK; f.k.a. ANDA-TURK CO.; a.k.a. TREND GAYRIMENKUL YATIRIM ORTAKLIGI A.S.; a.k.a. TREND GYO; a.k.a. TREND REAL ESTATE INVESTMENT PARTNERSHIP; a.k.a. TREND REAL ESTATE INVESTMENT PARTNERSHIP, JOINT STOCK COMPANY), Gursel Neighborhood, Imrahor Street, Kagithane Polat Office Building, No. 23, A Block, 4th Floor, Kagithane, Istanbul 34400, Turkey; Polat Ofis, Kat 4, 23 / A, Imrahor Caddesi, Gursel Mahallesi, Kagithane, Istanbul 34400, Turkey; Website www.trendgyo.com.tr; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; ISIN TRETGYO00023; Tax ID No. Sisli TA/0690472808 (Turkey); Registration Number 599791 (Turkey); Central Registration System Number 69047680800020 (Turkey) [SDGT] (Linked To: HAMAS).
The following [IFSR] [SDGT] entries have been removed:

MERHEJ, Rodrig Elias (a.k.a. MERRCHEZH, Rodrig); DOB 1970; alt. DOB 1969; alt. DOB 1971; POB Lebanon; Additional Sanctions Information - Subject to Secondary Sanctions (individual) [SDGT] [IFSR].

MERHEZH, Rodrig (a.k.a. MERKEZH, Rodrig Elias); DOB 1970; alt. DOB 1969; alt. DOB 1971; POB Lebanon; Additional Sanctions Information - Subject to Secondary Sanctions (individual) [SDGT] [IFSR].

UKRANIAN-MEDDTERRANEAN AIRLINES (a.k.a. UKRANSKE-TCHEROMORSKIE AVIALINII; a.k.a. UM AIR), 7 Shulyavska Street, Kiev 03055, Ukraine; Building Negin Sai Apartment 105, Valiasar Street, Tehran, Iran; 29 Ayar Street, Duma Building, Damascus, Syria; 38 Chkalova Street, building 1, office 10, Minsk, Belarus; Additional Sanctions Information - Subject to Secondary Sanctions [SDGT] [IFSR].

UKRANIAN-MEDDTERRANEAN AIRLINES, 7 Shulyavska Street, Kiev 03055, Ukraine; Building Negin Sai Apartment 105, Valiasar Street, Tehran, Iran; 29 Ayar Street, Duma Building, Damascus, Syria; 38 Chkalova Street, building 1, office 10, Minsk, Belarus; Additional Sanctions Information - Subject to Secondary Sanctions [SDGT] [IFSR].

U00093082 (Turkey); National ID No. 55735353242 (Turkey) (individual) [SDGT] [IFSR] (Linked To: SHAHRIRARI, Behnam).

CHINA HAOOKUN ENERGY CO., LTD. (Chinese Tradename: 中國昊坤能源有限公司) (a.k.a. CHINA HAOOKUN ENERGY LIMITED), Unit 502, 5/F, 87-105 Chatham Road South, Kwoloon, Hong Kong, China; Room 1701, 17/F, Hong Kong Trade Centre, Nos. 161-167 Des Voeux Road Central, Hong Kong, China; Unit 502, 5/F, 87-105 Chatham Road South, Tsim Sha Tsui, Kwoloon, Hong Kong, China; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13324, as amended by Executive Order 13386; Passport No. U00093082 (Turkey); National ID No. 55735353242 (Turkey) (individual) [SDGT] [IFSR] (Linked To: SHAHRIRARI, Behnam).
HAMIDI, Mikhrab Sukhrab (a.k.a. HAMIDI, Mihrab Sukhrab; a.k.a. MIHRAB, Sukhrab Hamidi), Moscow, Russia; DOB 15 Dec 1970; nationality Afghanistan; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Passport P02458563 (Afghanistan); Tax ID No. 771387042305 (Russia) (individual) [SDGT] [IFSR] (Linked To: ISLAMIC REVOLUTIONARY GUARD CORPS (IRGC)-QODS FORCE).

KARIMIAN, Mohammad Sadeqeh, Tehran, Iran; DOB 22 May 1987; POB Semirom, Esfahan, Iran; nationality Iran; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Passport T47389358 (Iran) expires 30 Jan 2024; National ID No. 1209880970 (Iran) (individual) [SDGT] [IFSR] (Linked To: ISLAMIC REVOLUTIONARY GUARD CORPS (IRGC)-QODS FORCE).

KASHANI, Alireza (a.k.a. KASHANIMEHR, Alireza; a.k.a. XASHANIMEHR, Alireza), Iran; DOB 13 Mar 1990; nationality Iran; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Passport R40925019 (Iran) expires 14 Mar 2022; alt. Passport X15243089 (Iran) expires 05 Feb 2014 (individual) [SDGT] [IFSR] (Linked To: ISLAMIC REVOLUTIONARY GUARD CORPS (IRGC)-QODS FORCE).

KASHANIMEHR, Alireza (a.k.a. KASHANIMEHR, Alireza; a.k.a. XASHANIMEHR, Alireza), Iran; DOB 13 Mar 1990; nationality Iran; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Passport R40925019 (Iran) expires 14 Mar 2022; alt. Passport X15243089 (Iran) expires 05 Feb 2014 (individual) [SDGT] [IFSR] (Linked To: ISLAMIC REVOLUTIONARY GUARD CORPS (IRGC)-QODS FORCE).

MHIARB, Suhrab Hamidi (a.k.a. HAMIDI, Mikhrab Sukhrab; a.k.a. MIHRAB, Suhrab Hamidi), Moscow, Russia; DOB 15 Dec 1970; nationality Afghanistan; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Passport P02458563 (Afghanistan); Tax ID No. 771387042305 (Russia) (individual) [SDGT] [IFSR] (Linked To: RPP LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY).

NABIZADA, Kamaluddin Gulam (a.k.a. NABI, Kamaluddin Gulam; a.k.a. NABI, Kamal; a.k.a. NABIZADA, Kamal), Afghanistan; Prospect Mira, Moscow, 129110, Russia; DOB 27 Nov 1957; POB Mazare Sharif, Afghanistan; alt. POB Balik Province, Afghanistan; nationality Afghanistan; alt. nationality Russia; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886 (individual) [SDGT] [IFSR] (Linked To: ISLAMIC REVOLUTIONARY GUARD CORPS (IRGC)-QODS FORCE).
Province, Afghanistan; nationality Afghanistan; alt. nationality Russia; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886 (individual) [SDGT] [IFSR] [Linked To: ISLAMIC REVOLUTIONARY GUARD CORPS (IRGC)-QODS FORCE].


To: ISLAMIC REVOLUTIONARY GUARD CORPS (IRGC)-QODS FORCE.

Established Date 12 Nov 2015; Tax ID No. 8285420780 (Iran); Organization Code 792470309 (China); Legal Entity Number 300300F6NDTLFTB20270 (China); Registration Number 1101117294773 (Korea, South); [SDGT] [IFSR] (Linked To: ISLAMIC REVOLUTIONARY GUARD CORPS (IRGC)-QODS FORCE).


Established Date 12 Nov 2015; Tax ID No. 8285420780 (Iran); Organization Code 792470309 (China); Legal Entity Number 300300F6NDTLFTB20270 (China); Registration Number 1101117294773 (Korea, South); [SDGT] [IFSR] (Linked To: ISLAMIC REVOLUTIONARY GUARD CORPS (IRGC)-QODS FORCE).

RPP LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY (Cyrillic: ОБЩЕСТВО С ОГРАНИЧЕННОЙ ОТВЕТСТВЕННОСТЬЮ РПП) (a.k.a. "LLC RPP", "OOO RPP" (Cyrillic: "ООО РПП"), "RPP LLC"), 6/26 Floor/Rm, Bldg. 10-2, Nab. Presnenskaya, Moscow 125039, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Organization Established Date 25 May 2013; National ID No. 14003437540 (Iran); Registration Number 1825 (Iran) [SDGT] [IFSR] (Linked To: ISLAMIC REVOLUTIONARY GUARD CORPS (IRGC)-QODS FORCE).

SHANDONG CHENXI PETROCHEMICAL CO., LTD. (a.k.a. SHANDONG HAIYOU PETROCHEMICAL GROUP CO. LTD. (Chinese Simplified: 山东海右石化集团有限公司), a.k.a. SHANDONG CHENXI PETROCHEMICAL CO., LTD., Industrial Park, Xiazhuang Town, Ju County, Rizhao, Shandong 276514, China; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Organization Established Date 22 Aug 2006; Organization Code 792470309 (China); Legal Entity Number 300300F6NDTLFTB20270 (China); Registration Number 1101117294773 (Korea, South); [SDGT] [IFSR] (Linked To: ISLAMIC REVOLUTIONARY GUARD CORPS (IRGC)-QODS FORCE).

SHANDONG HAIYOU PETROCHEMICAL GROUP CO. LTD. (Chinese Simplified: 山东海右石化集团有限公司), a.k.a. SHANDONG CHENXI PETROCHEMICAL CO., LTD., Industrial Park, Xiazhuang Town, Ju County, Rizhao, Shandong 276514, China; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Organization Established Date 22 Aug 2006; Organization Code 792470309 (China); Legal Entity Number 300300F6NDTLFTB20270 (China); Registration Number 1101117294773 (Korea, South); [SDGT] [IFSR] (Linked To: ISLAMIC REVOLUTIONARY GUARD CORPS (IRGC)-QODS FORCE).

TURKOCA IMPORT EXPORT TRANSIT CO., LTD. (Korean: 투르코카 수출입 트랜짓 주식회사), Rm 401, 4/F, Rishu Bldg, 25 Hangang-daero 48-gil, Yongan-gu, Seoul 04382, Korea, South; Daekyong building, Ground floor 9-79, 59-1 Duteopbawi-ro, Huam-dong, Yongsan-gu, Seoul, Korea, South; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Organization Established Date 18 Nov 2019; Business Registration Number 3858701478 (Korea, South); Registration Number 1101117294773 (Korea, South); [SDGT] [IFSR] (Linked To: ISLAMIC REVOLUTIONARY GUARD CORPS (IRGC)-QODS FORCE).

XASHANIEMIR, Alireza (a.k.a. KASHANI, Alireza; a.k.a. KASHANIMEHR, Alireza), Iran; DOB 13 Mar 1990; nationality Iran; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Passport R40925019 (Iran) expires 05 Feb 2014 (individual) [SDGT] [IFSR] (Linked To: ISLAMIC REVOLUTIONARY GUARD CORPS (IRGC)-QODS FORCE).

ZAMANOIL - DMCC (Arabic: زمانوイル, Persian: زمانویل, Chinese: 浙马石油), a.k.a. ZAMANOIL DMCC, Jumeirah Lakes Towers Unit No: Au-06-F, Gold Tower (Au), Plot No, Dubai, United Arab Emirates; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order...
13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Organization Established Date 22 Nov 2018; Registration Number DMCC-582921 (United Arab Emirates) [SDGT] [IFSR] (Linked To: ISLAMIC REVOLUTIONARY GUARD CORPS (IRGC)-QODS FORCE).

**ZAMANOIL DMCC** (a.k.a. ZAMANOIL - DMCC (Arabic: زامانيل - د.م.س.)), Jumeirah Lakes Towers Unit No: Au-06-F, Gold Tower (Au), Plot No, Dubai, United Arab Emirates; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Organization Established Date 22 Nov 2018; Registration Number DMCC-582921 (United Arab Emirates) [SDGT] [IFSR] (Linked To: ISLAMIC REVOLUTIONARY GUARD CORPS (IRGC)-QODS FORCE).

"FUJIE PETROCHEM" (a.k.a. FUJIE PETROCHEMICAL ZHOUHAN CO., LTD.), 304-15, Ganghang Building, Shengsixin Maji Shangang District, Zhoushan, Zhejiang, China; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Registration Number 330935000003013 (China) [SDGT] [IFSR] (Linked To: ISLAMIC REVOLUTIONARY GUARD CORPS (IRGC)-QODS FORCE).

"LLC RPP" (a.k.a. RPP LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY (Cyrillic: ОБЩЕСТВО С ОГРАНИЧЕННОЙ ОТВЕТСТВЕННОСТЬЮ РПП); a.k.a. "OOO RPP" (Cyrillic: "ООО РПП"), 6/26 Floor/Rm, Bldg. 10-2, Nab. Presnenskaya, Moscow 125039, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Organization Established Date 12 Nov 2015; Tax ID No. 7704335359 (Russia); Registration Number 5157746040645 (Russia) [SDGT] [IFSR] (Linked To: ISLAMIC REVOLUTIONARY GUARD CORPS (IRGC)-QODS FORCE).

"RPP LLC" (a.k.a. RPP LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY (Cyrillic: ОБЩЕСТВО С ОГРАНИЧЕННОЙ ОТВЕТСТВЕННОСТЬЮ РПП); a.k.a. "LLC RPP"; a.k.a. "OOO RPP" (Cyrillic: "ООО РПП"), 6/26 Floor/Rm, Bldg. 10-2, Nab. Presnenskaya, Moscow 125039, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Organization Established Date 12 Nov 2015; Tax ID No. 7704335359 (Russia); Registration Number 5157746040645 (Russia) [SDGT] [IFSR] (Linked To: ISLAMIC REVOLUTIONARY GUARD CORPS (IRGC)-QODS FORCE).

The following [SDGT] entries have been added to OFAC's SDN List:

CASCARI, Abdulaziz (a.k.a. KASKARIY, Abdulaziz), Street 11/5, Number 4, Apartment 9, Istanbul, Zeytinburnu District 34025, Turkey; 2nd Floor, 32 Itaewon-ro 14-gil, Itaewon 1-dong, Yongsan-gu, Seoul, Korea, South; DOB 09 Jun 1991; nationality Turkey; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Unified Social Credit Code (USCC) 911101053063517353 (China) [SDGT] (Linked To: CHINA HAOKUN ENERGY LIMITED).

HAOKUN ENERGY GROUP COMPANY LIMITED (a.k.a. HAOKUN ENERGY GROUP CO., LTD. (Chinese Simplified: 昊坤能源集团有限公司)); a.k.a. "HAOKUN ENERGY"), Building 6, Central District, Haidian District, Beijing 100191, China; Website www.haokunny.com; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Unified Social Credit Code (USCC) 911101053063517353 (China) [SDGT] (Linked To: CHINA HAOKUN ENERGY LIMITED).

CASCARI, Abdulaziz (a.k.a. KASKARIY, Abdulaziz), Street 11/5, Number 4, Apartment 9, Istanbul, Zeytinburnu District 34025, Turkey; 2nd Floor, 32 Itaewon-ro 14-gil, Itaewon 1-dong, Yongsan-gu, Seoul, Korea, South; DOB 09 Jun 1991; nationality Turkey; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886 (individual) [SDGT] (Linked To: TURKOCA IMPORT EXPORT TRANSIT CO., LTD.).

CONCEPTO SCREEN SAL OFF-SHORE (a.k.a. CONCEPTOSCREEN), Mima Chalouhi Commercial Center, Boulevard Sin El-Fil, Beirut, Lebanon; Additional Sanctions Information - Subject to Secondary Sanctions Pursuant to the Hizballah Financial Sanctions Regulations; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Organization Established Date 10 Jan 2008; License 1802294 (Lebanon) [SDGT] (Linked To: HIZBALLAH).

The following [IFSR] [IRGC] [SDGT] entries have been added to OFAC's SDN List:

MONZAVI, Azim (Arabic: محارب)، Iran; DOB 20 Sep 1963; POB Shahrekord, Iran; citizen Iran; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as
amended by Executive Order 13886; Passport A30472984 (Iran) expires 08 Jul 2019; alt. Passport E49290734 (Iran) expires 16 Jun 2024; National ID No. 4622001640 (Iran) (individual) [SDGT] [IRGC] [IFSR] (Linked To: ISLAMIC REVOLUTIONARY GUARD CORPS (IRGC)-QODS FORCE).

**05/27/22**

The following [SDNTK] entries have been removed:

**AGRICOLA Y GANADERA CUERMIR, S.P.R. DE R.I.** (a.k.a. **RANCHO LA HERRADURA CUERMIR**), Av. Prolongacion Vallarta No. 600, Zona Centro, Tlaquilulco de Zuniga, Jalisco C.P. 45640, Mexico; Folio Mercantil No. 17919-1 (Mexico) [SDNTK].

**AGRO Y COMERCIO DE SANTA BARTABA LAGROMER S. EN C.** (Colombia) 

**ALVAREZ MONTELONGO, Julio Cesar (a.k.a. ALVAREZ ALVAREZ MONTELONGO, Julio Cesar), Calle Paseo de la Hacienda 443, Fracc. Los Mangos, Mazatlan, Sinaloa, Mexico; Ontario 1102, Col. Providencia, Guadalajara, Jalisco 44630, Mexico; Calles 3644, Col. Monraz, Guadalajara, Jalisco 44670, Mexico; Av. Manuel Acuna 3497, Col. Rinconada Santa Rita, Guadalajara, Jalisco 44690, Mexico; DOB 11 Apr 1983; POB La Concordia, Chiapas, Mexico; citizen Mexico; Website www.julionalvarez.net; Gender Male; R.F.C. AAMJ8304112F0 (Mexico); C.U.R.P. AAMJ830411HCSLNL05 (Mexico) (individual) [SDNTK] (Linked To: JCAM EDITORA MUSICAL, S.A. DE C.V.; Linked To: NORYBAN PRODUCTIONS, S.A. DE C.V.; Linked To: TICKET BOLETO, S.A. DE C.V.; Linked To: FLORES DRUG TRAFFICKING ORGANIZATION).

**ALVAREZ, Julion (a.k.a. ALVAREZ MONTELONGO, Julio Cesar), Paseo de la Hacienda 443, Fracc. Los Mangos, Mazatlan, Sinaloa, Mexico; Ontario 1102, Col. Providencia, Guadalajara, Jalisco 44630, Mexico; Calles 3644, Col. Monraz, Guadalajara, Jalisco 44670, Mexico; Av. Manuel Acuna 3497, Col. Rinconada Santa Rita, Guadalajara, Jalisco 44690, Mexico; DOB 11 Apr 1983; POB La Concordia, Chiapas, Mexico; citizen Mexico; Website www.julionalvarez.net; Gender Male; R.F.C. AAMJ8304112F0 (Mexico); C.U.R.P. AAMJ830411HCSLNL05 (Mexico) (individual) [SDNTK] (Linked To: JCAM EDITORA MUSICAL, S.A. DE C.V.; Linked To: NORYBAN PRODUCTIONS, S.A. DE C.V.; Linked To: TICKET BOLETO, S.A. DE C.V.; Linked To: FLORES DRUG TRAFFICKING ORGANIZATION).**

**CASA COMERCIAL UNI QUINCE COMPAÑEINTA, Av. 15 No. 124-09 LC 102, Bogota, Colombia; Matricula Mercantil No 00666561 (Colombia) [SDNTK].**

**COMPANIA AGRO COMERCIAL CUETA S. EN C., Cl 57 No. 24-72 Local 102 P 2, Bogota, Colombia; NIT # 800016670-7 (Colombia) [SDNTK].**

**CUELLAR SILVA, Victor Hugo; DOB 18 Oct 1985; POB Bogota, Colombia; Cedula No. 1032359750 (Colombia) (individual) [SDNTK] (Linked To: AGRO Y COMERCIO DE SANTA BARBARA LAGROMER S. EN C.; Linked To: COMPANIA AGRO COMERCIAL CUETA S. EN C.; Linked To: INVERSIONES HUNEL LTDA.; Linked To: PRENDA TODO, S.A. DE C.V.).**

**HUNEL LTDA.; Linked To: PRENDA TODO, S.A. DE C.V.; Linked To: COMPAGA AVESTRUZ CUERMIR, S.C. DE R.L. DE C.V.; Linked To: AGRO Y COMERCIO DE SANTA BARBARA LAGROMER S. EN C.; Linked To: NORYBAN PRODUCTIONS, S.A. DE C.V.; Linked To: AGRO Y COMERCIO DE SANTA BARBARA LAGROMER S. EN C.; Linked To: INVERSIONES HUNEL LTDA.; Linked To: HOTEL PARAISO RESORT EN ARRENDAMIENTO; Linked To: PRENDA TODO, S.A. DE C.V.).**

**JCAM EDITORA MUSICAL, S.A. DE C.V., Cl 57 No. 24-72 Local 102, Bogota, Colombia; NIT # 8002230396-9 (Colombia) [SDNTK].**

**MIRAMONTES GUTIERREZ, Ofelia Margarita, Calle Paseo de la Pradera 23, Fraccionamiento Royal Country, Zapopan, Jalisco, Mexico; Kr 76 173 45 In 4, Bogota, Colombia; Trv 176 N 56 25, Bogota, Colombia; DOB 18 May 1947; POB Florencia, Caqueta, Colombia; Cedula No. 52708729 (Colombia) (individual) [SDNTK].**

**CUPELLA HURTADO, Hugo, Av. Artesanos 1498, Colonia Oblatos, Zapopan, Jalisco, Mexico; calle Paseo de la Pradera 23, Fraccionamiento Royal Country, Zapopan, Jalisco, Mexico; Kr 76 173 45 In 4, Bogota, Colombia; Try 176 N 56 25, Bogota, Colombia; DOB 18 May 1947; POB Florencia, Caqueta, Colombia; Cedula No. 17622278 (Colombia); C.U.R.P. CUHH470518HNELRG00 (Mexico) (individual) [SDNTK] (Linked To: AGRICOLA Y GANADERA CUERMIR, S.P.R. DE R.I.; Linked To: AGRO Y COMERCIO DE SANTA BARBARA LAGROMER S. EN C.; Linked To: COMPAGA AVESTRUZ CUERMIR, S.C. DE R.L. DE C.V.).**

**NORYBAN PRODUCTIONS, S.A. DE C.V., Mazatlan, Sinaloa, Mexico; Av. Manuel Acuna 3497, Terrazas Monraz, Guadalajara, Jalisco 44670, Mexico; Folio Mercantil No. 19365 (Sinaloa) (Mexico) [SDNTK].**

**PRENDA TODO, S.A. DE C.V. (a.k.a. CASA DE EMPEÑO PRENDA TODO), Andador Medrano...**
2845, Guadalajara Centro, Guadalajara, Jalisco 44100, Mexico; Medrano # 2845, Col. San Andres, Guadalajara, Jalisco C.P. 44410, Mexico; Zacarias Rubio No. 1609, San Miguel de Huentitan El Alto, Guadalajara, Jalisco 44780, Mexico; R.F.C. PTO000504DM5 (Mexico); Folio Mercantil No. 4495-1 (Mexico) [SDNTK].

RANCHO LA HERRADURA CUERMI (a.k.a. AGRICOLA Y GANADERA CUERMI, S.P.R. DE R.I.), Av. Prolongacion Vallarta No. 600, Zona Centro, Tlaquilulco de Zuniga, Jalisco C.P. 45640, Mexico; Folio Mercantil No. 17919-1 (Mexico) [SDNTK].

TICKET BOLETO, S.A. DE C.V., Guadalajara, Jalisco, Mexico; Folio Mercantil No. 88198 (Jalisco) (Mexico) [SDNTK].

VARGAS DE CUADROS, Lucy Amparo (a.k.a. VARGAS NUNEZ, Lucy Amparo), Kra 3 N 2B-22, Barrio Los Amigos, El Colegio, Cundinamarca, Colombia; DOB 26 Mar 1958; POB San Pedro, Valle, Colombia; Cedula No. 38858512 (Colombia) (individual) [SDNTK] (Linked To: AGRO Y COMERCIO DE SANTA BARBARA LAGROMER S. EN C.; Linked To: COMPANIA AGRO COMERCIAL CUETA S. EN C.; Linked To: INVERSIONES HUNEL LTDA.).

VARGAS NUNEZ, Lucy Amparo (a.k.a. VARGAS DE CUADROS, Lucy Amparo), Kra 3 N 2B-22, Barrio Los Amigos, El Colegio, Cundinamarca, Colombia; DOB 26 Mar 1958; POB San Pedro, Valle, Colombia; Cedula No. 38858512 (Colombia) (individual) [SDNTK] (Linked To: AGRO Y COMERCIO DE SANTA BARBARA LAGROMER S. EN C.; Linked To: COMPANIA AGRO COMERCIAL CUETA S. EN C.; Linked To: INVERSIONES HUNEL LTDA.).

- 05/27/22

The following [NPWMD] entries have been added to OFAC's SDN List:

AIR KORYO TRADING CORPORATION, Dandong, China; Korea, North; Secondary sanctions risk: North Korea Sanctions Regulations, sections 510.201 and 510.210; Transactions Prohibited For Persons Owned or Controlled By U.S. Financial Institutions: North Korea Sanctions Regulations section 510.214; Target Type State-Owned Enterprise [NPWMD].

BANK SPUTNIK (a.k.a. BANK SPUTNIK CJSC; a.k.a. CB SPUTNIK; a.k.a. CB SPUTNIK PJSC; a.k.a. COMMERCIAL BANK SPUTNIK PUBLIC JOINT-STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. OPEN JOINT-STOCK COMPANY COMMERICAL BANK 'SPUTNIK'; a.k.a. PUBLIC JOINT-STOCK COMPANY COMMERICAL BANK 'SPUTNIK', Agibalov St. 48, Office 70, Samara, Samarskaya, Oblast 443041, Russia; SWIFT/BIC CSPJRJ33; Secondary sanctions risk: North Korea Sanctions Regulations, sections 510.201 and 510.210; Transactions Prohibited For Persons Owned or Controlled By U.S. Financial Institutions: North Korea Sanctions Regulations section 510.214; Registration Number 1071 (Russia) [NPWMD].

COMMERCIAL BANK SPUTNIK PUBLIC JOINT-STOCK COMPANY (a.k.a. BANK SPUTNIK; a.k.a. BANK SPUTNIK CJSC; a.k.a. CB SPUTNIK; a.k.a. CB SPUTNIK PJSC; f.k.a. OPEN JOINT-STOCK COMPANY COMMERICAL BANK 'SPUTNIK'; a.k.a. PUBLIC JOINT-STOCK COMPANY COMMERICAL BANK 'SPUTNIK'), Agibalov St. 48, Office 70, Samara, Samarskaya, Oblast 443041, Russia; SWIFT/BIC CSPJRJ33; Secondary sanctions risk: North Korea Sanctions Regulations, sections 510.201 and 510.210; Transactions Prohibited For Persons Owned or Controlled By U.S. Financial Institutions: North Korea Sanctions Regulations section 510.214; Registration Number 1071 (Russia) [NPWMD].

OPEN JOINT-STOCK COMPANY COMMERICAL BANK 'SPUTNIK' (a.k.a. BANK SPUTNIK; a.k.a. BANK SPUTNIK CJSC; a.k.a. CB SPUTNIK; a.k.a. CB SPUTNIK PJSC; a.k.a. COMMERCIAL BANK SPUTNIK PUBLIC JOINT-STOCK COMPANY COMMERICAL BANK 'SPUTNIK'), Agibalov St. 48, Office 70, Samara, Samarskaya, Oblast 443041, Russia; SWIFT/BIC CSPJRJ33; Secondary sanctions risk: North Korea Sanctions Regulations, sections 510.201 and 510.210; Transactions Prohibited For Persons Owned or Controlled By U.S. Financial Institutions: North Korea Sanctions Regulations section 510.214; Registration Number 1071 (Russia) [NPWMD].
ARGUMENT JSC (a.k.a. OPEN JOINT-STOCK COMPANY COMMERCIAL BANK ‘SPUTNIK’), Agibalov St. 48, Office 70, Samara, Samarskaya, Oblast 443041, Russia; SWIFT/BIC CSPJRUS3; Secondary sanctions risk: North Korea Sanctions Regulations, sections 510.201 and 510.210; Transactions Prohibited For Persons Owned or Controlled By U.S. Financial Institutions: North Korea Sanctions Regulations section 510.214; Registration Number 1071 (Russia) [NPWMD].

The following [DPRK3] entries have been added to OFAC’s SDN List:

FAR EASTERN BANK (Cyrillic: ДАЛЬНЕВОСТОЧНЫЙ БАНК) (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY FAR EASTERN BANK), 27-a, Verkhneportovaya St., Vladivostok, Primorsky Kray 690090, Russia; SWIFT/BIC FAEBRUS8V; BIK (RU) 040507705; Secondary sanctions risk: North Korea Sanctions Regulations, sections 510.201 and 510.210; Transactions Prohibited For Persons Owned or Controlled By U.S. Financial Institutions: North Korea Sanctions Regulations section 510.214; Tax ID No. 2540016961 (Russia); Legal Entity Number 253400Y9нюЮМОРМЛ050 (Russia); Registration Number 1022500000786 (Russia) [DPRK3].

JOINT STOCK COMPANY FAR EASTERN BANK (a.k.a. FAR EASTERN BANK (Cyrillic: ДАЛЬНЕВОСТОЧНЫЙ БАНК)), 27-a, Verkhneportovaya St., Vladivostok, Primorsky Kray 690090, Russia; SWIFT/BIC FAEBRUS8V; BIK (RU) 040507705; Secondary sanctions risk: North Korea Sanctions Regulations, sections 510.201 and 510.210; Transactions Prohibited For Persons Owned or Controlled By U.S. Financial Institutions: North Korea Sanctions Regulations section 510.214; Tax ID No. 2540016961 (Russia); Legal Entity Number 253400Y9нюЮМОРМЛ050 (Russia); Registration Number 1022500000786 (Russia) [DPRK3].

• 06/02/22

The following [RUSSIA-E014024] entries have been added to OFAC’s SDN List:

ARGUMENT, Ul. 2-Ya Entuziastov D. 5, K. 40, Floor 4, Kom. 8A, Office 3, Moscow 111024, Russia; Office 36, ul Novorossiyskaya 163R, Gelandzhik, Krasnodarskiy Kray 353460, Russia; Organization Established Date 10 Dec 2020; Tax ID No. 7720649916 (Russia); Identification Number IMO 6297782; Registration Number 1207700471110 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: PUTIN, Vladimir Vladimirovich).

IMPERIAL YACHTS LTD (a.k.a. IMPERIAL YACHTS LIMITED; a.k.a. IMPERIAL YACHTS SARL), 27, Bd Albert 1Er, Ermanno Palace Bloc A-TETG-N01, 98000, Monaco; Moscow, Russia; PO Box 437 Kensington Chambers, 46 50 Kensington Place, St Helier JE4 0ZE, Jersey; United Kingdom; Organization Established Date 2005; Registration Number 08S04803 (Monaco) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: KOCHMAN, Evgeny Borisovich).

IMPERIAL YACHTS SARL (a.k.a. IMPERIAL YACHTS LIMITED; a.k.a. IMPERIAL YACHTS LTD), 27, Bd Albert 1Er, Ermanno Palace Bloc A-TETG-N01, 98000, Monaco; Moscow, Russia; PO Box 437 Kensington Chambers, 46 50 Kensington Place, St Helier JE4 0ZE, Jersey; United Kingdom; Organization Established Date 2005; Registration Number 08S04803 (Monaco) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: KOCHMAN, Evgeny Borisovich).

IRONSTONE MARINE INVESTMENTS, SCF IRONSTONE MARINE INVESTMENTS, SCF (Linked To: KRENZER, Michael), 1011551 (vessel) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: JSC ARGUMENT).

JOINT STOCK COMPANY ARGUMENT (a.k.a. ARGUMENT JSC; a.k.a. JSC ARGUMENT), Ul. 2-Ya Entuziastov D. 5, K. 40, Floor 4, Kom. 8A, Office 3, Moscow 111024, Russia; Office 36, ul Novorossiyskaya 163R, Gelandzhik, Krasnodarskiy Kray 353460, Russia; Organization Established Date 10 Dec 2020; Tax ID No. 7720649916 (Russia); Identification Number IMO 6297782; Registration Number 1207700471110 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: PUTIN, Vladimir Vladimirovich).

ARGUMENT JSC (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY ARGUMENT; a.k.a. JSC ARGUMENT), Ul. 2-Ya Entuziastov D. 5, K. 40, Floor 4, Kom. 8A, Office 3, Moscow 111024, Russia; Office 36, ul Novorossiyskaya 163R, Gelandzhik, Krasnodarskiy Kray 353460, Russia; Organization Established Date 10 Dec 2020; Tax ID No. 7720649916 (Russia); Identification Number IMO 6297782; Registration Number 1207700471110 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: PUTIN, Vladimir Vladimirovich).
KOCHMAN, Evgenii Borisovich (a.k.a. KOCHMAN, Евгений Борисович), Russia; Monaco; France; DOB 25 Aug 1980; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Tax ID No. 770465009803 (Russia) (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

KOCHMAN, Evgeniy Borisovich (Cyrillic: КОЧМАН, Евгений Борисович) (a.k.a. КОЧМАН, Евгений Борисович), Russia; Monaco; France; DOB 25 Aug 1980; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Tax ID No. 770465009803 (Russia) (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

LIMITED LIABILITY CORPORATION GELIOS (Cyrillic: ОБЩЕСТВО С ОГРАНИЧЕННОЙ ОТВЕТСТВЕННОСТЬЮ ГЕЛИОС) (a.k.a. "HELIOS"), Liniya 11-ya v.o. d. 38, Lit. A, Pom. 80, Saint Petersburg 199178, Russia; Organization Established Date 23 May 2013; Tax ID No. 7801602842 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: NON-PROFIT-MAKING MARITIME TRADITIONS).

MIROTKA, Elena Yuryevna (Cyrillic: МИРТОВА, Елена Юрьевна) (a.k.a. МИРТОВА, Елена Юрьевна), Saint Petersburg, Russia; DOB 06 Jul 1961; POB Novokuznetsk, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Female (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: ROLDUGIN, Serge Pavlovich).

MIROTKA, Yelena (Cyrillic: МИРТОВА, Елена) (a.k.a. МИРТОВА, Елена), Saint Petersburg, Russia; DOB 06 Jul 1961; POB Novokuznetsk, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Female (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: ROLDUGIN, Serge Pavlovich).

NEGA (Cyrillic: НЕГА) (JBY4483) Yacht Russia flag; Vessel Registration Identification RS 130280 (Russia); MMSI 273337970 (vessel) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: LIMITED LIABILITY CORPORATION GELIOS).

NON-PROFIT ASSOCIATION REVIVAL OF MARITIME TRADITIONS (a.k.a. АССОЦИАЦИЯ РЕВОЛЮЦИИ МОРСКИХ ТРАДИЦИЙ), Pr-kt bolshoi v.o. d. 9/6, Lit. A, Pom. 3n, Saint Petersburg 199004, Russia; Organization Established Date 20 Oct 2009; Tax ID No. 7805303650 (Russia); Registration Number 109780006380 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

NON-PROFIT PARTNERSHIP REVIVAL OF MARITIME TRADITIONS (a.k.a. ПАРТНЕРСТВО РЕВОЛЮЦИИ МОРСКИХ ТРАДИЦИИ), Pr-kt bolshoi v.o. d. 9/6, Lit. A, Pom. 3n, Saint Petersburg 199004, Russia; Organization Established Date 20 Oct 2009; Tax ID No. 7805303650 (Russia); Registration Number 109780006380 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

NORD MARIN INZHINIRING (a.k.a. ООО НОРД МАРИН ИНЖИНИРИНГ) (a.k.a. NORD MARIN INZHINIRING), Sh. Leningradskoe D. 39, Str. 6, Pom. XXIV, Moscow 125212, Russia; Organization Established Date 27 Jul 2016; Tax ID No. 7743165541 (Russia); Registration Number 1167746706137 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: KOCHMAN, Evgeniy Borisovich).

NORD MARINE (a.k.a. ООО НОРД МАРИН) (a.k.a. NORD MARINE), UI. Rochdelskaya D. 11/5, Str. 1, Moscow 123100, Russia; Organization Established Date 16 Apr 2001; Tax ID No. 7716204897 (Russia); Registration Number 1027700401024 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: KOCHMAN, Evgeniy Borisovich).

OAKHT-TREID (a.k.a. ОАКХТ-ТРЕЙД) (a.k.a. OAKHT TREID), Sh. Leningradskoe D. 39, Str. 6, Moscow 125212, Russia; Organization Established Date 01 Oct 2010; Tax ID No. 77074394726 (Russia); Registration Number 110746800270 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: KOCHMAN, Evgeniy Borisovich).

OAKHT-TREID (a.k.a. ОАКХТ-ТРЕЙД) (a.k.a. OAKHT TREID), Sh. Leningradskoe D. 39, Str. 6, Moscow 125212, Russia; Organization Established Date 01 Oct 2010; Tax ID No. 77074394726 (Russia); Registration Number 110746800270 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: KOCHMAN, Evgeniy Borisovich).

OAKHT-TREID (a.k.a. ОАКХТ-ТРЕЙД) (a.k.a. OAKHT TREID), Sh. Leningradskoe D. 39, Str. 6, Moscow 125212, Russia; Organization Established Date 01 Oct 2010; Tax ID No. 77074394726 (Russia); Registration Number 110746800270 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: KOCHMAN, Evgeniy Borisovich).

PUTIN, Vladimir Vladimirovich (a.k.a. ПУТИН, Владимир Владимирович), St. Petersburg, Russia; DOB 06 Jul 1961; POB Perm, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].
REVIVAL OF MARITIME TRADITIONS (Cyrillic: ВОЗРОЖДЕНИЕ МОРСКИХ ТРАДИЦИЙ) (a.k.a. NON-PROFIT ASSOCIATION REVIVAL OF MARITIME TRADITIONS; a.k.a. NON-PROFIT PARTNERSHIP REVIVAL OF MARITIME TRADITIONS; a.k.a. NON-PROFIT-MAKING PARTNERSHIP REVIVAL OF MARITIME TRADITIONS), Pr-kt bolshoi v.o. d. 9/6, Lit. A, Pom. 3n, Saint Petersburg 199004, Russia; Organization Established Date 20 Oct 2009; Tax ID No. 7805303650 (Russia); Registration Number 109780006380 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024].

ROLUDGIN, Sergei Pavlovich (Cyrillic: РОЛДУГИН, Сергей Павлович) (a.k.a. ROLUDGIN, Sergei Pavlovich (Cyrillic: РОЛДУГИН, Сергей Павлович)), Saint Petersburg, Russia; DOB 28 Sep 1951; POB Sakhalin Oblast, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024].

SAVELIEV, Vitaly Gennadyevich (a.k.a. SAVELIEV, Vitaly Gennadyevich (Cyrillic: САВЕЛЬЕВ, Виталий Геннадьевич)), Russia; DOB 18 Jan 1954; POB Tashkent, Uzbekistan; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024].

SAVELIEV, Vitaly Gennadyevich (Cyrillic: САВЕЛЬЕВ, Виталий Геннадьевич), Russia; DOB 18 Jan 1954; POB Tashkent, Uzbekistan; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024].

SCL MANAGEMENT SERVICES CYPRUS LTD, Tower II, Maximos Plaza, Maximos Michailidis 18, Neaplos 3106, Cyprus; Organization Established Date 24 Jan 1991; V.A.T. Number CY10042739H (Cyprus); Tax ID No. 10042739H (Cyprus); Registration Number C42739 (Cyprus) [RUSSIA-E014024].

SHELLEST (Cyrillic: СЕЙЛЛЕСТ) (UBAO8) Yacht Russia flag; Vessel Registration Identification RS 150443 (Russia); MMSI 273385420 (vessel) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: NON-PROFIT PARTNERSHIP REVIVAL OF MARITIME TRADITIONS).

SLYUSAR, Yuri Borisovich (a.k.a. SLYUSAR, Yuri Borisovich; a.k.a. SLYUSAR, Yury Borisovich (Cyrillic: СЛЮСАРЬ, Юрий Борисович)), Moscow, Russia; DOB 20 Jul 1974; POB Rostov-on-Don, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024].

SRL SKYLINE AVIATION (a.k.a. SRL SKYLINE AVIATION LTD; a.k.a. SKYLINE AVIATION), Via Consiglio dei Sessanta, 99, Dogana, 47891, San Marino; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Organization Established Date 2016; Organization Type: Passenger air transport; Tax ID No. 26806 (San Marino) [UKRAINE-E013685].

The following [UKRAINE-E013685] entries have been added to OFAC's SDN List:

SEA RHAPSODY (V7VR9) Yacht 1,503GRT Marshall Islands flag; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Vessel Registration Identification IMO 1010648; MMSI 538071180 (vessel) [UKRAINE-E013685] (Linked To: KOSTIN, Andrey Leonidovich).

The following [RUSSIA-E014024] [UKRAINE-E013685] entries have been added to OFAC's SDN List:

SKYLINE AVIATION LTD (a.k.a. SKYLINE AVIATION SRL; a.k.a. SRL SKYLINE AVIATION), Via Consiglio dei Sessanta, 99, Dogana, 47891, San Marino; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (aircraft) [UKRAINE-E013685].

3A-MGU; Aircraft Model AS365 Dauphin; Aircraft Manufacturer's Serial Number (MSN) 69576; Manufacturer's Serial Number (MSN) 9576; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration Number 1107746800270 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: KOCHMAN, Evgeniy Borisovich).

"BILDING MANAGEMENT" (a.k.a. BLD MANAGEMENT; a.k.a. ООО БИЛДИНГ МЕНЕЖМЕНТ (Cyrillic: ООО БИЛДИНГ МЕНЕДЖМЕНТ)), Perm. Butkovskii D. 7, Floor 3, Pom. I Komnata 1, Moscow 119034, Russia; Organization Established Date 27 Jul 2016; Tax ID No. 7774397426 (Russia); Registration Number 110774800270 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: KOCHMAN, Evgeniy Borisovich).

"HELIOS" (a.k.a. LIMITED LIABILITY CORPORATION GELIOS (Cyrillic: ОБЩЕСТВО С ОГРАНИЧЕННОЙ ОТВЕТСТВЕННОСТЬЮ ГЕЛИОС)), Liniya 11-ya v.o. d. 38, Lit. A, Pom. 3, Moscow, Russia; DOB 20 Jul 1974; POB Rostov-on-Don, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: NON-PROFIT PARTNERSHIP REVIVAL OF MARITIME TRADITIONS).

The following [UKRAINE-E013685] entries have been added to OFAC's SDN List:

SKYLINE AVIATION LTD; a.k.a. SRL SKYLINE AVIATION.
MADAME GU (ZGCW7) Yacht 2,991GRT

OFFICE OF FOREIGN ASSETS CONTROL

Russia; DOB 01 Dec 1968; POB Nikolaevich), Russia; DOB 01 Dec 1968; POB

GORKOV, Sergey Nikolayevich (a.k.a. GORKOV, Sergey Nikolaevich; a.k.a. GORKOV, Sergei Nikolaevich; a.k.a. GORKOV, Sergei Nikolaevich (Cyrillic: ГОРЬКОВ, СЕРГЕЙ НИКОЛАЕВИЧ)), Russia; DOB 01 Dec 1968; POB Gay, Orenburg Region, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Tax ID No. 772900658791 (Russia) (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024].

LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY ALGORITM (Cyrillic: ОБЩЕСТВО С ОГРАНИЧЕННОЙ ОТВЕТСТВЕННОСТЬЮ ЛИМИТИРОВАННАЯ ОТВЕТСТВЕННОСТЬЮ АЛГОРИТМ) (a.k.a. LLC ALGORITM (Cyrillic: ООО АЛГОРИТМ)), 33 Pobedy Avenue, Cherepovets, Vologda Region 162614, Russia; Tax ID No. 3528112847 (Russia); Registration Number 1063528067272 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: MORDASCHOV, Alexey Aleksandrovich).

LLC ALGORITM (Cyrillic: ООО АЛГОРИТМ) (a.k.a. LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY ALGORITM (Cyrillic: ОБЩЕСТВО С ОГРАНИЧЕННОЙ ОТВЕТСТВЕННОСТЬЮ ЛИМИТИРОВАННАЯ ОТВЕТСТВЕННОСТЬЮ АЛГОРИТМ)) (a.k.a. LLC ALGORITM (Cyrillic: ООО АЛГОРИТМ)), 33 Pobedy Avenue, Cherepovets, Vologda Region 162614, Russia; Tax ID No. 3528112847 (Russia); Registration Number 1063528067272 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: MORDASCHOV, Alexey Aleksandrovich).

Moscow, Russia; DOB 26 Sep 1965; POB Cherepovets, Vologda Region, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Tax ID No. 352806209266 (Russia) (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: SEVERGROUP LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY).

MORDASCHOV, Alexey Aleksandrovich (a.k.a. MORDASCHOV, Aleksey Aleksandrovich; a.k.a. MORDASCHOV, Alexei Aleksandrovich; a.k.a. MORDASCHOV, Aleksei Aleksandrovich; a.k.a. MORDASCHOV, Alexey Aleksandrovits), Moscow, Russia; DOB 26 Sep 1965; POB Cherepovets, Vologda Region, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Tax ID No. 352806209266 (Russia) (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: SEVERGROUP LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY).

MORDASCHOV, Alexey Aleksandrovits (a.k.a. MORDASCHOV, Aleksey Aleksandrovich; a.k.a. MORDASCHOV, Alexei Aleksandrovich; a.k.a. MORDASCHOV, Alexei Aleksandrovits; a.k.a. MORDASCHOV, Alexey Aleksandrovits), Moscow, Russia; DOB 26 Sep 1965; POB Cherepovets, Vologda Region, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Tax ID No. 352806209266 (Russia) (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: SEVERGROUP LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY).

MORDASCHOV, Kirill Alekseyevich (Cyrillic: МОРДАШОВ, КИРИЛЛ АЛЕКСЕЕВИЧ), Moscow, Russia; DOB Sep 1999; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Tax ID No. 352803586202 (Russia) (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: SEVERGROUP LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY).

MORDASCHOV, Alexei Aleksandrovich (Cyrillic: МОРДАШОВ, АЛЕКСЕЙ АЛЕКСАНДРОВИЧ), Moscow, Russia; DOB 17 May 1979; nationality Russia; Gender Female (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: MORDASCHOV, Alexey Aleksandrovitch).

MORDASCHOV, Marina Aleksandrovna (Cyrillic: МОРДАШОВА, МАРИНА АЛЕКСАНДРОВНА), Moscow, Russia; DOB 16 Dec 2000; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Tax ID No. 352807644913 (Russia) (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: MORDASCHOV, Alexey Aleksandrovitch).

MORDASCHOV, Marina Aleksandra (Cyrillic: МОРДАШОВА, МАРИНА АЛЕКСАНДРОВНА) (a.k.a. MORDASCHOVA, Marina Alexandravna), Russia; DOB 17 May 1979; nationality Russia; Gender Female (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: MORDASCHOV, Alexey Aleksandrovitch).

MORDASCHOV, Marina Aleksandra (Cyrillic: МОРДАШОВА, МАРИНА АЛЕКСАНДРОВНА) (a.k.a. MORDASCHOVA, Marina Alexandravna), Russia; DOB 17 May 1979; nationality Russia; Gender Female (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: MORDASCHOV, Alexey Aleksandrovitch).
NOVITSKIY, Evgeniy (a.k.a. NOVITSKI, Evgeni Grigorevich; a.k.a. NOVITSKY, Evgeny Grigorievich; a.k.a. NOVITSKIY, Grigorievich (Cyrillic: НОВИЦКИЙ, Евгений Григорьевич)), Moscow, Russia; DOB 19 Nov 1957; POB Asino, Tomskoi Oblast, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Passport 515458326 (Russia); Tax ID No. 770100160851 (Russia) (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

SEVERGROUP LLC (a.k.a. SEVERGROUP LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY (Cyrillic: ОБЩЕСТВО С ОГРАНИЧЕННОЙ ОТВЕТСТВЕННОСТЬЮ СЕВЕРГРУПП)); a.k.a. SEVERGRUPP OO), 33 Prospект Pobedy, Cherepovets, Vologda Region 162614, Russia; Organization Established Date 06 Feb 2002; Tax ID No. 3528080360 (Russia); Registration Number 1023501241950 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

SEVERGROUP OO (a.k.a. SEVERGROUP LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY (Cyrillic: ОБЩЕСТВО С ОГРАНИЧЕННОЙ ОТВЕТСТВЕННОСТЬЮ СЕВЕРГРУПП)); a.k.a. SEVERGRUPP LLC), 33 Prospekt Pobedy, Cherepovets, Vologda Region 162614, Russia; Organization Established Date 06 Feb 2002; Tax ID No. 3528080360 (Russia); Registration Number 1023501241950 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].
nationality Russia; Gender Female (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024].

ZAKHAROVA, Mariya Vladimirovna (Cyrillic: ЗАХАРОВА, Мария Владимировна) (a.k.a. ZACHAROVA, Maria; a.k.a. ZAKAROVA, Marjia; a.k.a. ZAKHAROVA, Maria Vladimirovna; a.k.a. ZAKAROVA, Maria Vladimirovna), Russia; DOB 24 Dec 1975; POB Moscow, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Female (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024].

• 06/02/22

The following [ILLICIT-DRUGS-EO] entries have been added to OFAC's SDN List:

FLORES MENDOZA, Severo (a.k.a. "REY MAGO"), Ameca, Jalisco, Mexico; DOB 09 Nov 1976; POB Tequila, Jalisco, Mexico; nationality Mexico; Gender Male; C.U.R.P. MOPJ820602HJCNNL05 (Mexico) (individual) [ILLICIT-DRUGS-EO].

GOYO ARELLANO, Esther, Mexico; DOB 26 Jul 1968; POB Jerez, Zacatecas, Mexico; nationality Mexico; Gender Female; C.U.R.P. GAYO910602HJCLNL04 (Mexico) (individual) [ILLICIT-DRUGS-EO].

GONZALEZ ANGUIANO, Moises, Mexico; DOB 01 Apr 1992; POB Culiacan, Sinaloa, Mexico; nationality Mexico; Gender Male; C.U.R.P. GOAE880726MSDRLS02 (Mexico) (individual) [ILLICIT-DRUGS-EO].

MONTERO PINZON, Julio Cesar (a.k.a. "EL TARJETAS"), Puerto Vallarta, Jalisco, Mexico; DOB 02 Jun 1982; POB Puerto Vallarta, Jalisco, Mexico; nationality Mexico; Gender Male; C.U.R.P. MOPJ820602HJCNNL05 (Mexico) (individual) [ILLICIT-DRUGS-EO].

RINCON GODOY, Angelberto, Mexico; DOB 02 Jun 1991; POB Autlan de Navarro, Jalisco, Mexico; nationality Mexico; Gender Male; C.U.R.P. RIGA910602HJCNNL04 (Mexico) (individual) [ILLICIT-DRUGS-EO].

RINCON GODOY, Julio Efrain, Mexico; DOB 19 Sep 1995; POB Autlan de Navarro, Jalisco, Mexico; nationality Mexico; Gender Male; C.U.R.P. RIGJ950919HJCNLDL07 (Mexico) (individual) [ILLICIT-DRUGS-EO].

• 06/06/22

The following [BALKANS-EO14033] entries have been added to OFAC's SDN List:

CAVARA, Marinko, Bosnia and Herzegovina; DOB 02 Feb 1967; POB Busovaca, Bosnia and Herzegovina; nationality Bosnia and Herzegovina; citizen Bosnia and Herzegovina; Gender Male; President of the Federation of Bosnia and Herzegovina (individual) [BALKANS-EO14033].

SERANIC, Alen, Bosnia and Herzegovina; DOB 17 Apr 1977; POB Banja Luka, Bosnia and Herzegovina; nationality Bosnia and Herzegovina; citizen Bosnia and Herzegovina; Gender Male (individual) [BALKANS-EO14033].

• 06/15/22

The following [SDGT] entries have been added to OFAC's SDN List:

SHEVCHUK, Stanislav (a.k.a. SHEVCHUK, Stanislav Anatolevich), Ul Asanalieva 8 24, Minsk, Belarus; Spain; DOB 19 Aug 1974; POB Ukraine; nationality Ukraine; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13386, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Passport EE990310 (Ukraine); Identification Number 1974081900757 (Ukraine) (individual) [SDGT] (Linked To: RUSSIAN IMPERIAL MOVEMENT).

SHEVCHUK, Stanislav Anatolevich (a.k.a. SHEVCHUK, Stanislav), Ul Asanalieva 8 24, Minsk, Belarus; Spain; DOB 19 Aug 1974; POB Ukraine; nationality Ukraine; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13386, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Passport EB990310 (Ukraine); Identification Number 1974081900757 (Ukraine) (individual) [SDGT] (Linked To: RUSSIAN IMPERIAL MOVEMENT).

ZHUCHKOVSKY, Aleksander (a.k.a. ZHUCHKOVSKY, Alexander Grigorevich; a.k.a. ZHUCHKOVSKY, Alexander), Voronezhskaya Dom 62 10, Saint Petersburg 190000, Russia; UI Voronezhskaya Dom 62 KV 10, Saint Petersburg 658000, Russia; Profinterna 12 3, Rostov Na Donu 344000, Russia; DOB 09 Sep 1986; POB Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13386, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Passport 4014075407 (Russia); alt. Passport 4009930376 (Russia); Tax ID No. 781697836992 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 2187800076825 (Russia) (individual) [SDGT] (Linked To: RUSSIAN IMPERIAL MOVEMENT).

ZHUCHKOVSKY, Alexander (a.k.a. ZHUCHKOVSKY, Aleksander), Voronezhskaya Dom 62 10, Saint Petersburg 190000, Russia; UI Voronezhskaya Dom 62 KV 10, Saint Petersburg 658000, Russia; Profinterna 12 3, Rostov Na Donu 344000, Russia; DOB 09 Sep 1986; POB Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13386, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Passport 4014075407 (Russia); alt. Passport 4009930376 (Russia); Tax ID No. 781697836992 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 2187800076825 (Russia) (individual) [SDGT] (Linked To: RUSSIAN IMPERIAL MOVEMENT).
ZHUCHKOVSKIY, Alexandr, a.k.a. ZHUCHKOVSKY, Alexander, Voronezhskaya Dom 62 10, Saint Petersburg 190000, Russia; Ul Voronezhskaya D 62 KV 10, Saint Petersburg 658000, Russia; Proizvinta 12 3, Rostov Na Donu 344000, Russia; DOB 09 Sep 1986; POB No 14 Bhatiya Bldg, Mapari Mohalla Khend, Tal Chipiun Dis, Ratnagiri, Maharashtra, India; DOB 16 May 1987; nationality India; citizen India; Additional Sanctions Information - Subject to Secondary Sanctions; Gender Male; Passport J8854244 (India) (individual) [IRAN-EO13846] (Linked To: TRILANCE PETROCHEMICAL CO. LTD.).

KEEN WELL INTERNATIONAL LIMITED, Unit 1105, Hua Qin Int’l Bldg, 340 Queens RD Central, Hong Kong, China; Additional Sanctions Information - Subject to Secondary Sanctions; Organization Established Date 06 Jul 2018; C.R. No. 2718630 (Hong Kong) [IRAN-EO13846] (Linked To: TRILANCE PETROCHEMICAL CO. LTD.).

KHARG PETROCHEMICAL a.k.a. KHARG PETROCHEMICAL COMPANY LIMITED (Arabic: شرکت پتروشیمی خارک سهامی عام) (Linked To: TRILANCE PETROCHEMICAL CO. LTD.).

THULIN, Anton, Sweden; DOB 23 Jan 1997; POB Sweden; nationality Sweden; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886 (individual) [SDGT].

KEEN WELL INTERNATIONAL LIMITED, Unit 1105, Hua Qin Int’l Bldg, 340 Queens RD Central, Hong Kong, China; Additional Sanctions Information - Subject to Secondary Sanctions; Organization Established Date 06 Jul 2018; C.R. No. 2718630 (Hong Kong) [IRAN-EO13846] (Linked To: TRILANCE PETROCHEMICAL CO. LTD.).

KHARG PETROCHEMICAL a.k.a. KHARG PETROCHEMICAL COMPANY LIMITED (Arabic: شرکت پتروشیمی خارک سهامی عام) (Linked To: TRILANCE PETROCHEMICAL CO. LTD.).

ZHUCHKOVSKIY, Alexandr (a.k.a. ZHUCHKOVSKY, Alexander), Voronezhskaya Dom 62 10, Saint Petersburg 190000, Russia; Ul Voronezhskaya D 62 KV 10, Saint Petersburg 658000, Russia; Proizvinta 12 3, Rostov Na Donu 344000, Russia; DOB 09 Sep 1986; POB No 14 Bhatiya Bldg, Mapari Mohalla Khend, Tal Chipiun Dis, Ratnagiri, Maharashtra, India; DOB 16 May 1987; nationality India; citizen India; Additional Sanctions Information - Subject to Secondary Sanctions; Gender Male; Passport J8854244 (India) (individual) [IRAN-EO13846] (Linked To: TRILANCE PETROCHEMICAL CO. LTD.).

KEEN WELL INTERNATIONAL LIMITED, Unit 1105, Hua Qin Int’l Bldg, 340 Queens RD Central, Hong Kong, China; Additional Sanctions Information - Subject to Secondary Sanctions; Organization Established Date 06 Jul 2018; C.R. No. 2718630 (Hong Kong) [IRAN-EO13846] (Linked To: TRILANCE PETROCHEMICAL CO. LTD.).

KHARG PETROCHEMICAL a.k.a. KHARG PETROCHEMICAL COMPANY LIMITED (Arabic: شرکت پتروشیمی خارک سهامی عام) (Linked To: TRILANCE PETROCHEMICAL CO. LTD.).

• 06/15/22

The following [SDGT] entries have been added to OFAC's SDN List:

THULIN, Anton, Sweden; DOB 23 Jan 1997; POB Sweden; nationality Sweden; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886 (individual) [SDGT].

• 06/16/22

The following [IRAN-EO13846] entries have been added to OFAC's SDN List:

BHORE, Mohammed Shaheed Ruknooddin, Flat 11 No 14 Bhatiya Bldg, Mapari Mohalla Khend, Tal Chipiun Dis, Ratnagiri, Maharashtra, India; DOB 16 May 1987; nationality India; citizen India; License 18390 (United Arab Emirates) [IRAN-EO13846] (Linked To: TRILANCE PETROCHEMICAL CO. LTD.).

MARUN PETROCHEMICAL a.k.a. MARUN PETROCHEMICAL COMPANY (Arabic: شرکت پتروشیمی مارون) (Linked To: TRILANCE PETROCHEMICAL CO. LTD.).
KPC (a.k.a. KHARG PETROCHEMICAL; a.k.a. YOUCHEM GENERAL TRADING FZE, B.C.
SKYZONE TRADING FZE (a.k.a. SKY ZONE PETROCHEMICAL COMPANY (Arabic: 
MAN PETROCHEMICAL CO. LTD. (United Arab Emirates) [IRAN-EO13846] (Linked To: TRILIANCE
Subject to Secondary Sanctions; License 27087 (United Arab Emirates) [IRAN-EO13846] (Linked To: TRILIANCE
EO13846] (Linked To: TRILIANCE PETROCHEMICAL CO. LTD.)
SKY ZONE TRADING FZE (Arabic: سكات روی ترینیج می ج) SKYZONE TRADING FZ), P2-ELOB Office No. E-32G-07, Hamryah Free Zone Authority, Sharjah, United Arab Emirates; Additional Sanctions Information - Subject to Secondary Sanctions; Organization Established Date 17 Sep 2020; Commercial Registry Number 11582940 (United Arab Emirates); License 18840 (United Arab Emirates) [IRAN-EO13846] (Linked To: TRILIANCE PETROCHEMICAL CO. LTD.)
TEAMFORD ENTERPRISES LIMITED, 2nd Floor, Eton Tower, 8 Hysan Avenue, Causeway Bay, Hong Kong, China; Additional Sanctions Information - Subject to Secondary Sanctions; Organization Established Date 27 Jun 2014; C.R. No. 2113940 (Hong Kong) [IRAN-EO13846] (Linked To: TRILIANCE PETROCHEMICAL CO. LTD.).
YOUCHEM GENERAL TRADING FZE, B.C. 1303245, Ajman Free Zone, Ajman, United Arab Emirates; Additional Sanctions Information - Subject to Secondary Sanctions; License 27087 (United Arab Emirates) [IRAN-EO13846] (Linked To: TRILIANCE PETROCHEMICAL CO. LTD.).
"KPC" (a.k.a. KHARG PETROCHEMICAL; a.k.a. KHARG PETROCHEMICAL COMPANY LIMITED (Arabic: شرکت پتروشیمی خارک سهیامی
No. 40 Dodjamjou St., North Dibaji St., P.O. Box No. 19615-317, Tehran 1951994511, Iran; Website http://www.khargpetrochemical; Additional Sanctions Information - Subject to Secondary Sanctions; National ID No. 10860727671 (Iran) [IRAN-EO13846] (Linked To: TRILIANCE PETROCHEMICAL CO. LTD.).
CUU LONG PETRO GAS TRANSPORTATION JOINT STOCK COMPANY (a.k.a. CUU LONG PETRO GAS SERVICE - TRANSPORTATION JOINT STOCK COMPANY (Latin: CÔNG TY CỔ PHẦN DỊCH VỤ - VẬN TẢI DẦU KHÍ CƯU LONG); a.k.a. VIETNAM GAS AND CHEMICALS TRANSPORTATION CORPORATION; a.k.a. VIETNAM GAS AND CHEMICALS; a.k.a. VIETNAM GAS AND CHEMICALS TRANSPORTATION CORPORATION (Latin: CÔNG TY CỔ PHẦN VÂN TẢI KHÍ VÀ HÓA CHẤT VIỆT NAM); a.k.a. "CGT.J.S.C.", a.k.a. "PCT"; a.k.a. "PVT-PVT")
EO13846] (Linked To: TRILIANCE PETROCHEMICAL CO. LTD.)
• 06/16/22
The following [IRAN-EO13846] entries have been removed:
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PCT”), Service Zone No. 04, Level 06, R2 Tower, The Everrich Building, No 968 3/2 Street, Ward 15, District 11, Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam; Room 4, 6th Floor, R2, The Everrich Building, 968, 3 Thang 2, Ward 15, District 11, Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam; Website www.pct.com.vn; Executive Order 13846 information: LOANS FROM UNITED STATES FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS. Sec. 5(a)(i); alt. Executive Order 13846 information: FOREIGN EXCHANGE. Sec. 5(a)(ii); alt. Executive Order 13846 information: BANKING TRANSACTIONS. Sec. 5(a)(iii); alt. Executive Order 13846 information: BLOCKING PROPERTY AND INTERESTS IN PROPERTY. Sec. 5(a)(iv); alt. Executive Order 13846 information: BANKING TRANSACTIONS. Sec. 5(a)(v); alt. Executive Order 13846 information: BAN ON INVESTMENT IN EQUITY OR DEBT OF SANCTIONED PERSON. Sec. 5(a)(vi); alt. Executive Order 13846 information: IMPORT SANCTIONS. Sec. 5(a)(vii); Identification Number IMO 6032118; Enterprise Number 0305020272 (Vietnam) [IRAN-EO13846]. VIETNAM GAS AND CHEMICALS (a.k.a. CUU LONG PETRO GAS SERVICE - TRANSPORTATION JOINT STOCK COMPANY (Latin: CÔNG TY CỔ PHẦN VẬN TẢI KHÍ VÀ HÓA CHẤT VIỆT NAM) (a.k.a. CUU LONG PETRO GAS SERVICE - TRANSPORTATION CORPORATION). [IRAN-EO13846].

FOOTNOTE

"CGT.J.S.C." (a.k.a. CUU LONG PETRO GAS SERVICE - TRANSPORTATION JOINT STOCK COMPANY (Latin: CÔNG TY CỔ PHẦN DỊCH VỤ - VẬN TẢI DẦU KHÍ CUU LONG); a.k.a. CUU LONG PETRO GAS TRANSPORTATION JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. VIETNAM GAS AND CHEMICALS TRANSPORTATION CORPORATION; a.k.a. VIETNAM GAS & CHEMICALS; a.k.a. VIETNAM GAS AND CHEMICALS; a.k.a. VIETNAM GAS AND CHEMICALS TRANSPORTATION CORPORATION (Latin: CÔNG TY CỔ PHẦN VẬN TẢI KHÍ VÀ HÓA CHẤT VIỆT NAM); a.k.a. "PCT"; a.k.a. "PVTRANS-PCT"). Service Zone No. 04, Level 06, R2 Tower, The Evenich Building, No 968 3/2 Street, Ward 15, District 11, Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam; Room 4, 6th Floor, R2, The Evenich Building, 968, 3 Thang 2, Ward 15, District 11, Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam; Website www.pct.com.vn; Executive Order 13846 information: LOANS FROM UNITED STATES FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS. Sec. 5(a)(i); alt. Executive Order 13846 information: FOREIGN EXCHANGE. Sec. 5(a)(i); alt. Executive Order 13846 information: BANKING TRANSACTIONS. Sec. 5(a)(i); alt. Executive Order 13846 information: BLOCKING PROPERTY AND INTERESTS IN PROPERTY. Sec. 5(a)(v); alt. Executive Order 13846 information: BAN ON INVESTMENT IN EQUITY OR DEBT OF SANCTIONED PERSON. Sec. 5(a)(v); alt. Executive Order 13846 information: IMPORT SANCTIONS. Sec. 5(a)(vi); alt. Executive Order 13846 information: BANKING TRANSACTIONS. Sec. 5(a)(iii); alt. Executive Order 13846 information: SANCTIONS ON PRINCIPAL EXECUTIVE OFFICERS. Sec. 5(a)(ii); Identification Number IMO 6032118; Enterprise Number 0305020272 (Vietnam) [IRAN-EO13846].

"PVTRANS-PCT" (a.k.a. CUU LONG PETRO GAS SERVICE - TRANSPORTATION JOINT STOCK COMPANY (Latin: CÔNG TY CỔ PHẦN DỊCH VỤ - VẬN TẢI DẦU KHÍ CUU LONG); a.k.a. CUU LONG PETRO GAS TRANSPORTATION JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. VIETNAM GAS AND CHEMICALS TRANSPORTATION CORPORATION; a.k.a. VIETNAM GAS & CHEMICALS; a.k.a. VIETNAM GAS AND CHEMICALS; a.k.a. VIETNAM GAS AND CHEMICALS TRANSPORTATION CORPORATION (Latin: CÔNG TY CỔ PHẦN VẬN TẢI KHÍ VÀ HÓA CHẤT VIỆT NAM); a.k.a. "CGT.J.S.C."; a.k.a. "PVTRANS-PCT"). Service Zone No. 04, Level 06, R2 Tower, The Evenich Building, No 968 3/2 Street, Ward 15, District 11, Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam; Room 4, 6th Floor, R2, The Evenich Building, 968, 3 Thang 2, Ward 15, District 11, Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam; Website www.pct.com.vn; Executive Order 13846 information: LOANS FROM UNITED STATES FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS. Sec. 5(a)(i); alt. Executive Order 13846 information: FOREIGN EXCHANGE. Sec. 5(a)(i); alt. Executive Order 13846 information: BANKING TRANSACTIONS. Sec. 5(a)(iii); alt. Executive Order 13846 information: Blocking PROPERTY AND INTERESTS IN PROPERTY. Sec. 5(a)(iv); alt. Executive Order 13846 information: BAN ON INVESTMENT IN EQUITY OR DEBT OF SANCTIONED PERSON. Sec. 5(a)(v); alt. Executive Order 13846 information: IMPORT SANCTIONS. Sec. 5(a)(vi); alt. Executive Order 13846 information: BANKING TRANSACTIONS. Sec. 5(a)(iii); alt. Executive Order 13846 information: SANCTIONS ON PRINCIPAL EXECUTIVE OFFICERS. Sec. 5(a)(ii); Identification Number IMO 6032118; Enterprise Number 0305020272 (Vietnam) [IRAN-EO13846].

• 06/17/22

The following [VENEZUELA] entries have been removed:

MALPICA FLORES, Carlos Erik, Naguanagua, Carabobo, Venezuela; DOB 17 Sep 1972; Gender Male; Cedula No. 11810943; Former National Treasurer of Venezuela; Former Vice President of Finance for Petroleos de Venezuela, S.A. (PDVSA); Former Presidential Commissioner for Economic and Financial Affairs (individual) [VENEZUELA].

• 06/17/22

The following [NICARAGUA] entries have been added to OFAC's SDN List:

EMPRESA NICARAGUENSE DE MINAS (a.k.a. ENIMINAS), Residencial Bolonia, de la Embajada Alemania, 2 cuadras Oeste, 1 cuadra Norte, Managua, Nicaragua; Organization Established Date 2017; Organization Type: Mining of other non-ferrous metal ores; Target Type State-Owned Enterprise [NICARAGUA] (Linked To: LOPEZ DELGADO, Ruy).

ENIMINAS (a.k.a. EMPRESA NICARAGUENSE DE MINAS), Residencial Bolonia, de la Embajada Alemania, 2 cuadras Oeste, 1 cuadra Norte, Managua, Nicaragua; Organization Established Date 2017; Organization Type: Mining of other non-ferrous metal ores; Target Type State-Owned Enterprise [NICARAGUA] (Linked To: LOPEZ DELGADO, Ruy).

LOPEZ DELGADO, Ruy, Carretera Masaya, Km 6.5, Plaza 800 Mts Sur Lomas Santo Domingo, Casa 68, Managua, Nicaragua; DOB 30 Jun 1949; POB Managua, Nicaragua; nationality Nicaragua; Gender Male; Passport C01850896 (Nicaragua) issued 11 May 2015 expires 11 May 2025; National ID No. 0013006490003J (Nicaragua) (individual) [NICARAGUA].

• 06/28/22
The following [NICARAGUA] entries have been changed:

LOPEZ DELGADO, Ruy, Carretera Masaya, Km 6.5, Plaza 800 Mts Sur Lomas Santo Domingo, Casa #6, Managua, Nicaragua; DOB 30 Jun 1949; POB Managua, Nicaragua; nationality Nicaragua; Gender Male; Passport C01850896 (Nicaragua) issued 11 May 2015 expires 11 May 2025; National ID No. 0013006490003J (Nicaragua) (individual) [NICARAGUA].

• 06/28/22

The following [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] entries have been added to OFAC's SDN List:

AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO SHVABE; f.k.a. SHVABE PAO), 176, Prospekt Mira, Moscow 129368, Russia; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 3; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Target Type State-Owned Enterprise; Registration ID 1027739000475 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7710277994 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 48532918 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: STATE CORPORATION ROSTEC).

AO SHVABE; f.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO SHVABE; f.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY SHVABE; f.k.a. SHVABE PAO), 176, Prospekt Mira, Moscow 129368, Russia; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 3; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Target Type State-Owned Enterprise; Registration ID 1027739000475 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7710277994 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 48532918 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: STATE CORPORATION ROSTEC).
EO14024] (Linked To: STATE CORPORATION ROSTEC).

BANK MOSKVY PAO (f.k.a. AKTSIONERNY KOMMERCHESKI BANK BANK MOSKVY OTKRYTOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSCHCHESTVO; f.k.a. BANK OF MOSCOW; a.k.a. BM BANK AO; a.k.a. BM BANK JSC; a.k.a. BM BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMMERCIAL BANK - BANK OF MOSCOW OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. PAO BM BANK). 8/15 Korp. 3 ul. Rozhdestvenka, Moscow 107996, Russia; Bld 3 8/15, Rozhdestvenka St., Moscow 107996, Russia; SWIFT/BIC MOSWRUM; BIK (RU) 044525219; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Target Type Financial Institution; Registration ID 1027700159497 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 29292940 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx# directives. [UKRAINE-E013662] [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

BM BANK AO (f.k.a. AKTSIONERNY KOMMERCHESKI BANK BANK MOSKVY OTKRYTOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSCHCHESTVO; f.k.a. BANK OF MOSCOW; a.k.a. BM BANK JSC; a.k.a. BM BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMMERCIAL BANK - BANK OF MOSCOW OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. PAO BM BANK). 8/15 Korp. 3 ul. Rozhdestvenka, Moscow 107996, Russia; Bld 3 8/15, Rozhdestvenka St., Moscow 107996, Russia; SWIFT/BIC MOSWRUM; BIK (RU) 044525219; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Target Type Financial Institution; Registration ID 1027700159497 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 29292940 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx# directives. [UKRAINE-E013662] [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

BM BANK JSC (f.k.a. AKTSIONERNY KOMMERCHESKI BANK BANK MOSKVY OTKRYTOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSCHCHESTVO; f.k.a. BANK OF MOSCOW; a.k.a. BM BANK AO; a.k.a. BM BANK JSC; a.k.a. BM BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMMERCIAL BANK - BANK OF MOSCOW OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. PAO BM BANK). 8/15 Korp. 3 ul. Rozhdestvenka, Moscow 107996, Russia; Bld 3 8/15, Rozhdestvenka St., Moscow 107996, Russia; SWIFT/BIC MOSWRUM; BIK (RU) 044525219; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Target Type Financial Institution; Registration ID 1027700159497 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 29292940 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx# directives. [UKRAINE-E013662] [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

BM BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY (f.k.a. AKTSIONERNY KOMMERCHESKI BANK BANK MOSKVY OTKRYTOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSCHCHESTVO; f.k.a. BANK OF MOSCOW; a.k.a. BM BANK AO; a.k.a. BM BANK JSC; a.k.a. BM BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMMERCIAL BANK - BANK OF MOSCOW OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. PAO BM BANK). 8/15 Korp. 3 ul. Rozhdestvenka, Moscow 107996, Russia; Bld 3 8/15, Rozhdestvenka St., Moscow 107996, Russia; SWIFT/BIC MOSWRUM; BIK (RU) 044525219; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Target Type Financial Institution; Registration ID 1027700159497 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 29292940 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx# directives. [UKRAINE-E013662] [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

JOINT STOCK COMMERCIAL BANK - BANK OF MOSCOW OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY (f.k.a. AKTSIONERNY KOMMERCHESKI BANK BANK MOSKVY OTKRYTOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSCHCHESTVO; f.k.a. BANK OF MOSCOW; a.k.a. BM BANK AO; a.k.a. BM BANK JSC; a.k.a. BM BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. PAO BM BANK). 8/15 Korp. 3 ul. Rozhdestvenka, Moscow 107996, Russia; Bld 3 8/15, Rozhdestvenka St., Moscow 107996, Russia; SWIFT/BIC MOSWRUM; BIK (RU) 044525219; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Target Type Financial Institution; Registration ID 1027700159497 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 29292940 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx# directives. [UKRAINE-E013662] [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY).
RT-INFORM LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY (a.k.a. RT-INFORM LLC), Turchaninov Pereulok D. 6, Str. 2, Of. 108, Moscow 119048, Russia; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 3; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Organization Established Date 28 Jun 2012; Target Type State-Owned Enterprise; Registration ID 1127746501190 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7704810710 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx# directives [Ukraine-EO13662] [Russia-EO14024] (Linked To: STATE CORPORATION ROSTEC).

STATE CORPORATION ROSTEC (a.k.a. STATE CORPORATION FOR THE PROMOTION OF THE DEVELOPMENT, MANUFACTURE, AND EXPORT OF HIGH TECH PRODUCTS ROSTEC (Cyrillic: ГОСУДАРСТВЕННАЯ КОРПОРАЦИЯ ПО СОДЕЙСТВИЮ РАЗРАБОТКЕ, ПРОИЗВОДСТВУ И ЭКСПОРТУ ВЫСОКОТЕХНОЛОГИЧНОЙ ПРОМЫШЛЕННОЙ ПРОДУКЦИИ РОСТЕХ)), 24 Usacheva Str., Moscow 119048, Russia; 21 Gogolevsky Blvd., Moscow 119991, Russia; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 3; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Organization Established Date 03 Dec 2007; Registration ID 1077799030847 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7704274402 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 94137372 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx# directives. [Ukraine-EO13662] [Russia-EO14024].

NATIONAL BANK OF MOSCOW (a.k.a. BM BANK AO; a.k.a. BM BANK JSC; a.k.a. BM BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMMERCIAL BANK - BANK OF MOSCOW OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY), 8/15 Korp. 3 ul. Rozhdestvenka, Moscow 107996, Russia; Bil 3 8/15, Rozhdestvenka St., Moscow 107996, Russia; SWIFT/BIC MOSWRRUM; BIK (RU) 044525219; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Target Type Financial Institution; Registration ID 1027700159497 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 29292940 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx# directives. [Ukraine-EO13662] [Russia-EO14024] (Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

STATE CORPORATION ROSTEC (a.k.a. STATE CORPORATION FOR THE PROMOTION OF THE DEVELOPMENT, MANUFACTURE, AND EXPORT OF HIGH TECH PRODUCTS ROSTEC (Cyrillic: ГОСУДАРСТВЕННАЯ КОРПОРАЦИЯ ПО СОДЕЙСТВИЮ РАЗРАБОТКЕ, ПРОИЗВОДСТВУ И ЭКСПОРТУ ВЫСОКОТЕХНОЛОГИЧНОЙ ПРОМЫШЛЕННОЙ ПРОДУКЦИИ РОСТЕХ)), 24 Usacheva Str., Moscow 119048, Russia; 21 Gogolevsky Blvd., Moscow 119991, Russia; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 3; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Organization Established Date 03 Dec 2007; Registration ID 1077799030847 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7704274402 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 94137372 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx# directives. [Ukraine-EO13662] [Russia-EO14024].

CHANGES TO THE SDN LIST IN 2022

- 578 -
31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 [UKRAINE-EO13660]. -to- DONETSK PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC (Cyrillic: ДОНЕЦЬКА НАРОДНА РЕСПУБЛІКА) (a.k.a. DONETSKAYA NARODNAYA RESPUBLIKA (Cyrillic: ДОНЕЦЬКА НАРОДНА РЕСПУБЛИКА)), Donetsk Region, Ukraine; Website dронлайн.су; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Target Type Unrecognized Government Entity [UKRAINE-EO13660] [RUSSIA-EO14065].

LUHANSK PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC (a.k.a. LUGANSK PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC (Cyrillic: ЛУГАНСЬКА НАРОДНА РЕСПУБЛІКА); a.k.a. LUGANSK PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC (Cyrillic: ЛУГАНСЬКА НАРОДНА РЕСПУБЛІКА)), Luhansk Region, Ukraine; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Target Type Unrecognized Government Entity [UKRAINE-EO13660] [RUSSIA-EO14065].

resulting in the following new [UKRAINE-EO13660] [RUSSIA-EO14065] entries:

DONETSKAYA NARODNAYA RESPUBLIKA (Cyrillic: ДОНЕЦЬКА НАРОДНА РЕСПУБЛІКА) (a.k.a. DONETSK PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC (Cyrillic: ДОНЕЦЬКА НАРОДНА РЕСПУБЛІКА)), Donetsk Region, Ukraine; Website dронлайн.су; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Target Type Unrecognized Government Entity [UKRAINE-EO13660] [RUSSIA-EO14065].

The following [RUSSIA-EO14024] [UKRAINE-EO13660] entries have been changed:

BORODAI, Aleksand (a.k.a. BORODAY, Alexander Yuryevich (Cyrillic: БОРОДАЙ, Александр Юрьевич)), Russia; DOB 25 Jul 1972; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Tax ID No. 772916358810 (Russia); Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: INTERREGIONAL SOCIAL ORGANIZATION UNION OF DONBAS VOLUNTEERS).

The following [RUSSIA-EO14024] entries have been added to OFAC's SDN List:

929 GLITS (a.k.a. 929 STATE FLIGHT TEST CENTER (Cyrillic: 929-Й ГОСУДАРСТВЕННЫЙ ЛЕТНО-ИСПЫТАТЕЛЬНЫЙ ЦЕНТР); a.k.a. STATE FLIGHT TESTING CENTER NAMED AFTER V.P. CHKAŁOW (Cyrillic: ГОСУДАРСТВЕННЫЙ ЛЕТНО-ИСПЫТАТЕЛЬНЫЙ ЦЕНТР ИМЕНИ В.П.ЧКАЛОВА)), Akhtubinsk, Astrakhan Region, Russia; Khmeimim Air Base, Syria; Chkalovsky Airfield, Russia; Organization Established Date Oct 1920; Target Type Government Entity [RUSSIA-EO14024].

929 STATE FLIGHT TEST CENTER (Cyrillic: 929-Й ГОСУДАРСТВЕННЫЙ ЛЕТНО-ИСПЫТАТЕЛЬНЫЙ ЦЕНТР) (a.k.a. 929 GLITS; a.k.a. STATE FLIGHT TESTING CENTER NAMED AFTER V.P. CHKAŁOW (Cyrillic: ГОСУДАРСТВЕННЫЙ ЛЕТНО-ИСПЫТАТЕЛЬНЫЙ ЦЕНТР ИМЕНИ В.П.ЧКАЛОВА)), Akhtubinsk, Astrakhan Region, Russia; Khmeimim Air Base, Syria; Chkalovsky Airfield, Russia; Organization Established Date Oct 1920; Target Type Government Entity [RUSSIA-EO14024].

ADVANCED RESEARCH FOUNDATION (a.k.a. FOND PERSPEKTIVNYKH ISSLEDOVANYI (Cyrillic: ФОНД ПЕРСПЕКТИВНЫХ ИССЛЕДОВАНИЙ); a.k.a. "FPI"), Nab. Berezhkovskaya, D. 22, Str. 3, Moscow 121059, Russia; Website fpi.gov.ru; Tax ID No.
DANYLTSEV, Yuriy Viktorovych (Cyrillic: ДАНИЛЬЦЕВ, Юрий Викторович); Donetsk Oblast, Ukraine; Gender Male

CHUMAKOV, Oleksiy Mykolayovych (Cyrillic: ЧУМАКОВ, Олексій Миколайович); Donetsk Oblast, Ukraine; Gender Male

CHUMAKOV, Aleksey Nikolaevich (a.k.a. ЧУМАКОВ, Алексей Николаевич; Cyrillic: ЧУМАКОВ, Алексей Николаевич); Donetsk Oblast, Ukraine; Gender Male

CHUMAKOV, Aleksej Nikolaevich (a.k.a. ЧУМАКОВ, Алексей Николаевич; Cyrillic: ЧУМАКОВ, Алексей Николаевич); MSK, Russia; DOB 06 Dec 1966; Gender Male
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INTERREGIONAL SOCIAL ORGANIZATION UNION OF DONBAS VOLUNTEERS.

INTERREGIONAL SOCIAL ORGANIZATION UNION OF DONBAS VOLUNTEERS.

INTERREGIONAL SOCIAL ORGANIZATION UNION OF DONBAS VOLUNTEERS.

INTERREGIONAL SOCIAL ORGANIZATION UNION OF DONBAS VOLUNTEERS.

INTERREGIONAL SOCIAL ORGANIZATION UNION OF DONBAS VOLUNTEERS.

INTERREGIONAL SOCIAL ORGANIZATION UNION OF DONBAS VOLUNTEERS.

INTERREGIONAL SOCIAL ORGANIZATION UNION OF DONBAS VOLUNTEERS.
JOINT STOCK COMPANY PLASMA (a.k.a. JSC JOINT STOCK COMPANY METEOR PLANT JOINT STOCK COMPANY KRASNODARSKIY JOINT STOCK COMPANY INFORMATION JOINT STOCK COMPANY ILYUSHIN FINANCE JOINT STOCK COMPANY ILYUSHIN FINANCE COMPANY). Ul. Tsiolkovskogo D. 24, Ryazan 390023, Russia; Target Type State-Owned Enterprise; Tax ID No. 112504002823 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

JOINT STOCK COMPANY ILYUSHIN FINANCE COMPANY; a.k.a. JSC ILYUSHIN FINANCE (a.k.a. IFC LEASING; a.k.a. "IFC IFC"), Pr-kt Michurinskii, Olimpiyskaya Derevnya D. 1, Korp. 1, et. 4, Moscow 119602, Russia; Pr-kt Leninskii d. 43 A, office 502, Voronezh 394004, Russia; 1st km of Rublevo-Uspenskoe Shosse, Building 6, Odintsovo, Moscow 143030, Russia; Organization Established Date 10 Mar 1999; Tax ID No. 1033600042332 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

JOINT STOCK COMPANY INFORMATION SECURITY REFORM (a.k.a. IB REFORM JSC; a.k.a. JSC IS REFORM), D. 125 Str. 1 Etazh 6 SECURITY REFORM (a.k.a. IB SECURITY REFORM (a.k.a. IFC LEASING; a.k.a. "IFC IFC"), Pr-kt Michurinskii, Olimpiyskaya Derevnya D. 1, Korp. 1, et. 4, Moscow 119602, Russia; Pr-kt Leninskii d. 43 A, office 502, Voronezh 394004, Russia; 1st km of Rublevo-Uspenskoe Shosse, Building 6, Odintsovo, Moscow 143030, Russia; Organization Established Date 10 Mar 1999; Tax ID No. 1033600042332 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

JOINT STOCK COMPANY UNITED ENGINE CORPORATION (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSCHESTVO ILYUSHIN FINANS KO; a.k.a. OBSHCHESTVO ILYUSHIN FINANS KO; a.k.a. "IFC LEASING; a.k.a. "JSC IFC"), Pr-kt Michurinskii, Olimpiyskaya Derevnya D. 1, Korp. 1, et. 4, Moscow 119602, Russia; Pr-kt Leninskii d. 43 A, office 502, Voronezh 394004, Russia; 1st km of Rublevo-Uspenskoe Shosse, Building 6, Odintsovo, Moscow 143030, Russia; Organization Established Date 10 Mar 1999; Tax ID No. 1033600042332 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].
ДВИГАТЕЛЕСТРОИТЕЛЬНАЯ КОРПОРАЦИЯ (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO OBEIDINENNAYA DVIGATELESTROITELNYAYA KORPORATSIYA; a.k.a. UNITED ENGINE CORP JSC; a.k.a. "AO ODK" (Cyrillic: "АО ОДК")), 16, Budenny Avenue, Moscow 105118, Russia; Per. Mayakovskogo D. 11, Moscow 109147, Russia; Organization Established Date 22 Nov 2007; Tax ID No. 7731664035 (Russia); Registration Number 1107746081717 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

JOINT-STOCK COMPANY NON-GOVERNMENTAL PENSION FUND FIRST INDUSTRIAL ALLIANCE (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO NEGOSUDARSTVENNY PENSIONNY FOND PERVER PROMYSHLENNY ALYANS; a.k.a. AO NPF PERYVI PROMYSHLENNYI ALYANS; a.k.a. NON-GOVERNMENTAL PENSION FUND FIRST INDUSTRIAL ALLIANCE; a.k.a. NPF PERVER PROMYSHLENNYI ALYANS AO), 2E, ul. Vishnevskogo Kazan, Tatarstan Resp. 420097, Russia; Organization Established Date 1999; Tax ID No. 15655319199 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 50607380 (Russia); Registration Number 1151600000210 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: KAMAZ PUBLICLY TRADED COMPANY).

JOINT-STOCK COMPANY TRADING-FINANCIAL COMPANY KAMAZ (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO TORGovo-FINANSOVAYA KOMPAANIYA KAMAZ; a.k.a. JSC TFK KAMAZ; a.k.a. TFK KAMAZ AO; f.k.a. TORGovo-FINANSOVAYA KOMPAANIYA KAMAZ AO), Raion Avtomobilnogo Zavoda, ABK-421, Naberezhnyye Chelny 423800, Russia; 12, proezd Avtoborochny, Naberezhnye Chelny, Tatarstan Resp. 423800, Russia; Organization Established Date 23 Oct 1997; Tax ID No. 1653019048 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 47104250 (Russia); Registration Number 1021602019097 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: KAMAZ PUBLICLY TRADED COMPANY).

JSC CONCERN AVTOMATIKA (Cyrillic: AO KONCEP AVTOMATIKA) (a.k.a. AO KONTSERN AVTOMATIKA; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY CONCERN AVTOMATIKA (Cyrillic: АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО КОНЦЕРН АВТOMАТИКА)), Ul. Botanicheskaya D. 25, Moscow 127106, Russia; Tax ID No. 7715906332 (Russia); Registration Number 112774613964 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

JSC FLIGHT RESEARCH INSTITUTE N.A. M.M. GROMOV (Cyrillic: AO LETNO-ISSELOVATELSKI INSTITUT IMENI M.M. GROMOVA (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO LETNO-ISSELOVATELSKI INSTITUT IMENI M.M. GROMOVA (Cyrillic: АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО ЛЕТНО-ИССЛЕДОВАТЕЛЬСКИЙ ИНСТИТУТ ИМЕНИ М.М. ГРОМОВА); a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY FLIGHT RESEARCH INSTITUTE N.A. M.M. GROMOV; a.k.a. STATE FEDERAL UNITARY ENTERPRISE GROMOV FLIGHT RESEARCH INSTITUTE (Cyrillic: Д. 2а, Ul. Garnaeva, Zhukovsky 140180, Russia (Cyrillic: д. 2А, ул. Гарнаева, Московская область, Жуковский 140180, Russia); Zhukovsky-2, Moscow region 140182, Russia; Organization Established Date 1993; Target Type State-Owned Enterprise; Tax ID No. 5040114973 (Russia); Registration Number 1125040002823 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

JSC FRI N.A. M.M. GROMOV (Cyrillic: AO LIYUSHIN FINANCE; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY FRI N.A. M.M. GROMOV (Cyrillic: AO LII IM. M.M. GROMOVA); a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY FRI N.A. M.M. GROMOV; a.k.a. STATE FEDERAL UNITARY ENTERPRISE GROMOV FLIGHT RESEARCH INSTITUTE); D. 2a, Ul. Garnaeva, Zhukovsky 140180, Russia (Cyrillic: д. 2А, ул. Гарнаева, Московская область, Жуковский 140180, Russia); Zhukovsky-2, Moscow region 140182, Russia; Organization Established Date 1993; Target Type State-Owned Enterprise; Tax ID No. 5040114973 (Russia); Registration Number 1125040002823 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

JSC ILYUSHIN FINANCE COMPANY (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO ILYUSHIN FINANS KO; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY ILYUSHIN FINANCE; a.k.a. OJSC ILYUSHIN FINANCE; a.k.a. "AO IFK"; a.k.a. "IFIC LEASING"; a.k.a. "JSC IFC"), Pr-kt Michurinski, Olimpiiskaya Derevnya D. 1, Korp. 1, et. 4, Moscow 119602, Russia; Pr-kt Leninski d. 43A, office 502, Voronezh 394004, Russia; 1st km of Rublevo-Uspenskoe Shosse, Building 6, Odintsovo, Moscow 143030, Russia; Organization Established Date 10 Mar 1999; Tax ID No. 3663029916 (Russia); Registration Number 1033680042332 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

JSC IS REFORM (a.k.a. IB REFORM JSC; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY INFORMATION SECURITY REFORM), D. 125 Str. 1 Etazh 6 Pom. X Kom 23, Shosse Varshavskoe, Moscow 117587, Russia; Organization Established Date 31 Jul 2019; Tax ID No. 7726482572 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 75059643 (Russia); Registration Number 1217700423654 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

JSC PLASMA (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY PLASMA; a.k.a. "AO PLAZMA"), Ul. Tsiolkovskogo D. 24, Ryazan 390023, Russia; Organization Established Date 1959; Tax ID No. 6230005886 (Russia); Registration Number 102620102850 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY RUSSIAN ELECTRONICS).

JSC RT - PROJECT TECHNOLOGIES (a.k.a. AO RT-PROEKTNYE TEKHOLOGIJI; a.k.a. RT-PROEKTNYE TEKHOLOGIJI, PAO; a.k.a. RT-PROJECT TECHNOLOGY OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY), Berezhkovskaya Nab D. 6, Odintsovo, Moscow 143030, Russia; Organization Established Date 1959; Tax ID No. 6230005886 (Russia); Registration Number 102620102850 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY RUSSIAN ELECTRONICS).
Republic of Tatarstan, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Tax ID No. 164804995225 (Russia) (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: KAMAZ PUBLICLY TRADED COMPANY).

KOKOREV, Alexander Aleksandrovich, Russia; DOB 23 Sep 1973; POB Moscow, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

KOKOREVA, Natalia Vasilyevna, Russia; DOB 28 May 1979; POB Moscow, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Female (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

KOLEDA, Mariya Vasilevna (a.k.a. KOLEDA, Mariya Vasilyevna; a.k.a. KOLEDA, Mariya Vasylivna (Cyrillic: КОЛЕДА, Марія Василівна)), Russia; DOB 07 Jun 1991; POB Saint Petersburg, Russia; Gender Female (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: INTERREGIONAL SOCIAL ORGANIZATION UNION OF DONBAS VOLUNTEERS).

KOLEDA, Mariya Vasilyevna (Cyrillic: КОЛЕДА, Мария Васильевна) (a.k.a. KOLEDA, Mariya Vasilyevna; a.k.a. KOLEDA, Mariya Vasylivna (Cyrillic: КОЛЕДА, Марія Василівна)), Russia; DOB 07 Jun 1991; POB Saint Petersburg, Russia; Gender Female (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: INTERREGIONAL SOCIAL ORGANIZATION UNION OF DONBAS VOLUNTEERS).

KOKOREV, Alexander Aleksandrovich, Russia; DOB 23 Sep 1973; POB Moscow, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

KOKOREVA, Natalia Vasilyevna, Russia; DOB 28 May 1979; POB Moscow, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Female (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

KULYGINA, Olga Ivanovna (Cyrillic: КУЛЯГІНА, Ольга Іванівна) (a.k.a. KULYGINA, Olga Ivanivna (Cyrillic: Ольга Іванівна)), Moscow, Russia; DOB 14 Sep 1972; Gender Female (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: INTERREGIONAL SOCIAL ORGANIZATION UNION OF DONBAS VOLUNTEERS).

LASHKAROVA, Nadiya Vitaliivna (Cyrillic: ЛАШКАРОВА, Надія Віталіївна)), Dnipro, Ukraine; Krasnyy Luch, Ukraine; DOB 08 Nov 1961; Gender Female (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: INTERREGIONAL SOCIAL ORGANIZATION UNION OF DONBAS VOLUNTEERS).

LENSHIN, Roman Yurvinevich (Cyrillic: ЛЕНЬШИН, Роман Юрьевич), Ukraine; DOB 02 Aug 1976; Gender Male; Tax ID No. 773576584106 (Russia) (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: INTERREGIONAL SOCIAL ORGANIZATION UNION OF DONBAS VOLUNTEERS).

LENSHYN, Roman Yurievich (Cyrillic: ЛЕНЬШИН, Роман Юрьевич), Russia; DOB 02 Aug 1976; Gender Male; Tax ID No. 1650130591 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 78661685 (Russia); Registration Number 105161409944 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

LENSHYN, Roman Yurievich (Cyrillic: ЛЕНЬШИН, Роман Юрьевич), Russia; DOB 02 Aug 1976; Gender Male; Tax ID No. 773576584106 (Russia) (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: INTERREGIONAL SOCIAL ORGANIZATION UNION OF DONBAS VOLUNTEERS).

LENSHYN, Roman Yurievich (Cyrillic: ЛЕНЬШИН, Роман Юрьевич), Russia; DOB 02 Aug 1976; Gender Male; Tax ID No. 773576584106 (Russia) (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: INTERREGIONAL SOCIAL ORGANIZATION UNION OF DONBAS VOLUNTEERS).

LENSHYN, Roman Yurievich (Cyrillic: ЛЕНЬШИН, Роман Юрьевич), Russia; DOB 02 Aug 1976; Gender Male; Tax ID No. 773576584106 (Russia) (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: INTERREGIONAL SOCIAL ORGANIZATION UNION OF DONBAS VOLUNTEERS).

LENSHYN, Roman Yurievich (Cyrillic: ЛЕНЬШИН, Роман Юрьевич), Russia; DOB 02 Aug 1976; Gender Male; Tax ID No. 773576584106 (Russia) (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: INTERREGIONAL SOCIAL ORGANIZATION UNION OF DONBAS VOLUNTEERS).
LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY ALFA-INVEST (Cyrillic: ОБЩЕСТВО С ОГРАНИЧЕННОЙ ОТВЕТСТВЕННОСТЬЮ АЛЬФА-ИНВЕСТ), Ul. Kooperativnaya D. 1, Zelenodolsk 422541, Russia; Organization Established Date 17 Jun 2003; Tax ID No. 1648013530 (Russia); Registration Number 108169008450 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: KOGOGIN, Sergei Anatolyevich).

LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY PFMK, d. 1, ul. Zelenodolsk 422546, Russia; Organization Established Date 26 Feb 2008; Tax ID No. 1648023497 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 83465274 (Russia); Registration Number 108167300650 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: KOGOGIN, Sergei Anatolyevich).

LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY KOPOAVTOTRANS (a.k.a. КАПО-АВТОТРАНС ООО; a.k.a. ПСК АВИАСТРОИ; ul. Dementyeva d 2B, Kazan 420127, Russia; Tax ID No. 1661022799 (Russia); Registration Number 1031644204921 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: KOGOGIN, Sergei Anatolyevich).

LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY KAPO-ZHILBTLSERVIS (a.k.a. UK КАПО-ЖИЛБСВИС ООО; ul. Akademiya Pavlova d 9, Kazan 420127, Russia; Tax ID No. 1661022862 (Russia); Registration Number 1081690080450 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: TUPOLEV PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY PFMK, d. 1, ul. Kooperativnaya, Zelenodolsk, Zelenodoljski Raion, Tatarstan Resp. 422541, Russia; Tax ID No. 1648011150 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 57238810 (Russia); Registration Number 1023402012050 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: OJSC UAC (Cyrillic: ОАО; Россия)).

LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY WITH FOREIGN INVESTMENTS ZALOG (Cyrillic: ОБЩЕСТВО С ОГРАНИЧЕННОЙ ОТВЕТСТВЕННОСТЬЮ ЧАСТНЫЕ ИНОСТРАННЫЕ ИНВЕСТИЦИИ ЗАЛОГ) (a.k.a. ОБЩЕСТВО С ОГРАНИЧЕННОЙ ОТВЕТСТВЕННОСТЬЮ ЗАЛОГ ООО; d. 22 pom. 305, ul. Martyna Mezhlauka, Kazan, Tatarstan Resp. 420201, Russia; Ul. Kooperativnaya 1, Zelenodolsk 422541, Russia; Organization Established Date 2002; Tax ID No. 1648011150 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 57238810 (Russia); Registration Number 1021606761175 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: TUPOLEV PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY PRIVATE SECURITY ORGANIZATION RSB-GROUP (Cyrillic: ОБЩЕСТВО С ОГРАНИЧЕННОЙ ОТВЕТСТВЕННОСТЬЮ ЧАСТНАЯ ОХРАННАЯ ОРГАНИЗАЦИЯ РСБ-ГРУПП) (a.k.a. LLC PSO RSB-GROUP (Cyrillic: ООО РСБ-ГРУПП); a.k.a. ОБЩЕСТВО С ОГРАНИЧЕННОЙ ОТВЕТСТВЕННОСТЬЮ РСБ-ГРУПП; a.k.a. "RUSSIAN SECURITY SYSTEMS"), Ulitsa Dnepropetrovskaya, Dom 3, Korpus 5, Et 1, Pom III, K 8 0 6-6, Moskva 117525, Russia; Organization Established Date 24 Nov 2005; Tax ID No. 7726531639 (Russia); Registration Number 1057749205942 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: TUPOLEV PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY WITH FOREIGN INVESTMENTS ZALOG (Cyrillic: ОБЩЕСТВО С ОГРАНИЧЕННОЙ ОТВЕТСТВЕННОСТЬЮ ЧАСТНЫЕ ИНОСТРАННЫЕ ИНВЕСТИЦИИ ЗАЛОГ) (a.k.a. ОБЩЕСТВО С ОГРАНИЧЕННОЙ ОТВЕТСТВЕННОСТЬЮ ЗАЛОГ ООО; d. 22 pom. 305, ul. Martyna Mezhlauka, Kazan, Tatarstan Resp. 420201, Russia; Ul. Kooperativnaya 1, Zelenodolsk 422541, Russia; Organization Established Date 2002; Tax ID No. 1648011150 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 57238810 (Russia); Registration Number 1021606761175 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: TUPOLEV PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

METEOR PLANT JSC (a.k.a. AO ZAVOD METEOR; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY METEOR PLANT), Ul. Gorkogo D. 1, Volzhskiy Raion, Tatarstan Resp. 420021, Russia; Ul. Bolshaya Pioneerskaya, d. 1, Moscow 115054, Russia; Organization Established Date 24 Nov 2005; Tax ID No. 7726531639 (Russia); Registration Number 1057749205942 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY RUSSIAN ELECTRONICS).

ORGANIZATSIYA RSB-GRUPP; a.k.a. ООО ЧОО РСБ-ГРУПП (Cyrillic: ОГРАНИЧЕННАЯ ОТВЕТСТВЕННОСТЬЮ ЧАСТНАЯ ОХРАННАЯ ОРГАНИЗАЦИЯ РСБ-ГРУПП) (a.k.a. ОГРАНИЧЕННАЯ ОТВЕТСТВЕННОСТЬЮ ЧАСТНАЯ ОХРАННАЯ ОРГАНИЗАЦИЯ РСБ-ГРУПП; a.k.a. ОБЩЕСТВО С ОГРАНИЧЕННОЙ ОТВЕТСТВЕННОСТЬЮ РСБ-ГРУПП; a.k.a. ОБЩЕСТВО С ОГРАНИЧЕННОЙ ОТВЕТСТВЕННОСТЬЮ РСБ-ГРУПП; a.k.a. "RUSSIAN SECURITY SYSTEMS"), Ulitsa Dnepropetrovskaya, Dom 3, Korpus 5, Et 1, Pom III, K 8 0 6-6, Moskva 117525, Russia; Organization Established Date 24 Nov 2005; Tax ID No. 7726531639 (Russia); Registration Number 1057749205942 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: TUPOLEV PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY).
Type State-Owned Enterprise; Tax ID No. 7708619320 (Russia); Registration Number 1067758848598 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024].

MIKAM HOLDINGS LIMITED, Neroupos Business Centre, Flat No: 202, Floor No: 2, Ptolemaio 53 3041, Limassol 3041, Cyprus; Organization Established Date 16 Sep 2009; Tax ID No. 10254897D (Cyprus); Registration Number HE254897 (Cyprus) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: KAMAZ PUBLICLY TRADED COMPANY).

MOO SDD (Cyrillic: MOO СДД) (a.k.a. INTERREGIONAL SOCIAL ORGANIZATION UNION OF DONBAS VOLUNTEERS (Cyrillic: МЕЖРЕГИОНАЛЬНАЯ ОБЩЕСТВЕННАЯ ОРГАНИЗАЦИЯ СОЮЗ ДОБРОВОЛЬЦЕВ ДОНБАССА); a.k.a. UNION OF DONBAS VOLUNTEERS (Cyrillic: Союз ДОБРОВОЛЬЦЕВ ДОНБАССА)), ofis 2, str. 1, d. 7, ul. Fadeyeva, Moscow 125047, Russia; ul. Ulofa Palme, d. 1, podyezd C, Moscow, Russia; Tax ID No. 9710001943 (Russia); Registration Number 1157700015065 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024].

NEFAZ PAO (a.k.a. NEFAZ PUBLICLY TRADED COMPANY; f.k.a. NEFTEKAMSK MOTOR PLANT PJSC; f.k.a. NEFTEKAMSKIY AVTOZAVOD OAO; a.k.a. PUBLICHNOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO NEFAZ), d. 3, ul. Yanaul'skaya, Neftekamsk, Bashkortostan Resp. 452680, Russia; 3, Yanaul'skaya Street, Neftekamsk 452680, Russia; Organization Established Date 1993; Tax ID No. 0264004103 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 05745101 (Russia); Registration Number 1020201881116 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: KAMAZ PUBLICLY TRADED COMPANY).

NEFTEKAMSKIY AVTOZAVOD OAO (a.k.a. NEFAZ PAO; a.k.a. NEFAZ PUBLICLY TRADED COMPANY; f.k.a. NEFTEKAMSK MOTOR PLANT PJSC; a.k.a. PUBLICHNOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO NEFAZ), d. 3, ul. Yanaul'skaya, Neftekamsk, Bashkortostan Resp. 452680, Russia; 3, Yanaul'skaya Street, Neftekamsk 452680, Russia; Organization Established Date 1993; Tax ID No. 0264004103 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 05745101 (Russia); Registration Number 1020201881116 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: KAMAZ PUBLICLY TRADED COMPANY).

NON-STATE PENSION FUND FIRST INDUSTRIAL ALLIANCE (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO NEGOUDARSTVENNY PENSIONNY FOND PERVYI INDUSTRIAL ALLIANCE; a.k.a. JOINT-STOCK COMPANY NON-GOVERNMENTAL PENSION FUND FIRST INDUSTRIAL ALLIANCE; a.k.a. NPF PERVY PERMYSHLENNY ALYANS AO), 2E, ul. Vsekhvuskogo Kazan, Tatarstan Resp. 420097, Russia; Tax ID No. 1026011603761 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: KAMAZ PUBLICLY TRADED COMPANY).

NEFAZ PUBLICLY TRADED COMPANY (a.k.a. NEFAZ PAO; a.k.a. NEFAZ PUBLICLY TRADED COMPANY; f.k.a. NEFTEKAMSKY AVTOZAVOD OAO; a.k.a. PUBLICHNOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO NEFAZ), d. 3, ul. Yanaul'skaya, Neftekamsk, Bashkortostan Resp. 452680, Russia; 3, Yanaul'skaya Street, Neftekamsk 452680, Russia; Organization Established Date 1993; Tax ID No. 0264004103 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 05745101 (Russia); Registration Number 1020201881116 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: KAMAZ PUBLICLY TRADED COMPANY).

NEFAZ PUBLICLY TRADED COMPANY (a.k.a. NEFAZ PAO; a.k.a. NEFAZ PUBLICLY TRADED COMPANY; f.k.a. NEFTEKAMSKY AVTOZAVOD OAO; a.k.a. PUBLICHNOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO NEFAZ), d. 3, ul. Yanaul'skaya, Neftekamsk, Bashkortostan Resp. 452680, Russia; 3, Yanaul'skaya Street, Neftekamsk 452680, Russia; Organization Established Date 1993; Tax ID No. 0264004103 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 05745101 (Russia); Registration Number 1020201881116 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: KAMAZ PUBLICLY TRADED COMPANY).

NEFAZ PUBLICLY TRADED COMPANY (a.k.a. NEFAZ PAO; a.k.a. NEFAZ PUBLICLY TRADED COMPANY; f.k.a. NEFTEKAMSKY AVTOZAVOD OAO; a.k.a. PUBLICHNOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO NEFAZ), d. 3, ul. Yanaul'skaya, Neftekamsk, Bashkortostan Resp. 452680, Russia; 3, Yanaul'skaya Street, Neftekamsk 452680, Russia; Organization Established Date 1993; Tax ID No. 0264004103 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 05745101 (Russia); Registration Number 1020201881116 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: KAMAZ PUBLICLY TRADED COMPANY).

NP CYCLONE TEST (a.k.a. AO NPP TSIKLON TEST; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY RESEARCH AND PRODUCTION ENTERPRISE CIKLON TEST), Proezd Zavodskoi D. 4, Fryazino 141190, Russia; Organization Established Date 19 Dec 1991; Tax ID No. 5052022886 (Russia); Registration Number 1115050007676 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY RUSSIAN ELECTRONICS).

OAO ILYUSHIN AVIATION COMPLEX (a.k.a. JSC ILYUSHIN AVIATION COMPLEX; a.k.a. OJSC ILYUSHIN AVIATION COMPLEX; a.k.a. OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY ILYUSHIN AVIATION COMPLEX; a.k.a. PUBLICHNOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO AVIATSIONNY KOMPLEKS IM S. V ILYUSHINA; a.k.a. "OJSC IL"), 45G Leningradsky Avenue, Moscow 125190, Russia; ISIN RU0007796926; Tax ID No. 7714027882 (Russia); Registration Number 1027739118659 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

OAO SCIENTIFIC PRODUCTION CORPORATION IRKUT (a.k.a. IRKUT CORPORATION; a.k.a. IRKUT CORP PJSC; a.k.a. IRKUT CORPORATION JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. KORPORATSIYA IRKUT PAO; a.k.a. NEGOUDARSTVENNY PENSIONNY FOND PERVYI INDUSTRIAL ALLIANCE; a.k.a. NPF PERVYI INDUSTRIAL ALLIANCE; a.k.a. NPF PERVYI PROMYSHLENNY ALYANS AO), 68, Leningradsky Prospekt, Moscow 125315, Russia; Tax ID No. 3807002509 (Russia); Registration Number 1023801428111 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024].
OBSCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNY
OTVETSTVENNYSTU CHASTNAYA
OKHRANNAIA ORGANIZATSIIA RSB-GRUPP
(a.k.a. LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY PRIVATE
SECURITY ORGANIZATION RSB-GROUP
(Cyrillic: ОБЩЕСТВО С ОГРАНИЧЕННОЙ
ОТВЕТСТВЕННОСТЬЮ ЧАСТНАЯ
ОХРАННАЯ ОРГАНИЗАЦИЯ РСБ-ГРУПП);
а.к.а. LLC PSO RSB-GROUP (Cyrillic: ООО
ЧОО РСБ-ГРУПП), Ulitsa Krzhizhanovskogo, D. 14, K. 2,
Pom I Komn 1;2, Moskva 117218, Russia
(Cyrillic: Улица Кржижановского, Д. 14, К. 2,
Pом I Комн 1;2, Москва 117218, Россия);
Organization Established Date 14 Nov 2008; Tax
ID No. 7718731144 (Russia); Registration
Number 5087746401573 (Russia) [RUSSIA-
EO14024] (Linked To: KRINITSYN, Oleg
Anatolyevich).

OBSCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNY
OTVETSTVENNYSTU CHELNYVODOKANAL
(f.k.a. CHELNYVODOKANAL AO; a.k.a.
CHELNYVODOKANAL OOO), Korp. 1;2, Leninskii
d. 43A, office 502, Voronezh 394004, Russia;
Organization Established Date 23 Nov 2003; Tax ID
No. 7726531639 (Russia); Registration
Number 1057749205942 (Russia) [RUSSIA-
EO14024].

OBSCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOY
OTVETSTVENNYSTU ZALOG
(a.k.a. LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY WITH
FOREIGN INVESTMENTS ZALOG (Cyrillic: ОБЩЕСТВО С ОГРАНИЧЕННОЙ
ОТВЕТСТВЕННОСТЬЮ С ИНОСТРАННЫМИ
ИНВЕСТИЦИЯМИ ЗАЛОГ); a.k.a. ZALOG
OOO), d. 22 pom. 305, ul. Martyna Mezhlauka,
Kazan, Tatarstan Resp. 420021, Russia; Ul.
Kooperativnaya 1, Zelenodolsk 422541, Russia;
Organization Established Date 2002; Tax ID No.
1648011501 (Russia); Government Gazette
Number 57238810 (Russia); Registration
Number 1021606761175 (Russia) [RUSSIA-
EO14024] (Linked To: KOGOGIN, Sergei
Anatolyevich).

OJSC ILYUSHIN AVIATION COMPLEX
(a.k.a. JSC ILYUSHIN AVIATION COMPLEX; a.k.a.
AO ILYUSHIN AVIATION COMPLEX; a.k.a.
OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY ILYUSHIN
AVIATION COMPLEX; a.k.a. PUBLICHNOE
AKTSIONERNOE OBSCHESTVO
AVIATSIONNYI KOMPLEKS IM S. V
ILYUSHINA; a.k.a. "OJSC IL"), 45G
Leningradsky Avenue, Moscow 125190, Russia;
ISIN RU0007796926; Tax ID No. 7714027882
(Russia); Registration Number 1027739118659
(Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

OJSC ILYUSHIN FINANCE
(a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSCHESTVO ILYUSHIN
FINANS KO; a.k.a. JSC ILYUSHIN FINANCE COMPANY; a.k.a. JSC ILYUSHIN FINANCE COMPANY; a.k.a. “AO
IFC”; a.k.a. “IFC LEASING”; a.k.a. “JSC IFC”),
Pochtamticheskii, Olimpiskaya D. 1, Korp. 1,
Leninskiy d. 43A, office 502, Voronezh 394004,
Russia; 1st km of Rublevo-Uspenskoe Shosse,
Leninskii d. 43A, office 502, Voronezh 394004,
Russia; Organization Established Date 10 Mar 1999; Tax ID
No. 7708619320 (Russia); Registration Number
1141650021534 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: KOGOGIN, Sergei
Anatolyevich).

OJSC UAC (Cyrillic: OAO OAK) (a.k.a. MIG; f.k.a.
OTKRYTOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSCHESTVO
OBEDINENNAYA AVIISTROITELNAYA
KORPORATSIYA; a.k.a. PJSC UAC (Cyrillic: ПАО OAK); a.k.a. PUBLIC JOINT STOCK
COMPANY UNITED AIRCRAFT
CORPORATION (Cyrillic: ПУБЛИЧНОЕ
АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО
ОБЕДИНЕННАЯ АВИАСТРОИТЕЛЬНАЯ
КОРПОРАЦИЯ); a.k.a. PUBLICHNOE
AKTSIONERNOE OBSCHESTVO
OBEDINENNAYA AVIISTROITELNAYA
KORPORATSIYA; a.k.a. SUKHOI; a.k.a.
UNITED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION), ul.
Bolshaya Pioneerskaya, d. 1, Moscow 115054,
Russia (Cyrillic: ул. Большая Пионерская, д. 1,
город Москва 115054, Россия); Str.1, 22,
Ulanskyi Pereulok, Moscow 101000, Russia;
Organization Established Date 2008; Target
Type State-Owned Enterprise; Tax ID No.
7708619320 (Russia); Registration Number
1067759884598 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

OOO CHOO RSB-GRUPP (a.k.a. LIMITED
LIABILITY COMPANY PRIVATE SECURITY
ORGANIZATION RSB-GROUP (Cyrillic: ОБЩЕСТВО С ОГРАНИЧЕННОЙ
ОТВЕТСТВЕННОСТЬЮ ЧАСТНАЯ
ОХРАННАЯ ОРГАНИЗАЦИЯ РСБ-ГРУПП);
а.к.а. LLC PSO RSB-GROUP (Cyrillic: ООО
ЧОО РСБ-ГРУПП), Ulitsa Krzhizhanovskogo, D. 14, K. 2,
Pom I Komn 1;2, Moskva 117218, Russia
(Cyrillic: Улица Кржижановского, Д. 14, К. 2,
Pом I Комн 1;2, Москва 117218, Россия);
Organization Established Date 14 Nov 2008; Tax
ID No. 7718731144 (Russia); Registration
Number 5087746401573 (Russia) [RUSSIA-
EO14024] (Linked To: KRINITSYN, Oleg
Anatolyevich).
PINCHUK, Andriy Yuriiovich (Cyrillic: ПІНЧУК,
PINCHUK, Andrej Yurevich (a.k.a. PINCHUK,
ПІНЧУК,
PINCHUK, Andrej Yurevich), a.k.a. PINCHUK, Andrej Yurevich (Cyrillic: ПІНЧУК,
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SETEVAYA KOMPANIYA IRKUT OOO (a.k.a. THE LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY NETWORKING COMPANY IRKUT), ul. Aviastroitelei d. 28 A, Irkut 664020, Russia; Tax ID No. 3810035487 (Russia); Registration Number 104380429737 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: IRKUT CORPORATION JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

SHEVCHENKO, Yuriy Valeryevich (Cyrillic: ШЕВЧЕНКО, Юрий Валерийович), Taranrog, Rostov Oblast, Russia; DOB 30 Dec 1966; Gender Male (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: INTERREGIONAL SOCIAL ORGANIZATION UNION OF DONBAS VOLUNTEERS).

SHEVCHENKO, Yuriy Valeryevich (Cyrillic: ШЕВЧЕНКО, Юрий Валерийович), Taranrog, Rostov Oblast, Russia; DOB 30 Dec 1966; Gender Male (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: INTERREGIONAL SOCIAL ORGANIZATION UNION OF DONBAS VOLUNTEERS).

SHEVCHENKO, Yuriy Valeryevich (Cyrillic: ШЕВЧЕНКО, Юрий Валерийович), Taranrog, Rostov Oblast, Russia; DOB 30 Dec 1966; Gender Male (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: INTERREGIONAL SOCIAL ORGANIZATION UNION OF DONBAS VOLUNTEERS).

STATE FEDERAL UNITARY ENTERPRISE GROMOV FLIGHT RESEARCH INSTITUTE (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO LETNO-ISSLEDOVATELSKI INSTITUT IMENI M.M. GROMOVA; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY FLIGHT RESEARCH INSTITUTE N.A. M.M. GROMOV; a.k.a. JSC FLIGHT RESEARCH INSTITUTE N.A. M.M. GROMOV (Cyrillic: АО ЛЕТНО-ИССЛЕДОВАТЕЛЬСКИЙ ИНСТИТУТ ИМ. М.М. ГРОМОВА); a.k.a. PJSC TASTC N.A. G. M. GROMOVA (Cyrillic: ПУБЛИЧНОЕ АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО ТАНГАНРОГСКИЙ АВИАЦИОННО-ТЕХНИЧЕСКИЙ КОМПЛЕКС); a.k.a. PJSC TAGANROG AVIATION SCIENTIFIC-TECHNICAL COMPLEX N.A. G.M. BERIEVA PAO (Cyrillic: ПАО ТАНГАНРОГСКИЙ АВИАЦИОННЫЙ НАУЧНО-ТЕХНИЧЕСКИЙ КОМПЛЕКС ИМ. Г.М. БЕРИЕВА); a.k.a. PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY TAGANROG AVIATION SCIENTIFIC-TECHNICAL COMPLEX N.A. G. M. BERIEVA) (Cyrillic: ПАО ТАНГАНРОГСКИЙ АВИАЦИОННЫЙ НАУЧНО-ТЕХНИЧЕСКИЙ КОМПЛЕКС ИМ. Г.М. БЕРИЕВА); a.k.a. PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY TAGANROG AVIATION SCIENTIFIC-TECHNICAL COMPLEX N.A. G.M. BERIEVA).
Rostovskaya Oblast 347923, Russia (Cyrillic: Ростовская область 347923, Россия); Organization Established Date 13 Jul 1994; Target Type State-Owned Enterprise; Tax ID No. 1021602019097 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024]; Registration Number 1026102571065 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

TAGANROG AVIATION SCIENTIFIC-TECHNICAL COMPLEX N.A. G.M. BERIEV (Cyrillic: ПАО ТАГАНРОГСКИЙ АВИАЦИОННЫЙ НАУЧНО-ТЕХНИЧЕСКИЙ КОМПЛЕКС ИМ. Г. М. БЕРИЕВА); a.k.a. PJSC TAGANROG AVIATION SCIENTIFIC-TECHNICAL COMPLEX N.A. G.M. BERIEV (Cyrillic: ПУБЛИЧНОЕ АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО ТАГАНРОГСКИЙ АВИАЦИОННЫЙ НАУЧНО-ТЕХНИЧЕСКИЙ КОМПЛЕКС ИМ. Г. М. БЕРИЕВА); a.k.a. PUBLICHNOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO TAGANROGSKI AVIATSIONNY NAUCHNO-TEKHNICHEISKIM KOMPLEKS IM. G.M. BERIEVA; a.k.a. PUBLICHNOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO TUPOLEV; a.k.a. PUBLICHNOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO TUTAEVSKI MOTOR PLANT; a.k.a. PUBLICHNOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO TUTAEVSKI MOTOR PLANT.
FRADKOV, Pyotr Mihaylovich (a.k.a. FRADKOV, Petr; a.k.a. FRADKOV, Petr Mikhailovich (Cyrillic: ФРАДКОВ, Пётр Михайлович); a.k.a. FRADKOV, Pyotr Mikhailovich; a.k.a. FRADKOV, Pyotr Mihaylovich), 33-1 Prospect Mira, Apt. 34, Moscow, Russia; DOB 07 Feb 1978; POB Moscow, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Passport 530285387 (Russia) issued 31 Oct 2012 expires 12 Jul 2022; National ID No. 4503339117 (Russia) (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

FRADKOV, Pyotr Mihaylovich (a.k.a. FRADKOV, Petr Mikhailovich; a.k.a. FRADKOV, Pyotr Mikhailovich; a.k.a. FRADKOV, Pyetr Mikhaylovich (a.k.a. FRADKOV, Petr; a.k.a. FRADKOV, Pyotr Mihaylovich))

ФРАДКОВ, Пётр Михайлович; a.k.a. FRADKOV, Pyotr Mikhailovich; a.k.a. FRADKOV, Petr Mikhailovich; a.k.a. FRADKOV, Pyotr Mihaylovich; a.k.a. FRADKOV, Petr Mikhailovich (Cyrillic: ФРАДКОВ, Пётр Михайлович); a.k.a. FRADKOV, Pyotr Mikhailovich; a.k.a. FRADKOV, Pyotr Mihaylovich; a.k.a. FRADKOV, Pyotr Mikhailovich; a.k.a. FRADKOV, Pyotr Mihaylovich), 33-1 Prospect Mira, Apt. 34, Moscow, Russia; DOB 07 Feb 1978; POB Moscow, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Passport 530285387 (Russia) issued 31 Oct 2012 expires 12 Jul 2022; National ID No. 4503339117 (Russia) (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

FRADKOV, Petr Mikhailovich; a.k.a. FRAKOV, Pyetr Mikhaylovich; a.k.a. FRAKOV, Pyotr Mikhailovich; a.k.a. FRAKOV, Pyotr Mikhailovich; a.k.a. FRAKOV, Petr Mikhailovich; a.k.a. FRAKOV, Petr Mikhailovich; a.k.a. FRAKOV, Petr Mihaylovich; a.k.a. FRAKOV, Petr Mikhailovich; a.k.a. FRAKOV, Petr Mihaylovich; a.k.a. FRAKOV, Petr Mikhailovich; a.k.a. FRAKOV, Petr Mihaylovich), 33-1 Prospect Mira, Apt. 34, Moscow, Russia; DOB 07 Feb 1978; POB Moscow, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Passport 530285387 (Russia) issued 31 Oct 2012 expires 12 Jul 2022; National ID No. 4503339117 (Russia) (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

FRADKOV, Pyotr Mikhailovich (a.k.a. FRADKOV, Petr; a.k.a. FRADKOV, Petr Mihaylovich; a.k.a. FRADKOV, Petr Mikhailovich; a.k.a. FRADKOV, Petr Mihaylovich; a.k.a. FRADKOV, Petr Mikhailovich; a.k.a. FRADKOV, Pyotr Mikhailovich; a.k.a. FRADKOV, Petr Mihaylovich; a.k.a. FRADKOV, Pyotr Mikhailovich; a.k.a. FRADKOV, Pyotr Mihaylovich; a.k.a. FRADKOV, Pyotr Mikhailovich; a.k.a. FRADKOV, Pyotr Mihaylovich), 33-1 Prospect Mira, Apt. 34, Moscow, Russia; DOB 07 Feb 1978; POB Moscow, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Passport 530285387 (Russia) issued 31 Oct 2012 expires 12 Jul 2022; National ID No. 4503339117 (Russia) (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].
CHANGES TO THE SDN LIST IN 2022

06/28/22

The following [RUSSIA-EO14024] entries have been changed:

ROSOBORONEKSPORT OAO (a.k.a. OJSC ROSOBORONEXPORT), a.k.a. ROSOBORONEKSPORT OJSC; a.k.a. ROSOBORONEXPORT; a.k.a. ROSOBORONEXPORT JSC; a.k.a. RUSSIAN DEFENSE EXPORT ROSOBORONEXPOR, 27 Stromynka ul., Moscow 107076, Russia; Website www.roe.ru; Executive Order 13662
Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 3; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 1117746521452; Tax ID No. 7718852163; Government Gazette Number 56467052; For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [SYRIA] [UKRAINE-EO13662] (Linked To: STATE CORPORATION ROSTEC). -to- ROSOBORONEKSPORT OAO; a.k.a. ROSOBORONEKSPORT OJSC; a.k.a. ROSOBORONEXPORT JSC; a.k.a. RUSSIAN DEFENSE EXPORT ROSOBORONEXPORT), 27 Stromynka ul., Moscow 107076, Russia; Website www.roe.ru; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 3; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 1117746521452 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7718852163 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 56467052 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [SYRIA] [UKRAINE-EO13662] (RUSSIA-E014024) (Linked To: STATE CORPORATION ROSTEC). ROSOBORONEKSPORT OAO; a.k.a. ROSOBORONEKSPORT OJSC; a.k.a. ROSOBORONEXPORT JSC; a.k.a. RUSSIAN DEFENSE EXPORT ROSOBORONEXPORT), 27 Stromynka ul., Moscow 107076, Russia; Website www.roe.ru; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 3; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 1117746521452 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7718852163 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 56467052 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [SYRIA] [UKRAINE-EO13662] (RUSSIA-E014024) (Linked To: STATE CORPORATION ROSTEC). ROSOBORONEXPORT JSC (a.k.a. OJSC ROSOBORONEXPORT; a.k.a. ROSOBORONEKSPORT OJSC; a.k.a. ROSOBORONEKSPORT OAO; a.k.a. ROSOBORONEXPORT JSC; a.k.a. RUSSIAN DEFENSE EXPORT ROSOBORONEXPORT), 27 Stromynka Ul., Moscow 107076, Russia; Website www.roe.ru; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 3; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 1117746521452 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7718852163 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 56467052 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [SYRIA] [UKRAINE-EO13662] (RUSSIA-E014024) (Linked To: STATE CORPORATION ROSTEC). ROSOBORONEXPORT OJSC; a.k.a. ROSOBORONEXPORT JSC; a.k.a. RUSSIAN DEFENSE EXPORT ROSOBORONEXPORT), 27 Stromynka Ul., Moscow 107076, Russia; Website www.roe.ru; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 3; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 1117746521452; Tax ID No. 7718852163; Government Gazette Number 56467052; For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [SYRIA] [UKRAINE-EO13662] (RUSSIA-E014024) (Linked To: STATE CORPORATION ROSTEC). ROSOBORONEKSPORT OAO; a.k.a. ROSOBORONEXPORT JSC; a.k.a. RUSSIAN DEFENSE EXPORT ROSOBORONEXPORT), 27 Stromynka Ul., Moscow 107076, Russia; Website www.roe.ru; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 3; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 1117746521452; Government Gazette Number 56467052; For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [SYRIA] [UKRAINE-EO13662] (RUSSIA-E014024) (Linked To: STATE CORPORATION ROSTEC).
FEDERALNAYA SLUZHBA BEZOPASNOSTI

FEDERAL SECURITY SERVICE (a.k.a. FSB), Ulitsa Kuznetskly Most, Dom 22, Moscow 107031, Russia; Lubyanskaya Ploschad, Dom 2, Moscow 107031, Russia; 1/3 Bolshaya Lubyanka St, Moscow 107031, Russia; Organization Established Date 1994; Target Type Government Entity [NPWMD] [RUSSIA • EO14024].

ROSOBORONEXPORT (a.k.a. OJSC ROSOBORONEXPORT), 27 Stromyanka ul., Moscow 107076, Russia; Website: www.rose.ru; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 3; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 1117746521452; Tax ID No. 7718852163; Government Gazette Number 56467052; For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [SYRIA] [UKRAINE-EO13662].

The following [RUSSIA-EO14024] entries have been added to OFAC’s SDN List:

64TH SEPARATE MOTORIZED RIFLE BRIGADE (a.k.a. 64TH SEPARATE GUARDS MOTORIZED RIFLE BRIGADE; a.k.a. 64TH SEPARATE GUARDS MOTORIZED INFANTRY BRIGADE; a.k.a. 64TH SEPARATE MOTORIZED INFANTRY BRIGADE), Knyaze-Volokonskoye, Khabarovsk Oblast, Russia; Organization Established Date 01 Jan 2009; Target Type Government Entity [RUSSIA-EO14024].

76TH GUARDS AIRBORNE ASSAULT CHERNIGOV RED BANNER ORDER OF SVOROV DIVISION (a.k.a. 76TH GUARDS AIRBORNE ASSAULT DIVISION), Pskov, Russia; Organization Established Date 01 Sep 1939; Target Type Government Entity [RUSSIA-EO14024].

234TH GUARDS AIR ASSAULT DIVISION (a.k.a. 234TH GUARDS BLACK SEA ORDER OF KUTUZOV NAMED AFTER ALEXANDER NEVSKY AIR ASSAULT DIVISION; a.k.a. MILITARY UNIT 74268), Pskov, Russia; Target Type Government Entity [RUSSIA-EO14024].

234TH GUARDS AIR ASSAULT DIVISION (a.k.a. 234TH GUARDS BLACK SEA ORDER OF KUTUZOV NAMED AFTER ALEXANDER NEVSKY AIR ASSAULT DIVISION; a.k.a. MILITARY UNIT 74268), Pskov, Russia; Target Type Government Entity [RUSSIA-EO14024].

234TH GUARDS AIR ASSAULT REGIMENT (a.k.a. 234TH GUARDS AIR ASSAULT REGIMENT; a.k.a. 234TH GUARDS BLACK SEA ORDER OF KUTUZOV NAMED AFTER ALEXANDER NEVSKY AIR ASSAULT REGIMENT; a.k.a. MILITARY UNIT 74268), Pskov, Russia; Target Type Government Entity [RUSSIA-EO14024].

234TH GUARDS AIR ASSAULT REGIMENT (a.k.a. 234TH GUARDS AIR ASSAULT REGIMENT; a.k.a. 234TH GUARDS BLACK SEA ORDER OF KUTUZOV NAMED AFTER ALEXANDER NEVSKY AIR ASSAULT REGIMENT; a.k.a. MILITARY UNIT 74268), Pskov, Russia; Target Type Government Entity [RUSSIA-EO14024].

AKTIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO KHABAROVSKIY RADIOTEKHNICHESKIY ZAVOD (a.k.a. KHRTZ PAO; a.k.a. OAO KHRTZ; a.k.a. OJSC Khabarovsk Radiotechnical Factory).
AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO MARIYSKI
MASHINOSTROITELNY ZAVOD (a.k.a. JOINT
STOCK COMPANY MARI MACHINE BUILDING
PLANT; a.k.a. JSC MARI MACHINE BUILDING
PLANT; a.k.a. MARI MACHINE BUILDING
PLANT JSC; a.k.a. MARI MMZ; a.k.a. MARIYSKIY
MACHINE-BUILDING PLANT
OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. OAO
MARIYSKIY MASHINOSTROITELNYZAVOD; a.k.a.
OKRUTYOYE AKTSIONERNOYE
OBSHCHESTVO MARIYSKIY
MASHINOSTROITELNYY ZAVOD; a.k.a. "OAO
MMZ"), 15, Ul. SUVOROVA 3, Yoshkar-Ola, Mary-
EL 424003, Russia; Tax ID No. 1200001885
(Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO NAUCHNO-
PROIZVODSTVENNOE PREDPRIYATIE ISTOK
IMENI A. I. YASKINA (a.k.a. AO NPP ISTOK IM.
SHOKINA; a.k.a. ISTOK RESEARCH AND
PRODUCTION CORPORATION NAMED
AFTER A. I. SHOKIN; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK
COMPANY RESEARCH AND PRODUCTION
CORPORATION ISTOK NAMED AFTER A.I.
SHOKIN; a.k.a. RESEARCH & PRODUCTION
CORPORATION ISTOK NAMED AFTER A.I.
SHOKIN; a.k.a. RESEARCH AND
PRODUCTION CORPORATION ISTOK), 2A
Vokzalnaya Str., Fryazino, Moscow Region
141190, Russia; Organization Established Date
31 Dec 2013; Tax ID No. 5050108496 (Russia);
Registration Number 113560007400 (Russia)
[RUSSIA-EO14024].

ANDRIANOV, Nikolay Valentinovich (Cyrillic:
АНДРИЯНОВ, Николай Валентинович),
Russia; DOB 18 Oct 1959; POB Moscow
Region, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender
Male; Passport 200272418 (Russia) (individual)
[RUSSIA-EO14024].

AO NAUCHNO-PROIZVODSTVENNOE
PREDPRIYATIE START IM. A.I. IASKINA (a.k.a. 
AKTSIONERNOYE OBSHCHESTVO
NAUCHNO-PROIZVODSTVENNOYE
PREDPRIYATIE START IM. A. I. YASKINA;
Russia; DOB 18 Oct 1959; POB Moscow
Region, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender
Male; Passport 200272418 (Russia) (individual)
[RUSSIA-EO14024].

AO NPP TOPAZ (a.k.a. CLOSED JOINT-STOCK
COMPANY SCIENTIFIC PRODUCTION
ENTERPRISE TOPAZ; a.k.a. JOINT-STOCK
COMPANY RESEARCH AND PRODUCTION
ENTERPRISE TOPAZ), 16K34 3
Mytishchinsky Str., Moscow 126626, Russia;
Organization Established Date 24 Jul 1997; Tax
ID No. 5008011331 (Russia); Registration
Number 1035600185125 (Russia) [RUSSIA-
EO14024].

AO PERMSKIY ZAVOD MASHINOSTROITEI
(a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY PERMSKIY
ZAVOD MASHINOSTROITEL; a.k.a. JSC PERM
PLANT MASHINOSTROITEL; a.k.a. JSC
PERMSKIY MASHINOSTROITEL; a.k.a.
MASHINOSTROITEL PERM FACTORY JSC),
5 Novozyaiginskaya street, Perm 614014,
Russia; Organization Established Date 29 Jun
2007; Tax ID No. 596075029 (Russia);
Registration Number 10759604217 (Russia)
[RUSSIA-EO14024].

AO VMP AVITEK (a.k.a. AVITEK VYATSKOE
MACHINE BUILDING ENTERPRISE JSC; a.k.a.
JOINT STOCK COMPANY VYATSKOE
MASHINOSTROITELNOYE PREDPRIYATIE
AVITEK; a.k.a. JSC VMP AVITEC; a.k.a. JSC
MASHINOSTROITEL; a.k.a. JSC PERM
MACHINERIE PLANT AVITEC JSC), 1A Prospekt Oktyabrskiy,
Kirov, Kirov Oblast 610047, Russia; Tax ID No.
4345047310 (Russia); Registration Number
1024301320977 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

AO VNII SIGNAL (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK
COMPANY ALL-RUSSIAN RESEARCH
INSTITUTE SIGNAL; a.k.a. OAO VNII SIGNAL;
 a.k.a. OAO VYSEROSIIISKII NAUCHNO-
ISSLEDOVATELSKII INSTITUT SIGNAL; a.k.a.
OJSC ALL-RUSSIAN RESEARCH INSTITUTE
SIGNAL; a.k.a. VNII SIGNAL JSC), 57 UL.
Krupskoy, Krov, Vladimir Oblast 601903,
Russia; Tax ID No. 3305708964 (Russia);
Registration Number 1103332000232 (Russia)
[RUSSIA-EO14024].

ARTJAKOV, Vladimir Vladimirovich (a.k.a.
ARTYAKOV, Vladimir Vladimirovich (Cyrillic:

ENGINEERING PLANT; a.k.a. OPEN JOINT
STOCK COMPANY Khabarovsk Radio
ENGINEERING PLANT), D. B. K. V. Per.
Kedrovy, Khabarovsk 68004, Russia; Tax ID No.
2723118304 (Russia); Registration Number
1092273002778 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

Kedrovy, Khabarovsk; a.k.a. NPP START IM. A. I.
YASKIN; a.k.a. ENTERPRISE NAMED AFTER A.YASKIN; a.k.a.
JSC START SCIENTIFIC AND PRODUCTION
ENTERPRISE NAMED AFTER A.YASKIN; a.k.a.
NPP START IM. A. I. YASKINA AO; a.k.a.

OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY START
SCIENTIFIC AND PRODUCTION ENTERPRISE
NAMED AFTER A. YASKIN), 24 Pribaltiyskaya Str.,
Yekaterinburg, Sverdlovsk 620007, Russia;
Tax ID No. 6662054224 (Russia) [RUSSIA-
EO14024].

ANDRIANOV, Nikolay Valentinovich (Cyrillic:
АНДРИЯНОВ, Николай Валентинович),
Russia; DOB 18 Oct 1959; POB Moscow
Region, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender
Male; Passport 200272418 (Russia) (individual)
[RUSSIA-EO14024].

AO NAUCHNO-PROIZVODSTVENNOE
PREDPRIYATIE START IM. A.I. IASKINA (a.k.a. 
AKTSIONERNOYE OBSHCHESTVO
NAUCHNO-PROIZVODSTVENNOYE
PREDPRIYATIE START IM. A. I. YASKINA;
Russia; DOB 18 Oct 1959; POB Moscow
Region, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender
Male; Passport 200272418 (Russia) (individual)
[RUSSIA-EO14024].

AO NPP TOPAZ (a.k.a. CLOSED JOINT-STOCK
COMPANY SCIENTIFIC PRODUCTION
ENTERPRISE TOPAZ; a.k.a. JOINT-STOCK
COMPANY RESEARCH AND PRODUCTION
ENTERPRISE TOPAZ), 16K34 3
Mytishchinsky Str., Moscow 126626, Russia;
Organization Established Date 24 Jul 1997; Tax
ID No. 5008011331 (Russia); Registration
Number 1035600185125 (Russia) [RUSSIA-
EO14024].

AO PERMSKIY ZAVOD MASHINOSTROITEI
(a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY PERMSKIY
ZAVOD MASHINOSTROITEL; a.k.a. JSC PERM
PLANT MASHINOSTROITEL; a.k.a. JSC
PERMSKIY MASHINOSTROITEL; a.k.a.
MASHINOSTROITEL PERM FACTORY JSC),
5 Novozyaiginskaya street, Perm 614014,
Russia; Organization Established Date 29 Jun
2007; Tax ID No. 596075029 (Russia);
Registration Number 10759604217 (Russia)
[RUSSIA-EO14024].

AO VMP AVITEK (a.k.a. AVITEK VYATSKOE
MACHINE BUILDING ENTERPRISE JSC; a.k.a.
JOINT STOCK COMPANY VYATSKOE
MASHINOSTROITEL; a.k.a. JSC VMP AVITEK;
 a.k.a. JSC MASHINOSTROITEL; a.k.a. JSC
PERM MACHINERIE PLANT AVITEC JSC), 1A Prospekt Oktyabrskiy,
Kirov, Kirov Oblast 610047, Russia; Tax ID No.
4345047310 (Russia); Registration Number
1024301320977 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

AO VNII SIGNAL (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK
COMPANY ALL-RUSSIAN RESEARCH
INSTITUTE SIGNAL; a.k.a. OAO VNII SIGNAL;
 a.k.a. OAO VYSEROSIIISKII NAUCHNO-
ISSLEDOVATELSKII INSTITUT SIGNAL; a.k.a.
OJSC ALL-RUSSIAN RESEARCH INSTITUTE
SIGNAL; a.k.a. VNII SIGNAL JSC), 57 UL.
Krupskoy, Krov, Vladimir Oblast 601903,
Russia; Tax ID No. 3305708964 (Russia);
Registration Number 1103332000232 (Russia)
[RUSSIA-EO14024].

ARTJAKOV, Vladimir Vladimirovich (a.k.a.
ARTYAKOV, Vladimir Vladimirovich (Cyrillic:
BORISOVA, Natalya Vladimirovnna (Cyrillic: БОРИСОВА, Наталя Владимировна), Moscow, Russia; DOB 19 Aug 1968; POB Yuzhno-Sakhalinsk, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Female (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

BROVKO, Vasily Yurevich (a.k.a. BROVKO, Vasily Yurevich; a.k.a. BROVKO, Vasily Yurevich), 5920 Oktyabrskaya, Il Nkoy, Moscow Region 140121, Russia; DOB 06 Feb 1987; POB Moscow, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Passport 514408357 (Russia); National ID No. 4611771881 (Russia) (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

BROVKO, Vasily Yurevich (Cyrillic: БРОВКО, Василий Юрьевич) (a.k.a. BROVKO, Vasily Yurevich; a.k.a. BROVKO, Vasily Yurevich), 5920 Oktyabrskaya, Il Nkoy, Moscow Region 140121, Russia; DOB 06 Feb 1987; POB Moscow, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Passport 514408357 (Russia); National ID No. 4611771881 (Russia) (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

KIZLYAR ELECTROMECHANICAL PLANT JSC; a.k.a. ОJSC KONTSEРN KIZLYARSKY ELEKTROMEKHANIChESKY FACTORY), Kufuzov st. 1, Kizylar, Dagestan Rep., Russia; Tax ID No. 547003781 (Russia); Registration Number 1020502308507 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

DANILCHENKO, Galina Viktorovna (a.k.a. DANILCHENKO, Halyna Viktorovna; a.k.a. DANILCHENKO, Галина Викторовна), Melitopol, Ukraine; DOB 05 Jul 1964; POB Orbito, Melitopol, Ukraine; nationality Ukraine; Gender Female; Tax ID No. 2356204721 (Ukraine) (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

DANYLCHENKO, Halyna Viktorovna (Cyrillic: ДАНІЛЬЧЕНКО, Галина Вікторівна; ДАНИЛЬЧЕНКО, Галина Викторовна), Melitopol, Ukraine; DOB 05 Jul 1964; POB Orbito, Melitopol, Ukraine; nationality Ukraine; Gender Female; Tax ID No. 2356204721 (Ukraine) (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

егерева, Татьяна Борисовна (Cyrillic: ЕГЕРЕВА, Татьяна Борисовна) (f.k.a. GORLACH, Татьяна Борисовна (Cyrillic: ГОРЛАЧ, Татьяна Борисовна)) (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

EGHEREVA, Tatyana Borisovna (Cyrillic: ЕГЕРЕВА, Татьяна Борисовна) (f.k.a. GORLACH, Татьяна Борисовна (Cyrillic: ГОРЛАЧ, Татьяна Борисовна)) (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

CLOSED-JOINT-STOCK COMPANY SCIENTIFIC PRODUCTION ENTERPRISE TOPAZ (a.k.a. AO NPP TOPAZ; a.k.a. JOINT-STOCK COMPANY RESEARCH AND PRODUCTION ENTERPRISE TOPAZ), 16K34 3 Mytishchinskaya Str., Moscow 129626, Russia; Organization Established Date 24 Jul 1997; Tax ID No. 5008011331 (Russia); Registration Number 1035001851125 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

CONCERN KEMZ OJSC (a.k.a. KIZLYAR ELECTRO-MECHANICAL PLANT; a.k.a. the SDNLIST IN 2022
Russia; Organization Established Date 18 Oct 2002; Tax ID No. 5047051923 (Russia); Registration Number 1025006173664 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024].

EVTUSHENKO, Oleg Nikolaevich (Cyrillic: ЕВТУШЕНКО, Олег Николаевич) (a.k.a. YEVTUSHENKO, Oleg Nikolayevich), Russia; DOB 09 Nov 1975; POB Stavropol, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024].

FEDERAL SERVICE FOR MILITARY-TECHNICAL COOPERATION (a.k.a. "FSMTC"; a.k.a. "FSVTS"), Ovchinnikovskaya Nab., 18/1, Moscow 115035, Russia; Organization Established Date 23 Aug 2004; Target Type Government Entity; Tax ID No. 7705513237 (Russia); Registration Number 1047705052477 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024].

FEDERAL STATE UNITARY ENTERPRISE GOSNIAS (a.k.a. STATE RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF AVIATION SYSTEMS; a.k.a. STATE RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF AVIATION SYSTEMS STATE RESEARCH CENTER OF THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION), Vichtenko st., 7, Moscow 124167, Russia; Organization Established Date 17 Jan 1992; Tax ID No. 7714037739 (Russia); Registration Number 1027702227720 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024].

KRYLOVSKY STATE RESEARCH CENTER (a.k.a. KRYLOV STATE CENTER, a.k.a. KRYLOV STATE RESEARCH CENTER (Cyrillic: КРЫЛОВСКИЙ ГОСУДАРСТВЕННЫЙ НАУЧНЫЙ ЦЕНТР); a.k.a. KRYLOV STATE RESEARCH CENTER FEDERAL STATE UNITARY ENTERPRISE), 44, Moskovskoe shosse, St. Petersburg 196158, Russia; Slavyanskaya pl., d. 2/5/4, str. 3, Moscow 109240, Russia; Organization Established Date 06 Sep 2001; Tax ID No. 7810213747 (Russia); Registration Number 1027804095303 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024].

GORLACH, Tatjana Borisovna (Cyrillic: ГОРЛАЧ, Татьяна Борисовна) (f.k.a. EGEREVA, Tatjana Borisovna (Cyrillic: ЕГЕРЕВА, Татьяна Борисовна); a.k.a. KIRYANOVA, Tatiana Borisovna (Cyrillic: КИРЬЯНОВА, Татьяна Борисовна)), Str. Prossoyuznaya 136-1-200, Moscow 117321, Russia; DOB 20 Apr 1966; POB Moscow, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Female; Passport 714842540 (Russia) (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: KIRYANOV, Victor Nikolayevich).

ISTOK RESEARCH AND PRODUCTION CORPORATION NAMED AFTER SHOKIN JSC (a.k.a. AKTIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO NAUCHNO-PROIZVODSTVENNOE PREDPRIYATIE ISTOK IMENI A. I. SHOKIN; a.k.a. AO NPP ISTOK IM. SHOKINA; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY RESEARCH AND PRODUCTION CORPORATION ISTOK NAMED AFTER AI SHOKIN; a.k.a. JSC RPC ISTOK NAMED AFTER SHOKIN; a.k.a. PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY RESEARCH & PRODUCTION CORPORATION ISTOK NAMED AFTER AI SHOKIN; a.k.a. PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY RESEARCH AND PRODUCTION CORPORATION ISTOK NAMED AFTER AI SHOKIN; a.k.a. RESEARCH & PRODUCTION CORPORATION ISTOK) (a.k.a. "ISTOK CORPORATION"; a.k.a. "ISTOK CORPORATION" (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY ISTOK), 2A Vokzalnaya Str., Fridaino, Moscow Region 141119, Russia; Organization Established Date 31 Dec 2013; Tax ID No. 5050108496 (Russia); Registration Number 1135050007400 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024].

JOST COMPANY RESEARCH AND PRODUCTION ENTERPRISE ALMAZ (a.k.a. AO NPP ALMAZ; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT ENTERPRISE ALMAZ; a.k.a. JSC RPE ALMAZ; a.k.a. SCIENTIFIC MANUFACTURING ENTERPRISE ALMAZ; a.k.a. "ISTOK CORPORATION") (a.k.a. "ISTOK CORPORATION"; a.k.a. "ISTOK CORPORATION" (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY ISTOK), 50 Years of the Komsomola Str., 8A, Arzamas, Nizhny Novgorod Region 607220, Russia; Organization Established Date 06 Sep 1993; Tax ID No. 5243001742 (Russia); Registration Number 1025201334850 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024].

JOST COMPANY RESEARCH AND PRODUCTION CORPORATION ALMAZ; a.k.a. JSC ARZAMASKY PRIBOROSTROITELNY ZAVOD IMENI PLANDINA, 50 Years of the Komsomola St., 8A, Arzamas, Nizhny Novgorod Region 607220, Russia; Organization Established Date 06 Sep 1993; Tax ID No. 5243001742 (Russia); Registration Number 1025201334850 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024].

JOINT STOCK COMPANY CORPORATION MOSCOW INSTITUTE OF HEAT TECHNOLOGY (Cyrillic: АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО КОРПОРАЦИЯ МОСКОВСКИЙ ИНСТИТУТ ТЕПЛОТЕХНИКИ) (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY CORPORATION MOSCOW INSTITUTE OF THERMAL TECHNOLOGY; a.k.a. JSC CORPORATION MIHT; a.k.a. MOSCOW INSTITUTE OF THERMAL TECHNOLOGY), Berezovaya alleya, 10, Moscow 127273, Russia; Organization Established Date 17 May 1995; Tax ID No. 5013026936 (Russia); Registration Number 1025001624636 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024].

JOINT STOCK COMPANY CORPORATION PRIBOROSTROITELNY ZAVOD IMENI PLANDINA (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY ARZAMASKY PRIBOROSTROITELNY ZAVOD IMENI PLANDINA; a.k.a. JSC ARZAMASKY PRIBOROSTROITELNY ZAVOD NAMED AFTER PLANDIN), 50 Years of the Komsomola St., 8A, Arzamas, Nizhny Novgorod Region 607220, Russia; Organization Established Date 06 Sep 1993; Tax ID No. 5243001742 (Russia); Registration Number 1025201334850 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024].

JOINT STOCK COMPANY CORPORATION PRIBOROSTROITELNY ZAVOD IMENI PLANDINA; a.k.a. SCIENTIFIC MANUFACTURING ENTERPRISE ALMAZ; a.k.a. "ISTOK CORPORATION"; a.k.a. "ISTOK CORPORATION" (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY ISTOK), 50 Years of the Komsomola Str., 8A, Arzamas, Nizhny Novgorod Region 607220, Russia; Organization Established Date 06 Sep 1993; Tax ID No. 5243001742 (Russia); Registration Number 1025201334850 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024].

JOINT STOCK COMPANY CORPORATION PRIBOROSTROITELNY ZAVOD IMENI PLANDINA; a.k.a. SCIENTIFIC MANUFACTURING ENTERPRISE ALMAZ; a.k.a. "ISTOK CORPORATION"; a.k.a. "ISTOK CORPORATION" (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY ISTOK), 50 Years of the Komsomola Str., 8A, Arzamas, Nizhny Novgorod Region 607220, Russia; Organization Established Date 06 Sep 1993; Tax ID No. 5243001742 (Russia); Registration Number 1025201334850 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024].

JOINT STOCK COMPANY CORPORATION MOSCOW INSTITUTE OF HEAT TECHNOLOGY (Cyrillic: АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО КОРПОРАЦИЯ МОСКОВСКИЙ ИНСТИТУТ ТЕПЛОТЕХНИКИ) (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY CORPORATION MOSCOW INSTITUTE OF THERMAL TECHNOLOGY; a.k.a. JSC CORPORATION MIHT; a.k.a. MOSCOW INSTITUTE OF THERMAL TECHNOLOGY), Berezovaya alleya, 10, Moscow 127273, Russia; Organization Established Date 17 May 1995; Tax ID No. 5013026936 (Russia); Registration Number 1025001624636 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024].

JOINT STOCK COMPANY CORPORATION MOSCOW INSTITUTE OF HEAT TECHNOLOGY (Cyrillic: АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО КОРПОРАЦИЯ МОСКОВСКИЙ ИНСТИТУТ ТЕПЛОТЕХНИКИ) (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY CORPORATION MOSCOW INSTITUTE OF THERMAL TECHNOLOGY; a.k.a. JSC CORPORATION MIHT; a.k.a. MOSCOW INSTITUTE OF THERMAL TECHNOLOGY), Berezovaya alleya, 10, Moscow 127273, Russia; Organization Established Date 17 May 1995; Tax ID No. 5013026936 (Russia); Registration Number 1025001624636 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024].
JOINT STOCK COMPANY RADIOZAVOD (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY RADIOPRIBOR (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY PRODUCTION ASSOCIATION STRELA) (Cyrillic: ПРОИЗВОДСТВЕННОЕ ОБЪЕДИНЕНИЕ СТРЕЛА) (a.k.a. JSC PRODUCTION ASSOCIATION STRELA; a.k.a. JSC PROIZVODSTVENNOYE OBYEDINENIYE STRELA; a.k.a. STRELA PA), 26, Shevchenko str., Orenburg 460006, Russia; Organization Established Date 27 Dec 2006; Tax ID No. 5609061432 (Russia); Registration Number 1065658011638 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

JOINT STOCK COMPANY PRODUCTION ASSOCIATION STRELA; a.k.a. JSC PROIZVODSTVENNOYE OBYEDINENIYE STRELA; a.k.a. STRELA PA, 26, Shevchenko str., Orenburg 460006, Russia; Organization Established Date 27 Dec 2006; Tax ID No. 5609061432 (Russia); Registration Number 1065658011638 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

JOINT STOCK COMPANY RESEARCH AND PRODUCTION ASSOCIATION STRELA, 26, Shevchenko str., Orenburg 460006, Russia; Organization Established Date 27 Dec 2006; Tax ID No. 5609061432 (Russia); Registration Number 1065658011638 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].
a.k.a. RAMENSKOEY INSTRUMENT BUILDING PLANT (Cyrillic: РАМЕНСКОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО ПРИБОРОСТРОИТЕЛЬНЫЙ ЗАВОД), a.k.a. RAMENSKOEY INSTRUMENT DESIGN BUREAU; a.k.a. RAMENSKOEY INSTRUMENT ENGINEERING PLANT; a.k.a. RAMENSKOEY INSTRUMENT PLANT; a.k.a. RAMENSKOEY INSTRUMENT-MAKING DESIGN BUREAU; a.k.a. RAMENSKOEY PRIBOROSTROITELNOE KONSTRUKTSORSKOE BYURO; a.k.a. RAMENSKOEY INSTRUMENT-MAKING FACTORY; a.k.a. "RPKB"), Mikhailievicha st., 39, bldg. 20, 2/124, Ramenskoe, Moscow Region 140100, Russia; Organization Established Date 02 Jul 2001; Tax ID No. 5040001426 (Russia); Registration Number 1026304315858 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024].

JOINT STOCK COMPANY RAMENSKY PRIBOROSTROITELNY FACTORY (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY RAMENSKY INSTRUMENT ENGINEERING PLANT (Cyrillic: РАМЕНСКОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО ПРИБОРОСТРОИТЕЛЬНЫЙ ЗАВОД); a.k.a. RAMENSKOEY INSTRUMENT BUILDING PLANT; a.k.a. RAMENSKOEY INSTRUMENT-MAKING DESIGN BUREAU; a.k.a. RAMENSKOEY PRIBOROSTROITELNOE KONSTRUKTSORSKOE BYURO; a.k.a. RAMENSKOEY PRIBOROSTROITELNY ZAVOD; a.k.a. RAMENSKOEY INSTRUMENT BUILDING PLANT (Cyrillic: РАМЕНСКОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО ПРИБОРОСТРОИТЕЛЬНЫЙ ЗАВОД); a.k.a. RAMENSKOEY INSTRUMENT DESIGN BUREAU; a.k.a. RAMENSKOEY INSTRUMENT ENGINEERING PLANT; a.k.a. RAMENSKOEY INSTRUMENT PLANT; a.k.a. RAMENSKOEY INSTRUMENT-MAKING DESIGN BUREAU; a.k.a. RAMENSKOEY PRIBOROSTROITELNOE KONSTRUKTSORSKOE BYURO; a.k.a. RAMENSKOEY PRIBOROSTROITELNY ZAVOD; a.k.a. "RPKB"), Mikhailievicha st., 39, bldg. 20, 2/124, Ramenskoe, Moscow Region 140100, Russia; Organization Established Date 02 Jul 2001; Tax ID No. 5040001426 (Russia); Registration Number 1026304315858 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024].
INSTITUTE KRISTALL; a.k.a. JSC STATE SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH INSTITUTE KRISTALL; a.k.a. OAO GOSNII KRISTALL; a.k.a. OJSC KRISTALL STATE RESEARCH INSTITUTE), UL. Zelenaya D. 6, Dzerzhinsk, Nizhni Novgorod Region 606007, Russia; Organization Established Date 28 Dec 1991; Tax ID No. 5249116549 (Russia); Registration Number 1115249009831 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024].

JSC MOSCOW MACHINERY BUILDING PLANT AVANGARD (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY MOSKOVSKYI MASHINOSTROITELNYI ZAVOD AVANGARD; a.k.a. OAO MMZ AVANGARD; a.k.a. OJSC MOSCOW MACHINERY BUILDING PLANT AVANGARD; a.k.a. OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY MOSCOW MACHINERY BUILDING PLANT AVANGARD), UL. Klary Tsetkin 33, Moscow 125130, Russia; Tax ID No. 7743065177 (Russia); Registration Number 1027743012890 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024].

JSC OBNIKSOYKE NPP TEKNOLOGIYA IM. A.G.ROMASHINA (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY OBNIKSOYKE RESEARCH AND PRODUCTION ENTERPRISE TECHNOLOGY NAMED AFTER A. G. ROMASHIN; a.k.a. JSC ORPE TECHNOLOGY NAMED AFTER A. G. ROMASHIN), 15 Kvieskoye Shosse, Obninsk, Kaluga Region 249031, Russia; Organization Established Date 14 Dec 2011; Tax ID No. 1114025006160 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024].

JSC OBNIKSOYKE PLANT NORTHWEST REGIONAL CENTER OF ALMAZ ANTEY CORPORATION (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY NORTH WESTERN REGIONAL CENTER CONCERN OF EAST KAZAKHSTAN ALMAZ-ANTEY OBUKHOVSKY FACTORY; a.k.a. JSC OBNIKSOYKE FACTORY; a.k.a. JSC OBUKHOVSKIY PLANT NORTHWEST REGIONAL CENTER OF ALMAZ ANTEY CORPORATION; a.k.a. JSC SOO OBUKHOVSKY PLANT), Obukhovsky Defense Ave., 120, Saint Petersburg 190012, Russia; Organization Established Date 17 Nov 2003; Tax ID No. 7811144648 (Russia); Registration Number 1037825058732 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024].

JSC OBNINSKOY PLANT NORTHWEST REGIONAL CENTER OF ALMAZ ANTEY CORPORATION; a.k.a. JSC OBNINSKOY FACTORY; a.k.a. OAO PROIZVODSTVENNOE OBYEDINENIYE STRELA (Cyrillic: АО ПРОИЗВОДСТВЕННОЕ ОБЪЕДИНЕНИЕ СТРЕЛА); a.k.a. JSC PRODUCTION ASSOCIATION STRELA), 26, Shevchenko str., Orenburg 460005, Russia; Organization Established Date 29 Jun 2007; Tax ID No. 1075906004217 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024].

JSC PRODUCTION ASSOCIATION STRELA (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY PRODUCTION ASSOCIATION STRELA; a.k.a. JSC PROIZVODSTVENNOE OBYEDINENIYE STRELA; a.k.a. JSC PROIZVODSTVENNOE OBYEDINENIYE STRELA; a.k.a. STRELA PA), 26, Shevchenko str., Orenburg 460005, Russia; Organization Established Date 27 Dec 2006; Tax ID No. 569061432 (Russia); Registration Number 1065658011638 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024].

JSC PRODUCTION ASSOCIATION STRELA (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY PRODUCTION ASSOCIATION STRELA (Cyrillic: АО ПРОИЗВОДСТВЕННОЕ ОБЪЕДИНЕНИЕ СТРЕЛА); a.k.a. JSC PROIZVODSTVENNOE OBYEDINENIYE STRELA; a.k.a. STRELA PA), 26, Shevchenko str., Orenburg 460005, Russia; Organization Established Date 27 Dec 2006; Tax ID No. 569061432 (Russia); Registration Number 1065658011638 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024].
CORPORATION ISTOK NAMED AFTER AI SHOKIN; a.k.a. PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY RESEARCH AND PRODUCTION CORPORATION ISTOK NAMED AFTER AI SHOKIN; a.k.a. RESEARCH & PRODUCTION CORPORATION ISTOK NAMED AFTER A.I. SHOKIN; a.k.a. RESEARCH AND PRODUCTION CORPORATION ISTOK (2A Vokzalnaya Str., Fryazino, Moscow Region 141190, Russia; Organization Established Date 31 Dec 2013; Tax ID No. 5050108496 (Russia); Registration Number 1135050007400 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

JSC RPE ALMAZ (a.k.a. AO NPP ALMAZ; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY RESEARCH AND PRODUCTION ENTERPRISE ALMAZ; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT ENTERPRISE ALMAZ; a.k.a. SCIENTIFIC MANUFACTURING ENTERPRISE ALMAZ), Panfilova st., 1, Saratov 410033, Russia; Organization Established Date 30 Dec 2011; Tax ID No. 6453119615 (Russia); Registration Number 1116453009155 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

JSC SCIENTIFIC AND PRODUCTION ASSOCIATION OF ELECTRO MECHANIC (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY RESEARCH AND PRODUCTION ASSOCIATION ELEKTROMEHANIKA; a.k.a. NPO OF ELECTROMECANICS), 31 Mendeleyeva Str., Miass, Chelyabinsk Region 456318, Russia; Organization Established Date 21 Jan 2005; Tax ID No. 7415044181 (Russia); Registration Number 1057407000683 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

JSC SHIPBUILDING CORPORATION AK BARS (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY SHIPBUILDING CORPORATION AK BARS), Zavodskaya Str., 9a, Zelenodolsk, Republic of Tatarstan 422546, Russia; Zavodskaya Str., 5, Zelenodolsk, Republic of Tatarstan 422546, Russia; Tax ID No. 1648040380 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

JSC TURBINA SDB (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY SPECIAL DESIGN BUREAU TURBINA; a.k.a. OAO SKB TURBINA), 2B Lenin Avenue, Chelyabinsk 454007, Russia; Tax ID No. 74522033815 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

JSC VMP AVITEK (a.k.a. AO VMP AVITEK; a.k.a. AVITEK VYATSKOE MACHINE BUILDING ENTERPRISE JSC; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY VYATSKOE MASHINOSTROITELNOYE PREDPRIYATIE)
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KIRYANOV, Victor Nikolayevich (Cyrillic: КИРЬЯНОВ, Виктор Николаевич), Palme Ulofa 7-24, Moscow 119049, Russia; DOB 29 Dec 1952; POB Tikhvin, Leningrad Oblast, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Passport 120011801 (Russia) (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

KANDELAKI, Tina (Cyrillic: КАНДЕЛАКИ, Тина) (a.k.a. KANDELAKI, Tnatin), Krylatskie Holmi St. 37-269, Moscow 121614, Russia; DOB 10 Nov 1975; POB Tbilisi, Georgia; nationality Russia; alt. nationality Georgia; Gender Female; Passport 757242217 (Russia) (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: BROVKO, Vasily Yuryevich).

KONDRAKHINA, Melania Andreyevna (Cyrillic: КОНДРАХИНА, Мелания Андреевна) (a.k.a. KONDRAKHIN, Leontiy Andreyevich) (Cyrillic: КОНДРАХИН, Леонтий Андреевич)), Krylatskie Holmi St. 37-269, Moscow 121614, Russia; DOB 28 Apr 2001; POB Moscow, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Passport 651944506 (Russia) (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: BROVKO, Vasily Yuryevich).

KRYLOV STATE CENTER (Cyrillic: КРЫЛОВСКИЙ ГОСУДАРСТВЕННЫЙ НАУЧНЫЙ ЦЕНТР) (a.k.a. KRYLOV STATE SCIENTIFIC CENTER FEDERAL STATE UNITARY ENTERPRISE), 44, Moskovskoe shosse, St. Petersburg 196158, Russia; Slavyanskaya pl., d. 2/5, str. 3, Moscow 109240, Russia; Organization Established Date 06 Sep 2001; Tax ID No. 7810213747 (Russia); Registration Number 1027804905303 [RUSSIA-EO14024].

KRYLOV STATE RESEARCH CENTER (Cyrillic: КРЫЛОВСКИЙ ГОСУДАРСТВЕННЫЙ НАУЧНЫЙ ЦЕНТР) (a.k.a. FEDERAL STATE UNITARY ENTERPRISE KRYLOVSKY STATE RESEARCH CENTER) (a.k.a. KRYLOV STATE RESEARCH CENTER (Cyrillic: КРЫЛОВСКИЙ ГОСУДАРСТВЕННЫЙ НАУЧНЫЙ ЦЕНТР)) (a.k.a. KRYLOV STATE SCIENTIFIC CENTER FEDERAL STATE UNITARY ENTERPRISE), 44, Moskovskoe shosse, St. Petersburg 196158, Russia; Slavyanskaya pl., d. 2/5, str. 3, Moscow 109240, Russia; Organization Established Date 06 Sep 2001; Tax ID No. 7810213747 (Russia); Registration Number 1027804905303 [RUSSIA-EO14024].

KOPTEV, Yuri Nikolaevich (a.k.a. KOPTEV, Юрий Николаевич) (Cyrillic: КОПТЕВ, Юрий Николаевич)), 1, Nevskogo, 10, Moscow 141071, Russia; DOB 13 Mar 1940; POB Stavropol, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Diplomatic Passport 10055910 (Russia) (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

KOPTEV, Yury Nikolayevich (Cyrillic: КОПТЕВ, Юрий Николаевич) (a.k.a. KOPTEV, Yury Nikolaevich) (Cyrillic: КОПТЕВ, Юрий Николаевич)), 1, Nevskogo, 10, Moscow 141071, Russia; DOB 13 Mar 1940; POB Stavropol, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Diplomatic Passport 10055910 (Russia) (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

KRYLOV STATE CENTER (Cyrillic: КРЫЛОВСКИЙ ГОСУДАРСТВЕННЫЙ НАУЧНЫЙ ЦЕНТР), Slavyanskaya pl., d. 2/5, str. 3, Moscow 109240, Russia; Organization Established Date 06 Sep 2001; Tax ID No. 7810213747 (Russia); Registration Number 1027804905303 [RUSSIA-EO14024].

KRYLOV STATE SCIENTIFIC CENTER FEDERAL STATE UNITARY ENTERPRISE (a.k.a. FEDERAL STATE UNITARY ENTERPRISE KRYLOVSKY STATE RESEARCH CENTER) (a.k.a. KRYLOV STATE RESEARCH CENTER (Cyrillic: КРЫЛОВСКИЙ ГОСУДАРСТВЕННЫЙ НАУЧНЫЙ ЦЕНТР)) (a.k.a. KRYLOV STATE SCIENTIFIC CENTER FEDERAL STATE UNITARY ENTERPRISE), 44, Moskovskoe shosse, St. Petersburg 196158, Russia; Slavyanskaya pl., d. 2/5, str. 3, Moscow 109240, Russia; Organization Established Date 06 Sep 2001; Tax ID No. 7810213747 (Russia); Registration Number 1027804905303 [RUSSIA-EO14024].
STATE COMPANIES AND ENTERPRISES OF RUSSIA

### Joint Stock Company Polyus
- **Address:** Building 1, 1 Vvedenskogo St., Moscow 117342, Russia
- **Registration Number:** 1127746646510 (Russia)
- **Tax ID No.:** 7728816598 (Russia)
- **Established Date:** 21 Aug 2012

### NPO Electromechanics
- **Address:** 31 Mendeleyeva Str., Miass, Chelyabinsk Region 626010, Russia
- **Registration Number:** 1057407000683 (Russia)
- **Tax ID No.:** 6662054224 (Russia)
- **Established Date:** 21 Jan 2005

### OAO Kristall
- **Address:** 1127847413649 (Russia)
- **Tax ID No.:** 6662054224 (Russia)
- **Established Date:** 03 Aug 2012

### OAO Muaryskii Machine-Building Plant
- **Address:** 15, Ul Suvorova 3, Yoshkar-Ola, Mari-El 425130, Russia
- **Registration Number:** 1027743012890 (Russia)
- **Tax ID No.:** 7743065177 (Russia)
- **Established Date:** 28 Dec 1991

### OAO Radiovolna
- **Address:** Kozhevennaya Liniya, 1-3 lit. P., Saint Petersburg 199106, Russia
- **Registration Number:** 1127847413649 (Russia)
- **Tax ID No.:** 738478782 (Russia)
- **Established Date:** 03 Aug 2012

### NPO Radiovolna
- **Address:** 31 Mendeleyeva Str., Miass, Chelyabinsk Region 626010, Russia
- **Registration Number:** 1057407000683 (Russia)
- **Tax ID No.:** 6662054224 (Russia)
- **Established Date:** 21 Jan 2005

### NPO Electromechanics
- **Address:** 31 Mendeleyeva Str., Miass, Chelyabinsk Region 626010, Russia
- **Registration Number:** 1057407000683 (Russia)
- **Tax ID No.:** 6662054224 (Russia)
- **Established Date:** 21 Jan 2005

### OAO Kristall
- **Address:** 1127847413649 (Russia)
- **Tax ID No.:** 6662054224 (Russia)
- **Established Date:** 03 Aug 2012

### OAO Radiovolna
- **Address:** Kozhevennaya Liniya, 1-3 lit. P., Saint Petersburg 199106, Russia
- **Registration Number:** 1127847413649 (Russia)
- **Tax ID No.:** 738478782 (Russia)
- **Established Date:** 03 Aug 2012

Avenue, Chelyabinsk 454007, Russia; Tax ID No. 74522033915 [RUSSIA-E014024].

OAO VNII SIGNAL (a.k.a. AO VNII SIGNAL; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY ALL-RUSSIAN RESEARCH INSTITUTE SIGNAL; a.k.a. OAO VSEROSSIYSKIY NAUCHNO-ISSLEDOVATELSKII INSTITUT SIGNAL; a.k.a. OJSC ALL-RUSSIAN RESEARCH INSTITUTE SIGNAL; a.k.a. VNII SIGNAL JSC), 57 UL. Krupskoy, Krasnodar 350022, Russia; Tax ID No. 0241600007 (Russia); Registration Number 264211831 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024].

OAO VSEROSSIYSKIY NAUCHNO-ISSLEDOVATELSKII INSTITUT SIGNAL (a.k.a. AO VNII SIGNAL; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY ALL-RUSSIAN RESEARCH INSTITUTE SIGNAL; a.k.a. OAO VNII SIGNAL; a.k.a. OJSC ALL-RUSSIAN RESEARCH INSTITUTE SIGNAL; a.k.a. VNII SIGNAL JSC), 57 UL. Krupskoy, Krasnodar 350022, Russia; Tax ID No. 0241600007 (Russia); Registration Number 264211831 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024].
PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY RESEARCH INSTITUTE POLYUS OF M.F. STELMAKHA; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY RESEARCH INSTITUTE POLYUS IMENI M. F. STELMAKHA; a.k.a. NII POLYUS; a.k.a. NII POLYUS IMENI M. F. STELMAKHA), Building 1, 3 Vvedenskogo St., Moscow 117342, Russia; Organization Established Date 21 Aug 2012; Tax ID No. 7728816598 (Russia); Registration Number 1127746646510 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024].

POPOV, Aleksandr Nikolaevich (a.k.a. POPOV, Alexandr Nikolaevich (Cyrillic: ПОПОВ, Александр Николаевич); a.k.a. POPOV, Alexander Nikolaevich; a.k.a. POPOV, Aleksandr Nikolaevich (a.k.a. POPOV, Aleksandr Nikolaevich; a.k.a. POPOV, Aleksandr Nikolaevich (Cyrillic: ПОПОВ, Александер Николаевич); a.k.a. POPOV, Aleksandr Nikolaevich), Russia; DOB 30 Jun 1967; POB Podolsk, Moscow Region, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024].

POPOV, Alexander Nikolaevich (a.k.a. POPOV, Aleksandr Nikolaevich (Cyrillic: ПОПОВ, Александер Николаевич); a.k.a. POPOV, Alexander Nikolaevich; a.k.a. POPOV, Aleksandr Nikolaevich, Russia; DOB 30 Jun 1967; POB Podolsk, Moscow Region, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024].

POPOV, Alexander Nikolaevich (a.k.a. POPOV, Aleksandr Nikolaevich (Cyrillic: ПОПОВ, Александер Николаевич); a.k.a. POPOV, Alexander Nikolaevich; a.k.a. POPOV, Aleksandr Nikolaevich, Russia; DOB 30 Jun 1967; POB Podolsk, Moscow Region, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024].

PRIVATE COMPANY PROMCOMPLEKTLOGISTIKA (a.k.a. PE PROMCOMPLEKTLOGISTIKA), Office 202, 16A Prospekt A. Navoi, Tashkent 100011, Uzbekistan, Tax ID No. 305655390 (Uzbekistan); Registration Number 27930106 (Uzbekistan) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: RADIOAVTOMATIKA LLC).

PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY RESEARCH & PRODUCTION CORPORATION ISTOK NAMED AFTER AI SHOKIN (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBŞCHESTVO NAUCHNO-PROIZVODSTVENNOE PREDPRYATIJE ISTOK IMENI A. I. SHOKINA; a.k.a. AO NPP ISTOK IM. SHOKINA; a.k.a. ISTOK RESEARCH AND PRODUCTION CORPORATION NAMED AFTER SHOKIN JSC; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY RESEARCH AND PRODUCTION CORPORATION ISTOK NAMED AFTER AI SHOKIN; a.k.a. JSC RPC ISTOK NAMED AFTER SHOKIN; a.k.a. PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY RESEARCH AND PRODUCTION CORPORATION ISTOK NAMED AFTER A.I. SHOKIN; a.k.a. RESEARCH & PRODUCTION CORPORATION ISTOK NAMED AFTER A.I. SHOKIN; a.k.a. RESEARCH AND PRODUCTION CORPORATION ISTOK), 2A Vokzalnaya Str., Fryazino, Moscow Region 141190, Russia; Organization Established Date 31 Dec 2013; Tax ID No. 5050108496 (Russia); Registration Number 1135050074400 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024].

PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY RESEARCH AND PRODUCTION CORPORATION ISTOK NAMED AFTER AI SHOKIN (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBŞCHESTVO NAUCHNO-PROIZVODSTVENNOE PREDPRYATIJE ISTOK IMENI A. I. SHOKINA; a.k.a. AO NPP ISTOK IM. SHOKINA; a.k.a. ISTOK RESEARCH AND PRODUCTION CORPORATION NAMED AFTER SHOKIN JSC; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY RESEARCH AND PRODUCTION CORPORATION ISTOK NAMED AFTER AI SHOKIN; a.k.a. JSC RPC ISTOK NAMED AFTER SHOKIN; a.k.a. PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY RESEARCH & PRODUCTION CORPORATION ISTOK NAMED AFTER A.I. SHOKIN; a.k.a. RESEARCH & PRODUCTION CORPORATION ISTOK NAMED AFTER A.I. SHOKIN; a.k.a. RESEARCH AND PRODUCTION CORPORATION ISTOK), 2A Vokzalnaya Str., Fryazino, Moscow Region 141190, Russia; Organization Established Date 31 Dec 2013; Tax ID No. 5050108496 (Russia); Registration Number 1135050074400 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024].

PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY VYMPEL INTERSTATE CORPORATION (a.k.a. JSC MAC VYMP; a.k.a. VYMPEL INTERSTATE COMMERCIAL CORPORATION; a.k.a. VYMPEL MAK PAO DEFENSE CORPORATION; a.k.a. "VYMPEL"), 10, BLD. 1 Geroyev Panfilovtsev, Moscow 125480, Russia; Organization Established Date 29 Sep 1992; Tax ID No. 7714041693 (Russia); Registration Number 1027700341855 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024].

RADAR MMS NPP (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY RADAR MMS; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY RESEARCH AND PRODUCTION ENTERPRISE RADAR MMS; a.k.a. SCIENTIFIC PRODUCTION ASSOCIATION RADAR MMS JSC), Novoselkovskaya st., 37A, Saint Petersburg 197375, Russia; Organization Established Date 14 Oct 1993; Tax ID No. 7814027653 (Russia); Registration Number 1027807560186 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024].

RADIOPRIBOR AO (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY RADIOPRIBOR; a.k.a. JSC RADIOPRIBOR; a.k.a. OA RADIOPRIBOR; a.k.a. OTKRYTOYE AKTSIONERNOYE OBSCHESTVO RADAR MMS (a.k.a. RADIOPRIBOR), Kazan, Republic of Tatarstan 420021, Russia; Tax ID No. 1659034109 (Russia); Registration Number 102160365850 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024].

RAMENSKY PRIBOROSTROITELNY VZAVOD (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY RAMENSKY INSTRUMENT ENGINEERING PLANT (Cyrillic: АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО РАМЕНСКИЙ ПРИБОРОСТРОИТЕЛЬНЫЙ ЗАВОД); a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY RPZ; a.k.a. JOINT-STOCK COMPANY RAMENSKY PRIBOROSTROITELNY FACTORY; a.k.a. RAMENSKOYE INSTRUMENT BUILDING PLANT (Cyrillic: РАМЕНСКИЙ ПРИБОРОСТРОИТЕЛЬНЫЙ ЗАВОД); a.k.a. RAMENSKY INSTRUMENT DESIGN BUREAU; a.k.a. RAMENSKY INSTRUMENT ENGINEERING PLANT; a.k.a. RAMENSKY INSTRUMENT PLANT; a.k.a. RAMENSKY INSTRUMENT-MAKING DESIGN BUREAU; a.k.a. RAMENSKOYE PRIBOROSTROITELNOYE KONSTRUKTORSKOE BYURO; a.k.a. RAMENSKY INSTRUMENT-MAKING FACTORY; a.k.a. "RPKB"), Mikhailievicha st., 39, bldg. 20, 2/124, Ramenskoye, Moscow Region 140100, Russia; Organization Established Date 02 Jul 2001; Tax ID No. 5040001426 (Russia); Registration Number 1027700341855 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024].

RAMENSKY DESIGN COMPANY JOINT STOCK COMPANY (a.k.a. JSC RAMENSKY PRIBOROSTROITELNOYE KONSTRUKTORSKOE BYURO; a.k.a. "JSC RDC"), Gurieva St., 2, Ramenskoye, Moscow
Region 140103, Russia; Tax ID No. 5040007594
(Russia); Registration Number 1025005118830
(Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024].

RAMENSKOYE INSTRUMENT BUILDING
PLANT (Cyrillic: РАМЕНСКИЙ
ПРИБОРОСТРОИТЕЛЬНЫЙ ЗАВОД) (a.k.a.
JOINT STOCK COMPANY RAMENSKY
INSTRUMENT ENGINEERING PLANT (Cyrillic:
АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО РАМЕНСКИЙ
ПРИБОРОСТРОИТЕЛЬНЫЙ ЗАВОД); a.k.a.
JOINT STOCK COMPANY RPZ, a.k.a.
JOINT-STOCK COMPANY RAMENSKY
PRIBOROSTROITELNY FACTORY; a.k.a.
RAMENSKY PRIBOROSTROITELNYY ZAVOD;
a.k.a. RAMENSKOYE INSTRUMENT BUILDING
PLANT (Cyrillic: РАМЕНСКИЙ
ПРИБОРОСТРОИТЕЛЬНЫЙ ЗАВОД) (a.k.a.
RAMENSKY PRIBOROSTROITELNOYE
KONSTRUKTORSKOE BYURO; a.k.a.
RAMENSKOYE INSTRUMENT ENGINEERING
PLANT; a.k.a. RAMENSKY PRIBOROSTROITELNYY ZAVOD;
a.k.a. RAMENSKOYE INSTRUMENT MAKING
DESIGN BUREAU; a.k.a. RAMENSKY
PRIBOROSTROITELNOYE KONSTRUKTORSKOE
BYURO; a.k.a. RAMENSKY PRIBOROSTROITELNY
FACTORY; a.k.a. "RPKB"), Mikhalevicha st., 39,
bldg. 20, 2/124, Ramenskoye, Moscow Region
140100, Russia; Organization Established Date
02 Jul 2001; Tax ID No. 5040001426 (Russia);
Registration Number 1025005116839 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024].

RAMENSKOYE INSTRUMENT MAINTAINING
DESIGN BUREAU; a.k.a. RAMENSKY
INSTRUMENT MAKING DESIGN BUREAU;
a.k.a. RAMENSKY PRIBOROSTROITELNOYE
KONSTRUKTORSKOE BYURO, a.k.a.
RAMENSKY PRIBOROSTROITELNOYE
FACTORY, a.k.a. "RPKB"), Mikhalevicha st., 39,
bldg. 20, 2/124, Ramenskoye, Moscow Region
140100, Russia; Organization Established Date
02 Jul 2001; Tax ID No. 5040001426 (Russia);
Registration Number 1025005116839 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024].

RAMENSKOYE INSTRUMENT DESIGN
BUREAU (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY RAMENSKY
INSTRUMENT ENGINEERING PLANT (Cyrillic:
АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО РАМЕНСКИЙ
ПРИБОРОСТРОИТЕЛЬНЫЙ ЗАВОД); a.k.a.
JOINT STOCK COMPANY RPZ, a.k.a.
JOINT-STOCK COMPANY RAMENSKY
PRIBOROSTROITELNY FACTORY; a.k.a.
RAMENSKY PRIBOROSTROITELNYY ZAVOD;
a.k.a. RAMENSKOYE INSTRUMENT BUILDING
PLANT (Cyrillic: РАМЕНСКИЙ
ПРИБОРОСТРОИТЕЛЬНЫЙ ЗАВОД) (a.k.a.
RAMENSKY PRIBOROSTROITELNOYE
KONSTRUKTORSKOE BYURO; a.k.a.
RAMENSKY PRIBOROSTROITELNOYE
FACTORY; a.k.a. "RPKB"), Mikhalevicha st., 39,
bldg. 20, 2/124, Ramenskoye, Moscow Region
140100, Russia; Organization Established Date
02 Jul 2001; Tax ID No. 5040001426 (Russia);
Registration Number 1025005116839 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024].

RAMENSKOYE INSTRUMENT MAKING
DESIGN BUREAU; a.k.a. RAMENSKY
INSTRUMENT MAKING DESIGN BUREAU;
a.k.a. RAMENSKY PRIBOROSTROITELNOYE
KONSTRUKTORSKOE BYURO, a.k.a.
RAMENSKY PRIBOROSTROITELNOYE
FACTORY, a.k.a. "RPKB"), Mikhalevicha st., 39,
bldg. 20, 2/124, Ramenskoye, Moscow Region
140100, Russia; Organization Established Date
02 Jul 2001; Tax ID No. 5040001426 (Russia);
Registration Number 1025005116839 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024].
AKSIJOHERNE OBEYSTVA RAMENSKY PRIBOROSTROITELNYI ZAVOD; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY RPZ; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY RAMENSKY; a.k.a. RAMENSKY PRIBOROSTROITELNYI ZAVOD; a.k.a. RAMENSKY INSTRUMENT MAKING DESIGN BUREAU; a.k.a. RAMENSKY INSTRUMENT MAKING DESIGN BUREAU; a.k.a. RAMENSKY INSTRUMENT-MAKING DESIGN BUREAU; a.k.a. RAMENSKY PRIBOROSTROITELNOYE KONSTRUKTORSKOE BYURO; a.k.a. "RPKB", Mikhail'evricha st., 39, bldg. 20, 2/124, Ramenskoye, Moscow Region 141001, Russia; Organization Established Date 02 Jul 2001; Tax ID No. 5040001426 (Russia); Registration Number 1025005116839 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024].

RESEARCH & PRODUCTION CORPORATION ISTOK NAMED AFTER A.I. SHOKIN; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY RESEARCH AND PRODUCTION CORPORATION ISTOK NAMED AFTER A.I. SHOKIN; a.k.a. JSC RPC ISTOK NAMED AFTER SHOKIN; a.k.a. PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY RESEARCH & PRODUCTION CORPORATION ISTOK NAMED AFTER AI SHOKIN; a.k.a. JSC RPC ISTOK COMPANY RESEARCH & PRODUCTION CORPORATION ISTOK NAMED AFTER AI SHOKIN; a.k.a. PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY RESEARCH & PRODUCTION CORPORATION ISTOK NAMED AFTER AI SHOKIN; a.k.a. RESEARCH & PRODUCTION CORPORATION ISTOK NAMED AFTER AI SHOKIN; a.k.a. PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY RESEARCH & PRODUCTION CORPORATION ISTOK NAMED AFTER AI SHOKIN; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY IPOZHYAN STATE INSTRUMENT MAKING ENTERPRISE (Cyrillic: АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО ГОСУДАРСТВЕННЫЙ РЯЗАНСКИЙ ПРИБОРНЫЙ ЗАВОД), Seminarskaya st., 32, Ryazan 390000, Russia; Organization Established Date 20 Dec 2011; Tax ID No. 62340658593 (Russia); Registration Number 1116234013598 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024].

SCIENTIFIC MANUFACTURING ENTERPRISE ALMAZ; a.k.a. AO NPP ALMAZ; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY RESEARCH AND PRODUCTION ENTERPRISE ALMAZ; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT ENTERPRISE ALMAZ; a.k.a. JSC RPE ALMAZ; a.k.a. Panfilova st., 1, Saratov 410033, Russia; Organization Established Date 30 Dec 2011; Tax ID No. 6453119615 (Russia); Registration Number 111645300155 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024].

SCIENTIFIC PRODUCTION ASSOCIATION RADAR MMS JSC; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY RADAR MMS; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY RESEARCH AND PRODUCTION ENTERPRISE RADAR MMS; a.k.a. RADAR MMS (NPP), Novoselkovskaya st., 37A, Saint Petersburg 197375, Russia; Organization Established Date 14 Oct 1993; Tax ID No. 7814027653 (Russia); Registration Number 102780750186 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024].

SERDIUKOV, Sergei; a.k.a. SERDYUKOV, Сергей Анатольевич (Cyrillic: СЕРДЮКОВ, Сергей Анатольевич)), 7 Mokhovaya, St. Saint Petersburg 191028, Russia; DOB 23 Jun 1987; POB Leningrad, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Passport 753062010 (Russia); National ID No. 4007341959 (Russia); Tax ID No. 782512960173 (Russia) (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: SERDYUKOV, Anatoly Eduardovich).

SERDYUKOV, Anatoly Eduardovich (Cyrillic: СЕРДЮКОВ, Анатолий Эдуардович), Moscow, Russia; DOB 08 Jan 1962; POB Krasnodar, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Passport 100088011 (Russia) (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024].

SERDYUKOV, Sergey Anatolevich (Cyrillic: СЕРДЮКОВ, Сергей Анатольевич) (a.k.a. SERDIUKOV, Sergei), 7 Mokhovaya, St. Saint Petersburg 191028, Russia; DOB 23 Jun 1987; POB Leningrad, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Passport 753062010 (Russia); National ID No. 4007341959 (Russia); Tax ID No. 782512960173 (Russia) (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: SERDYUKOV, Anatoly Eduardovich).

SIERRA, Elena Oduliovna (Cyrillic: СИЕРРА, Елена Одулёвна), 9 Universitetskaya Pr 9 AP 357, Moscow 117295, Russia; DOB 26 Dec 1960; POB Moscow, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Female; Passport 511758917 (Russia) (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024].

SMIRNOVA, Natalya; a.k.a. SMIRNOVA, Natalia (a.k.a. SMIRNOVA, Natalya Ivanovna), Russia; DOB 15 Jun 1972; POB Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Female; Diplomatic Passport 211102490 (Russia) (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024].

SMIRNOVA, Natalya Ivanovna (Cyrillic: СМИРНОВА, Наталия Ивановна), Russia; DOB 15 Jun 1972; POB Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Female; Diplomatic Passport 211102490 (Russia) (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024].
Established Date 17 Jan 1992; Tax ID No. 7714037739 (Russia); Registration Number 1027700227720 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

STATE RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF AVIATION SYSTEMS STATE RESEARCH CENTER OF THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION (a.k.a. FEDERAL STATE UNITARY ENTERPRISE GOSNIAS; a.k.a. STATE RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF AVIATION SYSTEMS), Victorенко st., 7, Moscow 124167, Russia; Organization Established Date 17 Jan 1992; Tax ID No. 7714037739 (Russia); Registration Number 1027700227720 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

STRELA PA (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY PRODUCTION ASSOCIATION STRELA (Cyrillic: АО ПРОИЗВОДСТВЕННОЕ ОБЪЕДИНЕНИЕ СТРЕЛА); a.k.a. JSC PRODUCTION ASSOCIATION STRELA; a.k.a. JSC PROIZVODSTVENNOE OBYEDINENIYE STRELA; a.k.a. JSC PROIZVODSTVENNOYE OBYEDINENIYE STRELA), 26, Shevchenko str., Orenburg 460005, Russia; Organization Established Date 27 Dec 2006; Tax ID No. 5609061435 (Russia); Registration Number 1065658011638 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

TSYB, Sergei Anatolyevich (a.k.a. TSYB, Sergey Anatolyevich; a.k.a. TSYB, Sergey Anatolyevich (Cyrillic: ЦЫБ, Сергей Анатольевич)), Chapaevsky Per 3-902, Moscow 125057, Russia; DOB 29 Apr 1968; POB Obninsk, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Passport 12008377 (Russia); Tax ID No. 771479226905 (Russia) (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

URAL OPTICAL AND MECHANICAL PLANT (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY PRODUCTION ASSOCIATION URAL OPTICAL AND MECHANICAL PLANT NAMED AFTER E.S. YALAMOV; a.k.a. JSC PA UOMP; a.k.a. URAL OPTICAL MECHANICAL PLANT; a.k.a. "UOMZ"), 33B Vostochnaya St., Ekaterinburg 620100, Russia; Organization Established Date 26 May 2010; Tax ID No. 6672315362 (Russia); Registration Number 1106672007738 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

URAL OPTICAL MECHANICAL PLANT (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY PRODUCTION ASSOCIATION URAL OPTICAL AND MECHANICAL PLANT NAMED AFTER E.S. YALAMOV; a.k.a. JSC PA UOMP; a.k.a. URAL OPTICAL MECHANICAL PLANT; a.k.a. "UOMZ"), 33B Vostochnaya St., Ekaterinburg 620100, Russia; Organization Established Date 26 May 2010; Tax ID No. 6672315362 (Russia); Registration Number 1106672007738 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

VASILEVA, Evgeniya Nikolaevna (Cyrillic: ВАСИЛЕВА, Евгения Николаевна) (a.k.a. VASILEVA, Evgeniia Nikolaevna), 6 Molochnny Lane Apt. 4, Moscow 119034, Russia; DOB 20 Feb 1979; POB St. Petersburg, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Female; Passport 759330304 (Russia); National ID No. 4003281235 (Russia); Tax ID No. 78142332246 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: SERDYUKOV, Anatoly Eduardovich).

VASILEVA, Evgeniya Nikolaevna (Cyrillic: ВАСИЛЕВА, Евгения Николаевна) (a.k.a. VASILEVA, Evgeniia Nikolaevna), 6 Molochnny Lane Apt. 4, Moscow 119034, Russia; DOB 20 Feb 1979; POB St. Petersburg, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Female; Passport 759330304 (Russia); National ID No. 4003281235 (Russia); Tax ID No. 78142332246 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: SERDYUKOV, Anatoly Eduardovich).

VASILEVA, Evgeniya Nikolaevna (Cyrillic: ВАСИЛЕВА, Евгения Николаевна) (a.k.a. VASILEVA, Evgeniia Nikolaevna), 6 Molochnny Lane Apt. 4, Moscow 119034, Russia; DOB 20 Feb 1979; POB St. Petersburg, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Female; Passport 759330304 (Russia); National ID No. 4003281235 (Russia); Tax ID No. 78142332246 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: SERDYUKOV, Anatoly Eduardovich).

VYBORNYKH, Maxim Vladimirovich (a.k.a. ВЫБОРНЫХ, Максим Владимирович) (Cyrillic: ВЫБОРНЫХ, Максим Владимирович), Russia; DOB 09 May 1979; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

VYBORNYKH, Maxim Vladimirovich (a.k.a. ВЫБОРНЫХ, Максим Владимирович) (Cyrillic: ВЫБОРНЫХ, Максим Владимирович), Russia; DOB 09 May 1979; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

VYMPEL INTERSTATE COMMERCIAL CORPORATION (a.k.a. JSC MAC VYMPEL; a.k.a. PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY VYMPEL INTERSTATE CORPORATION; a.k.a. VYMPEL MAK PAO DEFENSE CORPORATION; a.k.a. "VIMPEL"), 10, BLD. 1 Geroyev Panfilovtsev, Moscow 125480, Russia; Organization Established Date 29 Sep 1992; Tax ID No. 7714041693 (Russia); Registration Number 1027700341855 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

VYMPOL MAK PAO DEFENSE CORPORATION (a.k.a. JSC MAC VYMPEL; a.k.a. PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY VYMPEL INTERSTATE CORPORATION; a.k.a. VYMPEL MAK PAO DEFENSE CORPORATION; a.k.a. "VIMPEL"), 10, BLD. 1 Geroyev Panfilovtsev, Moscow 125480, Russia; Organization Established Date 29 Sep 1992; Tax ID No. 7714041693 (Russia); Registration Number 1027700341855 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

YEVTSHENKO, Oleg Nikolaevich (a.k.a. ЕВТУШЕНКО, Олег Николаевич) (Cyrillic: ЕВТУШЕНКО, Олег Николаевич), Moscow, Russia; Tax ID No. 7714027146 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].
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DIRECTIVES [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY).
AKTSIONERNY KOMMERCHESKI BANK MOSKVY Otkrytoe AktsionernoeObschchestvo (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSCHCHESTVO BM BANK; f.k.a. BANK MOSKVY PAO; f.k.a. BANK OF MOSCOW; a.k.a. BM BANK AO; a.k.a. BM BANK JSC; a.k.a. BM BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMMERCIAL BANK - BANK OF MOSCOW OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. PAO BM BANK), Bld 3 8/15, Rozhdestvenka St., Moscow 107996, Russia; SWIFT/BIC MOSWRUMM; Website www.bm.ru; BIK (RU) 044525219; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Target Type Financial Institution; Government Gazette Number 29292940 (Russia); Registration Number 1027700159497 (Russia); All offices worldwide; for more information on directives, please visit the following link:
https://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

BANK MOSKVY PAO (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSCHCHESTVO BM BANK; f.k.a. AKTSIONERNY KOMMERCHESKI BANK MOSKVY Otkrytoe Aktsionernoe OBSCHCHESTVO; f.k.a. BANK OF MOSCOW; a.k.a. BM BANK AO; a.k.a. BM BANK JSC; a.k.a. BM BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMMERCIAL BANK - BANK OF MOSCOW OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. PAO BM BANK), Bld 3 8/15, Rozhdestvenka St., Moscow 107996, Russia; SWIFT/BIC MOSWRUMM; Website www.bm.ru; BIK (RU) 044525219; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Target Type Financial Institution; Government Gazette Number 29292940 (Russia); Registration Number 1027700159497 (Russia); All offices worldwide; for more information on directives, please visit the following link:
https://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

BANK OF MOSCOW (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSCHCHESTVO BM BANK; f.k.a. AKTSIONERNY KOMMERCHESKI BANK MOSKVY Otkrytoe Aktsionernoe OBSCHCHESTVO; f.k.a. BANK MOSKVY PAO; a.k.a. BM BANK AO; a.k.a. BM BANK JSC; a.k.a. BM BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMMERCIAL BANK - BANK OF MOSCOW OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. PAO BM BANK), Bld 3 8/15, Rozhdestvenka St., Moscow 107996, Russia; SWIFT/BIC MOSWRUMM; Website www.bm.ru; BIK (RU) 044525219; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Target Type Financial Institution; Government Gazette Number 29292940 (Russia); Registration Number 1027700159497 (Russia); All offices worldwide; for more information on directives, please visit the following link:
https://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

BM BANK JSC (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSCHCHESTVO BM BANK; f.k.a. AKTSIONERNY KOMMERCHESKI BANK MOSKVY Otkrytoe Aktsionernoe OBSCHCHESTVO; f.k.a. BANK MOSKVY PAO; f.k.a. BANK OF MOSCOW; a.k.a. BM BANK AO; a.k.a. BM BANK JSC; a.k.a. BM BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMMERCIAL BANK - BANK OF MOSCOW OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. PAO BM BANK), Bld 3 8/15, Rozhdestvenka St., Moscow 107996, Russia; SWIFT/BIC MOSWRUMM; Website www.bm.ru; BIK (RU) 044525219; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Target Type Financial Institution; Government Gazette Number 29292940 (Russia); Registration Number 1027700159497 (Russia); All offices worldwide; for more information on directives, please visit the following link:
https://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

BM BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSCHCHESTVO BM BANK; f.k.a. AKTSIONERNY KOMMERCHESKI BANK MOSKVY Otkrytoe Aktsionernoe OBSCHCHESTVO; f.k.a. BANK MOSKVY PAO; f.k.a. BANK OF MOSCOW; a.k.a. BM BANK AO; a.k.a. BM BANK JSC; f.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMMERCIAL BANK - BANK OF MOSCOW OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. PAO BM BANK), Bld 3 8/15, Rozhdestvenka St., Moscow 107996, Russia; SWIFT/BIC MOSWRUMM; Website www.bm.ru; BIK (RU) 044525219; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Target Type Financial Institution; Government Gazette Number 29292940 (Russia); Registration Number 1027700159497 (Russia); All offices worldwide; for more information on directives, please visit the following link:
https://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY).
the following link:
https://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

JOINT STOCK COMMERCIAL BANK - BANK OF MOSCOW OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY (a.k.a. AKTIONERNOE OBSCHCHESTVO BM BANK; f.k.a. AKTIONERNY KOMMERCHESKI BANK MOSKVY OTKRYTOE AKTIONERNOE OBSCHCHESTVO; f.k.a. BANK MOSKVY PAO; f.k.a. BANK OF MOSCOW; a.k.a. BM BANK AO; a.k.a. BM BANK JSC; a.k.a. BM BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. PAO BM BANK), Bid 3 8/15, Rozhdestvenka St., Moscow 107996, Russia; SWIFT/BIC MOSWRRUM; Website www.bm.ru; BIK (RU) 044525219; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Target Type Financial Institution; Government Gazette Number 29292940 (Russia); Registration Number 1027700159497 (Russia); All offices worldwide; for more information on directives, please visit the following link:
https://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

• 07/06/22

The following [IRAN-EO13846] entries have been added to OFAC’s SDN List:

ALI ALMUTAWA PETROLEUM AND PETROCHEMICAL TRADING L.L.C. (Arabic: علي المطوأ پتروچمیکال‌های و سیار فنی) 75119757543, Iran; National ID No. 14008898707 (Iran); Registration Number 38 (Iran) [IRAN-EO13846].

EAST OCEAN RASHIN (Arabic: راشین اقیانوس) (a.k.a. EAST OCEAN RASHIN SHIPPING CO; a.k.a. EAST RASHIN OCEAN CO., LTD.; a.k.a. RASHIN OCEAN EAST CO., LTD.), Central Part, Entreprenueal Neighborhood, Salehi Street, Golestan Street, No. 0, Lian Building Ground Floor, Unit 1, Assaluyeh City, Bushehr Province 7511934725, Iran; Central Part, Laneh Square, Jomhuri Eslami Street, Sadaf Alley, No. 0, Armin 2 Building, Second Floor, Unit 7, Assaluyeh City, Bushehr Province 7511934725, Iran; National ID No. 14008898707 (Iran); Registration Number 38 (Iran) [IRAN-EO13846].

EAST RASHIN OCEAN CO., LTD. (Arabic: راشین اقیانوس) (a.k.a. EAST OCEAN RASHIN SHIPPING CO; a.k.a. RASHIN OCEAN EAST CO., LTD.), Central Part, Entreprenueal Neighborhood, Salehi Street, Golestan Street, No. 0, Lian Building Ground Floor, Unit 1, Assaluyeh City, Bushehr Province 75119757543, Iran; Central Part, Laneh Square, Jomhuri Eslami Street, Sadaf Alley, No. 0, Armin 2 Building, Second Floor, Unit 7, Assaluyeh City, Bushehr Province 7511934725, Iran; National ID No. 14008898707 (Iran); Registration Number 38 (Iran) [IRAN-EO13846].

EDGAR COMMERCIAL SOLUTIONS FZE (Arabic: ادجار کومرمیرال سولوشنز م:ج: پ-2-ایلوب) Office No. E-08F-26, Hamriyah Free Zone, United Arab Emirates; Additional Sanctions Information - Subject to Secondary Sanctions; License 18865 (United Arab Emirates); Economic Register Number (CBLS) 11582964 (United Arab Emirates) [IRAN-EO13846] (Linked
To: PERSIAN GULF PETROCHEMICAL INDUSTRY COMMERCIAL CO.

EMERALD GLOBAL FZE (a.k.a. "EMERALD FZE"
(Arabic: "أميرال م خ")), P3-E-LOB, Hamryah Free Zone, Sharjah, United Arab Emirates; E-LOB Office No E-68F-15, United Arab Emirates; Additional Sanctions Information - Subject to Secondary Sanctions; Commercial Registry Number 11579352 (United Arab Emirates); Registration Number 13108 (United Arab Emirates) [IRAN-EO13846] (Linked To: NAFT PETROCHEMICAL COMPANY (Arabic: شرکت نفت نفت و گاز خاورمیانه))

ESLAMI, Mortaza Rajabi (a.k.a. AL-ZAHIR, Rajabi Ali; a.k.a. RAJABIESLAM, Mortaza; a.k.a. RAJABIESLAMI, Morteza), #2007, 20th Floor, Grand Hyatt Residence, Qudmetha St., Dubai 7167, United Arab Emirates; DOB 05 Jul 1969; POB Tehran, Iran; nationality Iran; citizen Saint Kitts and Nevis; Additional Sanctions Information - Subject to Secondary Sanctions; Gender Male; Personal ID Card 166730510001 (United Kingdom) (individual) [IRAN-EO13846] (Linked To: NAFT PETROCHEMICAL COMPANY (Arabic: شرکت نفت نفت و گاز خاورمیانه))

EVERRICH 5 (a.k.a. SUMMER 5) (3FLY5) Chemical/Oil Tanker Panama flag; Vessel Registration Information IMO 9248085; MMSI 356746000 (vessel) [IRAN-EO13846] (Linked To: TRUONG PHAT LOC SHIPPING TRADING JOINT STOCK COMPANY)

EVERWIN SHIPMANAGEMENT PTE. LTD., 49 Stirling Road #01-495, 141049, Singapore; Identification Number IMO 6175917; Registration Number 202024102G (Singapore) [IRAN-EO13846]

JAM PETROCHEMICAL COMPANY (Arabic: شرکت پتروشیمی جام) (Pars Special Economic Energy Zone, Jam Petrochemical Co., Assaluyeh, Boushehr Province 75118-11368, Iran; No. 27 Nezami St., Tavanir Ave, Tehran 1434853114, Iran; Website https://www.jpcomplex.ir; Additional Sanctions Information - Subject to Secondary Sanctions; National ID No. 10100777300 (Iran); Registration Number 32285 (Iran) [IRAN-EO13846] (Linked To: PERSIAN GULF PETROCHEMICAL INDUSTRY COMMERCIAL CO.)

OLIGEI INTERNATIONAL TRADING CO., LIMITED, Flat H29, 1/F Phase 2 Kwai Shing Ind Bldg, No. 42-46, Tai Lin Pai Rd., Kwai Chung NT, Hong Kong, China; Additional Sanctions Information - Subject to Secondary Sanctions; C.R. No. 2953973 (Hong Kong) [IRAN-EO13846] (Linked To: PERSIAN GULF PETROCHEMICAL INDUSTRY COMMERCIAL CO.)

PERSIAN GULF STAR OIL COMPANY (Arabic: شرکت نفت نفت و گاز خاورمیانه) (PERSIAN GULF STAR OIL COMPANY (Arabic: شرکت نفت نفت و گاز خاورمیانه) (a.k.a. P.G.S.O.C.), Davoodieh, Vaziripour Street, Kavoosi Street, Number 14, Grand Building, 1st Floor, Unit 3, Tehran 15469-14411, Iran; No. 30 Western Rooodsar Alley, Hafez Street, Taleghani Avenue, Tehran, Iran; 13 km from Bandar Abbas to Bandar Khumir, Sardar Shahid Ghasem Soleimani Boulevard, Oil Field, Self-Sufficiency Boulevard, Persian Gulf Oil Star Company, Bandar Abbas 7931181183, Iran; Website https://www.pgsoc.ir; National ID No. 101032444425 (Iran); Identification Number 110101032444425 (Iran); Registration Number 287889 (Iran) [IRAN-EO13846]

PERSIAN GULF STAR REFINERY (a.k.a. NAFT SETAREH KHALIJ FARS (Arabic: شرکت نفت نفت و گاز خاورمیانه) (PERSIAN GULF STAR OIL COMPANY (Arabic: شرکت نفت نفت و گاز خاورمیانه) (a.k.a. P.G.S.O.C.), Davoodieh, Vaziripour Street, Kavoosi Street, Number 14, Grand Building, 1st Floor, Unit 3, Tehran 15469-14411, Iran; No. 30 Western Rooodsar Alley, Hafez Street, Taleghani Avenue, Tehran, Iran; 13 km from Bandar Abbas to Bandar Khumir, Sardar Shahid Ghasem Soleimani Boulevard, Oil Field, Self-Sufficiency Boulevard, Persian Gulf Oil Star Company, Bandar Abbas 7931181183, Iran; Website https://www.pgsoc.ir; National ID No. 101032444425 (Iran); Identification Number 110101032444425 (Iran); Registration Number 287889 (Iran) [IRAN-EO13846]

PERSIAN GULF STAR OIL COMPANY (Arabic: شرکت نفت نفت و گاز خاورمیانه) (PERSIAN GULF STAR OIL COMPANY (Arabic: شرکت نفت نفت و گاز خاورمیانه) (a.k.a. P.G.S.O.C.), Davoodieh, Vaziripour Street, Kavoosi Street, Number 14, Grand Building, 1st Floor, Unit 3, Tehran 15469-14411, Iran; No. 30 Western Rooodsar Alley, Hafez Street, Taleghani Avenue, Tehran, Iran; 13 km from Bandar Abbas to Bandar Khumir, Sardar Shahid Ghasem Soleimani Boulevard, Oil Field, Self-Sufficiency Boulevard, Persian Gulf Oil Star Company, Bandar Abbas 7931181183, Iran; Website https://www.pgsoc.ir; National ID No. 101032444425 (Iran); Identification Number 110101032444425 (Iran); Registration Number 287889 (Iran) [IRAN-EO13846]

PETROGAT FZE (Arabic: شرکت نفت نفت و گاز خاورمیانه) (a.k.a. PETROGAT FZE (Arabic: شرکت نفت نفت و گاز خاورمیانه)), #2007, 20th Floor, Davoodieh, Vaziripour Street, Kavoosi Street, Number 14, Grand Building, 1st Floor, Unit 3, Tehran 15469-14411, Iran; No. 30 Western Rooodsar Alley, Hafez Street, Taleghani Avenue, Tehran, Iran; 13 km from Bandar Abbas to Bandar Khumir, Sardar Shahid Ghasem Soleimani Boulevard, Oil Field, Self-Sufficiency Boulevard, Persian Gulf Oil Star Company, Bandar Abbas 7931181183, Iran; Website https://www.pgsoc.ir; National ID No. 101032444425 (Iran); Identification Number 110101032444425 (Iran); Registration Number 287889 (Iran) [IRAN-EO13846]
(Linked To: NAFTIRAN INTERTRADE CO. (NICO) LIMITED).

PETROKICK LLC (Arabic: شركه شركة تعاوني شرق) (Link to: A.R.A. Zhukovskii Shipping); a.k.a. ZAGROS TARABARAN-E ARYA (Arabic: شركه شركة تعاوني شرق), Khormabad 6814178509, Iran; Km of Kuhdasht Road, Next to Lorestan Petrochemical, Industrial Town No. 2, Service and 15 Technology Building, 6814178509, Iran; National ID No. 10740087913 (Iran); Commercial Registry Number 9568 (Iran) [IRAN-E013846].

ZAGROS TARABARAN ARIA INTERNATIONAL TRANSPORTATION CO. (Arabic: شركه شركة تعاوني شرق) (Link to: A.R.A. Zhukovskii Shipping); a.k.a. ZAGROS TARABARAN-E ARYA (Arabic: شركه شركة تعاوني شرق), Khormabad 6814178509, Iran; Km of Kuhdasht Road, Next to Lorestan Petrochemical, Industrial Town No. 2, Service and 15 Technology Building, 6814178509, Iran; National ID No. 10740087913 (Iran); Commercial Registry Number 9568 (Iran) [IRAN-E013846].
The following [BELARUS] entries have been changed:

B.O.T.H. (a.k.a. BELARUSIAN OIL TRADE HOUSE; a.k.a. BELARUSIAN OIL TRADING HOUSE; a.k.a. BELARUSIAN OIL TRADING HOUSE REPUBLICAN SUBSIDIARY UNITARY ENTERPRISE; a.k.a. BELARUSIAN OIL TRADING HOUSE REPUBLICAN UNITARY SUBSIDIARY; a.k.a. UE BELARUSIAN OIL TRADE HOUSE; a.k.a. UNITED TRADING SITE), Prospect Dzerzhinskogo, 73, Minsk 220116, Belarus; 73 Derzhinsky Ave., Minsk 220116, Belarus; Dzerzhinsky Avenue, 73, Minsk 220116, Belarus; Website WWW.BNTD.BY; alt. Website WWW.BNTDORG.BY; Business Registration Document # UNP 101119568 (Belarus) [BELARUS].

BELARUSIAN OIL TRADING HOUSE (a.k.a. B.O.T.H.; a.k.a. BELARUSIAN OIL TRADING HOUSE; a.k.a. BELARUSIAN OIL TRADING HOUSE REPUBLICAN SUBSIDIARY UNITARY ENTERPRISE; a.k.a. BELARUSIAN OIL TRADING HOUSE REPUBLICAN UNITARY SUBSIDIARY; a.k.a. UE BELARUSIAN OIL TRADE HOUSE; a.k.a. UNITED TRADING SITE; a.k.a. WWW.BNTD.BY; a.k.a. WWW.BNTDORG.BY), Prospect Dzerzhinskogo, 73, Minsk 220116, Belarus; 73 Derzhinsky Ave., Minsk 220116, Belarus; Dzerzhinsky Avenue, 73, Minsk 220116, Belarus; Website WWW.BNTD.BY; alt. Website WWW.BNTDORG.BY; Business Registration Document # UNP 101119568 (Belarus) [BELARUS].

BELARUSIAN OIL TRADING HOUSE REPUBLICAN SUBSIDIARY UNITARY ENTERPRISE; a.k.a. UE BELARUSIAN OIL TRADE HOUSE; a.k.a. UNITED TRADING SITE; a.k.a. WWW.BNTD.BY; a.k.a. WWW.BNTDORG.BY), Prospect Dzerzhinskogo, 73, Minsk 220116, Belarus; 73 Derzhinsky Ave., Minsk 220116, Belarus; Dzerzhinsky Avenue, 73, Minsk 220116, Belarus; Website WWW.BNTD.BY; alt. Website WWW.BNTDORG.BY; Business Registration Document # UNP 101119568 (Belarus) [BELARUS].
BELARUSIAN OIL TRADING HOUSE
REPUBLICAN UNITARY SUBSIDIARY (a.k.a. B.O.T.H.; a.k.a. BELARUSIAN OIL TRADE HOUSE; a.k.a. BELARUSIAN OIL TRADING HOUSE REPUBLICAN SUBSIDIARY UNITARY ENTERPRISE; a.k.a. UE BELARUSIAN OIL TRADE HOUSE; a.k.a. UNITED TRADING SITE; a.k.a. WWW.BNTD.BY; a.k.a. WWW.BNTDTORG.BY), Prospect Dzerzhinskogo, 73, Minsk 220116, Belarus; Dzerzhinsky Ave., Minsk 220116, Belarus; Dzerzhinsky Avenue, 73, Minsk 220116, Belarus; Business Registration Document # UNP 101119568 (Belarus) [BELARUS].

The following [ILLICIT-DRUGS-EO] entries have been added to OFAC's SDN List:

SEPULVEDA PORTILLO, Obed Christian, Mexico; DOB 20 May 1982; POB Jalisco, Mexico; nationality Mexico; Gender Male; C.U.R.P. SEPO820520HJCPRB00 (Mexico) [ILLICIT-DRUGS-EO].

The following [RUSSIA-EO14024] entries have been removed:

JSC SB ALFA BANK (a.k.a. SUBSIDIARY BANK ALFA-BANK JSC), Masanchy Street 57a, Almaty 050012, Kazakhstan; SWIFT/BIC ALFALKZKA; Website www.alfabank.kz; Organization Established Date 1994 [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY ALFA-BANK).

SUBSIDIARY BANK ALFA-BANK JSC (a.k.a. JSC SB ALFA BANK), Masanchy Street 57a, Almaty 050012, Kazakhstan; SWIFT/BIC ALFALKZKA; Website www.alfabank.kz; Organization Established Date 1994 [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY ALFA-BANK).
The following [RUSSIA-EO14024] entries have been changed:

JOINT STOCK COMPANY NORTH WESTERN REGIONAL CENTER OF ALMAZ ANTEY CONCERN OBUKHOVSKY PLANT (a.k.a. JSC GOZ OBUKHOV PLANT; a.k.a. JSC OBUKHOVSKYI PLANT NORTHWEST REGIONAL CENTER OF ALMAZ ANTEY CORPORATION; a.k.a. JSC SOP OBUKHOVSKY PLANT), Obukhovskoy Defense Ave., 120, Saint Petersburg 190012, Russia; Organization Established Date 17 Nov 2003; Tax ID No. 7811144648 (Russia); Registration Number 1037825058732 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024]. -to- JSC GOZ OBUKHOV PLANT (a.k.a. JSC Stock Company North Western Regional Center of Almaz Antey Concern OBUKHOVSKY PLANT; a.k.a. JSC Goz OBUKHOV PLANT; a.k.a. JSC OBUKHOVSKYI PLANT NORTHWEST REGIONAL CENTER OF ALMAZ ANTEY CORPORATION; a.k.a. JSC SOP OBUKHOVSKY PLANT), Obukhovskoy Defense Ave., 120, Saint Petersburg 190012, Russia; Organization Established Date 17 Nov 2003; Tax ID No. 7811144648 (Russia); Registration Number 1037825058732 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

JSC GOZ OBUKHOV PLANT (a.k.a. JSC Stock Company North Western Regional Center of Almaz Antey Concern OBUKHOVSKY PLANT; a.k.a. JSC SOP OBUKHOVSKY PLANT), Obukhovskoy Defense Ave., 120, Saint Petersburg 190012, Russia; Organization Established Date 17 Nov 2003; Tax ID No. 7811144648 (Russia); Registration Number 1037825058732 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024]. -to- JSC OBUKHOVSKYI PLANT NORTHWEST REGIONAL CENTER OF ALMAZ ANTEY CORPORATION; a.k.a. JSC SOP OBUKHOVSKY PLANT), Obukhovskoy Defense Ave., 120, Saint Petersburg 190012, Russia; Organization Established Date 17 Nov 2003; Tax ID No. 7811144648 (Russia); Registration Number 1037825058732 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].
resulting in the removal of the following [RUSSIA-EO14024] entries:

**JOINT STOCK COMPANY NORTHWEST REGIONAL CENTER CONCERN PROVINCE OF EAST KAZAKHSTAN ALMAZ-ANTEY OBUKHOVSKY FACTORY** (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY NORTH WESTERN REGIONAL CENTER OF ALMAZ ANTEY CONCERN OBUKHOVSKY PLANT; a.k.a. JSC OBUKHOVSKYI PLANT NORTHEAST REGIONAL CENTER OF ALMAZ ANTEY CORPORATION; a.k.a. JSC SOP OBUKHOVSKY PLANT), Obukhovsky Defense Ave., 120, Saint Petersburg 190012, Russia; Organization Established Date 17 Nov 2003; Tax ID No. 7811144648 (Russia); Registration Number 1037825058732 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

**07/29/22**

The following [RUSSIA-EO14024] entries have been added to OFAC's SDN List:

**ANTIGLOBALISTSKOE DVIZHENIE, OD (Cyrillic: АНТИГЛОБАЛИСТСКОЕ ДВИЖЕНИЕ, ОД)** (a.k.a. ANTIGLOBALIZATION MOVEMENT OF RUSSIA; a.k.a. ANTI-GLOBALIZATION MOVEMENT OF RUSSIA (Cyrillic: ANTI-GLOBALISTSKOE DVIZHENIE, OD); a.k.a. ANTI-GLOBALIZATION MOVEMENT OF RUSSIA), ul. Klary Tsetkin, 4, Moscow 127299, Russia (Cyrillic: ул. Клары Цеткин, д. 4, Москва 127299, Russia); Website anti-global.ru; Target Type Charity or Nonprofit Organization; Registration ID 1127799004541 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7724300682 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: IONOV, Aleksandr Viktorovich).

**BURLINOVA, Natalya Valeryevna (Cyrillic: БУРЛИНОВА, Наталья Валерьевна)**, Evseeva 21а, Remshenskoe, Moscow Region 140100, Russia; DOB 22 Jul 1983; POB Ramenskoye, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Female; Passport 653978234 (Russia); alt. Passport 605896418 (Russia); Tax ID No. 504011885451 (Russia) (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

**BURLINOVA, Natalia Valerevna (a.k.a. БУРЛИНОВА, Наталья Валерьевна)** (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

**IONOV TRANSKONTINENTAL, OOO (Cyrillic: ИОНОВ ТРАНСКОНТИНЕНТАЛ, ООО)** (a.k.a. OBSCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTYU IONOV TRANSKONTINENTAL (Cyrillic: ОБЩЕСТВО С ОГРАНИЧЕННОЙ ОТВЕТСТВЕННОСТЬЮ ИОНОВ ТРАНСКОНТИНЕНТАЛ)), Prospekt Mira, d. 102, str. 32, kom. 4, Moscow 129626, Russia (Cyrillic: пр-кт Мира, д. 102, стр. 32, комната 4, Москва 129626, Russia); Target Type Private Company; Registration ID 5167746073478 (Russia); Tax ID No. 9717043935 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: IONOV, Aleksandr Viktorovich).

**STOP-IMPERIALISM (a.k.a. STOP-IMPERIALISM GLOBAL INFORMATION AGENCY)**, Moscow, Russia; Website www.stop-imperialism.com; Gender Male; Passport 4510927317 (Russia); Tax ID No. 774317334010 (Russia) (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].
• 08/01/22

The following [IRAN-EO13846] entries have been added to OFAC's SDN List:

**BLUE CACTUS HEAVY EQUIPMENT & MACHINERY SPARE PARTS TRADING L.L.C.**

(Arabic: بلو كاتوس لتجارة القطع غيار الآلات والمعدات التقدمية م.م.), P.O. Box 126242, United Arab Emirates; Plot No. 117-635, Dubai, United Arab Emirates; Additional Sanctions Information - Subject to Secondary Sanctions; Organization Established Date 13 Aug 2015; Commercial Registry Number 1185785 (United Arab Emirates); Registration Number 738453 (United Arab Emirates) [IRAN-EO13846] (Linked To: BURLINOVA, Natalya Valeryevna).

**PIONEER SHIPMANAGEMENT PTE. LTD.**, 24-07, Shenton House, 3, Shenton Way, Singapore 068805, Singapore; Identification Number IMO 6153011; Registration Number 202010068K (Singapore) [IRAN-EO13846].

**PZNFR TRADING LIMITED** (a.k.a. PZNFR TRADING SDN BHD), Room 023, 9/F Blk G Kwai Shing Ind Building (Stage 2), 42-46 Tai Lin Pai Road, Kwai Chung NT, Hong Kong, China; Retail Lot L3-1, Level 1, 3 Gateway Klia 2, Kuala Lumpur International Airport 2, Sepang, Selangor Darul Ehsan 64000, Malaysia; Additional Sanctions Information - Subject to Secondary Sanctions; Organization Established Date 07 Dec 2020; Registration Number 3000264 (Hong Kong) [IRAN-EO13846] (Linked To: PERSIAN GULF PETROCHEMICAL INDUSTRY COMMERCIAL CO.).

**FARWELL CANYON HK LIMITED**, Mau Lam Comm Bldg, 16-18 Mau Lam Str Jordan K1, Hong Kong, China; Additional Sanctions Information - Subject to Secondary Sanctions; Organization Established Date 25 Nov 2020; Registration Number 2996965 (Hong Kong) [IRAN-EO13846] (Linked To: PERSIAN GULF PETROCHEMICAL INDUSTRY COMMERCIAL CO.).

**GLORY HARVEST (3FYH7) LPG Tanker Panama flag; Vessel Registration Identification IMO 9143506; MMSI 356978000 (vessel) [IRAN-EO13846] (Linked To: GOLDEN WARRIOR SHIPPING CO. LIMITED).

**GOLDEN WARRIOR SHIPPING CO. LIMITED**, 9th Floor, Block C, Qingdao Plaza, 381, Dunhua Lu, Shibeit Qu, Qingdao, Shandong 266034, China; Unit D, 16/F, One Capital Place, 18 Luad Road, Wan Chai, Hong Kong, China; Identification Number IMO 6128561; Registration Number 2880066 (Hong Kong) [IRAN-EO13846].

**PIONEER SHIPMANAGEMENT PTE. LTD.**, 24-07, Shenton House, 3, Shenton Way, Singapore 068805, Singapore; Identification Number IMO 6153011; Registration Number 202010068K (Singapore) [IRAN-EO13846].

**PZNFR TRADING LIMITED** (a.k.a. PZNFR TRADING SDN BHD), Room 023, 9/F Blk G Kwai Shing Ind Building (Stage 2), 42-46 Tai Lin Pai Road, Kwai Chung NT, Hong Kong, China; Retail Lot L3-1, Level 1, 3 Gateway Klia 2, Kuala Lumpur International Airport 2, Sepang, Selangor Darul Ehsan 64000, Malaysia; Additional Sanctions Information - Subject to Secondary Sanctions; Organization Established Date 07 Dec 2020; Registration Number 3000264 (Hong Kong) [IRAN-EO13846] (Linked To: PERSIAN GULF PETROCHEMICAL INDUSTRY COMMERCIAL CO.).
The following [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] entries have been added to OFAC's SDN List:

AKTIVBIZNESKOLLEKSHN, OOO (a.k.a. LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY ACTIVE BUSINESS CONSULT; a.k.a. LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY ACTIVEBUSINESSCOLLECTION; a.k.a. LLC ACTIVEBUSINESSCOLLECTION; a.k.a. OBŞCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTYU AKTIVBIZNESKOLLEKSHN; a.k.a. "ABC LLC"), 19 Vavilova St., Moscow 117997, Russia; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 7736659589 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA). LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY ACTIVEBUSINESSCOLLECTION (a.k.a. AKTIVBIZNESKOLLEKSHN, OOO; a.k.a. LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY ACTIVE BUSINESS CONSULT; a.k.a. LLC ACTIVEBUSINESSCOLLECTION; a.k.a. "ABC LLC"), 19 Vavilova St., Moscow 117997, Russia; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 7736659589 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA). ACTIVEBUSINESSCOLLECTION (a.k.a. AKTIVBIZNESKOLLEKSHN, OOO; a.k.a. LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY ACTIVE BUSINESS CONSULT; a.k.a. LLC ACTIVEBUSINESSCOLLECTION; a.k.a. "ABC LLC"), 19 Vavilova St., Moscow 117997, Russia; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 7736659589 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA). OBŞCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTYU AKTIVBIZNESKOLLEKSHN; a.k.a. "ABC LLC"), 19 Vavilova St., Moscow 117997, Russia; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 7736659589 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA). LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY ACTIVE BUSINESS CONSULT (a.k.a. AKTIVBIZNESKOLLEKSHN, OOO; a.k.a. LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY ACTIVEBUSINESSCOLLECTION; a.k.a. LLC ACTIVEBUSINESSCOLLECTION; a.k.a. OBŞCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTYU AKTIVBIZNESKOLLEKSHN; a.k.a. "ABC LLC"), 19 Vavilova St., Moscow 117997, Russia; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 7736659589 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA). LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY ACTIVE BUSINESS CONSULT (a.k.a. AKTIVBIZNESKOLLEKSHN, OOO; a.k.a. LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY ACTIVEBUSINESSCOLLECTION; a.k.a. LLC ACTIVEBUSINESSCOLLECTION; a.k.a. OBŞCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTYU AKTIVBIZNESKOLLEKSHN; a.k.a. "ABC LLC"), 19 Vavilova St., Moscow 117997, Russia; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 7736659589 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA). LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY ACTIVEBUSINESSCOLLECTION; a.k.a. LLC ACTIVEBUSINESSCOLLECTION; a.k.a. "ABC LLC"), 19 Vavilova St., Moscow 117997, Russia; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 7736659589 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA). THE FOLLOWING [UKRAINE-EO13661] [RUSSIA-EO14024] entries have been added to OFAC's SDN List:

KIRIYENKO, Sergei Vladilenovich (Cyrillic: КИРИЕНКО, Сергей Владимирович) (a.k.a. KIRIYENKO, Sergej Vladilenovich) (a.k.a. KIRIYENKO, Sergei), Moscow, Russia; DOB 26 Jul 1962; POB Sukhumi, Georgia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [RUSSIA-EO14024] -to- KIRIYENKO, Sergei Vladilenovich (Cyrillic: КИРИЕНКО, Сергей Владимирович) (a.k.a. KIRIYENKO, Sergei), Moscow, Russia; DOB 26 Jul 1962; POB Sukhumi, Georgia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [RUSSIA-EO14024] -to- KIRIYENKO, Sergei Vladilenovich (Cyrillic: КИРИЕНКО, Сергей Владимирович) (a.k.a. KIRIYENKO, Sergei), Moscow, Russia; DOB 26 Jul 1962; POB Sukhumi, Georgia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [RUSSIA-EO14024] -to- KIRIYENKO, Sergei Vladilenovich (Cyrillic: КИРИЕНКО, Сергей Владимирович) (a.k.a. KIRIYENKO, Sergei), Moscow, Russia; DOB 26 Jul 1962; POB Sukhumi, Georgia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [RUSSIA-EO14024] -to- KIRIYENKO, Sergei Vladilenovich (Cyrillic: КИРИЕНКО, Сергей Владимирович) (a.k.a. KIRIYENKO, Sergei), Moscow, Russia; DOB 26 Jul 1962; POB Sukhumi, Georgia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [RUSSIA-EO14024] -to- KIRIYENKO, Sergei Vladilenovich (Cyrillic: КИРИЕНКО, Сергей Владимирович) (a.k.a. KIRIYENKO, Sergei), Moscow, Russia; DOB 26 Jul 1962; POB Sukhumi, Georgia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [RUSSIA-EO14024] -to-
resulting in the following new [RUSSIA-EO14024] entries:

I ZRAITEL, Sergey Vladilenovich (a.k.a. KIRIYENKO, Sergey Vladilenovich); a.k.a. KIRIYENKO, Sergei Vladilenovich, Moscow, Russia; DOB 06 Jul 1962; POB Sukhumi, Georgia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [RUSSIA-EO14024].

resulting in the removal of the following [RUSSIA-EO14024] entries:

KIRIYENKO, Sergey Vladilenovich (f.k.a. I ZRAITEL, Sergey Vladilenovich; a.k.a. KIRIYENKO, Sergei Vladilenovich (Cyrillic: КИРИЕНКО, Сергей Владиленович)); Moscow, Russia; DOB 26 Jul 1962; POB Sukhumi, Georgia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [RUSSIA-EO14024].

The following [RUSSIA-EO14024] entries have been added to OFAC's SDN List:

ALFA NERO (ZC7L4) Yacht 2,159 GRT Cayman Islands flag; Vessel Year of Build 2007; Vessel Registration Identification IMO 1009376; MMSI 319957000 (vessel) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: GURYEV, Andrey Andreevich).
MAGNITOGORSK IRON AND STEEL WORKS PJSC (a.k.a. MAGNITOGORSK IRON & STEEL WORKS; a.k.a. MMK PAO; f.k.a. OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY MAGNITOGORSK IRON & STEEL WORKS; a.k.a. PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY MAGNITOGORSK METALLURGICAL COMBINE; a.k.a. PUBLICHNOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSCHESTVO MAGNITOGORSKISKIY METALLURGICHESKIY KOMBINAT (Cyrillic: ПУБЛИЧНОЕ АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО МАГНИТОГОРСКИЙ МЕТАЛЛУРГИЧЕСКИЙ КОМБИНАТ); a.k.a. "PJSC MMK" (Cyrillic: "ТАО MMK"), 93 Kirov Street, Magnitogorsk 455000, Russia; Organization Established Date 1932; Tax ID No. 789000EY8H7UFLRVA902 (Turkey); Gazette Number 00186424 (Russia); Legal Tax ID No. 7414003633 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 00186424 (Russia); Legal Entity Number 253400XSJ4C01YMCXG44; Registration Number 1027402166835 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024]; Organization Established Date 2019; alt. Organization Established Date 2010; Tax ID No. 0950055541 (Turkey); Legal Entity Number 789000EY8H7UFLRVA902 (Turkey); Gazette Number 00186424 (Turkey); Legal Entity Number 253400XSJ4C01YMCXG44; Registration Number 4292 (Turkey) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLICHNOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSCHESTVO MAGNITOGORSKISKIY METALLURGICHESKIY KOMBINAT). MMK METALURJİ PORT (f.k.a. MMK ATAKAS METALURJİ SANAYİ TİCARET VE LİMAN İŞLETMELİÇİ ANONİM ŞİRKETİ); a.k.a. MMK TURKEY), Alparşankelas Turkes Bulvari, No: 342-91, Ozerli Mahallesi, Dörtöl 31600, Turkey; Kocaeli, Dilovasi, Turkey; İstanbul, Turkey; Website https://mmkturkey.com.tr/; Organization Established Date 12 Mar 1998; alt. Organization Established Date 2010; Tax ID No. 0950055541 (Turkey); Legal Entity Number 789000EY8H7UFLRVA902 (Turkey); Registration Number 4292 (Turkey) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLICHNOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSCHESTVO MAGNITOGORSKISKIY METALLURGICHESKIY KOMBINAT). MMK METALURJİ PORT (f.k.a. MMK ATAKAS METALURJİ SANAYİ TİCARET VE LİMAN İŞLETMELİÇİ ANONİM ŞİRKETİ; a.k.a. MMK TURKEY), Alparşankelas Turkes Bulvari, No: 342-91, Ozerli Mahallesi, Dörtöl 31600, Turkey; Kocaeli, Dilovasi, Turkey; İstanbul, Turkey; Website https://mmkturkey.com.tr/; Organization Established Date 12 Mar 1998; alt. Organization Established Date 2010; Tax ID No. 0950055541 (Turkey); Legal Entity Number 789000EY8H7UFLRVA902 (Turkey); Registration Number 4292 (Turkey) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLICHNOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSCHESTVO MAGNITOGORSKISKIY METALLURGICHESKIY KOMBINAT).
ОГРАНИЧЕННОЙ ОТВЕТСТВЕННОСТЬЮ ИНВЕСТИЦИОННАЯ КОМПАНИЯ ММК-ФИНАНС; f.k.a. RASCHETNO-FONDOVY TSENTR, ZAKRYTOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OBSHCHESTVO INVESTITSIONNAYA KOMPANIYA), 70, ul. Kirova Magnitogorsk, Chelyabinskaya Obl. 455019, Russia; Registration Number 105742010647 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLICHCNE AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO MAGNITOGORSKIY METALLURGICHESKIY KOMBINAT).

PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY MAGNITOGORSK METALLURGICAL COMBINE (a.k.a. MAGNITOGORSK IRON & STEEL WORKS; a.k.a. MAGNITOGORSK IRON AND STEEL WORKS PJSC; a.k.a. MMK PAO; f.k.a. OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY MAGNITOGORSK IRON & STEEL WORKS; a.k.a. PUBLICHCNE AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO MAGNITOGORSKIY METALLURGICHESKIY KOMBINAT (Cyrillic: "ПУБЛИЧНОЕ АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО МАГНИТОГОРСКИЙ МЕТАЛЛУРГИЧЕСКИЙ КОМБИНАТ") (a.k.a. MAGNITOGORSK IRON & STEEL WORKS; a.k.a. MAGNITOGORSK IRON AND STEEL WORKS PJSC; a.k.a. MMK PAO; f.k.a. OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY MAGNITOGORSK IRON & STEEL WORKS; a.k.a. PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY MAGNITOGORSK METALLURGICAL COMBINE; a.k.a. "PJSC MMK" (Cyrillic: "ПАО MMK")), 93 Kirov Street, Magnitogorsk 455000, Russia; Organization Established Date 1932; Tax Id No. 7414000034; Government Gazette Number 00186442 (Russia); Legal Entity Number 253400XSJ4C01YMCXG44 (Russia); Registration Number 1027402166835 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

POPOVA, Natalya Valerevna (a.k.a. POPOVA, Natalya Valerevna (Cyrillic: ПОПОВА, Наталья Валерьевна)), Bolshaya Dorogomilovskaya Str., 10-50, Moscow 121059, Russia; DOB 28 Jul 1981; alt. DOB 03 Sep 1984; POB Dedovsk, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Female; Passport 753835603 (Russia) issued 20 Oct 2016 expires 20 Oct 2026; National ID No. 4516843328 (Russia) (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: LLC VEB VENTURES; Linked To: DMITRIEV, Kirill Aleksandrovich).

POPOVA, Natalya Valerevna (Cyrillic: ПОПОВА, Наталья Валерьевна), Bolshaya Dorogomilovskaya Str., 10-50, Moscow 121059, Russia; DOB 28 Jul 1981; alt. DOB 03 Sep 1984; POB Dedovsk, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Female; Passport 753835603 (Russia) issued 20 Oct 2016 expires 20 Oct 2026; National ID No. 4516843328 (Russia) (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: LLC VEB VENTURES; Linked To: DMITRIEV, Kirill Aleksandrovich).

PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY MAGNITOGORSK METALLURGICAL COMBINE (a.k.a. MAGNITOGORSK IRON & STEEL WORKS; a.k.a. MAGNITOGORSK IRON AND STEEL WORKS PJSC; a.k.a. MMK PAO; f.k.a. OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY MAGNITOGORSK IRON & STEEL WORKS; a.k.a. PUBLICHCNE AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO MAGNITOGORSKIY METALLURGICHESKIY KOMBINAT (Cyrillic: "ПУБЛИЧНОЕ АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО МАГНИТОГОРСКИЙ МЕТАЛЛУРГИЧЕСКИЙ КОМБИНАТ") (a.k.a. MAGNITOGORSK IRON & STEEL WORKS; a.k.a. MAGNITOGORSK IRON AND STEEL WORKS PJSC; a.k.a. MMK PAO; f.k.a. OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY MAGNITOGORSK IRON & STEEL WORKS; a.k.a. PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY MAGNITOGORSK METALLURGICAL COMBINE; a.k.a. "PJSC MMK" (Cyrillic: "ПАО MMK")), 93 Kirov Street, Magnitogorsk 455000, Russia; Organization Established Date 1932; Tax Id No. 7414000034; Government Gazette Number 00186442 (Russia); Legal Entity Number 253400XSJ4C01YMCXG44 (Russia); Registration Number 1027402166835 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY MAGNITOGORSK METALLURGICAL COMBINE (a.k.a. MAGNITOGORSK IRON & STEEL WORKS; a.k.a. MAGNITOGORSK IRON AND STEEL WORKS PJSC; a.k.a. MMK PAO; f.k.a. OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY MAGNITOGORSK IRON & STEEL WORKS; a.k.a. PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY MAGNITOGORSK METALLURGICAL COMBINE; a.k.a. "PJSC MMK" (Cyrillic: "ПАО MMK")), 93 Kirov Street, Magnitogorsk 455000, Russia; Organization Established Date 1932; Tax Id No. 7414000034; Government Gazette Number 00186442 (Russia); Legal Entity Number 253400XSJ4C01YMCXG44 (Russia); Registration Number 1027402166835 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY MAGNITOGORSK METALLURGICAL COMBINE (a.k.a. MAGNITOGORSK IRON & STEEL WORKS; a.k.a. MAGNITOGORSK IRON AND STEEL WORKS PJSC; a.k.a. MMK PAO; f.k.a. OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY MAGNITOGORSK IRON & STEEL WORKS; a.k.a. PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY MAGNITOGORSK METALLURGICAL COMBINE; a.k.a. "PJSC MMK" (Cyrillic: "ПАО MMK")), 93 Kirov Street, Magnitogorsk 455000, Russia; Organization Established Date 1932; Tax Id No. 7414000034; Government Gazette Number 00186442 (Russia); Legal Entity Number 253400XSJ4C01YMCXG44 (Russia); Registration Number 1027402166835 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY MAGNITOGORSK METALLURGICAL COMBINE (a.k.a. MAGNITOGORSK IRON & STEEL WORKS; a.k.a. MAGNITOGORSK IRON AND STEEL WORKS PJSC; a.k.a. MMK PAO; f.k.a. OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY MAGNITOGORSK IRON & STEEL WORKS; a.k.a. PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY MAGNITOGORSK METALLURGICAL COMBINE; a.k.a. "PJSC MMK" (Cyrillic: "ПАО MMK")), 93 Kirov Street, Magnitogorsk 455000, Russia; Organization Established Date 1932; Tax Id No. 7414000034; Government Gazette Number 00186442 (Russia); Legal Entity Number 253400XSJ4C01YMCXG44 (Russia); Registration Number 1027402166835 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

RASHNIKOV, Viktor (a.k.a. RASHNIKOV, Viktor Filippovich (Cyrillic: РАШНИКОВ, Виктор Филиппович)), Magnitogorsk, Russia; DOB 13 Oct 1948; alt. DOB 03 Oct 1948; POB Magnitogorsk, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Tax Id No. 7444012675 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY MAGNITOGORSK METALLURGICAL COMBINE (a.k.a. MAGNITOGORSK IRON & STEEL WORKS; a.k.a. MAGNITOGORSK IRON AND STEEL WORKS PJSC; a.k.a. MMK PAO; f.k.a. OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY MAGNITOGORSK IRON & STEEL WORKS; a.k.a. PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY MAGNITOGORSK METALLURGICAL COMBINE; a.k.a. "PJSC MMK" (Cyrillic: "ПАО MMK")), 93 Kirov Street, Magnitogorsk 455000, Russia; Organization Established Date 1932; Tax Id No. 7414000034; Government Gazette Number 00186442 (Russia); Legal Entity Number 253400XSJ4C01YMCXG44 (Russia); Registration Number 1027402166835 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

RASHNIKOV, Viktor (a.k.a. RASHNIKOV, Viktor Filippovich (Cyrillic: РАШНИКОВ, Виктор Филиппович)), Magnitogorsk, Russia; DOB 13 Oct 1948; alt. DOB 03 Oct 1948; POB Magnitogorsk, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Tax Id No. 7444012675 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].
Gender Male; Tax ID No. 744401267500 (Russia) (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024].

URUSOV, Anton Sergeyevich (Cyrillic: УРУСОВ, Антон Сергеевич) (a.k.a. URUSOV, Anton Sergeyevich), Moscow, Russia; DOB 11 Sep 1986; POB Ulyanovsk, Russia; nationality Russia; citizen Russia; Gender Male; Passport 752826108 (Russia) issued 15 Feb 2016 expires 15 Feb 2026; Tax ID No. 732898489410 (Russia) (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY PROMISING INDUSTRIAL AND INFRASTRUCTURE TECHNOLOGIES).

URUSOV, Anton Sergeyevich (a.k.a. URUSOV, Anton Sergeyevich), Moscow, Russia; DOB 11 Sep 1986; POB Ulyanovsk, Russia; nationality Russia; citizen Russia; Gender Male; Passport 752826108 (Russia) issued 15 Feb 2016 expires 15 Feb 2026; Tax ID No. 732898489410 (Russia) (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY PROMISING INDUSTRIAL AND INFRASTRUCTURE TECHNOLOGIES).

"PJSC MMK" (Cyrillic: "ПАО MMK") (a.k.a. MAGNITOGORSK IRON & STEEL WORKS; a.k.a. MAGNITOGORSK IRON AND STEEL WORKS PJSC; a.k.a. MMK PAC; f.k.a. OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY MAGNITOGORSK IRON & STEEL WORKS; a.k.a. PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY MAGNITOGORSK METALLURGICAL COMBINE; a.k.a. PUBLICNOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO MAGNITOGORSKOGO METALLURGICHESKOGO KOMBINAT (Cyrillic: Публичное акционерное общество Магнитогорский металлургический комбинат)), 93 Kirov Street, Magnitogorsk 455000, Russia; Organization Established Date 1932; Tax ID No. 7414003633 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 00186424 (Russia); Legal Entity Number 253400XSJ4C01YMCXG44 (Russia); Registration Number 1027402166835 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024].

The following [RUSSIA-E014024] entries have been changed:

AO NII MORTEPLETEKHNII (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY RESEARCH AND DESIGN INSTITUTE SEA THERMAL ENGINEERING; a.k.a. JSC RESEARCH & DESIGN INSTITUTE MORTEPLETEKHNII; a.k.a. JSC RESEARCH AND DESIGN INSTITUTE MORTEPLETEKHNII, Ul. Chemnikova, D. 44, Lomonosov 189510, Russia; Organization Established Date 15 Dec 1991; Tax ID No. 7402006277 (Russia); Registration Number 1047401500046 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY CONCERN SEA UNDERWATER WEAPON GIDROPBIPOR), -to- JOINT STOCK COMPANY RESEARCH AND DESIGN INSTITUTE SEA THERMAL ENGINEERING (a.k.a. AO NII MORTEPLETEKHNII; a.k.a. JSC RESEARCH & DESIGN INSTITUTE MORTEPLETEKHNII, Ul. Chemnikova, D. 44, Lomonosov 189510, Russia; Organization Established Date 15 Dec 1991; Tax ID No. 7819308094 (Russia); Registration Number 1047401500046 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY CONCERN SEA UNDERWATER WEAPON GIDROPBIPOR).

JOINT STOCK COMPANY SEVERNIY PRESS (a.k.a. AO SEVERNIY PRESS; a.k.a. JSC SEVERNIY PRESS; a.k.a. SEVERNIY PRESS), Ul. Tallinskaya D. 7, Saint Petersburg 195196, Russia; Organization Established Date 24 Feb 1992; Tax ID No. 6444009038 (Russia); Registration Number 1146444000010 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY CONCERN SEA UNDERWATER WEAPON GIDROPBIPOR).

JSC RESEARCH & DESIGN INSTITUTE MORTEPLETEKHNII (a.k.a. AO NII MORTEPLETEKHNII; a.k.a. JSC RESEARCH & DESIGN INSTITUTE MORTEPLETEKHNII, Ul. Chemnikova, D. 44, Lomonosov 189510, Russia; Organization Established Date 15 Dec 1991; Tax ID No. 7402006277 (Russia); Registration Number 1047401500046 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY CONCERN SEA UNDERWATER WEAPON GIDROPBIPOR), -to- JOINT STOCK COMPANY RESEARCH AND DESIGN INSTITUTE SEA THERMAL ENGINEERING (a.k.a. AO NII MORTEPLETEKHNII; a.k.a. JSC RESEARCH & DESIGN INSTITUTE MORTEPLETEKHNII, Ul. Chemnikova, D. 44, Lomonosov 189510, Russia; Organization Established Date 15 Dec 1991; Tax ID No. 7819308094 (Russia); Registration Number 1047401500046 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY CONCERN SEA UNDERWATER WEAPON GIDROPBIPOR).
The following [RUSSIA-EO14024] entries have been added to OFAC's SDN List:

ACADEMICIAN A.L. MINTS RADIO ENGINEERING INSTITUTE (a.k.a. ACADEMICIAN A.L. MINTS RADIOENGINEERING INSTITUTE JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. RADIO TECHNICAL AND INFORMATION SYSTEMS IMENI A.L. MINTS; a.k.a. RTI IMENI ACADEMICIAN A.L. MINTS), St. 8 Marta, House 10, Moscow 127083, Russia; Tax ID No. 7713006449 (Russia); Registration Number 1027739323831 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO NAUCHNO PROIZVODSTVENNOE OBEedinienie IMENI A.L. MINTS (a.k.a. SCIENTIFIC AND PRODUCTION ASSOCIATION OF MEASURING JSC; a.k.a. SCIENTIFIC AND PRODUCTION ASSOCIATION OF MEASURING EQUIPMENT JSC; a.k.a. IMENI A.L. MINTS; a.k.a. RTI IMENI ACADEMICIAN A.L. MINTS), St. 8 Marta, House 10, Moscow 127083, Russia; Tax ID No. 5018139517 (Russia); Registration Number 1095018006555 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO DIZAIN TSENTR SOYUZ (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY DESIGN CENTER SOYUZ), K. 100, KOM. 205, Zelenograd, Moscow 124482, Russia; Organization Established Date 29 Apr 2015; Tax ID No. 7735143270 (Russia); Registration Number 1157746430303 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

AKTSIONERNOYE OBSHCHESTVO GOSUDARSTVENNAYA TRANSPORTNAYA LIZINGOVAIA KOMPANIYA (Cyrillic: ГОСУДАРСТВЕННАЯ ТРАНСПОРТНАЯ ЛИЗИНГОВАЯ КОМПАНИЯ) (a.k.a. GTLK AO (Cyrillic: ЛИЗИНГОВАЯ КОМПАНИЯ), 19 Vavilova St., Moscow 117997, Russia; Tax ID No. 7736659589 (Russia); Registration Number 8706337732 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

• 08/02/22

The following [RUSSIA-EO14024] entries have been removed:

LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY ACTIVE BUSINESS CONSULT (a.k.a. LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY ACTIVEBUSINESSCOLLECTION; a.k.a. "ABC LLC"), 19 Vavilova St., Moscow 117997, Russia; Tax ID No. 7736659589 (Russia); Registration Number 77366390572 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY ACTIVEBUSINESSCOLLECTION (a.k.a. "ABC LLC"), 19 Vavilova St., Moscow 117997, Russia; Tax ID No. 7736659589 (Russia); Registration Number 113774690572 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

(Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).
Russia; Tax ID No. 77207086772 (Russia); Registration Number 1027700384909 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024].

FGU FNTS NIIS RAN (a.k.a. FEDERAL STATE INSTITUTION FEDERAL SCIENTIFIC CENTER SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH INSTITUTE FOR SYSTEM ANALYSIS OF THE RUSSIAN ACADEMY OF SCIENCES; a.k.a. FEDERALNOE GOSUDARSTVENNOE UCHREZHDENIE FEDERALNYY NAUCHNY TSENTR NAUCHNO-ISSLEDOVATELSKIY INSTITUT SISTEMNYKH ISSLEDOVANII ROSSIYSKOMU AKADEMII NAUK; a.k.a. FSI FSC SRISA RAS; a.k.a. SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF SYSTEM ANALYSIS, RUSSIAN ACADEMIC OF SCIENCES), Nakhimovsky Prospect, 36, Building 1, Moscow 117218, Russia; Tax ID No. 77207086772 (Russia); Registration Number 1027700384909 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024].

FOUNDATION FOR DEVELOPMENT OF THE CENTER FOR ELABORATION AND COMMERCIALIZATION OF NEW TECHNOLOGIES (a.k.a. SKOLKOVO FOUNDATION), 5 Nobel’ska str., Skolkovo Innovation Centre, Moscow 121205, Russia; Organization Established Date 2010; Tax ID No. 7701058410 (Russia); Registration Number 1107799016720 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024].

FSI FSC SRISA RAS (a.k.a. FEDERAL STATE INSTITUTION FEDERAL SCIENTIFIC CENTER SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH INSTITUTE FOR SYSTEM ANALYSIS OF THE RUSSIAN ACADEMY OF SCIENCES; a.k.a. FEDERALNOE GOSUDARSTVENNOE UCHREZHDENIE FEDERALNYY NAUCHNY TSENTR NAUCHNO-ISSLEDOVATELSKIY INSTITUT SISTEMNYKH ISSLEDOVANII ROSSIYSKOMU AKADEMII NAUK; a.k.a. FGU FNTS NIIS RAN; a.k.a. SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF SYSTEM ANALYSIS, RUSSIAN ACADEMIC OF SCIENCES), Nakhimovsky Prospect, 36, Building 1, Moscow 117218, Russia; Tax ID No. 77207086772 (Russia); Registration Number 1027700384909 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024].

GTLK AO (Cyrillic: АО ГТЛК) (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOYE OBSHCHESTVO GOSUDARSTVENNAYA TRANSPORTNAYA LIZINGOVAIA KOMPAANIYA (Cyrillic: АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО ГОСУДАРСТВЕННАЯ ТРАНСПОРТНАЯ ЛИЗИНГОВАЯ КОМПАНИЯ); a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY STATE TRANSPORTATION LEASING COMPANY; a.k.a. JSC GTLK; a.k.a. PJSC GTLK; a.k.a. PJSC STLC; a.k.a. PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY STATE TRANSPORT LEASING COMPANY), 31A Leningradsky prospect, Bldg 1, Moscow 125284, Russia; ul. Respubliki, D. 73, Kom. 100, Salekhard, Yamalo-Nenets Autonomous Region 629008, Russia (Cyrillic: ул. Республики, д. 73, ком. 100, г. Салехард, Ямало-Ненецкий Автономный округ 629008, Россия); Tax ID No. 7720261827 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 57992197 (Russia); Registration Number 102773047189 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024].

GTLK ASIA LIMITED, 31/F, Tower Two, Times Square, 1 Matheson Street, Causeway Bay, Hong Kong, China; Organization Established Date 05 Sep 2018; Registration Number 2742447 (Hong Kong) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked to: JOINT STOCK COMPANY STATE TRANSPORTATION LEASING COMPANY).

GTLK EUROPE CAP (a.k.a. GTLK EUROPE CAPITAL DAC; a.k.a. GTLK EUROPE CAPITAL DESIGNATED ACTIVITY COMPANY), 2nd Floor, 2 Hume Street, Dublin 2, Ireland; Registration Number 619002 (Ireland) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked to: JOINT STOCK COMPANY STATE TRANSPORTATION LEASING COMPANY).

GTLK EUROPE CAPITAL DAC (a.k.a. GTLK EUROPE CAPITAL DESIGNATED ACTIVITY COMPANY), 2nd Floor, 2 Hume Street, Dublin 2, Ireland; Registration Number 619002 (Ireland) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked to: JOINT STOCK COMPANY STATE TRANSPORTATION LEASING COMPANY).

GTLK EUROPE CAPITAL DESIGNATED ACTIVITY COMPANY (a.k.a. GTLK EUROPE CAPITAL DAC; a.k.a. GTLK EUROPE CAPITAL DESIGNATED ACTIVITY COMPANY), 2nd Floor, 2 Hume Street, Dublin 2, Ireland; Registration Number 619002 (Ireland) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked to: JOINT STOCK COMPANY STATE TRANSPORTATION LEASING COMPANY).

GTLK EUROPE DAC (a.k.a. GTLK EUROPE DESIGNATED ACTIVITY COMPANY; a.k.a. "GTLKE"), 2nd Floor, 2 Hume Street, Dublin 2, Ireland; 9 Pembroke Street Upper, Dublin 2, Ireland; Registration Number 512927 (Ireland) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked to: JOINT STOCK COMPANY STATE TRANSPORTATION LEASING COMPANY).

IVASCHENKO, Konstantin Volodymyrovych (a.k.a. IVASCHENKO, Konstantin; a.k.a. IVASCHENKO, Konstantin Vladimirovich; a.k.a. IVASHCHENKO, Konstantin Volodimirovich; a.k.a. IVASHCHENKO, Konstantin Vladimirovich); a.k.a. IVASHCHENKO, Konstantin (Cyrillic: ИВАЩЕНКО, Константин; a.k.a. ИВАЩЕНКО, Константин Владимирович; a.k.a. ИВАЩЕНКО, Константин Володимирович); a.k.a. IVASHENKO, Konstantin Volodimirovich (Cyrillic: ИВАЩЕНКО, Константин Володимирович), Mariupol, Ukraine; DOB 03 Oct 1963; POB Mariupol, Ukraine; nationality Ukraine; Gender Male; Tax ID No. 2328614173 (Ukraine) (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024].

IVASCHENKO, Konstantin (a.k.a. IVASCHENKO, Konstantin Volodimirovich; a.k.a. IVASHENKO, Konstantin Volodymyrovych (Cyrillic: ИВАЩЕНКО, Константин Володимирович); a.k.a. IVASHENKO, Konstantin Volodimirovich; a.k.a. IVASHCHENKO, Konstantin (Cyrillic: ИВАЩЕНКО, Константин Володимирович); a.k.a. IVASHCHENKO, Konstantin Volodymyrovych (Cyrillic: ИВАЩЕНКО, Константин Володимирович), Dubai Airport Freezone Authority, P.O. Box 491, Dubai 00000, United Arab Emirates; Organization Established Date 07 Oct 2018; Registration Number DAFZ/1918 (United Arab Emirates) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked to: JOINT STOCK COMPANY STATE TRANSPORTATION LEASING COMPANY).

GTLK MIDDLE EAST FREE ZONE COMPANY (a.k.a. GTLK MIDDLE EAST FZCO), Dubai Airport Freezone Authority, P.O. Box 491, Dubai 00000, United Arab Emirates; Organization Established Date 07 Oct 2018; Registration Number DAFZ/1918 (United Arab Emirates) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked to: JOINT STOCK COMPANY STATE TRANSPORTATION LEASING COMPANY).
JOINT STOCK COMPANY DESIGN CENTER SOYUZ (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO DIZAIN TSENTR SOYUZ), K. 100, KOM. 205, Zelenograd, Moscow 124482, Russia; Organization Established Date 29 Apr 2015; Tax ID No. 7735143270 (Russia); Registration Number 1157746403033 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024].

JOINT STOCK COMPANY DESIGN TECHNOLOGY CENTER ELEKTRONIKA (a.k.a. ELECTRONICS EDC JSC; a.k.a. ELECTRONICS ENGINEERING AND DESIGN CENTER JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. ELEKTRONIKA ENGINEERING AND DESIGN CENTER JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY KTTS ELEKTRONIKA), Building 119A Leninskiy Prospekt, 17A, 2nd Floor, Voronezh 394033, Russia; Organization Established Date 11 Jan 2006; Tax ID No. 3661033667 (Russia); Registration Number 106367000495 [RUSSIA-E014024].

JOINT STOCK COMPANY STATE TRANSPORT LEASING COMPANY (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOYE OBSHCHESTVO GOSUDARSTVENNOY TRANSPORTNAYA LIZINGOVAIA KOMPANIYA), Building 119A Leninskiy Prospekt, 17A, 2nd Floor, Voronezh 394033, Russia; Organization Established Date 09 Nov 2012; Tax ID No. 7736005096 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024].

JOINT STOCK COMPANY INSTITUTE OF ELECTRONIC CONTROL COMPUTERS NAMED AFTER I.S. BRUK (a.k.a. "JSC INEUM"), 24, Vavilova st., Moscow 119334, Russia; Tax ID No. 7736005096 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024].

JOINT STOCK COMPANY KTTS ELEKTRONIKA (a.k.a. ELECTRONICS EDC JSC; a.k.a. ELECTRONICS ENGINEERING AND DESIGN CENTER JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. ELEKTRONIKA ENGINEERING AND DESIGN CENTER JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY DESIGN TECHNOLOGY CENTER ELEKTRONIKA), Building 119A Leninskiy Prospekt, 17A, 2nd Floor, Voronezh 394033, Russia; Organization Established Date 11 Jan 2006; Tax ID No. 3661033667 (Russia); Registration Number 106367000495 [RUSSIA-E014024].

JOINT STOCK COMPANY NIIMA PROGRESS (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY INSTITUTE FOR SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH MICROELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT PROGRESS; a.k.a. MICROELECTRONICS RESEARCH INSTITUTE PROGRESS JSC; a.k.a. PROGRESS MRI JSC), 54 Cherepanovskiy Driveway, Moscow 125183, Russia; Organization Established Date 09 Nov 2012; Tax ID No. 7743869192 (Russia); Registration Number 1127774128662 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024].

JOINT STOCK COMPANY RESEARCH CENTER FOR ELECTRONIC AND MECHANICAL DEVICES5 (a.k.a. JSC NII-ELEKTRO-MEKHANICHESKIKH Priborov; a.k.a. PENZA SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF ELECTRO-MECHANICAL DEVICES; a.k.a. "JSC NIILEM"; a.k.a. "JSC SRIEM"), 44, Karakozova street, Penza 440600, Russia; Tax ID No. 5834054179 (Russia); Registration Number 1115834003185 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024].

JOINT STOCK COMPANY STATE TRANSPORTATION LEASING COMPANY (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOYE OBSHCHESTVO GOSUDARSTVENNOY TRANSPORTNAYA LIZINGOVAIA KOMPANIYA) [RUSSIA-EO14024].
Anatolyevich)), 19 A 20 Malaya Bronnaya Street, Moscow 123104, Russia; DOB 27 Oct 1964; POB Belgorod, Ukraine; nationality Russia; alt. nationality Cyprus; Gender Male; Tax ID No. 629008, Russia (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

PONOMARENKO, Alexander Anatolyevich (a.k.a. PONOMARENKO, Aleksandr Anatolyevich; a.k.a. PONOMARENKO, Alexander Anatolyevich (Cyrillic: ПОНОМАРЕНКО, Александр Анатольевич)), 19 A 20 Malaya Bronnaya Street, Moscow 123104, Russia; DOB 27 Oct 1964; POB Belgorod, Ukraine; nationality Russia; alt. nationality Cyprus; Gender Male; Tax ID No. 770304246523 (Russia) (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

PROGRESS MRTJSC (a.k.a. a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY INSTITUTE FOR SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH MICROELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT PROGRESS; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY NIIMA PROGRESS; a.k.a. MICROELECTRONICS RESEARCH INSTITUTE PROGRESS JSC), 54 Cherepanovych Driveway, Moscow 125183, Russia; Organization Established Date 09 Nov 2012; Tax ID No. 7743869192 (Russia); Registration Number 112773923831 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY KREMNY (a.k.a. AO GRUPPA KREMNY EL; a.k.a. CJSC KREMNY AI GROUP; a.k.a. JSC GRUPPA KREMNY EL; a.k.a. KREMNY GROUP), Krasnoarmeyskaya 103, Bryansk 241037, Russia; Organization Established Date 26 Feb 1993; Tax ID No. 3234000876 (Russia); Registration Number 1023202739218 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY STATE TRANSPORT LEASING COMPANY (a.k.a. AKTSIONEROE OBSCHESTVO GOSUDARSTVENNAYA TRANSPORTNAYA LIZINGOVAIA KOMPANIYA (Cyrillic: АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО ГОСУДАРСТВЕННАЯ ТРАНСПОРТНАЯ ЛИЗИНГОВАЯ КОМПАНИЯ); a.k.a. GTLK AO (Cyrillic: АО ГТЛК); a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY STATE TRANSPORTATION LEASING COMPANY), a.k.a. JSC GTLK; a.k.a. PJSC GTLK; a.k.a. PJSC STLC), 31A Leningradsky prospekt, Bldg 1, Moscow 125284, Russia; ul. Respubliki, D. 73, Kom. 100, Salekhard, Yamalo-Nenets Autonomous Region 629008, Russia (Cyrillic: ул. Республики, д. 73, ком. 100, г. Салехард, Ямало-Ненецкий Автономный округ 629008, Россия); Tax ID No. 7720261827 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 579921977 (Russia); Registration Number 102773904719 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

PUMPYANSKYI, Dmitry Aleksandrovich (Cyrillic: ПУМПЯНСКИЙ, Дмитрий Александрович), Russia; DOB 22 Mar 1964; POB Ul'yan-Ude, Buryatia Republic, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Tax ID No. 665800421844 (Russia) (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

PUMPYANSKYI, Dmitry Aleksandrovich (Cyrillic: ПУМПЯНСКИЙ, Дмитрий Александрович), Russia; DOB 22 Mar 1964; POB Ul'yan-Ude, Buryatia Republic, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Tax ID No. 665800421844 (Russia) (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

RESCHER COMMISSION FOR PEACE AND ORDER (Cyrillic: КОМИТЕТ СПАСЕНИЯ ЗА МИР И ПОРЯДОК) (a.k.a. RESCUE COMMITTEE FOR PEACE AND ORDER (Cyrillic: КОМИТЕТ ПО РОЖИНЕ ЗА МИР И ПОРЯДОК)), Kherson Region, Ukraine; Target Type Unrecognized Government Entity [RUSSIA-EO14024].

SCIENTIFIC AND PRODUCTION ASSOCIATION OF MEASURING EQUIPMENT JSC (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSCHESTVO NAUCHNO PROIZVODSTVENNOE OBEDINENIE IMERNIY TECNHIK; a.k.a. SCIENTIFIC AND PRODUCTION ASSOCIATION OF MEASURING TECHNOLOGY; a.k.a. "AO NPO IT"), 2k4 Pionerskaya Str., Korolyov, Moscow Region 141074, Russia; Tax ID No. 5018139517 (Russia); Registration Number 1095018006555 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

SCIENTIFIC AND PRODUCTION ASSOCIATION OF MEASURING TECHNOLOGY (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSCHESTVO NAUCHNO PROIZVODSTVENNOE OBEedinenie IZMIRITELNY TECNIK; a.k.a. SCIENTIFIC AND PRODUCTION ASSOCIATION OF MEASURING TECHNOLOGY; a.k.a. "AO NPO IT"), 2k4 Pionerskaya Str., Korolyov, Moscow Region 141074, Russia; Tax ID No. 5018139517 (Russia); Registration Number 1095018006555 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].
YELESEYEV, Sergey Vladimirovich (Cyrillic: ЕЛИСЕЕВ, Сергей Владимирович) (a.k.a. YELISEEV, Sergei), Kherson Oblast, Ukraine; DOB 05 May 1971; POB Stavropol, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

ZAO SVETLANA POLUPROVODNIK (a.k.a. JSC SVETLANA POLUPROVODNIK); a.k.a. SVETLANA POLUPROVODNIK PAO; a.k.a. SVETLANA SEMICONDUCTORS STOCK COMPANY), 27, Engels Prospect, Saint Petersburg 194156, Russia; Tax ID No. 7802002037 (Russia); Registration Number 1027601534485 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

"AO NPO IT" (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNO OBSCHESTVO NAUCHNO PROIZVODSTVENNOE OBEDINENIE IZMERITELNY TEKHNIKI; a.k.a. SCIENTIFIC AND PRODUCTION ASSOCIATION OF MEASURING EQUIPMENT JSC; a.k.a. SCIENTIFIC AND PRODUCTION ASSOCIATION OF MEASURING TECHNOLOGY), 2k4 Pionerskaya Str., Korolyov, Moscow Region 141074, Russia; Tax ID No. 5018139517 (Russia); Registration Number 1095018006555 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

"GTLKE" (a.k.a. GTLK EUROPE DAC; a.k.a. GTLK EUROPE DESIGNATED ACTIVITY COMPANY), 2nd Floor, 2 Hume Street, Dublin 2, Ireland; 9 Pembroke Street Upper, Dublin 2, Ireland; Registration Number 512927 (Ireland) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY STATE TRANSPORTATION LEASING COMPANY).

"JSC NIIEM" (a.k.a. JSC NII ELEKTRONNO-MEKHANICHESKII Priborov; a.k.a. PENZA SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF ELECTRO-MECHANICAL DEVICES; a.k.a. "JSC NIEIM"), 44, Karazkova Street, Penza 440600, Russia; Tax ID No. 5834054179 (Russia); Registration Number 1115834003185 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

"JSC SRIEM" (a.k.a. JSC SRIEM), 141701, Russia; A 1 Kerenskaya St., Moscow 117303, Russia; Ulitza Gagarina 16, Zhukovsky, Moscow Region 140180, Russia; Klimentovsky Pereulok 1 Stroyeniye 1, Moscow 115184, Russia; Tax ID No. 5008006211 (Russia); Registration Number 1027793986135 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

"MIPT" (a.k.a. FEDERAL STATE INSTITUTION OF HIGHER VOCATIONAL EDUCATION MOSCOW INSTITUTE OF PHYSICS AND TECHNOLOGY; a.k.a. MOSKOVSKYI FIZIKO TRENCHNEISKII INSTITUT; a.k.a. "MIPT"), 9 Institutsky Per., Dolgoprudny, Moscow Region 140180, Russia; Klimentovsky Pereulok 1 Stroyeniye 1, Moscow 115184, Russia; Tax ID No. 5008006211 (Russia); Registration Number 1027793986135 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

The following [CYBER2] entries have been added to OFAC's SDN List:

- 08/08/22

TORNADO CASH (a.k.a. TORNADO CASH CLASSIC; a.k.a. TORNADO CASH NOVA); Website tornado.cash; Digital Currency Address - ETH 0x85894273736D86E98730D7795D868731F DA16; alt. Digital Currency Address - ETH 0x722122FD12D4e14e13Ac3b695a8e84145b 6967; alt. Digital Currency Address - ETH 0xDDc480CB42039969C16D4cdF6f2e8B821 d384; alt. Digital Currency Address - ETH 0x906b2925DA76b50C4edD0f9b90Ad65324 F31b; alt. Digital Currency Address - ETH 0x96F21c14Db845834d9a676E62c3BD16 4307; alt. Digital Currency Address - ETH 0x4736dc1f7A3f580672ccE6E7c65dc50c9F B9d; alt. Digital Currency Address - ETH 0xD88D4D29F5CedD6587912842cf3bf20C8 Cfa3; alt. Digital Currency Address - ETH 0x91Cd523D972b0a6f4ae4618a6D6262b3 9D6F; alt. Digital Currency Address - ETH 0xA160cbDA226585Ad1d56a342d8841c3b53 f291; alt. Digital Currency Address - ETH 0xF6610d2aA157B72E383b939a1cb3516 c7144; alt. Digital Currency Address - ETH 0xF06D140cF7076baE9c734Ac3ae76AD9e BC3A; alt. Digital Currency Address - ETH 0x22aaA7720dd5388a3c0A333340935C68f 840b; alt. Digital Currency Address - ETH 0x82A14C1c1923a32Bfe76926E38BA49b6C D659; alt. Digital Currency Address - ETH 0xb1C8094B2340cE6e03f1a5b673c1d8C6973 9A0O; alt. Digital Currency Address - ETH 0x57653ea1119f3E8af18BD80f4F71401D7 B31c; alt. Digital Currency Address - ETH 0x58E8cdC13CE9780f4C2E8732D8EaDA4CF6 9436F2; alt. Digital Currency Address - ETH 0xD691F275BB395686A6C6C7253069B409c 362d; alt. Digital Currency Address - ETH 0xeA89C355860e11f524540D997AFA25e5731B6 8a86; alt. Digital Currency Address - ETH 0x1536c899DC8467CF71C95612F9395A8f 2f0a; alt. Digital Currency Address - ETH 0xA600C7729583e3D56c15fD05b5a37AC6e6 23A0D; alt. Digital Currency Address - ETH 0x169AD27A470D064DEDE6A23ff727986b1 5D52B; alt. Digital Currency Address - ETH
TORNADO CASH CLASSIC (a.k.a. TORNADO OFFICE OF FOREIGN ASSETS CONTROL 0x8589427373D6D84E98730D7795D8f6f8731F)

DA16; alt. Digital Currency Address - ETH
0x722122DF1D2E1413Ac3b6895a8e864145b

DA16; alt. Digital Currency Address - ETH
0x27f721A2D0F76367a49fD07FAd2e31BD87

6542a; alt. Digital Currency Address - ETH
0x9ADD2C80309396961C1D0cF62e6eaB821

DA16; alt. Digital Currency Address - ETH
0x909e295DAD76850C4ED8D00f90ad053324

DA16; alt. Digital Currency Address - ETH
0x090563f4f6589BF4F41Dea908CEb12478ec7

610; alt. Digital Currency Address - ETH
0x7687e702b410Fa43f4bA47FA097918ffD27

30; alt. Digital Currency Address - ETH
0x0836222F2B24A3F36F6866Ed8F0B38D1a

872f; alt. Digital Currency Address - ETH
0x12D66874A9E22074371FEd9db0B15616

B8Fc; alt. Digital Currency Address - ETH
0x47CE0C6eDB05C0e3D351fbc152C066a7c3

TORNADO CASH NOVA (a.k.a. TORNADO CASH NOVA); Website tornado.cash; Digital Currency Address - ETH

Ba9D; alt. Digital Currency Address - ETH
0xD96F2B1C14Db84578d49A7ec62E30D1836

30; alt. Digital Currency Address - ETH
0x07687e702b410Fa43f4bA47FA097918ffD27

2019; Organization Established Date 2019;
0x169A2D7795D8f6f8731F

943dF2; Organization Established Date 2019;
0x8589427373D6D84E98730D7795D8f6f8731F

Digital Currency Address - USDC

0xb541fc07bcC7619FD462A54d96268525cBC6

EF; alt. Digital Currency Address - ETH
0x12D66874A9E22074371FEd9db0B15616

B8Fc; alt. Digital Currency Address - ETH
0xD90E2F925DA726B50C4Ed8D00f90ad053324

DA16; alt. Digital Currency Address - ETH
0xDD4c48C0B2439396961C1D0cF62e6eaB821

DA16; alt. Digital Currency Address - ETH
0x9ADD2C80309396961C1D0cF62e6eaB821
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CPEPHUS, Syrenius (a.k.a. CEPHAS, Syrenius; a.k.a. CEPHAS, Syrenius), Liberia; DOB 21 Sep 1965; POB Saykleken, Liberia; nationality Liberia; Gender Male; Passport PP0010178 (Liberia) expires 31 Oct 2022; alt. Passport AP0003208 (Liberia) expires 21 Oct 2023 (individual) [GLOMAG].

CEPHUS, Syrenius (a.k.a. CEPHAS, Syrenius; a.k.a. CEPHAS, Syrenius), Liberia; DOB 21 Sep 1965; POB Saykleken, Liberia; nationality Liberia; Gender Male; Passport PP0010178 (Liberia) expires 31 Oct 2022; alt. Passport AP0003208 (Liberia) expires 21 Oct 2023 (individual) [GLOMAG].

CPEPHUS, Syrenius (a.k.a. CEPHAS, Syrenius; a.k.a. CEPHAS, Syrenius), Liberia; DOB 21 Sep 1965; POB Saykleken, Liberia; nationality Liberia; Gender Male; Passport PP0010178 (Liberia) expires 31 Oct 2022; alt. Passport AP0003208 (Liberia) expires 21 Oct 2023 (individual) [GLOMAG].

CPEPHUS, Syrenius (a.k.a. CEPHAS, Syrenius; a.k.a. CEPHAS, Syrenius), Liberia; DOB 21 Sep 1965; POB Saykleken, Liberia; nationality Liberia; Gender Male; Passport PP0010178 (Liberia) expires 31 Oct 2022; alt. Passport AP0003208 (Liberia) expires 21 Oct 2023 (individual) [GLOMAG].
ARBELAEZ VELEZ, Ivan Dario, c/o FARBE COMUNICACIONES LTD; a/c AGROESPINAL S.A.; DOB 26 Jul 1967; POB Medellin, Colombia; Cedula No. 98541418 (Colombia) (individual) [SDNTK].

FARBE COMUNICACIONES LTD, Carrera 81 A 34, No. C-43, Medellin, Colombia; NIT # 811030724-4 (Colombia); Matricula Mercantil No 21-290521-03 (Colombia) [SDNTK].

G & M AUTOS S.A.C. (a.k.a. G AND M AUTOS S.A.C.), Copacabana 162, La Molina, Lima 12, Peru; RUC # 2051366433 (Peru) [SDNTK].

G AND M AUTOS S.A.C. (a.k.a. G & M AUTOS S.A.C.), Copacabana 162, La Molina, Lima 12, Peru; RUC # 2051366433 (Peru) [SDNTK].

MEJIA ALZATE, Andres Camilo; DOB 15 Aug 1987; POB Medellin, Colombia; citizen Colombia; Cedula No. 713313043 (Colombia) (individual) [SDNTK]; Linked To: PROMOTORA TURISTICA SOL PLAZA S.A.; Linked To: TRITCON S.A.S..

MEJIA ALZATE, Juan Carlos; DOB 17 Jul 1980; POB Medellin, Colombia; citizen Colombia; Cedula No. 71313043 (Colombia) (individual) [SDNTK]; Linked To: PROMOTORA TURISTICA SOL PLAZA S.A.; Linked To: TRITCON S.A.S.; DOB 15 Oct 1977; POB Piura, Peru; citizen Peru; Gender Male; Passport 3096570 (Peru) issued 04 Jan 2005 expires 04 Jan 2010; alt. Passport 2395877 (Peru); RUC # 10068051059 (Peru); National ID No. 068051059-9 (Peru) (individual) [SDNTK]; Linked To: R INVER CORP S.A.C.; Linked To: G & M AUTOS S.A.C.; Linked To: SBK IMPORT S.A.C.;

PADROS DEGREGORI, Gino Dussan (a.k.a. PADROS DEGREGORI, Gino Dusan; a.k.a. "FLACO"), Lima, Peru; DOB 20 Oct 1977; alt. DOB 15 Oct 1977; POB Piura, Peru; citizen Peru; Gender Male; Passport 3096570 (Peru) issued 04 Jan 2005 expires 04 Jan 2010; alt. Passport 2395877 (Peru); RUC # 10068051059 (Peru); National ID No. 068051059-9 (Peru) (individual) [SDNTK]; Linked To: R INVER CORP S.A.C.; Linked To: G & M AUTOS S.A.C.; Linked To: SBK IMPORT S.A.C.;

PADROS DEGREGORI, Gino Dussan (a.k.a. PADROS DEGREGORI, Gino Dusan; a.k.a. "FLACO"), Lima, Peru; DOB 20 Oct 1977; alt. DOB 15 Oct 1977; POB Piura, Peru; citizen Peru; Gender Male; Passport 3096570 (Peru) issued 04 Jan 2005 expires 04 Jan 2010; alt. Passport 2395877 (Peru); RUC # 10068051059 (Peru); National ID No. 068051059-9 (Peru) (individual) [SDNTK]; Linked To: R INVER CORP S.A.C.; Linked To: G & M AUTOS S.A.C.; Linked To: SBK IMPORT S.A.C.;

The following [TCO] entries have been removed:

GOURGEN HOUSE LTD; a/k/a. GOURGEN HOUSE CO LTD; a/k/a. GOURGEN HOUSE LLC; a/k/a. GOURGEN HOUSE OOO; a/k/a. GOURGEN HOUSE TOO), 130 A, Ulitsa Klara Tsetskina, Shymkent 160000, Kazakhstan; Ulitsa Angarskaya, 22.1, Moscow 125635, Russia; Ulitsa General Dorokhova, A 6 A, Moscow 121357, Russia; Ulitsa Letnikovskaya, 13 A, Office 1, Moscow 115114, Russia; Al Quds Street, Dubai Airport Free Zone, Dubai, United Arab Emirates; Office 210, Building 3E, Dubai Airport Free Zone, P.O. Box 293751, Dubai, United Arab Emirates; P.O. Box 777, Jumeirah, Dubai, United Arab Emirates; Ulitsa Jami, 5, Tashkent 100057, Uzbekistan; National ID No. 40788618 (Kazakhstan); alt. National ID No. 582100253386 (Kazakhstan); Tax ID No. 7743693291 (Russia); Company Number 86483143 (Russia); Public Registration Number 108746669845 (Russia) [TCO].

GUGA ARM LTD (a/k/a. GUGA ARM SRO), Dr. Davida Bechera 907/27, Karlovy Vary 36001, Czech Republic; National ID No. 27994783 (Czech Republic) [TCO].

GUGA ARM SRO (a/k/a. GUGA ARM LTD), Dr. Davida Bechera 907/27, Karlovy Vary 36001, Czech Republic; National ID No. 27994783 (Czech Republic) [TCO].

GUGEN HOUSE CO LTD (a/k/a. GOURGEN HOUSE LTD; a/k/a. GOURGEN HOUSE FZCO; a/k/a. GOURGEN HOUSE LLC; a/k/a. GOURGEN HOUSE OOO; a/k/a. GOURGEN HOUSE TOO), 130 A, Ulitsa Klara Tsetskina, Shymkent 160000, Kazakhstan; Ulitsa Angarskaya, 22.1, Moscow 125635, Russia; Ulitsa General Dorokhova, A 6 A, Moscow 121357, Russia; Ulitsa Letnikovskaya, 13 A, Office 1, Moscow 115114, Russia; Al Quds Street, Dubai Airport Free Zone, Dubai, United Arab Emirates; Office 210, Building 3E, Dubai Airport Free Zone, P.O. Box 293751, Dubai, United Arab Emirates; P.O. Box 777, Jumeirah, Dubai, United Arab Emirates; Ulitsa Jami, 5, Tashkent 100057, Uzbekistan; National ID No. 40788618 (Kazakhstan); alt. National ID No. 582100253386 (Kazakhstan); Tax ID No. 7743693291 (Russia); Company Number 86483143 (Russia); Public Registration Number 108746669845 (Russia) [TCO].
The following [CAATSA - RUSSIA] [CYBER2] entries have been changed:

ALEXEYEV, Vladimir Stepanovich; DOB 24 Apr 1961; Passport 100115154 (Russia); First Deputy Chief of GRU (individual) [CYBER2] [CAATSA - RUSSIA] (Linked To: MAIN INTELLIGENCE DIRECTORATE). -to- ALEXEYEV, Vladimir Stepanovich; DOB 24 Apr 1961; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201; Passport 100115154 (Russia); First Deputy Chief of GRU (individual) [CYBER2] [CAATSA - RUSSIA] (Linked To: MAIN INTELLIGENCE DIRECTORATE).

GIZUNOV, Sergey; DOB 18 Oct 1956; Gender Male; Passport 4501712967 (Russia); Deputy Chief of GRU (individual) [CYBER2] [CAATSA - RUSSIA] (Linked To: MAIN INTELLIGENCE DIRECTORATE). -to- GIZUNOV, Sergey Aleksandrovich (a.k.a. GIZUNOV, Sergey); DOB 18 Oct 1956; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201; Passport 4501712967 (Russia); Chief of GRU (individual) [CYBER2] [CAATSA - RUSSIA] (Linked To: MAIN INTELLIGENCE DIRECTORATE).
The following [CAATSA - RUSSIA] [CYBER2] [NPWMD] entries have been changed:

DOROKHOVA, Nina Viktorovna, Russia; DOB 20 Nov 1965; nationality Russia; Gender Female (individual) [NPWMD] [CYBER2] [CAATSA - RUSSIA] (Linked To: INFOROS, OOO). -to- DOROKHOVA, Nina Viktorovna, Russia; DOB 20 Nov 1965; nationality Russia; Gender Female; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 (individual) [NPWMD] [CYBER2] [CAATSA - RUSSIA] (Linked To: INFOROS, OOO).

GLAVNOE RAZVEDYVATEL’NOE UPRAVLENIE (Cyrillic: ГЛАВНОЕ РАЗВЕДЫВАТЕЛЬНОЕ УПРАВЛЕНИЕ) (a.k.a. GRU; a.k.a. MAIN DIRECTORATE OF THE GENERAL STAFF; a.k.a. MAIN INTELLIGENCE DEPARTMENT; a.k.a. MAIN INTELLIGENCE DIRECTORATE), Khoroshevskoye Shosse 76, Khodinka, Moscow, Russia; Ministry of Defence of the Russian Federation, Frunzenskaya nab., 22/2, Moscow 119160, Russia [NPWMD] [CYBER2] [CAATSA - RUSSIA] (Linked To: INFOROS, OOO).

-648-
INFOROS INFORMATION AGENCY, CO, LTD.; a.k.a. NEWS AGENCY INFOROS, Moscow, Russia; Website inforos.ru;
Organization Type: News agency activities; Tax ID No. 5025021509 (Russia) [NPWMD] [CYBER2] [CAATSA - RUSSIA] (Linked To: MAIN INTELLIGENCE DIRECTORATE).

- to -

INFOROS INFORMATION AGENCY, CO, LTD.; a.k.a. NEWS AGENCY INFOROS

Illyashenko, Andrey Vitalyevich, Russia; DOB 19 Dec 1958; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk:
Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 (individual) [NPWMD] [CYBER2] [CAATSA - RUSSIA] (Linked To: INFOROS, OOO).

Kamyshanova, Aleksandra Aleksandrovna, Russia; DOB 29 Nov 1986; nationality Russia; Gender Female; Secondary sanctions risk:
Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 (individual) [NPWMD] [CYBER2] [CAATSA - RUSSIA] (Linked To: INFOROS, OOO).

Kirsillova, Anastasiya Sergeyevna, Russia; DOB 31 Dec 1986; nationality Russia; Gender Female; Secondary sanctions risk:
Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 (individual) [NPWMD] [CYBER2] [CAATSA - RUSSIA] (Linked To: INFOROS, OOO).

Knyrik, Konstantin Sergeyevich, Crimea, Ukraine; DOB 14 Aug 1989; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Tax ID No. 910406732278 (Russia) (individual) [NPWMD] [CYBER2] [CAATSA - RUSSIA] (Linked To: FEDERAL SECURITY SERVICE).

Krasovsky, Maksim Borisovich, Russia; DOB 28 Jan 1970; nationality Russia; citizen Russia; Gender Male; Passport 4514985443 (Russia) (individual) [NPWMD] [CYBER2] [CAATSA - RUSSIA] (Linked To: INFOROS, OOO).

Krasovsky, Maksim Borisovich, Russia; DOB 28 Jan 1970; nationality Russia; citizen Russia; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk:
Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 (individual) [NPWMD] [CYBER2] [CAATSA - RUSSIA] (Linked To: INFOROS, OOO).

Main Directorate of the General Staff (a.k.a. Glavnoe Razvedyvatel'noe Upravlenie; a.k.a. GRU; a.k.a. MAIN INTELLIGENCE DEPARTMENT; a.k.a. MAIN INTELLIGENCE DIRECTORATE), Khoroshevkoye Shosse 76, Khodinka, Moscow, Russia; Ministry of Defence of the Russian Federation, Frunzenskaya nab., 22/2, Moscow 119160, Russia [NPWMD] [CYBER2] [CAATSA - RUSSIA]. - to -

Main Intelligence Department (a.k.a. Glavnoe Razvedyvatel'noe Upravlenie; a.k.a. GRU; a.k.a. MAIN INTELLIGENCE DEPARTMENT; a.k.a. MAIN INTELLIGENCE DIRECTORATE), Khoroshevkoye Shosse 76, Khodinka, Moscow, Russia; Ministry of Defence of the Russian Federation, Frunzenskaya nab., 22/2, Moscow 119160, Russia [NPWMD] [CYBER2] [CAATSA - RUSSIA].
INTELLIGENCE DEPARTMENT (a.k.a. GLAVNOE RAZVEDYVATEL’NOE UPRAVLENIYE (Cyrillic: Главное Разведывательное Управление); a.k.a. GRU; a.k.a. MAIN DIRECTORATE OF THE GENERAL STAFF; a.k.a. MAIN INTELLIGENCE DIRECTORATE), Khoroshevskoye Shosse 76, Khodinka, Moscow, Russia; Ministry of Defence of the Russian Federation, Frunzenskaya nab., 22/2, Moscow 119160, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 (individual) [NPWMD] [CYBER2] [CAATSA - RUSSIA] (Linked To: INFOROS, OOO). -to- NEZHDANOVA, Yevgeniya Vitalyevna, Russia; DOB 07 May 1981; nationality Russia; Gender Female (individual) [NPWMD] [CYBER2] [CAATSA - RUSSIA] (Linked To: INFOROS, OOO). -to- POGREBENKOV, Valeriy Ivanovich, Russia; DOB 07 May 1981; nationality Russia; Gender Female; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 (individual) [NPWMD] [CYBER2] [CAATSA - RUSSIA] (Linked To: INFOROS, OOO).

TATARCHENKO, Denis Sergeyevich, Russia; DOB 01 Feb 1991; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 (individual) [NPWMD] [CYBER2] [CAATSA - RUSSIA] (Linked To: INFOROS, OOO).

TATARCHENKO, Denis Sergeyevich (a.k.a. TATARCHENKO, Denis), Russia; DOB 01 Feb 1991; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [NPWMD] [CYBER2] [CAATSA - RUSSIA] (Linked To: INFOROS, OOO). -to- TATARCHENKO, Denis Sergeyevich (a.k.a. TATARCHENKO, Denis), Russia; DOB 01 Feb 1991; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 (individual) [NPWMD] [CYBER2] [CAATSA - RUSSIA] (Linked To: INFOROS, OOO).

TYURIN, Denis Valeriyevich (Cyrillic: ТЮРИН, Денис Валерьевич), Moscow, Russia; DOB 01 Apr 1976; POB Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 (individual) [NPWMD] [CYBER2] [CAATSA - RUSSIA] (Linked To: MAIN INTELLIGENCE DIRECTORATE).
AST, AO (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO AST (Cyrillic: АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО АСТ)), d. 3/2 str. 4 etazh 5 kom. 55, shosse Kashirskoe, Moscow 115230, Russia; Tax ID No. 7724244406 (Russia) [NPWMD] [CYBER2] [CAATS - RUSSIA] [RUSSIA-E014024]. -to- AST, AO (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO AST (Cyrillic: АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО АСТ)), d. 3/2 str. 4 etazh 5 kom. 55, shosse Kashirskoe, Moscow 115230, Russia;

Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201; Tax ID No. 7724244406 (Russia) [NPWMD] [CYBER2] [CAATS - RUSSIA] [RUSSIA-E014024].

FEDERAL SECURITY SERVICE (a.k.a. FEDERALNAYA SLUZHBA BEZOPASNOSTI), Ulitsa Kuznetskiy Most, Dom 22, Moscow 107031, Russia; Lubyanskaya Ploschad, Dom 2, Moscow 107031, Russia; 1/3 Bolshaya Lubyanka St, Moscow 107031, Russia; Organization Established Date 1994; Target Type Government Entity [NPWMD] [CYBER2] [CAATS - RUSSIA] [RUSSIA-E014024]. -to- FEDERAL SECURITY SERVICE (a.k.a. FEDERALNAYA SLUZHBA BEZOPASNOSTI), Ulitsa Kuznetskiy Most, Dom 22, Moscow 107031, Russia; Lubyanskaya Ploschad, Dom 2, Moscow 107031, Russia; 1/3 Bolshaya Lubyanka St, Moscow 107031, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201; Organization Established Date 1994; Target Type Government Entity [NPWMD] [CYBER2] [CAATS - RUSSIA] [RUSSIA-E014024].

JSC POSITIVE TECHNOLOGIES (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO POZITIV TEKNOLODZHIZ (Cyrillic: АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО ПОЗИТИВ ТЕКНОЛОДЖИЗ); a.k.a. POZITIV TEKNOLODZHIZ, AO), d. 23A pom. V kom, 30, shosse Shchelkovskoe, Moscow 107241, Russia; Website www.ptsecurity.ru; alt. Website www.ptsecurity.com; Tax ID No. 7718668887 (Russia) [NPWMD] [CYBER2] [CAATS - RUSSIA] [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: FEDERAL SECURITY SERVICE). -to- JSC POSITIVE TECHNOLOGIES (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO POZITIV TEKNOLODZHIZ (Cyrillic: АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО ПОЗИТИВ ТЕКНОЛОДЖИЗ); a.k.a. POZITIV TEKNOLODZHIZ, AO), d. 23A pom. V kom, 30, shosse Shchelkovskoe, Moscow 107241, Russia; Website www.ptsecurity.ru; alt. Website www.ptsecurity.com; Tax ID No. 7718668887 (Russia) [NPWMD] [CYBER2] [CAATS - RUSSIA] [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: FEDERAL SECURITY SERVICE). -to- NEOBIT, OOO (a.k.a. OBSHCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTYU NEOBIT (Cyrillic: ОБЩЕСТВО С ОГРАНИЧЕННОЙ ОТВЕТСТВЕННОСТЬЮ НЕОБИТ)) (a.k.a. NEOBIT, OOO), d. 21 litera G, ul. Gzhatskaya, St. Petersburg 195220, Russia; Tax ID No. 7804360292 (Russia) [NPWMD] [CYBER2] [CAATS - RUSSIA] [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: FEDERAL SECURITY SERVICE; Linked To: MAIN INTELLIGENCE DIRECTORATE). -to- NEOBIT, OOO (a.k.a. OBSHCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTYU NEOBIT (Cyrillic: ОБЩЕСТВО С ОГРАНИЧЕННОЙ ОТВЕТСТВЕННОСТЬЮ НЕОБИТ)) (a.k.a. NEOBIT, OOO), d. 21 litera G, ul. Gzhatskaya, St. Petersburg 195220, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201; Tax ID No. 7804360292 (Russia) [NPWMD] [CYBER2] [CAATS - RUSSIA] [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: FEDERAL SECURITY SERVICE). -to- NEOBIT, OOO (a.k.a. OBSHCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTYU NEOBIT (Cyrillic: ОБЩЕСТВО С ОГРАНИЧЕННОЙ ОТВЕТСТВЕННОСТЬЮ НЕОБИТ)) (a.k.a. NEOBIT, OOO), d. 21 litera G, ul. Gzhatskaya, St. Petersburg 195220, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201; Tax ID No. 7804360292 (Russia) [NPWMD] [CYBER2] [CAATS - RUSSIA] [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: FEDERAL SECURITY SERVICE). -to- NEOBIT, OOO (a.k.a. OBSHCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTYU NEOBIT (Cyrillic: ОБЩЕСТВО С ОГРАНИЧЕННОЙ ОТВЕТСТВЕННОСТЬЮ НЕОБИТ)) (a.k.a. NEOBIT, OOO), d. 21 litera G, ul. Gzhatskaya, St. Petersburg 195220, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201; Tax ID No. 7804360292 (Russia) [NPWMD] [CYBER2] [CAATS - RUSSIA] [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: FEDERAL SECURITY SERVICE).
ANTONOV, Boris Alekseyevich, Russia; DOB 19 Dec 1980; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 (individual) [CAATSA - RUSSIA] (Linked To: MAIN INTELLIGENCE DIRECTORATE).

BOBKOV, Sergei Alekseevich (Cyrillic: BOBKOB, Сергей Алексеевич) (a.k.a. BOBKOV, Sergey Alekseevich), Russia; DOB 21 Jun 1980; POB Moscow, Russia; nationality Russia; citizen Russia; Gender Male; Tax ID No. 7726000947136 (Russia) (individual) [CAATSA - RUSSIA] (Linked To: STATE RESEARCH CENTER OF THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION FGUP CENTRAL SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF CHEMISTRY AND MECHANICS). -to- BOBKOV, Sergey Alekseevich (Cyrillic: BOBKOB, Сергей Алексеевич) (a.k.a. BOBKOV, Sergey Alekseevich), Russia; DOB 21 Jun 1980; POB Moscow, Russia; nationality Russia; citizen Russia; Gender Male; Tax ID No. 7726000947136 (Russia) (individual) [CAATSA - RUSSIA] (Linked To: STATE RESEARCH CENTER OF THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION FGUP CENTRAL SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF CHEMISTRY AND MECHANICS).

The following [CAATSA - RUSSIA] entries have been changed:

AFANASYEV, Sergei (a.k.a. AFANASYEV, Сергей), Russia; DOB 16 May 1963; Gender Male (individual) [CAATSA - RUSSIA] (Linked To: MAIN INTELLIGENCE DIRECTORATE). -to- AFANASYEV, Sergei (a.k.a. AFANASYEV, Сергей), Russia; DOB 16 May 1963; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 (individual) [CAATSA - RUSSIA] (Linked To: MAIN INTELLIGENCE DIRECTORATE).

AFANASYEV, Sergei (a.k.a. AFANASYEV, Сергей), Russia; DOB 16 May 1963; Gender Male (individual) [CAATSA - RUSSIA] (Linked To: MAIN INTELLIGENCE DIRECTORATE). -to- AFANASYEV, Sergei (a.k.a. AFANASYEV, Сергей), Russia; DOB 16 May 1963; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 (individual) [CAATSA - RUSSIA] (Linked To: MAIN INTELLIGENCE DIRECTORATE).

ANTONOV, Boris Alekseyevich, Russia; DOB 19 Dec 1980; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [CAATSA - RUSSIA] (Linked To: MAIN INTELLIGENCE DIRECTORATE). -to- ANTONOV, Boris Alekseyevich, Russia; DOB 19 Dec 1980; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 (individual) [CAATSA - RUSSIA] (Linked To: MAIN INTELLIGENCE DIRECTORATE).
RUSSIAN FEDERATION FGUP CENTRAL SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF CHEMISTRY AND MECHANICS.

MALYSHEV, Artem Andreyevich, Russia; DOB 02 Feb 1988; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 (individual) [CAATS - RUSSIA] (Linked To: MAIN INTELLIGENCE DIRECTORATE). -to- MOLCHANOV, Grigoriy Viktorovich; DOB 01 Jan 1956 to 31 Dec 1956; citizen Russia; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 (individual) [CAATS - RUSSIA] (Linked To: MAIN INTELLIGENCE DIRECTORATE).

MININ, Alexey Valerevich, Russia; DOB 27 May 1972; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 (individual) [CAATS - RUSSIA] (Linked To: MAIN INTELLIGENCE DIRECTORATE).

MORENETS, Aleksei Sergeyevich, Russia; DOB 31 Jul 1977; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 (individual) [CAATS - RUSSIA] (Linked To: MAIN INTELLIGENCE DIRECTORATE).

NETYKSHO, Viktor Borisovich, Russia; DOB 08 Sep 1966; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [CAATS - RUSSIA] (Linked To: MAIN INTELLIGENCE DIRECTORATE). -to- POTEMKIN, Aleksey Aleksandrovich, Russia; DOB 20 Mar 1983; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [CAATS - RUSSIA] (Linked To: MAIN INTELLIGENCE DIRECTORATE). -to- OSADCHUK, Aleksandr Vladimirovich, Russia; DOB 17 Nov 1962; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 (individual) [CAATS - RUSSIA] (Linked To: MAIN INTELLIGENCE DIRECTORATE).

NETYKSHO, Viktor Borisovich, Russia; DOB 08 Sep 1966; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 (individual) [CAATS - RUSSIA] (Linked To: MAIN INTELLIGENCE DIRECTORATE). -to- OSADCHUK, Aleksandr Vladimirovich, Russia; DOB 17 Nov 1962; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 (individual) [CAATS - RUSSIA] (Linked To: MAIN INTELLIGENCE DIRECTORATE).

OSADCHUK, Aleksandr Vladimirovich, Russia; DOB 17 Nov 1962; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [CAATS - RUSSIA] (Linked To: MAIN INTELLIGENCE DIRECTORATE). -to- POTEKHIN, Aleksey Aleksandrovich, Russia; DOB 20 Mar 1983; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 (individual) [CAATS - RUSSIA] (Linked To: MAIN INTELLIGENCE DIRECTORATE). -to- SOTNIKOV, Oleg Mikhaylovich, Russia; DOB 24 Aug 1972; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 (individual) [CAATS - RUSSIA] (Linked To: MAIN INTELLIGENCE DIRECTORATE). -to- TSENTRALNY NAUCHNO-ISSLEDOVATELSKI INSTITUT KHIMII I MEKHANIKII, FGUP; a.k.a. FGUP CNIHHM (Cyrillic: ЦНИИХМ); a.k.a. FGUP CNIIXM (Cyrillic: ЦНИИХМ); a.k.a. FGUP TSNIIKHM; f.k.a. TSENTRALNY NAUCHNO-ISSLEDOVATELSKI INSTITUT KHIMII I MEKHANIKII, FGUP; a.k.a. FGUP TSNIIKHM; a.k.a. GNTS RF FGUP TSNIIKHM; f.k.a. TSENTRALNY NAUCHNO-ISSLEDOVATELSKI INSTITUT KHIMII I MEKHANIKII, FGUP, 16A ul. Nagatinskaya, Moscow, Russia; Website http://cnihm.ru; Tax ID No. 7724073013 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 07521506 (Russia); Registration Number 1037739097582 (Russia) [CAATS - RUSSIA]. -to- STATE RESEARCH CENTER OF THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION FGUP CENTRAL SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF CHEMISTRY AND MECHANICS (a.k.a. CNIKHM (Cyrillic: ЦНИИХМ); a.k.a. FGUP CNIHHM (Cyrillic: ФГУП ЦНИИХМ); a.k.a. FGUP TSNIIKHM; a.k.a. GNTS RF FGUP TSNIIKHM; f.k.a. TSENTRALNY NAUCHNO- ISSLEDOVATELSKI INSTITUT KHIMII I MEKHANIKII, FGUP; a.k.a. FGUP TSNIIKHM, FGUP), 16A ul. Nagatinskaya, Moscow, Russia; Website http://cnihm.ru; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201; Tax ID No. 7724073013 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 07521506 (Russia); Registration Number 1037739097582 (Russia) [CAATS - RUSSIA]. -to- STATE RESEARCH CENTER OF THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION FGUP CENTRAL SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF CHEMISTRY AND MECHANICS (a.k.a. CNIHHM (Cyrillic: ЦНИИХМ); a.k.a. FGUP CNIIXM (Cyrillic: ФГУП ЦНИИХМ); a.k.a. FGUP TSNIIKHM; a.k.a. GNTS RF FGUP TSNIIKHM; f.k.a. TSENTRALNY NAUCHNO-ISSLEDOVATELSKI INSTITUT KHIMII I MEKHANIKII, FGUP; a.k.a. FGUP TSNIIKHM, FGUP), 16A ul. Nagatinskaya, Moscow, Russia; Website http://cnihm.ru; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201; Tax ID No. 7724073013 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 07521506 (Russia); Registration Number 1037739097582 (Russia) [CAATS - RUSSIA].
Moscow, Russia; Website http://cniihm.ru; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201; Tax ID No. 7724073013 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 07521506 (Russia); Registration Number 103773907582 (Russia) [CAATSA - RUSSIA].

TSNIKHM, FGUP (a.k.a. CNIIHM (Cyrillic: ЦНИХМ); a.k.a. FGUP CNIXHM (Cyrillic: ФГУП ЦНИХМ); a.k.a. FGUP TSNIIKHM; a.k.a. GNTS RF FGUP TSNIIKHM; a.k.a. STATE RESEARCH CENTER OF THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION FGUP CENTRAL SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF CHEMISTRY AND MECHANICS; f.k.a. TSENTRALNY NAUCHNO-ISSLEDOVATELSKI INSTITUT KHMII I MIKHANIKI, FGUP), 16 Ul. Nagatinskaya, Moscow, Russia; Website http://cniihm.ru; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201; Tax ID No. 7724073013 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 07521506 (Russia); Registration Number 103773907582 (Russia) [CAATSA - RUSSIA]. -to- TSNIIKHM, FGUP (a.k.a. CNIIHM (Cyrillic: ЦНИХМ); a.k.a. FGUP CNIXHM (Cyrillic: ФГУП ЦНИХМ); a.k.a. FGUP TSNIIKHM; a.k.a. GNTS RF FGUP TSNIIKHM; a.k.a. STATE RESEARCH CENTER OF THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION FGUP CENTRAL SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF CHEMISTRY AND MECHANICS; f.k.a. TSENTRALNY NAUCHNO-ISSLEDOVATELSKI INSTITUT KHMII I MIKHANIKI, FGUP), 16 Ul. Nagatinskaya, Moscow, Russia; Website http://cniihm.ru; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201; Tax ID No. 7724073013 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 07521506 (Russia); Registration Number 103773907582 (Russia) [CAATSA - RUSSIA].

PETROV, Alexander (a.k.a. MISHKIN, Alexander Yevgeniyevich (a.k.a. CHEPIGA, Anatoliy Vladimirovich)) (individual) [CAATSA - RUSSIA] (Linked To: MAIN INTELLIGENCE DIRECTORATE). -to- MISHKIN, Alexander (a.k.a. MISHKIN, Alexander Yevgeniyevich) (individual) [CAATSA - RUSSIA] (Linked To: MAIN INTELLIGENCE DIRECTORATE)

The following [CAATSA - RUSSIA] [NPWMD] entries have been changed:

BOSHIROV, Ruslan (a.k.a. CHEPIGA, Anatoliy Vladimirovich), Moscow, Russia; DOB 05 Apr 1979; alt. DOB 12 Apr 1978; POB Nikolaevka, Amur Oblast, Russia; alt. POB Dushanbe, Tajikistan; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [NPWMD] [CAATSA - RUSSIA] (Linked To: MAIN INTELLIGENCE DIRECTORATE). -to- PETROV, Alexander (a.k.a. MISHKIN, Alexander Yevgeniyevich), Moscow, Russia; DOB 13 Jul 1978; POB Loyga, Russia; alt. POB Kotlas, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 (individual) [NPWMD] [CAATSA - RUSSIA] (Linked To: MAIN INTELLIGENCE DIRECTORATE).
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3JHm3Nm1a1vg/CZSPp8Ng/RFiY7phkv5m8; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
3D2axSzlHBy2WGSWQyLhBShnRsfQzRrP; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
3MTRV5qYzhKo8g885qKrcPRk3JLpCdCZCE; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
34pFgSyWnEnKxwU9NwunZIQOE9kSvsKku; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
39cQx932NQfrFvHgZy88ShDkWNB; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
3bFghV79Fkdyf8SDFDq8SdfDrUdpn3; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
3MD3frFB8UPyksF6qkv5SjR2sGdUpdn3; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
3JUwA7seL3fh5xwHhfu3HCEizjuZQtfg; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
3EUq5g69xvXCDj8e8h9o2cmdMRfxW9M; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
3QEBjPwzE6UL4MMncMUDY1Y2sabvQu; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
3GMgV7m6Y7XszwU9NwunQzLspLW1EUe; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
3T7g6W8eqx7v8z1f1gsq1H9nknjyn5L; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
3AQQdc1fDC8di11GJRPxNvKx96jEizLzcr2w; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
3psvTL8vERF4snv9F23UECz3woSUy; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
3B4G1Mh8e3F3TcneMwHEvKzwcw9QcNTGak; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
3ETH2HQwYFCaXmeeQWVmhF6zvJ2Jmdv; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
3pyzSBzFfcbHQQiZT9zwslsvFvD7w7y4cJ; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
15PgfgT7YhukKIE68B16kKzA1YD7TzipXE4X; Organization Established Date 2017 [CYBER2].
3QyJY8bnE6UPy8RyGUErgュw4NPJLSPWL1EUe; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
3Sh9p9d3wsvU9NwunQzLspLW1EUe; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
3MvQ4gTh4mmuoo49p4diBncnchmFHBZ8nYx; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
3BFeQjvdhjBe22USp51v8d8PVhava24wXZ; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
3QHD7rywzmB2mFLWmYqKo9M9QJE7T6vAp; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
314nECpyqUTI1VxuXa0QZ7T5ivRDPsNP; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
39AAln7e7tjzpLbH99HhDF678JQW83R2Rd; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
3LbnUkDMkmLae5riclpa5SCqy28Y7fogW; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
3JLyLwbcwAC6e87D7mRnxKa4RynBnUd; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
3AWhlnHujdbw2jEuGSRh6v8FsD9BhE9y; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
32bAZMTaQxNd72Au1PgsiPgWtC6BHQQt; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
3HupEL1kmMhvXq7tMoPaysDQrc1ke65; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
3kEygjpjCmvmhRXQEnBh76UJGvXw2g; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
3GybyKvqY6o1F59hYahKQGyCvCvE1JEnkJ; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
3BazbaTP8EJUEF8PB9z5HXEdgBzv9P7w; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
3GMGmEDYMTP9i8G8Eh1zLTUFJwYwSN3A3y; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
38LcapRcJE7w7vzwvB15P9D9UGPjWS44; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
3N36zzvxiLBUs1WPvVGRfCYDTAD2Ua2PvW4; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
35hh9dg3wSvUJz9vFk1FsezLE5Fx3Hudk2; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
33K0g4e5d6B2JkTidyWnp3dVWvxw3Lareg; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
3G3XN0xYuCDoQ1Hrsc7Fit8F8gHchhDom; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
3Jy7vBnENmkBCQf9gBCX61K5p9h9CWCU; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
3qJ19qffPT6mxQUcV6k5yVURGZ7dhspGr4y; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
3MD3riFB6U8PykspF6qkvSjR2sGdUdpn3; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
3F6bbv51sKrSc1q8RpsfTDYQyQvkMm3Qvnm; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
39AALn7e7tjzpLbH99HhDF678JQW83R2Rd; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
3MTRV5qYzhKo8g885qKrcPRk3JLpCdCZCE; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
34pFgSyWnEnKxwU9NwunZIQOE9kSvsKku; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
38ncxqt932NQfrFvHgZy88ShDkWNB; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
3bFghV79Fkdyf8SDFDq8SdfDrUdpn3; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
3JUwA7seL3fh5xwHhfu3HCEizjuZQtfg; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
3EUq5g69xvXCDj8e8h9o2cmdMRfxW9M; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
33K0g4e5d6B2JkTidyWnp3dVWvxw3Lareg; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
3QEBjPwzE6UL4MMncMUDY1Y2sabvQu; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
3EUq5g69xvXCDj8e8h9o2cmdMRfxW9M; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
38Lj1WxTe3I3spU37zR4kNjDmSjDjDkZc8; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
3UEjiq6UpmyXCFd6jue6hOt2nD5Rxw9M; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
3QEJbIpxz6WZUL4MMnMmUEDY1Y25aVbpQu; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
3N3YSy2p4ahbEgNgbQxTN9kEkzJmW8G; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
3JI1q9fPT6mxQUcVbk5yVURGzhdpGr4y; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
3NY6Pzq4G6sbvS1krsc1qTdzQyvkMm3QvmR; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
3GSXNxyCdQo1RnscGF7IFqe7DQcHxd; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
3MTRvM5QrYZHKo8gh5qKcrPK3RLjxcDCZE; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
3JUwAS7eAL3fh5hxWh6u3HClEzjuQLTf; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
3J1q9fPT6mxQUcVbk5yVURGzhdpGr4y; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
3MvQ4gThF4mmuo49p4dBNchcmFHRZnYf; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
3F6bbv1krc6q1r8febTDyQyvmMn3QvmR; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
3JHm2s3Tnay1vCZS5p8NgRfY7phx5mAn; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
3DBu5lBy1hB4Y2Wg5QSMYH5NShlQzMrp; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
3LJUwAS7eAL3fh5hxWh6u3HClEzjuQLTf; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
3JUwAS7eAL3fh5hxWh6u3HClEzjuQLTf; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
3JI1q9fPT6mxQUcVbk5yVURGzhdpGr4y; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
3MvQ4gThF4mmuo49p4dBNchcmFHRZnYf; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
3J1q9fPT6mxQUcVbk5yVURGzhdpGr4y; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
(Finland) [CYBER2] (Linked To: KOVALEVSKIJ, Nikita Gennadievitch)

AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO NAUCHNO-PROIZVODSTVENNOE PREDPRIYATIE PODVODNYKH TEKNOLOGI OKEANOS (a.k.a. NPP PT OKEANOS, AO (Cyrillic: AO НПП ПТ ОКЕАНО); a.k.a. OCEANS JSC; f.k.a. OKEANOS, AO), d. 2 Litera A p. 1384, Bulvar Poeticheski, St. Petersburg 194295, Russia; 19/2 Esenina Street, St. Petersburg 194295, Russia; 16/2 A-H Engelsa Propekt, St. Petersburg 191556, Russia; Website www.oceans.ru; Tax ID No. 7801233338 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 13873675 (Russia); Registration Number 103780076610 (Russia) [CYBER2] (Linked To: FEDERAL SECURITY SERVICE).


BELAN, Aleksey Alekseyevich (a.k.a. Abyr Valgov; a.k.a. BELAN, Aleksei) (Russia) (individual) [CYBER2] (Linked To: EVIL CORP). -to- ALVARES, Carlos, Moscow, Russia; DOB 18 May 1971; POB Spain; Gender Male; National ID No. AV176942 (Spain) (individual) [CYBER2] (Linked To: EVIL CORP). -to- ALVARES, Carlos, Moscow, Russia; DOB 18 May 1971; POB Spain; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201; Tax ID No. 03076009477 (Russia) (individual) [CYBER2] (Linked To: EVIL CORP).


BELAN, Aleksey Alekseyevich (a.k.a. Abyr Valgov; a.k.a. BELAN, Aleksei) (Russia) (individual) [CYBER2] (Linked To: EVIL CORP).


1BCWmpwR4M1nYuuYe2bmznlnuwGoF9ZAb
A; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
18cFGAdycvKnKuhXLb7zQKCyUwWT8ZCJE;
alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
1QHxynLGMrH4vPnlJk4V4DwhrxF4vH1UMWB;
alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
1GntF5yF9qs5aRZfdg29y75txAhvvd8; alt.
Digital Currency Address - XBT
bc1qyuc6j8ca84t9jg5j5j2dn9f8a0u0u6io6s5f7p
6e5er0k07q0f5u3w; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
16ZSAEfYpPCj3D94fsNt2okYj9Ue8mxy6T; alt.
Digital Currency Address - XBT
3QyHyoH4u3t8uChAhJvHFB3r6ma3Z41y; alt.
Digital Currency Address - XBT
1FFs6p1T1CTKTy688mibt2Lyom1q1B4k8YX;
alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
1Qhdd91T1MynNvEqYdgy0u1w6cmvPJRdSk;
alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
3AIjWJdSkB5mcGUSShmBeoHCeyYJw3Z68r;
alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
1EtmUBpCnPACa3ceQeSTSH1SyzhDhBtmw;
alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
1MqBDeRwSUL7k1VGuJPWEL6JXmFmA;
alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
1Mbt2Z2zlP7E5KUZV974ctyqyvMlP2m; alt.
Digital Currency Address - XBT
36yS87PwU7EsEr1lY126zWazarTim7Ac;
alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
3AYU656Tcfe7f1SpD9K3e8rWpEpsH196r;
alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
18LKmyT37FE4xl1GjFm6Rsaw0cz5iu;
alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
1D1e7zQzyWwBBDKXNPNmpH7s0U29kJkoD4;
alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
3KG3qX6eFyB7tBFSdVdKzHWmZyWLRQh;
alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
1KExA969f5qJGtChtLWQ5QxgW4mXzW;
alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
1mtQswm2wv7CWhpCW7jtf0D9Q3r3BvG;
alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
1KkaKunjqYw3T8cm7JKzAQGF3X9d4688m8;
alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
1Ge8Jodu2RrHt7TD3mH6H6k6xcR9ck9f;
alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
bc1qsm0ap13g9tkd4y3g便于9y2zk73z2u;
alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
1E9UnLmnyTaoaz09SVMm3Ym9ynzgK7L4ge;
alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
1HH8eiaTmUtnYvcGUMaCvC3tMita8S9;
alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
19QazHb2WdSP8kmS3JuuGPfY0X0hXzv;
alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
3DLQGF7h0S wxSP9euxNCmmXWPoFQuswW2;
alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
1PxxwpRYxZiCRp9Lk7aKdMDFhFaq2zve;
alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
1Q4UJhZ2br3AlaRjXqaz423P5ps5df4Jk;
alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
1PYgzTs26s57WrdBvR7PcsagGMbXzgf;
alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
16ZSAEfYpPCj3D94hsN20k2y99Ue8mxy6T;
alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
bc1qvz6f8mek2ve44Dbwppd05jmsmex6wchw3Zc7gs
xs; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
3QyHyoH4u3t8uChAhJvHFB3r6ma3Z41y; alt.
Digital Currency Address - XBT
1FFs6p1T1CTKTy688mibt2Lyom1q1B4k8YX;
alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
3ACoBtPwlp1D9yeXg3w3mB5B999h4Sm5;
alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
3HJN4jRa4mfdkx9r19U9h6ylp616la3c;
alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
1EuMPBCZ5dSpVPFkEqmRqRU1uq6ASul;
alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
1P1uNw7KcoSMTmh8qCmp6JxuyBYDZGH;
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3K26aMKmnnv97Pj8YIFcqqXk2LxeHfhnG3; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
3BVPbQZhAc0jRE5wRt195z1AatuEFHvdees7; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
3JfSgFwrrmtNuThur4R4pWPAmPeJv04t4Exe; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
3KGRQs9mNnWzrsZE8pPmOh6o5QfAV7G4p; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
1T47mKs9mNnWzrsZE8pPmOh6o5QfAV7G4p; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
361AxlKmNNWYwzRs6CE8pPmOh6o5QfAV7G4p; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
3FwCrmMbnB2Ey4CkEvV6JpogkEv8Sy9Pn9g; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
35aTjkNh4yTjSpJnsuTm0fMkThsaw9VgX; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
Organization Established Date 2015 [CYBER2].
- to- HYDRA MARKET (a.k.a. HYDRA)
MARKETPLACE; a.k.a. "HYDRA")

Commonwealth of Independent States; Website
http://hydraclubbioknikokex7njhwuahc2l67lfiz7z3
http://hydram6esdjf6otepmr5c3vjyndsoddz22afp
http://hydraclubbioknikokex7njhwuahc2l67lfiz7z3
http://hydraclubbioknikokex7njhwuahc2l67lfiz7z3

Digital Currency Address - XBT

Organization Established Date 2015 [CYBER2].

CHANGES TO THE SDN LIST IN 2022
HYDRA MARKETPLACE (a.k.a. HYDRA), Russia; [CYBER2].

Digital Currency Address - XBT
bc1q86j6joj6fl6f6p3zd3x82d45y5mz4l9uanf; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
1G64TFMVj7JtuXu6x74JBHeFsyWAfIt; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
3JhPsV3KnK9.d9BYGYSZL9E9Br79R865a; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
b1cqq8kz9m579pcqvsuv969m486ed2a24xc3; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
1Hu5YsYenfHlZSrhhJcDSS13ka8EKc; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
344WxxwFXaLx82YoxeNPaP3vBdAmkiiqLUJ; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
3PmpWofT3KRAFRLGTunuCERP2JdM14ar; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
3AFcE2mDBSSdncpYHfGoeEsMjUc26e2qQh; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
3P6PzFtr4275Gn3vLeKQyDxA1V86HKm; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
3HRvdFk365CF53nim5vprc9W7U9GfV7AFOa; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
3M7p7yBGSW2gqKVBsREB84T4k5Gvph3rEzv; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
1KZmEn5h9RNRsB0vCBWZAvsS5iDTuxBG; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
3ES6pzCueDPCn4ChhGicHuyey6gyl5R2z6E; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
3Kv5B3jop696q8jly44M33R3oyeYo8DddRB; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
3K2uaMkVnn9797yFycq6xKleHfrHnG3; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
3WP6PzGQoh426WsbR586JayEHfrveh3e8; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
3Ju5gFwnrnNnhvR4GpWAPm0eVo9r4exeA; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
1DKGR5GJXGLNlTFb9SNPnHfrkZ87q7Kl; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
361AkiknN50wZrRv5lBpn3hok5a4f7G74p; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
33WcGMdmsB2EY4eC3Hw5qfkuw3BsyP9gN; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
35atj58h8YeYypJls89nuT0dMIHtsaWkgx; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201; Organization Established Date 2015 [CYBER2].

HYDRA MARKETPLACE (a.k.a. HYDRA MARKET; a.k.a. “HYDRA”), Russia; [CYBER2].

Commonwealth of Independent States; Website http://hydramkt8s@bopetemr5c3vijnusoddd22xf
hbbjznzb5in2607ap7ad.onion; alt. Website http://hydraclibubnikokex7njhuwac2h67fiz723
6md2yopoda77ichonion; Digital Currency Address - XBT
3Krdj8aS5iy6LWvfz7brmny2qEhPSSSS4X; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
17nyhe8X617AB21TfthJKhUHMCvKfd5; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
35qVnIMcEwhDDBwRIcS7Rsazpo5cbY65G1Q; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
35KadTa2vqjzJlf2xUuZiZ5n1Gmcas2Y465; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
35ScRjKwzqJvWh9t9UAbH0H3GnGNVZ3Yefa; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
1Pjpsd6NAna9c56pHr71p7Evq8L5YMSHx6v; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
1777Vth7vMIDJmDw2K4uniHes5hGFKX7VC; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
3PcnZvRbyGWAQXKQhnr4ccpaFdy6y6NspE; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
14pM1HuvLDEL4NAu22opajI4w54H4HV1; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
1GYu09d5hF5kafb3ysk35303Rq4ibedgs0b; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
3Gxtd6kbb4M5q9Zm1zsqcDFRmW08LqD; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
1B11ezq3AXFmDmR5qU5P0y7Pnyn1YVnTk; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
16SPODFqzg0sNSPFI7TS0dW8iLXqia4oc; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
19puPbDuvjO6Ba2n3mC44CyD229AkuquV6sw7m; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
3BOACXMyMv81nUpmKvW9mbBSzwPGHq4X; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
1DGuYwvw3BjvXtmT5mgWai6UwoDRXgA1p X; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
1gkCCLUOxT0cLcPD7VLMgvCc4hs5Q775; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
1EvnBi2MoTzyBoAsGaeC6mVAmZosLpeJ; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
3bcq5n6wkv6s530yazqdp7wzwkpSf989g0cy7; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
1q9sue678e3ut08mwvqkqmg99d5x3q4g8hy8 qto; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
12VvYzG51m9fKHPe24x8B1aLLRPV2cT; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
bc1q02m6k8660yzqdp7wzwkwq9f89g0cy7; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
1NgwQx4u4m2r2KApplLqG5tfeP3PZG; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
13LQJL9OJ9K7PSq5GkN6h1eUc8UemygzqZ; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
1CGa5C5hUmmv9G340kF7QoHuVmLMJiqv; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
3P6zdEt4r275GnSveLkCyDxhA1jV8fHkm; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
3HReXqdGKQsk2C5SmvcPlyi9uW3gFvA6o; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
3MpyB5GWgkzuE88S4T24kVgPh3eRzv; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
1KZfY9h85nRBsXsWBazAveS5sTduXBG; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
3ES6pqCueDPcNhC4hQChhYuegYu6RzJW6e; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
3KvB3xj69Qn8JY4m3F3R0eYc88D3Rb; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
3K26SaMKnny97pYFicFqXX2LeXhHfnH; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
3BWP6iZAh4i5wRb59JAhTEFjvheees7; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
3Jus9GfrnrnuNvhuP4GwPAMeJv04Xeae; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
1DKGRXjGKxLNTeFb05SPNihtrk875q7k; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
361AKKXmnnWvvZxRc6p4PNnt5aQ4f7v4p; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
33WcMdmn82EY4CeBNvBzyGpfuevBsy9P9n; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
35aTjkBh4yeTypJs9nuTdoMKHTsawKVgX; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
Digital Currency Address - XBT
1okyJ1111T0r4XWttm7TqXa1d8VuWdogzl5XqO; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
3GxhA6bkb4M8a3qz2M2qpxcFDFRm8Lqpdj; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
1B11Ezq3A3VJfMrdqLpPdpNYnYn8k4tn; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
165PQDQFzqsoNSPfIfTTs68d5LXqxa40c; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
19PbUjDvoS8z6afUCYiZ22Azuqzv86Wm7; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
3BQACiMXY8J9pUMpke6W9mb8ZszwpGh4QX; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
1DGy4yw3B6JWXTmn7TqWael5UWdoRxga1p; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
1GcKLUUxOtd9qLcPD7VLmGvCco4hsQ775; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
1EvihBead5vC2Yhz0BoAsGc6VAmz1osLeou; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
bc1qem6kv65l03aydplqjwzvpv9zf9gah0cy7; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
bc1q9u678e3j08mwmwqkqzm9me5xk3q3yqj; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
12TyyZigS1mfn9KHiPHed24x8B1alARPVc7; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
bc1q20zaji9ggDg9d9iiczgaG4up6saahOqy2Dk; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
1NgwQwrt4uEh2arKAppl8Gqaf6fpb3PG; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
13LQjQ1ojj9Jk7PpsqFg9JHoNvVwIl8hgoQz; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
1GC1asC5unbmv9G34ofk7QohuVbMLJQV; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
3Kqp3c5r2vyDeoO3h95RSRnKns5b5a7A43; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
331TS6DyASY7iU5CRA8UryBnkPS78fP2B; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
1Nv.Jm3j3dEENNYyqws5BKVqkhLxgshlJd0; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
1Ljicjca74n8pmi4AX0LqC6TUTHFpx081; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
175Bujv8JcUl0ueG11TRKt9l pres4uUVJCUC; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
1Anpca7g93BwptUJg1zV116v49zn9gJDi3; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
1BcmWmpvR4MnVYuYYe2bmnznUwGQFZABa; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
18FGhA7kxcNHkH3tblB7qKCy7UW8TtCJE; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
1QhoyULqRMsHfNpNjKv4DWHt5h5shW1UmWb; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
1GfTy5F9qsi5MhazRZfgQ2K7d5aHv8; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
bc1qyuc6ebca84ug9g1j5j2d8hrn0uvuj06fof57p; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
5e6SrekQ705i0s53w; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
16P2UWTZwXRYKs8THNvjDyY103EQQ0zT; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
1Cdr2Qny705t4tu0XyYk2LJHDPsazy7y; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
1heh98x8H2W0zuWFYFqZLCTZB52GnSW; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
1D3Qua5S9QwKw8dWJ9FQNeUldRlysJSqZ; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
1PRWkRd3x5U7ldpPqJhtu1s6W1QZsz4y; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
1D1ej7ZQzyWBDNXXNnymH7bRs279kodDG; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
3KGQ3hX6eF8YJTFTB5vdtkZifmWzyWLRQh; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
1XKE3XWfbSfJqGICHzW5QGQ6gWMTZw; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
1MsntGswZjJChwPw71FT09DQ3rBBg; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
1KaaKuNjmW7FCb7mKJAKQZFG3X9464558m; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
1Ge&JodC2HIBeiTuT7D3MrOH6FkXcT1kff; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
bc1tqemop3gtp4x3guGyiw1hzhx37t3u; g; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
1EbuUlLbYtoasz96vm5M3yyNgzXKL7GeC; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
1Hh68atuTMucTtnVycGUmAvC2tCldM58kK; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
19RZvHbWDHSP8KpmJSuSaugFYoIeXtehzw; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
3DLG7nH wrestling5eKRXnWMXWLpFQusswW2; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
1PXwpyVYzCN9p9Lqk7AKDlFnhAqzvVUE; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
1Q4JHj2a3Br3Jrzcqex4Z3PfF5PSdFg4fJ; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
1Ptyfs2tis675tyDmdaRa7kPqasagMBxzf; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
162SAEYpPC3QD94fn2oCxyJ9ue8m5yb7; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
bc1qvzfn6kmexv4448kw0p5jmex6vwhcv3czog; X; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
3QyoH4u3qT88uChAeJvbf36maZb431y; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
1FF68g91XCTXkNvy88mbDLo2y0em1q4b8kxy; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
1DpdL917MVmNQzdDyQd81w6GcmvPRD5S; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
3AJWiuDdb5smGUSs9BmehlCy5yW3z08r; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
1EMu6SPqPnC4c4c80S1DSydnhmTmw; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
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33FwCm5a5bEnj4EBvWbj0GFkuavBstvP09nG; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
35aTkj8BhuyeyeTyj9Nm7DuoMKHTBswaKvG; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201; Organization Established Date 2015 [CYBER2].

IVANOVA, Elena Nikolaievna (Cyrillic: ИВАНОВА, Елена Николаевна), St. Petersburg, Russia; DOB 07 Nov 1964; POB Karamzino Village, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Female; Passport 737144264 (Russia); National ID No. 4009952155 (individual) [CYBER2] (Linked To: NPP PT OKEANS, AO). -to- IVANOVA, Elena Nikolaievna (Cyrillic: ИВАНОВА, Елена Николаевна), St. Petersburg, Russia; DOB 07 Nov 1964; POB Karamzino Village, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Female; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201; Passport 737144264 (Russia); National ID No. 4009952155 (individual) [CYBER2] (Linked To: NPP PT OKEANS, AO).

KAGANSKIY, Vladimir (a.k.a. KAGANSKIY, Vladimir Yakovlevich), Russia; DOB 23 Dec 1957; Gender Male; Passport 726105847 (Russia) (individual) [CYBER2] (Linked To: DIVE TECHNO SERVICES). -to- KAGANSKIY, Vladimir (a.k.a. KAGANSKIY, Vladimir Yakovlevich), Russia; DOB 23 Dec 1957; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201; Passport 726105847 (Russia) (individual) [CYBER2] (Linked To: NPP PT OKEANS, AO).

KAGANSKIY, Vladimir Yakovlevich (a.k.a. KAGANSKIY, Vladimir), Russia; DOB 23 Dec 1957; Gender Male; Passport 726105847 (Russia) (individual) [CYBER2] (Linked To: DIVE TECHNO SERVICES). -to- KAGANSKIY, Vladimir Yakovlevich (a.k.a. KAGANSKIY, Vladimir), Russia; DOB 23 Dec 1957; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201; Passport 726105847 (Russia) (individual) [CYBER2] (Linked To: NPP PT OKEANS, AO).
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1Q6saNmqkJyFB9mFR68Ck8F7D7TopF2W; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
1Q6saNmqkJyFB9mFR68Ck8F7D7TopF2W; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
1Q6saNmqkJyFB9mFR68Ck8F7D7TopF2W; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
1Q6saNmqkJyFB9mFR68Ck8F7D7TopF2W; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT

Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201
(individual) [CYBER2] (Linked To: INTERNET RESEARCH AGENCY LLC).

KHUDAYNOVA, Elena Alekseevna, St. Petersburg, Russia; DOB 17 Feb 1974; Gender Female; Passport 639002215 (Russia)
(individual) [CYBER2] (Linked To: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY CONCORD MANAGEMENT AND CONSULTING).

KHUDAYNOVA, Elena Alekseevna, St. Petersburg, Russia; DOB 17 Feb 1974; Gender Female; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201; Passport 639002215 (Russia)
(individual) [CYBER2] (Linked To: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY CONCORD MANAGEMENT AND CONSULTING).

KOVALEVSKIJ, Nikita Gennadiievich (a.k.a. KOVALEVSKY, Nikita), Finland; DOB 21 Nov 1978; nationality Finland; Gender Male; Passport 2111702697 (individual) [CYBER2] (Linked To: OPTIMA FREIGHT OY). -to- KOVALEVSKIJ, Nikita Gennadiievich (a.k.a. KOVALEVSKY, Nikita), Finland; DOB 21 Nov 1978; nationality Finland; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201; Passport 2111702697 (individual) [CYBER2] (Linked To: OPTIMA FREIGHT OY).

KOVALEVSKY, Nikita (a.k.a. KOVALEVSKIJ, Nikita Gennadiievich), Finland; DOB 21 Nov 1978; nationality Finland; Gender Male; Passport 2111702697 (individual) [CYBER2] (Linked To: OPTIMA FREIGHT OY). -to- KOVALEVSKY, Nikita (a.k.a. KOVALEVSKIJ, Nikita Gennadiievich), Finland; DOB 21 Nov 1978; nationality Finland; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201; Passport 2111702697 (individual) [CYBER2] (Linked To: OPTIMA FREIGHT OY).

KOVALEVSKIJ, Andrey Vechislavovich (a.k.a. PLOTNITSKIY, Andrey; a.k.a. STREL, Andrey), Moscow, Russia; DOB 25 Jul 1989; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Passport 2111702697 (individual) [CYBER2] (Linked To: OPTIMA FREIGHT OY). -to- KOVALEVSKIJ, Andrey Vechislavovich (a.k.a. PLOTNITSKIY, Andrey; a.k.a. STREL, Andrey), Moscow, Russia; DOB 25 Jul 1989; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201; Passport 2111702697 (individual) [CYBER2] (Linked To: OPTIMA FREIGHT OY).
KRYLOVA, Aleksandra Yuryevna, Russia; DOB 01 Jul 1986; Gender Female (individual) [CYBER2] (Linked To: INTERNET RESEARCH AGENCY LLC). -to- KRYLOVA, Aleksandra Yuryevna, Russia; DOB 01 Jul 1986; Gender Female; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 (individual) [CYBER2] (Linked To: INTERNET RESEARCH AGENCY LLC).

KUCHUMOVA, Nadezhda Leonidovna (a.k.a. KUCHUMOVA, Nadiya (a.k.a. KUCHUMOVA, Leonidovna)), St. Petersburg, Russia; DOB 28 Nov 1980; POB St. Petersburg, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Female; Passport 712413714 (Russia) (individual) [CYBER2] (Linked To: DIVETECHNO SERVICES). -to- KUCHUMOVA, Nadiya), St. Petersburg, Russia; DOB 28 Nov 1980; POB St. Petersburg, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Female; Passport 712413714 (Russia) (individual) [CYBER2] (Linked To: DIVETECHNO SERVICES).

LACNO S.R.O., Cintorinska 9, Bratislava 81108, Slovakia; D-U-N-S Number 361680273; V.A.T. Number SK2024170423 (Slovakia) [CYBER2] (Linked To: DIVETECHNO SERVICES). -to- LACNO S.R.O., Cintorinska 9, Bratislava 81108, Slovakia; D-U-N-S Number 361680273; V.A.T. Number SK2024170423 (Slovakia) [CYBER2] (Linked To: DIVETECHNO SERVICES).

MANIDIS, Georgios, Moscow, Russia; DOB 23 Aug 1971; Gender Male; National ID No. AV2752462 (Greece) (individual) [CYBER2] (Linked To: EVIL CORP). -to- MANIDIS, Georgios, Moscow, Russia; DOB 23 Aug 1971; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201; National ID No. AV2752462 (Greece) (individual) [CYBER2] (Linked To: EVIL CORP).

NAGIBIN, Anton Aleksandrovich, Russia; DOB 20 May 1985; POB Leningrad, Russia; Gender Male; Passport 712413714 (Russia) (individual) [CYBER2] (Linked To: DIVETECHNO SERVICES). -to- NAGIBIN, Anton, Aleksandrovich, Russia; DOB 20 May 1985; POB Leningrad, Russia; Gender Male; Passport 712413714 (Russia) (individual) [CYBER2] (Linked To: DIVETECHNO SERVICES).

NEVNOV (a.k.a. NEVSKIY NEWS LLC; a.k.a. NEVNOV NEWS LLC), d. 11 korp. 2 pom. 327-N, ul. Staroderevenskaya, St. Petersburg, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201; Passport 712413714 (Russia) (individual) [CYBER2] (Linked To: DIVETECHNO SERVICES). -to- NEVNOV (a.k.a. NEVSKIY NEWS LLC; a.k.a. NEVNOV NEWS LLC), d. 11 korp. 2 pom. 327-N, ul. Staroderevenskaya, St. Petersburg, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201; Passport 712413714 (Russia) (individual) [CYBER2] (Linked To: DIVETECHNO SERVICES).

NEVNOV (a.k.a. NEVSKIY NEWS LLC; a.k.a. NEVNOV NEWS LLC), d. 11 korp. 2 pom. 327-N, ul. Staroderevenskaya, St. Petersburg, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201; Passport 712413714 (Russia) (individual) [CYBER2] (Linked To: DIVETECHNO SERVICES). -to- NEVNOV (a.k.a. NEVSKIY NEWS LLC; a.k.a. NEVNOV NEWS LLC), d. 11 korp. 2 pom. 327-N, ul. Staroderevenskaya, St. Petersburg, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201; Passport 712413714 (Russia) (individual) [CYBER2] (Linked To: DIVETECHNO SERVICES).

NPP PT OKEANOS, AO (Cyrillic: AO НПП ОКЕАНОС) (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO NAUCHNO-PROIZVODSTVENNOE PREDPRIYATIE PODVODNYKH TEKHNOLOGII); f.k.a. OKEANOS, AO), d. 2 litera A pom. 1384, Bulvar Poeticheski, St. Petersburg 194295, Russia; 19/2 Esenina Street, St. Petersburg 194295, Russia; 16/2 A-H Engelsa Prospekt, St. Petersburg 195156, Russia; Website www.oceanos.ru; Tax ID No. 7801233338 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 13873675 (Russia); Registration Number 1037800076610 (Russia) [CYBER2] (Linked To: FEDERAL SECURITY SERVICE). -to- NPP PT OKEANOS, AO (Cyrillic: AO НПП ОКЕАНОС) (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO NAUCHNO-PROIZVODSTVENNOE PREDPRIYATIE PODVODNYKH TEKHNOLOGII); f.k.a. OKEANOS, AO), d. 2 litera A pom. 1384, Bulvar Poeticheski, St. Petersburg 194295, Russia; 19/2 Esenina Street, St. Petersburg 194295, Russia; 16/2 A-H Engelsa Prospekt, St. Petersburg 195156, Russia; Website www.oceanos.ru; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201; Tax ID No. 7801233338 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 13873675 (Russia); Registration Number 1037800076610 (Russia) [CYBER2] (Linked To: FEDERAL SECURITY SERVICE).

OBSCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OBLIYALIYOM #1 MANAGEMENT AND CONSULTING). -to- OBSCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OBLIYALIYOM #1 MANAGEMENT AND CONSULTING). -to- NPP PT OKEANOS, AO (Cyrillic: AO НПП ОКЕАНОС) (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO NAUCHNO-PROIZVODSTVENNOE PREDPRIYATIE PODVODNYKH TEKHNOLOGII); f.k.a. OKEANOS, AO), d. 2 litera A pom. 1384, Bulvar Poeticheski, St. Petersburg 194295, Russia; 19/2 Esenina Street, St. Petersburg 194295, Russia; 16/2 A-H Engelsa Prospekt, St. Petersburg 195156, Russia; Website www.oceanos.ru; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201; Tax ID No. 7801233338 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 13873675 (Russia); Registration Number 1037800076610 (Russia) [CYBER2] (Linked To: FEDERAL SECURITY SERVICE). -to- NPP PT OKEANOS, AO (Cyrillic: AO НПП ОКЕАНОС) (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO NAUCHNO-PROIZVODSTVENNOE PREDPRIYATIE PODVODNYKH TEKHNOLOGII); f.k.a. OKEANOS, AO), d. 2 litera A pom. 1384, Bulvar Poeticheski, St. Petersburg 194295, Russia; 19/2 Esenina Street, St. Petersburg 194295, Russia; 16/2 A-H Engelsa Prospekt, St. Petersburg 195156, Russia; Website www.oceanos.ru; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201; Tax ID No. 7801233338 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 13873675 (Russia); Registration Number 1037800076610 (Russia) [CYBER2] (Linked To: FEDERAL SECURITY SERVICE).
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GUSEV, Denis Igorevich). -to- OBSHCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTU BIZNES-STOLITSA (a.k.a. BIZNES-STOLITSA, OOO (Cyrillic: ООО БИЗНЕС-СТОЛИЦА)), d. 14 korpus 1 pom. Khli/Kom. 1, ul., Sokolovo-Meshchenkaya Moscow, Moscow 125466, Russia; D-U-N-S Number 50-722-6994; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201; Tax ID No. 7733904024 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 40335667 (Russia); Registration Number 5147746417882 (Russia) [CYBER2] (Linked To: GUSEV, Denis Igorevich).

OBSHCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTU OPTIMA (a.k.a. OPTIMA, OOO (Cyrillic: ООО ОПТИМА)), d. 2 korpus 2 pom. 1, ul., Kominterna Moscow, Moscow 129344, Russia; D-U-N-S Number 50-579-8144; Tax ID No. 7716740680 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 17325717 (Russia); Registration Number 1137746232260 (Russia) [CYBER2] (Linked To: GUSEV, Denis Igorevich).

OBSHCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTU TREID-INVEST (a.k.a. TREID-INVEST, OOO (Cyrillic: ООО ТРЕЙД-ИНВЕСТ)), 11/2, ul., Sadovaya-Chernogryazskaya Moscow, Moscow 105064, Russia; D-U-N-S Number 50-722-5114; Tax ID No. 7701416320 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 40214946 (Russia); Registration Number 5147746418782 (Russia) [CYBER2] (Linked To: GUSEV, Denis Igorevich).

OCEANOS JSC (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO NAUCHNO-PROIZvodstvennoe Predpriyatie Podvodychnykh Tehnologii Okeanos; a.k.a. NPP PT Okeanos, AO (Cyrillic: АО НПП ПТ ОКЕАНОС); f.k.a. OKEANOS, AO), d. 2 litera A pom. 1384, Bulvar Poetcheski, St. Petersburg 194295, Russia; 192 Esenina Street, St. Petersburg 194295, Russia; 16/2 A-H Engelsa Prospekt, St. Petersburg 195156, Russia; Website www.oceanos.ru; Tax ID No. 7801233338 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 13873675 (Russia); Registration Number 1037800076610 (Russia) [CYBER2] (Linked To: FEDERAL SECURITY SERVICE).

OCEANOS, AO (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO NAUCHNO-PROIZvodstvennoe Predpriyatie Podvodychnykh Tehnologii Okeanos; a.k.a. NPP PT Okeanos, AO (Cyrillic: АО НПП ПТ ОКЕАНОС); f.k.a. OKEANOS, AO), d. 2 litera A pom. 1384, Bulvar Poetcheski, St. Petersburg 194295, Russia; 192 Esenina Street, St. Petersburg 194295, Russia; 16/2 A-H Engelsa Prospekt, St. Petersburg 195156, Russia; Website www.oceanos.ru; Tax ID No. 7801233338 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 13873675 (Russia); Registration Number 1037800076610 (Russia) [CYBER2] (Linked To: FEDERAL SECURITY SERVICE).

OPTIMA FREIGHT OY, Manttaalitie 5, Vantaa, Uusimaa 01530, Finland; Manttaalitie 5-7, Vantaa 01530, Finland; Website www.optimafreight.fi; Registration Number 23923991 (Finland) [CYBER2] (Linked To: DIVETECHNOSERVICES). -to- OPTIMA, OOO DIGITAL SECURITY; a.k.a. DIGITAL SECURITY RESEARCH GROUP, a.k.a. "DSEC"), Saint Petersburg, Russia; Moscow, Russia [CYBER2] (Linked To: FEDERAL SECURITY SERVICE). -to- OOO DIGITAL SECURITY (a.k.a. DIGITAL SECURITY RESEARCH GROUP, a.k.a. "DSEC"), Saint Petersburg, Russia; Moscow, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 (Russia) [CYBER2] (Linked To: FEDERAL SECURITY SERVICE).

OPTIMA, OOO (Cyrillic: ООО ОПТИМА) (a.k.a. OBSHCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTU OPTIMA), d. 2 korpus. 2 pom. 1, ul., Kominterna Moscow, Moscow 129344, Russia; D-U-N-S Number 50-579-8144; Tax ID No. 7716740680 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 17325717 (Russia); Registration Number 1137746232260 (Russia) [CYBER2] (Linked To: GUSEV, Denis Igorevich). -to- OPTIMA, OOO (Cyrillic: ООО ОПТИМА) (a.k.a. OBSHCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTU OPTIMA), d. 2 korpus. 2 pom. 1, ul., Kominterna Moscow, Moscow 129344, Russia; D-U-N-S Number 50-579-8144; Tax ID No. 7716740680 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 17325717 (Russia); Registration Number 1137746232260 (Russia) [CYBER2] (Linked To: GUSEV, Denis Igorevich).
(a.k.a. OBUSHCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNO
OTVETSTVENNYM OTVETSTVENNOSTYU OPTIMA), d. 2 korpus. 2
pom. 1, ul., Kominternovskaya Moscov, Moscow 129344, Russia; D-U-N-S Number 50-579-8144;
Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-
Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR
589.201; Tax ID No. 7718740680 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 17325717 (Russia);
Registration Number 1137746232280 (Russia) [CYBER2] (Linked To: GUSEV, Denis
Igorevich)。

POLITSKIY, Andrey (a.k.a. KOVALSKIY,
Andrey Vechislavovich; a.k.a. STREL, Andrey),
Barnaul, Russia; DOB 25 Jul 1989; Gender
Male (individual) [CYBER2] (Linked To: EVIL
CORP). -to- POLYANIN, Yevgeniy Igorevich
(Cyrillic: ПОЛЯНИН, ЕВГЕНИЙ ИГОРЕВИЧ),
Barnaul, Russia; DOB 13 Oct 1987; Gender Male (individual) [CYBER2] (Linked To: INTERNET
RESEARCH AGENCY LLC). -to- POLOZOV, Sergey Pavlovich, Russia; DOB 13 Oct 1987; Gender Male;
Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-
Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201
(organization) [CYBER2] (Linked To: INTERNET
RESEARCH AGENCY LLC).

POLYANIN, Evgenii Igorevich (a.k.a. POLYANIN,
Evgeniy Igorevich; a.k.a. POLOZOV, Sergey Pavlovich,
Russia; DOB 13 Oct 1987; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-
Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201; Digital Currency Address - XBT
31p6woV4e55HUJC2aGynFzhQnGoJFW26cD;
alt. Digital Currency Address - Digital Currency Address - XBT
0xfec8a60023265364d066a1212dfe3930fe8ad
a7; Passport 0118665722 (Russia); Driver's License No. 202211729 (Russia) (individual)
[CYBER2].

POLOZOV, Sergey Pavlovich, Russia; DOB 13
Oct 1987; Gender Male (individual) [CYBER2] (Linked To: INTERNET
RESEARCH AGENCY LLC).

POLYANIN EVGENII IGOREVICH (Cyrillic: ИП
ПОЛЯНИН ЕВГЕНИЙ ИГОРЕВИЧ), Barnaul, Russia;
Organization Established Date 12 May 2019;
Tax ID No. 222262500662 (Russia); Business Registration Number 31922250010953 (Russia) [CYBER2]. -to-
POLYANIN EVGENII IGOREVICH (Cyrillic: ИП
ПОЛЯНИН ЕВГЕНИЙ ИГОРЕВИЧ), Barnaul, Russia;
Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-
Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201; Organization Established Date 12
May 2019; Tax ID No. 222262509862 (Russia); Business Registration Number 31922250010953 (Russia) [CYBER2]. -to-
POLYANIN EVGENII IGOREVICH (Cyrillic: ИП
ПОЛЯНИН ЕВГЕНИЙ ИГОРЕВИЧ), Barnaul, Russia;
Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-
Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201; Business Registration Number 31922250010953 (Russia) [CYBER2].

POLYANIN, Evgeniy Igorevich (a.k.a. POLYANIN,
Evgeniy Igorevich; a.k.a. POLYANIN, Evgenii
Igorevich; a.k.a. POLYANIN, Evgeniy; a.k.a.
POLYANIN, Evgeniy Igorevich; a.k.a. POLYANIN,
Evgeniy Igorevich (Cyrillic: ПОЛЯНИН, ЕВГЕНИЙ ИГОРЕВИЧ)),
Baltiskaya 63-16, Barnaul 656058, Russia; DOB
04 Mar 1993; POB Russia; nationality Russia;
Gender Male; Digital Currency Address - XBT
158treVZBGBMThoaympxcssPd2ZPqtUyfYt9; alt.
Digital Currency Address - XBT
388Sn4nFkJPBhagbf9FN4xncA9p9yTuU; alt.
Digital Currency Address - XBT
39Te8MbpshSgs7nDJPj2hbNzhke61NTcnB; alt.
Digital Currency Address - XBT
3ip6woV4e55HUJC2aGynFzhQnGoJFW26cD;
alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
SHEVCHUK, Tatiana, Moscow, Russia; DOB 08 Aug 1990; Email Address: potekhinl4@bk.ru; Gender Male; National ID No. BB299742 (Ukraine) (individual) [CYBER2] (Linked To: EVIL CORP).

STREL, Andrey (a.k.a. KOVALSKIY, Andrey Vechislavovich; a.k.a. PLOTNITSKIY, Andrey), Moscow, Russia; DOB 25 Jul 1989; Gender Male (individual) [CYBER2] (Linked To: EVIL CORP). -to- STREL, Andrey (a.k.a. KOVALSKIY, Andrey Vechislavovich; a.k.a. PLOTNITSKIY, Andrey), Moscow, Russia; DOB 25 Jul 1989; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 (individual) [CYBER2] (Linked To: EVIL CORP).

SLOBODSKOY, Dmitry Alekseyevich, Russia; DOB 28 Jul 1988; Gender Male; Passport 721007353 (Russia) (individual) [CYBER2] (Linked To: EVIL CORP). -to- SLOBODSKOY, Dmitry Alekseyevich, Russia; DOB 28 Jul 1988; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201; Passport 721007353 (Russia) (individual) [CYBER2] (Linked To: EVIL CORP).

SMIRNOV, Dmitriy Alekseyevich, Moscow, Russia; DOB 28 Feb 1987; Passport 721025114 (Russia); National ID No. 4508818947 (Russia); Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201; Passport 721025114 (Russia); National ID No. 4508818947 (Russia) (individual) [CYBER2] (Linked To: EVIL CORP).

STC, LTD (a.k.a. SPECIAL TECHNOLOGY CENTER), Gzhatskaya 21 k2, St. Petersburg, Russia; 21-2 Gzhatskaya Street, St. Petersburg, Russia; Website stc-spb.ru; Email Address stcspb1@mail.ru; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201; Tax ID No. 7802170553 (Russia) [CYBER2].

SUEN OTC, S.R.O. (a.k.a. “SUCCESSFUL EXCHANGE”), Presnenskaya Embankment, 12, Federation East Tower, Floor 31, Suite Q, Moscow 123317, Russia; Skorepka 1058/8 Staré Mesto, Prague 110 00, Czech Republic (Latin: Skořepka 1058/8 Staré Město, Praha 110 00, Czech Republic); Website suex.io; Digital Currency Address - ETH 1B64QRxfaa35MVkf7sDjuGUYAP5izQt7Qi; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT 1Df883c96LVauVsx9FEgnsourD8DELwCUQ; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT 1CF46Rfbp97absrs7zb7dFfZS6qBXUm9EP; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT 13mnk8SvDGqsQTHbiGxhrXqtaQCUKfcsnP; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT 1EceuX2CNWcDnBZnqKpCvCvqDr9GEo4x6; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT 1295kvYvIfFpqZxKvhGShqwP1jZ0nNNDMV; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT 1L1nMjUPy7Ed92QyVJAV3R79Z9LyvUCcx; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT 1L65yLldz722mBqJ5rtrnroeFiyH4yAfyyy; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT 1KUjUCjykDhameZQgxsZQncG3x1QPXtdhgz; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT 1CF46Rfbp97abrsz7b7DF5q4BxUum9EP; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT 1D883c96LVauVsx9FEgnsourD8DELwCUQ; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT bc1qdt3gml5z5n50y5hm04u2yjdphefkm0fl2zdj68; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT 1BE4QgRxffaa35Ml7FJ973JuGUYAP5zQ70Q; Digital Currency Address - ETH.
0x2f389ce8bd8ff92de3402ffece4691d17fcf6535; alt. Digital Currency Address - ETH
0x19aa5fe80d33a56d56c7e8e2ea5e50ed80b4
df; alt. Digital Currency Address - ETH
0xe7aa314c77f4233c18c6cc84384a9247c0cf36
7b; alt. Digital Currency Address - ETH
0x308ed4b7b49797e1a9d3818bdf653854103
70; Organization Established Date 25 Sep 2018; Digital Currency Address - USD
0x2f389ce8bd8ff92de3402ffece4691d17fcf6535;
alt. Digital Currency Address - ETH
0x19aa5fe80d33a56d56c7e8e2ea5e50ed80b4
df; alt. Digital Currency Address - ETH
1KUUJPkyDhamZXgpsyXqNGc3x1QPXtdhgz;
alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
1CF46Rfbp97abars7zb7df1ZS6qBXUm9E9P; alt.
Digital Currency Address - XBT
1DF883c96LVauVsx9Efgnour06DEluCQ; alt.
Digital Currency Address - ETH
0x2f389ce8bd8ff92de3402ffece4691d17fcf6535;
alt. Digital Currency Address - ETH
0x19aa5fe80d33a56d56c7e8e2ea5e50ed80b4
df; alt. Digital Currency Address - ETH
0xe7aa314c77f4233c18c6cc84384a9247c0cf36
7b; alt. Digital Currency Address - ETH
1B4QoDa3aa35MVlf7aDjGuYAP5izQ7Q; Digital Currency Address - ETH
0x2f389ce8bd8ff92de3402ffece4691d17fcf6535;
alt. Digital Currency Address - ETH
0x19aa5fe80d33a56d56c7e8e2ea5e50ed80b4
df; alt. Digital Currency Address - ETH
xe7aa314c77f4233c18c6cc84384a9247c0cf36
7b; alt. Digital Currency Address - ETH
16iWn2J1McqToYlHSaAy8E6n3QAyQy91H; Company Number 07486049 (Czech Republic); Legal Entity Number 5299007NTWC3U23WM81 (Czech Republic) [CYBER2]. -to- SUEX OTC, S.R.O. (a.k.a. TRIBUN, Alexandr Lvovich (Cyrillic: ТРИБУН, Александр Львович) (individual) [CYBER2] (Linked To: GUSEV, Denis Igorevich). TRIBUN, Alexandr (a.k.a. TRIBUN, Alexandr Lvovich (Cyrillic: ТРИБУН, Александр Львович)), a.k.a. TRIBUN, Alexandr Lvovich, Russia; DOB 29 Aug 1969; Passport 7195142631 (Russia) (individual) [CYBER2] (Linked To: DIVETECHNO SERVICES). -to- TRIBUN, Aleksandr Lvovich (Cyrillic: ТРИБУН, Александрович Львович), a.k.a. TRIBUN, Alexandr Lvovich, Russia; DOB 29 Aug 1969; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201; Passport 7195142631 (Russia) (individual) [CYBER2] (Linked To: DIVETECHNO SERVICES). -to- TRIBUN, Alexandr Lvovich (Cyrillic: ТРИБУН, Александрович Львович)), a.k.a. TRIBUN, Aleksandr Lvovich, Russia; DOB 29 Aug 1969; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201; Passport 7195142631 (Russia) (individual) [CYBER2] (Linked To: DIVETECHNO SERVICES).
MARINE LTD.). -to- TSAREVA, Marina Igorevna, Russia; DOB 09 Nov 1973; POB Krasnoyarsk, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Female; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201; Passport 71002398 (Russia) (individual) [CYBER2] (Linked To: DIVETECHNOSERVICES; Linked To: VELA-MARINE LTD.).

TSOR SECURITY (f.k.a. ESAGE LAB; a.k.a. ZORSECURITY), Luzhnetskaya Embankment 2/4, Building 17, Office 444, Moscow 119270, Russia; Registration ID 1127746601817 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7704813260 (Russia); alt. Tax ID No. 7704010041 (Russia) [CYBER2]. -to- TSOR SECURITY (f.k.a. ESAGE LAB; a.k.a. ZORSECURITY), Luzhnetskaya Embankment 2/4, Building 17, Office 444, Moscow 119270, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201; Registration ID 1127746601817 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7704813260 (Russia); alt. Tax ID No. 7704010041 (Russia) [CYBER2].

VASILCHENKO, Gleb Igorevich, Russia; DOB 13 Apr 1991; Gender Male (individual) [CYBER2] (Linked To: INTERNET RESEARCH AGENCY LLC). -to- VASILCHENKO, Gleb Igorevich, Russia; DOB 13 Apr 1991; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 (individual) [CYBER2] (Linked To: INTERNET RESEARCH AGENCY LLC).


YAKUBETS, Artem Viktorovich, Moscow, Russia; DOB 17 Jan 1986; POB Polonnoye, Khmelntskaya Oblast, Ukraine; citizen Russia; Gender Male (individual) [CYBER2] (Linked To: DIVETECHNOSERVICES). -to- YAKUBETS, Artem Viktorovich, Moscow, Russia; DOB 17 Jan 1986; POB Polonnoye, Khmelntskaya Oblast, Ukraine; citizen Russia; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 (individual) [CYBER2] (Linked To: DIVETECHNOSERVICES).
alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
361AkMkN9WwZRsCEt8pNPon9e8 epilepsy 4V7g4p;
alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
33WcMdsB2EY4CeBVWgGf1uevB5y8nPmG;
alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
35aTjkBh4YeTAmIJS3mTha5KvGxK;
Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-
Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR
589.201; Organization Established Date 2015
[CYBER2].

"Lastik" (a.k.a. BOGACHEV, Evgeniy
Mikhailovich; a.k.a. BOGACHEV, Evgeniy
Lermontova Str., 120-101, Anapa, Russia; DOB
28 Oct 1983 (individual) [CYBER2]. -to-
"Lastik" (a.k.a. BOGACHEV, Evgeniy
Mikhailovich; a.k.a. BOGACHEV, Evgeniy
Lermontova Str., 120-101, Anapa, Russia; DOB
28 Oct 1983 (individual) [CYBER2]. -to-
"Lastik" (a.k.a. BOGACHEV, Evgeniy
Mikhailovich; a.k.a. BOGACHEV, Evgeniy
Lermontova Str., 120-101, Anapa, Russia; DOB
28 Oct 1983 (individual) [CYBER2]. -to-
"Lastik" (a.k.a. BOGACHEV, Evgeniy
Mikhailovich; a.k.a. BOGACHEV, Evgeniy
Lermontova Str., 120-101, Anapa, Russia; DOB
28 Oct 1983 (individual) [CYBER2]. -to-
"Lastik" (a.k.a. BOGACHEV, Evgeniy
Mikhailovich; a.k.a. BOGACHEV, Evgeniy
Lermontova Str., 120-101, Anapa, Russia; DOB
28 Oct 1983 (individual) [CYBER2]. -to-
"Lastik" (a.k.a. BOGACHEV, Evgeniy
Mikhailovich; a.k.a. BOGACHEV, Evgeniy
Lermontova Str., 120-101, Anapa, Russia; DOB
28 Oct 1983 (individual) [CYBER2]. -to-
"Lastik" (a.k.a. BOGACHEV, Evgeniy
Mikhailovich; a.k.a. BOGACHEV, Evgeniy
Lermontova Str., 120-101, Anapa, Russia; DOB
28 Oct 1983 (individual) [CYBER2]. -to-
"Lastik" (a.k.a. BOGACHEV, Evgeniy
Mikhailovich; a.k.a. BOGACHEV, Evgeniy
Lermontova Str., 120-101, Anapa, Russia; DOB
28 Oct 1983 (individual) [CYBER2]. -to-
"Lastik" (a.k.a. BOGACHEV, Evgeniy
Mikhailovich; a.k.a. BOGACHEV, Evgeniy
Lermontova Str., 120-101, Anapa, Russia; DOB
28 Oct 1983 (individual) [CYBER2]. -to-
"Lastik" (a.k.a. BOGACHEV, Evgeniy
Mikhailovich; a.k.a. BOGACHEV, Evgeniy
Lermontova Str., 120-101, Anapa, Russia; DOB
28 Oct 1983 (individual) [CYBER2]. -to-
"Lastik" (a.k.a. BOGACHEV, Evgeniy
Mikhailovich; a.k.a. BOGACHEV, Evgeniy
Lermontova Str., 120-101, Anapa, Russia; DOB
28 Oct 1983 (individual) [CYBER2]. -to-
"Lastik" (a.k.a. BOGACHEV, Evgeniy
Mikhailovich; a.k.a. BOGACHEV, Evgeniy
Lermontova Str., 120-101, Anapa, Russia; DOB
28 Oct 1983 (individual) [CYBER2]. -to-
"Lastik" (a.k.a. BOGACHEV, Evgeniy
Mikhailovich; a.k.a. BOGACHEV, Evgeniy
Lermontova Str., 120-101, Anapa, Russia; DOB
28 Oct 1983 (individual) [CYBER2]. -to-
"Lastik" (a.k.a. BOGACHEV, Evgeniy
Mikhailovich; a.k.a. BOGACHEV, Evgeniy
Lermontova Str., 120-101, Anapa, Russia; DOB
28 Oct 1983 (individual) [CYBER2]. -to-
"Lastik" (a.k.a. BOGACHEV, Evgeniy
Mikhailovich; a.k.a. BOGACHEV, Evgeniy
Lermontova Str., 120-101, Anapa, Russia; DOB
28 Oct 1983 (individual) [CYBER2]. -to-
"Lastik" (a.k.a. BOGACHEV, Evgeniy
Mikhailovich; a.k.a. BOGACHEV, Evgeniy
Lermontova Str., 120-101, Anapa, Russia; DOB
28 Oct 1983 (individual) [CYBER2]. -to-
"Lastik" (a.k.a. BOGACHEV, Evgeniy
Mikhailovich; a.k.a. BOGACHEV, Evgeniy
Lermontova Str., 120-101, Anapa, Russia; DOB
28 Oct 1983 (individual) [CYBER2]. -to-
"Lastik" (a.k.a. BOGACHEV, Evgeniy
Mikhailovich; a.k.a. BOGACHEV, Evgeniy
Lermontova Str., 120-101, Anapa, Russia; DOB
28 Oct 1983 (individual) [CYBER2]. -to-
"Lastik" (a.k.a. BOGACHEV, Evgeniy
Mikhailovich; a.k.a. BOGACHEV, Evgeniy
Lermontova Str., 120-101, Anapa, Russia; DOB
28 Oct 1983 (individual) [CYBER2]. -to-
"Lastik" (a.k.a. BOGACHEV, Evgeniy
Mikhailovich; a.k.a. BOGACHEV, Evgeniy
TURASHEV, Igor Olegovich; a.k.a. "ENKI")

Russia; DOB 15 Jun 1981; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 (individual) [CYBER2] (Linked To: EVIL CORP). -to- "NINTUTU" (a.k.a. TURASHEV, Igor Olegovich; a.k.a. "ENKI"); Russia; DOB 15 Jun 1981; Gender Male (individual) [CYBER2] (Linked To: EVIL CORP). -to- "NINTUTU" (a.k.a.


"SUCCESSFUL EXCHANGE" (a.k.a. SUEX OTC, S.R.O.), Presnenskaya Embankment, 12, Federation East Tower, Floor 31, Suite Q, Moscow 123317, Russia; Skorepka 1058/8 Strare Mesto, Prague 110 00, Czech Republic (Latin: Skopepta 1058/8 Staré Město, Praha 110 00, Czech Republic); Website suex.io; Digital Currency Address - XBT

12HQs3icffs8yj66hn22sf6te3smmzxk; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT 1L4cndr9f9fh1nTunUevoq7W7HHWt6CJWtmb; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT 13nnK85V0qG5QTHHbiGNHQA9CQXKfcspn; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT 1DeueXx2CWNdCnBNZqQkCCVCIr9G9E04x6; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT 1EcaZ2BxV3VHWM2LjYNJwCfd102gvn0D3W65K; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT 1JgoAHiReFmEznJw9W7Rhfsv5Y5CdkYgYE; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT 1295rkV5yFlfPqQpXvKhnDqwfhp1J2cZnNDMV; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT 1LiNmpUiSTsEdJ29ZvJAv3RT98ZuvUcKcx; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT 1LuxRsd72NuXjLcBsrtntoeJFyY4AfYy; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT 1KUjJkYHkDhAmZxGpsrQxNG3xt1QPXdhg2; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT 1CF4F6Rtbp97abrs7Zbf7FZ6SjbXKUm9EP; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT 1DF883c96LVaVxV9FEnGnsSr08DElaWcuQ; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT

1b1qtq3mi525n505yShno42yjyphfkm0ff2zdq68 ; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT 1B64QtxaAs35MVK7sDuYGPASz5qT0i; Digital Currency Address - ETH 0x2f389ce6bd8ff92de3402f0ce4691d176c46535; alt. Digital Currency Address - ETH 0x19a5fe58033a56d56c78e28eae50e5d80b4 dff. alt. Digital Currency Address - ETH 0xe7a331477f743c18cc6c84384a92470cf06; alt. Digital Currency Address - ETH 0x308ed4b7b4997fe1a883d81b8f6d53854103 70; Organization Established Date 25 Sep 2018; Digital Currency Address - USDT

0x308ed4b7b4997fe1a883d81b8f6d53854103 70; Organization Established Date 25 Sep 2018; Digital Currency Address - USDT

0x2f389ce6bd8ff92de3402f0ce4691d176c46535; alt. Digital Currency Address - USDT
ANDREYEV, Anton Nikolaeyvich  
(Linked To: SECONDEYE SOLUTION)  
Russia; nationality Russia; Email antonandreyv@gmail.com; Gender Male;  
Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201; National ID No. 34202046868179 (Pakistan) (individual) [CYBER2] [ELECTION-EO13848] (Linked To: SECONDEYE SOLUTION).  

AMIRI, Mohsin Raza (a.k.a. RAZA, Mohsin),  
(Linked To: SECONDEYE SOLUTION)  
Russia; nationality Russia; Email mohsin@forwarderz.com; Gender Male;  
Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201; Phone Number 79315403678; Digital Currency Address - XBT 1DebStx4r82XeStohoDB5EvKWyZ5daKEuEv; Digital Currency Address - ETH 0x8576acc5c05d6ce88f4e449b65bf0f62f91353; c; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201; Digital Currency Address - XBT 12sjrh0FEesndNrhgwwvRqgFh8iZTDX9; Passport 4005504207 (Russia) (individual) [CYBER2] [ELECTION-EO13848].  

ASLANOV, Jayhoon  
(Linked To: INTERNET RESEARCH AGENCY LLC). -to-  
ASLANOV, Jay (a.k.a. ASLANOV, Jayhoon),  
Russia; DOB 01 Jan 1990; Passport 629512112 (Russia); National ID No. 2504139886 (individual) [CYBER2] [ELECTION-EO13848] (Linked To: INTERNET RESEARCH AGENCY LLC). -to- ASLANOV, Jayhoon.  

ASLANOV, Dzheykhun Nasimi Ogly,  
Russia; DOB 03 Mar 1985; Passport Saint Petersburg, Russia; nationality Russia; Email antonandreyev@gmail.com; Gender Male;  
Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201; National ID No. 402198261523 (Pakistan) (individual) [CYBER2] [ELECTION-EO13848] (Linked To: SECONDEYE SOLUTION).  

ANDREYEV, Anton Nikolaevich (Cyrillic: АНДРЕЕВ, Антон Николаевич),  
Russia; nationality Russia; Email antonandreyev@gmail.com; Gender Male;  
Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201; National ID No. 402198261523 (Pakistan) (individual) [CYBER2] [ELECTION-EO13848] (Linked To: SECONDEYE SOLUTION).  
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Russia; DOB 01 Jan 1990; POB Sumgait, Azerbaijan; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Passport 629512112 (Russia); National ID No. 2504139886 (individual) [CYBER2] [ELECTION-EO13848] (Linked To: INTERNET RESEARCH AGENCY LLC). -to- ASLANOV, Jayhoon (a.k.a. ASLANOV, Dzheykhun Nasimi Ogly; a.k.a. ASLANOV, Jay), Russia; DOB 01 Jan 1990; POB Sumgait, Azerbaijan; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201; Passport 629512112 (Russia); National ID No. 2504139886 (individual) [CYBER2] [ELECTION-EO13848] (Linked To: INTERNET RESEARCH AGENCY LLC).

ASLANOVA, Darya Dmitriyevna (Cyrillic: АСЛАНОВА, Дарья Дмитриевна) (a.k.a. ASLANOVA, Darya Dmitriyevna (Cyrillic: АСЛАНОВА, Дарья Дмитриевна), Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Female; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201; Passport 629512112 (Russia); National ID No. 2504139886 (individual) [CYBER2] [ELECTION-EO13848] (Linked To: INTERNET RESEARCH AGENCY LLC).

Burchik, Mikhail Leonidovich (a.k.a. ABRAMOV, Mikhail), Russia; DOB 07 Jun 1986; Gender Male (individual) [CYBER2] [ELECTION-EO13848] (Linked To: INTERNET RESEARCH AGENCY LLC). -to- Burchik, Mikhail Leonidovich (a.k.a. ABRAMOV, Mikhail), Russia; DOB 07 Jun 1986; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 (individual) [CYBER2] [ELECTION-EO13848] (Linked To: INTERNET RESEARCH AGENCY LLC).
GLAVSET LLC (a.k.a. AZIMUT LLC; a.k.a. FRESH AIR FARM HOUSE KARACHI (a.k.a. INTERNET RESEARCH AGENCY LLC; a.k.a. MEDIASINTEZ LLC; a.k.a. MEDIASINTEZ, OOO; a.k.a. MIXINFO LLC; a.k.a. NOVINFO LLC; a.k.a. NOVINFO, OOO), 55 Savushkina Street, St. Petersburg, Russia; d. 4 korp. 3 litera A pom. 9-N, ofis 238, ul. Optikov, St. Petersburg, Russia; d. 4 litera B pom. 22-N, ul. Starobelskaya, St. Petersburg, Russia; d. 79 litera A pom. 1-N, ul. Planernaya, St. Petersburg, Russia; 4 Optikov Street, Building 3, St. Petersburg, Russia [CYBER2] [ELECTION-EO13848]. -to- GLAVSET LLC (a.k.a. AZIMUT LLC; a.k.a. LAKHTA INTERNET RESEARCH; a.k.a. MEDIASINTEZ LLC; a.k.a. MEDIASINTEZ, OOO; a.k.a. MIXINFO LLC; a.k.a. NOVINFO LLC; a.k.a. NOVINFO, OOO), 55 Savushkina Street, St. Petersburg, Russia; d. 4 korp. 3 litera A pom. 9-N, ofis 238, ul. Optikov, St. Petersburg, Russia; d. 4 litera B pom. 22-N, ul. Starobelskaya, St. Petersburg, Russia; d. 79 litera A pom. 1-N, ul. Planernaya, St. Petersburg, Russia; 4 Optikov Street, Building 3, St. Petersburg, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 [CYBER2] [ELECTION-EO13848].

HASNAIN, Syed Johar, Karachi, Pakistan; DOB 30 Dec 1987; nationality Pakistan; Gender Male; National ID No. 4220106151401 (Pakistan) (individual) [CYBER2] [ELECTION-EO13848] (Linked To: SECONDEYE SOLUTION). -to- HAYAT JAFFRI, Muhammad Khizar (a.k.a. AL KARBALAI, Muhammad Khizar; a.k.a. HAYAT, Mohammad Khizar; a.k.a. HAYAT, Muhammad Khizar), Karachi, Pakistan; DOB 14 Jul 1994; POB Karachi, Pakistan; nationality Pakistan; Email Address khizarhayat.affri@yahoo.com; alt. Email Address muhammadhakizhayataffri@yahoo.com; Gender Male; Passport EB6177700 (Pakistan); National ID No. 4210191597005 (Pakistan) (individual) [CYBER2] [ELECTION-EO13848] (Linked To: SECONDEYE SOLUTION). -to- HAYAT JAFFRI, Muhammad Khizar (a.k.a. AL KARBALAI, Muhammad Khizar; a.k.a. HAYAT, Mohammad Khizar; a.k.a. HAYAT, Muhammad Khizar), Karachi, Pakistan; DOB 14 Jul 1994; POB Karachi, Pakistan; nationality Pakistan; Email Address khizarhayat.affri@yahoo.com; alt. Email Address muhammadhakizhayataffri@yahoo.com; Gender Male; Passport EB6177700 (Pakistan); National ID No. 4210191597005 (Pakistan) (individual) [CYBER2] [ELECTION-EO13848] (Linked To: SECONDEYE SOLUTION).
HAYAT, Mohammad Khizar (a.k.a. AL KARBALAI, Muhammad Khizar; a.k.a. HAYAT JAFFRI, Muhammad Khizar; a.k.a. HAYAT, Muhammad Khizar), Karachi, Pakistan; DOB 14 Jul 1994; POB Karachi, Pakistan; nationality Pakistan; Email Address khizarh11@yahoo.com; alt. Email Address khizarhayat.jaffri@yahoo.com; alt. Email Address muhammadkhiraz.hayatjaffri@yahoo.com; alt. Email Address mycryptodeals@yandex.ru; alt. Email Address artemlv@hotmail.com; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201; Passport EB617700 (Pakistan); National ID No. 4210191597005 (Pakistan) (individual) [CYBER2] [ELECTION-EO13848] (Linked To: SECONDEYE SOLUTION). -to- HAYAT, Muhammad Khizar (a.k.a. AL KARBALAI, Muhammad Khizar; a.k.a. HAYAT JAFFRI, Muhammad Khizar; a.k.a. HAYAT, Muhammad Khizar), Karachi, Pakistan; DOB 14 Jul 1994; POB Karachi, Pakistan; nationality Pakistan; Email Address khizarh11@yahoo.com; alt. Email Address khizarhayat.jaffri@yahoo.com; alt. Email Address muhammadkhiraz.hayatjaffri@yahoo.com; alt. Email Address mycryptodeals@yandex.ru; alt. Email Address artemlv@hotmail.com; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201; Passport EB617700 (Pakistan); National ID No. 4210191597005 (Pakistan) (individual) [CYBER2] [ELECTION-EO13848] (Linked To: SECONDEYE SOLUTION).

INTERNET RESEARCH AGENCY LLC (a.k.a. AZIMUT LLC; a.k.a. GLAVSET LLC; a.k.a. GLAVSET, OOO; a.k.a. LAKHTA INTERNET RESEARCH; a.k.a. MEDIASINTEZ LLC; a.k.a. MEDIASINTEZ, OOO; a.k.a. MIXINFO LLC; a.k.a. NOVINFO LLC; a.k.a. NOVINFO, OOO), 55 Savushkina Street, St. Petersburg, Russia; d. 4 korp. 3 litera A pom. 9-N, ofis 238, ul. Optikov, St. Petersburg, Russia; d. 4 litera B pom. 22-N, ul. Starobelskaya, St. Petersburg, Russia; 79 litera A. pom 1-N, ul. Planemaya, St. Petersburg, Russia; 4 Optikov Street, Building 3, St. Petersburg, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 [CYBER2] [ELECTION-EO13848].

LAKHTA INTERNET RESEARCH (a.k.a. AZIMUT LLC; a.k.a. GLAVSET LLC; a.k.a. GLAVSET, OOO; a.k.a. INTERNET RESEARCH AGENCY LLC; a.k.a. MEDIASINTEZ LLC; a.k.a. MEDIASINTEZ, OOO; a.k.a. MIXINFO LLC; a.k.a. NOVINFO LLC; a.k.a. NOVINFO, OOO), 55 Savushkina Street, St. Petersburg, Russia; d. 4 korp. 3 litera A pom. 9-N, ofis 238, ul. Optikov, St. Petersburg, Russia; d. 4 litera B pom. 22-N, ul. Starobelskaya, St. Petersburg, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 [CYBER2] [ELECTION-EO13848].

LIFSHTS, Artem Mikhailovich (Cyrillic: ЛИФШИЦ, Артем Михайлович), Primorsky Prospect 159, Saint Petersburg 19734, Russia; DOB 26 Dec 1992; nationality Russia; Email Address artemlv@hotmail.com; Gender Male; Digital Currency Address - XBT 12udabs2Ti3X7NXCSjKopXkay8j52ZPLHz; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT 1DT3tenf14cxz9WFnxmYRfB6TFVWAV9U; Digital Currency Address - ETH 0x901b9583b24d7e995513c6778dc688abab70e; alt. Digital Currency Address - ETH 0xa7e5d5a720f06526557c513402f2e6b5fa20b0; alt. Digital Currency Address - ETH 0x7e5d5a720f06526557c513402f6b5fa20b0; alt. Digital Currency Address - XMR 0x901b9583b24d7e995513c6778dc688abab70e; alt. Digital Currency Address - XMR 0xa7e5d5a720f06526557c513402f6b5fa20b0; alt. Digital Currency Address - XMR 0x7e5d5a720f06526557c513402f6b5fa20b0; alt. Digital Currency Address - LTC Leo3j36lnl3mcU0YtQKpTdj0cD4Hy4MR; Digital Currency Address - DASH Xs3v2QmNvaRaa3x08kxQkB3Mbg96EogF4; Passport 719032284 (individual) [CYBER2] [ELECTION-EO13848]. -to- LIFSHTS, Artem Mikhailovich (Cyrillic: ЛИФШИЦ, Артем Михайлович), Primorsky Prospect 159, Saint Petersburg 19734, Russia.

CHANGES TO THE SDNLIST IN 2022 - 691 -
LIKE WISE, Shop No 5, Jamshed Quarter, Karachi, Pakistan; DOB 26 Dec 1992; nationality Pakistan; Email Address mycryptodeals@yahoo.ru; alt. Email Address artemlv@hotmail.com; Gender Male; Digital Currency Address - XBT 12udaba2T7Xc7NKCSj6KOpXfanqE522ZPnzh; alt. Digital Currency Address - ETH 1D7T3enf14cz9W6N5mYyXebt6y9FWA9U; Digital Currency Address - XBT 0x9011b69583b24df97e9a95513cb5778dc8888ab6870e; alt. Digital Currency Address - ETH 0xa7e7d5a72f016526575c51402f26e6bfa2b0008; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201; Phone Number 79110354982; Digital Currency Address - LTC 0x3v2QmVnVr缘93xN2xQqUb38Ng99E0gF4; Passport 719032284 (individual) [CYBER2] [ELECTION-EO13848].

LIKE WISE, Shop No 5, Jamshed Quarter, Karachi, Pakistan; Phone Number 92345217966; Registration Number 422018261523 (Pakistan) [CYBER2] [ELECTION-EO13848] (Linked To: RAZA, Mohsin; Linked To: RAZA, Mujtaba Ali). -to-

LIKE WISE, Shop No 5, Jamshed Quarter, Karachi, Pakistan; 631-C, 6th Floor, Mashriq Center, Stadium Road, Karachi,

Oct 1987; nationality Pakistan; Email Address threatac@gmail.com; alt. Email Address mujtaba@forwarder.com; Gender Male; Digital Currency Address - XBT 1KSAh59gCTwzhiNsuUQvT1SSqT8zRk; alt. Digital Currency Address - ETH 1B1UFzh6w773U3fTy4aXHCQyOQHzj5k; Digital Currency Address - XBT 0xb7e9a95513cb5778dc8888ab6870e; alt. Digital Currency Address - ETH 0xa7e7d5a72f016526575c51402f26e6bfa2b0008; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201; Digital Currency Address - LTC LeKvNdNzEq2kZVnVd3Fa2DSFnLm3nW6; Digital Currency Address - XVG DFFJhnQNZf8rf67tYnesPu7MuGUpYtzv7Z; National ID No. 4220104113771 (Pakistan) (individual) [CYBER2] [ELECTION-EO13848] (Linked To: SECONDEYE SOLUTION).

LILANI, Mujtaba Ali (a.k.a. RAZA, Mujtaba; a.k.a. RAZA, Mujtaba Ali), Karachi, Pakistan; DOB 21 Oct 1987; nationality Pakistan; Email Address threatac@gmail.com; alt. Email Address mujtaba@forwarder.com; Gender Male; Digital Currency Address - XBT 1KSAh59gCTwzhiNsuUQvT1SSqT8zRk; alt. Digital Currency Address - ETH 1B1UFzh6w773U3fTy4aXHCQyOQHzj5k; Digital Currency Address - XBT 0xb7e9a95513cb5778dc8888ab6870e; alt. Digital Currency Address - ETH 0xa7e7d5a72f016526575c51402f26e6bfa2b0008; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201; Phone Number 79110354982; Email Address artemlv@hotmail.com; Gender Male; Digital Currency Address - XBT 0xb7e9a95513cb5778dc8888ab6870e; alt. Digital Currency Address - ETH 0xa7e7d5a72f016526575c51402f26e6bfa2b0008; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201; Phone Number 79110354982; Digital Currency Address - LTC LeKvNdNzEq2kZVnVd3Fa2DSFnLm3nW6; Digital Currency Address - XVG DFFJhnQNZf8rf67tYnesPu7MuGUpYtzv7Z; National ID No. 4220104113771 (Pakistan) (individual) [CYBER2] [ELECTION-EO13848] (Linked To: SECONDEYE SOLUTION). -to-

LILANI, Mujtaba Ali (a.k.a. RAZA, Mujtaba; a.k.a. RAZA, Mujtaba Ali), Karachi, Pakistan; DOB 21 Oct 1987; nationality Pakistan; Email Address threatac@gmail.com; alt. Email Address mujtaba@forwarder.com; Gender Male; Digital Currency Address - XBT 1KSAh59gCTwzhiNsuUQvT1SSqT8zRk; alt. Digital Currency Address - ETH 1B1UFzh6w773U3fTy4aXHCQyOQHzj5k; Digital Currency Address - XBT 0xb7e9a95513cb5778dc8888ab6870e; alt. Digital Currency Address - ETH 0xa7e7d5a72f016526575c51402f26e6bfa2b0008; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201; Phone Number 79110354982; Email Address artemlv@hotmail.com; Gender Male; Digital Currency Address - XBT 0xb7e9a95513cb5778dc8888ab6870e; alt. Digital Currency Address - ETH 0xa7e7d5a72f016526575c51402f26e6bfa2b0008; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201; Phone Number 79110354982; Digital Currency Address - LTC LeKvNdNzEq2kZVnVd3Fa2DSFnLm3nW6; Digital Currency Address - XVG DFFJhnQNZf8rf67tYnesPu7MuGUpYtzv7Z; National ID No. 4220104113771 (Pakistan) (individual) [CYBER2] [ELECTION-EO13848] (Linked To: SECONDEYE SOLUTION).

LILANI, Mujtaba Ali (a.k.a. RAZA, Mujtaba; a.k.a. RAZA, Mujtaba Ali), Karachi, Pakistan; DOB 21 Oct 1987; nationality Pakistan; Email Address threatac@gmail.com; alt. Email Address mujtaba@forwarder.com; Gender Male; Digital Currency Address - XBT 1KSAh59gCTwzhiNsuUQvT1SSqT8zRk; alt. Digital Currency Address - ETH 1B1UFzh6w773U3fTy4aXHCQyOQHzj5k; Digital Currency Address - XBT 0xb7e9a95513cb5778dc8888ab6870e; alt. Digital Currency Address - ETH 0xa7e7d5a72f016526575c51402f26e6bfa2b0008; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201; Phone Number 79110354982; Email Address artemlv@hotmail.com; Gender Male; Digital Currency Address - XBT 0xb7e9a95513cb5778dc8888ab6870e; alt. Digital Currency Address - ETH 0xa7e7d5a72f016526575c51402f26e6bfa2b0008; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201; Phone Number 79110354982; Digital Currency Address - LTC LeKvNdNzEq2kZVnVd3Fa2DSFnLm3nW6; Digital Currency Address - XVG DFFJhnQNZf8rf67tYnesPu7MuGUpYtzv7Z; National ID No. 4220104113771 (Pakistan) (individual) [CYBER2] [ELECTION-EO13848] (Linked To: SECONDEYE SOLUTION). -to-

422018261523 (Pakistan) [CYBER2] [ELECTION-EO13848] (Linked To: RAZA, Mohsin; Linked To: RAZA, Mujtaba Ali). -to-

MEDIASINTEZ LLC (a.k.a. AZIMUT LLC; a.k.a. GLAVSET LLC; a.k.a. INTERNET RESEARCH AGENCY LLC; a.k.a. LAKHTA INTERNET RESEARCH; a.k.a. MEDIASINTEZ, OOO; a.k.a. MIXINFO LLC; a.k.a. NOVINFO LLC; a.k.a. NOVINFO, OOO), 55 Savushkina Street, St. Petersburg, Russia; 4 korp. 3 litera A pom. 9-N, ofis 238, ul. Optikov, St. Petersburg, Russia; 4 litera B pom. 22-N, ul. Starobelskaya, St. Petersburg, Russia; 79 litera A pom. 1-N, ul. Planennaya, St. Petersburg, Russia; 4 Optikov Street, Building 3, St. Petersburg, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 [CYBER2] [ELECTION-EO13848].

MIXINFO LLC (a.k.a. AZIMUT LLC; a.k.a. GLAVSET LLC; a.k.a. INTERNET RESEARCH AGENCY LLC; a.k.a. LAKHTA INTERNET RESEARCH; a.k.a. MEDIASINTEZ LLC; a.k.a. MIXINFO LLC; a.k.a. NOVINFO LLC; a.k.a. NOVINFO, OOO), 55 Savushkina Street, St. Petersburg, Russia; 4 korp. 3 litera A pom. 9-N, ofis 238, ul. Optikov, St. Petersburg, Russia; 4 litera B pom. 22-N, ul. Starobelskaya, St. Petersburg, Russia; 79 litera A pom. 1-N, ul. Planennaya, St. Petersburg, Russia; 4 Optikov Street, Building 3, St. Petersburg, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 [CYBER2] [ELECTION-EO13848].

MKSOFTTECH, Karachi, Pakistan; 631-C, 6th Floor, Mashriq Center, Stadium Road, Karachi,
alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
1GqChmWqVyGslBqG0bHgdvN5VkaVhjuox; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
18kE1wQEnhQduhjHgp2uPJSZYxap08K; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
1QjUnNflNmTRqWfveFG9N0xHExppWL; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
1TgGdgCtVPKz2Bq8gQHUEQPHqS5hwaT9n;
Digital Currency Address - ETH
0x1a582154e25e036c1417ba96ade4cf6d2f9b5a; alt. Digital Currency Address - ETH
0x7Db418b5D67A4e8Bcc9A9D7B1EFCf48f3E8107; alt. Digital Currency Address - ETH
0x72a5843cc08275C8171E582972Aa4fDa8C7F7; alt. Digital Currency Address - LTC
LQAhYwkmS5ARLQj0P7vuP4ub5qocxVNB; alt. Digital Currency Address - LTC
LeKvNdNEzQKvVnhV3Auz2DF1mLsNw6; Digital Currency Address - BCH
18M8kbJWMzdWBDmKoLqJhHAfdRy439rsxTB
[CYBER2] [ELECTION-EO13848] (Linked To: INTERNET RESEARCH AGENCY LLC).

The OXYTECH, Karachi, Pakistan; Website theoxyttech.com; Email Address support@theoxyttech.com [CYBER2] [ELECTION-EO13848] (Linked To: RAza, MULTABA Ali; Linked To: RAza, MOHSin). -to- THE OXYTECH, Karachi, Pakistan; Website theoxyttech.com; Email Address support@theoxyttech.com [CYBER2] [ELECTION-EO13848] (Linked To: RAza, MULTABA Ali; Linked To: RAza, MOHSin).

TIMOSHENKOVA, Darya Dmitriyevna (a.k.a. ASLANOVA, Darya Dmitriyevna (Cyrillic: ТИМОСЕНКОВА, Дарья Дмитриевна)), Saint Petersburg, Russia; DOB 08 Sep 1985; POB Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Female; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201; Passport 44N2592883 (Russia) (individual) [ELECTION-EO13848].

VENKOV, Vladimir (a.k.a. VENKOV, Vladimir Dmitriyevich), Russia; DOB 28 May 1990; Gender Male (individual) [ELECTION-EO13848]; to- INTERNET RESEARCH AGENCY LLC. -to- VENKOV, Vladimir (a.k.a. VENKOV, Vladimir Dmitriyevich), Russia; DOB 28 May 1990; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 (individual) [ELECTION-EO13848] (Linked To: INTERNET RESEARCH AGENCY LLC).

The following [NPWMD] [ELECTION-EO13848] entries have been changed:

CHUGULEVA, Aleyona Anatolyevna, Russia; DOB 14 May 1986; nationality Russia; Gender Female (individual) [NPWMD] [ELECTION-EO13848] (Linked To: SOUTHFRONT). -to- CHUGULEVA, Aleyona Anatolyevna, Russia; DOB 14 May 1986; nationality Russia; Gender Female; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 (individual) [NPWMD] [ELECTION-EO13848] (Linked To: SOUTHFRONT).

GAFNER, Denis Yakovlevich, Russia; DOB 08 Sep 1980; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201; Passport 5003226888 (Russia); Identification Number 21500322688 (Russia) (individual) [NPWMD] [ELECTION-EO13848] (Linked To: SOUTHFRONT).

KALABAYEVA, Valeriy, Russia; DOB 01 Oct 1997; nationality Russia; Gender Female; Passport 653701605 (Russia) (individual) [NPWMD] [ELECTION-EO13848] (Linked To: SOUTHFRONT). -to- KALABAYEVA, Valeriy, Russia; DOB 01 Oct 1997; nationality Russia; Gender Female; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201; Passport 653701605 (Russia) (individual) [NPWMD] [ELECTION-EO13848] (Linked To: SOUTHFRONT).

MAMAKOVA, Aelita Leonidovna, Russia; DOB 01 Nov 1988; nationality Russia; Gender Female (individual) [NPWMD] [ELECTION-EO13848] (Linked To: SOUTHFRONT). -to- MAMAKOVA, Aelita Leonidovna, Russia; DOB 01 Nov 1988; nationality Russia; Gender Female; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 (individual) [NPWMD] [ELECTION-EO13848] (Linked To: SOUTHFRONT).

SOUTHFRONT (a.k.a. SOUTHFRONT: ANALYSIS & INTELLIGENCE), Russia; Website southfront.org; alt. Website maps.southfront.org; Digital Currency Address - XBT 3Gbs4rjcVUtQd6p3GCFUcPLZwRqurezRz; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT bc1q7k70Uz2ynvem9u88ctdiaw7hC7s5D8xe9r; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT bc1q4xepe6a5gd6sgvph959xCw6yzt2r454; Digital Currency Address - ETH 0x9f4cda013e354b88c285bf4b3a046c0ee71fe39; alt. Digital Currency Address - ETH 0xc3b3e9643efd9f7c0C9b586focd9b757d; Digital Currency Address - XMR 848BZUH6s3yvDkFw3CrYWzG4NjBFL7ztqyWNSrT4srFs5wvyC9JpEGUtthHmM8j7ciTBFyzeestMJ41Lv5oxL; alt. Digital Currency Address - ETH 0xc3b3e9643efd9f7c0C9b586focd9b757d; Digital Currency Address - XMR 49Hq7RzynthgfTEAHgPcCf5jdTMeMbUTU6cycR4JV1R7KEgiGhT8JpfYfD4tZM6RZfHmMzGsrHtneqDyKbeb52duNLe; Organization Type: News agency activities; Digital Currency Address - BCH qpj2phc59uklqJqr7HgtyuqQpk3h3nukle77vhq; alt. Digital Currency Address - BCH qpy8hdvz5eud4gkp2nd4w6cj7z2f66g5e9kxo4x; alt. Digital Currency Address - BCH
The following [CYBER2] [NPWMD] entries have been changed:

FEDIN, Yuriy Sergeyevich, Ukraine; DOB 26 Mar 1989; nationality Russia; Gender Male; National ID No. 3203817519 (Ukraine) (individual) [NPWMD] [CYBER2] (Linked To: NEWSFRONT). -to- FEDIN, Yuriy Sergeyevich, Ukraine; DOB 26 Mar 1989; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 (individual) [NPWMD] [CYBER2] (Linked To: NEWSFRONT).

GLOTOV, Yevgeniy Eduardovich, Ukraine; DOB 19 Sep 1987; nationality Ukraine; Gender Male; National ID No. 3203817519 (Ukraine) (individual) [NPWMD] [CYBER2] (Linked To: NEWSFRONT). -to- GLOTOV, Yevgeniy Eduardovich, Ukraine; DOB 19 Sep 1987; nationality Ukraine; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201; National ID No. 3203817519 (Ukraine) (individual) [NPWMD] [CYBER2] (Linked To: NEWSFRONT).

SINELIN, Mikhail Anatolyevich (a.k.a. SINELIN, Mikhail Anatolyevich), Russia; DOB 14 Aug 1989; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Passport 100019509 (Russia) (individual) [NPWMD] [CYBER2] (Linked To: NEWSFRONT). -to- SINELIN, Mikhail Anatolyevich (a.k.a. SINELIN, Mikhail Anatolyevich), Russia; DOB 14 Aug 1989; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201; Passport 100019509 (Russia) (individual) [NPWMD] [CYBER2] (Linked To: NEWSFRONT).

• 09/08/22

The following [RUSSIA-EO14024] entries have been added to OFAC's SDN List:

SAFIRAN AIRPORT SERVICES (a.k.a. SAFIRANAS, a.k.a. SAFRAN AIRPORT SERVICES), No 36 Esfandyar Boulevard, Valie-Azar Avenue, Tehran 19866 53953, Iran; Additional Sanctions Information - Subject to Secondary Sanctions; Organization Type: Service activities incidental to air transportation [RUSSIA-EO14024].

SAFIRANAS (a.k.a. SAFIRAN AIRPORT SERVICES, a.k.a. SAFIRAN AIRPORT SERVICES), No 36 Esfandyar Boulevard, Valie-Azar Avenue, Tehran 19866 53953, Iran; Additional Sanctions Information - Subject to Secondary Sanctions; Organization Type: Service activities incidental to air transportation [RUSSIA-EO14024].

• 09/08/22

The following [NPWMD] [IFSR] entries have been added to OFAC's SDN List:

BAHARESTAN KISH COMPANY (Arabic: شرکت کیش بحرانی), Tehran, Iran; Exhibition Industrial Town, Number 2, EX35, First Floor, Unit 2, Kish Island 7941659854, Iran; Additional Sanctions Information - Subject to Secondary Sanctions; National ID No. 10861531217 (Iran); Tax ID No. 411146547979 (Iran); Registration Number 1480 (Iran) [NPWMD] [IFSR] (Linked To: ISLAMIC REVOLUTIONARY GUARD CORPS).

DESIGN AND MANUFACTURE OF AIRCRAFT ENGINES (a.k.a. DESIGN AND MANUFACTURE OF AERO-ENGINE COMPANY (Arabic: شرکت طراحی و ساخت موتورهای هوایی), a.k.a. IRANIAN TURBINE MANUFACTURING INDUSTRIES, a.k.a. IRANIAN TURBINE ENGINE MANUFACTURING CO.; a.k.a. TURBINE ENGINE MANUFACTURING PLANT, a.k.a. "DAMA"; a.k.a. "SAMT"; f.k.a. "TEM"), Shishesh Mina Street, Karaj Special Road, Tehran, Iran; Additional Sanctions Information - Subject to Secondary Sanctions; National ID No. 14005160213 (Iran); Registration Number 22142 (Iran); alt. Registration Number 477457 (Iran) [NPWMD] [IFSR] (Linked To: ISLAMIC REVOLUTIONARY GUARD CORPS).

DESIGN AND MANUFACTURING OF AERO-ENGINE COMPANY (Arabic: شرکت طراحی و ساخت موتورهای هوایی), a.k.a. DESIGN AND MANUFACTURE OF AERO-ENGINE INDUSTRIES, a.k.a. TURBINE ENGINE MANUFACTURING CO.; a.k.a. TURBINE ENGINE MANUFACTURING PLANT, a.k.a. "DAMA"; a.k.a. "SAMT"; f.k.a. "TEM"), Shishesh Mina Street, Karaj Special Road, Tehran, Iran; Additional Sanctions Information - Subject to Secondary Sanctions; National ID No. 14005160213 (Iran); Registration Number 22142 (Iran); alt. Registration Number 477457 (Iran) [NPWMD] [IFSR] (Linked To: ISLAMIC REVOLUTIONARY GUARD CORPS).
Tehran, Iran; Additional Sanctions Information - Subject to Secondary Sanctions; National ID No. 14005160213 (Iran); Registration Number 22142 (Iran); alt. Registration Number 477457 (Iran) [NPWMD] [IFSR] (Linked To: ISLAMIC REVOLUTIONARY GUARD CORPS).

PARAVAR PARS AEROSPACE RESEARCH AND ENGINEERING SERVICES (a.k.a. PARAVAR PARS AEROSPACE RESEARCH INSTITUTE; a.k.a. PARAVAR PARS COMPANY (Arabic: شرکت پاراورپارس); a.k.a. PARAVAR PARS ENGINEERING AND SERVICES AEROSPACE RESEARCH COMPANY), 13 km of Shahid Babaei Highway, after Imam Hossein University, Next to Telo Road, Tehran, Iran; Website www.paravar-pars.com; Additional Sanctions Information - Subject to Secondary Sanctions; Organization Established Date 1992; National ID No. 14005160213 (Iran); Registration Number 22142 (Iran); alt. Registration Number 477457 (Iran) [NPWMD] [IFSR] (Linked To: ISLAMIC REVOLUTIONARY GUARD CORPS).

TURBINE ENGINE MANUFACTURING CO. (a.k.a. DESIGN AND MANUFACTURE OF AIRCRAFT ENGINES; a.k.a. DESIGN AND MANUFACTURING OF AERO-ENGINE COMPANY (Arabic: شرکت طراحی و ساخت موتورهای هوایی); a.k.a. IRANIAN TURBINE MANUFACTURING INDUSTRIES; f.k.a. TURBINE ENGINE MANUFACTURING PLANT; a.k.a. "DAMA"; a.k.a. "SAMT"; f.k.a. "TEM"), Shishesh Mina Street, Karaj Special Road, Tehran, Iran; Additional Sanctions Information - Subject to Secondary Sanctions; National ID No. 14005160213 (Iran); Registration Number 22142 (Iran); alt. Registration Number 477457 (Iran) [NPWMD] [IFSR] (Linked To: ISLAMIC REVOLUTIONARY GUARD CORPS).

*09/09/22*

The following [IRAN-HR] [SDGT] [HRIT-IR] [SYRIA] [IFSR] [CYBER2] entries have been changed:
Additional Sanctions Information - Subject to Secondary Sanctions; Target Type

VEZARAT-E ETTELA’AT VA AMNIAT-E KESHVAR; a.k.a. "MOIS"; a.k.a. "VEVAK"), bound roughly by Sanati Street on the west, 30th Street on the south, and Iraqi Street on the east, Tehran, Iran; Ministry of Intelligence, Second Negarestan Street, Pasdaran Avenue, Tehran, Iran; Additional Sanctions Information - Subject to Secondary Sanctions [SDGT] [SYRIA] [IFSR] [IRAN-HR] [HRIT-IR] [CYBER2].

The following [SDNTK] entries have been changed:

FERNANDEZ GOMEZ, Ernesto (a.k.a. FIGUEROA GOMEZ, Hassein Eduardo; a.k.a. FIGUEROA GOMEZ, Hassein Eduardo; a.k.a. FIGUEROA, Edward), Las Cortes 2935, Barajas Villasenor, Guadalajara, Jalisco, Mexico; Tlajomulco de Zuniga, Paseo de los Bosque 115, El Palomar, Jalisco, Mexico; Benito Juarez, Valentin Gomez Farias 120A, Puerto Vallarta, Jalisco, Mexico; Puerto de Hierro 5594, Colonia Puerta de Hierro, Zapopan, Jalisco, Mexico; Donato Guerra 227, Colonia Centro, Guadalajara, Jalisco, Mexico; San Aristo 2323, Colonia Popular, Guadalajara, Jalisco, Mexico; Acueducto 2200, Casa 2, Zapopan, Jalisco, Mexico; Avenida Pinos 330-2, Zapopan, Jalisco, Mexico; Marina Heights Tower Penthouse 4902, Dubai Marina, Dubai, United Arab Emirates; c/o DESARROLLOS INMOBILIARIOS CITADEL, S.A. DE C.V.; c/o DESARROLLOS TURISTICOS FORTIA, S.A. DE C.V.; c/o SCUADRA FORTIA, S.A. DE C.V.; c/o UNION ABARROTERO DE JALISCO S.C. DE R.L. DE C.V.; c/o EL PALOMAR CAR WASH, S.A. DE C.V.; c/o FORTIA BAJA SUR, S.A. DE C.V.; c/o GEOFARMA S.A. DE C.V.; c/o GRUPO COMERCIAL SAN BLAS, S.A. DE C.V.; c/o GRUPO F Y F MEDICAL INTERNACIONAL DE EQUIPOS; c/o PROMOCIONES CITADEL, S.A. DE C.V.; c/o PUNTO FARMACEUTICO S.A. DE C.V.; c/o DESARROLLO ARQUITECTONICO FORTIA, S.A. DE C.V.; DOB 09 May 1973; alt. DOB 10 May 1973; POB Guadalajara, Jalisco, Mexico; Passport 01140311083 (Mexico); alt. Passport 6140103492 (Mexico); alt. Passport 63430014324 (Mexico) (individual) [SDNTK].

The following [IFSR] [CYBER2] entries have been added to OFAC's SDN List:

KHALIB, Esmail (Arabic: إسماعيل خليط), Iran; DOB 1960 to 1961; POB Ghayenat, South Khorsan Province, Iran; nationality Iran; Additional Sanctions Information - Subject to Secondary Sanctions; Gender Male (individual) [IFSR] [CYBER2] (Linked To: IRANIAN MINISTRY OF INTELLIGENCE AND SECURITY).

• 09/13/22
OFFICE OF FOREIGN ASSETS CONTROL

CENTER, Guadalajara, Jalisco, Mexico; San Aristeo 2323, Colonia Popular, Guadalajara, Jalisco, Mexico; Acueducto 2200, Casa 2, Zapopan, Jalisco, Mexico; Avenida Pinos 330-2, Zapopan, Jalisco, Mexico; Marina Heights Tower Penthouse 4902, Dubai Marina, Dubai, United Arab Emirates; c/o DESARROLLOS INMOBILIARIOS CITADEL, S.A. DE C.V.; c/o DESARROLLOS TURISTICOS FORTIA, S.A. DE C.V.; c/o SCUADRA FORTIA, S.A. DE C.V.; c/o UNION ABARROTERO DE JALISCO S.C. DE R.L. DE C.V.; c/o EL PALOMAR CAR WASH, S.A. DE C.V.; c/o FORTIA BAJA SUR, S.A. DE C.V.; c/o FORTIA BAJA SUR, S.A. DE C.V.; c/o EL PALOMAR CAR WASH, S.A. DE C.V.; c/o GRUPO F Y F MEDICAL INTERNACIONAL DE EQUIPOS; c/o PROMOCIONES CITADEL, S.A. DE C.V.; c/o DESARROLLOS TURISTICOS FORTIA, S.A. DE C.V.; c/o UNION ABARROTERO DE JALISCO S.C. DE R.L. DE C.V.; c/o EL PALOMAR CAR WASH, S.A. DE C.V.; c/o FORTIA BAJA SUR, S.A. DE C.V.; c/o GEOFARMA S.A. DE C.V.; c/o GRUPO COMERCIAL SAN BLAS, S.A. DE C.V.; c/o GRUPO F Y F MEDICAL INTERNACIONAL DE EQUIPOS; c/o PROMOCIONES CITADEL, S.A. DE C.V.; c/o PUNTO FARMACEUTICO S.A. DE C.V.; c/o DESARROLLO ARQUITECTONICO FORTIA, S.A. DE C.V.; DOB 09 May 1973; alt. DOB 10 May 1973; POB Guadalajara, Jalisco, Mexico; Avenida Pinos 330-2, Zapopan, Jalisco, Mexico; Marina Heights Tower Penthouse 4902, Dubai Marina, Dubai, United Arab Emirates; c/o DESARROLLOS INMOBILIARIOS CITADEL, S.A. DE C.V.; c/o DESARROLLOS TURISTICOS FORTIA, S.A. DE C.V.; c/o UNION ABARROTERO DE JALISCO S.C. DE R.L. DE C.V.; c/o EL PALOMAR CAR WASH, S.A. DE C.V.; c/o FORTIA BAJA SUR, S.A. DE C.V.; c/o GEOFARMA S.A. DE C.V.; c/o GRUPO COMERCIAL SAN BLAS, S.A. DE C.V.; c/o GRUPO F Y F MEDICAL INTERNACIONAL DE EQUIPOS; c/o PROMOCIONES CITADEL, S.A. DE C.V.; c/o PUNTO FARMACEUTICO S.A. DE C.V.; c/o DESARROLLOS
resulting in the removal of the following [SDNTK] entries:

FIGUEROA, Edward (a.k.a. FERNANDEZ GOMEZ, Ernesto; a.k.a. FIGUERO GOMEZ, Hassein Eduardo; a.k.a. FIGUEROA GOMEZ, Hassein Eduardo), Las Cortes 2935, Barajas Villasenor, Guadalajara, Jalisco, Mexico; Trajomulco de Zuniga, Paseo de los Bosque 115, El Palomar, Jalisco, Mexico; Benito Juarez, Valentín Gomez Farias 120A, Puerto Vallarta, Jalisco, Mexico; Puerto de Hierro 5594, Colonia Puerta de Hierro, Zapopan, Jalisco, Mexico; Donato Guerra 227, Colonia Centro, Guadalajara, Jalisco, Mexico; San Aristede 2323, Colonia Popular, Guadalajara, Jalisco, Mexico; Acueducto 2200, Casa 2, Zapopan, Jalisco, Mexico; Avenida Pinos 330-2, Zapopan, Jalisco, Mexico; Marina Heights Tower Penthouse 4902, Dubai Marina, Dubai, United Arab Emirates; c/o DESARROLLOS INMOBILIARIOS CITADEL, S.A. DE C.V.; c/o DESARROLLOS TURISTICOS FORTIA, S.A. DE C.V.; c/o SCUADRA FORTIA, S.A. DE C.V.; c/o UNION ABARROTERO DE JALISCO S.C. DE R.L. DE C.V.; c/o EL PALOMAR CAR WASH, S.A. DE C.V.; c/o FORTIA BAJA SUR, S.A. DE C.V.; c/o GEOFARMA S.A. DE C.V.; c/o GRUPO COMERCIAL SAN BLAS, S.A. DE C.V.; c/o GRUPO F Y MEDICAL INTERNACIONAL DE EQUIPOS; c/o PROMOCIONES CITADEL, S.A. DE C.V.; c/o PUNTO FARMACEUTICO S.A. DE C.V.; c/o DESARROLLO ARQUITECTONICO FORTIA, S.A. DE C.V.; DOB 09 May 1973; alt. DOB 10 May 1973; POB Guadalajara, Jalisco, Mexico; Passport 01140311083 (Mexico); alt. Passport 6140103492 (Mexico); alt. Passport 96340014324 (Mexico) (individual) [SDNTK].

AGHA AHMADI, Ali (a.k.a. AGHA-AHMADI, Ali (Arabic: محمد اسماعیل), Iran; DOB 01 Mar 1995; POB Savojbolagh, Alborz Province, Iran; nationality Iran; Additional Sanctions Information - Subject to Secondary Sanctions; Gender Male; National ID No. 4899768060 (Iran) (individual) [IRGC] [IFSR] [CYBER2].
AGHA AHMADI, Mohammad (Arabic: محمد اسماعیل), Iran; Additional Sanctions Information - Subject to Secondary Sanctions; Organization Established Date 30 Jun 2007; Organization Type: Other information technology and computer service activities; Target Type Private Company; National ID No. 10860176637 (Iran); Registration ID 8862 (Iran) [IRGC] [IFSR] [CYBER2] (Linked To: KHAHTI A GHADA, Ahmad).
AGHA AHMADI, Ali (Arabic: محمد اسماعیل), Iran; POB Savojbolagh, Alborz Province, Iran; nationality Iran; Additional Sanctions Information - Subject to Secondary Sanctions; Gender Male; National ID No. 4899768060 (Iran) (individual) [IRGC] [IFSR] [CYBER2].

AHMADI, Mansour (Arabic: منصور اسماعیل), Iran; Additional Sanctions Information - Subject to Secondary Sanctions; Gender Male; National ID No. 0453740243 (Iran) (individual) [IRGC] [IFSR] [CYBER2].
AHMADI, Mansour (a.k.a. AHMADI, Mansour (Arabic: منصور اسماعیل); a.k.a. AKBARI, Masoud; a.k.a. AKBARI, Masoud; a.k.a. UNSI, Parsa), Iran; DOB 07 Jul 1988; POB Shamiran, Tehran Province, Iran; nationality Iran; Additional Sanctions Information - Subject to Secondary Sanctions; Gender Male; National ID No. 4053740243 (Iran) (individual) [IRGC] [IFSR] [CYBER2].

AKBARI, Masoud (a.k.a. AHMADI, Mansour (Arabic: منصور اسماعیل); a.k.a. AKBARI, Masoud; a.k.a. UNSI, Parsa), Iran; DOB 07 Jul 1988; POB Shamiran, Tehran Province, Iran; nationality Iran; Additional Sanctions Information - Subject to Secondary Sanctions; Gender Male; National ID No. 4053740243 (Iran) (individual) [IRGC] [IFSR] [CYBER2].

CHANGES TO THE SDN LIST IN 2022

• 09/14/22

The following [CYBER2] [IFSR] [IRGC] entries have been added to OFAC's SDN List:

AFKAR SYSTEM YAZD COMPANY (Arabic: شرکت افکار سیستم یزد) (a.k.a. YAZD AFKAR SYSTEM PRIVATE JOINT STOCK COMPANY), Building 5, 2nd Floor, Amir al-Momenein Alley, 31st Alley, Central Area, Yazd 891694626, Iran; Additional Sanctions Information - Subject to Secondary Sanctions; Organization Established Date 30 Jun 2007; Organization Type: Other information technology and computer service activities; Target Type Private Company; National ID No. 10860176637 (Iran); Registration ID 8862 (Iran) [IRGC] [IFSR] [CYBER2].

HOSSEINI, Mostafa (a.k.a. HAJIHOSEINI, Mostafa; a.k.a. HAJIHOSEINI ROKNABADI, Mostafa (Arabic: محسن حاجی حسینی رکن آبادی)), Iran; DOB 1991; POB Meybod, Yazd Province, Iran; nationality Iran; Additional Sanctions Information - Subject to Secondary Sanctions; Gender Male; National ID No. 4480031340 (Iran) (individual) [IRGC] [IFSR] [CYBER2].

HOSSEINI, Mostafa (a.k.a. HAJIHOSEINI, Mostafa; a.k.a. HAJIHOSEINI ROKNABADI, Mostafa (Arabic: محسن حاجی حسینی رکن آبادی)), Iran; DOB 1991; POB Meybod, Yazd Province, Iran; nationality Iran; Additional Sanctions Information - Subject to Secondary Sanctions; Gender Male; National ID No. 4480031340 (Iran) (individual) [IRGC] [IFSR] [CYBER2].

HOSSEINI, Mostafa (a.k.a. HAJIHOSEINI, Mostafa; a.k.a. HAJIHOSEINI ROKNABADI, Mostafa (Arabic: محسن حاجی حسینی رکن آبادی)), Iran; DOB 1991; POB Meybod, Yazd Province, Iran; nationality Iran; Additional Sanctions Information - Subject to Secondary Sanctions; Gender Male; National ID No. 4480031340 (Iran) (individual) [IRGC] [IFSR] [CYBER2].

HOSSEINI, Mostafa (a.k.a. HAJIHOSEINI, Mostafa; a.k.a. HAJIHOSEINI ROKNABADI, Mostafa (Arabic: محسن حاجی حسینی رکن آبادی)), Iran; DOB 1991; POB Meybod, Yazd Province, Iran; nationality Iran; Additional Sanctions Information - Subject to Secondary Sanctions; Gender Male; National ID No. 4480031340 (Iran) (individual) [IRGC] [IFSR] [CYBER2].

HOSSEINI, Mostafa (a.k.a. HAJIHOSEINI, Mostafa; a.k.a. HAJIHOSEINI ROKNABADI, Mostafa (Arabic: محسن حاجی حسینی رکن آبادی)), Iran; DOB 1991; POB Meybod, Yazd Province, Iran; nationality Iran; Additional Sanctions Information - Subject to Secondary Sanctions; Gender Male; National ID No. 4480031340 (Iran) (individual) [IRGC] [IFSR] [CYBER2].
KHAHIBI, Ahmad (Arabic: احمد ختيبي) (a.k.a. KHAHIBI AGHADA), Iran; DOB 21 Mar 1977; POB Ardakan, Yazd Province, Iran; nationality Iran; Additional Sanctions Information - Subject to Secondary Sanctions; Gender Male; Digital Currency Address - XBT 1H939dom74WDLCKyGbxUp3fs9CSTNRZg; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT bc1q3y5v2khlyemcz042wl98dzyryw8ghgjqws6a; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT bc1q3zexj3wfsfn0ndtvkmkshmmgm4583nqg8ng; Passport K30843288 (Iran); National ID No. 4449889711 (Iran) (individual) [IRGC] [IFSR] [CYBER2].

KHAHIBI AGHADA, Ahmad (Arabic: احمد ختيبي عطا) (a.k.a. KHAHIBI AGHADA, Ahmad (Arabic: احمد ختيبي عطا)) (a.k.a. KHATIBI, Ahmad), Iran; DOB 21 Mar 1977; POB Ardakan, Yazd Province, Iran; nationality Iran; Additional Sanctions Information - Subject to Secondary Sanctions; Gender Male; Digital Currency Address - XBT 1H939dom74WDLCKyGbxUp3fs9CSTNRZg; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT bc1q3y5v2khlyemcz042wl98dzyryw8ghgjqws6a; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT bc1q3zexj3wfsfn0ndtvkmkshmmgm4583nqg8ng; Passport K30843288 (Iran); National ID No. 4449889711 (Iran) (individual) [IRGC] [IFSR] [CYBER2].

MAHDAVIV, Moein (a.k.a. MAHDAVIV, Moein (Arabic: محسن مهدی‌پور‌مالنی)), Iran; DOB 28 May 1997; POB Kermanshah, Kermanshah Province, Iran; nationality Iran; Additional Sanctions Information - Subject to Secondary Sanctions; Gender Male; National ID No. 3241778281 (Iran) (individual) [IRGC] [IFSR] [CYBER2].

MAHDAVIV, Moein (Arabic: محسن مهدی‌پور‌مالنی) (a.k.a. MAHDAVIV, Moein), Iran; DOB 28 May 1997; POB Kermanshah, Kermanshah Province, Iran; nationality Iran; Additional Sanctions Information - Subject to Secondary Sanctions; Gender Male; National ID No. 3241778281 (Iran) (individual) [IRGC] [IFSR] [CYBER2].

NAJEE TECHNOLOGY HOOSHMAND FATIR LLC (Arabic: شرکت ناجی تکنولوژی فاتیر (شرکت با مسئولیت محدود) (a.k.a. NAJEE TECHNOLOGY HOOSHMAND FATIR), Ground Floor, Unit 1, No. 11, Paradise Building, Block 3, Ghaem Street, Shahid Mohammadreza Ahmadi Sharif Cul-de-Sac, Karaj County, Central District, Rajaei Phase, 3rd Phase, Karaj, Alborz Province 3146815441, Iran; Additional Sanctions Information - Subject to Secondary Sanctions; Organization Type: Other information technology and computer service activities; Target Type Private Company; National ID No. 1400833597 (Iran); Registration ID 36157 (Iran) [IRGC] [IFSR] [CYBER2].

NAPIEKA RAVARI, Amir Hossein (a.k.a. NAPIEKA RAVARI, Amir Hossein; a.k.a. NAPIEKA RAVARI, Amir Hossein), Iran; DOB 13 Apr 1992; POB Meybod, Yazd Province, Iran; nationality Iran; Additional Sanctions Information - Subject to Secondary Sanctions; Gender Male; National ID No. 4480034870 (Iran) (individual) [IRGC] [IFSR] [CYBER2].

RASHIDI, Ali Akbar (a.k.a. RASHIDI-BARJINI, Aliakbar (Arabic: علي アカリ ラシディ バージニ)), Iran; DOB 30 Apr 1991; POB Meybod, Yazd Province, Iran; nationality Iran; Additional Sanctions Information - Subject to Secondary Sanctions; Gender Male; National ID No. 4480034870 (Iran) (individual) [IRGC] [IFSR] [CYBER2].

SHAKHERI ASHTIJEH, Mohammad (Arabic:محمد شکری اشتحی)), Iran; DOB 28 Nov 1997; POB Qom, Qom Province, Iran; nationality Iran; Additional Sanctions Information - Subject to Secondary Sanctions; Gender Male; Passport B50759562 (Iran); National ID No. 0371588723 (Iran) (individual) [IRGC] [IFSR] [CYBER2].

SHAKHERI, Mohammad (a.k.a. SHAKHERI, Mohammad), Iran; DOB 28 Nov 1997; POB Qom, Qom Province, Iran; nationality Iran; Additional Sanctions Information - Subject to Secondary Sanctions; Gender Male; Passport B50759562 (Iran); National ID No. 0371588723 (Iran) (individual) [IRGC] [IFSR] [CYBER2].

UNSI, Parsa (a.k.a. AHMADI, Mansour (Arabic: احمد مسعود احمدی)), Iran; DOB 07 Jul 1988; POB Shamiran, Tehran Province, Iran; nationality Iran; Additional Sanctions Information - Subject to Secondary Sanctions; Gender Male; National ID No. 0453740243 (Iran) (individual) [IRGC] [IFSR] [CYBER2].
The following [RUSSIA-EO14024] entries have been added to OFAC's SDN List:

ASTANIN, Eddi Vladimirovich (a.k.a. ASTANIN, Eddie Vladimirovich (Cyrillic: АСТАНИН, Эдди Владимирович)), Russia; DOB 16 Dec 1961; POB Moscow, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

ASTANIN, Eddie Vladimirovich (Cyrillic: АСТАНИН, Эдди Владимирович), Russia; DOB 16 Dec 1961; POB Moscow, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

The following [RUSSIA-EO14024] entries have been added: 

MELNIKOVA, Andreya Gennadevicha, 13 pr., Simferopol, Crimea, Ukraine; DOB 03 Sep 1969; Email Address me@rk.gov.ru; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].

MELNIKOVA, Andreya Gennadevicha (a.k.a. MELNIKOV, Andrei; a.k.a. MELNIKOV, Andrey Gennadevich), 3 pr., Simferopol, Crimea, Ukraine; DOB 03 Sep 1969; Email Address me@rk.gov.ru; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].

The following [ZIMBABWE] entries have been removed: 

MATIZA, Biggie Joel; DOB 17 Aug 1960; Passport ZA557399 (Zimbabwe); Deputy Minister of Rural Housing and Social Amenities (individual) [ZIMBABWE].

The following entries have been removed:

MANYONDA, Kenneth, 6 Speke Avenue, Murambi, Mutare, Zimbabwe; DOB 10 Aug 1934; Central Committee Member (individual) [ZIMBABWE].

MUCHENA, Olivia Nyembezi, 59 The Chase, Mount Pleasant, Harare, Zimbabwe; DOB 18 Aug 1946; Passport AD000086 (Zimbabwe); Minister of State for Science and Technology Development (individual) [ZIMBABWE].

MUGUTI, Edwin, 7 Tay Road, Vainona, Borrowdale, Zimbabwe; DOB 02 May 1964; Passport AN775556 (Zimbabwe); Deputy Minister of Health and Child Welfare (individual) [ZIMBABWE].

POTE, Selina; Deputy Secretary for Gender and Culture (individual) [ZIMBABWE].

SABABUYA, Morris; Deputy Minister of Local Government, Public Works, and Urban Development (individual) [ZIMBABWE].

SAVANHU, Tendai; DOB 21 Mar 1968; Politburo Deputy Secretary of Transport and Social Welfare (individual) [ZIMBABWE].

SHIRI, Perence; DOB 11 Jan 1955; Zimbabwean Air Marshal (Air Force) (individual) [ZIMBABWE].

SIKOSANA, Absolom; Politburo Secretary for Youth Affairs (individual) [ZIMBABWE].

ZIMONDI, Paradzai; DOB 04 Mar 1947; Zimbabwe Prisons Chief (individual) [ZIMBABWE].

The following [LIBYA3] entries have been changed:

BONU 5; Vessel Registration Identification IMO 15411 (vessel) [LIBYA3] (Linked To: ANDREA MARTINA LIMITED). -to- BONU 5 Malta flag; Vessel Registration Identification 15411 (Malta) (vessel) [LIBYA3] (Linked To: ANDREA MARTINA LIMITED).
The following [RUSSIA-EO14024] entries have been removed:

KRIVORUCHKO, Aleksey (a.k.a. KRIVORUCHKO, Alexei), Russia; DOB 17 Jul 1975; POB Stavropol, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

The following [CAATS - RUSSIA] [CAATSA - RUSSIA] entries have been changed:

GLAVNOE RAZVEDYVATEL’NOE UPRAVLENIYE (Cyrillic: ГЛАВНОЕ РАЗВЕДЫВАТЕЛЬНОЕ УПРАВЛЕНИЕ) (a.k.a. GRU; a.k.a. MAIN DIRECTORATE OF THE GENERAL STAFF; a.k.a. MAIN INTELLIGENCE DEPARTMENT; a.k.a. MAIN INTELLIGENCE DIRECTORATE), Khoroshevskoye Shosse 76, Khodinka, Moscow, Russia; Ministry of Defence of the Russian Federation, Frunzenskaya nab., 22/2, Moscow 119160, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201; Target Type Government Entity [NPWMD] [CYBER2] [CAATSA - RUSSIA] [RUSSIA-EO14024];

MAIN INTELLIGENCE DEPARTMENT (a.k.a. MAIN INTTELLIGENCE DIRECTORATE), Khoroshevskoye Shosse 76, Khodinka, Moscow, Russia; Ministry of Defence of the Russian Federation, Frunzenskaya nab., 22/2, Moscow 119160, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201; Target Type Government Entity [NPWMD] [CYBER2] [CAATSA - RUSSIA] [RUSSIA-EO14024];

resulting in the following new [RUSSIA-EO14024] entires:

KOZENKO, Andrei (a.k.a. KOZENKO, Andrey Dmitrievich; a.k.a. KOZENKO, Andrey Dmytrovych (Cyrillic: КОЗЕНКО, Андрей Дмитриевич)), Ukraine; Russia; DOB 03 Aug 1981; POB Simferopol, Crimea, Ukraine; nationality Ukraine; alt. nationality Russia; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660] [RUSSIA-EO14024].

KOZENKO, Dmytrovych (Cyrillic: КОЗЕНКО, Дмитрович), Ukraine; Russia; DOB 03 Aug 1981; POB Simferopol, Crimea, Ukraine; nationality Ukraine; alt. nationality Russia; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660] [RUSSIA-EO14024].
BANDURA, Volodymyr Volodymyrovych (Cyrillic: БАНДУРА, Володимир Володимирович) (a.k.a. BANDURA, Vladimir Vladimirovich), Kherson Region, Ukraine; DOB 15 Jul 1990; POB Toretsk, Donetsk region, Ukraine; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Tax ID No. 3306813910 (Ukraine) (individual) [RUSSIA-EI04024].

BANDURA, Volodymyr Volodymyrovych (Cyrillic: БАНДУРА, Володимир Володимирович) (a.k.a. BANDURA, Vladimir Vladimirovich (Cyrillic: ВЛАДИМИРОВИЧ), Kherson Region, Ukraine; DOB 15 Jul 1990; POB Toretsk, Donetsk region, Ukraine; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Tax ID No. 3306813910 (Ukraine) (individual) [RUSSIA-EI04024].

BESPALOV, Vladimir Alexandrovich (Cyrillic: БЕСПАЛОВ, Владимир Александрович), Kherson Region, Ukraine; DOB 01 Oct 1958; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Tax ID No. 39080490437 (Russia) (individual) [RUSSIA-EI04024].

BESPALOV, Vladimir Alexandrovich (Cyrillic: БЕСПАЛОВ, Владимир Александрович) (a.k.a. BESPALOV, Vladimir Alexandrovich (Cyrillic: ВЛАДИМИРОВИЧ), Kherson Region, Ukraine; DOB 01 Oct 1958; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Tax ID No. 39080490437 (Russia) (individual) [RUSSIA-EI04024].

BANDURA, Volodymyr Volodymyrovych (Cyrillic: БАНДУРА, Володимир Володимирович) (a.k.a. BANDURA, Vladimir Vladimirovich), Kherson Region, Ukraine; DOB 11 Aug 1975; nationality Ukraine; Gender Male; Tax ID No. 2761603714 (Ukraine) (individual) [RUSSIA-EI04024].

CHEREVKO, Sergey Nikolaevich (Cyrillic: ЧЕРЕВКО, Сергій Ніколаєвич) (a.k.a. CHEREVKO, Serhiy Mykolayovych (Cyrillic: ЧЕРЕВКО, Сергій Миколайович)), Apartment 6, 18 Kommunarov Street, Kherson, Kherson Region, Ukraine; DOB 11 Aug 1975; nationality Ukraine; Gender Male; Tax ID No. 2761603714 (Ukraine) (individual) [RUSSIA-EI04024].

CHEREVKO, Sergey Nikolaevich (Cyrillic: ЧЕРЕВКО, Сергій Ніколаєвич) (a.k.a. CHEREVKO, Serhiy Mykolayovych (Cyrillic: ЧЕРЕВКО, Сергій Миколайович)), Apartment 6, 18 Kommunarov Street, Kherson, Kherson Region, Ukraine; DOB 11 Aug 1975; nationality Ukraine; Gender Male; Tax ID No. 2761603714 (Ukraine) (individual) [RUSSIA-EI04024].

CROCUȘ NANO-ELECTRONICS (a.k.a. LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY KROKUS NANO-ELEKTRONIKA), 42K5 Volgogradsky Ave, Moscow 109316, Russia; Organization Established Date 27 May 2011; Tax ID No. 7710889933 (Russia); Registration Number 1117746411529 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EI04024].

ELECTRONIC TECHNOLOGY RESEARCH INSTITUTE (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY ELECTRONNOY TEKHNIK; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY NIET; a.k.a. RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING), 5 Starykh Bolshevikov Str., Voronezh, Voronezh Region 394033, Russia; Organization Established Date 11 Oct 2012; Tax ID No. 3661057900 (Russia); Registration Number 1123668048789 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EI04024].

ELEMENT GROUP (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY ELEMENT), 12 Presneneskaya Waterfront, Moscow 123112, Russia; Organization Established Date 20 Jul 2020; Tax ID No. 9703014282 (Russia); Registration Number 1207700245532 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EI04024].

ELINS STC JSC (a.k.a. JOINSTOCK COMPANY RESEARCH CENTER ELINS; a.k.a. JSC NAUCHNYY CENTER ELINS; a.k.a. JSC SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL CENTER ELINS; a.k.a. SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL CENTRE ELINS), Panfilovsky Pr., 10, Zelenograd, Moscow 124460, Russia; Organization Established Date 23 Mar 2010; Tax ID No. 7735567832 (Russia); Registration Number 1107746215455 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EI04024].

ELVEES R AND D CENTER JSC (a.k.a. ELVEES R&D CENTER JSC; a.k.a. ELVEES RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT CENTER JSC; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY SCIENTIFIC AND PRODUCTION CENTER ELECTRONIC COMPUTING AND INFORMATION SYSTEMS; a.k.a. JSC SPC ELVIS), Proyezd 4922, 4 Build.2, Zelenograd, Moscow 124498, Russia; Tax ID No. 7735582816 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EI04024].

ELVEES R&D CENTER JSC (a.k.a. ELVEES R AND D CENTER JSC; a.k.a. ELVEES RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT CENTER JSC; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY SCIENTIFIC AND PRODUCTION CENTER ELECTRONIC COMPUTING AND INFORMATION SYSTEMS; a.k.a. JSC SPC ELVIS), Proyezd 4922, 4 Build.2, Zelenograd, Moscow 124498, Russia; Tax ID No. 7735582816 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EI04024].

EMELIANENKO, Victor (a.k.a. EMELIANENKO, Viktor Andriyovych), Kherson Region, Ukraine; DOB 11 Oct 1953; POB Egorovka Village, Orekhovsky District, Zaporizhzhia Region, Ukraine; nationality Ukraine; Gender Male; Tax ID No. 1964216354 (Ukraine) (individual) [RUSSIA-EI04024].

EMELIANENKO, Viktor Andriyovych (Cyrillic: ЕМЕЛЬЯНЕНКО, Віктор Андрійович); a.k.a. EMELYANENKO, Viktor Andriyovych (Cyrillic: ЕМЕЛЬЯНЕНКО, Віктор Андрійович), 19 Gogol Lane, Orekhovsky District, Zaporizhzhia Region, Ukraine; DOB 11 Oct 1953; POB Egorovka Village, Orekhovsky District, Zaporizhzhia Region, Ukraine; nationality Ukraine; Gender Male; Tax ID No. 1964216354 (Ukraine) (individual) [RUSSIA-EI04024].

FEDERAL STATE FINANCED INSTITUTION OF APPLIED PHYSICS OF THE RUSSIAN ACADEMY OF SCIENCES (a.k.a. "IAP RAS"), Fizicheskaya Str., 5, Troitsk, Moscow 124498, Russia; Tax ID No. 7735582816 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EI04024].

FEDERAL RESEARCH CENTER INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE HIGHER EDUCATION INSTITUTION SPECTROSCOPY OF THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION ACADEMY OF SCIENCES (a.k.a. INSTITUTE OF SPECTROSCOPY OF THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION ACADEMY OF SCIENCES (a.k.a. "ISAN"), Fizicheskaya Str., 5, Troitsk, Moscow 124498, Russia; Tax ID No. 7735582816 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EI04024].

FEDERAL STATE FINANCED INSTITUTION OF SCIENCE HIGHER EDUCATION INSTITUTION SPECTROSCOPY OF THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION ACADEMY OF SCIENCES (a.k.a. INSTITUTE OF SPECTROSCOPY OF THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION ACADEMY OF SCIENCES (a.k.a. "ISAN"), Fizicheskaya Str., 5, Troitsk, Moscow 124498, Russia; Tax ID No. 7735582816 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EI04024].

FEDERAL RESEARCH CENTER INSTITUTE OF APPLIED PHYSICS OF THE RUSSIAN ACADEMY OF SCIENCES (a.k.a. "IAP RAS"), Fizicheskaya Str., 5, Troitsk, Moscow 124498, Russia; Tax ID No. 7735582816 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EI04024].

FEDERAL STATE FINANCED INSTITUTION OF SCIENCE HIGHER EDUCATION INSTITUTION SPECTROSCOPY OF THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION ACADEMY OF SCIENCES (a.k.a. INSTITUTE OF SPECTROSCOPY OF THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION ACADEMY OF SCIENCES (a.k.a. "ISAN"), Fizicheskaya Str., 5, Troitsk, Moscow 124498, Russia; Tax ID No. 7735582816 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EI04024].

FEDERAL STATE FINANCED INSTITUTION OF SCIENCE HIGHER EDUCATION INSTITUTION SPECTROSCOPY OF THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION ACADEMY OF SCIENCES (a.k.a. INSTITUTE OF SPECTROSCOPY OF THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION ACADEMY OF SCIENCES (a.k.a. "ISAN"), Fizicheskaya Str., 5, Troitsk, Moscow 124498, Russia; Tax ID No. 7735582816 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EI04024].
Established Date 07 Jul 1992; Tax ID No. 5046005427 (Russia); Registration Number 1035009350100 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

FEDERAL STATE FINANCED INSTITUTION OF SCIENCE PHYSICAL HIGHER EDUCATION INSTITUTION NAMED AFTER P. N. LEBEDEVA OF THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION ACADEMY SCIENCES (a.k.a. LEBEDEV PHYSICAL INSTITUTE OF THE RUSSIAN ACADEMY OF SCIENCES; a.k.a. "FIAN"); a.k.a. "LPI RAS"), 53 Leninsky Ave, Moscow 119991, Russia; Organization Established Date 03 Oct 2001; Tax ID No. 7736037394 (Russia); Registration Number 1027739617960 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

FEDERAL STATE FINANCED INSTITUTION OF SCIENCE PHYSICS AND TECHNOLOGY INSTITUTE NAMED AFTER A. F. IOFFE OF THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION ACADEMY OF SCIENCES (a.k.a. IOFFE INSTITUTE), 26 Politekhnicheskaya Str., Saint Petersburg 194021, Russia; Organization Established Date 26 Apr 1999; Tax ID No. 7802072267 (Russia); Registration Number 1037804006998 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

FEDERAL STATE FINANCED INSTITUTION OF SCIENCE PHYSICS AND TECHNOLOGY INSTITUTE NAMED AFTER K. A. VALIEVA OF THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION ACADEMY OF SCIENCES (a.k.a. FTIAN NAMED AFTER K. A. VALIEVA RAN; a.k.a. K.A. VALIEV IPT RAS), 34 Nakhimovskiy Ave, Moscow 117218, Russia; Organization Established Date 16 Feb 1994; Tax ID No. 7727084140 (Russia); Registration Number 1037739352155 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

INSTITUTE OF SPECTROSCOPY OF THE RUSSIAN ACADEMY OF SCIENCES (a.k.a. FEDERAL STATE FINANCED INSTITUTION OF SCIENCE HIGHER EDUCATION INSTITUTION SPECTROSCOPY OF THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION ACADEMY OF SCIENCES; a.k.a. "ISAN"), Fizicheskaya Str., 5, Troitsk, Moscow 108840, Russia; Organization Established Date 07 Jul 1992; Tax ID No. 5046005427 (Russia); Registration Number 1035009350100 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

INTERNATIONAL CENTER FOR QUANTUM OPTICS AND QUANTUM TECHNOLOGIES LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY (a.k.a. OO MTSKT; a.k.a. RUSSIAN QUANTUM CENTER; a.k.a. "RQC"), 30 Bld., 1 Bolshoy Blvd, Skolkovo Innovation Center, Moscow 121205, Russia; 100 Novaya Street, Skolkovo Village, Odintsovo, Moscow Region 143026, Russia; Tax ID No. 7743801910 (Russia); Registration Number 1107746994365 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

IOFFE INSTITUTE (a.k.a. FEDERAL STATE FINANCED INSTITUTION OF SCIENCE PHYSICS AND TECHNOLOGY INSTITUTE NAMED AFTER A. F. IOFFE OF THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION ACADEMY OF SCIENCES), 26 Politekhnicheskaya Str., Saint Petersburg 194021, Russia; Organization Established Date 26 Apr 1999; Tax ID No. 7802072267 (Russia); Registration Number 1037804006998 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

ISP SB RAS (a.k.a. RZHANOV INSTITUTE OF SEMICONDUCTOR PHYSICS SB RAS; a.k.a. RZHANOV INSTITUTE OF SEMICONDUCTOR PHYSICS SIBERIAN BRANCH OF RUSSIAN ACADEMY OF SCIENCES), 13 Lavrentiev Aven., Novosibirsk 630090, Russia; Tax ID No. 5408100057 (Russia); Registration Number 1025403651283 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

ISS RESHETNEV (a.k.a. JSC ACADEMICIAN M.F. RESHETNEV INFORMATION SATELLITE SYSTEMS), 52, Lenin St, Zheleznogorsk, Krasnoyarsk Region 662972, Russia; Organization Established Date 03 Mar 2008; Tax ID No. 2452034898 (Russia); Business Registration Number 1082452000290 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

JOINT STOCK COMPANY ANGSTREME (a.k.a. ANGSTREME JSC), 2str3 Shokina Square, Zelenograd, Moscow 124498, Russia; Organization Established Date 23 Jun 1993; Tax ID No. 7735010706 (Russia); Registration Number 1027700140930 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

JOINT STOCK COMPANY ELEMENT (a.k.a. ELEMENT GROUP), 12 Presnenskaya Waterfront, Moscow 123112, Russia; Organization Established Date 20 Jul 2020; Tax ID No. 9703014282 (Russia); Registration Number 1207700245532 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

JOINT STOCK COMPANY INSTITUTE FOR SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH ELEKTRONNOY TEKHNIKI (a.k.a. ELECTRONIC TECHNOLOGY RESEARCH INSTITUTE; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY NIET; a.k.a. RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING), 5 Starykh Bolshevikov Str., Voronezh, Voronezh Region 394033, Russia; Organization Established Date 11 Oct 2012; Tax ID No. 3661057900 (Russia); Registration Number 1123668048789 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

JOINT STOCK COMPANY INSTITUTE FOR SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH VYCHISLITELNYKH KOMPLEKSOV NAMED AFTER M. A. KARTSEVA (a.k.a. AO NIIVK N.A. M.A. KARTSEVA; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY NIET), IM. M.A. KARTSEVA), Profsoyuznaya St., 108, Moscow 117437, Russia; Organization Established Date 24 May 1993; Tax ID No. 7728032882 (Russia); Registration Number 1037700128828 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].
JOINT STOCK COMPANY NIET (a.k.a. ELECTRONIC TECHNOLOGY RESEARCH INSTITUTE; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY INSTITUTE FOR SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH ELEKTRONNOY TEKHNIKI; a.k.a. RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING), 5 Starykh Bolshevikov Str., Voronezh, Voronezh Region 394033, Russia; Organization Established Date 11 Oct 2012; Tax ID No. 3661057900 (Russia); Registration Number 1123668048789 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

JOINT STOCK COMPANY NIIK NAMED AFTER M. A. KARTSEVA (a.k.a. AO NIVK N.A. M.A. KARTSEV; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY INSTITUTE FOR SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH VYCHISLITELNYKH KOMPLEKSOV NAMED AFTER M. A. KARTSEVA; a.k.a. JSC NII VYCHISLITELNYKH KOMPLEKSOV IM. M. A. KARTSEVA), Pratseyznaya St., 108, Moscow 117437, Russia; Organization Established Date 25 May 1993; Tax ID No. 7728032382 (Russia); Registration Number 1037700128828 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024].

JOINT STOCK COMPANY PRODUCTION ASSOCIATION SEVER (a.k.a. PROIZVODSTVENNOYE OBYEDINENIYE SEVER; a.k.a. "PA SEVER"; a.k.a. "PO SEVER"). 3 Obedineniya Str., Novosibirsk, Novosibirsk region 630020, Russia; Organization Established Date 23 Mar 2010; Tax ID No. 7735567832 (Russia); Registration Number 1175029009363 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024].

JOINT STOCK COMPANY RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT ENTERPRISE RADIOSVYAZ (a.k.a. AO NPP RADIOSVIAZ; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY SCIENTIFIC PRODUCTION ENTERPRISE RADIOSVIAZ; a.k.a. JSC NPP RADIOSVIAZ; a.k.a. JSC SPE RADIOSVIAZ; a.k.a. RESEARCH AND PRODUCTION ENTERPRISE RADIOSVIAZ; a.k.a. SCIENTIFIC PRODUCTION ENTERPRISE RADIOSVIAZ). 19 Dekabristov Str., Krasnoyarsk, Krasnoyarsk Territory 660021, Russia; Organization Established Date 27 Dec 2012; Tax ID No. 2460243408 (Russia); Registration Number 1027700070661 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024].

JOINT STOCK COMPANY RESEARCH AND PRODUCTION ASSOCIATION NAMED AFTER S. A. LAVOCHKINA (a.k.a. LAVOCHKIN SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH ASSOCIATION; a.k.a. NAUCHNO PROIZVODSTVENNOYE OBYEDINENIYE IMENI LAVOCHKINA; a.k.a. NPO IMENI LAVOCHKINA; a.k.a. S.A. LAVOCHKIN NPO; a.k.a. S.A. LAVOCHKIN SCIENTIFIC PRODUCTION ASSOCIATION), 24 Leningradskaya Str., Khimki, Moscow region 141411, Russia; Organization Established Date 05 Apr 2017; Tax ID No. 5047196566 (Russia); Registration Number 1177509009363 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024].

JOINT STOCK COMPANY RESEARCH CENTER ELINS (a.k.a. ELINS STC JSC; a.k.a. JSC NAUCHNY CENTER ELINS; a.k.a. JSC SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL CENTER ELINS; a.k.a. SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL CENTRE ELINS), Panfilovsky Pr., 10, Zelenograd, Moscow 124460, Russia; Organization Established Date 23 Mar 2010; Tax ID No. 7735567832 (Russia); Registration Number 1107746215455 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024].

JOINT STOCK COMPANY ROSSIISKIIYE KOSMICHESKIYE SISTEMY (a.k.a. ROSSIISKIIYE KOSMICHESKIYE SISTEMY; a.k.a. RUSSIAN SPACE SYSTEMS JSC; a.k.a. "RKS"; a.k.a. "RSS"), 53, Aviamotornaya Str., Moscow, Russia; Organization Established Date 23 Oct 2009; Tax ID No. 7722698789 (Russia); Registration Number 1097746649681 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024].

JOINT STOCK COMPANY SCIENTIFIC PRODUCTION ENTERPRISE RADIOSVIAZ (a.k.a. AO NPP RADIOSVIAZ; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT ENTERPRISE RADIOSVIAZ; a.k.a. JSC NPP RADIOSVIAZ; a.k.a. JSC SPE RADIOSVIAZ; a.k.a. RESEARCH AND PRODUCTION ENTERPRISE RADIOSVIAZ; a.k.a. SCIENTIFIC PRODUCTION ENTERPRISE RADIOSVIAZ) JOINT STOCK COMPANY), 19 Dekabristov Str., Krasnoyarsk, Krasnoyarsk Territory 660021, Russia; Organization Established Date 27 Dec 2012; Tax ID No. 2460243408 (Russia); Registration Number 1027700070661 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024].

JOINT STOCK COMPANY SPECIALIZED DESIGN TECHNOLOGY BUREAU ELEKTRONNYKH SYSTEM (a.k.a. JSC SPETSIALIZIROVANNYYE KONSTRUKTSORSKO-TEKHOLOGICHESKYYE BUREAU ELEKTRONNYKH SYSTEM; a.k.a. SKTB ES, AO; a.k.a. SPECIALIZED ENGINEERING AND DESIGN BUREAU OF ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS JOINT STOCK COMPANY), 160 Leninsky Ave, Voronezh, Voronezh Region 394000, Russia; Organization Established Date 17 Aug 2006; Tax ID No. 3661036308 (Russia); Registration Number 1063667253528 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024].

JOINT VENTURE QUANTUM TECHNOLOGIES (a.k.a. LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY SOVMESTNOYE PREDPRIYATIE KVANTOVYE TEKHNOLOGII; a.k.a. LLC JOINT VENTURE KVANT; a.k.a. LLC JV KVANT; a.k.a. "SP QUANT"), 46 Varshavskoye Highway, Moscow 115230, Russia; Organization Established Date 26 Mar 2020; Tax ID No. 7726464220 (Russia); Registration Number 1207700140132 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024].

JSC ACADEMICIAN M.F. RESHETNEV INFORMATION SATELLITE SYSTEMS (a.k.a. ISS RESHETNEV), 52, Lenin Street, Zheleznyogorsk, Krasnoyarsk Region 662972, Russia; Organization Established Date 03 Mar 2008; Tax ID No. 2452034898 (Russia); Business Registration Number 1027700070661 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024].

JSC ADDITIVE TECHNOLOGIES CENTER (a.k.a. JSC CENTER ADDITIVNYKH TEKHNOLOGII; a.k.a. "JSC ATC"), 7, Vishnevaya Str, Moscow 125362, Russia;
ORESHKIN, Maxim Stanislavovich (Cyrillic: ОРЕШКИН, Максим Станиславович), 5 Myslichenko St. Chmyrevka village, Starobilsk district, Luhansk region, Ukraine; DOB 22 Jan 1953; POB Mariupol, Ukraine; nationality Ukraine; Gender Male; Tax ID No. 1938008353 (Ukraine) (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024].

PAKHNYTS, Valeriy Mikhailovich (Cyrillic: ПАХНІЦЬ, Валерій Михайлович) (a.k.a. ПАХНИЦЬ, Михайлович), 5 Myslichenko St. Chmyrevka village, Starobilsk district, Luhansk region, Ukraine; DOB 22 Jan 1953; POB Mariupol, Ukraine; nationality Ukraine; Gender Male; Tax ID No. 1938008353 (Ukraine) (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024].

RODIKOV, Mikhail Leonidovich (Cyrillic: РОДІКОВ, Михайло Леонідович), 5 Obединenia Str., Novosibirsk, Novosibirsk region 630021, Russia; Organization Established Date 25 Mar 2019; Registration Number 1195476084789 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024].

ROGOV, Volodimir Valerievich (Cyrillic: РОГОВ, Володимир Валерьович) (a.k.a. ROGOV, Володимир Валерійович), 16 Byduonovo St., Apartment 157, Zaporizhzhia, Bydyonnovo St., Apartment 157, Zaporizhzhia, Ukraine; DOB 01 Dec 1976; nationality Ukraine; Gender Male; Tax ID No. 2809404718 (Ukraine) (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024].
Bydynnyovo St., Apartment 157, Zaporizhzhia, Ukraine; DOB 01 Dec 1976; nationality Ukraine; Gender Male; Tax ID No. 2809404718 (Ukraine) (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024].

ROGOV, Volodymyr Valeriyovych (Cyrillic: РОГОВ, Володимир Валерьович) (a.k.a. ROGOV, Vladimir Valeriyovych (Cyrillic: РОГОВ, Владимир Валерьевич); a.k.a. ROGOV, Volodimir Valeriyovych; a.k.a. ROGOV, Volodymyr Valeriyovych (Cyrillic: РОГОВ, Володимир Валерьович)), 16 Bydynnyovo St., Apartment 157, Zaporizhzhia, Ukraine; DOB 01 Dec 1976; nationality Ukraine; Gender Male; Tax ID No. 2809404718 (Ukraine) (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024].

ROHOV, Mikita Ivanovich (Cyrillic: САМОЙЛЕНКО, Микита Иванович)), 16 Bydynnyovo St., Apartment 157, Zaporizhzhia, Ukraine; DOB 01 Dec 1976; nationality Ukraine; Gender Male; Tax ID No. 2809404718 (Ukraine) (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024].

SAMOILENKO, Mykyta Ivanovich (Cyrillic: САМОЙЛЕНКО, Микита Іванович); a.k.a. SAMOYLENKO, Mikita Ivanovich; a.k.a. SAMOYLENKO, Mikita Ivanovich (a.k.a. САМОЙЛЕНКО, Микита Иванович)), 16 Bydynnyovo St., Apartment 157, Zaporizhzhia, Ukraine; DOB 01 Dec 1976; nationality Ukraine; Gender Male; Tax ID No. 2809404718 (Ukraine) (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024].

SAMOILENKO, Mykyta Ivanovich (Cyrillic: САМОЙЛЕНКО, Микита Іванович); a.k.a. SAMOYLENKO, Mikita Ivanovich; a.k.a. SAMOYLENKO, Mikita Ivanovich (a.k.a. САМОЙЛЕНКО, Микита Иванович)), 16 Bydynnyovo St., Apartment 157, Zaporizhzhia, Ukraine; DOB 01 Dec 1976; nationality Ukraine; Gender Male; Tax ID No. 2809404718 (Ukraine) (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024].

SAMOILENKO, Mykyta Ivanovich (Cyrillic: САМОЙЛЕНКО, Микита Іванович); a.k.a. SAMOYLENKO, Nikita Ivanovich; a.k.a. SAMOYLENKO, Nikita Ivanovich; a.k.a. SAMOYLENKO, Nikita Ivanovich (a.k.a. САМОЙЛЕНКО, Нікіта Іванович)，24 Leningradskaya Str., Khimki, Moscow region 14111, Russia; Organization Established Date 05 Apr 2017; Tax ID No. 5047196566 (Russia); Registration Number 1175029009363 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024].

S.A. LAVOCHKIN SCIENTIFIC PRODUCTION ASSOCIATION (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY RESEARCH AND PRODUCTION ASSOCIATION NAMED AFTER S. A. LAVOCHKINA; a.k.a. LAVOCHKIN SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH ASSOCIATION; a.k.a. NAUCHNO PROIZVODSTVENNOYE OBYEDINENIYE IMENI LAVOCHKINA; a.k.a. NO PROE LOVCHKINA; a.k.a. S.A. LAVOCHKIN NPO), 24 Leningradskaya Str., Khimki, Moscow region 14111, Russia; Organization Established Date 05 Apr 2017; Tax ID No. 5047196566 (Russia); Registration Number 1175029009363 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024].

SAMOYLENKO, Mykyta Ivanovich (Cyrillic: САМОЙЛЕНКО, Микита Іванович); a.k.a. SAMOYLENKO, Nikita Ivanovich; a.k.a. SAMOYLENKO, Nikita Ivanovich; a.k.a. SAMOYLENKO, Nikita Ivanovich (a.k.a. САМОЙЛЕНКО, Нікіта Іванович)，24 Leningradskaya Str., Khimki, Moscow region 14111, Russia; Organization Established Date 05 Apr 2017; Tax ID No. 5047196566 (Russia); Registration Number 1175029009363 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024].

S.A. LAVOCHKIN SCIENTIFIC PRODUCTION ASSOCIATION (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY RESEARCH AND PRODUCTION ASSOCIATION NAMED AFTER S. A. LAVOCHKINA; a.k.a. LAVOCHKIN SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH ASSOCIATION; a.k.a. NAUCHNO PROIZVODSTVENNOYE OBYEDINENIYE IMENI LAVOCHKINA; a.k.a. NO PROE LOVCHKINA; a.k.a. S.A. LAVOCHKIN NPO), 24 Leningradskaya Str., Khimki, Moscow region 14111, Russia; Organization Established Date 05 Apr 2017; Tax ID No. 5047196566 (Russia); Registration Number 1175029009363 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024].

SAMOYLENKO, Mykyta Ivanovich (Cyrillic: САМОЙЛЕНКО, Микита Іванович); a.k.a. SAMOYLENKO, Nikita Ivanovich; a.k.a. SAMOYLENKO, Nikita Ivanovich; a.k.a. SAMOYLENKO, Nikita Ivanovich (a.k.a. САМОЙЛЕНКО, Нікіта Іванович)，24 Leningradskaya Str., Khimki, Moscow region 14111, Russia; Organization Established Date 05 Apr 2017; Tax ID No. 5047196566 (Russia); Registration Number 1175029009363 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024].
SCIENTIFIC TECHNICAL CENTRE ELINS (a.k.a. SCIENTIFIC PRODUCTION ENTERPRISE SAULENKO, Oleksandr Fedorovych (Cyrillic: САУЛЕНКО, Олександр Федорович)), 8 Pushkin St., Novopetrovka Village, Berdyansk, Zaporozhye Region 71100, Ukraine; DOB 09 May 1962; POB Novopetrovka Village, Berdyansk, Zaporozhye, Ukraine; nationality Ukraine; Gender Male; Tax ID No. 2277417617 (Ukraine) (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024].

SCIENTIFIC PRODUCTION ENTERPRISE RADIOSVYAZ JOINT STOCK COMPANY (a.k.a. AO NPP RADIOSVYAZ; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT ENTERPRISE RADIOSVYAZ; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY SCIENTIFIC PRODUCTION ENTERPRISE RADIOSVYAZ; a.k.a. JSC NPP RADIOSVYAZ; a.k.a. JSC SPE RADIOSVYAZ; a.k.a. RESEARCH AND PRODUCTION ENTERPRISE RADIOSVYAZ), 19 Dekabristsov Str., Krasnoarmeyskaya Street, Antonovka Village, Kherson, Kherson Region, Ukraine; DOB 21 Jan 1982; nationality Ukraine; Gender Male; Tax ID No. 2997111978 (Ukraine) (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024].

SHELESTENKO, Gennady Aleksandrovich (Cyrillic: ШЕЛЕСТЕНКО, Геннадий Александрович) (a.k.a. SHELESTENKO, Gennadiy Oleksandrovich), Apartment 360, 75 Stepan Razin Street, Kherson, Kherson Region, Ukraine; DOB 16 Aug 1966; nationality Ukraine; Gender Male; Tax ID No. 2433418476 (Ukraine) (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024].

SKTB ES, AO (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY SPECIALIZED DESIGN TECHNOLOGY BUREAU OF ELECTRONNYKH SYSTEM; a.k.a. JSC SPETSIALIZIROVANNOYE KONSTRUKTORSKO-TEKHOLOGICHESKOYE BYURO ELEKTRONNYKH SYSTEM; a.k.a. SPECIALIZED ENGINEERING AND DESIGN BUREAU OF ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS JOINT STOCK COMPANY), 160 Leninsky Ave, Voronezh, Voronezh Region 394000, Russia; Organization Established Date 17 Aug 2006; Tax ID No. 3661036308 (Russia); Registration Number 1063667253528 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024].

SHELESTENKO, Hennady Oleksandrovych (Cyrillic: ШЕЛЕСТЕНКО, Геннадій Олександрович) (a.k.a. SHELESTENKO, Hennadiy Oleksandrovich), Apartment 360, 75 Stepan Razin Street, Kherson, Kherson Region, Ukraine; DOB 16 Aug 1966; nationality Ukraine; Gender Male; Tax ID No. 2433418476 (Ukraine) (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024].

SIGUTA, Andrei Leonidovich (Cyrillic: СИГУТА, Андрей Леонидович) (a.k.a. SIGUTA, Andriy Leonidovich (Cyrillic: СИГУТА, Андрій Леонідович)), 26 30-letia Pobedi Blvd., Apt. 3, Melitopol, Zaporizhzhia region, Ukraine; DOB 05 May 1979; POB Berdyansk, Zaporizhzhia region, Ukraine; nationality Ukraine; Gender Male; Tax ID No. 2897911059 (Ukraine) (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024].

SEMENCHENKO, Mykyta Ivanovich (Cyrillic: СЕМЕНЧЕНКО, Микита Іванович) (a.k.a. SEMENCHENKO, Mykola Ivanovich), 12 Krasnoarmeyskaya Street, Antonovka Village, Kherson, Kherson Region, Ukraine; DOB 21 Jan 1982; nationality Ukraine; Gender Male; Tax ID No. 2997111978 (Ukraine) (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024].
The following [RUSSIA-EO14024] [UKRAINE-EO13661] entries have been changed:

**KRIVORUCHKO, Aleksei Yurievich (Cyrillic: КРИВОРУЧКО, Алексей Юрьевич), Russia; DOB 17 Jul 1975; POB Stavropol, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661].**

**-to-**

**KRIVORUCHKO, Aleksei Yurievich (Cyrillic: КРИВОРУЧКО, Алексей Юрьевич) (a.k.a. KRIVORUKHO, Aleksei Yurievich) (a.k.a. KRIVORUCHKO, Alexei).**

**-to-**

**KRIVORUCHKO, Aleksei Yurievich (Cyrillic: КРИВОРУЧКО, Алексей Юрьевич), Russia; DOB 17 Jul 1975; POB Stavropol, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661].**

**-to-**

**KRIVORUCHKO, Aleksei Yurievich (Cyrillic: КРИВОРУЧКО, Алексей Юрьевич) (a.k.a. KRIVORUKHO, Aleksei Yurievich) (a.k.a. KRIVORUCHKO, Alexei).**

**-to-**

**KRIVORUCHKO, Aleksei Yurievich (Cyrillic: КРИВОРУЧКО, Алексей Юрьевич), Russia; DOB 17 Jul 1975; POB Stavropol, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661].**

**-to-**

**KRIVORUCHKO, Aleksei Yurievich (Cyrillic: КРИВОРУЧКО, Алексей Юрьевич) (a.k.a. KRIVORUKHO, Aleksei Yurievich) (a.k.a. KRIVORUCHKO, Alexei).**

**-to-**

**KRIVORUCHKO, Aleksei Yurievich (Cyrillic: КРИВОРУЧКО, Алексей Юрьевич), Russia; DOB 17 Jul 1975; POB Stavropol, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661].**

**-to-**

**KRIVORUCHKO, Aleksei Yurievich (Cyrillic: КРИВОРУЧКО, Алексей Юрьевич) (a.k.a. KRIVORUKHO, Aleksei Yurievich) (a.k.a. KRIVORUCHKO, Alexei).**

**-to-**

**KRIVORUCHKO, Aleksei Yurievich (Cyrillic: КРИВОРУЧКО, Алексей Юрьевич), Russia; DOB 17 Jul 1975; POB Stavropol, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661].**

**-to-**

**KRIVORUCHKO, Aleksei Yurievich (Cyrillic: КРИВОРУЧКО, Алексей Юрьевич) (a.k.a. KRIVORUKHO, Aleksei Yurievich) (a.k.a. KRIVORUCHKO, Alexei).**

**-to-**

**KRIVORUCHKO, Aleksei Yurievich (Cyrillic: КРИВОРУЧКО, Алексей Юрьевич), Russia; DOB 17 Jul 1975; POB Stavropol, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661].**

**-to-**

**KRIVORUCHKO, Aleksei Yurievich (Cyrillic: КРИВОРУЧКО, Алексей Юрьевич) (a.k.a. KRIVORUKHO, Aleksei Yurievich) (a.k.a. KRIVORUCHKO, Alexei).**
ROTENBERG, Arkady Romanovich (Cyrillic: РОТЕНБЕРГ, Аркадий Романович) (a.k.a. ROTENBERG, Arkadii Romanovich), Russia; DOB 15 Dec 1951; POB St. Petersburg, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Tax ID No. 780619032880 (Russia) (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [RUSSIA-EO14024].

ROTENBERG, Arkadii Romanovich; a.k.a. ROTENBERG, Arkady Romanovich (Cyrillic: РОТЕНБЕРГ, Аркадий Романович); a.k.a. ROTENBERG, Arkadiy Romanovich; a.k.a. ROTENBERH, Arkadii Romanovich; a.k.a. ROTENBERH, Arkady Romanovich), Russia; DOB 15 Dec 1951; POB St. Petersburg, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Tax ID No. 780619032880 (Russia) (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [RUSSIA-EO14024].

resulting in the following new [RUSSIA-EO14024] [UKRAINE-EO13661] entries:

KRIVORUCHKO, Aleksey (a.k.a. KRIVORUCHKO, Aleksei Yuuriевич (Cyrillic: КРИВОРУЧКО, Алексей Юрьевич)); a.k.a. KRIVORUCHKO, Aleksei), Russia; DOB 17 Jul 1975; POB Stavropol, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [RUSSIA-EO14024].

The following [UKRAINE-EO13685] entries have been added to OFAC’s SDN List:

BELOUSOV, Mikhail Nikolaievich (Cyrillic: БЕЛОУСОВ, Михаил Николаевич) (a.k.a. BELOUSOV, Mikhail Nikolaievich; a.k.a. BILOUSOV, Mikhail Nikolaievich (Cyrillic: БИЛОУСОВ, Михаил Николаевич)); ul. Balaklavskaya 117, kv. 48, Simferopol, Crimea, Ukraine (Cyrillic: ул. Балаклавская 117, кв. 48, Симферополь, Крым, Украина); DOB 26 Nov 1964; POB Russia; nationality Russia; alt. nationality Ukraine; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13685].
BULGAKOV, Sergei Viktorovich (Cyrillic: Сергій Вікторович БУЛГАКОВ, a.k.a. БУЛГАКОВ, Сергій Вікторович), 13/64, Apt 72, 60 Years of October Street, Simferopol, Crimea, Ukraine (Cyrillic: ул. 60 лет октября 13, 64, кв. 72, Симферополь, Крым, Украина); DOB 01 Mar 1976; POB Simferopol, Crimea, Ukraine; nationality Ukraine; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13685].

DOLGOPOLOV, Andrei Nikolayevich (a.k.a. ДОЛГОПОЛОВ, Андрей Николаевич); DOB 15 Feb 1959; POB Kyrgyzstan; nationality Russia; alt. nationality Ukraine; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13685].

ERMAKOVA, Mariya Gennadevna (Cyrillic: ЕРМАКОВА, Мария Геннадеевна), prosp. Pobedy 82, kv. 343, Simferopol, Crimea, Ukraine (Cyrillic: просп. Победы 82, кв. 343, Симферополь, Крым, Украина); DOB 15 Feb 1959; POB Kyrgyzstan; nationality Russia; alt. nationality Ukraine; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13685].

KRILLO, Pavel Valeryovich (Cyrillic: КРИЛЛО, Павло Валерійович), a.k.a. KRYLLO, Pavel; a.k.a. KRYLLO, Pavel Velerovich (Cyrillic: КРЫЛЛО, Павел Валерьевич)), Sevastopol, Ukraine; DOB 01 Dec 1981; POB Omsk, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13685].

KRYLLO, Pavel (a.k.a. KRILLO, Pavel Valeryovich (Cyrillic: КРИЛЛО, Павло Валерійович)), 13/64, Apt 72, 60 Years of October Street, Simferopol, Crimea, Ukraine (Cyrillic: ул. 60 лет октября 13, 64, кв. 72, Симферополь, Крым, Украина); DOB 26 Nov 1964; POB Russia; nationality Russia; alt. nationality Ukraine; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13685].

BULHAKOV, Serhiy Viktorovich (Cyrillic: Вікторович БУЛГАКОВ, Серге́й); DOB 15 Feb 1959; POB Kyrgyzstan; nationality Russia; alt. nationality Ukraine; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13685].

DOLGOPOLOV, Andrey Nikolayevich (Cyrillic: ДОЛГОПОЛОВ, Андрей Николаевич); DOB 15 Feb 1959; POB Kyrgyzstan; nationality Russia; alt. nationality Ukraine; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13685].
and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-E013685].

KRYLLO, Pavel Valeryevich (Cyrillic: КРЫЛЛО, Павел Валер’евич) (a.k.a. KRYLLO, Pavlo Valeryiovich (Cyrillic: КРИЛЛО, Павло Валерійович); a.k.a. KRYLLO, Pavel), Sevastopol, Ukraine; DOB 01 Dec 1981; POB Omsk, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-E013685].

MOZHELYANSKY, Viktor Anatolyevich (Cyrillic: МОЖЕЛЯНСКИЙ, Виктор Анатолиевич; a.k.a. MOZHELYANSKIY, Viktor Anatolyevich (Cyrillic: МОЖЕЛЯНСКИЙ, Виктор Анатолійович); a.k.a. MOZHELYANSKIY, Viktor Anatoliiovich (Cyrillic: МОЖЕЛЯНСКИЙ, Виктор Анатолійович); a.k.a. MOZHELYANSKIJ, Viktor Anatolevich; a.k.a. MOZHELYANSKYY, Viktor (a.k.a. MOZHELYANSKIY, Viktor Anatolyevich (Cyrillic: МОЖЕЛЯНСКИЙ, Виктор Анатолійович); a.k.a. MOZHELYANSKY, Viktor Anatolyevich; a.k.a. MOZHELYANSKY, Viktor), ul. Marshala Zhukova 35, kv. 53, ul. Angarskaya, 8, Simferopol, Crimea, Ukraine (Cyrillic: ул. Маршала Жукова 35, кв. 53, ул. Ангарская, 8, Симферополь, Крым, Україна); DOB 10 May 1964; POB Kharkiv, Ukraine; nationality Russia; alt. nationality Ukraine; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-E013685].

MOZHELYANSKY, Viktor Anatolyevich (Cyrillic: МОЖЕЛЯНСКИЙ, Виктор Анатолиевич; a.k.a. MOZHELYANSKIY, Viktor Anatolyevich (Cyrillic: МОЖЕЛЯНСКИЙ, Виктор Анатолійович); a.k.a. MOZHELYANSKIY, Viktor Anatoliiovich (Cyrillic: МОЖЕЛЯНСКИЙ, Виктор Анатолійович); a.k.a. MOZHELYANSKIJ, Viktor Anatolevich; a.k.a. MOZHELYANSKYY, Viktor (a.k.a. MOZHELYANSKIY, Viktor Anatolyevich (Cyrillic: МОЖЕЛЯНСКИЙ, Виктор Анатолійович); a.k.a. MOZHELYANSKY, Viktor Anatolyevich; a.k.a. MOZHELYANSKY, Viktor), ul. Marshala Zhukova 35, kv. 53, ul. Angarskaya, 8, Simferopol, Crimea, Ukraine (Cyrillic: ул. Маршала Жукова 35, кв. 53, ул. Ангарская, 8, Симферополь, Крым, Україна); DOB 10 May 1964; POB Kharkiv, Ukraine; nationality Russia; alt. nationality Ukraine; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-E013685].

MOZHELYANSKIY, Viktor Anatolyevich (Cyrillic: МОЖЕЛЯНСКИЙ, Виктор Анатолиевич; a.k.a. MOZHELYANSKIY, Viktor Anatolyevich (Cyrillic: МОЖЕЛЯНСЬКИЙ, Віктор Анатолійович); a.k.a. MOZHELYANSKY, Viktor Anatolyevich; a.k.a. MOZHELYANSKIY, Viktor Anatoliiovich (Cyrillic: МОЖЕЛЯНСЬКИЙ, Віктор Анатолійович); a.k.a. MOZHELYANSKIY, Viktor Anatolyevich (Cyrillic: МОЖЕЛЯНСЬКИЙ, Віктор Анатолійович); a.k.a. MOZHELYANSKIY, Viktor Anatoliiovich (Cyrillic: МОЖЕЛЯНСЬКИЙ, Віктор Анатолійович); a.k.a. MOZHELYANSKIY, Viktor), ul. Marshala Zhukova 35, kv. 53, ul. Angarskaya, 8, Simferopol, Crimea, Ukraine (Cyrillic: ул. Маршала Жукова 35, кв. 53, ул. Ангарская, 8, Симферополь, Крым, Україна); DOB 10 May 1964; POB Kharkiv, Ukraine; nationality Russia; alt. nationality Ukraine; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-E013685].

CHANGES TO THE SDNLIST IN 2022
Russia; Leipzig, Germany; DOB 26 Jul 1955; POB Altobdorn, Brandenburg, Germany; nationality Germany; Gender Male (individual) [PEEESA-EO14039].

WARNIG, Matthias Artur (Cyrillic: ARTUR, Matthias Барный) (a.k.a. WARNIG, Matthias Барный), Zug, Switzerland; Moscow, Russia; Saint Petersburg, Russia; Leipzig, Germany; DOB 26 Jul 1955; POB Altobdorn, Brandenburg, Germany; nationality Germany; Gender Male (individual) [PEEESA-EO14039]. -to- WARNIG, Matthias Artur (Cyrillic: ВАРНИГ, Matthias Барный) (a.k.a. WARNIG, Matthias Барный), Zug, Switzerland; Moscow, Russia; Saint Petersburg, Russia; Leipzig, Germany; DOB 26 Jul 1955; POB Altobdorn, Brandenburg, Germany; nationality Germany; Gender Male (individual) [PEEESA-EO14039].

The following [RUSSIA-EO14024] [GLOMAG] [MAGNIT] entries have been added to OFAC's SDN List:

KADYROV, Ramzan Akhmadovich (a.k.a. KADYROV, Ramzan Akhmatovich) (Cyrillic: КАДЫРОВ, Рамзан Ахматович), Republic of Chechnya, Russia; Palm Jumeirah, Dubai, United Arab Emirates; DOB 05 Oct 1976; POB Tsentoroy, Kurchaloyesvsky, Republic of Chechnya, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [MAGNIT] [GLOMAG] [RUSSIA-EO14024].

KADYROV, Ramzan Akhmadovich (Cyrillic: КАДЫРОВ, Рамзан Ахматович) (a.k.a. KADYROV, Ramzan Akhmatovich), Republic of Chechnya, Russia; Palm Jumeirah, Dubai, United Arab Emirates; DOB 05 Oct 1976; POB Tsentoroy, Kurchaloyesvsky, Republic of Chechnya, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [MAGNIT] [GLOMAG] [RUSSIA-EO14024].

The following [RUSSIA-EO14024] [GLOMAG] [MAGNIT] entries have been added to OFAC's SDN List:

AKHMADOVA, Aminat (Cyrillic: АХМАДОВА, Аминат), Republic of Chechnya, Russia; DOB 1985; POB Grozny, Republic of Chechnya, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Female (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: KADYROV, Ramzan Akhmatovich).

AYADMIROVA, Medni Musaevna (Cyrillic: АЙДАМИРОВА, Медни Мусаевна) (a.k.a. KADYROVA, Medni Musaevna (Cyrillic: КАДЫРОВА, Медни Мусаевна); a.k.a. KADYROVA, Medny (Cyrillic: КАДЫРОВА, Медни)), Republic of Chechnya, Russia; Moscow, Russia; DOB 07 Sep 1978; nationality Russia; citizen Russia; Gender Female (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: KADYROV, Ramzan Akhmatovich).
TXGV4DyfNh3PrkZJhmqZ1efVmL4rEqG [RUSSIA-EO14024].

TASK FORCE RUSICH (a.k.a. MILITARY-PATRIOTIC CLUB RUSICH; a.k.a. RUSICH SABOTAGE AND ASSAULT RECONNAISSANCE GROUP; a.k.a. RUSICH TASK FORCE; a.k.a. SABOTAGE AND ASSAULT RECONNAISSANCE GROUP RUSICH; a.k.a. "DSHRG RUSICH"

ST PETERSBURG, RUSSIA; Ukraine; DOB 23 May 1988; POB Alushta, Crimea, Ukraine; nationality Ukraine; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660] [UKRAINE-EO13685].

• 09/15/22

The following [ZIMBABWE] entries have been added to OFAC’s SDN List:

MUTAMBA, Stephen, 192 Baines Ave., Harare, Zimbabwe; DOB 23 Oct 1981; POB Harare, Zimbabwe; Gender Male; Passport FN460001 (Zimbabwe); National ID No. 58004069A83 (Zimbabwe); Deputy Commissioner General, Administration, Zimbabwe Republic of Police (individual) [ZIMBABWE].